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Preface

The 22nd European Physical Society Conference on Controlled Fusion
and Plasma Physics, under the auspices of the Plasma Physics Division
of the European Physical Society, was hosted by and local arrangements
were made by the JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, UK. Following
the guidelines of the Board of the EPS Plasma Physics Division, the
1995 Conference included topics from the areas of: Tokamaks;
Stellarators; Alternative Magnetic Confinement Schemes; Magnetic
Confinement Theory and Modelling; Plasma Edge Physics; Plasma
Heating; Current Drive and Profile Control; Diagnostics; and Basic
Collisionless Plasma Physics.

The scientific programme and paper selection was the responsibility
of the International Programme Committee appointed by the Board of
the EPS Plasma Physics Division. The Programme Committee selected
492 contributed papers (out of 600 submitted abstracts) for presentation
as posters in four sessions at the meeting. In order to maintain
participants interest throughout all four poster sessions, the sessions
were not divided into topic groups, but a mixture of posters from all
topic groups was arranged at each session. As a consequence, the
Proceedings of the Conference are published in four volumes, which
correspond to the four poster sessions (Sessions P, Q, R and S).

In 1994, for the lt EPS Conference, the Board of the EPS Plasma
Division agreed to an important change in the arrangements for
contributed papers. The Proceedings were printed after the meeting,
allowing a later submission date for abstracts and giving authors the
opportunity to present latest results in the four-page papers. This
arrangement was continued for the 22nd EPS Conference, in 1995.
Consequently, authors of contributed papers handed in their four-page
papers to the Conference Secretary during the conference and these are
reproduced in these volumes.
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According to EPS Plasma Physics Division regulations, the Conference
Proceedings contain the four-page papers of all those contributions for
which at least one author was a registered participant at the Conference.
There are 462 papers which satisfy this condition. The four volumes of
the proceedings will be mailed to all registered participants of the
Conference.

The papers of the nine Review Lectures and 18 Topical Lectures will
be published in a Special Issue of the journal “Plasma Physics and
Controlled Fusion”, which will also be mailed to all registered
participants.

B E Keen, P E Stott and J Winter

July 1995
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Confinement and Related Studies in TEXT

A. J. Wootton, R. Bengtson, R. Bravenec, D. Browerl, G. Cima, K. Connorz, T. Crowleyz,
P. Edmonds, R. Durst3, R. Fonck3, A. Fujisawa4, R. Gandy5, H. Gasquet, Gentle, G.
Geruzzi6, G. Hallock, J. Heardz, P. Hurwitz, J. Jagger, Y. Jiangl, Y. Karzhavin, S. McCool,
W. Miner, A. Ourouaz, D. Pavlosky, E. Powers, P. Phillips, B. Richards, D. Roberts, D. Ross,

W. Rowan, P. Schochz, D. Sing, E. Solano, R. Steimle, D. Terry, J. Uglum. C. Watts5, D.
Winslow, B. Zhang, S—B. Zheng.

University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 78712, USA

1: The University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024-1597, USA. 2: Rensselacr Polytechnic

Institute, Troy, NY 1218}, USA. 3: The University of Wisconsin at Madison, Madison, WI 53706,

USA. 4: National Institute for Fusion Science, Nagoya, Japan. 5: Auburn University, Auburn,
AL 36849, USA. 6: Association Euratom-CEA sur la Fusion, Departement de recherches sur

la fusion controlee, Centre d'etudes nucleaires de Cadarache, Saint-Paul-le Durance, France.

Operational regimes
The tokamak TEXT (major radius R z 1.05 m, minor radius a S 0.3 m) operates with

either circular or separatrix—limited discharges, with 600 kW of outside—launch electron-
cyclotron heating (ECH) at == 60 GHz. Trimethyl boron and He glow discharges, used for
vessel wall preparation, produce ohmic loop voltages z 1V/turn and z 50% improvement in
the ohmic energy confinement time.

MARFES are produced either spontaneously near the density limit, or controlled by C
ablation followed by neon puffing. A high radiation region exists in the high field upper
quadrant. In the high field lower quadrant, between r = 15 and 20 cm (the poloidal extent is
as yet unknown) there is a region with high normalized density fluctuation level fi/n = 5%.
Normal discharges have fi/n < 2% here. This region is well separated from the usual scrape—
off layer (SOL) turbulence at r > 27 cm, and should allow a distinction to be made between
different turbulence drives. On a subset of the spontaneous MARFE discharges the high edge
density collapses, producing improved particle confinement time 1'”. and reduced f1 In.

H—mode—like transitions in limited plasmas are observed with edge safety factor qa = 3
and plasma current II) = 250 kA (ohmic power Poh = 300 kW) when also applying over 300
kW of central ECH. These are dithering transitions induced by sawtooth crashes, which
display a Du drop, a 1:" increase, and ELM’s. Transitions are only observed when limited on
the toroidally localized top or bottom limiters; n0 transitions are found with discharges
limited by the high-field inner wall (a toroidal belt) or in diverted configurations.

The improvement in energy confinement time following the transition is that expected
from the density dependence of the L mode, which is approximately consistent with the

|-001



Goldston quadrature fit. No edge transport barrier (steep gradient) is found. A preliminary
analysis shows that when ECH is first applied (L mode) the particle diffusivity D increases
and the inward pinch velocity v decreases. The increase in T], in the H mode is a

consequence of a reduced D. There is preliminary evidence for a poloidally asymmetric
plasma potential change, and 27/" increases.

Interior turbulence and transport
Measurements of interior electrostatic turbulence show a distinct poloidally

asymmetric feature [1]. Figure 1 shows power spectra of 72/11 for an ohmic discharge
obtained with the heavy ion beam probe (HIBP) from four sample—volume locations. A
feature is apparent on the low—field (large major—radius) side in density 72 (HIBP) and
temperature T (electron cyclotron emmission ECE) fluctuations. It propagates in the electron
diamagnetic drift direction, has a frequency spread Af/f =60kHz/150kHz, and a wave
vector kg 2 1.5 cm‘l. The associated fluctuating power decreases with increasing density.
With centrally localized ECH the central temperature Te increases. the temperature scale
length L, = 72(8TE/tir)’l decreases and the density scale length increases L,I = Man/dry]
(the density profile can become hollow). At the same time the fluctuating power in the
feature near the axis decreases. Increasing 17/71 is well correlated with an increasing
theoretical growth rate of the dissipative trapped electron mode (DTEM) [2]. The same
feature, observed using ECE as i/Y; S 1.5%, is correlated with the small gradient changes

associated with the outward propagation of a sawtooth crash. Insufficient data exist to
calculate the crashAinduced changes in the theoretical DTEM growth rate. However assuming
i /T( or (LT/a)“ then 0L < 0 is different for the equilibrium than during the crash transit.

Previously we showed that the measured electrostatic turbulence with E9 : 1.5 cm‘1
was insufficient to explain the total electron heat flux deduced from a profile power balance
analysis [3]. However it was estimated that turbulence with I; = 3 cm‘1 could be consistent

with the data and explain electron energy transport if the effects of finite sample volumes
(filtering k < 2 cm‘l) were accounted for. This problem is exacerbated by the new data which
shows that at the top and bottom of the plasma there is no significant power with k9 < 5 cm‘l.

Concerning the importance of magnetic turbulence, we used ECH together with the
inductive toroidal electric field to produce non—therrnal electrons with a parallel energy = 0.1
MeV [4]. The spatial distribution of these fast electrons, monitored using a vertical viewing
ECE system, is dependent on a spatial diffusivity Day, itself assumed dependent on a

magnetic fluctuation level. This magnetic fluctuation level is insufficient to explain electron
energy transport; assuming xe/Dfim = vW/vnm. with vm‘, the electron thermal velocity and
VIII” the fast-electron parallel velocity, the thermal electron diffusivity XE z 0.3m25'1.

I-002
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Figure 1. Power spectra of normalized density fluctuations at different poloidal locations,
showing a polaidally asymmetric structure (at z 150 kHz) on the low-field side of a reference
TEXTAU limiter discharge.

There is no evidence in normal discharges that temperature flat spots (i.e. regions of large Xe’
produced egg. by magnetic islands) are responsible for the time averaged 96‘» The data shown
in Figure 2 as L}: against plasma minor radius were obtained by moving the plasma
horizontally while viewing with ECE detectors. The solid line represents a fit to single
detector data. The broken line shows data from two detectors, where the signal difference

directly provides the gradient. Outside the q = 1 surface, at r a i 5 cm, there is no evidence
for flat spots with width > 0.5 cm (the spatial resolution of the technique),

|-003
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Figure 2. The inverse gradient scale length from a two point and single point ECE
measurement.

Edge turbulence and transport
Measurements of fluctuations in the SOL are directed at investigating drive

mechanisms [5]. Concerning radiation drives, correlations between radiation fluctuations and
both temperature and density fluctuations have been sought but not found above noise levels.
During modulated ECH the equilibrium changes to PM, and 7; are in phase, implying no
thermal instability. Experiments in which Ha or Du fluctuations are measured as the particle
source and density are varied show no evidence of an ionization drive. Initial experiments
utilizing and comparing the effects associated with steel and boron nitride boundaries show
that edge turbulence may be sensitive both to the boundary material, presumably the material
conductivity, and the direction of the field line, presumably the magnetic curvature. That
curvature may be important is also deduced from experiments in a double-null, separatrix-
defined, D-shaped discharge. Here the edge turbulence is found to be smaller on the high—
field side (where the field lines experience only good curvature) than on the low-field side.
This asymmetry is not found for circular, limited discharges.

Conclusions
TEXT now produces different operational regimes, including limiter H mode. These regimes
will be used to study links between turbulence, transport and E,. In the interior a poloidally
asymmetric turbulence feature, with some characteristics similar to those of the DTEM, has
been isolated. In the edge magnetic curvature appears important as a turbulence drive.
References

[l] A. Fujisawa et 21]., Fusion Research Center Report FRCR #466, (1995).
[2] W. Horton, Phys, Fluids 19 711 (1976).
[3] G. Cima et 211., Phys. Plasmas 2 720 (1995).
[4] R. F. Steimle et al., Fusion Research Center Report FRCR #469, (1995).
[5] P. Hunvitz, “Optical Imaging of Turbulent Fluctuations in TEXT-U”, PhD. Thesis,
University of Texas at Austin, 1995.
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Nonlocal Transport Effects in Tokamak Electron Temperature
Responses

K.W. Gentle, G. Cima, P.E. Phillips, W.L. Rowan, C. Watts, and A.J. Wootton

Fusion Research Center, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712

Although the presumption of local transport has proven most useful for many years, recent

analysis of transients is suggesting limits to its validity. The electron temperature response of a

tokamak discharge to a sharp increase in edge radiation has been found to differ significantly in

TEXT from that expected from typical local transport models [1,2]. The response is best

described by a nonlocal change in transport coefficients, as is necessary to explain the L-H

transition in JET [3]. The nonlocal feature in TEXT is quite distinctive ~— strong edge cooling is

associated with a prompt m in core temperatures. Quantitative analysis requires an increase in

transport in the outer regions as well as a decrease in the core. This requires some kind of

nonlocal coupling in transport mechanisms, and it also suggests some sort of global constraint
or conservation principle to link increases in one location with decreases elsewhere. One
candidate with a long tradition in tokamaks is the current or current profile.

To explore this possibility, an inverse experiment was undertaken: The response of the
electron temperature to strong edge heating was examined. As in the earlier experiments,
electron temperature was measured with a l6-channel heterodyne ECE system that covers the
full profile. The edge heating was ohmic, produced by applying a voltage pulse to the ohmic
windings and raising the plasma current. The initial discharge had high q, thus minimizing
sawteeth and also providing a useful continuation of current penetration time, judged by the
appearance of strong sawteeth.

A typical voltage pulse is 1 ' ‘ ' ‘ ' ' ' '
shown in Fig.1. An increase of Current

20 V in the loop voltage raised the
current from 120 kA to 130 kA in T(O)
—- 10 msec. The density (central (a.u.)W
chord) increases slightly on a slow
time scale from an initial line — Loop Voltage _

averaged value of 1.6 x 1019 m'3.
The plasma position is carefully I 013 t(slec) 0.52 I 0.234
Controlled [0 Within a few Fig.1 Afast current increase in TEXT

millimeters. Most remarkable, the
central temperature initially drops by almost 20% within 5 msec before recovering. The core
heating is delayed approximately 30 msec from the start of the voltage pulse, and regular
sawteeth require 40 msec for initiation. The time histories of temperatures over the whole
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profile in this case are shown in Fig. 2. The ECE channels at various 9 = r/a for this circular,
limited plasma with a = 0.27 m are shown. The channels at larger p than plotted show a fast
response to the voltage pulse, but lack of opacity in the initial cold state prevents their
interpretation as temperature. (However, there is no overshoot in those signals as could occur
if the transient high E produced supertherrnals.) The experimental data are shown in heavy
(noisy) lines in Fig. 2; the results of a heuristic model (discussed below) are shown as light
(smooth) curves.

As the first step in the analysis
of the experiment, the magnetic Te
diffusion equation was solved

900
using the measured current for the
boundary condition, the measured

tem erature rofiles to Dive theP P c 700
resistivity profiles, and a constant

Zeff to match the initial loop (eV)
voltage. (The required surface
voltage was less than that shown in 500
Fig. 1 because the measuring loops
are at r ~ 0.34 m.) The results are

consistent with the qualitative 300
features of Fig. 1 in requiring ~ 25
msec before significant changes
occur in the core and ~ 50 msec to 100 ' ' '
reach a new equilibrium. Although 0-2750-235 t 0295 .0-305

Fig. 2. Temperatutre evolution during athe current density rises rapidly at
the edge, the drive is not sufficient fa“ cum“ mm?
to produce an inverted profile --
j(p) remains monotonically decreasing throughout. The calculation provides the ohmic power
P(p,t) dissipated as needed for transport calculations.

The transport analysis for electrons includes ohmic input, radiative losses. and a Xe(p)
chosen to match the initial temperature profile. For these low densities, the energy transfer to
ions is ignored as a small effective correction to radiation losses. The analysis is one-
dimensional in the cylindrical coordinate p. The time-dependent case is modeled with the
inferred ohmic P(p,t) and various simple parameterizations for Xe(p,t). The parameters are
then adjusted for a reasonable semi—quantitative fit to the experimental Te(p,t). The prompt
initial temperature drop in the core can only be produced by an increase in Xe there in these
circumstances. (In fact, the modeling is fairly subtle. If Xe is merely increased in the core, the
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temperature just outside would transiently rise as the energy is moved out of the core. In
general, the whole Xe(p) must be treated.) The temporary increase of Xe in the core lasts only ~

10 msec. Another remarkable feature. revealed only by quantitative analysis, is a Wig]; in

X5 the region of increased j. The temperature increases in this region are significantly greater

than would be produced only by the increase in P(p). The results of a model that reproduces

the principal features of Te(p,t) in Fig. 2 is shown there with light smooth lines. The Xe(p,t) of

that model is shown in Fig. 3, which includes both the transient increase in core Xe as well as

the decrease in edge Xe. (The true Xe(p) increases faster toward the edge by the factor
n(0)/n(p), which is suppressed for clarity.)

,,242w ’ll’V/rl;. Ham’rI/o»,.awwfla/w’fi”wlw”flwx ”If/krz’vgamaw/ IIra, ragga/“”41“,”#/4923:: 1/», , r1», ”#41125?” ,5”! » ”flew/”Wm,”
40,, ,5/1» ;;~ 4—, ,v 73/1, .

ewwflzy’» ’o’o‘l’l'll’ll //// '-.
a” , ,7“ era,

'31:?” ///

t‘
Ms sh“ \ \N‘ \

\
\\

\ N

\ \\\\ t‘t‘ \

1 0.29
Fig. 3 Xe(p,t) for the transport model shown in Fig. 2 as light lines --

core degradation and edge improvement.

The effect certainly depends on the amplitude of the voltage applied. The temperature
decrease becomes smaller at lower voltages. It disappears at voltages (current ramp rates) half
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that shown in Fig. 1. Furthemiore. if the initial current is raised to 200 kA, which produces
clear sawteeth, no decrease in central temperature is found.

The plasma response to a fast current increase is the complete inverse of that found for the
cold pulse from impurity ablation, for which the core XE improved and the edge value increased
greatly. The behavior in both cases is clearly nonlocal in that the core Xe changes on a
submillisecond time scale in the absence of any change in local fluid variables. The
combination of “cold pulse" and current step experiments strengthens the interpretation of the
response as a nonlocal transport effect as opposed to an idiosyncratic effect in a single
experiment. The nonlocal effects require some sort of global coupling and communication in
the transport process. Furthermore, the combination of transport improvement with
degradation and the complementarity between edge cooling and heating results suggest some
sort of constraint or conservation principle. A condition related to the current or current profile
is certainly one possibility. However, the time scales for the duration of the transient nonlocal
changes in transport coefficients are typically of order 10 msec or less in these experiments,
much less than current profile relaxation times. (The exception is the longer duration of edge

improvement in Fig. 3, but that may be an artifact reflecting the general change in equilibrium
Xe(p) for the higher-current, lower-q final state. The modeling has concentrated on the first 20
msec of the current ramp. A careful analysis of the slow approach to the new equilibrium has
not yet been completed.)

Resolution of these questions will require many additional experiments. Among the most
obvious are searching for the associated changes in turbulence with the Heavy Ion Beam Probe.

An edge heating process independent of current would also be valuable to separate some aspects
of current versus temperature. TEXT has sufficient ECRH heating power to match the ohmic
increment of these experiments, but an X-mocle launch system would be necessary to obtain
adequate absorption for the edge plasma conditions. Faster current ramp rates -- higher
voltages -- are also needed to determine whether the effect truly disappears at lower q or merely
requires a stronger drive at lower q.

Work supported by the US. Department of Energy under Grant No. DE—FGOS—SSER-
53267.
[1] KW. Gentle et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 74, 3620 (1995).
[2] KW. Gentle er al., Phys. Plasmas 2, 2292 (1995).
[3] JG. Cordey e! (11., Plasma Phys. and Contr. Fusion 36, A267 (1994).
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p* SCALING EXPERIMENTS FOR ELMY H-MODES IN JET

B. Balet, D. Campbell, J.P. Christiansen, JG. Cordey, C. Gormezano, C. Gowers,
D. Muir, E. Righi, GR. Saibene, PM. Stubberfield.
JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 SEA

1, Introduction

L-mode scaling experiments have been made on TFTR, JET in which all
dimensionless parameters describing the plasma, its geometry, the magnetic
field, are held constant; only the normalised Larmor radius pa is varied. The
scaling of local and global confinement in such experiments is found to be the
Belim scaling and corresponds to a local one fluid diffusivity

X: XE p.“ F(v., [3, Ch“ 8, ...) , xp = o (1)

in the Connor-Taylor representation; x3 = T/B is the Bohm diffusivity and the
unknown function F of the dimensionless parameters v», [3, is held constant in
the experiments. The result (1) is compatible with the global scaling law
ITER89P. The values of the arguments of F on JET are those foreseen for ITER,
only

1 . .p‘ITER : A p‘JE‘l (2)
4

Extrapolation from JET to ITER using the result (1) yields 1:3 = 1.55 which is too
short for achieving ignition in an L-mode plasma. It is thus necessary to explore
other operating regimes like H—modes with or without ELMs. The scaling of
confinement with or in ELMy H-mocles has recently been reported by DIIID [1].
The experimental conditions were chosen to match a particular scenario
developed by the ITER team. A single-null X»point plasma configuration
characterised by the parameter values given in Table I has been used on both
DIIID and JET. The recent JET experiments include both scans in or as well as
power threshold scans at various densities and fields. In both the DIIID and JET
experiments NBI (D into D) is applied. The safety factor qty at the 95% radius has
been either 3.4 or 3.7 (see Table I) on JET and 3.7 on DIIID.

2. Similarity below, and above the L to H Transition

We first examine some consequences from the confinement scaling laws as
regards similarity in dimensionless variables. The magnetic field, temperature,
density and total energy can be expressed in terms of dimensionless variables and
one dimensional variable which we choose as minor radius a. Thus
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B ~ a-S” pr“ v.4“ a“ , n ~ 214 psi v.“ [3 (3)

T ~ a—i/Z [3-4 vi“ [31/2 I W N a1/2 p53 V51/2 133/4 (4)

The power required to achieve an energy W is

P __ a-3/4p.75/Z+.\‘D v‘-3/4 [37/4 F(V-, Br m) (5)

For power levels well below the threshold power needed to establish an H—mode
[2] we would expect the ITER89P L-mode scaling law [3] to apply; at the L—)H
transition the threshold power law may apply [2]: for power levels well above

the threshold, the ITER93H Elm—free or ELMy scaling laws [4] should apply. We
therefore insert the specific scalings of F from [2-4] to derive power scalings with
respect to a, pl, w, [3

PI’I‘ERSQP ~ a-3/4 p;5/2 V*-1/2 [32 (6a)

PTHR ~ a-3/4 p,-3 Wei/2133a (6b)

PITER93H ~ a-3/4 “6/2 Woes 133 (6c)

The variations with p, are known as respectively: Bohm (6a), Goldston (6b), gyro-

Bohm (6c) scalings. From (6a-c) we see that at fixed v,, [3 these 3 lines in (1333/4, pi)

space will intersect. As a consequence when pi —) 0 the selected {3 for the H-mode

may be below the threshold required to establish an H—mode.

3. Results

Data from 28 pulses has been examined. In (w, B, (195) space the relevant data
during the ELMy phase occupies a volume exceeding by far that given by the data
ranges in Table I. One reason for this is the variability of ELM-type, amplitude
and frequency. It is however possible to isolate pairs of discharges with an
acceptable degree of similarity during the ELMy H-mode phase. Table I contains
data values for 2 such pairs of pulses with qw = 3.4 and 3.7 respectively. The
values (non—steady) of P1055 and PTHR are time averages during the ELMy phase.

The first pair of pulses (#33131, #33140) exhibits a power dependence on pi close

to the Goldston, ie the threshold scaling Eq. (6b) with xp = - 0.5 in Eq. (I). In

contrast it can be seen that the second set (#35156, #35171) show a much weaker

power dependence on p. close to the gyro-Bohm scaling Eq. (6c) with xp = + I in

Eq. (I).

A local transport analysis with the TRANSP code has been carried out for the 4
pulses in Table I. The procedures for cross—checking the various sources of data
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for consistency have been applied as described in [5]. The spatially varying
density and temperature profiles are reasonably well matched as described by
EqS- (3,4). In these high density ELMy H-modes the density profiles are almost

constant across the discharge unlike the TB profiles with a centre-edge ratio of 4.
To demonstrate the consistency between global and local data we evaluate

profiles of the effective diffusivity he of a one-fluid description. According to
Eq. (1) the ratios of Xeff profiles should equal the ratios of plxp. Figure 1 shows

the radial dependence of the Xeff ratio for the second set of pulses. The dotted
lines refer to ratios expected from xp = 1 (gyro-Bohrn), xp = O (Bohm), xp 2 - 1
(Stochastic) and correspond to respectively x ~ B], 3-1/3 and B+1/3. Figure 1
shows ratios corresponding to the gyro-Bohm scaling for these two pulses just as
Table 1 predicts this dependence upon total power.

4, Discussion

The different pt dependencies seen in the two sets of pulses of Table I can be
attributed to various effects:

1. The types of ELMs produced in the 4 pulses differ and consequently so do
the periods in which the discharges revert from H to L and then back to H
mode confinement.

2, Many theories predict the H-mode threshold as well as "a confinement
barrier" to depend upon edge parameters only and not core parameters as
used here.

The results obtained emphasise that the gyro-Bohm scaling does not hold close
to the threshold. We emphasise this point in Figure 2 which shows normalised
power "Pa3/4" versus p.53 (i.e. Eq. 6b). In Fig. 2 the DIIID points originate from [1].

This has the following implication for ITER: an extrapolation from IET to ITER
in pr at constant v,,, [3, q using gyro—Bohm scaling can only be made if the ITER
data point, i.e. the ITER power level, considerably exceeds the level predicted by
the threshold scaling.

Table I
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1. Introduction

The analysis of experimental data shows that typical giant ELMs in JET are triggered by a

short MHD event (with ATMHD S 1”75) which effectively increases the electron thermal
conductivity in the outer part of the plasma column up to a level which is much higher

than the corresponding value for L—mode plasmas. This short MHD burst in JET is usually

followed by a relatively long (with ATL z (10 + 30))nS) phase of strong density

fluctuations and enhanced transport, after which the plasma returns to a quiescent H-mode

phase. Numerical analysis performed with the predictive transport code JETTO allows us to

conclude that the second phase of the ELM can be reproduced using the same plasma

transport coefficients as the conventional L—mode phase. Analysis shows also that the time

average energy confinement time for the ELMy H-mode plasma is mainly controlled by

the L—mode part of the ELMy H—mode and not by its MHD part, in spite of the fact that

anomalous transport is much larger during the MHD event.

2. Modelling of the ELMS in JET
Giant ELMs give an interesting example of fast global modification of plasma transport

properties in JET. Following the DIII-D definition [1] we will discuss here only type i ELMs

which repetition frequency increases with the heating power and which lead to a significant

reduction in plasma performance (210%).
The characteristic evolution of electron temperature during successive giant ELMs

measured by the new 48 channels heterodyne radiometer system is shown in Fig. 1,

together with the Da signal for shot #30592 ( Ip = 2.5MA, Bt =2.8T, Pin =
13MW, <ne>=3.0-1019p/m3) . These measurements, combined with the soft X-ray
measurements [2] indicate that JET giant ELMs have a global character— the electron
temperature is changed during MHD event not only near the plasma edge but far inside the
plasma volume. The characteristic radial extent of Te drop at the onset of the MHD event
increases with ELM amplitude and reaches value of AR 2 0.4m. The characteristic delay
time between the onset of the Te drop near the edge and at mid radius is less than the
diagnostics resolution time Afz 1111.5“ and cannot be explained by the conventional theory
of heat pulse propagation. The ELM appears to be triggered by an MHD event, which is
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accompanied by the excitation of a broad band range of magnetic fluctuations. This short
MHD burst is followed by a relatively long (with AIL z (10 + 30)]713) phase of enhanced

transport, after which the plasma returns to a quiescent H-mode phase. This second part of

a giant ELM is accompanied by a broad band of density fluctuations with a spectrum which

is similar to those in L—mode plasma. Two successive ELMs are separated by a quiescent

H mode phase which duration varies from ELM to ELM. Such a behaviour is similar to

that found in DIII—D in the intermediate range of heating power and called compound ELM

[1]. Compound ELMs in JET are quite regular when the heating power is well above the

threshold of L-H transition.
We performed predictive numerical modelling of typical giant ELMs on JET keeping in

mind the experimental observations. The main objective of this modelling were the

following. First of all we have checked whether transport coefficients during the second

phase of compound ELMs indeed correspond to L—mode confinement. Hence we have tried

modelling this phase with the Bohm model previously used for the modelling of the L-

mode JET plasma:
clVOiTe)

8311
where aiL z 301* z 6 - 10'4 [3]. Subsequently we have tried to find a transport model

W12 (1)(/2 net) IC|V(}7T;,)
Ze=a ’ 11:11 +051 eB/i

which reproduces the MHD events. In order to model this phase we adopt the following

expression for the electron thermal diffusivity:

i\/HD_ L . l—p D1. «(Ha expl /Ap (2)
where X: is an electron thermal diffusivity in L—mode, 0t is a numerical factor (varying

from ELM to ELM, generally 0.310), p is the normalised radial coordinare (p=l at the

separatrix) and Ap is the normalised radial width of the region with enhanced transport

(usually ApSO.2-0.3). We point out that we are not proposing equation (2) as a model for

the MHD event: from the use of model (1—2) we will deduce the radial width of the MHD

event A9 and we will be able to evaluate the impact of the MHD event on the global

confinement time.
The result of the modelling of one of the giant ELMs of shot #30592 is shown in Figs. 2:

as it can be seen, the L‘mode phase is necessary in order to obtain good agreement with the

data. For this simulation we have used ot=5 for the ELM at t=11.82s and Ap=20cm.

Similar results have been obtained for the giant ELMs of discharges #33032 and #33648.

From our simulations we can also deduce information on the relative importance of the

various phases in determining the global energy confinement time of ELMy H—mode JET

plasmas. In order to proceed in this way, we have to define a proper time average of the
{/1

energy confinement time for ELMy vode plasma <TE>:
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1 1 [At/WHO Al‘L NH](:— +i+i (3)tel 241 a
H . .

Where 12:11-11), 1%, and 75 are the computed energy confinement t1me durmg MHD , L-

mode and H—mode phases of a compound ELM respectively and A[Mil/D, A’L and NH - the

characteristic duration of these phases. For further discussion it is convenient to introduce
. H = Tia TJTERS‘J—L .

the enhancement factor x — h E which shows how much an effective

energy confinement time in ELMy H mode exceeds the level of L-mode confinement. The

main characteristic of plasma confinement for three successive ELMs for shot #30592,

discussed earlier, compound ELMs for shot #33032 and for shot #33648 are listed in

Table.

shot (NATL) T‘LirmDU) AILUNA‘) TEL?) A1,,(ms) rgm <rl£>(s) H

#33648 1 0.05 40 0.25 120 1 0.53 2.13
#33032 2 0.04 40 0.41 80 2.3 0.67 1.8
#30592 3 0.04 30 0.18 130 1.1 0.45 2.1
large

#30592 3 0.06 30 0.2 180 1.15 0.6 2.8
medium

#30592 2 0.06 20 0.2 70 1.3 0.49 2.3
small

From this table the relative importance of the various phases of ELMs in determining the

time average electron thermal conductivity of ELMy H—mode JET plasma can be deduced.

It follows from our analysis that in the case of giant ELMs the L»mode phases is the most

important one in determining the global confinement, while the MHD event is less

important due to its short duration.

3. Conclusions.
Experimental study and transport analysis of giant ELMs in JET reveales that such ELMs
have a composite structure — each of them is triggered by short MHD event which modify
electron temperature not only near the plasma edge but also far inside the plasma volume.
This short MHD event turns into much longer phase of enhanced transport that can be
modelled as an L—mode. A quiescent H-mode phase then follows. Therefore the ELMy H-
mode plasma in JET (in cases when type I ELMs are dominant) is a composition of three
different phases: short (with TMHD z lms) MHD with transport coefficients much larger
that in L-mode plasma, longer (with TL z 10 — 301115) phase of enhanced transport during

which transport corresponds to L-mode confinement and finally ELM-free H—mode phase.
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The relative importance of each phase depends on the amplitude of the ELM with a general

trend that the relative importance of L—mode phase grows with ELM amplitude.
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1. Introduction
High confinement in the JT-60U Highfip I'l-mode is attributed to the formation of an

internal transport barrier (ITB) at r/aSO.7 which is followed by the edge transport barrier

formation (r/a~l) [I]. This mechanism allows high plasmapressure to develop from the

central to the edge regions. Study of the internal transport barrier is, therefore, as important

as the edge transport barrier from the viewpoints of the understanding of the improved

confinement and of pressure~profile control.

The following phenomena were shown in previous papers [1, 2]: (I) The ion temperature

(Ti) and the toroidal rotation velocity (Vt) increased inside ITB where the causali between

them has not been made clear. ([1) The electron temperature (Tc) also increased during ITB

fomiation, however, it was not so significant as compared with Ti. (III) Typical reduction in

the effective thermal diffusivity was from 8 to l mZ/s at ITB position. (IV) We often

observed that the location of ITB stagnated at a certain radial position which moved inward

with increasing in safety factor. (V) In some cases, the improved confinement region was

initiated near the plasma center and expanded outwards.
In this paper, we discuss the expansion of improved confinement region, effect of ITB on

particle transport and the threshold power for ITB formation.

2. Evolution of ITB with Propagating Front E2§t8311.aMA,4.2T.57mJ. £15,564. PNB=76MWJ

Figure 1 shows the evolution of the ion temperature

profile. Structure of steep VT; moved from central

I
ll
ll
ll

to outer region during t=4.2—5.25 s. The time evolution

T
(ke

V)

of a scale length defined as l/L—[EVTi/Ti is plotted —

for five radial positions in Fig.2. Times at which

ti
tl
ii
ii
li
t

VTi starts to increase are shown with arrows. The

relationship between the radial position and the time 0 0.2 O 4 0.6 0.8

is shown in Figt3. the slope of which corresponds to
Fig./: Profile evolution often temperaturethe propagation veloctty of the ITB front. In this Whpmlmgan”8m

case, the velocity was deduced to be 0.3 m/s. As
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described in the previous section, there are discharges with ITB without observation of such

propagation. We speculate that too high propagation velocity compared with the sampling

rate of measurement is a possible cause for it. The paratneter dependence of the propagation

velocity will be investigated in future experiments.

Above discussion is based on the Ti measurement, the channel pitch of which was 7 cm.

Recent measurement with better spatial resolution showed that the scale length of 1TB front

was ~2 cm. This may bring about ambiguity in the estimation of the arrival time of 1TB l.e.

the abscissa of Fig.3. We consider, however, that the assumption of constant velocity cancels

out suclt ambiguity.
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3. [TB as Particle Transport Barrier
We have already reported that 1TB works as thermal transport barrier [1, 2]. [n this

section, we show that 1TB works also as particle transport barrier. Figure 4(a) shows the

evolution ofTi at four radial positions (r/a=0.2—0.S4). The evolution of the product of neutral

density of diagnostic beatn (nbO) and C0+ ion density (nc) showed a simultaneous increase

with that in T; (Fig.4(b)). We consider that In)” profile outside ITB was almost constant

during NB injection. This is because plasma parameters such as E40521) were almost

constant in the outside of 1TB (liig.4(b)). Front this point of view, nu and T; at the same

radial position increased simultaneously by 1TB formation. Chordal measurement of visible

bremsstrahlung, which intensity is proportional to nCZ/m, suggested an increase of 11C inside

1TB: the evolution of intensity measured along a chord with dR=—0.26 and dz=0.28 from

plasma center was similar to that of nbUnC at r/a:0.32; it increased by a factor of 3.3 during
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[:4 6.5;) 5 while Te increased by a factor of 1.4, showing a ne increase by a factor of 2.).
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4, Threshold Heating Power for ITB Formation

We investigated the threshold power (Pm) for [TB formation. Plasma parameters for this

study are as follows: plasma current and toroidal magnetic field were in the ranges of 1p

=0.7—l.4MA and 131212—441 respectively. The effective safety factor qcn was kept almost
constant (qctt=6.5—7.1) in order to fix the ITB location after its stagnation; the plasma volume

was Vp:50m3 and the beam energy was ENB=85keV (perpendicular NB was primarily used;
tangential NB was used as a reference). In these parameter ranges, lTB stagnated at r/a~0.5,

which was accompanied by the clear increase in the neutron emission rate and the stored

energy. In this discussion, the criterion for the presence of [TB is the appearance of such

phenomena.

Figure 5(a) shows the absorbed heating power (PNg‘ms) against 740.611), where PM“5 is

defined as injected NB power subtracted by the shinethrough power. The beam power was
changed by the number of NB units: the electron density was changed by short gas puffing

(50 Pam3/s for ~lOO ms) jttst before or during NB injection. This gaspuffing technique is
effective to change a with little effect on the internal inductance of plasma column. Due to

the effect of wall um in , it was difficult to increase E. well above l><1019m'3 es ecially inP P g P
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low current discharges. Closed symbols designate discharges with 1TB, which were taken at

the onset of 1TB formation. As for the discharges without 1TB (open symbols), data were

taken at nearly the same times as those in discharges with 1TB. In the case of lP=l.4MA and

B1:4.4T (.,O), E was scanned from 0.6 to 1.2X1019 m'3. Pm was linearly increased from

5 to 10 MW within experimental accuracy.
Figure 5(b) shows BK dependence of Pm. Since data at different BL were taken at different

n: (0.38-0.65x1019 m4), the observed slight increase with al can be affected by the n:
dependence. Taking the linear dependence on n: into consideration, PNBabS/n—c is plotted

against BK in Fig.5(c). The resultant independence of BL suggests the importance of the

power density and/or central power deposition for 1TB formation.
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5. Summary and conclusions
Characteristics of ITB were obtained in detail. We observed the propagation of ITB front

and estimated the propagation velocity. We found that 1TB works as the particle transport

barrier as well as a thermal transport barrier. The threshold heating power for 1TB formation

was investigated. The results suggested the importance of the heating-power density and/0r

central power deposition,
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1. Introduction

Since the equilibrium density profile offers little insight into particle transport, determination

of transport coefficients requires time-dependent analysis. Modulated density experiments

are a powerful, but specialized technique. [1,2] In principle, any evolution n(r,t) can be

analyzed to extract transport coefficients. Given many channels of high accuracy, a direct

analysis is possible, but for the limited number of interferometer chords in ASDEX Upgrade

(AUG) an approach of analytic modeling is advantageous. The transport coefficients D(1‘,t)

and V(r,t) are chosen to have physically reasonable forms with a limited number of adjustable

parameters, Which are varied and the model results compared with the observations. The

comparisons here will be qualitative, but they could be made quantitative by computing and

minimizing the X2 error between model and observation. This method has been applied to a

number of discharges, using the five horizontal channels and the outer vertical channel of the

AUG DCN—interferometer to estimate particle transport coefficients. These include L—H

transitions under various conditions, density ramps, and a pellet case.

2. Method
The experimental observations are analyzed by comparing the observed chord integrals with
predictions of suitably chosen transport models, solving the particle conservation equation in
cylindrical coordinates:

%% = 6%) [D(r,t)aair+vn,t)n ] +S(r,t) (1)
The solution n(r,t) is interpreted as the flux-surface density and coupled with the chord

lengths, calculated from a flux-surface code, to generate predictions for each of the
interferometer chords. Eq. (1) is converted to dimensionless coordinates p = r/a . The source
term S(r,t) in Eq. (1) comprises a source within the plasma and a sink representing parallel
[low to the divertor outside p = 1. The source is written in separable form CS(r)I(t) , where
S(r)= neutral penetration profile, I(t):time variation from Ha) C = constant, fitting data at

beginning of the model calculation. Ha is not quantitatively accurate (contributions also from
p>l.0 ) , the objective is only to construct a physically plausible model of the edge region and
concentrate on the evolution of interior chords. S(r) was scaled from ASDEX calculations to
AUG and is always localized so strongly at the edge, that details do not affect the result.
The sink term for these calculations was adjusted to give a reasonable density scale length
(l - 2 cm) for p>1.0 . Equation (1) was solved with a boundary condition n:0 at p:l .05.
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The functional forms for D(r,t) and V(r,t) have been chosen as simple as possible consistent

with the inclusion of reasonable physical effects. For the convective velocity,

VtP) : PVe[ 1 + 503-05 )l (2)
The constant V3 is an effective amplitude, and [3 allows adjustment of the shape. For most
cases. both are constants in time, for H-phases Ve is ramped linearly between values before
and after the L—H transition. The values for D for ohmic a‘nd L-mode are

1+0tp2
a 1+0.50t

where Da is an average magnitude and 0t adjusts the shape. ( 0t ~ 1 is chosen , in accordance

mm = D (3)

with the general observation that particle transport, like energy transport, increases toward
the edge. [2,3]) The H—mode is modeled by modification of D(p), which is reduced for
p> 0.94, representing the edge barrier, Willi a linear ramp from the value in Eq.(3) to the edge

value to avoid discontinuities. The values quoted for individual model calculations are
generally Da of Eq. (3) and the (dimensionless) pinch P = aVe/Da. For analysis of equilibria, P
is rather well prescribed by the density profile, while the value of D3, which depends on the
absolute particle confinement time (abs. magn. of Hg) is somewhat uncertain. In the

calculations Ve scales directly with D3 to fit a particular set of data and thus P will be

insensitive to the choice of Da. The solutions of Eq, (1) are computed numerically using a

conventional Crank—Nicholson implicit algorithm.
This model provides good fits to AUG data. However, the particle confinement times during
dynamic transition phases become rather short, with 'tp < 20 ms.

Therefore an alternative formulation was tested, usually used in linearization for small
perturbations to an equilibrium, but generalized here as a purely phenomenological model. It
separates n(r,t) into two parts, n(r,t) = neq(r,t) + 11A(r,t), where ncq(r,t) is the solution to the
inhomogeneous ordinary differential equation

r
dn: 1

V fl . 7 _ l V .lDeqoe dr + Veq(r,t)neq ~ - r Ojsa ,t)r d1 (4)

The partial differential equation for the perturbed density nA(r,t) becomes

BLA _ t a 32A @3651at ’ ha?) iDm a» WWW i ' at (5)
The transport coefficients in Eq. (5) can be different from those of Eq. (4), emphasized by
the labels Decq. Such effects are inevitable in linearization if the transport coefficients are

nonlinear in the local variables, but they are applied here without constraining nA<< neqi

3. Results
Best fits to ohmic, lCRH, and beam—heated H-phases are presented in the following figures.
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The experimental traces of the 6 line integrals (p = 0 to 0.7, ~ 0.97) are shown in heavy lines

and the corresponding model results in thin lines (left axis,cl9m‘2). In addition the time

variation D(scp) close to the separatrix,used to model the H-mode, is shown (right axis,m2/s).

Relevant plasma parameters are given with the figures.

gig; shows an ohmic H-mode, that has been extensively modeled. The model first described

leads to a D3 = 0.06 rug/s and P N 0.1, giving a particle confinement time of~ 100 ms, but only

agrees with experiment in the ohmic phase before the L-H transition. After the transition the

density would not rise fast enough for any of the interior channels. Increasing D and V

together, keeping P fixed, would suffice, but the particle confinement time would then

decrease to ~ 10 ms, 21 rather small value for the size of AUG.

A good fit, as shown in F_ig._2, is possible over the whole time window with the second

model, keeping the equilibrium transport coefficients mentioned above,but using a D =0.5m2/s

for the perturbation , due to a nonlinear dependence ofD on art/0r.

One alternative is to retain Da = 0.06 mz/s but enhance the inward convection for the

perturbation. The resulting Vc ~ 1 m/s is not plausible as an equilibrium pinch, as the profile

shape requires P ~ 0.1, and D would thus have to exceed 10 inZ/s. However, it is

comparatively easy to obtain a V in Eq. (5) for the perturbation that is much different from

the V in Eq. (4) for the equilibrium. Several off-diagonal terms in the transport matrix could
sum up to give the equilibrium V, and numerous terms appear in the V of Eq. (5) [4].
Regardless of model, the density evolution following the L-H transition requires transport
coefficients which are either much different from the equilibrium ones or imply short particle
confinement times.
fig; shows an ICRH H-mode. The best fit uses Da = 0.06 m2/s and P = 0.15 for the initial
equilibrium with an enhanced D = 0.5 1n2/s for the perturbation, following a similar
argumentation as for the ohmic H-mode case.
Egg shows a beam heated H-mode. The initial transport coefficients are Da = 0.06 m2/s and
P = 0.2 with an enhanced D = 0.35 mz/s for the perturbation, but D8 = 0.09 mZ/s and P ~ 0.0
are needed to describe the equilibrium in the presence of the beam.This is an example in which
there are indications of degradation of the equilibrium transport with power.
4. Conclusions
Analysis of density transients in AUG suggests that a D ~ 0.5 mz/s suffices to describe the
temporal density evolution. Equilibrium profiles indicate low values of inward convection; it
is not necessary to invoke significant V for any case, although conversely, it cannot be
excluded. The question of whether this D ~ 0.5 mz/s represents the total D for particle
transport, as found similar for impurities [5], or an enhanced value for perturbations about
equilibrium cannot be resolved within the context of this analysis. Either possibility is
acceptable. Absolute measurements of the ionization source within the last closed flux surface
are required to diseiminate between the two.
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ABSTRACT- Local confinement in completely detached H~inodc (CDH) discharges
with strong; neon puffing is explored by special versions of the 1.5—1) BALDUR pre-
dictive transport code. It is found that, within the accuracy of the analysis, the heat

diffusivitics and diffusion coefficient do not differ from those in the usual H—inode

regime. By contrast, the inward drift velocity is enhanced in the CDH phase which

explains the density profile peaking observed.

Introduction

The (DH operating regime with high-density ELMy H—mode plasmas and a radiating

mantle is reached in ASDEX Upgrade by strong deuterium puffing and by blowing

in neon Ill. Such scenarios are relevant to the International Thermonuclear Exper—

imental Reactor (ITER) and other reactor—grade devices where radiative cooling in
the main chamber is designed to reduce the heat load on the target plates. Recent
transport simulations of ITER scenarios have shown that neon radiation is superi-
or to argon radiation and that the density profile shapes are crucial with respect
to impurity concentrations and fuel dilution I2,3|. The CDH discharges in ASDEX
Upgrade exhibit an ELM activity (Type III) different from that of normal H-mode
plasmas (Type I ELMs) and a significant density profile peaking. The emphasis of
the present study is on energy and particle transport in the bulk of CDH plasmas
and on a comparison with the normal Hemode confinement. In addition to analysing
the CDH discharge #5028 we therefore model a, reference shot without neon puffing
(#5023).
Transport Model

The. simulations are carried out in the. bulk plasma. and in the scrapaoff layer (SOL)
by special versions of the 1.57D BALDUR predictive transport code. In the confiner
ment Zone. empirical electron and ion heat (liflsusivities \e = \i = \‘effi a diffusion
coefficient D : 0.6 \E and an inward drift velocity v,” are used |2,4,5|. A conipreherr
sive empirical scaling law for the effective heat diffusivity “If in high-density ELMy
H—mode plasmas |6|, derived from the 1992 ITER ELMy H-mode scaling of the ther—
mal energy confinement time, is applied ‘7‘ The radiative losses due to carbon and
neon are computed by an impurity radiation model which solves rate equations for
all ionization stages and assumes D] : D and vim; : Vi". In the SOL, the particle
flow along the magnetic field is described by the Mach numbers MD 2 5><l[l_3 for
deuterium and M] : 3X1()_“ for the impurities, taken from simulations with the
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BZAEirene code. The recycling coefficients of neon from the wall of the main chamber
and from the divertor are set equal to one (saturated wall) and zero (no divertor

recycling). respectively. The crosseticld transport coefficients in the SOL are taken
to be \, : \, : 1.5 1113s" and D = (1.0 mix". so that the measured temperature

and density falleoll lengths (\1' :‘J 1.3 cm and ,\,, A“ 3.5 cm are obtained.

Results and Discussion

The CDH discharge #5028 with high deuterium inflow is characterized by fr. :

LITXIUZ” 111'3. I,J : 1 MA. B, : 2.5 T and PN, : 7.6 MW (Dn a DJ"). Feedback-

controlled neon putting is on between 1.8-5 and 4.45 s. In the simulations. the exper~
iniental time developments of thr- plasma current and line average electron density
are prescribed. It is found that the transport model used correctly simulates the
measured density and temperature profiles. energy content. radiative power loss due

to the influxed neon and intrinsic impurity carbon. fully ionized neon density and

Z, N" Some results of the simulation obtained during the CDH phase and in steady

state at 3.53 s are given in Figs '1 to (3.

Figure 1 shows computed profiles of the electron and deuteron densities (solid cul'Ves)

and the experimental nr prolile measured by DC'N interferometry (dashed curve).

The coordinate x is the effective radius of a flux surface (2 normalized to the effective
radius of the wall contour (2,“. The profiles are rather peaked compared with the very
flat ones observed before neon puffing. A significant dilution of the deuteron density

by carbon and neon is visible. In Fig.2. the calculated electron temperature profile

(solid curve) and ion temperature profile (dashed curve) are depicted. The Crosses

denote T. values measured by Thomson scattering; and the triangle is a central Ti
diagnostics. The sell‘Aconsistently computed electron density

3
value from passive CL
and temperature at the separatrix are (3.2x10In 1n— and 58 eV. respectively.

Profiles of \,.. \i and D at 3.53 s are plotted in Fig.3. As can be seen. reduced
heat (lift'usivities are applied in the steep gradient zone of width 3 cm within the
separatrix (x3 = 0.93) which yield the correct t<-*mperature pedestal of the I'Lmode

plasma. The empirical \rff scaling is found to work successfully. since it yields
agreement with measured temperatures. density profiles and poloidal beta values

(/ifl'" : 0.72). Comparison with the t ~ansport coefficients evaluated in the usual
H-mode phase before neon pulling; and in the reference shot (#5023) showed that.

within an accuracy of about :l: 20%. the coefficients \(. \i and D remain unchanged

in the CDH phase. This agrees with the analysis of similar discharges by the ASTRA

code |S| The profile of the inward drift velocity is presented in Fig.4. Enhanced V”,
values are required for modelling the peaked density profiles at 3.53 s. Detailed
studies of the density profile evolution in the whole discharge revealed that the time
development of the inward drift velocity is connected with the neon influx rate but
not with the neon radiation ml.

The contributions of the cumulative ohmic heating power Pr)” and absorbed beam
poWer P], to the power balance are given in Fig.5. About 10% of P], are found
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n, he deposited in the serape-oi'l'layer. The corresponding mnnulative loss powers PC

and P, due to heat ronduetion and ronveetion by electrons and ions and PH“, due

to impurity radiation are plotted in Fig.6. At the separatrix, the integrated heating
and loss powers are POH = 0.7 MW'. Pb = 6.5 MW’. P. + P, = 4.9 MW and Pmd
: 2.4 MW. With the computed thermal energy (‘ontent of 0.5 MJ one thus obtains

1 radiation corrected thermal energy confinement time TEJ], (x5) of 100 ms... . ,

The total radiative power of 5.4 MW calculated at 3.53 3 comprises a neon radiation
of 2.1 M11" and a carbon radiation of 3.3 MW: This corresponds to a neon fraction
NNr/Nf of 0.6%. Note that the neon content required for a given radiative power

loss sensitively depends on the electron density near the edge. In the case of peaked
profiles and low edge densities, higher neon concentrations are necessary musingr an

enhanced dilution of the deuteron density.

Computations of the current density profiles including; the bootstrap current showed
that resistive equilibrium is almost reached. The resistive time—scale for redistribution

of the current profile was found to be about 1.5 s.
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Introduction
High D-D neutron yield plasmas (Ip=3-4MA) have been established in the new JET divertor
configuration. These are hot ion mode discharges (T,(0)~20keV, Te(0)~10keV) established by
high power neutral injection (PNg,~l 5-20MW) into low target density plasmas. An overview
of these discharges is given in Ref [1]. With very few exceptions the high performance phase
in these discharges is terminated by MHD activity. The main processes involved are:-.
0 Giant ELMs
0 Internal MHD (Sawteeth, fishbones and Mimov Oscillations)
The effects Ofintemal MHD are discussed in a companion paper [2]. Ln this paper the role
of the giant ELM in terminating high performance discharges, and the physics underlying
them, is discussed.

Experimental Results
To date there have been 65 pulses with D-D reaction rates Rdd25X10'6s", in 10 of these the
NBI power reduces at the maximum of Rdd. Of the remaining 55 pulses, in 55% a large ELM
causes a rapid decay (dd/dtmlo‘ls'z) in neutron yield at Rdd(max). This includes 15% of
pulses in which there is a simultaneous ELM and sawtooth. Figure 1 shows typical pulses
with Ip=3MA and B.=3.4T in which an ELM and an ELM/sawtooth limits the neutron yield.

. . t . . t . . . . . 6 _ . , 4v t . t . . t L
R 6 (a) ' 32955 : (b) 33090
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Fig I (a) Rapid decline in R4,, caused by large ELM visible on D,z (b) Decline caused by
simultaneous ELM and sawtooth which is visible on central electron temperature (TL.{0)).
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Although from their Ducharacter we term these instabilities giant ELMs, they actually affect
a substantial portion ofthe plasma radius and have an apparent inversion radius which is
~0.15m within the separatrix (R~3.9m), as shown in Fig 2.

12 'R‘=fi.l‘34ini\,‘__i’l%d H" "'1‘ H_L_ . 12 _RE3JQ“L 33090 _
10 10
10 — -~ 155 3701 . 3.38m l10

. 10‘10 3755m I 3.67m ] 1
5 ------------------------------------------------------------------ 5 v ____________ if 7 -

I6 l 3815m ,1‘‘‘‘‘‘ 6 378m 1
------------------------------ _________-__-._-L_I i“‘\—-~_L-~.-_~M

2 l 2 .

4 jfifi—Snii-t _____________________ 4 3._s_3_n_1_______J g E

2 ' 2 yyyyy“H“

13.06 13.10 13.14 13.18 13.25 13.30 13.35
Time(s)

Fig 2 Electron temperatures (measured by ECE) at the indicated radii for the same
discharges as Fig I. The spikes are non—thermal emission. The later (t~l3.33s) spikes in
discharge 33090 are due to a second smaller ELM.

The giant ELMs lead to an enhanced radiative power loss which is transiently comparable to
the input power and typically represents a 1M] energy loss per ELM. This energy loss
however does not directly account for the decline of neutron yield; for example it can be seen
from Fig 1(a) that the neutron yield declines substantially faster than W2, between the time of
the first giant ELM and when the NET power is reduced (F1355). Analysis shows that
there are two effects which contribute to the reduction in neutron yield. Firstly there is an
increase in impurity concentration due to the ELM which dilutes the deuterium fuel ions, and
secondly there a marked reduction in ion temperature after the ELM. Figure 3 shows the
carbon concentration relative to the electron density increases markedly following the ELM.
This carbon concentration is the major contributor to Zcff and accounts for approximately a
10 to 15% reduction in neutron yield due to dilution. The remainder of the reduction in Rdd
occurs because of a decline in ion temperature. Typically following the giant ELM the peak
ion temperature falls from 20 to lOkeV, while the peak electron temperature falls from 10 to
7keV, During this time the density continues to rise with the net effect that the electron
pressure increases modestly and the ion pressure falls (contributing to the reduction of Rdd).

It should be noted that giant ELMs do not always lead to an irreversible decline of Rdd. The
irreversible declines are associated with a strong burst of radiation from the divertor region
and an influx of carbon impurity, as described above. The majority of giant ELMs lead to
such an influx, but some which follow a burst ofintemal MHD activity or a sawtooth do not.

Observations of these giant ELMS by the extensive set of soft X-ray arrays shows marked
bursts of radiation from the X-point region and the top of the plasma. These bursts of
radiation are short lived (~10us) and typically altemate from top to bottom (or viee~versa).
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Fig 3 Typical increase in
carbon impurity concentration
following a giant ELM

4 measured by charge exchange
(curves are separated by 501115
each).

n/n,(%)

2

R(m)

Interpretation of Results

The giant ELMs and other internal instabilities limit the highest performance plasmas (with
IP=3-4MA) to a relatively modest normalised Bu (=B/[l(MA)/a(m)B(T)]) of about 2.
However hot ion mode discharges which have been established at more modest current
(1p=1 7MA), with the same qw as their higher current and performance relatives reach a very
high [3,.=3. 5 to 4 Studies show these discharges are marginally stable to ideal ballooning over
much of the min01 radius and marginal to n=1 kink mode with an ideal wall at the JET vacuum
vessel location. Despite this, the same instabilities (ie ELMs and internal MHD) limit [3 in
both high and low current discharges. This suggests, as might be expected, that the observed
instabilities are a local edge related limit and that the lower current discharges reach a higher [3
by having a more optimal core pressure profile. This is consistent with lower observed ion
temperature gradient scale lengths near the edge (R~3.81n) of the lower current discharges.

Early operation in the new JET divertor configuration was limited by repetitive ELMs with
no clear ELM-free period. Scans over plasma shape indicated increasingly long ELM the
periods were established as the plasma triangularity (and thus implicitly the edge magnetic
shear) was raised. Subsequent detailed scans show the edge magnetic shear is the key
parameter governing ELM free period and thus performance. Figure 4 shows for a sequence
of pulses with increasing edge shear how the ELM free period increases. For the highest shear
pulse the ELM—free period exceeds the beam heating duration. This relationship to edge shear
is qualitatively consistent with ballooning modes limiting the maximum edge pressure
gradients and indeed comparisons between edge ballooning limits and experimental edge
pressure gradients at the time of the performance limiting ELM show best performance
pulses approach the ballooning limit. However the edge pressure gradients in discharges
limited by internal MHD also approach the ideal ballooning limit as discussed in Ref [2]; this
is illustrated in Fig 5 for discharges in which ELMs, or internal MHD, limit Rdd. This
correspondence of the edge pressure gradient limits due to ELMs and internal MHD reflects
the fact that the plasma operating regime (shape, recycling etc) has been optimised to the
point where internal instabilities are equally as important as giant ELMs in limiting
performance. These results suggest that the ideal ballooning modes establish an edge pressure
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gradient limit but do not unambiguously show they the cause of the ELM, particularly since
the ELM originates some way within the plasma edge (cf Fig 2). It is possible a low—n kink
mode plays a role in triggering the ELM.

: ' ' 33526 .
39523.0

16
Time (s)

18

Figure 4 Dasignals showing increase in ELMfree period as the edge shear (S95) increases.
The broken line shows the NB] pulse.
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Summary

Fig 5 Edge pressure gradients
on the outboard midplone (in
units of 1 O‘Pam") in
experiment just before
peij‘bnnance limiting MHD
event versus calculated
ballooning limit at 95% flux
surface.

Giant ELMs, or coupled giant ELMs and sawteeth, are a fairly common cause of performance
limitation in high neutron yield dischar es. These ELMs lead to a rapid decline in the D-D
neutron production rate (dd/dt~-101 s'2)i This decline is related to an impurity influx
causing dilution of the fuel ions and a decrease of Ti. Detailed scans show a strong correlation
between ELM free period and edge magnetic shear. This suggests ideal ballooning modes may
be responsible for the giant ELMs, it remains unclear however if the ballooning modes
establish an edge dP/dr limit or actually cause the ELMs.
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1. Introduction

In 1994 new vacuum vessel had been installed in TUMAN-3 tokamak. The vessel has the

same sizes as old one (Ro=0r55 m, a.=0.24 in) New vessel was designed to reduce mechanical

stresses in the walls during Evy—ramp phase ofa shot. Therefore modified device - TUMAN-3M

is able to produce higher BT and IF, up to 2 T and 0.2 MA respectively. During first

experimental run device was operated in Ohmic Regime [l]. The purpose of the experiments

was to check the possibility to achieve Ohmic H—mode found in TUhIAN—B earlier [2] and to

study parametric dependencies of the energy confinement time in both OH and Ohmic H—mode.

Recently AJcator C-Mod team has reported contradiction between their Ohmic

confinement results and Neo—Alcator scaling [3], The differences in geometry was discussed as

possible reason i for discrepancy between “C” and “C-Mod” machines Now clear 1'];

dependence on plasma current and no dependence on density are found in circular limiter

configuration in TUMAN—3M indicating that some other cause for the contradiction exists,

In previous experiments we have found In in Ohmic H—mode is in agreement with

JET/DIII-D H-mode scaling resulting in very long confinement time in the shots with high

plasma current [4]. TUMAN-3M Ohmic H—mode has revealed similar global scaling and

essential TE dependence on plasma current.

2. OH confinement results

TUMAN-3M vessel differs from old one by wall material. in old vessel walls and

poloidal limiters were made of Inconel (80% Ni / 20% Cr). SS is used for walls and M0 is used

for three toroidal limiters in new design. Before recent experimental run machine was

boronized using Carborane deposition in He glow [5]. As a result relatively low recycling was
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observed in the experiments OH regime was

obtained in wide plasma current range 80+150

kA, with qt” values from 2.4 to 3.5, Energy

confinement time parametric dependencies were

studied using diamagnetic measurements of the

stored energy. Data from density scan for OH

with two different values of plasma current are

given on figure 1. The data show weak density

dependence at given current and substantial

increase in t1; with Ip‘ At lower densities

experimental energy confinement time exceeds

W 0004 c,
_ * lp=t17 kA, q”:3_2

<1) .E 9 “.2145 RA, q"=2.7
‘4 0.003 O Q.
E O
G.) , ‘

E<0 0002 .
cC
C
0
U 0001
>\
C11
L

8 0.000 . i . . .
L‘J 0.0 0.5 1.0 1,5 2.0 2.5

Average density, 1 01901—3

Fig. 1.‘ Energy confinenmn! time asfimction of
density/0r OH regimes with [:1 =1 1' 7&145 bl

Neo-Alcator predictions by a factor of two. These results are in qualitative agreement with

observations in Alcator C-Mod [3]. Note the typical B-1- and n in our experiments by a factor of

10 lower than in [3] To our opinion contradiction with Neo-Alcator scaling could be

explained by lower recycling provided by divertor operation in Alcator C-Mod and

boronization in TUMAN-3M. Low recycling may result in diminish of the atomic processes

influence on confinement and corresponding changes in scaling law.

3. Transition into Ohmic H-mode

Transition into Hrmode have been found in Ohmically heated plasma in TUMAN-3M,

Ohmic H-mode appears spontaneously or could be triggered by some increase in deuterium

puffing rate as it was in previous TUMAN-3

experiments [2]. Discharges enter I-I-mode

operational space from the low density margin.

As it is shown on figure 2 position of the margin

slightly changes with plasma current. In the

discussed IP scan safety factor value was

approximately constant and therefore influence

of 1,. and ET on n-margin position could not be

distinguished, Figure 2 also illustrates that input

Ohmic power substantially exceeds threshold

power derived from ITER database [6].
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Transition time increases with plasma

current from 05—1 ms at Ip=80 kA up to 5-7 ms U‘” V 5 jWW

0 _ i , i iat IP=150 kA. Typical waveforms of some

plasma parameters in the 150 M Ohmic H- _

. _. . . 0
mode are shown In figure :. Transttion starts at 3,. T 0.5 —/K

51 ms and continues till 57 ms. During this 0.0 L l l l l

period D0L and UP are decreased indicating renown—r!

gradual reduction of the particle flux in o. 0’0

periphery and widening of the current density — MiiW'i/W

profile. The Ohmic H-mode is ELM—free and is UM, V100 -

characterized by continuous density increase, , , 1 I ‘ lo
_. . . 20 so 40 so 60 70 so 90

After transrtion SXR emissron from the plasma “ma ms

center (not shown in figure 3) increases due to
Fig.5: Temporal evolution ufii‘ame plasmam erature rise. . _ .

Clean)“ m P parameters In [)0 k4 Ohmic H—Inazle

4. Ohmic H-mode confinement studies

In order to check observed earlier strong m 0015

I}; dependence on plasma current [4] the E *
. i . . '5 *

4' riments 1n wrdel ranae were erformedm
expe F a p E 0010 >t<
Ohmic H—mode plasma. Plasma current was “é ** i

> 0)scanned from 80 to 150 kA. Figure 4 shows .E 9* *
a.

energy confinement time as a function of 5 0°05 ‘ *
0

current. Limited amount of points does not >
c»
L.

allow to derive exact '72}; dependence on I. (D
p C 0.000 . . i

L” 50 100 150 200
nevertheless essential influence of 1,, on energy Plosmo current, l<A

C n . . V . .
O finement COUId be CondUded Fig.4' finergv confinement nme a: afunclmn of

Recent 1p scan was performed in plasma currentinTU.\1:li\'-3i\[OlrmicH»nmde

boronized vessel, but quality of the coating was worse than in previous experiments, because

only one source of Carborane was used instead of two in [4&5], Spectroscopic data shows

decrease of Oxygen concentration by a factor of 2-3, while factor of 4«8 reduction was

observed in [5]. Under this conditions we found that r5 became by a factor of 1.5 lower. This
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could be seen on figure 5 showing comparison

of the IET/DIH-D H-mode scaling predictions

with experimental energy confinement time in

Ohmic H—mode Reduction ofthe ‘5]; under poor

vacuum conditions means direct influence of

plasma purity on confinement, Note that longest

energy confinement time in old machine (30 ms)

was observed after successfiJl boronization. In

TUlV‘iAN-31VI we found similar ‘EL- dependence

on scaling prediction but the values are slightly

lower than in TUMAN-3,

5. Conclusions
5
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Fig 5. Energy mnfinenwnf time in Ohmic H-mnde
at afimction ofJET‘Dlll-D H—mode scaling

Studies ofthe energy confinement in OH in TUMANGM showed strong dependence on
plasma current and weak dependence on density contradicting to Neo-Alcator predictions and
confirming recent Alcator C-Mod results Confinement in Ohmic H—mode corresponds to
JET/DllI—D H—mode scaling
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Magnetic shear dependence in transport on Tore Supra
Comparison with the local RLW model
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Van'ous steady-state non-inductive plasma regimes have been routinely obtained on Tore
Supra with Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD) and Fast Wave Electron Heating [FWEH]. in
which the current density profile was strongly modified. The beneficial effect of the current
profile modification on the global confinement has been observed. In this paper. the clear
link between the electron heat diflusivity (xe) and the magnetic shear (s) is reported. The
local dependence of the electron heat flux and the existence of critical temperature gradient
are also discussed.

Current Profile Shaping experiments
The relationship between confinement and current profile has been analysed
in different dominant electron heating schemes [1] i) high magnetic shear:

monster sawteeth, high-1i and FWEH ii) central shear reversal: Lower Hybrid
Enhanced Performance (LHEP). The modification of shear profile normalized
to the ohmic one is shown in Fig. 1a. The current profile is given by both the
current diffusion (CRONOS [2]) and equilibrium (IDENT-D) codes using the
polarimetry and magnetic measurements. Significant modifications of the
shear are triggered by large non-inductive current (driven current in LHCD
and high bootstrap fraction in FWEH). The reversed shear is observed within
the large part of the plasma (r/a<0.4) when the LH waves is inaccessible to
the plasma core. In these experiments, a strong electron heating is observed,
while the ion heating is weak. Electron kinetic energy exceeds the
Rebut-Lalh’a—Watkins scaling, which fits well the L—mode discharges [3]. by a
factor up to 2. In Fig. lb, the global electron enhancement factor increases
with the normalized shear.
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various improved confinement regimes.

Transport analysis result
Local transport studies using the LOCO code [3] give a confident

determination of electron diffusivity within the surface O.2< r/ a < 0.7. while
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in the central zone (r/a<0.2). the error bar of xe could be more important.
The analyses take into account equipartition but not the radiation term,
which dominates in the outer part of the discharge, typically for r/a>0.8. The
ion heat diffusivity (x1) is predicted to obtain the ion temperature profile (Ti)
from charge exchange and neutron mesurements. The electron temperature
and density profiles (Te, me) are measured respectively by Thomson
scattering. ECE, interferometry and reflectometiy diagnostics. Additional
power depositions are computed by different codes. For FWEH experiments,
the ALCYON code [5] is used, the power deposition is centrally peaked
(r/a<0.4). Hard X-ray mesurement combined with a 2D Fokker Planck/ Ray
Tracing code allows to localize the LH deposition [1]. It should be noted that
the determination of x1 is uncertain, within the experimental error bar of Ti,
at high plasma density. The error bar of Xe is however lower than 20%.

An improved confinement discharge by increasing the magnetic shear
with FWEl-I (lp : 0.4MA. B7 = 1.3T, qwta) = 4.2, ne(0) = 3.2x1019m'3) is
shown in Fig.2. During the F‘W pulse the electron energy content (We)
exceeds the RLW 0.15 1 . . . ,
prediction by the (MI) . a)
factor of 2, and 01 km
strong electron
heating is observed
(Te(0) rises from 1.3

0.05

keV to about 3keV). 0 MFWPOWCT l l
Magnetic shear at 5 6 7 Stime(s)9 10 11
r/a=0.5 rises from r/a=0.5 b)
0.5 to 0.7. Xe is found 0 8 - F. 2_ High Shear FWEH
to be lower than the § 7 discharge
value of an L-mode ’CO ‘ (shotTSl4406.2.6MWFW).
shot by a factor of 2 .g 0.6 a) Time evolution of kinetic
in the confinement 8 Won 3196t and g1°bal
zone where the shear $00.5 _ b] Migegfgfiéar at
increases by a factor 2 “3:05
of about 1.4. This 04
comparison 15 shown 5 6 time (5)7 8
in Fig.4

Magnetic shear reversal has been clearly observed in LHCD
experiments. Fig. 3 illustrates a discharge where the plasma center is
inaccessible to the LH waves (Ip =0.4MA. BT 1.3T, qw(a) 4.2.
ne(0)=3.7x1019m'3). The off-axis power deposition profile is peaked at
r/a = 0.4. For this discharge, the electron energy enhancement factor is
about 1.4 due to a small enhancement volume (O< r/a< 0.4). As shown in
Fig. 4, thermal electron diffusivity is significantly reduced to the
neo-classical value in the central reversed shear region [r/a<0.25). At
r/a = 0.3, Xe is about 0.5 m2/s (OH level) instead of 2.5 m2/s for an L-mode
corresponding discharge. This decrease of Xe explains the transition to LHEP
mode observed in high BT experiments [6].
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Fig 4: Magnetic shear and electron difi‘usivity profiles for various heating schemes: i) FWEH
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LHCD reversed shear dicharge: Ip = 0.4m BT = 1.3T. qw(a) = 42.11.40) = 3.7x1019m’3.

Comparison with the local Rebut-Lallia-Watkins model
On Tore Supra. the dependence of electron heat flux (Qe) upon the

electron temperature gradient (VTe) for the improved confinement and
L-mode discharges indicates the existence of a critical temperature gradient
(Fig. 5). Dependence of electron heat flow on local parameters has been
investigated at different normalized radii. In order to reconcile the radial
increase of the diffusivity with normalized radius, we put on a universal
curve by including the local safety factor for different radii. (Fig. 6). 96 varies

linearly with qw2.ne.VTe for standard current density profiles. The improved
confinement data with change in magnetic shear (40% increase in s) however
disagrees with this scaling. It is clear from this figure that xe is a function of

different local parameters as q“), s. and VTe. The data seems to be modelled
by a critical gradient form proposed by Rebut-Lallia-Watkins [6]:
Qe = )(e.ne.[VTe - VTC). A comparison with this model (Fig.7) shows a good

agreement at high ratio VTe/VTC. Discrepancy at low VTe/VTC could be
explained by inaccurate parametric dependences of the critical gradient
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'13which fits the JET data: VTC : Q. in T3 given in [6] . Using this expression,
(1 ne\/?e

BT dependence in VTC is found to be too strong. A By scan. shown in Fig. 8,
seems to indicate that there is no BT dependence in VTC . Indeed, a fit

without BT dependence using modified formula: VTC= %. _'l]_'T gives a
De e

good agreement. Here. the shear effect, as suggested in [7] is not taken into
account: the ratio s/ qLp is kept constant.
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I.) INTRODUCTION

Investigation of global parameter dependence of energy confinement presents great

interest for designing future tokamaks and extrapolation to a fusion reactor. In the present work

attention is focused on the ohmic plasma. Two regimes of plasma confinement are commonly

observed in all tokamaks: a linear ohmic confinement regime (LOC) in the low density range,

described by the neo-Alcator scaling law: 12" = 9.0x10‘2 a R2 E qa m, with qa= SagB/(Rlp); a
saturated ohmic confinement regime (SOC) in the high density range. A simple scaling law was

formulated by Shimomura relative to the second regime: 12H = 7.0><10_2 a R B [2], which

seems to be verified in Dill-D [3], but not in FTU [4] and in ASDEX [5] where the B-

dependence is small: TE a: 802. The above two empirical scaling laws are dimensional, thus

cannot be extrapolated a priori to other values of parameters. A dimensional analysis approach

is used to find the non-dimensional parameter governing the ohmic confinement state. From

this analysis transport behaviours in LOC and SOC are discussed, and a simple dimensionless

scaling law is proposed for both regimes. Finally the experimental results of FTU are added in

order to check the validity of the new scaling.

II.) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A database is specially made in Tore Supra to investigate the energy confinement. The

0’5 0 He- B ,'.:3 8-3 9 T 1 plasma geometry (Major radius R, Minor
0 He: 34:};2_1-2_3T3 radius a) is retrieved from the magnetic

0’4 H / d o 777777777 measurement. Typically in Tore Supra,
‘3 0,3 _____ {Ton 3 VTITI.‘ R=2.35 m, a=0.76 m. The chord average

a , 0 . fim density is measured by DCN interferometers.
Pm O 2 7% if if}: —Q T.— The plasma energy content d is obtained

’ 3 0° . ’ by diamagnetic measurements. The energy
01 _ ,9?iiiii ‘ VVVVVVVVV jVVVVVVVVV confinement time is evaluated from

’ d g 3 IE=Wdia/(Pohm—dwdia/dt). The units of the
0 i ‘ parameters in the scaling laws are: {EA (sec)!

0 0'5 NA 1 1’5 1700201113), 1p (MA), B (T). The working
13.; (sec)

. . NA gas is Helium if there is no special mention.
Fig.1) “CE plotted against TE .
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Figure 1 displays IE versus “GEM for two series of discharges: (1) high magnetic field,

B: 3.7-3.9 T, n: l).08»0.65x1020 m'3,1p=().3-1,7 MA; (2) low magnetic field, B: 212.31",

rT= 0.3—0.5X1020 m'3,1p= 0.6-0.73 MA. Three confinement regimes are raised from figure 1:

(a) the LOC regime for ns< B/(Rqa); (b) the soc regime scaling as ea”: 9.0><10’2 mm

with y: (),6i0.2; (c) an eventual deteriorated confinement regime for 55> B/(Rqa) close to the

density limit for the plasma stability, as was observed in DIII—D [3] and ASDEX [6]. The weak

dependence on B of TE in ASDEX and F l U can be explained as this: the results of both regimes

are used in evaluation of this dependence, so the global dependence on B is weakened by the

contribution from LOC where tE does not depend on B at qEl fixed.

III.) IIUGILL NUMBER AND DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS

As was indicated above, the transition between LOC and SOC is characterized by a

number H,= qa ERR/B: Salas/1p: 1.0. This number H: Sazt-t/lp (in to20 m‘1 MA") is called
the Hugill number by Kadomtsev. 11'1 represents the tangent of the straight line crossing the

origin in the Hugill plot (l/qa, ESR/B), that defines the operational stability domain for a

tokamak plasma. Furthermore, as was demonstrated in [7], the Hugill number is dimensionless

and directly linked to the radiation phenomenon In Tore Supra, the threshold of radiation

instability and electron runaway instability in ohmic plasmas correspond respectively to two

constants HRAD = 3.5 for Helium gas, HRAD = 1.5 for Deuterium, and HRUN z 0.16 for

both gases. The apparition of MARFE phenomenon in the tokamak, defined by the Lipschultz

criterion f: na2n/1p = 0.6 for Deuterium [8], corresponds also to a Hugill number Hy: 1.0.

The ohmic plasma is governed by the current and density profiles. The Hugill number

can be understood as the good parameter for the density current profile (H‘loc J/n), thus is the

key parameter in the ohmic plasma, instead of the Beta number [3-,- : <nT>/(B2/2tt0) which is

an essential parameter for the L regimes. It has been observed long ago that the pressure and

current profiles are self-consistent in a tokamak plasma [9]. That indicates that in tokamaks

there exist similar physics states governed by non-dimensional parameters. The dimensional

analysis approach for such a system was introduced with success in the transport [10] [11].

Applying this method a list of non—dimensional parameters is made: (1) R/a (geometry

similarity), (2) q8 = 5a2B/(RIP) (magnetic geometry similarity), (3) H = 5a2nC/1p (rt-similarity),
(4) yr: (R/a)3/2qaRn/T2 (collisionality-similarity), The heat diffusivity normalized to Bohm
diffusivity can be put into a dimensionless form: x/XB = para F(R/a, qa, H, V*) where F is an

exponent function, and p* is the Larmor radius normalized to the minor radius. A similar

plasma defined by the above four parameters, implies a fixed relationship of 1p, T, and n to B in

order to keep R/a, qa, H, and v* constant:

R ac a, In «x aB, n e< n43, T e: 13”2 (1)
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which implies that pm «IT/(he) a: a‘lB'3/4, pTx abs-”2, and x30: T/Boc 13'”? Thus the B—
depcndence of X is giVCn by

X
This dependence is slightly different from that found in L regime where H is substituted by [SF

and xL a 13-04003 ail-SW6 [12]. Three cases are deduced from (ll): (1) the gyro-Bohm like
diffusivity ((1:1) x“ x B‘5/4u“; (2) the Bohm like diffusivity ((1:0) 783 o< B'Woc 313T; (3)
the B-zero diffusivity (ot=-2/3) XE“ 80am. Notice that the neoeAlcator scaling (l/IEAK B‘l)

is rather gyro-Bohm like, while the saturation scaling (dz/155”“ 3-1/2 for y = 1/2) is Bohm

0H0c B—(2+3u)/4 a'“ (ll)

like. This difference in B-dependence can be explained by the behaviour of the electrons and

ions. Indeed in LOC regime Tc » Ti, the effective transport, dominated by the electrons,

behaves as gyro—Bohm. In SOC regime Ti = Tc, the equipartition effect is now non negligible,

the effective transport due to the contributions from electrons and ions is Bohm like. It is

interesting to note that these results are very similar to that obtained in DIII-D in L regimes [l2],

i.e, the electron transport is gyro—Bohm like, the ion transport is Goldston like (x o< B0), and

the effective transport is Bohm like when the ion contribution is non negligible. This seems to

indicate that ions play an important role in the mechanism of saturation for global confinement,

and it is in contrast with that observed previously on Tore Supra [13}.

IV.) DIMENSIONLESS DIAGRAM
From the previous analysis, it is possible to define a confinement diagram with the y-

axis: Y= ”CE/1:”, and x-axis: X= Eli/2 and verifying the two constraints: Y = 2X implies the

1'5 a He, B=2.l:2.3T neo-Alcator scaling, and Y=1 the saturation

52 : Be, 8:3:3-239 T scaling. Note that (Br/p*)2°c xii. thus the variable
"LE“ 1 X can be considered to be non-dimensional. On the
:m figure 2 in addition to the experimental points

|| shown in Fig.1, others results from Deuterium (0)

>05 ‘ and Hydrogen (A) are plotted using the X-Y

" diagram. Some observations can be drawn from
i this figure: (a) the isotope effect in SOC is weak:

0 ‘ IEoc A1112; (b) the normalized confinement time
0 1 2 ‘ _ _2 4/2

X : BmH/Z reaches to a max1mum forl or n=0.4lpa B ;

Fig.2) The normalized confinement time (C) for X>1. Tia/1%,” decreases when E increases,

versus the parameter BUZH/Z. this behaviour can be compatible with ion neo—

classical transport where Xi“ H ; (d) the ensemble of points can be fitted by a simple function

for Helium: Y: 2 X/(1+X2) or

i_ {EH
SAT— —— (111)

IE 1+ NE H/z)2
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We emphasize that equation (III) is dimensionless and includes all independent
parameters governing an ohmic plasma: a, R, n, 1p, B. The asymptotic limit of this equation for

x>>1 is rE/I‘ZAT = AME H) i.e. rEoc B0112. The effective transport is independent ofB ( B~zero
1.5 . Tore'Supra: He I like) for high valttes of H or n. This situation

x FTU“. D , I is similar to that in L regimes when the ion
contribution is dominating, and the effective

transport is Goldston like. The advantage of
using this diagram (IE/xi“, van/2) is that
one can plot the results of all tokamaks in the
same dimensionless diagram. Results of FTU
are plotted in the figure 3 in addition to those

Fit; function: Y=2X/(I+X2) from Tore Supra. It shows clearly that in spite

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 of their different size (FTU: R = 0.95 m,
X a=0.29m, Tore Supra: R=2.35m, a=O.75 m),

Fig.3) Results from Tore Supra and F'I'U
are plotted in the same diagram. theses tokamaks have identtca] confinement

behaviour. Equation (III) can be considered to be the optimal scaling in an standard ohmic
plasma.

V.) CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a new dimensionless scaling law is proposed for the energy confinement

time 15 using the database of TORE SUPRA, in which the key parameter is the Hugill number.

It includes implicitly all independent parameters governing an ohmic plasma (B, n, ID, a, R).

The effective transport in LOC is gyro-Bohm like due to the electrons, while in SOC the
effective transport is Bohm like due to the additional ion contribution. Note that the eventual
profile peaking effect, which can be at the origin of the enhanced confinement in the ohmic
plasma with the [0C mode [6], is not discussed in detail in the present work.
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Investigation of the radial electron heat pulse propagation
as function of the toroidal magnetic field at TEXTOR

A. Krfimer—Flecken, G. Waidmann
Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, Forschungszentrum Jiilich GmbH,

Association EURATOM-KFA, 52425 Julich, GERMANY

1, Introduction

The anomalous transport is one of the lasting problems in fusion plasma physics. The

underlying meChanisms are not yet clearly identified. Also the scaling of the radial heat

transport is not fully understood. Several theories have been developed, but none of them
is able to fully describe the plasma parameter dependence of the radial heat transport.

Specially the dependence of the radial electron heat diffusion coefficient (XHP), estimated
from perturbation experiments, on local parameters as VpE and global parameters like
3011p and q1 is interesting to study. In this paper the influence of the toroidal magnetic

field on the XHP—values and the saftey factor respectively is studied in more detail. Such

experiments show nearly no influence on the plasma profiles and yield the possibility

to study the transport While the density— and temperature gradients in the observation
region are fixed. First indications for a (ya—dependence of the radial transport were already

observed at TEXT [1] and in a somewhat different way at JET [2].

2. Experiments

The experiments are performed at TEXTOR 94, a medium sized limiter tokamak (R0 =

1.75m, a : 0.46m) With a circular plasma cross section. All experiments were carried out
at Ip : 3501CA and a line averaged density of 7—7.: : 2.51013cmn3. No additional heating
was applied. The toroidal magnetic field on the axis of the vessel Bo was varied between
1.9T and 2.7T corresponding to a change in L]?! from 3.29 to 4.71. An 11 channel EOE—
radiometer system was used to observe the propagation of the inverted sawteeth. For
Bo S 1.9T and those ECE~channels located at inner side of the plasma, a superposition
of the second and third harmonic electron cyclotron radiation takes place which makes
the analysis of the data very difficult. The heat pulse propagation was observed on
both the high field (HFS) and low field side (LFS) together covering the radial range
0.5 g r/a 5 0,85. The radial position, averaged over the observation range, amounts to
R — R0 2 —0.18m on the HFS and to R — Ru 2 0.31m on the LFS. In order to obtain
a better signal to noise ratio a sawtooth crash coherent averaging technique was used
over the flat top of the discharge. As a trigger signal for the sawtooth crash the central
HON—interferometer channel was used. More than 100 sawtooth periods could be summed
up.

All discharges performed were highly reproducible. The central electron temperature
yields Te z 1.0keV. The sawtooth amplitude oscillation in the center yields AT,3 m
0.085keV independent from the choosen toroidal magnetic field on axis.
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3. Results

In a first step of the data analysis the global behaviour of the relevant plasma parameters
were studied. We found a small increase in the energy confinement time Te from Te :
62ms at Bo = 1.87T to TE : 80ms at B0 2 2.72T. For the same range in Bo the
stationary electron heat diffusivity XPB estimated from power balance decreases from
XPB : 0.85m2/s to XP5 : 0.65m2/s. Furthermore we found a slight decrease in the loop
voltage U1 from U; : 1.06V to U; : 0.94V with increasing magnetic field, which yields a
decrease in the ohmic heating power up to 13% while changing BU from 1.87T to 2.7T.
Corresponding to the decrease in U; an increase in the central electron temperature TE
from QYDeV to 1030€V was observed.

Inside of the sawtooth inversion radius area the rte—profiles of the investigated dis-
charges show a slight increased peaking with increasing Bo [3]. The density gradient VnE
in the radial observation region of the heat pulses, averaged over the flat top phase of the
discharge7 exhibits practically no change while varying B0. The same behaviour was found
for the electron temperature gradient VTe. The full drawn curve in fig. 1 shows a Te(r)-
profile measured at a magnetic field of BD 2 2.25T. The crosses and squares included into

Averaged 'I‘euValucs \‘s. R-RO
l u .

0.8 ,

0.6

To
[R

ev
]

04

-D.5 41,4 -03 -0,2 »0 I 02 0.] 0.4 0.5.1 o 0.
R-RDlm]

Fig. 1: Electron temperature versus R — R0 for difierent toroidal magnetic field. The electron
temperature profile for BO : 2.25T is superimposed. The profile shape in the observation region
is not influenced by the variation of the magnetic field.

the figure indicate Teedata obtained at other magnetic field values. They demonstrate
that the gradient of the TE-profile is preserved although the Teimeasurements were done
on different positions with other Te—values. The position of the ECEimeasurement de-
pends on the local magnetic field. The Te~data were approximated by a linear function
yielding VTE = —3.0keV/m [dashed lines in fig. 1). The inversion radius estimated from
the rte—profiles is constant over the investigated range in B0 and yields TINV : 0.125m.
However, for B0 2 2.6T the inversion radius starts to shrink.

In fig. 2 the heat pulse propagation times (ttp—values) for different B0 and different
squared radial positions ((R — Role) are shown. The increase of the tip—values with
increasing Bo is clearly seen. Furthermore the pulse propagation seems to start always
from the same radial location regardless of B0, which is also confirmed by the small shift
of Ar = 1.36m in the q : 1 surface, calculated from the qenorm profile1 while changing
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B from 225T to 2‘7T' The radial damping Of the Pulse amplitudes exhibits no change
0

.

when Bo is varied (fig. 3)
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Fig. 2: Time to peak (tip) values as measured from the inverted sawtooth propagation as function
of (R ._ R0)2 for B0 = 2.20, 225,264 and 2.72T. The increase of the ttp—values is clearly seen.
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Fig. 3: Amplitude of the inverted sawteeth as function of R — R0 for different values of Ba.
Nearly no change in amplitude was found while BO was varied.

If we assume here now that the heat pulse propagation occurs only in radial direction
the XHP—values may be calculated using the method described in ref. [4]. The calcula—
tions are performed on a flux surface geometry obtained from the TLC—profiles. In fig. 4
the evaluated XHP—values for the HFS and the LFS decrease with increasing Bo and q.I
respectively. The exponent oz of the l/Bg—dependence was calculated from a logarithmic
presentation of the data, yielding or = 2.1 :l: 0.3 on the HFS and the LFS seperately.

4. Discussion

The obtained experimental results are in agreement with those obtained at TEXT [1].
The radial electron heat transport in ohmic discharges seems to obey a classical diffusion
law as long as the 715— and Te—profiles in the interesting gradient region are not changed.
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Fig. 4: XHP—values from LFS and HFS. Note: the decrease in XHP from 3.5m2/s to 1.5m2/s
while Bo increases from 1.9 to 2.7T

Transport theories depending on magnetic fluctuations (ref. [5]) as well as on the profile
consistency principle (ref [6]) predict only a 1/q—dependence as well as a dependence on T5.
Another model (ref [7]) developing the radial transport from resistiv ballooning modes
delivers a q—dependence as well as a dependence on the normalized pressure gradient
(dfi/dTWZ or (VTJW.

Furthermore the ratio between XHP and XPB yields possibly an indication about the
underlying transport mechanism (ref [8]). A ratio of unity supports those theories pre-
dicting X : must and X (x (1T6, whereas a ratio of two supports models with X or VT...
From our experiments a ratio of XHP/XPB = 2.74 was found. This value suggests that
the radial transport depends on (VT..)3/2 as mentioned already in ref [7].

From the experiments performed we found that the radial electron heat transport
has two measurable contributions. One part which takes into account the profile shape
yielding X 0: (VTJS/2 and another one which acounts for the changes in the qeprofile.
The radial electron heat transport exhibits a diffusion X o< l/qZ.
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THE RESULTS OF INJECTED IMPURITY DIFFUSION STUDIES
IN OH AND ECRII T-10 PLASMA
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Although the diffiision of high Z impurities is one of important questions for the

concept oftokamak-reactor it is still unclear. Moreover the increase ofthe impurity diffusion

database shows a variety of different impurity behaviour under the variations of discharge

conditions. It means, that there is no simple local scaling for the impurity diffusion, but it is

determined to a greate extend by the whole plasma profile. The periphery conditions are of

primary importance.

Three different types ot‘injected K dufiiision in ohmic discharges are discussed in the

first paper part. Argon diffusion under central ECRH presented in the second part and the

transition from OH to ”L" investigated in third part,

The evolution of the intensity of He—like X-ray lines of Ar and K in time and space

were registered with the original T-IO crystal soft X-ray monochromator. It provides the time

evolution of intensities simultaneously along 46 chords with time resolution up to 10 mksec

with the use of multiwire gas detector.
The experiments performed so far on T—lO show, that under the medium parameters

with respect to the operetional tokamak limits, the discharge is in "S" mode [1] (”SOC" in

terms of ASDEX) It means, that the impurity confinement time is of the order of energy

confinement time. The typical value of decay time ofinjected Kl ’7 for 1p = ZOOkA is SOInsec.

Which corresponds to avarage diffusion coefficient about 0.5 m2 and negative pinch value

about 4 in/sec for 0.1 m [1]. It was shown, that at high densities and low currents the

discharges with high impurity confinement (”B" mode - ”IOC" in terms of ASDEX) are

observed. The transition to high impurity confinement may be stimulated by Na puffing at

otherwise normal conditions. it was discovered in [1] the presence of"high confinement zone"
in the central region of discharge, which was responsible for high confinement. The detailed
analysis ofthose discharges showed nevertheless the existence ofthe two qualitatively difi'erent
mechanisms of realization of “B" mode. Fig.1 shows the case of "central confinement" and

‘lFig.2 for ”periferal confinment“. The pellet of KCl was injected in normally "5 mode
discharge. it is seen. that for the first 20 msec, time evolution is typical for "S” mode with the
short penetration at the beginning and the decay phase, but after this moment the discharge
tranfer to "B" mode due to the periphery cooling by pellet.

The strong and slow accumulation wave, which begins front the periphery, is seen on

Fig.1. The computer code simulation describes such behaviour with very low diffusion in the
"central zone" up to 15 cm. The values of dufliisivity and pinch used in model is shown on
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Fig.1(c). In contrary. the same high K+17 confinement may be obtained after Ne pulT at the
medium plasma densitiy of 17-1019 m‘3, without ”central high confinement zone". Potassium
injection into such discharge is shown on Fig.2. The absence of the accumulation ae is

transparent. This follow from the fact. that the time evolution of the chords intensities of [(+17
Hc—like line at different distance from the center practically coincides. as it is seen on Fig.2(a)
The experimental and model densities of [(+17 for three times is shown on Fig.2(b,c)

correspondingly. The radial profile ofdiffusuvities. used in the code. is also shown on Fig.2(d).
The diffiisivities must be taken high to eliminate profile evolution and the pinch velocity nlust
be set to zero in order to simulate flat profiles. The ”high confinement zone" at the periphery

with low diffusivity must be introduced to model very slow decay. Thus it is seen, that the
periphery cooling may results in increase ofimpurity confinement, but with absolutely different
phymcs

Impurity diffusion under central ECRII. - The argon putT was performed in

stationary phase of ECR heating with 2 gyrotrons with total absorbed power about OSMWL
Fig.3(a) compares the central chords time evolution of Ar+16 line for the case of ohmic "S"

mode discharge and ECRII, It is clearly seen, that confinement time significantly decreases for
the case of ECRII. The dit‘fusivities and pinch velosities for the computer modelling is shown
on Fig.3(c) and the calculated radial profiles ofArHG density. The significant deterioration of
confinement is obvious. The difiiisivity increases with respect to "S” mode discharge from 0,5
to l.7 1112, while pinch velocity doesn‘t change It means, that Vp/D ratio decreases in ECRH
case.

Fig.4(a,b) showes, that strong impurity accumulation occures after the gyrotrons switch
Oh“. The time evolutions of Ar+16 densities for several radius and the time evolution of it's
radial profile are shown on Fig.4(a.b). Surprisingly the central ArH‘ density increases in 13.5
times, So high relative increase may means, that in ECRII the total Ar density was hollow.
Unfortunatelly it is impossible to make directly sticli statement from the evaliable data. Some
estimations may be made from the comparison ofAr accumulation alter ECRI—I and gas valve

switch off, which is shown on Fig.4(c). Such discharge was studied earlier in [2] The time
evolution of Ar+16 density at several radius after the gas switch MT is presented. Argon was

puffed into discharge 150 ms, before the gas cut ofl‘. One can see, that OH and ECRH cases
looks very similar, but the central Ar density rises only in 65 times. Thus if the degree of
accumulation in both "B" modes are the same. we may conclude, that the ratio ofthe central to
periferal Argon densities is less by a factor of two in ECRH. The similarities of Ar+16
behaviour alter ECRII and gas cut off means, that from diffusion point of view ECRH is
equal to the strong gas puff.

As the difl‘usion greatly degrades in ECRH it is interesting to see the the dynamics of

this process. Fortunatelly it exist the experiment. where ECRH was applyed just in the phase
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[(+17 accumulation in "B“ mode with central confinement zone, which is
h strongof t 6 [(+17

esented on Fig].
nsitieS at several radii is shown or

The time evolution of some plasma characteristics together with

1 Fig.5. It is clearly seen, that the first 8 msec of ECRH

times, doesn't influence the [(+17 density, but it decays

pr
de . .

when electron tempetature rises in 1,5

quickly after that time simultaneously with the average plasma density, The time of

Confinement deterioration just coincides with the beginning of Du rise. Thus it is possible to

conclude, that the confinement deterioration is not the result of ECREI itself, but rather due to

change of periferal fluxes, caused by it.

Summarizing the presented results it is possible to make general conclusion. that

impurity diffusion and the plasma diffusion strongly depends on the periferal characteristics of

the discharge and thus is determined by "non—local” processes,

This work was carried out under the support of Russian Fond of Fundamental Research

ant # 94—02-06521—a and grant for Young Scientists # 67 RRC "Kurchatov Institute"
gr
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Analysis of cold pulses produced by impurity injection in jet
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Introduction
The analysis of the propagation of perturbations ofthe electron temperature provides a useful

means to understand the mechanisms of radial heat transport in a tokamak. The outward

propagation of sawteeth, originated spontaneously in the centre of most tokamak discharges,

has been used extensively to determine the incremental electron thermal diffusivity

x3” = aq/am VT)-
Perturbative phenomena of ditlerent origin can be analysed usefully [I], [3] to extend the

availability of the method to non sawtoothing discharges and to compare the difi‘usivities

obtained from waves of different physical origin, frequency, direction of propagation etc.

The present work concentrates on the analysis of cold pulses originated by fast cooling of the

plasma edge induced by laser- blow otl‘impurity injection in JET.

The inward propagation of these ‘cold pulses’ and the rapidity ofthe perturbation allowed to

observe marked non-local features of the radial heat propagation which are closely similar to

results obtained in the analysis of ELMs in JET[3]‘

Method
lnjection of non recycling impurities (Ni, Mo‘ A1.,,) in the JET plasma is obtained by laser

ablation ofmetallic depositions on glass substrates.

Although the Q-switched laser pulse is very short (10 115), the temporal width of the impurity

pulse is of the order of a few milliseconds at the plasma edge, due to the intrinsic velocity

spread ofthe particle beam This pulse width is still much shorter than typical particle and heat

diffiisive times so that the impurity source can be considered comparatively fast.

Correspondingly, Abel inverted bolometric signals show that the injected impurities may
induce strong radiation cooling which is initially concentrated (ie. on time scales shorter than
the particle difliisive time) outside the surface r/a : 0.9.
It is generally observed in JET that, when the enhanced radiation loss AP.” exceeds 2MW, the

perturbations ofthe edge temperature become appreciable. A cold pulse is subsequently
generated which propagates toward the plasma centre ,
An accurate description ofthe propagation ofthe temperature profile perturbation is obtained
by analysis ofthe experimental data from the high resolution (6kHz sampling rate), 48 channel
ECE radiometer,
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Results

The time evolution of the electron temperature following tlte impurity injection in an Ohmic
discharge is shown in Fig. l at various normalised radii p : r/a.
It can be seen that a prompt change oftlte Tc time derivative‘ occurs over a wide radial extent.

At intermediate radii (near field region: p 2 0.6 to p z 0.8) the rapidity ot‘the response to the
edge perturbation is seen to decrease moving inwards; while further in (far field region;
p < 0.6), d/dt does not vary appreciably with the radius
The Fourier analysis of T=(p,t) [4] is reported in (Fig.2 a, h) in terms of the amplitude and
phase of three different frequencies against the radial position. One can distinguish three
different regions: the outer one (o > O 8) is affected by the presence of the radiative losses as
demonstrated by the amplitudes decreasing with p.
The intermediate region features a normal difi‘usive behaviour (|rt>’ = AVA). and a value ofthe
thermal ditTtrsivity x61“ in accordance with evaluations from the analysis of the simultaneouS

sawtooth
Finally, the inner region (p < 06), characterised by a non diffusive phase-amplitude relation,
reflects the very fast non—local behaviour indicated by the short propagation time (At S 4ms)

between the plasma periphery and the centre.
Transport analysis
Simulation of Tc(p,t) has been obtained by solving the energy transport equations with the
IETTO transport code using the experimental PM. nc, profiles and prescribing the dependence

ofx on plasma parameters. Impurity deposition and transport are not considered explicitly but
through the variation ofthe ti‘ value deduced from spectroscopic data.
Simulations assuming a Bohm—like expression for 1” [5]:

”by : at; L c |n VTeI a q2 / (eBn) (a. I' z 2 a; 1‘ z 5 [04)

which is typically satisfactory for ET Ohmic and L discharges reproduce the stationary
temperatures before the cold pulse btrt show a poor agreement alter the perturbation
Similar results have been obtained with a Rebut—Lallia [“]expression for 7“.
These simulations suggest that following the initial edge perturbation there is a rapid increase
of the thermal difliisivity also at radial positions where no appreciable modifications of the

local plasma parameters have yet taken place [7].
The simulation of Fig. 3 assumes that the thermal difiirsivity is a function of the edge
temperature:

Xc.r(p.t) : Xc.i(p1tiniec|iun) [Texdgc (t) / Tanagultrrricaron]
It appears that for Ohmic pulses the large modification ot‘x at the plasma centre is essential for

.(Lfi

a consistent interpretation ofthe experiment.
Such a strong modification ofthe diffusion coefiicient is not strictly necessary at intermediate

values ofthe normalised radius to reproduce the experimental data
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h' ‘ continued by analysis performed by means of a linearised transport code, where only
T IS 15 ,

h perturbation ATJPJ) to the ’l‘c—profilc is modelled in terms of a time dependent
t e
incremental electron heat diffusivity x'"”(p,T), Such analysis confirms the evidence that a

prompt increase in 70““ is taking place at large distance trom the source ot the perturbation

H—modt: . ~ ' '

Laser induced cold pulses in H modes were more dtttteult to study due to the non stationartty

ofthe discharges and to the higher experimental uncertainty on the edge temperatures.

Howe

parameters was observed. The diiqiVCly propagating component ofthe temperature
ver also in these cases clear evidence ofa global modification in the heat transport

perturbation appeared to decay more rapidly moving away from the perturbed plasma edge
in:

This behaviour is consistent with the lower values my in H modes

Fig 4 reports the simulation ot‘an H mode cold pulse obtained by assuming that after the pulse

the thermal diflitsivity increased instantaneously by a factor ~8 over its stationary value

(corresponding to the transition from a typical x”.,...,.n to a typical xt,.mmn-) for 5 msec. The same

dependence offing on Tm as in the Ohmic discharge was not acceptable in this case because it

resulted in a reaction in the electron temperature that was too slow in the plasma centre.

The comparison ofa giant ELM and a laser induced cold pulse shows that the propagation to

inner radii is very fast in both cases even though the perturbations at the plasma edge can be

quite diiferent: the strong variations in the Hu signal, typical ot‘ELMs, are not usually

observed during the laser induced cold pulses; the Abel inverted bolometer profiles are more

concentrated in the external periphery in the ELM case and also the edge perturbation ot‘thc

electron temperature can be much smaller following laser blow oifinjection than following an

ELM.
Conclusions
Generation of cold pulses by laser ablation ot‘ impurities has proven as a useful tool for
studying heat transport in JET plasmas.
Although more precise assessment oithe behaviour ot‘thc electron heat conductivity requires

further experimentation, it emerges clearly that the propagation ot‘the pulse is accompanied by
a simultaneous fast increase ofxinc over a large radial extent.
Similar features in the propagation have been also observed in perturbations produced by
ELMs which are produced spontaneously in the plasma edge of H mode discharges.
Conversely, laser cold pulses have been observed on any confinement regime

i M W Kissick ct nl. Nucl. Fus. vol 34, n3. 349 [199-1)
:1. 0' Rourke, R. Ginnneila, 35Lh A.P.S ”993), JETePt‘B) 99, 4|
4 V. Purail et al. lfilhlnL Cont. On Plasma Phys. and cnntr. Nucl. Fus Seville, Spain, 1994 Paper CN-60/A-2AIIJ
$ P. Mantica et. Nucl. Fits. 32 (1992) 2203
i, A. Taroni et al. Plasma Phys. Contr. Fits. 36 (1994) 16294646

P H Rebut et al. Phys Fluids 83 (1991) 2209
7TtETtenrn Proc. 15lh Int. Cont. On Plasma Phys and contr. Nucl. Firs, Seville, Spain. [994 Paper CN-GO/A-ZJII—l
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Neon Exhaust on TEXTOR-94 with Radiative Edge Cooling
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J.A. Bocdo', os. Gray] and the TEXTOR and ERM/KM83 teams

Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, Forschungszentrum Julich, Ass. Euratom—KFA, Germany
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Bglnian State", Ecole Royale Militairc—Koninklijke Militaire School. Brussels, Belgium

1. Introduction

The study of exhaust of particles by means of the toroidal belt limiter ALT-ll is a major

topic of the TEXTOR-94 programme. Neon is used to increase the radiation level and to

create a radiative plasma edge. This reduces substantially the power load onto the plasma

facing components. Radiation levels, 7 = PRud/l, of about 0.9 have been reached during

stable plasma conditions. At TEXTOR-94 long pulse (max. 10 5) operation is now possible

with longer periods of constant conditions during radiative edge cooling. The flat top time

can be much longer than the expected effective residence times of impurities. An new

improved method is used to determine the amount of pumped neon, helium, and

deuterium/hydrogen.

2. Experimental investigation

A series of discharges with a pulse length of 6 seconds with beam heating of 1.3 MW, and

3 was made. The amount of neon fora line averaged electron density of 4.5 1013 cm‘

increasing the radiation level has been subsequently raised up to 720.85. At this radiation

level three different conditions were compared: (1) stable plasma positioning (#58022), (2)

slow plasma drift to the low field side (#58024), and (3) sudden horizontal outward shift of

the plasma due to occurenee of a MARPE (#58023). As showu in Fig l. in the first case the

radiation was unil'omily distributed wheras in the two latter eases main radiation occured at

the low field side, presumably close to the ALT—II belt limiter. After the occurence of the

MARFE and the sudden plasma shift the neon flux to the ALT—II belt limiter and the
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radiation level are reduced. To keep the radiation lcvcl constant the neon flow was increased

from 0.22 mbar Us to 0.5 mbar Lls. The feed back was adjusted such that the level of an
Ne VIII line measured, reflecting the neon radiation at the low field side, is kept constant.
For the particle control the removal by the ALT— II pump limiter with a total pumping speed
of 1900 Us (only seven pump ducts were open) for deuterium or helium is essential. A11
discharges were L—mode discharges with TE=O.033 s.

I . .
1.4 l a is: 1.0 2.:

major radius [in] major radius [H1]

“PS LFS HFS LFS

Figure 1.‘ The relative radiation distribution during a well positioned discharge (a) and two
displaced discharges (b). The radiation distribution in case (b) is the same for a.plasma
move to the low field side and a sudden displacement of the plasma due to occurmg of a
MARFE. Pmd/Pm,=0.85 in all cases. The ALT-II belt limiter is located at the lowfield side
at 45" below midplane.

discharge # 58019 58020 58021 58022 58023 58024

7=Pmllm 0.37 0.5 0.63 0.85 0.88 0.82
mm 0.032 0.033 0.033 0.033 0.033 0.034

7P:(Ne)[s] — 0.29 0.33 0.44 0.4 0.36
7P (He) [5] — — — 0.72 0.7 0.76

7150—16) [51* — —
- 0.028 0.024 0.033

R=1—TP/TP - _ — 0.95 0.95 0.95

Table 1: The efieetive residence times have been evaluated by using the exponential decay
of the total ressure in the ALT~11 pumping duct. The experimental error is about 20%.
Remark: 7P (Ne) was determined after closing the Ne gas-inlet; 7,:(He) was measured
during a constant neon radiation level.
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th‘ study a comparison of the neon pumping relative to the helium pumping has been
[[1 IS

rf med Helium removal was well analysed in a series of previous publication [1], The
P‘3 0 '
helium was iflj

. . . . 9!“ ) . ( . the

electron denSity. The effective re51dence time 71-, (He) of helium was determined by
ected during the discharge with an amount of less than 2% with regard to the

surement of the total pressure of helium. We have improved the measurement of the
mea

nial neon helium and deuterium pressures inside the pumping channels of one of the 8
P3 ’
limiter blades [2]. An amount of less than 2% of neon and/0r helium in a majority of

deuterium can be detected. The pressure measurement is based on the observation of

different transitions of neon and helium in a modified Penning discharge. The upper and

lower detection limits are 2 10‘3 inbar and 2 10‘6 mbar, respectively. The time resolution of

this partial pressure measurement amounts to 20 ms which is much less than the expected

effective residence times. The influence of other pumped impurities can also be ascertained.

However, the data compilation is more difficult as spectroscopic lines are blended and have

to be corrected resulting in an increase of the experimental error. Fig. 2 shows the partial

TEXTOR #58024
. i . -10-i_i_cna. i.L..Hiii.vi.tV..I.i...”

-" i He gas puff

5‘ Mam/f” A .

E . F
E J deuterium/hydrogen_. w”
2 10A — _
§ / “wk”
2 5 ,
n. i
E
1:
l1n.

*4.' “ihelium
i

} iiiii iiiijliiii
O l 2

vwliiiy[

time [s]

Figure 2: Pressure measurement of discharge #58024. Neutral beam heating was turned on
from 0.8 to 5. 8 s, neon was injectedfrom I. to 4. s, and the He—pujj’ was made at 3.4 s. The
eflective residence times of Ne and He have been detennincd by the exponential decay time.
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pressures of Dl/l'll (the IUD ratio was about 0.5 in the experiments reported here), He and

Ne. The effective residence times of He and Ne have been determined by the cxp0nentia]

decay of the pressure signals. Additionally, the decay time for neon could be determined by

using the spectroscopic VUV signal (Ne VIII-line) and the relative neon flux measurements

on ALT-ll. It should be noted that for the neon exhaust experiments, the radiation level

decreases as the neon is putnped away. The helium particle confiment time given in table 1

was evaluated using the He recyling flux on the ALTvll belt limiter.

3. Results and conclusions

The measurement of the partial pressures offers a valuable tool for the independent

determination of the effective residence times of gaseous impurities. The sensitivity of the

measurement allows to detect even low amounts of helium and/or neon in a majority of

deuterium, which is not possible with a mass spectrometer at this time resolution. The

particle balance was fulfilled within an error of 20% for the results quoted in this paper. The

new method of measuremwent gives within the error the same effective residence times as

evaluted by the decay of the VUV signal of the Ne VIII line. However, the measurement of

the recyling fluxes of impurities is strongly dependent on the exact plasma positioning, as

the background signal can substantially change, due to different hcat loads and small changes

in the electron temperature, considerabely changing the rate coefficients.

These first results lead to the following conclusions:

(1) the effective residence times of neon increase with the radiation level as previously found

for helium [l].

(2) the effective residence time of about 0.4 s is sufficient for particle control by active

pumping.

(3) the effective residence time of neon 7P‘1(Ne). determined by the exponential decay time

after closing the gas-inlet, is about a factor of two lower than for helium. 7p*(He) was

measured during a constant neon radiation level. Because of this. further investigation may

be warrented.

References
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The exhaust and transport of helium from the core of a D—T fusion reactor continues to be a

pressing question for next generation devices such as ITER. One figure of merit for helium

exhaust is that the global helium particle confinement time must be no more than 7—15 times the

energy confinement time ( 1;“ / TE S 7 —15)[l]. Previous studies in TEXTOR, with the ALT-ll

pump limiter[2], found adequate removal of the helium during L—mode discharges but not during

polarization induced H—modesl3,4j. In all of these discharges, the spatial resolution of the

measurement and the plasma parameter range studied was quite limited.

The TEXTOR«94 tokamak was recently upgraded with the main focus long pulse operation

of up to 10 seconds. Similarly, the charge exchange spectroscopic system for TEXTOR—94 was

upgraded from 3 to 15 spatial points and a 2-dimensional detector to provide helium density profile

measurements with a 3 cm. Spatial and a 40 ms. time resolution. The system is absolutely

calibrated and can now make accurate measurements of the exhaust and transport of helium over

the full minor radius and over a wide range of plasma parameters. After the introduction of helium

into the discharge, the total helium inventory was followed from the core (charge exchange

spectroscopy) to the edge (emission spectroscopy) and into the ALT-ll pumping plenum (modified

Penning gauge).

A systematic study was begun where, for L-rnode plasmas, the exhaust efficiency, neutral

beam power, plasma current, and electron density were varied over the available TEXTOR—94

parameter space. The initial analysis has, so far, concentrated on calculating 13:51.16 and Ville /TE as

a function of plasma parameters. T$He was calculated from the decay of the core helium density

deduced from the charge exchange emission of fully snipped helium ions immediately after the gas

puff.
The typical plasma parameters were as follows: 1p : 350 kA, ne = 2.5 x 1013 cm'3, 1.5

MW neutral beam co-injection, (used for both heating and as a source of neutrals for charge

exchange) from 0.8 - 4.8 seconds, discharge length 6 - 7 seconds. Helium was introduced into the
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plasma via a 20 ms. gas puff 1.6 seconds after the start of the discharge and was typically 45% of

the electron density. The He ll spectrum, around 4686 A, was then fit by the sum of 5 gaussians
of which only the active charge exchange emission of helium is of interest. After extraction OfIhe
absoltite intensity ofthis active charge exchange emission, the neutral beam density as a function of

each sightline was calculated. From this and the relevant cross section for charge transfer, the
l-le2+ density was determined as a function of minor radius. An example is shown in Figure 1

along with the normalized electron density profile. The measurement was made at 3.04 5, Well
after the helium gas puff. to allow the helium density to reach a quasi-equilibrium with the
background plasma. The shapes of both profiles are similar indicating no preferential accumulatitm
of helium. This behavior was found for all discharges studied. Finally, Trifle was calculated from

an exponential lit to the time decay of the helium density.
The major advantage of performing helium exhaust experiments in 'l'EXTOR is the fact that

active pumping of helium is continually available via the ALT-ll pump limiter. The limiter consists

of 8 segments which form a nearly continuous toroidal belt. Each segment has a turbonioleeular
pump which can be valved off individually, thus controlling the exhaust efficiency. The helium

density profiles for two discharges (time of measurement = 3.04 s, lp : 350 kA, nc : 2.5 x 1013

cm'3, 1.4 MW of neutral beam power), one with all valves closed and the other with 7 0f the 8

valves open, is shown in figure 2. Both profiles match the electron density profile shape, again
indicating no accumulation of helium. Also, although the absolute density of helium atoms is

higher without pumping than with pumping, the profile shapes are similar. This was expected
since previous measurementsBl found that the exhaust efficiency was only on the order of 7% .

The effect of input neutral beam power on rill-[e was studied by varying the input power

between 0.9 - 2.5 MW with both co and counter neutral beam injection (lp = 350 kA, ne : 2.5 x

1013 cm‘3). The co-injecting neutral beam power was first increased to its maximum stable value

(1.4 MW) over a series of discharges. Then its power was held constant while the counter-
injector's power was gradually increased (1.1 MW, 2.5 MW total input power). No significant
variation ofT*He with input power was found and the value of T*He measured. : 550 ms, was

constant over the full minor radius. This resulted in a value of‘Ei‘Hc-j'rif’E = 14. Only at the

highest levels of counter neutral beam injection. 1.1 MW, was there a slight degradation in $13,

resulting in an increase 1*He]T*E to above 15.

There was also no significant effect 0111*He with a changing plasma current (200 S Ip S

500 kA, ne 2 2.5 x 1013 cm‘3, 1.4 MW co-injection). fine was, for these discharges, slightly

higher than in the plasmas with a varying neutral beam power, 2 650 ms. I‘tHC/I’FE, however,
was strongly dependent upon plasma current due to the scaling of THE with increasing current. For
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currents belOW 300 kA 1*Hejt’1‘E was much larger than 15 but decreased to less than 10 at 500 kA.

the highest current measured (Figure 3).

Summary

The charge exchange diagnostic for TEXTOR—94 was upgraded from 3 to 15 spatial points

for the measurement of the helium density profile over the full plasma radius. In conjunction with

the ALT-II pump limiter this allows both helium exhaust and transport characteristics to be

measured over the available parameter space and for a variety of different types of discharge

conditions (L-mode, Lmode). For all L-mode discharges studied, the helium density and electron

density profile shapes were similar, indicating no accumulation of helium. 1"“1—13 did not

significantly change as a function of either neutral beam power or plasma current. Further, 1*He

was found to be constant, within the errors of the measurement, over the entire plasma radius. The

helium figure of merit, 1*He/T*E, was not affected by changes in input neutral beam power, except

at the highest levels of counter neutral beam injection where it increased due to a degradation of the

energy confinement. As a function of plasma current, it was only within the acceptable range of

values for a reactor (< 15) for 1p > 300 kA. Future analysis will study the effect of varying these

parameters on the transport coefficients (anomalous diffusivity and pinch velocity) and will be

reported later.

[1]Reiter, D. Wolf, G.H., Kever, 1-1., Nucl. Fusion , 30(10) 2141 (1990).

[2]Gobel et al., J. Nucl. Mater, 162-164 115 (1989).

[3]Hillis, D.L. et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 65 2382 (1990).

[4]Hillis D.L. et 211., J. Nucl. Mater. 196-198 35 (1992).
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Introduction
The injection of impurities by means of laser ablation is a standard tool for

ctroscopic investigations as well as for the determination of impurity transport
5Pe . . . . . .

In order to perform several investigations during one Single discharge aparameters.

laser blOWvOfl‘system with pulse series capability has been installed at ASDEX Upgrade.
Transport investigations were performed analyzing the decay time of spectral lines of
ablated lOW- to medium—Z metallic impurities. Due to its advantageous properties [1]
tungsten will be used for the ASDEX Upgrade divertor and is also under discussion

as clivertor material for ITER [2]. In order to supply spectroscopic information and to
investigate its behaviour in the plasma core. discharges with tungsten injection were
performed.

Experimental Set-Up
The new laser blow-off (LBO) system at ASDEX Upgrade allows ablation in single pulse
operation or in pulse series with a repetition rate of up to ‘30 Hz. It consists ota 0.6.] Nd?
YAG laser. a laser beam deflection and focussing unit and a carriage with a. target lock
to change or replace the targets. Up to four different targets can be inserted each with

an area of 50 x 50 mm2 for typically 100 of ablations. The decay time of spectral lines
emitted by the plasmas was measured in the VUV range by a. SPREDe and a grazing
incidence spectrometer, in the range of Xerays by a donhle Bragg spectrometer which
allows monitoring of a single line and scanning of the wavelength simultaneously. All
spectrometers nearly look through the plasma center. For discharges with high induced
radiation the time evolution of radiation profiles. extracted from the bolonieter— and
the soft Xeray cameras, could also be analyzed.

Impurity Transport Investigations
Various metals ranging from aluminum to tungsten were injected into ASDEX Upgrade
discharges. The number of ablated particles evaluated by automatical image processing
of the target was Varied from 0.4 - 1017 to T . 1017 particles. Discharges representing
different plasma states (ohmic, L- and H—mode) with densities from 3 4 low/1:13 up to
S - 1019/n13. 0.8 MA or 1.0 MA plasma current. H or D as working gas and up to 10
MW auxiliary heating were investigated.
Figure 1 shows the temporal behaviour of Ti XI. Ti XIX and Ti XX spectral lines
extracted from SPEED-spectra after titanium injection with a repetition rate of 4
Hz in the hydrogen discharge #6397 Up : 1 MA, a. : 8 - lOlg/ma). The rise of the.
maximum of the central Tidines agrees almost with the number of the ablated particles
which also rises from 4.2 - 1017 for the first ablation to 6.2- 10]T for the last ablation.
due to further increase of the laser output power during the pulse scries. Tlie decay
time of the Ti XX-line remains unchanged being about 50 ms for all four ablations.
The use of the LEO-system for (piasicontinuous impurity injection is (lf‘IIlOIlSl'l‘i-iifitl iii
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Figure 2. Here: silicon has been injected with 20 Hz in an ohmic deuterium discharge
(Ip =1r\°IA.II..: 3.5- 1019/1113).

. . . . . . . kW/mz . . . . . Wm?
'l‘iXX Si X11 . 0-5

. . . . kwnn2 . . Iawm2
. l

. . . . . LW/mZ

* SiX ‘0-2

l‘.8 i 2.2 21‘?“my 2.8 3 1.4 I? 1.8 (immfiz 214 2.6

Fig. 1: Titanium. spectral lines froml Hz Fig. 2: Silicon spectral lines from 20 Hz
repetitive injection. in the NB]- repetitive injection. in the ICE.
heated H—discharge #6397. heated D-discharge #6491.

The ablation of loweZ and medium—Z elements was used to derive the impurity
transport coefficients with the help of the. impurity transport code ZEDIFF [3]. The
fit to the decay times of the spectral lines was performed using only a diffusive term7
since particle transport analyses for the background plasma indicate low values of
inward convection [—1]..\Iloreover attempts using an inward drift velocity result in a
to fast rise of the intensity of the spectral lines compared to the experiment outward
convection leads to an unphysically small fuelling efficiency. In order to account for
its radial dependence different diffusion coefficients D were used for spectral lines
arising from different ionization states. It turned out. however, that for normalized
radii r/a. g 0.7 a nearly constant D was sufficient to simulate the data. For ohmic
deuterium discharges diffusion coefficients in the range of 0.6 to 0.7 rug/s (1p 2 0.8 — 1
MA. i7E : 3746-1019/1113) were extracted (Fig.3). These values agree well with results
from ASDEX [5]. For auxiliary heated hydrogen discharges with 3.6 MW NBI-heating
power D = 0.5 — 0.6 mz/s whereas with 7.2 MW D : 0.? 1112/5 was found, although
in the second case H—Mode was achieved. Takingr the degradation of the confinement
with power into account, this agrees with the observation ofRyter et al. [6]. who found
that in these discharges H7 and L—mode confinement is almost identical. Comparing
the absolute value. of D to values of [4], also a good agreement is found, if the diffusion
coeflicients were corrected for the isotope effect.

#1332 TI XIX #4526 Ti xx #4745 s1 XIII

=: r D=0.61]]zl5 . l: l \ D=0-7"12/S l D=0.7m‘lsr I
. . . [ I l
£4 : ‘l I \In . \ c x _ . i

‘ .. — I ‘I \ .
.E ‘1“ I: 2“ 4. l

0 \~, A§¥n> OFI~4 », “MW

n.,__ L, ,
2,4 2.ti 3.8 3.0 3.6 an ID 3.6 3.3 4.0

time (s: time (s) tune (is!

Fig. 3: Temporal evolution of different spectral lines together with. the results from
transport calculations (dashed lines) for ohmic deuterrmn. discharges.
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Behaviour of Tungsten in Plasma Discharges

Several tungsten coated tiles were already mounted in the ASDEX Upgrade divertor
but due to strong redeposition, tungsten could only be detected in the close vicinity of
the target plates [1] and consequently no W is found in the plasma core. Therefore all

investigations of the behaviour of W in the plasma core had to be performed by laser

ablation. . . . .
The measured radiated power induced by tungsten IIIJEC'EIOH was larger by a factor of

10 compared with titanium under identical experimental discharge conditions. Using

the cooling rates from literature in the temporal evolution of the \V-Drofiles in the

lasnia can be calculated fI‘Om the induced radiation profiles for the ohmic discharge

#4565 (Fig. 4)’ The W—profiles- were usually flat, typical concentrations in the centre
were of the ordEI of a few 10—0. From the total number of tungsten ions inside the

separatrix, a fuelling e’fifll‘iiCHCy for laser ablated W from 20 to 50 % depending on

discharge conditions is derived,
167, ‘ .1 2-K: “ETW ‘
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Fig. 4: W-denszty and related parameters Fig. 5: Single spectral lznes from W3 + —

Ill/45+ ions. The upper part of the
figure shows the spectral lines used
for the wavelength calibration.

deduced from the radiation profiles
and the radiation loss parameter.

The standard method to identify tungsten spectroscopically in ASDEX Upgrade
plasmas is the measurement of the so called quasi—continuum at 5 nm. This line
array mostly consists of unresolved spectral lines of Rli-. Pd- and Ag—like tungsten ions
[8]. The line array could be detected for numbers of VV—atoms in the plasma down to
1016 corresponding to averaged concentrations of about 10“5 , which is higher than
the limit tolerable in ITER. Although a variation of the decay time of this transition
array ranging from 50 ms in L-mode to 200 ms in H-mode discharges was observed, no
accumulation occurred under normal discharge conditions. In some discharges however,
for example for NBl failure, accumulation of tungsten could be observed. Here the
bolometer as wcll as the SXR-profiles show a marked radiation maximum in the centre
and the decay time of the radiation approaches up to 500 ms. Transport calculations [9]
indicate the presence of neoclassical inward drifts arising from peaked density profiles
in these discharges. Due to the enhanced VVeconcentration in the very centre a few
isolated spectral lines of Brr to Curlike tungsten could be found in the spectral region
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of the transition array. Figure 5 shows a spectrum measured from the NBl—heated (7,5
MlV) discharge #4896 together with identifications hy J.F. Seel}r [10).
The good spatial and temporal resolution of the SXR diagnostic allows the identifi.
cation of a rotating island of a strong (111:1.Ii:1) mode located in the region of the
q : 1 flux surface with a rotation frequency of about lOcz and a. spatial extensioH
of a about 6 cm in the radial and 15 cm in the poloidal direction. Figure 6 shows the
reconstruction of the rotating island from the SXcamera signals from the 2.5 M\V
NBI»heated deuterium discharge #4955. The left part shows the temporal behaviour
(in y-direction) of the soft X-ray radiation measured by the SXR-cameras B and C

5311.1, SXR-C (channel # of the line of sight
1 in the x-direction). The bright

spots correspond to regions
with high emissivity. The hor-
izontal lines indicate the time
points and the SXR—channels
used for the localization of the
island shown in the ASDEX
Upgrade flux plot on the right
part of the figure.

0,:
.3!

[m5]

0.15 ;

10 n4 is 12 16 20 24um ofsiglfl n line uffilgjn s
Fig. 6: Localizatton of the rotating island in discharge #4955. {description see text}

Summary
The repetitive laser ablation offers a unique tool to examine the change. of transport
properties during one single discharge. In addition. it can simulate a. quasicontinuous
impurity influx for repetition periods shorter than the decay times. The deduced
central diffusion coefficients are about 0.00.7 mil/S in ohmic deuterium discharges
as well as in 11131 heated hydrogen discharges. The injection of the high Z material
tungsten yields new spectroscopic information on the line spectra of highly charged
tungsten ions. The evidence of W could he proofed down to concentrations of 1075
by detecting the line array at 5 nm. In most discharges no accumulation of \V was
observed, Whereas in some distinct eases accumulation of the injected “7 occurred in
the very centre. This allowed the identification of a strong (mzlfinzl) MHD—mode
and indicates the presence of a. neoclassical inward drift.
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Measurement and modelling of neon line emission
profiles in radiating boundary discharges in ASDEX Upgrade
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H \Iurnlflflm H. Salzmann. J. Schweinzer. W. Suttrop, ASDEX Upgrade— and Nl—Team

MP1 fiir lF’lasmzmhysik7 EURATOM Association, Garching 8; Berlin, Germany

Introduction
Radiating boundary H-mode discharges with high density and high-power neutral beam
injection have been investigated in the ASDEX Upgrade divertor tokamak, mainly using

neon as radiating species. Such scenarios are presently discussed as a tool to reduce

the power liow onto the target plates required for future reactors. For extrapolation of

the experimental results to next step experiments a good understanding of the global

transport behaviour (divertor retention, global residence time.) is needed. Furthermore,
it is desirable to analyse the observed radiation profiles in terms of the atomic data for

ionization, recombination and excitation. The exact form of the radiation profile might

be an impOrtant feature for defining the interaction of H—mode barrier and radiating

l)oundal'.V~

Modelling of neon transport and midplane emission

The impurity transport and the midplane emission characteristics are modelled with the
radial impurity transport code STRAHL [1] using atomic data from the ADAS ['2] data
base. The code uses measured profiles of electron density and temperature in the main
plasma, the scrape-off layer is treated in a simplified manner applying decay lengths which
are fitted to measured data. The radial transport equations are solved by an ansatz of
anomalous diiiusivities and radial drift velocities. An essential feature is the empirical
description of recycling and pumping by a simple chamber model [3]. A sketch of the
particle fluxes in this chamber model is given in Fig. 1. Neon is pufled into the main
chamber via a calibrated valve and is distributed in the main plasma according to ditfu~
sion constants and drift velocities. Particles in the scrape—off layer (SOL) are lost to the
divertor with the parallel loss time constant TSOLndh, . Particles in the divertor either
escape to the main plasma with the divertor retention time Tdi‘HSOL or are pumped out
with a time constant rpm“. . The pump time constant Tpump = Vim/5N5 is given by the
pumping speed 5N3 of the 14 turbomolccular pumps and an assumed effective divertor

Ncore

Figure 1: Sketch ol‘thc Simplified recy—
cling model used to achieve a realistic
description of the neon source function
for radial impurity transport calcula;
tions, The dashed arrow indicates the
possible treatment of neon puffing into
the diverlor.
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particle balnnm _Vparlicle balance
A 1.0E #5117 K Figure 2: STRAHL modelling oflhe mid.

32 l , ,-._ -..‘,ji‘[‘”f’—. damn” plane line emission for a pair of discharges
iv ”‘ ' l m. with high (# 6119) and low (# 6122)

5|“
2 )—’"’ ‘ 3: deuterium puffing and accordingly high

NA “ 4‘43flt'192nm) (Z4 pumps} and low (4 pumps) primp_
g l N ing. Both discharges can be modelled With

Mr, w . .”g ibififm-Mmt the same set of diver-tor retention time
E " "W TdiuaSOL and arallel loss time constan,c P ts
2—3" ._ TSOLAdn. _ The difference in the time be-

N; NeVII(4G.5 “.‘I'Le NeVII(46.5 nm) haviour only comes about by the change
E "Hwy” .Tfi'flmrr M of rpump Which is increased by 14/4 jn
g m ‘ ,1». [l'ir‘rrfm t [rue1‘tn 7 the second case. The feedbackecoutrolledV » . ’ V4 \3 s [M ,E x : neon pull" is about a factor of 2 larger

. 0.0 n ..___J t ' c a rd .
E 1.5 3.0 2.5 3.0 35 41! 15 '20 1.5 3.0 3.5 4,0 for hf [ugh pllfl/PUIIIT) cage I Qtops attime (S) “-c t : 3.0.9 in both discharges.

‘1‘" : 37713 in approximate accordance with the real geometrical situation,
Outside the SOL a fixed decay length for the impurity density is assumed. The according
flux of particles towards the wall is assumed to recycle completely.

volume of V

The elTective particle confinement time T; : Tpump(1 +‘jr\imflin/1\ldiv) is depending 011
the relative populations in the main plasma. volume Nmm" and in the divertor volume
NJ”. The ratio of the particle populations NWT/Nd” is governed by the ratio of the
according time constants rsodgu/TdivnSOL. Thus, a long divertor retention time leads
to compression of neon in the divertor, which causes a fast effective particle confinement
time T; .

Neon compression and divertor neutral flux
It has been shown that increased neutral flux density in the outer divertor, which is
measured by ionization gauges and leedbaclecontrolled by deuterium puffing in the main
chamber, produces a strong increase of divertor retention and leads to a large increase of
the neon decay rate [3] However, at a fixed pumping speed for deuterium the variation of
the divertor neutral flux density is always produced by the same deuterium putt rate and
one might think that the external gas puff determines the impurity flow in the scraperoff
layer and the divertor retention. To answer this question a pair of shots with equal neutral
flux densities in the divertor but with largely different pumping speeds were performed.

‘0 do so all but 4 of the 14 pumps were disconnected from the torus. The neon puff
was feedback controlled to reach the same amount of total radiated power [4]. The result
of the transport/emission calculation is shown in Fig. 2. First the high pulT case with
all pumps on was modelled (# 6119). The parallel loss time and the divertor retention
time was adjusted to fit the measured decay times of the neon line emission which were
observed at midplane by a SPRED spectrometer. The comparison of the model result and
the measured radiation fluxes is shown for two lines from the boron—like and beryllium-
like ionization stages The model explains the observed decay times as an outcome of
the long divertor retention time constant Tdivafio], in comparison to 730q” leading to a
Compression of neon in the divertor and thus to a faster decay rate. The resulting particle
balance from the model is shown in the first row. With the found set of 74,-..45014 and
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TsoL/wdiv the line emission measured at midplane can also be fitted quantitatively insuring

that the chamber model delivers a good estimate for the neon source function. In the low

puff case the same time constant for divertor retention and parallel loss were used as in

the high puff case and only the pump time constant was multiplied by 14/11 according to

the reduced pumping speed. Using the reduced neon puff rate from the experiment the

decay time and the amount of neon line emission at midplane can be reproduced very

nicely. Thus. the dillerence in the particle balance and in the decay time is only caused

by the changed pumping speed. The different puff strengths (FD; : 7102'e’/s for #

6119) do not influence the retention and the particle balance, which seems to be governed

by the internal flux pattern. Besides the impurity transport, no influence on the electron

density and temperature profiles at the plasma edge could be observed [4].

Particle balance and puff position
In the case of small internal time constants compared to Tpump the particle balance in

equilibrium does not change whether the neon is puffed into the divertor or whether it is
puffed into the. main chamber. The particle balance is purely determined by the ratio of
divertor retention time TdaHSOL and parallel loss time 7501,,“ . However, if the internal

time constants are of the order of ‘rpmp , the particle balance might be influenced by the

puff position. Thus1 discharges with identical divertor neutral flux density and different
puff positions were performed to get information about the absolute size of the internal
time constants [5]. The applied neon puff was set to a constant value in both cases. Fig. 3
shows the neon transport calculation and compares it to the same signals as in Fig. 2. The
discharge with main chamber puff (# 6516) is shown in the left column and the discharge
with divertor puff (# 6538) in the right column. All time constants were set to equal
values for both discharges: 7pm,, :300ms, TdiHSOL :45ms, TSOLndiu =4ms. The dashed

line gives the result for TdH'ASOL :lOOms and 75-012mm. :10ms demonstrating that the

absolute size of the internal time constants does not change the time behaviour to much
as long as they are not to large. However, a choice with T501144” :400ms already showed

the influence of the pumps on the particle balance and the calculated line emissions for
# 6-538 were too low by a factor of ‘2.
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Emissivity profiles in upper halfplane
The emission profile for a stationary radiating boundary discharge in (,‘Dl'lq‘node (# 6l36)
[G] has been itimlelled with neon and carbon being the main intrinsic i111purity. The influx
for both impurities was fitted to the line emission of the boron— to lithium like ionizatiOn
stages of the according impurities as 111easuredl )v the.Sl’RED speitiomcte1.Fig. 1]
shows the <:'ornpa115011 of the resulting sightline intetuals lor the total ardiation and the
bolometer nicasmements of a camera obseu mg the upper halfplane (see geometry in the
right figure). 'l'he best fit was achieved when using an outward directed drift parameter
(middle figure) being addressed to the 111ea1n screening; effect. of ELM}; on the impurity
transport. The dashed line gives the calculated sightline integrals without drift. The
underlying emissiyity profiles are shown in the lower line indicating the little ellect of
carbon in this case. Finally the profiles for electron density and temperature are shown.

Conclusions
A simple chamber model for recycling and pumping of neon is well suited to describe the
neon source function at rnidplane. The divertor retention time 7111114501. depends only
011 the divertor neutral flux density and is in the range of 50—100 ms for high neutral
llux densities. Since 741114501. is small compared to Twmp the. particle balance between
main chamber and divertor cannot be significantly influenced by the puff position. The
emission profiles in the upper halfplane can be modelled by the radial impurity transport
model when describing the impurity screening by ELM'S with an outward drift at the
plasma boundary.
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1, Introduction
Impurity problem is still one of the most serious problem to realize the fusion reactor.

Especially. during high confinement mode such as H-mode. impurity ions accumulated to the

lasma Which increased radiation losses from core region and as a results, H-mode were
tenninated [1]. Therefore, control of impurity is one of the most important issues to extend the

period of the good confinement region.

In JET-2M the steady H-mode was successfully realized with the appearance of the small

amplitude and high frequency (grassy) ELM induced by applying Ergodic Magnetic field(EML)
with high poloidal mode number (m>10) [2.3]. And the steady operation of H-mode can be

extended to the high heating power region.
In this paper we present experimental and analytical results concerned with impurity

transport in this plasma by using spectroscopic measurement and 1—D impurity transport code.

2, Experimental Results

The IFT—ZM tokamak has a D-shaped vacuum vessel made of stainless steel with major

radius of 1.31m and minor radii of 0.415m x 0.595m. Limiters and divertor plate are made of

carbon and inside of wall was covered by the carbon. Titanium gettering was used in this

experiment. Thus, main impurity species were carbon and titanium and oxygen and iron were
not negligible.The EML coil sets are installed outside the vacuum vessel at two toroidal

locations 180 degrees apart. The emissions of impurity ion line were measured by 3m grazing
incident monochromator.

From the experiment, the impurity transport was changed by applying EML field strength
and mode. In this paper only weak helical field with high poloidal mode number (m=lO-16), in
which case emissions of impurity lines changed only during H-mode, were discussed. Typical
time evolutions of plasma parameters in discharges with and without EML field are shown in
Fig. 1. The EML field was applied from 600ms to lOOOms and heating NB was injected from
700 to 900ms with the injection power of 0.7 MW. In discharge without EML field. H-mode
transition occurred at 720ms. During H—Inode, line-averaged electron density and radiation
losses increased with time. The edge electron temperature increased rapidly after H—mode
transition and almost kept constant during H—mode. In discharges with EML field H-mode

transition occurred at 740ms and remarkable burst was appeared in H0L/Dor signal which

corresponds to the appearance ELM. Increases of electron density and radiation losses
suppressed and ELMy H-mode phase extended until end of heating.
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Figure 2 shows time evolutions of emission of impurity ions in both disci‘targes-jng
OH and L-mode. emissions of impurity ion line are almost same in both discharge, This
results indicate that the EML field was not changed the impurity concentration in these phage.
in the discharge without EML field. emissions of less ionized ion such as CW and TiXI
decreased rapidly at H-mode transition and increased gradually during the ELM-free H-mode,
On the other hand. emissions from highly ionized ion such as TLXV TIXXCVI and Fe
increased with time during ELM free H~mode. These results indicate that impurity ions
accumulated to plasma during ELM-free H-mode [4]. On the other hand. emissions of TiXI and
CIV have a burst like as Ha and increases of emissions of TiXVTiXX. FeXV and CV1 are
suppressed during ELMy H—mode obtained by applying EML field. Especially emissions of
TiXV and FeXV which emitted outside of 3/2 (a:n1inor radius) became steady state just after
ELM appeared. however emission of TiXX which emitted from plasma center gradually
increased during ELMy H—mode. These time evolutions of emissions of titanium ion lines were
analyzed using 1-D transport code.

3. Result of Analysis
The time evolutions of emissions of TiXI. Ti and TiXX were modeled using the

MIST impun'ty transport code [5].MIST solves me impurity continuity equations
anq/8t=-l/rB(rFq)/8r+{1q_1nq_1-(1q+Rq)nq+Rq+1nq+1 }-nq/'cq+Sq

where nq is the impurity density in ionization state q. Fq is the impurity flux density, and Iq and
Rq are ionization and recombination rates. Sq, the impurity source and ’Eq, die impurity
confinement time in the scrape—off region. Fq is assumed to be the sum of the diffusivity and
convective terms:

I‘q=-D&?nq/8r+v(r)nq
where D(r) is a diffusivity and v(r) is a convective velocity. D(r) assumed to be independent of
q and to be constant in the plasma, i.e.. D(r)=D. v(r) was parametrized by using peaking
parameter CV as follows;

v(r)=cvDq(8ne(r)/ar)/ne(r)
D and cV were determined best fit to obtained titanium ion line. Measured T8 and “e profiles are
the input data for this analysis.

From this analysis. the time evolution of emissions of titanium ion line could not
explained by difference of Te and ne profiles and impurity source between both discharges.
Thus, the time dependent transport coefficients were used in this analysis. In the L-mode.
D=lm2/s and cv=0.5 are well fitted for experimental results. Figure 3 shows time—dependent
transport coefficient used in this modeling. Impurity source during H-mode with and without
EMI field assumed to be almost same as that in L-mode in this analysis. Figure 4 shows
calculated time evolutions of TiXV emission in discharge with EML field obtained by changing
transport coefficients during ELM-free H-mode and ELMv H—mode. and measured ones. The
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transport coefficient during ELM—free H-mode are D=0.1 and cv=3 5 are well fitted‘and d 'g . . . urm

ELMY H-mode: D ()5 and cv=1-1.5 are well fitted to experimental results Thi lg

indicate that the impurity accumulation was less pronounced by applying EML field S res“ t5

4, Summary
Impurity tIansport during H—mode with edge ergodization was studied and following

results are obtained:

(1) By applying EML field, impurity accumulations‘ were degraded due to the appeara c fc n e o

ELM
(2) From the transpon analysis, transport coefficients in ELM - - .

EML field are between ELM-free H-mode and L-mode y H mm mauled by applying

(3) Impurity concentration during OH and L-mode is 1 . - .
without EMl. field. a most same in both discharges with and
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Molybdenum Impurity Ti'ansport on FTU
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1, Introduction

The transport Of high

Circular cross section of the plasma being defined by a poloidal limiter. The M0 source is the
Z Mo impurity has been studied in the ohmic FTU discharges. the

1jmiter mushrooms that are supported by an inconel structure. General behaviour and plasma

characteristics of the discharges are reported elsewhere [1]. Two typical shots exhibiting

different electron temperature profiles have been analysed in details. These shots exhibit a

strong difference in MHD activity and radiation losses. thus a study of the impurities transport

can point out the differences in the respective diffusion coefficents and inward velocities. The

first one is a discharge with well established sawtooth activity, centre flat temperature profile.

The second one shows slighty hollow temperature profile and strong radiation emissivity from

the centre without sawtooth activity. The evolution of the plasma temperature profile, and

therefore the onset of sawteeth oscillation has been found to be critically dependent on the first

20-40ms of the discharge, following the breakdown and during the fast rise of the plasma

current. Cooling of the plasma edge by strong gas puffing or Ne puffing is needed to reduce

the sputtering and self sputtering yields in order to avoid high Z impurity accumulation in the

centre. The discharges with impurity accumulation can be sustained in steady state for the full

duration of the pulse, without neither major nor minor disruptions.

2. Impurity Transport Results
The impurity transport has been studied utilysing a 1—D transport code which solves the

following equation for each ion of charge Z and density nz:

3” 13zT+Fy(rt‘z)=nenzsz+1+nen n n SZ—nenzorZZ+1aZ+i— e Z (1)

where SZ is the ionization rate and otZ the radiative plus dieletronic recombination rate. For the

flux we assume the usual expression:

an 2 T
FZ:_DT+VEnZ (2)

where D is the diffusion coefficent and v is an inward velocity. both parameters having a radial
dependence and a is the minor radius. In the code only one species is considered and. since

more species are present in the discharge. results of several code runs are performed and

summed up for comparison with experimental global parameters as Zel‘t‘ or the total radiated
power.
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It is worthwile to note that to simulate the transport of high Z element, great attention must be
put in the quality of the atomic package. We have reviewed the available literature, specially
for the dielectronic recombination process [2] and the cooling rate for the Mo.

In figs 1—2 the plasma current. the average electron densities and the temperature profiles, at
two selected times in a quiescent phase of the discharge, are shown for two typical shots.
In fig 3a. the radiation loss profile as obtained from inversion of the bolometric signals Using
as procedure the Zernicke technique coupled with the equilibrium reconstruction code [3], is
shown togheter with the result of the simulation.
The relative contribution of the different impurities present in the discharge is illustrated in fig
3b, where the radial integrated emissivity profile is plotted versus the minor radius. The
apparent discrepancy in the outer region of the plasma column between the experimental and

simulated profile. could be due to the spatial resolution of the l6—channel bolometric array, i.e.
2 cm, and the relative effect when the profile is inverted.
Mo radiation takes into account for 2/3 of the total radiative losses and O for 1/3, while Ni and
Fe contributions are negligible. even if the peripheral radiation of Ni XVII (249 A) and Fe XV
(284 A) lines were detectable by SPRED spectrometer and the ratio of the relative brightness

(4: 1) was one of the experimental data tested. In table 1 we have summarized the comparison

between experimental and simulated data. Centre concentration of impurities were inferred for

the Mo from the rotating absolute calibrated cristal x—ray spectrometer, PHA bremsstrahlung
measurements are used to derive the concentration of the other impurities, while the flux of
neutral Mo atoms are obtained from visible spectrometer viewing the limiter. As it can be seen
the data are well fitted if we utilyse a spatial profile of D and v as that shown in fig 3c-3d,

In Fig. 4a,4b,4c.4d the same plots as for the previous discharge are shown for the shot #8126,
in which there is a strong accumulation of M0 at the centre. In this case Mo radiation takes

into account for more then 80% of the total radiation losses.
In Fig. 5 the experimental, from visible bremsstrahlung measurements, and the calculated

profiles of Zeff versus minor radius are shown for both cases.

; 32- #8126

5 s: #8064

2 4‘
I: l

l I l l I l l

0 (1.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 (1.75 0.85 0.95 1.05 [.15 l.15

Time ts) R (in)

. . _ _ Fig.2: Electron temperature profiles for the
Fig.1:T1mcevoluttonotplasmaeurrent hollow 11:0.555 #8126) and the peaked

and average electron densities (@0455 #8064) discharges
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Table 1
#8064 #8126

Experiment Code Experiment Code

d’Mo (ml/s) < 2.10'3 2.01018 < 2.1018 2.0 1018

I1Mo(m'3) 9.01015 1.0 1016 1.71016 6.0 1016

nFc(m‘3) 1.01015 1.01015 1.31016 1.3 1016

”Ni(”“3) 1.6 1015 1.6 10‘5 0.71016 0.7 1016

”0““) 0.61018 0.41018 1.01018 1.71018

W# 350 320" 4301 420

0.6

0.4

E
a E3 .2

0.2

| | I I l

0 0,4 >
0 0 l 0.2 0.3 .

r(m) r(m)

Fig.3: a) Comparison beetwen experimental and simulated total radiation profiles. b) Total experimental and

simulated radial integrated radiative power losses and the relative contributions of the different impurities

present at the same time in the discharge. c)7d) Radial dependence of D and v used in the simulation

It is worthwile to note that is impossible to reproduce all the data using radial constant value

of D and v, Le. diffusivity decreases from the edge to the centre. Furthermore the same D and

v were ntilysed with different impurities ranging from 0 (2:8) to Mo (Zz42). This could be a

Strong indication of no mass dependence. The smoothed profile connecting this two regions of

low and high diffusion starts upproximatly at q=2 surface. but this could be only Ll coincidence

because a shift of 0.05 m of the region where D increases does not change significantly the
good agreement with the bolomelric profile.
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In the case of impurity accumulation at the centre the value of D in the centre region is
consistent with neoclassical transport value and the radial dependence of V is quite different.
showing a nearly constant value along the minor radius. To gain a more physical insights. this
result will be compared with theoretical models.
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Introduction , . .
Bulk plasma impurities were monitored by VUV, XUV and soft x—ray spectroscopy. With

an emphasis on obtaining quantitative data. Absolutely—calibrated line intensities have been

modelled, with the aim of derivmg impurity concentrations by pass1ve spectroscopy.

Impurity radiated power components, derived by fitting line intensities to the total radiated

power, have been used to monitor impurities both during discharges and over long

sequences of discharges.

Experimental
From the beginning of operations in 1994, impurities were monitored by a broad-band soft

Hay spectrometer /1/. This was a valuable complement to the VUV/XUV grating
instruments, and has the advantages for quantitative measurements that it can be absolutely
calibrated, and can measure the continuum. It uses a combination of crystals and synthetic
multilayers to cover almost completely the spectrum between 0.3mm and IOnm, and

monitors the main impurities under all discharge conditions, including D-T discharges /2/.
The sensitivity function is synthesised from the instrument sensitivity equation by a

computer code. This contains details of the instrument geometry, mass absorption
coefficients for the window materials and detector gas mixture, and measured or

theorectical diffractor data as available. The essential characterisation of Bragg diffractors is
being continued /3/, panicularly for synthetic multilayers, and to assess radiation damage.

Simulation of calibrated line intensities
The determination of impurity concentrations from central—chord passive spectroscopy is a
severe problem, particularly for the light impurities that usually dominate the fuel dilution
in devices with low-Z limiters. Some progress has been made here by modelling soft x—ray
line intensities with the SANCO impurity transport code. Using data from divertor gas—
puffing experiments, transport parameters were derived by modelling the impurity profiles
measured by CXRS.

Either neon or nitrogen were puffed into ELMy H~modes with typically IOMW of
neutral-beam heating. The light impurity abundance profiles measured by CXRS were
hollow, with the peak at about r/a=0.75, and were modelled with profiles of the transport
coefficients D and V shown in figure 1. These transport profiles are characterised in the
centre by low diffusion and a small outward convection, and near the edge by moderate
diffusion and strong inward convection. The Neon X LyB measurement and simulation
shown in figure 2, are independent of each other in that the simulation is based solely on
CXRS measurements, while the measurement is the absolutely calibrated soft x—ray line
intensity. The peak CXRS Neon concentration was about 0.4% of nt at r/a=0.75, the Ne—
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Lyi} measurement being about 40% lower than the simulation. Using similar data fro“1 a
nitrogen puff. the simulation predicted a peak nitrogen concentration of 10% of n! m
r/a:0.4: approximately twice the CXRS value at the same radius. Given the cumulative
uncertainties inherent in this comparison, estiruated to total at least a factor two, the PI'ESem
level of agreement is considered to be good. with the possibility of extending P'dSSive
measurements to other impurities. and to non—beam—hearcd discharges.

Impurity behaviour
The tecluiique of deriving impurity radiated power components by fitting VUV and XUX
line intensities to the total radiated power /4/, has now been extended to the soft X—l‘ay
spectroscopic data. It relies on observing ions whose line radiation has been foq
empirically to represent the radiated power from the relevant impurity, and on analysing a
large number of discharges to ensure consistency of the fitting coefficients. In the VUV and
soft x-ray regions, the most suitable ionisation stages have been found to be H—like for Be
C, and O, Li-like for C], and Be-like for Cr, Fe and Ni. ‘

During the first half of 1994 operations, the condition of the machine was monitored
using regular reference discharges. Figure 3 shows the elemental radiated power components
together with their sum and total radiated power for such a discharge. The plasma was
formed on the outboard limiter, was then moved to an X—point magnetic configuration,
followed by phases on the outboard and inboard limiters. thereby allowing the condition of
each surface to be assessed /5/. The evolution of the main impurities during a series of
reference discharges (fig.4) shows that the most significant change occurs to C]. At the start
of operations in 1994, Cl was a major radiator. but after about 1000 discharges it had
declined to negligible levels, while briefly returning after each vessel opening. This is
probably due to gettering by the metals, which have been shown to be anticorrelated with Cl
/6/.

A useful guide to the general impurity radiation is to normalise the average Ohmic
PM to the current 1p (table 1). The level of <P,ml /l,,> for the first half of 1994
(0.23MW/MA) was very similar to that for equivalent discharges in 1989 (0.22MW/MA).
As in the 1989 C-limiter/Be—evaporation phase, C is the major loweZ radiator, and Be is at
very low levels except for a few shots following a Be evaporation. Ni. Fe and Cr are higher
with the new configuration, mainly due to the larger area of exposed vacuum vessel, than in
1990/92, when the walls had a larger covering of carbon tiles. An all-shot survey of the P,ad
components of Be. and O (fig.5) shows the Be trend after Be evaporations. There is a
general downward trend in O, as well as short-lived decreases after each evaporation.

Table 1. Comparison of <Pmd /I,>. first-wall material, and major radiating impurities, for
recent years‘ operations.

Start of < Prad /I,,> First—wall material Main radiating impurities
operations (MW/MA)
1987 0.41 C, Ni anterma screens. C. 0. Ni.
1989 0.30 C. C. Cl. Ni, O.
1989 0.22 C, Be evaporation. C. Cl. Ni. Be.
1990 0.18 C/Be. Be, C, Cl.
1991 0.20 C/Be. Be, C. Cl. Ni,
1994 0.23 C. Be evaporation. C. Cl. Ni, Fe. Cr.
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as particularly for the light impurities, for a combination of possible
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the reduction during the X-point phase of the reference discharge (fig.3) is

mainly due to the reduction in density caused by increased pumping by the
Impurity time histories (fig.6) for a high performance H-mode

g5 with 19MW of NBI show marked decreases in the CIV and 0V signals during the

int. In this case the reduction may be mainly a profile effect, where the

into regions of lower nc. The decrease is less pronounced for the more

central NiXXVI ion, whose intensity then rises during the ELM»free period, with sharper

increases at t

effects in this data.

Conclusion
The use of a

aIIOWed a comp
impurity radiate

discharges-

he oecurence of giant ELMs. Further analysis is required to isolate the above

bsolutely—calibrated soft x—ray spectra, combined with code modelling, has

arison between passive and CXRS measurements. The technique of deriving

d power components has been valuable for the analysis of long sequences of

The total radiated power is similar to previous years, particularly when

comparable first—wall materials were used. After a long series of discharges, while there are

often exceptions: C
radiation from Ni, Fe and Cr is higher
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is the major low-Z radiator, Be and O are low, C1 is negligible, while

Simulated via CXRS
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Figure 1. (left) Radial profiles of transport coefficients D and V, determined by modelling the

CXRS Carbon and Neon profiles. Figure 2. (right) Simulated Ne X LyB derived from CXRS,

compared with the independently calibrated soft x-ray spectroscopic measurement.
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Figure 3. (left) A fit of the soft x-ray spectroscopic line intensities to the total radiated power, fer a
reference discharge Figure 4. (right) Total radiated power and main impurity component;
measured during the outer limiter phase of a series of reference discharges.
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Data bases have been set up for the particle confinement times Tp of non recycling implurities

injected in laser ablation experiments in the JET and Tore Supra tokamaks [ ]. No

dependence of IP on the charge of the injected element or on the background gas (D or ll-Ie)

was found in these discharges.

1 DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS AND OF DATA SETS

The data analysed here are from L-mode plasmas produced in the limiter, single null X-point

or double null X—point configuration. In all but two pulses (Tore Supra) sawtooth activity

was present. The backgrormd gas was D2 or 4He. The total number of pulses in the data set

d for statistical analysis is 133 (63 from Tore Supra and 70 from JET).use

Operational ranges explored with our data sets

- Tore Supra o JET
O R~2.3m‘aL~0.75m;K~l O R~3m;aL~l.lm;K~l.6
O VP~28m <> VP~125m
<> IP=0.8-1.7MA 0 Ip:2'7MA
0 BT=2.6-4.0T 9 3 0 Br=1-45'3~45T1 3
o <nu>: 1.-4. 101 m' o <ne>=1.-4.310 m‘
o P- upto~7MW 0 PM upto~15MW

Correlation table for the joint data set ("3: vloldavertaged
c . enst ylogt<n..>) log<B,> log(V,,) Inga,» loge/um Br = m magnetic

10g(<ne>) 1 field
10g(BT) 0-127 1 VP = plasma volume

10g(VP) '0'225 '0'632 l [p = plasma current

legal) -0.155 -0.489 0.93] 1 Pin 2 total heating

log(P,,/<ne> VP) 0.139 0.487 -0.579 -O.511 1 power

From the above table it can be seen that there is a strong correlation between current and

plasma volume. However the influence of [P on 1:], can be independently analysed in the

separate data sets from the two machines where the volume is not varying significantly.

Information on the dependence of 3, on the plasma volume can also be checked against
experimental values of 12p, as found in the published literature [1].
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Elements injected
0 Tore Supra - JET

MntZZZS). N108). Cut29). Ge(32) Al(Z=13). Ti(22). Fe(26). Co(27)
Ni(28‘). Ge(32). Zr(40). t\/l0(42),Ag(47)

Analysis technique to deduce rn
0 Tore Supra - JET

Eigenmode analysis of soft X—ray Fit exponential decay to intensities of
signals Li-. Be—. Na- or Mg-like An = 0

selecr slowest eigenmudc transitions

2 PREVIOUS SCALING LAWS

The sealing proposed by Marmar et ali for ohmic discharges from Alcator C [2]

r‘,,[ms] = 0.075 aLlcml Mm, Rlcmlo 75 Zw/ (Zhg (1m)

predicts Values For In that are too high by factors ranging between ~2 and ~7 for Tore Supra
and between ~3 and ~6 for JET. This scaling also indicates a dependence on the background
plasma. This dependence cannot be verified from our database because practically all our data

are obtained in D3 or 4He discharges and Mpg/21g is constant.
The scaling proposed by Hawkes et al. for JET [3]

1,,[ms] : 90 IIL.[1019111'3]0‘4 qWU'i

was based mostly on 3 MA ohmically heated discharges or discharges with low additional
heating. No dependence on power or plasma current could therefore be indicated by that
scaling.

3 SEARCH OF APPROPRIATE SCALING LAW FROM THE NEW DATA SETS
H]

We looked for a nionomial scaling law of the form Ts, : 10‘71’] pI-k’ where p,- indicates the
i:l

generic parameter. Linear regressions were performed minimising the logarithmic standard
deviation for the best fit. An analysis of sensitivity of 1,) to the different parameter has been
performed. We started from the observation that the main ordering parameter of the impurity
confinement time is. for both the data sets independently as well as for the combined dataset,

PHI/(<IIL,>VP}. Therefore we analysed the mcaningfulness of possible dependencies on other
parameters by comparing the standard deviations of different linear regressions. The only
statistically signifincant parameters were found to be I’M/(<12? Vp)‘ [/1 and ya Our best choice
for a scaling law for r], was found to be

| IS,[ms] =7.4 VP 1,. (P,,,/<ne>)
. . . . . , . 3 . .
15 measured in MW. In in MA. In. in 1019111 3 and I", in m . The logarithmic standard

0.70i0.08 0.3 li0.09 -0.57i0.03 I

where Pm

deviation for this regression is U“: 0.068.
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x +
200- J... + H: two data sets

4+ 3 + 3;
g + 1+ + J‘- separately and
v 4%.; +
:0 , +H+,-i . + uses 1,, as a

+
second

100 ' parameter

together with
‘ i P,,/<nL,> in the
WA*_I__L__|—;—l—§ linear

0 ’ 3 1 '0 100 ( 2:30 00 regressmn.
1;, ms

(y (mi/inertia"! lime r‘, as predicted by the scaling proposed in this paper \‘EI‘XUX experimental r],-
' v I [in NH

“3. P TS. EruJ‘se'x.‘ ./ET). The (111$,l line shouts r.,=rl.i-ulim (110/5.

4 CONSISTENCY WITH OTHER EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND WITH

DIMENSIONAL CONSTRAINTS

The parametric dependence of the proposed scaling law is very close to that found

independently for the two machines and appears to be broadly consistent with the

experimental results obtained in ohmic discharges on other tokainaks (see fig. 5).

The proposed scaling law also satisfies the Connor-Taylor constraint ["1] applicable to finite B

collisional models:
5KB+K,+8K,,+3KP-4KR—4Ka+5=0

where the KS are the exponents in the sealing expression for ET, 1],. He, P”, , R and ab

respectively. The sums of the positive and negative terms are 9.87 (i026) and -lO.11

($0.96). Therefore the left hand side of equation above is equal to —0.24 (it .10).

Constraints deriving from less general plasma models are not satisfied by this scaling law.

5 COMPARISON OF THE IMPURITY CONFINEMENT TIMES WITH THE

GLOBAL ENERGY CONFINEMENT TIMES

The global energy confinement times 15 for the same discharges is also available in our

databases. TE is defined as the ratio of the diamagnetic energy to the total input power Pin, 15

and I], are of the same order but different. their average ratio t,,;/t,7 being N25.
The logarithmic linear regression ofrE gives

Tet-[[1115]: S4 [I]0.73'k.|2 VpOJnttll ”20321.08 BTMHLM Pin-0.4mm (MA, m}, 10.0”].3‘ T. MW)

and a standard deviation (SM: 0.089.
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This scaling is not far from the ITER89—P [6] scaling law

TEJTERM [ms] : 38 9’1!)n 1,0085 R] 2 “L03 K05 "20.1 Bro2 Pin-05 (5d :130 ms)
or from the scaling proposed by Taroni et al. l7l
fur/{1115] : 73 1,, R” n.“ 87:05 mi” (05.1:100 ms)
Comparison of the above scalings for IE with the scaling for 1,, indicates that
o the ratio of rE/tl, should increase with [p and decrease with increasing plasma size and

density.

0 A more moderate trend to increase with increasing total input power is also expected.
a The dependence of "ch/IF on BT remains uncertain. as the trends of the two confinement

times independently are.
The logarithmic linear regression ofthis ratio leads to

0.40:'.16 v0.32i0.15 —0.17i.12 0.02120 0.16105l 15/1], [ms] = 6.4 1,, VP Me 37- Pm
and to a logarithmic standard deviation ob; = 0.123 The high value of Car found is due to the
large relative uncertainty on TE/‘L'P that is obtained as the ratio oftwo independently measured
quantities.

I M. Mattioli, R. Ginnnella, R. Mymtts et al. to be published in Nucl. Fus, (1995).
1 ES. Marmar. J.E. Rice, J.L. Terry and F.H. Seguin.Nuc1, Fus. 22 (1982) 1567
‘i N. Hawkes,.2. Wang. R. Barnsley et al. Proc. 16th EPS Conf. on Contr. Fusi and P1. Phys Pan 1 (1989) 79.
‘ .1.W. Connor and 18. Taylor Nucl. Fusion 17 (1977) 1047.
j M.A. Graf, .I.E. Rice et 211. Rev. Sci. lustr. 66 (1995) 636.
" P.N. Yushmanov. 'l‘. Takizuka, KS, Riedel ct al. Nucl. Fusion 30 (1990) 1999.
7A. Taroni. M. Erba, E. Springmann and F. Tibone Plasma Phys. Controll. Fusion 36 (1994) 1629.
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A semj-empirical Drift-wave Model for the Simulation of Impurity
Transport and Comparison with JET Experiments.

L.Lauro Taroni. J.W. Connor*. R.Giam1ella. F.Romanelli+. H.R. Wilson*
JET Joint Undertaking. Abingdon, Oxfordshire. OX14 3EA. UK

*UKAEA Government Division. Fusion. Culhain, Abingdon, UK,
lAssoeiazione EURATOM-ENEA sulla Fusionc. Fraseati. Italy

Results from systematic studies on trace impurities (Ni, Fe. Mo) injected into L-mode

plasmas in JET have characterised the radial and parametric dependences of the impurity

diffusivity
transport. dominated by diffusion over most of the bulk plasma, is slow (but still 2—10 times

D and convective velocity v, where the flux I) is l‘z=—DVIiZ+a [1.2]: the

neoclassical) inside a critical radius rt, while in the outer region is highly anomalous and

scales in a similar manner to heat transport with average outer values ofD 0C VTE. The radius
d(ln Q)

identified with the position where the magnetic shear s a d(l )
nrre can be 5 0.5 (with q being

the safety factor and r the radial coordinate along the minor radius. a).

The theoretical transport coefficients (in particular their radial dependence) derived

from various electro-static microinstabilitics will be assessed against their experimental

measurements, with particular attention to the performance of the models in sawtoothing and

sawtooth—free plasmas with various currents and q-profiles. The L—mode pulses analysed are:

# inj.imp. I (MA) nc(0) 10“) m’3 T40) c xc=rC/a
27414 Ni 2 3.3 4 0.35
27410 Ni 3 4.7 4.5 0.38
27416 Ni 5 3.3 4.8 0.56
18112 Mo 3 2.9 9 0.38
27342 Fe 3.5 4.7 4.2 0.43

In all these cases the electron density profiles are fairly flat in the central region. The

discharge 18112 is a monster sawtooth (note the high central Tc); all other discharges have
flattened TC profiles in the central region, due to the sawtooth activity. Also it has been
assumed Ti : TE as no measurements of the Ti profiles were available.
Only trace levels of impurity were injected, and are therefore not expected themselves to
excite impurity driven modes. For such low impurity concentrations the transport is
determined by pure plasma modes and will be assessed in slab and in toroidal geometry.

SLAB MODES.
Lion temperature gradient (ITG) from Horton et al.[3]: the analysis in slab geometry is

relevant only when L5<R/2. where Ls:Rq/s is the shear length and R the major radius. This
inequality is not satisfied for the above shots. This was observed also in the shots used to

analyse the ion thermal transport [4] and appears to be a general characteristic of JET
discharges. so that the slab ITG mode cannot be invoked to interpret transport in JET.
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llrapped Eleeuon—d1iven Mode from Gang et al. [ j: the anah sis is applicable Only “111611
Syn-s /L nkgps )1 with k9 the poloidal mode number. p1 the Ion Larmor radius evaluated
\\ith the election temperature and LD 7—n / Vn the electron density profile scale leflgth.
Regions ol marginal validitv for this model may exist topards the plasma edge But the
predicted dittusivity contains a T312term (pure gyro--Bohm scaling) which leads to a
radially decreasing profile. In contrast with the experimental observations.

TOROIDAL MODES

. Toroidal ['l‘G mode from Romanelli [6].
The expression ofD for this instability is predicted to be:

- L
774, where iii :41 with the temperature scale length LT =l)

‘11 1511625 Ln LT VT
L T

5n = _n‘ 1' = _e_ p; the ion Larmor radius and VIM the i011 thermal speed. This result is
R i

valid when 1'“ )nc with We given in [6]. Fig.1 shows the radial shape of the diffusivity
predicted from this model for the chosen discharges. A pure gyro-Bohm scaling
('pizvth’j /Ln) is also implied and causes difficulties in the outer region. The monster
sawtooth (pulse 18112). for which lli ) nceven in the central region, clearly shows that
this model’s prediction cannot be reconciled with the experimental results shown in fig.3.

to . 'l‘rapped Ion Instability (ITG driven) from Biglari et al.[7].
The quasi-linear estimate ofthe impurity diffusion coefficient is :

2k 1:l 1.5 P' V ‘ . . _ . .D: STD'“\ 1 8 (1+ ’li) Ifth' and is shown 111 tig.2. The central depressmn predicted+1 n
by this theory in sawtoothing discharges is a consequence of the flattening of the
temperature profile, as is clearly demonstrated by the poor prediction in the case of the
peaked temperature profile (pulse 181 12).

In conclusion, conventional models based on drift—wave mechanisms are unsatisfactory for
the main reason that the diffusivity associated with these waves assumes the radial correlation
length L1=O(pi). Therefore, due to the resulting dominant T3]2 (gyro—Bohm) dependence
(which it is difficult to offset by other geometrical factors) the diffusivity (in the absence of
stability threshold effects) decreases towards the outer region.

TOROIDAL COUPLING of MODES
Global mode structures due to toroidal coupling [8.0] of neighbouring modes can be

invoked to provide an enhanced estimate ofthe correlation length e(ap;/s)m exp(-c/s). with
0 being a constant 0(1). This has led to a semi-e111pirical model, whose explicit expressions
for the transport coefficients are:
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«20
exp(---1 D ‘
ML and v : — E where DB 15 the usual Bohm value,

DzaDBL“ s

T1 is form fits the required decrease in the low—shear region (irrespective of the sawtooth
1

activitY) and dep
Charge Z and is C

endencc on the temperature gradient. it is also independent of the impurity

lose to the Bohm—like coefficient for energy transport proposed in ref.[10].
20

nction exp())/5 vanishes towards the plasma ccntte where s—>0 111 this
The 51121196 f” 5
region however L should not fall below pi; therefore a gyro—Bolun-Iike term needs to be

added in order to have a residual transport in the region of low shear. The resulting diffusivity
2c

istheni D=GDBi la/L-riexms—~)/S1D—a-}

The set of values for the numerical lactors CL, 13 and c in this scmi~empirical model that give a

reasonable prediction for both the radial extent of the low transport region and the average

magnitude of the diiiusivity in the region of fast transport for all the discharges is:

01:0.008 0.01 13:3. 5-4.0. 0-1.2-1. 4. The resulting semi empirical diffusivities are shown in

fig. 3 and they are compared with the conesponding expe1imental ones [ ]

This model 15 not expected to describe the last few cm close to the separatrix. A11 ad hoc

treatment of this region is needed [”1 for the predictive simulation. i.c. a peripheral transport

barrier (decrease of D and strong increase of the inward pinch v) preventing too fast an

outward diffusion of the lower to intermediate ionised states.

Diffusion is the dominant transport mechanism, but a small convection is still necessary

for a good simulation of the time evolution of the brightness lines [I]. The v predicted by this

model is probably too small, and does not vanish in the centre, as would be desirable.

As an example of the performance of the model, fig.4 shows the experimental profiles of

the perturbation AB SXR to the soft X-ray emissivity and their simulation for pulse #27410.

CONCLUSIONS
The conventional drift-wave models fail since they have a pure gyro-Boltm scaling.

The enhancement of the correlation length due to the toroidal coupling of neighbouring

modes has led to a promising expression for the anomalous transport coefficients.

rR Giannella et al, Nucl. Fus. 34 (1994) 1185
fnrasini, M Martioli et al, Nucl Fus. 30 (1990) 2049
:WJ-iorton etal,P11ys.F|uids 24 (1981) 1077
1W. Connor et 21], Plasma Phys, Conn: Fusion, 35 (1993) 585

’Foang et al,Phys.Fluids B 3 (1991) 68
:F.Romanelli, Phys.Fluids 13 1 (1989) 1011;

H,Biglari et al Phys Fluids 13 1 (1989) 109
F. Romanelli and F Zonca, Phys. Fluids B 5 (1993) 4081

10.1 B TavIOI and H. R. Wilson Ctam Lab Report UKAEA FUS 279 (1995)
11 ATaronietal, Plasma Phys. Contr Fus. 36 (1994) 1629

B Denne~Hinn0v et al., Proc.20th EPS Conf Lisbon (1993), Voll7C, 1-55
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Sawteeth-induced impurity transport in Tokamak plasmas

A Odbloni . D Anderson. L—G Et'ikssott* and M Lisak
Institute for Electromagnetic Field Theory

Chalmers University of Technology. 87412 96 Goteborg, Sweden

JET Joint Undertaking. Abingdon. England

1. Introduction

Control of impurities is a crucial issue in order to reach ignition and to subsequently sustain a

steady state bum in a fusion reactor plasma. A number ofexperimental studies have been aitned

at investigating impurity “WISPOI‘L 563 e g Ref [ I] and references therein. The general picture

which has emerged from these studies is that the transport of impurities is much slower in the

central region of the plasma than outside of it.

However. during sawtooth crashes. imptu‘ity transport in the plasma centre is greatly enhanced.

In connection with impurity build up following the injection of impurities by laser blow-off. the

impurity density profiles are hollow and sawteeth tend to result in a filling of the central parts

[1.4]_ On the other hand. accumulation of impurities in the centre of the plasma is often

observed in the early phase of a discharge before the onset of sawteeth. In this case sawteeth

will have a strongly broadening effect on the impurity profile. [4]. and may under certain

conditions even create strongly hollow impurity profiles. [5].

In order to describe sawteeth induced impurity transport various empirical models have been
used which involve convective flux velocities and diffusion constants that have been

heuristically increased by several orders of magnitude in the centre of the plasma as compared to
the values during the quiescent phase. The purpose of the present work is to give a more
consistent picture of sawtooth induced impurity transport by applying a recently given model
which predicts the redistribution of plasma particle density and energy density caused by
sawtooth crashes. The efficiency of the redistribution depends primarily on the shape of the
impurity profile. and the location of the q = 1 surface. The model is shown to give results
which qualitatively, and where full experimental data are known, also quantitatively, are in
agreement with experimental observations.

2. Model for sawtooth-induced redistribution of impurity ions
A theoretical model for predicting the redistribution of particle and energy densities at sawtooth
crashes was recently given in [6]. For Kadomtsev like sawtooth crashes where the safety factor
on axis. (1(0), equals unity after the crash, the post crash impurity profile. n+(r), is given by
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1
71 11. (n) + n_ (r2) _| o s r: r

n+1 r) = (1)
n_(r)10<1 < a

where n_(r) denote the pre crash impurity profile. 1}, is the mixing’ radius. and I'j are determingd

by
2 2 2 2

= l}.- — 1' /2; 1'2 = r5 + r /2 1151‘: r0 (2)

In deriving eqs. (1) and (2) a parabolic piolilc has been assumed lor the inverse of (W) and
1‘ rONZ denotes the radius of the q: 1 surface before the crash.

3. Applications

Consider first the effect of sawteeth on axially peaked impurity profiles. Modelling the precrash
profile of the impurity density within the mixing radius as n,(r)=11(0) exp( -r3/A,m;,1) we obtain
directly from eqs ( 1) and (2) that the posterash impurity profile is given by

'—'i—' 2, 1'
11(0) e Amp cosh 2 l) S r5 r0

" imp

n+(1‘) : (3)

IL (1') r S r S a

Depending on the relative magnitude of the width 01 the piotile Aimp and the radius of the q =
1 surface, the redistributed 1mpurity prolile may be essentially flat or exhibit a markedly hollow
behaviour, cf Fig 1. Qualitatively the results of Fig 1 agree very well with experimental results
where emissivity profiles and inferred impurity density profiles clearly indicate a strong
expulsion of impurities from the centre, [3—5]. Depending on conditions, the crasheinduced
redistribution may lead to centrally almost flat profiles. to weakly hollow profiles. and to
strongly hollow profiles.

We now turn to the case of laser blow off of injected impurities. The resulting undisturbed
impurity profile initially piles up at an off-axis radius due to the small transport coefficients in
the central parts of the plasma. This leads to a profile strongly hollow in the centre. During the
sawtooth crash. the transport in the central region is dramatically increased, leading to an
immediate filling of the central plasma region with impurities. This inverted flattening of the
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rity pl.ofile is observed to be more or less efficient and may sometimes need several

im U . . .
p ecutivc crashes in order to completely fill tip the central region. ct [ l-4].

c0115
p16 model for hollow impurity profiles during the accumulation phase we take n_(r)=

As a sim

np exp( ‘(1"1'pl“/Aimp

mixing radius and out
1 ), This should be a good approximation of the actual profiles within the

side the mixing radius the profile is unaffected by the crash on the time

t, The post crash profile within the mixing radius is given by
2 2

n (1.] _ 1‘ ) (1.2 F‘ 1‘ ) 1

n+(1'): '5 exp - a p +CXP r —72-‘ i (4)
scale of the crash even

A. A.
imp 1111])

where r1 and r2 are given by eq. (2).

The predicted result of a single crash can be illustrated in relation to the analysis made of 21 Ni

injection shot (Shot No. 22 I22) in JET, see [4]. The resulting postcrash Ni density profile as

predicted by the redistribution model is shown in Fig. 2 and compared to the experimental

result. The agreement with the results in Ref [4] from transport simulations based on the

measured soft x—ray emissivity is found to be very good.

An example of the successive filling of the impurity profile which is caused by consecutive

sawtooth as reported in Ref [1,3] is shown in Figs. 3—4. The postcrash distribution after the

first sawtooth crash is shown in Fig. 3 and exhibits a significant but only partial filling of the

central parts. The impurity profile after the second crash is shown in Fig. 4 and demonstrates a

complete filling of the central region.

4. Conclusion

A simple but consistent analysis for sawteeth—induced transport of impurities is given in terms

of a recently presented model for plasma redistribution at sawtooth crashes. It is shown that the

model reproduces the characteristic features observed in experiments. in particular, the

broadened, and in some cases even hollow. impurity profiles resulting from peaked precrash

profiles but also the reverse situation of a central filling of the initially hollow impurity profiles

characteristic of laser blow off injection experiments.
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1 Introduction _ _ .
This spectroscopic study focuses on impurity transport and accumulation tn the COMPASS~D

tokamak. “Active” techniques are used involving the time dependence of the X-ray signature of
injected test ions AlXII and AIXHI, and simultaneously using the “passive" emission from a
background ion, ClXVI. In COMPASS-D these are core ions, and data are presented for
Ohmically heated plasmas over a range of deuterium plasma densities from 1x10” m" S 71, s
1x10201114, H-modes being more easily achieved at the higher densities [1].
2. Experimental Method
Previous studies [2] USCd the Bragg Rotor crystal spectrometer [3] in monochromatic mode to
observe the temporal evolution of AlXII following laser ablation. The small (~0.03%n,) amount
of Al injected into the plasma by laser ablation has no noticeable effect on the plasma
parameters. Improved experimental techniques have involved the use of the Bragg instrument in
reciprocating spectral scan mode to discriminate between the AlI Isl - 132p line at 7.757A,
the 152 ISO _ 1521) 3P2 and Is2 1So - 152p 3Pl lines at 7.806A and the background X—ray
continuum. This allows the background to be correctly accounted for in measurements of line
emission.
3. Impurity Transport
Transport parameters are derived by comparing the test ion X—ray signal with output from the
transport code STRAHL [4]. In the transport code the time dependence of an ion stage nx is
given by the continuity equation, dnjdt + VJ", = A, where I" is the net impurity fluxland Az
is the impurity source and sink term including all ionisation and recombination processes. The
flux F is described by I",(r.t) = -D(r)8njr9r + n,(r)v(r) where the inward convective term v(r) is
connected to the anomalous diffusion coefficient D(r) by means of a dimensionless convection
parameter S, v = ZD(r) rS/(Iz, where a is the plasma radius. The transport parameters D and v
are derived by matching the predictions of the transport code to the observed line radiation
following ablation. Fig.1 shows repetitive sweeps over the AlXII lines and background for
(a) H-mode and (b) L—mode discharges. The background continuum level remains low in L-
mode discharges, thus validating the previous analysis of monochromatic observations for L—
mode discharges [2]. However, in H—mode discharges the X-ray continuum increases
continuously throughout the H—mode period and spectral resolution is always required. Fig.2
shows the results of transport analysis for the H-mode case, giving values in the L—mode region
ofD~O.lmzs'l and S : —1, Changing in H-mode to D ~ 0.05mzs‘l and S = -2 with a transport
barrier between 14cm and the plasma boundary.
4. L-mode scaling law
Typically the results give an impurity particle confinement time (I?) ~30ms in Ohmic L-mode,
rising to >lOOms on accessing H-mode. In L—mode ”CF is a factor of 2-3 greater than the energy
confinement time (12E) , and a factor of 5 or more greater in H-mode discharges. For L—mode
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data Fig.3 compares the measured ’EP with a scaling law based on results of laser blow-off
experiments in JET and Tore Supra[5]. In general the measured ’Ep on COMPASS.D
considerably longer than that predicted by the scaling law.
5. Impurity Accumulation
Evidence for impurity accumulatiOn is centred on analysis of Cl XVI emission.
i) The intensity of the resonance line has been measured from a range of shots at v
densities and confinement modes. Fig.4 shows the experimental measurements and a c
excitation calculation of the line intensities.
ii) The time history of the resonance line intensity can be followed on a 21115 time scale. This is
shown for a H-mode shot in Fig.5. The line intensity is plotted against time, the signal is then

divided by r1c to give the impurity abundance and by n} to give the fractional iInpur-i
concentration. An increase is seen even after dividing by mg. The signal does oscillate, but is
not directly correlated with the ELM periods. The inference can be made that there is Weak
accumulation of C1 in the core during the H-mode.
6. High ne discharges.
Typical laser ablation traces are characterised by an S value of ~ -1, with corresponding like
time ~10ms. In high nc discharges (both L-modc and H-mode) an anomalously long rise time
(~50ms) is sometimes observed for the core AlXII and AlXIII ions. Fig.6 shows these Signals
together with the more peripheral AIX signal, which rises and decays much faster than the cor-e
ions. A possible explanation for these long rise times is the existence of an initial edge impllrity
accumulation region holding the Al ions, as is observed from the charge exchange and
bolometry measurements on impurity radiation in JET H-mode discharges[6].
7.Conclusions
Test ion injection and intrinsic impurity spectroscopy have been used as complementary
techniques for studying ion confinement in COMPASS-D.
Improved experimental techniques have allowed discrimination between injected test inn
emission and background continuum. This enables the background X—ray continuum to be
correctly accounted for when matching to transport codes.
In Ohmic L-mode, modelling with impurity transport codes yields values of D~O.1m’s" with

. S=-l, changing to D~O.05m2s" and S=—2 with a tranSport barrier at a radius outside 14cm in H-
mode. In COMPASS-D L—mode plasmas “CF ~ 2x ”CE and is considerably longer than that
predicted by a scaling law based on JET and Tore Supra laser blow—off experiments.
There is some evidence of impurity accumulation from the intrinsic Cl.
Anomalously long rise times of test ion traces are observed in some high He discharges. This
may be due to the existence of an edge impurity accumulation region as observed in JET H-
modes
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Introduction. Direct measurement of the magnetic turbulence in the plasma core is one of

the most challenging tasks in tokamak plasma diagnostics. Due to the lack of well-established

and reliable techniques to measure the magnetic fluctuation levels in the central region of the

plasma, doubts still persist even on the nature of the dominant core turbulence, i,e., whether

magnetic or electrostatic. In view of the importance of this subject for the problem of

anomalous heat transport in tokamak reactors. indirect methods to detemiine the nature of the

turbulence and its level could be extremely useful. Fast electrons are known to be sensitive to

magnetic turbulence, and this property has been exploited in the past to obtain indirect

measurements of the turbulence level at the plasma edge [1]. In order to use such a test-particle

population for measurements of the core magnetic fluctuations, fast electrons have to be: i)

generated in the plasma core, ii) observed by appropriate diagnostics, iii) simulated by

appropriate codes for comparison with the experiments. Superthermal electrons are naturally

present in ECRH plasmas on TEXTeU, for central densities below 2 x 1019 m3. They can be

generated in the very centre of the plasma, since ECRH is highly localized. A vertical ECE

(VECE) system [2] has been installed to observe electrons in the energy range 0 - 120 keV.

Discussion of the method. In order to illustrate the method proposed here, some typical

VECE spectra are computed by means of a relativistic emission/absorption code, coupled to

toroidal ray-tracing, using as an input the electron distribution function obtained from a 3-D

bounce-averaged Fokker-Planck code. This code is decribed in detail elsewhere [3,4]. It

includes the Coulomb collision operator, the quasilinear operator describing interaction with the

RF waves, the dc electric field convective term, and a quasilinear radial diffusion term

describing the interaction with magnetic and/or electrostatic turbulence. The code has been
benchmarked against experiments, in similar ECRH regimes [5] and in Ll-ICD regimes, both
for weak [6] and strong [7] radial diffusion. Additional experiments with variable injection
angles and power modulations of the ECRl-l beams have been performed on TEXT-U in order
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to test the accuracy of the models used to describe the process of power absorption. COmPUted
VECE spectra (in the absence of wall reflections) are shown in Fig. 1, for typical high Powel-

ECRH TEXTeU parameters (R : 1.05 m, a = (1.26 m. B = 2.1 T, Vloop = 0.75 V, Zeff = 4, Tot)
= 2.25 keV, Itch = 1.6 x 1019 m'3. PEC = 450 kW, toroidal injection angle a! = 10°, WHVe
frequency f = 60 GI-lz). The spectra have been computed with different radial diffusim
coefficients: D. : 0 (a); Dr = L(§/B)21vttl (13); Dr = Ltfi/B)2Iv..tl (c), where r; and E are the
magnetic and electrostatic fluctuating fields, respectively, L is the longitudinal auto»correlmi0n
length of the turbulence, and Va is the parallel velocity. The following turbulence parameters
have been used: L ~ ZnR, fi/B = 2.5 105. INS/B = l km/s.

The corresponding parallel distribution function and perpendicular temperature at the plagma
centre (Fig. 2) show that the central supcrthermal distribution is strongly affected by radial
diffusion. Furthermore, Fig. 1 shows that the shape of the superthermal spectrum depends on
whether Dr cc lvul’I or Dr o< Ivul, namely, whether the dominant turbulence is electrostatic or
magnetic. Thus, VECE is, in principle, suitable for determining both the nature and the level of
the turbulence in the plasma core.
Experimental results. We now present the results of a systematic experimental study
performed on TEXT—U. The ECH system consists of one 56 GHZ and two 60 GHz
gyrotrons, each one delivering Up to 200 kW. Three ECH launchers are located on the mid-

plnne, low-field side of the machine.
energy (keV) Two of them provide Gaussian

. l 00 50 O beams that are focused and steerable
I'IrllllllllllllllllllFl—I—I

(one poloidally and one toroidally. i
30°). The beam spot size at the
plasma centre is = 6 cm. A third
launcher is unfocused (spot size -.

15 cm) and fixed. The heating

system has been operated at the
fundamental gyro-resonance, in the
ordinary mode. The VECE system
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channel). The collection optics define a

1 00 collimated Gaussian beam throughout
Fn h , . b . .

1 0,2 t e observation andwrdth (spot Size =
3.5 cm). A silicon carbide viewing

1 0'4 dump is located on the opposing wall

1 0‘6 of the vacuum vessel, in order to limit

wall reflections (-20 dB). The antenna

1 0'8 1 00 0 1 00 can be radially displaced over 15 cm, in

parallel enerqv (keV) order to get information on the radial
structure of the superthermal dis-

tribution: such measurements have

TJ. 20 confirmed that during ECRH the fast

(keV) electrons are strongly peaked at the

10 plasma centre.

A typical experimental VECE

u
n

lu
u

lu
.l
u

n
ln

u

spectrum is shown in Fig. 3. The main
llllllllllllllIllllllllllL

-1 00 O 1 00 discharge and ECRH parameters were:

parallel energy (keV) B = 2.025 T, vloop :11 v, zcrf = 4,

C d [1 M. .b . d T30 = 1.2 keV, n60 =1.6><1019 m-3,
Fi . 2: ompute para a 15m utmn an o

g perpendicular temperaturefor the PEC = 170 kW, ‘4’ = 10 , f= 56 0H2-
”WE cares aigJ All the observed spectra, in a wide

range of plasma parameters (1019 < n00

< 2.5 x1019,170 < PEC < 450 kW)

diSplay the same, magnetic turbulence—like structure, i.e., monotonically increasing in the

superthermal part of the spectrum (thus, decreasing with energY)- Simulated spectra, for three

different magnetic fluctuation levels, are also shown. It appears that the experimental spectra

cannot be reproduced (not even qualitatively) without including radial diffusion in the

calculations. A fluctuation level of the order of 4 10*5 is compatible with the experimental

result, in fair agreement with expectations based on magnetic probe measurements made outside

of the TEXT limiter and with measurement of runaway electron diffusivity in the outer edge of

the plasma. Sensitivity studies have been performed by varying the simulation parameters

(Vlmp, Zen, c, etc.) within the experimental error bars, in order to determine the expected

accuracy in the determination of the fluctuation level, which is S 50 %. The correlation of E/B

with heating power and confinement time has been investigated by heating with one or two

gyrotrons, both at 60 GHZ and \p = l0°, during the same discharge (B = 2.15 T, View = 0.8 —

0.9 V, Zcrr = 2, non = 1.6 x 10lg m‘3). The measured spectra are presented, together with

optimized simulations. in Fig. 4. The excellent agreement between theoretical and experimental
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3 10-5; c) 8/8 : 510*5.

spectra gives confidence in the
interpretation model. The thematic”
levels weakly increases with heflting
power, following the general trend of
confinement degradatio"
(experimentally measured energy
confinement time decreases with POW/er
from 10 to 9 ms).

Conclusions. A new techniqum
based on 3-D kinetic simulations
constrained by measurements of the
central fast electron distributiOn. has
been used to determine the turbulenCe
level in the core of hot [01(3k
plasmas. Vertical ECE has proved to

be appropriate for diagnosing the fast electron dynamics in the centre. which is sensitive to the
nature and level of the plasma turbulence. The main limitation of this method is the need for
good simultaneous measurements of various plasma parameters (Vloop. Zcff, c, ne, To). A1]
the observed spectra carry the signature of magnetic turbulence. Typical fluctuation levels of
the order of 4 10'5 are found, which is too low to explain thermal transport in TEXT-U,
although some correlation of the turbulence level with the degradation of confinement is
observed.
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1_ Introduction

While enhanced confinement modes have been observed in most auxiliary heated toka~

malts. the physics of these regimes is not well understood. Experimental characteristics of the

broadband microturbulence and the edge radial electric field at the LH transition in DIII—D

are consistent with a theoretical model based upon shear suppression of turbulence which re—

duces anomalous transport.1r2 However, the mechanism that produces the change in E,. is not

well—understood, and alternate models require modification and further clarification for com»

parison. Data from other discharges in DHI—D support a similar such model for the VH—mode,

whereby core radial electric field shear arises from shear in toroidal rotation, suppressing core

microturbulence and reducing anomalous core transport.3 Improving the physical and theoret-

ical basis for advanced confinement regimes is necessary for confidence in extrapolating the

performance of present day tokamaks to larger devices in the future or, with further improve-

ment, offers the attractive alternative of achieving large tokamak performance in a moderate

size device.

2. Fluctuations and the LH Transition

Edge and core density microturbulence in DUI—D is characterized by a mm—wave col—
lective scattering system on DIILD which measures the frequency spectrum and relative

magnitude of poloidally propagating density fluctuations.“‘ The largest amplitude fluctuations
are turbulent and have poloidal wavenumber in a range predicted for drift—type instabilities,
e.g. kg ~ 1 — 2 cm“lt The detection system collects radiation scattered from a plasma vol~
ume whose radial dimension is of the order of the plasma radius at so = 2 cm‘l. Heterodyne
detection allows the propagation direction in the laboratory frame to be determined by the

Sign of the frequency shift, whereby a positive shift corresponds to propagation in the ion
diamagnetic drift direction in the laboratory. However, during most discharges of interest,
the measured turbulence frequency spectrum is dominated by a E, x E Doppler shift. Plasma
rotation and pressure create a radial electric field which convects turbulent fluctuations at the

E, x E velocity, and is measured as a Doppler shift proportional to E (E x E") /B"‘. The
radial electric field, Er, and the associated Doppler shift are strongly inhomogeneuos across
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the scattering volume, so the resultant measured spectrum is shifted and broadened in fre.
quency. It has been shown that knowledge of the radial electric field profile in conjunction
with the fluctuation spectrum allows information on localized changes in the ttrrbulence [We]

to be quantified on a finer spatial scale than the scattering volume size.5
Scattering data indicate that the edge radial electric field at the location of the Edge

microturbulence consistently increases during the Limode phase leading up to the L H, H
transition. The time evolution of the mean frequency and rms fluctuation level is shown in
Fig. 1, indicating that the spectrum broadens during the Lvmode phase slowly. then ”We

rapidly at the transition as the fluctuation level reduces significantly. This broadening is
related to the radial electric field shear across the region where the fluctuations are Strongest
within the scattering volume, and is often observed to reach a similar value just prior to the

LH transition, as if a threshold value is necessary for the transition to proceed. Therefore'

experimental evidence is consistent with a threshold radial electric field in the vicinity of the
strongest ridge fluctuations ItCCCSSZtI‘y [O ll‘iggCt' thC transition.

The scattered spectrum is sensitive to both the local fluctuation level and the local m.
dial electric field simultaneously, based upon the scattered power amplitude and changes in
spectral shape, respectively. However, the factors are convolved in the measured spectmm.
Noncontiguous (in time) FFT’s of the scattered spectrum across the L a U transition indicate

that the fluctuation power (rx r73.) reduces prior to the largest shift in the spectrum (by <
500 its), as shown in Fig, 2, Fluctuations in a band of 425 to 450 kHz significantly reduce,

without broadening significantly; renormalization of this spectrum actually implies a signifi-
cant increase in the shear as the flttctuations are reduced. Following the reduction, increased

turbulence is observed in the wings of the spectrtrrn as the radial electric field shifts fluc-
tuations to -35t) kHz and more. The reduction is clearly occurring in a region of increased

radial electric field shear, and the subsequent broadening could be new fluctuations in the
steep gradient edge region where E,. < 0. However, complete and unambiguous interpretation
of the evolving spectrum requires comparison with highly resolved (in space and time) mea—

strrcrnents of the radial electric field, to deconvolvc the spatial dependence of the turbulence
from the spectrum.

3. VH—mode

The phenomenology of fluctuations during VHimode, a further enhanced confinement

regime achieved when particle recycling is very low, is becoming more clear and highly
reproducible.“ Energy confinement up to 2.2 times that predicted from the previously estab-

lished lET/DIII—D H—mode scaling relationship7 has been achieved in VH—mode. During
such discharges, the L —a H transition is followed by a long ELM—free phase during which
the confinement time steadily increases, the highest 7;; lasting for typically 1/47 1/2 x TE.
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f stest rise in 75 is typically accompanied by a rapid spin—up of the core toroidal rotation
The 3

d change in core turbulence characteristics. The increase in confinement is a result of
n a _

3 (1 ed transport within an annular region between p ~ (1.7 and 0.9.
re DC . . . .

Durin" the approximately 20—100 ms interval immediately followmg the L a H trane
D

- ' n core turbulence reduces by 60% to 70%. This is similar to Changes observed during
sitlo ,

“-modC,
mainiflg core tur

and returns (“bursts”) at a rate of 10 — 100 Hz. Over an interval of typically 100—200 ms,

the bursts subside, leaving a very low level of turbulence which can be attributed to the core.

The timing of this reduction of core turbulence is coincidental with the rise in TE and the

s but represents a larger reduction by at least a factor of 2. Subsequently, the re—

bulence becomes intermittent, inasmuch as the broadband feature diminishes

wmida] rotation spin-up. The frequency range of the reduced fluctuations (500 — 1500 Hz)

implies a local radial electric field greater than 40 kV/m, which is Present only in the Plasma

COTC- Therefore, reduced Core turbulence is associated with a region of increased sheared

E X B rotation and overall improved confinement (similar to observations in the edge around

the LH transition).

Experiments to elucidate the r016 0f the plasma Spin—up in attaining VHimode have

been performed by inhibiting core toroidal rotation via application of a small error magnetic

field (brake) at varying times in the VH—mode evolution.9 While inducing only small errors

in the magnetic field at specific locations which have little effect on static islands, this so—

called magnetic braking significantly reduces the toroidal rotation velocity over a large plasma

cross—section. During such a discharge, access to VHimode appears to be inhibited if the

braking is applied prior to the VH—phase and the discharge returns to H—modc if VH—modc

was established prior to application of the brake. Concurrent with reduced rotation, core

broadband turbulence either returns (in a bursty nature) 01' remains, depending on when the

braking is applied. Figure 3 shows the time evolution of a VH~mode discharge in which

braking is applied, the toroidal rotation reduces, the fluctuations return, and the discharge
returns to H—mode. The most direct test of the role of fluctuations and toroidal flow in the
formation of VH—mode indicate a causal relationship. Braking applied nominally at different
locations by changing the error field spectrum show different effectiveness at braking, but a
similar result related to VH—mode.

The work and support of the DIII—D Team is gratefully acknowledged. Thanks to NC.
Luhmann, Jr. of U.C. Davis for continuing support. This work is supported by U.S. D.O.E.
Contract No. DE—ACO3—89ER51 114 and Grant No. DE—FGO3—86ER53225.
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1 Introduction . . _
Fast wave current drive (FWCD) is an attractive method to control the current densrty profile

and also Obtain steady state or long pulse operation in a tokamak reactor [1]. Extensive

theoretical analysis has been performed for FWCD; models and theory predict wavenumber,

wave trajectory, electric field profile, fast wave (FW) damping, FW deposition profile,

current drive efficiency, etc. [2, 3]. However, there is little experimental data about FW

propagation inside a plasma; for example, no spatially resolved information is available. The
ability to locally detect internal, radio frequency (rt) driven waves in a tokamak plasma using

11.;f1egctometry is, therefore, a significant diagnostic advance, demonstrated by an initial

system on the DIII-D tokamak [4]. Also, the ability to provide spatially resolved

experimental information such as If electric field profile and FW antenna directionality can

improve physics understanding and be used to benchmark theoretical models. For instance,

measurements of the electric field structure could significantly enhance the understanding of

current drive Obtained using mode conversion to ion Bernstein waves at the ion—ion hybrid
layer [5]. This paper includes a description of the method for determining the FW electric

field using reflectomen'y and reports, for the first time, FW electric field profiles determined

in a tokamak. Finally, using this technique experimental verification of FW launch
directionality has been demonstrated on DHI-D.

2. Reflectometer System
A frequency tunable, heterodyne X~mode reflectometer system has been successfully
installed and operated on DIE-D. The refiectometer is located at a toroidal angle of 300“, 9.5
cm away from the edge of the last current strap of the 2857300“ FW antenna. Compared with
the previously reported reflectometer system [4] (located at 240°), the new features of this

upgraded reflectometer are frequency tunability, ability to simultaneously monitor multiple
FW frequencies, and intermediate frequency (IF) monitoring for signal normalization
purposes. Apart from these features, the overall operation of the system, using heterodyne
tracking receiver techniques to eliminate electromagnetic pickup and stabilize the IF
frequency, is basically the same as reported previously. The main upgrade portions are briefly
described below.

Two varactor tunable Gunn oscillators covering 65-73 GHz are separately employed as a
probing beam and a local oscillator. The location of the right hand cutoff layer, corresponding
to X-mode propagation, moves radially deeper into the plasma as the probing frequency is
increased. This capability enables us to obtain the FW electric field spatial profile by
performing a shot-to-shot frequency scan. The radial coverage with the present frequency

lDepartment of Applied Science, University of California, Davis, CA 95616
1'General Atomics, PO. Box 85608, San Diego, CA 92186
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range is approximately 30 cm. A bistatic (two horn) arrangement is used to minimiZe
spurious microwave reflections. That such reflections are not a problem is confirmed by the
measured wide dynamic range (~40 dB) of the IF. In addition, multiple receiver channfilS are
utilized to monitor different FW frequencies using a power splitter and suitable bandpass
filters (bandwidth 3.5 MHz).

3. Determination of the FW electric field and its profile
Reflectometry is a local, internal, and non-perturbing diagnostic with access into the magma
core. In the DIII-D system coherent density fluctuations at the FW frequency (60 - 120 MHz)
driven by the FW electric field are detected using heterodyne techniques. Using the elem-0n
continuity equation in the cold plasma approximation and slab geometry, the density
fluctuation amplitude induced by the FW electric field can be approximated as:[4]

5 k E n 0.5
_e E _x _Y_ o: c E
11e (U B0 B02 y

where the subscripts x and y are the radial and poloidal direction, respectively. It is noted that
(n/kX can be approximated as the Alfven velocity (cc Bolneo‘s). In a laboratory plasma and fol»
low density fluctuation levels, the reflectometer signal amplitude has previously been
confirmed to be proportional to fie/Ila [6]. Thus, the reflectometer signal amplitude is
proportional to the local FW electric field, or signal power is proportional to local FW power.
Figure 1 shows an example of DIII—D data. These data were obtained during a FW pom]-
ramp (co—current drive phasing), in a double null diverter plasma with B: 1.9 T and <ne> ..
2.1xlO19 m'3 and show an approximately linear relationship between the reflectometer Signal
and injected FW power. A saturation behavior [4] sometimes observed in the signal is
thought to be due to variations in the reflectometer cutoff layer location with density, and is
not thought to reflect an actual saturation in the FW induced electric field.

Figure 2 shows the determined FW electric field profiles using the method described above.
Data have been obtained in a double null diverter plasma with I}, = 0.8 MA, Bl = 2.1 T, and
density ramp (<“e> ~ 2.2)41019 m'3 to 3.5x1019 rn’3 ) during the VH mode phase. The position
of the right hand cutoff layer moves radially outwards towards the plasma edge as the density
is increased. The returned FW signal power depends not only upon (fie/n?)2 but also upon the
power in the microwave beam, mixer conversion loss, and propagation and refraction. In
order to remove these effects, the reflectometer l'F, which also depends upon these effects, is
monitored and used to normalize the FW signal. Then, the normalized signal is proportional
to (fie/n92. In order to determine the FW electric field, the weighting factor of B(J4/ne from the
above equation is applied to the normalized FW signal. Three different probing frequencies
(67 GHZ, 70 GHz, 73 GI-Iz) were used in reproducible plasmas. Data show that the FW
electric field decreases toward the plasma edge (from ~22 m to ~23 m), which is thought to
be consistent with the calculated FW antenna pattern at the measured toroidal location [3].
Figure 3 shows another FW electric field profile determined by a shot-to-shot frequency scan
with constant plasma density. The target plasma is an inner wall limited ohmic discharge with
Ip : 1 MA, BI = 2.0 T, and <ne> ~ 3x1013 cm‘3. Note that these data verify the data taken
during a density ramp (Fig. 2), i.e. a drop in the FW electric field toward the plasma edge.

4. Experimental Measurement of the FW Antenna Directionality
FWCD experiments on DIII—D utilize a 4-strap phased antenna array to change the toroidal
propagation direction of the coupled FW spectrum. The FWCD efficiency is directly related
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(iii-activity of the launched spectrum. In this section, experimental evidence is presented

to the d' acted spectrum is in fact launched. The reflectometer signal is observed to be

that a :jrfor a fast wave launched towards the detection position (co-current drive phasing),

enhanceamd to counter-current drive phasing, as shown in Fig 4 (b). The monitored returned

as 0036“ (Fig. 4 (c)) are similar in both cases (00- and counter-) indicating that the

git-firmer: is indeed in the FW response. The measured co— to counter- signal ratio from Fig.

4 (b) is 6,67 during a constant denSity phase (1600 - 2000 ms). The interpretation of this ratio

is Somewhat complicated as the measured signal is generated by several FW components

which mutually interfere. These consist of the main lobe FW component from the antenna to

the reflectometer detection position, a side lobe (reverse direction) component, as well as

contributions from multiple toroidal passes, which exist due to the weak absorption levels (<

15 % absorption per radial pass predicted by theory). Thus, the counter~ and co- signal ratio

from Fig. 4 can be represented as, 2 1

counter : 0 15 = Ah +Ai2

Pm I ArZTAtt2
where A; is the coupled wave amplitude for the forward (main lobe) direction, Ab is the

coup1€d wave amplitude for the reverse (side lobe) direction, and Aim is the FW component

after one or more toroidal transits. Here it is assumed that the interference terms average to

zero during the averaging interval (1600 — 2000 ms) because of density fluctuations. From the

above equation, the lower bound on the coupled directivity, (1 — AbZ/Afz), is inferred to be 70

% because A” = A; and Au: 0 is the worst case for the directivity. Therefore, the actual

directivity will be larger than 70 %. It should be noted that the measured counter- and co»

Signal amplitude near the plasma center are comparable. This is interpreted as indicating that

the size of the launched FW is small compared to the plasma radius.

An additional feature of the data obtained on DIlI-D is the presence of large temporal and

spatial signal variations, as can be seen in Fig. 4 (13). Again, the leading candidate to explain

these signal variations is time varying interference effects due, for instance, to density

fluctuations along the FW propagation path. This is consistent with the fact that signal

variations (1000 - 1200 ms in Fig.4 (b)) are more clearly seen with counter-current drive

phasings.

5. Summary
The basis of the method for determining the FW electric field profile by the measurement of

coherent density fluctuations induced by FW electric fields is described and applied for the
first time in a tokamak. The profile decays towards the plasma edge which is thought to be
consistent with calculated FW antenna pattern at that spatial location. The directional nature
of the FW launch has been experimentally verified at a position close to the FW antenna.
Finally, large spatial and temporal signal variations are observed, which are interpreted as
multi~pass interference effects
This work is supported by U.S. DOE Grant DE-FGO3—86ER53225 to UCLA and Contract
DE-AC03-89ER51114 to General Atomics.
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Pellet Injection into H—mode Plasmas 011 DIII-D
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C. Hsieh‘, R. Maiugi, DP. Schissel‘, R, Stockdale'. MB. \Vade

Oak Ridge National Labru‘atory, Oak Ridge. TN. USA

‘General Atomics. San Diego, CA. USA

1. Intl‘OdUCtion

Initial pellet injection experiments have. been carried out on the DHLD tokamak with

three barrel repeating pneumatic injector built at ORNL and originally operated on the
a

jET tokamak

injection of 1.8mm

raged density PCl‘turbations) into l-l—mode plasmas. in this paper We SUIIlmarize

[1]. These experiments have investigated density perturbations from the

and 2.7-mm diameter deuterium pellets (1 x 1019171“3 and 3 x 1019m—3

volume ave
the results from pellets injected into NBI heated l'lemodc plasmas.

2. Pellet Ablation and Fueling Efficiency

Diagnostics in the pellet injection line measure the pellet. speed and mass for each

pellet. The ablation process is monitored with a photodiode that observes the light

emitted by the ablating pellet. (assumed to be predominately D11 light). The termination

of the light- from the photodiode used in conjuction with the speed of the pellet gives the

pellet penetration depth, which is assumed to have minimal toroidal drift. In DllleD, the

duration of the pellet ablation event is 200-300 psec.

The measured penetration depth ,\ has been obtained [or a wide range of conditions

on Dill—D. We have used the measured pellet speed and mass along with the measured

plasma electron temperature and density profiles to model the pellet ablation for this

set. of data using several models previously used to test pellet penetration results from

JET [‘2]. We have compared the calculated penetration depth of the pellets with the

measured pellet penetration depth. We find that the neutral gas shielding (NGS) model

with monoenergetic electrons and the NGS model with enhanced shielding from JET [2]

give the best overall agreement to the penetration data; however, there appears to be a

general tendency for the pellets to penetrate less than these models predict, possibly due

to enhanced ablation from energetic ions resulting from NBl.

The modeling of the pellet ablation event yields a radial distribution of the pellet

source that assumes 100% of the pellet mass is retained by the plasma. The percentage

of the pellet mass retained by the plasma from an injected pellet is defined as the pellet

fueling efficiency. In Fig. l we show the fueling Clliciency determined from density profile

measurements made within ‘2 mscc of injection for pellets injected into Dile under

different operating conditions. We note that the variation in the fueling elliciency ranges
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from 40 to 100% of the measured pellet mass. This agrees qualitatively with ObserVatiOn
, t . . . . . i i Sfrom JET [J] and other machines. The variation of fueling cthcrency is found to Var

more with NBl power than with penetration depth‘ leading us to believe that plasma
conditions have a significant role in the resulting density retention.

3. Pellet Deposition

In the pellet. ablation modeIS, the ionized mass of the pellet is assumed to SymmeteE
in the toroidal and poloidal directions without any radial transport. Although the models
have been shown to reproduce the penetration depth of the ablating pellE‘ts with Some
degree of confidence. there are difi'erences between the resulting density profile and that
predicted by the models. The density deposition from the models all predict a stronger
deposition of pellet mass at the end of the pellet’s trajectory than is deduced fmm the
density profile measurements, This discrepancy was noted earlier in results from JET
and TFTR [4], however. the measurements here were made much closer to the end of the
pellet ablation process than those from the earlier experiments.

The Thomson scattering (TS) diagnostic was used in a burst mode of operation to
investigate the possibility of last radial transport during and after ablation and mass

redistribution of a pellet. By timing the TS lasers to fire 150 itsec apart, measurements

were taken during the ablation process and during the l msec following the ablation (up
to 5 profiles within 1 msec). The TS detectors were saturated by the ablation light of
the pellet (probably from bremmstrahlung emission) and so determination of the plasma
density during the ablation process was not possible. Measurements following injection
have shown that the plasma density profile has symnietrized within lUO psec oil the end
of ablation and that the density profile does not change on a rapid time scale. Fig, 2

shows the density profiles taken 0/15 Insec apart following ablation of a 2.7emm pellet in
an H—mode plasma and shows that there is very little change in the profile These results

indicate that there is no fast radial transport of the deposited pellet mass shortly after
ablation of the pellet, but there may still be a last radial transport of the mass during
the ablation process while the ablatant is flowing along the field lines.

4. Density Perturbation

4.1 ELM-free H-inode

Pellets injected into edge localized mode (ELM) Free H-mode conditions on DUI—D
have been found to not induce ELM activity and can be useful for studying the induced
density perturbation evolution to determine particle transport properties. The density

profile evolution following a 2.7—mm pellet injected into an ELMel‘ree Hemode in shown

in Fig. 3, The density profile shape following injection is maintained for > 100 ms and
slowly decays to the preepellet density profile shape. The electron particle transport

properties are ascertained from the particle flux by rising the standard assumption that
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DVn + mia, Where D is the particle difi‘usivity and u is a convective pinch velocity.
4 ’ f

..

t ,r ‘ . . , .
5 determined usuig the measured density profile evolution and a calculated

The flux 1
source profile. The diffusivity and pinch velocity are determined by using the

electron . .
ff et linem‘ relation between FE/ns and Vllc/nc. At a given radius. 71.) is the slope of

o 5 ' . , . . . .
hi relatiOHShil) over the duration of the density evolution while u is the intercept. The

t 5 . . . . . .
‘nch velocity determined iii these experiments is Within a factor of 2 ol the neoclassical

pi
value 361055 the profile and increases toward the plasma edge. In Fig. 4 we show a

comparison of the electron difhisivity profile from the pellet perturbed density evolution

in an ELvree 2.5 MW’. 1.5 MA discharge with the helium diffusivity profile from a

similar non»pellet discharge [5]. We find that the diffiisivitics are comparable in the outer

region of the plasma where the density gradients are negative but the electron (liffiisivity

is particularly low near the core. where the density gradient is positive. This possibly

indicates that the particle flux is a nonlinear function of the local plasma parameters and

is not well described by the standard diffusive model.

4.2 ELMing H—modc

Pellets injected into ELMing l—l—mode plasmas in DlIl-D induce an ELM that generates

Comparable divertor Da intensity and duration as nonrpellet induced ELMS in the same

discharge as is shown in Fig. 5. The. frequency or duration of ELMs is not affected by pellet

injection even with density perturbations up to 33% of the plasma density, The intensity

of the Dcx light is comparable to that from non-pellet induced ELMS. The. pressure profile

immediately alter injection is reduced from the pie-pellet profile whereas in ELM—free

H—mode it is nearly the same. The density profile evolution following the pellets, which

penetrate to near the half radius, shows a rapid evolution of the perturbed density profile

(< 6 ms) baCk to the typical broad l—l—mode profile shape followed by slow decay (> 200

ms) of the density level back to the prerpellet value.
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Improved Confinement Regime Induced by Injection of

a Slow Deuterium Pellet into ECRH T-lO Tokamak Plasmas

VG Kapralov‘ VA Rozhansky and KV Khlopenkov
State Technical University, St, Petersburg, Russia

1. IntrOdUCfion' . . , . . .
A typical feature of improved confinement regime (H—regime) in tokamaks is a formation

of a transport barrier near separatrix or last closed field surface (LCFS), where transport

coemCientS are suppressed by shear of a poloidal E x B drift [1], According to theoretical

predictions [2, 3] radial electric field is to a large extent determined by tlie'gradient of plasma

density. Therefore, the idea has been put forward to initiate H-mode by injection of a slow
ellet into the edge region to create a steep denSity gradient. Such L-H transition during

ection ofa slow pellet has been observed in TUMAN-3 tokamak [4].
In the present paper we report the similar regime ofimproved confinement (Pellet—Caused

H-regime r PCH-mode) after injection of a slow deuterium pellet into ECRH plasma OFT-10

iokamak. Afier injection the flat and even hollow density profile was formed with steep

gradients near the edge. Such shape of the profiles remained even after switching OFF the

ECRH. During the PCH-mode the plasma density did not decrease exponentially afier injection

as it does in usual discharges, Right after the injection the electron temperature in the centre

started to increase and, as numerical simulation showed, electron heat conductivity in the

central region was significantly reduced. This fact points out on the global character of the

anomalous transport.
We interpret the PCH-mode as a result of L-H transition caused by the increase of radial

electric field shear during the pellet injection.

inj

2. Experimental results.
PCH-mode was obtained in the discharge #51173. It was quite specific due to injection

ofa slow deuterium pellet with velocity 280 m/s into ECRH plasmas with central electron tem—
perature about 6 keV. The obtained data were compared with usual Ohmic discharge #4996]
With hydrogen pellet injection. The parameters ofthese discharges are presented in Tab l.

Evolution of the chord average electron density data of the S—channel R1: interferometer
and the second harmonic ECE temperature data are shown in Fig. 1. The electron density
profiles afier the inverse Abel task
solution are shown in Fig. 2. In Tab 1. Pammererx aft/w discharges.

case of a slow pellet injection into .
the ECRH plasma the electron den- Discharge 51173 49961
5ity does not decrease exponentially Toroidal field, Br [T] 2‘75 199
after ll‘ljectlon as usual. Reconst—
nicted electron density profiles de— Limiter radius, aL [cm] 30 28
monstrate that after the slow pellet Plasma current. I [kA] 195 320
injection the flat or hollow profiles ‘1
were formed. Comparison of the Input ECRH power [kW] 1750 —
electron temperature evolution after ECRH duration [ms] 150 _
injection in the PCH-mode and in _
the usual Ohmic discharge shows Pellet velocny, Vp [m/s] 280 650
that the main difference is in the Pellet material D: H:
very first phase of the temperature
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PCH—mode we observed a fast 2'3 (/7‘ ml ,,»/_‘\\plasma heating instead of expected 1/, l\.\ a) 1 / 1cooling that produces a growth of //
temperature during lOms ‘ “-537 -18 /0~\\18 37 31-217 -18 /9_\ re 31

It IS necessary to mention an /’ / * b) - / ~
enlarged and prolonged, compared r7 / \\ / \to the usual discharge, loop voltage E J: _\ -/'l 5peak after the injection into ECRH 630157 '[',\ ° “1 a7 3 '3“ ‘8 ,°%\"‘ 37plasma as m TUMAN-3 [4], ln dis— 2 y’ \ _/ \V C) / \\
charge #51173 the pellet injection ,. \ /
has initiated an outward horizontal a” / i v, , a/ _plasma shift about 2 cm. In the pre— 2 “7 .15 \ \O/Alf 37 4.531 '18 /9' 18 37vious papers concerning the dis- — \\\ d) / \\charge #SI I73 [5] two peculiarities / \ ,,/were reported: a fast density relax— 57/ M—or 18 5‘; 4,418 O 18 3,ation along the toroidal direction and 9 0 f \\ /fl 4-0 /'\\absence of the usual decrease of / \ e) / \
SXR intensity after injection (ins- / \\ /,-/
tead, there are short peaks of SXR .gifig’fir" T35 .374 .13 a" 13 37emission during the pellet evapor- r, cm
ation and profile symmetrization).

The density profile evolution
shows that the steep density gradient
near the LCFS appears immediately
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. ‘ection and remains during 33 ms under ECRH and about 40 ms after. We assume that
after we ofPCH‘mOde was induced by the shift of steep density gradient region from edge of
fliesijififtz’, 23 cm during 70 ms after injection.
p 3

results..‘ Simulation . . , V ‘ '

" CalCUlflllO“ ofthe stored energy in the PCH-mode discharge gives an energy increase by a

1 53 instead of energy conservation in usual OH discharge after the pellet injection. The
factor ' f particles in the PCH-mode increases by a factor l.8l instead of 1.43 in the
number 2 OH discharge Comparison of the electron pressure and density profiles

analogotliates that the main ditTerence is in the position of the maximum ofthe relative density

dt‘igigtzssme increment (edge Of plasma for the PCB-mode and 2/3 of minor radius for the

:sual OH discharge) . . .
7

Temperature evolution_m the discharge #51173 was modelled by the usual Bragmski

equation. The particle flux F was derived from the experimentally observed densrty evolution

assuming that the particle source is small comparing to dil‘r, To fit the simulated temperature

profiles in the PCB-mode a Y ‘ . ‘ . ,

significant reduction of‘tlie
#51173

electron heat conductmty

1, after the injection should 570 _

be assumed The simulated 50 _

temperature evolution at > -

different radii is compared 40 _

with experimental data in 3

Fig 3‘ The better agreement h" 3.0 ~
is achieved if Xe is slowly 2.0 »

recovered to the value
_

before the injection, see 1.0 r

Fig. 4. This result contrasts . . injection? IECRH ofl .

with the Ohmic discharge 0 520 540 560 580 600 620

where increase of xi, in the L ms

central zone UP to two times Fig, 3i Evolution of the experimental (solid ctuws} and
is typical for the transrent simulated (dashed curves) temperature at (litter-em rat/ii.

transport after the injection.

i . . | . l . I . l . I . |

3.0— 313— u
i=550ms _ 7 r=11cm _

“1’ 2-0 ' - fl 2 0 — ,

Nto- , N10_ r=6cm _

o ‘ ' ' I . l | . l | i

5 10 ‘5 2° 0 520 540 580 580 500 620
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4. Discussion.
Alter injection of a slow pellet the electric field near LCFS should change drasti

Neoclassical electric field (field in L-regime) for the case when toroidal rotation is damp
the anomalous viscosity is given by [13].

Er : L[dlnn +(17 MM)
6 (1r dr /

where k is a coefficient depending on collisionality. Afier the injection the first term inCTEBses
and additional shear of electric field can suppress the turbulence. There are some exPerlmenm
indications obtained in JIPP T-IIU tokamak that pellet injection creates large electric fields 7
Therefore, a slow pellet stimulates L—H transition, It is worth hile to mention that before lite
injection the ECRH discharge was just near the threshold ofl -H transition. According to the
ITER database [6] the additional heating power (1000 kW) w; 1 en higher than the threshold
(10g(20nf.BTR2‘5) = 0.3, while lon, : 0.1) The "instan .-‘..:ous" rise of the elation
temperature in central region and the reduction of electron heat conductivity support an idea
that the "hidden” parameter responsible for the non—local transport is also electric field in the
core, which is initiated by a strong field perturbation at the edge and which can suppress the
heat conductivity in the core. The "instantaneous" growth of the electron temperature after L-
H transition and reduction of X? were recently obtained in JET [8], the similar effect was alga
observed in TEXT [9] during edge impurity injection.

These conclusions point out the necessity of the further experiments with pellet injection
along peripheral chords or tangent to the plasma torus. so to determine a threshold of
switching the PCH-mode as well as to study the region of strong electric field.

Cally
ed by

5. Summary.
The improved confinement regime was obtained after injection of a slow pellet into the

edge region of ECRH plasma of T-lO tokamak. Non-local reduction of electron heat
conductivity was observed.
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Hydrogen Pellet Ablation in Neutral Beam-Heated Plasmas

B.V. Kuteev and A.Yu. Kostmkov

Technical University, l’olyteklmicheskaya 29, 195251 St. Petersburg, Russia.

1. Introduction.
The determination of penetration depths is a central problem in pellet fuelling analysis

[1} Some experiments with powerful beam heating (see Ref, [2]) show a noticeable influence

ofhot ions on ablation and penetration; however, there are still no advanced models and only a

few comparisons with experimental data on pellet ablation in NBl plasmas [2-4] Comparison

could clarify the physical nature of the ablation, including the role of electrostatic shielding

[4—6]. The point is that the influence of hot ions is considerable only for a charged pellet cloud.

Without electrostatic shielding, the effect ofions is weak [3].

This paper is devoted to the investigation of pellet ablation in plasmas heated by neutral

beams. An improved neutral gas shielding model is presented to explain the influence of hot

ions on the ablation rate, The kinetic effects of h- a flux penetration through a neutral cloud

are taken into account two—dimensionally. The cloud potential was found from the balance

between the electron and ion currents falling onto the cloud as well as from the current ofcold

electrons leaving the secondary plasma cloud near the pellet.

2. The pellet ablation model for NBIH plasmas

Fig. I shows a general scheme ofthe pellet-plasma interaction in the case ofneutral gas

and electrostatic shielding of heat fluxes A spherical pellet is ablated by the energy fluxes of

the bulk plasma electrons Fe, ofthermal ions Ti and hot ions rhi-

iv?
secondary plasma cloud

potential drop 1": FVE
/ 0%

+ {In N

A¢\ {__, B

ablation
due to electrons

. neutral cloud
ablation

due to ions

Fig. 1.

Moving only along the magnetic field lines 3, the electrons produce the maximal ablation at
the pellet poles (the angle between the magnetic field and a normal to the pellet surface (1:0).
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The Ion fluxes are angularly uniform The neutrals leaVIng the pellet surtaCe expand
spherically to tottn a dense cloud which reduces the initial heat fluxes. Being ionised at mine
distance item the pellet surface the neutials produce a secondary plasma cloud expandin
along the magnetic fieldl ines The shielding effect of the secondary plasma cloud is Weak
compared to the neutral cloud The conductivity of the secondary plasma is fairly high (buth
along and transverse the magnetic field). Using the results of Ref [7] fot the pellet Cloud
structure (ne:1013 cm'3 Te‘— 500 eV rp=O 05 cm) it is possible to estimate the distribution
of conductivity 0' and the potential (13 along the magnetic held in the secondary PlaSnia
(See Fig.2), A flux of plasma electrons m
produces the population of secondary electrons

with a denstty of 40131015 cm'3 in the
region r S Srp. The densny Is determined by the g 30

6,
1/

5

balance of ionisation, which consumes about

one third of the inelastic energy losses~0 3 of
the initial electrons, and recombination u
(dissociative and three-patticle events). The
Saha equilibrium ionisation is substantial in the
region with r > lOrp, where the density is about ZXIOIC" cm'3 Due to the secondary electrons)
the conductivity near the pellet is large enough to compensate the initial electron flux with a
potential drop of~60 V << Te/ev Therefore, the cloud near the pellet can be considered as
Inonopotential in the heat flux penetration analysis.

A substantial potential drop Aip takes place only near the boundary between the
secondary plasma and the bulk plasma. Its magnitude is determined by the balance of the
currents: the incoming currents 176, Pi and rm and the outgoing current of cold electrons rce
The current balance equation I‘e-T‘i-T‘hi- ce=0 can be simplified (similarly to Ref [6])

, 2 2' ,exp(—C 0 8 ni_n I_I f—mnw $x/Tcwf L_T_A(p :0 (1)
Trp) “In; Mr 1—5er

It is seen that the greater is the bot tom flux Th]; the lower is the potential drop. For the
plasma parameters ne=l.7><10l3 CID—3‘ Te=Ti=2t5 keV and for the pellet radius rp:O,18 cm, it
falls almost linearly from l.43(Te/e) to l.O9(Tc/c) In the NBI power range of 0+U.5 W/cni3,
resulting in a substantial variation ofthe electron Qe and the ion Qi energy fluxes at the cloud
boundary (see [2])

The energy flux penetrating through the cloud can be written as follows [2]S
0(5'3”, a)=Qc[ “AmajcosaJrQI-(b II)+Q}1I'(S ) 2)
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' the o tical lenflth of the cloud in the direction er )endicular to the ellet
Here Sn [S P a P l P

surface. 5” = lllmtlrl
r

glues Qe(0). Qi(()) and Qm(0) as a function of the potential drop Am are

t1". and “mol is the molecular dens‘ity. The expressions For the heat flux

boundary v

presented in Ref [2].

We use the solution [0 the h.Vdrodynamic equations With kinetic energy fluxes from Ref [7]

S” (QC(O)COS‘1+Qi(0)+Q/”(0)l) 1/3

4(2ml-lsnEM: ~0825 x
d!

(3)
2r!) )1,"

This equation relates the thermal fluxes at the cloud boundary (Sn=0) (after their modifications

by the potential drop Am) to the cloud optical length with the local derivative of the pellet

(11‘ U.
radius fit. Here, nm : 298x1022 cm'3 15 the molecular density for deuterium and lint is

l

the molecule mass.

The local abl’dtion rate for different cL should be calculated from the balance ot‘the heat

flux falling onto the pellet surface and the erosion heat flux [2]
10' a) c

I) 7 ‘7’ v ' ,o “In"mT' # Q4 cosla,Aga]cos 01+ Qi(.S",A(p) T Q,,,(.s,,,a(p) (4)

Here Am 3 lSZXlO'3 eV/mol is the sublimation energy for deuterium.

The procedure of the ablation rate calculation is illustrated by Fig. 3. The point of

intersection between the penetrating heat fluxe curve (the right-hand stde of Eq, (4)) and the

erosion heat flux (the left-hand side of Eq. (4)) curve should be found for every 0t angle, In

this way, the pellet surface erosion rate can be obtained. Integration over the pellet surface

yields the ablation rate. The electron term in Eq. (2) is small while 0. IS close to 11/2, so that

ablation in this region is determined by ions,
l-ltlM [.1014 —‘7

:3“ o“?
E . . = E
2 QC+Q1+QhI [I 0 g
at) 13 / m 13
if: 1'“) t ‘43 l'll)

”E . E- Qi+t
“J [2 withhot ‘0 1 / _
O_ HO Ions 0' i-iu12 " Q' withhot
”’1?1 g ': .1 tons 7_

z; 5— .4:? —
,1 1-1011 i. HI)” I f/ I no hot ions -
C i: '//

U] U)

‘6 ‘1’, r‘
O 0‘II] in

l'lU [.10 .7 r”
0 2m 4-10 a 2am 410”

S“, (:m‘2 Sn, cm'2

Fig. 3(a) Fig. 3(b)
For prompt estimations of the ablation rate it is possible to use a scaling
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%(E,,llt,‘l'p):i.365¥ [014":14797;]1r11;],!1).485[1 + 3Q/n/[Q Cxp[— lltlsfljJrQ/H J] 3 (5)

Here, tie and Te are the ambient plasma density (in CID—3) and temperature (in eV), rp is the
pellet radius (in cm). the pellet material is deuterium. This scaling reproduces the results of
model calculations with the accuracy of 6% in the lollowrng range Of condiuohs:
500 eV < Te < 5000 eV 1 7x101- cm'3 < ”e < l 7><lO14 cm‘3 0.05 cm ‘ 1p \ O 5 cm

The scaling in such a form is valid only for a moderate magnitude of the ratio t/Q‘3
which 15 realised in the internal plasma domain Near the plasma boundary where almost all
the ablation can be due to hot ions, the total set of model equations should be applied. Wlthom
NBI heating, the scaling gives the results very close to those predicted by Parks' scaling [8] or
the charged model from Ref. [2],

3. Conclusions
The results presented Show that it is necessary to take fast ions into account for

estimations of the ablation rate and penetration depth of the pellet. There are three ways in
which fast ions influence ablation
l) Ions take part in the cloud heating and decrease its optical length.
2) Ions influence electrostatic shielding.
3) Ablation at the pellet equator (or. close to n/Z) is also caused primarily by the ions,
significantly increasing the ablation rate.

The model presented can be easily modified to allow the or—particles present in the
reactor. According to this model, the mparticles' influence will be significant.

It is very important that the region of the fastest ablation is shifted to the plasma
periphery in the presence of fast ions'.

This work is supported by the International Science Foundation Grant JG 4 | 00.
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I” Introduction

In these years pellet injection experiments have been widely carried out from the

Viewpoints of confinement improvement, profile control and so on. However, the other

important aspect of ice pellet injection is as a useful tool for the study of fundamental properties

oftoroidal plasmas. Several interesting phenomena have been reported about pellct‘injeeted

plasmas, for example, ablation and striation [1], snake oscillations [2,3], and rapid precooling

ofplasma core [4i-
In order to carry out various basic investigation of toroidal plasmas by pellet injection,

the degree of freedom concerning the pellet injection is considered to be a very important and

essential factor. Recently a new scheme of injection system, “the inj ection-angle controllable

system", has been developed and installed to the JlPP T-llU tokamak [5]. By using this

system, one can control the injection-angle easily and successfully during an interval of two

plasma shots in the course of an experiment, not moving the whole injector, and thus we can

carry out various basic experiments by changing the pellet deposition profile actively and

drastically.
Details of the pellet ablation properties with various injection angles have been studied

by multi—dimensional observations with two CCD cameras and a high speed framing

photogragh, and an interesting phenomenon has been obtained concerning the flow

characteristics of ablation cloud. A long helical tail of ablation light has been observed in the

case of injection angle smaller than a certain value (9 g 4°). The direction of helical rotation

(tail) is independent to that of the total magnetic field lines of the toms. From the experiments

of four conditions with the combination of two (CW and CCW) toroidal field directions and

two plasma current directions, it is concluded that the tail seems to rotate to the electron

diamagnetic direction poloidally, and to the opposite to the plasma current direction toroidally.

Consideration on various cross sections shows that the charge exchange equilibrium of

hydrogen ions and neutrals at high density may exist in the tail structure. The phenomena may

also have a close connection with the plasma potential and rotation. Measurements by heavy

ion beam probe (HIBP) method has been carried out from this viewpoint.

[2] Experiments and Results

The arrangements of an injection-angle controllable system, CCD cameras, 21 high speed

framing photogragh (lMACON), a heavy ion beam probe (HIBP), and magnetic probes in the
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JIPP T-tlU tokamak are shown in Fig.1. The pellet-injection angle has been varied POIOidally
from -6 to 6 degree by changing the angle of the last stage drifi tube of the injector. This
situation makes it possible for pellets to aim at from about r : -2a/3 to r = 2a/3 of the plasma.

In the case of an injection angle (6) larger than a certain value (0 2 4”), a pellet
penetrates straightly through the plasma with a trace of straight ablation cloud, which has been
expected from usual theoretical consideration. On the other hand, a long helical rotation ("tail")
of ablation light has been observed in the case of the angle smaller than the Certain Value (9 g
4°). In addition to the measurements by (CD cameras, the time—dependent flow CharaCteristicsof the ablation cloud have been observed by using the high speed framing photogragh as Shown
in Fig.2. Here, the direction of the toroidal field is counter—clockwise (CCW) and the Plasma
current direction is clockwise (CW). As clearly seen here. the direction of helical tail is
independent to that of the total magnetic field litres of the torus. In order to examine the tajj
direction, experiments have been carried out as to four conditions with the combination 0ftwo
(CW and CCW) toroidal field directions and two plasma current directions. These results Show
that the tail seems to rotate to the electron diamag—netic direction poloidally, and to the Opposite
to the plasma current direction toroidally as to the almost all conditions of injection angles.
Only in the case of pellet-injection angle to be parallel to the electron diamagnetic direction in
poloidal plane (i. e., in the case ofsdcalled downward injection in this situation ofthe
tokamak), it has been observed that the ablation cloud first rotates to the same direction with
other cases, but at a certain time later it seems to deceleratc and stay at the same location, or
sometimes even to flew back to the reverse direction.

Consideration on various cross sections including charge exchange, ionization and
elastic collisions leads us to the conclusion that the tail-shaped phenomena may come from the
situation ot‘charge exchange equilibrium of hydrogen ions and neutrals at extremely high
density regime in the cloud. In addition, the phenomenon seems to have a close connection
with the plasma potential and rotation, that means the tail—shaped structure might be caused by
the effect of E x B drift through the plasma potential. Measurements by heavy ion beam probe
(HIBP) method have been carried out from this viewpoint.

[3] Potential Measurements and "Tail" Structure
In order to measure the potential change by pellet injection. a 450 keV singly—charged

thallium ion beam (primary beam) has been injected into the tokamak as a heavy ion beam probe
(HIBP) [6]. The intensity and energy of a secondary beam (Tl‘ ‘) produced in a certain position
ofthe plasma (e. g., the point A in Fig.1(bl) have been measured with a parallel plate analyzer
to study the local density and local potential of the plasma.

The typical results are shown in Fig}. Figure 3(a) indicates a typical case, where the
injection angle is anti—parallel to the electron diamagnetic direction in poloidal plane, i. e., in the
case of socalled upward injection in this situation ofthe tokamak. The result shows that the
potential change is negative, and consequently the potential after the injection should be
negative because it has been measured to be negative in usual ohmic plasmas without pellet
injection [7]. Thus, the direction of the tail-shaped structure seems to be consistent to the
plasma potential. if we consider that the tail structure may be caused by the effect of E x B drift
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through the plasma potential.

On the other hand, Fig.3(b) represents the case that the injection angle is parallel to the

n diamagnetic direction in poloidal plane, i. e., in the case of so-ealled downward

injection in the tokamak. The result of the potential change is opposite to the Fig.3(a) case, i. e.

positive- As a result the final potential after pellet injection is not clear in this case, depending

on the potential depth of ohmic plsamas before injection. This might be a cause of complicated

behavior of ablation cloud as mentioned in the previous section.

electTO

[4] Summary
In order to Carry out various basic study of toroidal plasmas by pellet injection, the

degree of freedom concerning the pellet injection is considered to be a very important and

essential factor. A new scheme of injection system, “the injection-angle controllable system",

has been developed and installed to the JIPP T-IIU tokamak. By using this system details of

the pellet ablation with Various injection angles have been studied through the observations with

CCD cameras and a high speed framing photogragh, and an interesting phenomenon has been

obtained concerning the behavior of ablation cloud.

A long helical tail of ablation light has been observed in the case of injection angle

smaller than a Certain value (6 § 4°), and the direction of helical rotation (tail) is independent to

that of the total magnetic field lines of the torus. From the experiments of four conditions with

the combination of two (CW and CCW) toroidal field directions and two plasma current

directions, it is concluded that the tail seems to rotate to the electron diamagnetic direction

poloidally, and to the opposite to the plasma current direction toroidally. Consideration on

various cross sections shows that the charge exchange equilibrium of hydrogen ions and

neutrals at extremely high density regime may exist in the tail structure. In addition, the

phenomenon seems to have a close connection with the plasma potential and rotation, that

means the tail-shaped structure might be caused by the effect of E x B dn'fi through the plasma

potential.
From this viewpoint, experiments of pellet injection into various plasmas with different

potentials are being considered as a next plan.
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Nomadiabatic Pellet Ablation on the RTP Tokamak

A M oomens, D.F. da C1112, C.C. Chu, G.M.D. Hogeweij, J. de Kloe, J. Lok,

A. I ' NJ. Lopes Cardozo, FJ. Pijper, F.C Schiiller and the RTP Team

FoM-Instituut voor Plasmafysica 'Rijnhuizen', Association Euratom-FOM,

PO. Box 1207; 3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands

IntrodUCtiU“ . . . . . ,
In most existing pellet ablation theorles the ablation process 1s assumed to be adiabatic

d local (the region not traversed by the pellet remains unperturbed). This assumption is valid

an dial transport happens on a time scale much larger than the ablation interval (= 300 us).

If raerimentally there is some controversy on this subject. Results obtained in some tokamaks

fig] support the adiabaticity. However, in other machines [3,4], measurements clearly show a

violation of this assumption, due to a rapid relaxation of the electron temperature profile Te-

This process is kDOWI‘l as 'pre-cooling': the cold front due to the pellet seems to propagate

faster than the pellet itself. Moreover, when the pellet reaches the region around the q=l

surface. Tc inside this surface collapses immediately, as if fast transport is triggered by the

pellet. Several theories try to explain this phenomenon [4,5]. In order to validate one of these

models. further measurements are required with both good spatial and temporal resolution. We

present He, TC, and p6 profiles with a spatial resolution of 1% of the plasma radius, measured

during pellet ablation with Thomson Scattering (TS) in the RTP tokamak. The time of the

measurements during the ablation process is scanned in series of discharges. The results show

that when the pellet approaches the sawtooth inversion radius, rim, fast transport sets in and a

rig—arrangement of the plasma electron energy is triggered. It is hypothesized that the pellet

creates a large magnetic island, which leads to a breakdown of the thermal barrier near rim, and

an enhanced transport throughout the plasma.

Experimental conditions
The measurements are done in RTP under the following conditions: major/minor radius

Ro=0.72 m, a=O.164 m, plasma current 80 kA, toroidal field 1.5 T, ne=3-7X 1019 rn'3, Te=0.6

keV (central values), edge safety factor qa=3.6, and boronized vessel. Sawtooth activity is

observed in most of these discharges, with rinv=30»40 mm, measured with soft x-ray

tomography. A pellet is injected radially with a velocity of Vpc] = 600 m/s in the quasi—stationary

phase of the discharge. A pellet contains z 5 X 1018 particles, which is about half of the total

particle content of the target plasma. The velocity and the time of arrival of the pellet in the

plasma are determined with two light detectors. The key measurements in this study are

performed with a TS set—up [6], which yields nc, TC and pe at 100 points along a vertical chord

through the plasma center, with a resolution of 1.7 mm. The toroidal angle between this

instrument and the pellet injector is 60°. The laser of the TS diagnostic is fired during the

ablation (z 250115). To measure the evolution of the profiles, series of repeated discharges are

used (only one laser shot can be given per discharge). The position of the pellet, rpei, at the

instant of the laser shot is determined assuming a constant vpei.
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Experimental results and discussion
Four scans of rpel were done with a total of 55 discharges. Typical examples of Te,

and pe profiles obtained in one scan are presented in Fig. l for three values of rpel. The Virtu
position of the pellet in the vertical direction, zpel, indicated in these pictures, iS Calculated fmm
rpel (measured in the horizontal plane) assuming circular magnetic flux surfaces and a parabolic
Shafranov shift profile. The examples in Fig.1 represent three distinct phases during the
ablation process: (a) rp51> finv; (b) O < rpel < rim; and (c) the ablation is just finished. The
profiles during ablation (closed symbols) are compared to reference profiles (open Symbols)
For zpel=60 mm, a decrease of T3 is seen ( Fig. la) for Z>Zpe1. while peaks appear on the
profile ( Fig. 1b). The pc profile ( Fig. 1c) is virtually unchanged. This suggests a nearly
adiabatic process. The symmetry of the profiles cannot be verified for zpe1>60 mm became of
the limited z-range of the TS diagnostic.
When the pellet penetrates to zpelsSO mm a dramatic effect occurs in the plasma centre ( Fig,
ld-f ). The Te profile ( Fig. 1d) now is decreased even at positions not yet reached by the
pellet, Fig. 1f shows that also the plasma pressure is reduced everywhere. Clearly, the Process
does not remain adiabatic. Strong asymmetries of both the He and T3 are observed. The
behaviour of me in the centre varies from shot to shot. There is no clear correlation between this
diversity and variations in either the HO, signal or in the MHD activity.
When the ablation finishes (Figs. 1 g—i, obtained 2150 us after the pellet reached the centre) the
Te profile is flat with a value of TezIZO eV, while the nc profile is peaked and still shows some
local peaks. The pe profile shows a further decrease in the plasma centre.
The total electron energy, We,T39 can be calculated by integrating the pe profile in the regim
observed with the TS diagnostic, assuming toroidal symmetry. Clearly, this assumption is not
justified with the strongly asymmetric profiles. However, in this way a zero order estimate of
We,TS can be obtained. The variation of this quantity relative to the pre—pellet value, AWn.
is shown in Fig. 2 as function of Zpel- Also shown is AWe‘mv (a similar relative change in
energy content but now related to the integral of p6 within Zinv- The plots suggest that the
ablation remains nearly adiabatic until the pellet reaches the inversion radius. At that moment, a
fast redistribution of kinetic energy takes place and 25% of was is lost in 50 us. The decrease
of the central energy content, AWe'inv, accounts for 60% of the total decrease in Aweirs. From
the fast decay of the plasma energy we can estimate the required electron thermal diffusivity as
xelO mZ/s [7]. This corresponds to a temporary increase of Xe by two orders of magnitude.
This high diffusivity is only present during the 50 us of rapid loss, and is probably related to a
burst of strong turbulence. The slower decay of AWeJnV, can be explained by the radial
variation of xe. Similar observations have been made on TFR during pellet ablation [8], for
which the ECE signals measuring inside the q=-1 surface decay slower than those outside it.
Finally, after the ablation process is over, in most discharges in which the pellet penetrates to
rim, a persistent m=n=1 density perturbation, a ‘snake' [9], is observed with SXR tomography.
A second aspect is given by the density peaks that appear in the wake of the pellet. There are
two possible explanations for this phenomenon: either the peaks are magnetic islands, or they
are caused by ablatant streaming along field lines with finite velocity. It is clear that, purely
because of the finite transport rate of the ablatant, peaks in the measured ne profile must be
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The effect on Pe is expected to be much less pronounced, in agreement with the

. 3. Even if the density peaks need not be magnetic islands, the measurements

observation that the localized source does induce strong asymmetries of ne and Te.

demoflsufl-ate rtant result of the present measurements is that they show that the rapid loss of

A mud lm-p: ered sharply (within =10 us) when the pellet crosses rim. To explain the loss of

rgy ls muggens‘nng 40 us, a global enhancement of the diffusivity must be invoked. A

'l (1 analysis of this phase will be undertaken to get more insight into the loss process.

detal cmowing picture appears to describe the events in RTP: The ergodicity develops within a

The {0 after the pellet has crossed I'inv- At that moment the m=n=1 mode is driven strongly

few “:1 reducing a large magnetic island. This island could develop into the snake observed

unstfl5;; the loss period has a duration of only 2 40 us, it appears that the field topology is
This could be the result of the fast transport itself, which reduces the

expected.

cue
energy “1 th

later.

also quickly restored. _

gradients and asymmetries of the profiles

It is important to note that Xe has temporarily to assume a value that exceeds the normal value

by orders of magnitude. 1n [8] the possible presence of a thermal barrier has been proposed.

Further evidence for such a toroidal shell of low diffusivity near rim is given in [10]. To allow

the rapid loss, this insulating shell must be broken. However, this is not sufficient: the

diffusivity must be enhanced throughout the plasma. These requirements are well met by the

picture of large overlapping islands creating an ergodic field: the thermal barrier is thought to be

related to a region of ‘good‘ flux surfaces just outside q=1, where the density of low order

rational q-surfaces is minimal. Such a 'good‘ surface is broken if overlap of islands occurs.
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Fig. 2 The dependence on the pellet position of the variation of the electron energy in the plasma region
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Introduction

45 observed on several tokamak experiments. the plasma performance is improved
bv injecting frozen hydrogen or deuterium pellets deeply into a discharge. In

centrast to gas fuelling, the particles are not dissociated and ionized at the plasma

edge but in the core. The deep implantation triggers an inward pinch and leads

to peaked plasma profile; the central electron density in pellet fuelled discharges

can well exceed the value of those with gas fuelling. In this context the knowledge

of the ablation process and the influence of the magnetic field structure on the

ablatant are of importance.

During ablation of deuterium pellets injected into a tokamak discharge Dn light

is emitted. These Dry signals are not smooth in time but “structured”. so called

striations are observed. One model attributes these striations to the magnetic field
structure (to the rational flux surfaces) of the plasma column corresponding to a

variation of the plasma energy that is available to the ablation process [1]. The

regular spacing and deep modulation of the ablation signal observed in ASDEX

[-2], led to a development of another model explaining it as ablation instability

occuring randomly [3]. In order to test the two models, pellet ablation studies

at TEXTORrQl were performed and the D01 signals of several ablating pellets

injected into similar discharges were analyzed statistically.

Motivation and the statistical method

In model [1] the striations occur at fixed plasma radii corresponding e. g. to
low rational flux surfaces. Due to the differences of pellet velocity, pellet size,
in plasma position and the error of velocity measurement (for TEXTOR pellet
injector is Avp = :l: 25 m/s corresponding to about 5% of accuracy) the DC, signal.
therefore, has to be shifted, expanded and normalized Within this error margin for
optimum correlation.
The ablation signal consists of three parts:

L,(t) = lbg(t) +Istntlt)+15y5(t)'
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The background part Ibg(t) corresponds to a smooth, continuous evaporatioil pro.cess assumed in the standard selfishiclding model [-1]. This part is estimated byapproximating the Dn traces by a low order polynomial.
The part 15m“) is a consequence of statistically distributed efl'ects and it is assu.
med to be zero when averaging over sample of different ablation signals. This Partcorresponds to model [3]
The systematic part 15,,5(t) represents striations spatially distributed as in
model [1].
Taking the different pellet size into account7 the background part of the Signal
intensity is fitted by a 4th order polynomial, subtracted and weighted with the fit
maximum. Knowing the pellet Velocity, the time traces of the ablation D0 Signal
can be transformed to a local dependence: Ht) —~' I'(r).
From the m ablation curves L the average curve Tj = % 2:21 It} (for each point j)
is calculated In that way, common significant features like minim-a and maxima
are enhanced as the statistical events are reduced.
An estimation of the “statistical" contribution versus the “‘systen‘ratio7 comm-i.
bution gives the cross-correlation of 15m + Is“. The quality of the comparisml
method done here is given by the Cross~correlation between the mean Curve and
the individual ablation curves:

if m ablation curves are compared. The deviation of each mute and its average
is given by:

ELM-r5) T 1 mr = —r‘, a".
z;:1(1'-f_[j)2 m—‘zil l(If :

First results of the statistical investigation

The algorythm described above was applied on presently 5 ablation curves of
pellets injected into similar ohmic discharges. A comparison of 3 signals of the 5 is
given in Fig. 1. Here, the subtraction of the background part is not done. In the
given interval the intensities of the curves are different but the position of minima
and maxima of all curves are approximately at the same position.
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7*
the calculated mean curve and the polynomial represents the back-

to the taking the mean, the averaged curve is smoother than the

. 'd all signals, For this case, the averaged correlation factor is 1" : 0.399149

111(t u d;~iati011i5 d = —O.5795'296. These values indicates that both the star
and_ meafld the reproducible systematic contributions are important. It should be

tisucal an at in model [1] also some variations are expected to occur statistiA
11191151011951i th . . . .
allY namely depending on Whether the 1nJected pellet errors the o-pornt or the

c .u

i . 2 Shows
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Fig. 1

Comparison of 3 ablation
signals. In spite of the
different signals intensities
the position of minima
and maxima is similar
for all curves.
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Outlook

As next step the method will be applied systematically to a large set of data. Here
a cross—correlation technique (between any two ablation signals) will be applieé
to obtain optimized values of shifts and spreadings of the Du signals as Well as
the correlation factors r,-. If the value. of r,- is suffieiently close to 1 it will be
assumed that the systematic contribution is the dominant one and the theory of
M. Dubois et a1. [1] will be applied, which deduces the position of the rational
flux sru'laces from the striations. Such a fitting has been applied for one example
and is displayed in Fig. 3.

:
Jinn: "i

is! '1

i . ' .
[at ‘_ ”(L/f” ‘ Fig. 3: An example for q profile

i . ,' , determination by means
‘10) l ”,5 —- " of the computer code by

. ., , , - . >-,;.»v‘ . , .. . . Dubois [1]. The smooth
fl,” curve is the norm curve

,1. HM'TTT'V . . . . . . deduced by Soltwisch [5}
W/ .. .

Ir «r/,’

“Ki: an am my 0:5“ "”522 111 try. n}: cu m2

r[m]
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1, Introduction

The use of a built-in helical divertor is one possible method of controlling the particle

and heat fluxes as Well as impurities in the heliotron magnetic confinement system. With

regard to the built—in divertor configuration of Heliotron B, we have measured the detailed

magnetic field lines structure in the edge region by the beam impedance method and have

clarified the differences in topology between the stochastic region, the whisker region, and

the inter-whisker region in our previous papers [1, 2]. In those measurements, the inner

surface of the vacuum chamber of Heliotron E was coated by titanium on the stainless-steel

wall so that the Wall current detected by the beam impedance method was the gathering of

current from the whole inner area of the wall. One way to identify the characteristic of the
magnetic field lines on the position of the electron gun was to construct the contour map of

the wall current, and on the basis of this map we could recognize to some extent the global

characteristics of the magnetic islands, the last closed surface, and the built—in divertor.

However, the disadvantage of this way was that we could not directly extract the narrow
whisker field lines topology. The large detection current through the inter-whisker field

lines could diffuse to the adjacent zone of the small current passages through the whisker
field lines, thus masking the detailed characteristics of the whisker field lines topology. The
whisker field lines and the inter-whisker field lines are generally tangled with each other
through the process of folding or nesting, and especially near the X point, the magnetic
field lines topology is expected to become very complicated. One solution to this problem

was the Laplacian procedure for this 2D map in order to highlight the clips of the locally

small current zone, i.e., the locally long connection field lines topology. Here the tacit
assumption was that the whisker field lines are composed of the long-connection-length
field lines starting from the last closed surface while surrounded by the short—connection-
length field lines. From this Laplacian procedure, we could clearly identify the detailed
narrow whisker field lines topology in the fish-mouth zone and in the fish—tail zone for the
first time in Heliotron E as described previously. However, after some experience of this
procedure, it was found to be difficult to increase the sensitivity for determining a much
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finer structure. This paper describes another approach to enhance 1.11.5 SQNSItivity fmm

the experimental background.

2. A new approach of the beam impedance method
The basic principle ofthis approach is to differentiate between two wall areas ofth9 field

all are. . afor the inter—whisker field lines. The significant localization of plasmarwall interactimI On

line termination; the. divertor—stripes area for the whisker field lines and the other w

the divertor stripes was utilized for the plasma etching to obtain the electrically COHdUCtin
area. The other insulated boronized wall surface was used for the inter—whisker {191d lines
while the conducting metallic surface was used for the whisker field lines. in this scheme,
the electron flow from the electron gun on the inter-whisker field lines can not contribute
to the wall current of the. beam impedance method while that on the whisker field lines ca“
contribute to it. so that the detailed tangling effects of the two groups of field lines can be
clearly identified as shown in Fig.1. Obviously, the measurement of Fig.1 is an advanced
visualization of the edge field lines structure as compared with the previous “Poincare plots
images” in refs.[l,‘2]. On the other hand, the present measurement showed the CXiStence
of the edge magnetic islands at the positions of e : 1.33, 1.67. 20, etc. The primary
candidate for the. last closed surface is the regular surface at the position Of 1*. z 2.25, Le.
Z = 0 mm and H = 250.0 mm. In order to gain more confidence in this determination, the
main magnetic field dependencies of the. respective island widths were examined as show"
in Fig.2 under the Z : 20 mm conditions, The edge islands corresponding to e. : 1.67
and 2.0 were found to shrink as the main magnetic field is increased, which suggests that
the error fields of these islands are non-inductive. The extrapolation of this dependence
up to B = 2 T suggests that the island widths for these islands become negligible while
the last closed surface position remains almost unchanged.

3. Limiter Effects
in order to determine the experimental relation between the calculated connection

length and the observed wall current (in this case, limiter current), the carbon limiter
was inserted deep into the confinement region (ZL = —200 mm). Rings of the limiter
current were observed, which can be explained as being due to the rings structure of the
connection—length distribution. The field line tracing calculation shows that the connection
length between the electron gun (# 5.5 port) and the limiter (#— 6.5 port)is nearly a
multiple of the major circumference and that its distribution provides the characteristic
rings of discrete rotation numbers. As shown in Fig.3, the connection—length band of the
one-rotation field lines is found to control the outermost surface of the confining region in
this case, although several more»than—two—rotation field lines leak inward beyond the above
dominant band due to the presence of the m 2 1/72 = 1 island caused by the earth field
in the. 500 G operation. The practical outermost surface is considered to be the surface at
the position of Z : 0 mm and H : 150 mm, which is found to be about. 25 mm inward
beyond the calculated one—rotation band (H = 175 ~ 180 mm at Z = 0 mm). On the
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fii
h nd the measurement showed that the thin surfaces of the limiter termination field

a r

e outer

o the limiter.

other

lines in th
flowing int

fish—tail zone could not contribute to the formation of the electron cloud

4 Summary. A new appTOaCh of the beam impedance method was developed to efficiently extract the

d tailed whisker field lines topology by utilizing plasma etching to obtain the conducting
e

divertor stripes as we
were studied on the basis of the rings structure of the calculated connection

ll as the wall boronization. The limiter effects on the beam impedance

measurements
l ngth diqtribution, and the experiment showed a good agreement with the calculation.e . _
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Fig.1 Edge field lines structure measured by a new approach of the beam impedance
method. The magnetic islands of t # 1.0,1.33,1.5,1.67,2.0 etc. could be clearly
identified in 500 G operation.
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1. Introduction
A drop in electron density has been commonly observed during electron cyclotron

heating (ECH) in tokamaks and helical systems. This phenomenon is called ‘density

Pump—out’ or ‘density clamping’ [1][2]. In usual 53GHZ ECH plasmas on Heliotron»E,

the electron density is kept constant by additional continuous gas puffing during the ECH

pulse Without gas puffing the density starts to decay then remains at a low constant
level (fig< 1x10 3"cm 3) which IS determined by the particle recycling from the wall Here

fig is the line averaged density. Since particle loss Is significant, and the density profile

becomes flat or hollow, the suppression of the density pump-out is necessary to control

the plasma density and its profile and to improve the particle confinement. We have

conducted 106GH2 ECH experiments in Heliotron—E, and obtained peaked density

profiles which have never before been observed in S3GHz ECH, In this paper, these

experimental results will be shown.
In heliotron/torsatron configurations such as Heliotron-E, CH5 and LI-ID, we have

moderate or strong magnetic shear. Effects of the magnetic shear on the wave
propagation will be also discussed Second order coupled equations are solved for
calculating the propagation and absorption ofthe second harmonic electron cyclotron
wave. It will be shown that the magnetic shear should be taken into account for effective
ECH.

2. Peaketl Density Profiles in 106GHz ECH Plasma
The 106GHz 200kW ECH power was launched perpendicularly from the top of the

torus (low field side) up to 70msec pulse width [3]. The electric field of the launched
wave is slightly tilted by 18deg with respect to the resonant magnetic field. This angle is
close to the value for effective single pass absorption if the magnetic shear affects the
wave propagation as discussed in Sec.3. The resonance layer B=l,90T was located on
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axis in this experiment. The single pass absorption is estimated to be about 700/0 at
13(0):! DOT according to ray tracing calculation, because some fraction ot‘the Gaussian
beam does not cross the resonance layer in case of top launching. The field Strength
B(O)>l,92T is needed for full absorption.

A plasma was first produced by 400kV’ S3GH2 fiiiidamental O—mode ECH, then
heated by ZOOkW lOo'Ci second harmonic ECH as shown in Fig. 1. The Plasma
average density was increased to fie=25xlOcr3 by gas puffing during the 53GHz
ECH pulse, then it was maintained by 106G112 ECH, Since there was no gas puffing
during 106GHz ECH pulse, the particles were supplied only by wall recycling, Figure 2
shows the temporal evolution of the peaking factor of the density profile VI:UC(0)/fie
measured with a seven channel FIR interferometer The flat density profile was Changed
into a peaked one, then Fl reached 1 5 at the end oftlie lOGGHz ECH pulse, while it Was
up to 1 2 in SSGHZ ECH The value 11:15 corresponds to IMO) / (ne):2.0, where (he)
is the volume averaged density. The Ha. emission and the ion saturation Current at the
edge were not enhanced and they were kept as low as in the alter—glow phase. The
floating potential measured with Langmuir probes was VflS3V, while it was more than
several ten volts in 53GHZ ECH. These results indicate that the outward particle flux
was reduced, and the particle confinement was improved.
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The central temperature was TetO):500eV at ne(0)=4x10‘3cm"3, and the edge

erature (#23207) was rather low, TeSIOOeV which is closely related to the power

in . , . .te Psmon profile. The power deposttion profile measured With a multi—channel
o
ometef was more peaked in 106GHz ECI—I than it was in 53GI—lz ECH, that is, the

er density at r/a=0.5 was 0 IW/cm3 in lOéGI—Iz ECII while it was up to
dep
radi
absorption pow

0.2W/cm3 in 53GHZ ECH. The low power density at the edge and the resulting low

electron temperature may be associated with the suppression ofthe density pump-out.

This peaked density profile was also sustained by the injection to NBI plasma if the

central density did not exceed the cut-off density 7x10l3cm”. Just afier turning on the

1.8MW NBI power, the lOéGHz ECH power was injected. Though the peaking factor

during the N131 heating was 1.6 and it was slightly decreased to 1,5, the peaked density

16 was still sustained.profi

3_ wave Propagation in a Sheared Magnetic Field

Usually the orientation of the electric field of the launched ECH microwave has been

determined by the direction of the magnetic field at the resonance position. In moderate

or strong magnetic shear configurations such as heliotron/torsatron systems, however,

the launched wave is coupled to the plasma at the peripheral region where the direction

of the magnetic field is quite different from that at the resonance position. For example,

in Heliotron—E, the angle of the magnetic fields between the resonance and the outermost

magnetic surface is large, 9 ~45deg, Furthermore, the X— and O~modes do not propagate

independently, and interact with each other through the propagation in the plasma in

such magnetic configurations.

In order to get optimal launching conditions in the sheared magnetic field, second

order coupled equations including the wave absorption are solved [4][5]. Figure 3 shows

the wave propagation in the loéGHz second harmonic ECH case. Since the electric field

ofthe wave oscillates with a period harm/Na), the envelope ofthe oscillation is plotted.

Here N is the refractive index and (a is the wave frequency of the launched wave, The

electric field of the wave at the launching place is assumed to be perpendicular to the

resonant magnetic field, The wave is coupled to the plasma at the edge region, and the

power fraction of the X— and O-modes changes spatially. In this conventional situation,

the single pass absorption does not exceed 70% and the remaining power escapes from

the plasma even ifthe X—mode is completely absorbed at the resonance region.

For effective heating, the launched wave should be elliptically controlled so that the

wave can reach the resonance position as only the X-mode component. The single pass

absorption is almost 100% if the launched wave is elliptically polarized. The launching

condition can be controlled by using a polarizer mirror. The dependence ofthe absorbed

power fraction on the mirror rotation angle is shown in Fig. 4. The displacement of the
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maximum and minimum absorption rate is so large ~1Sdeg that it should be meaSUrable
in the experiment.

1 i . ,,. . .
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reSOnanCe
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r
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£1.90 560 —30 0 3'0 50 90
(I) (deg)

Fig. 5 Envelope ofsquure Q/‘electric field/277' Fig. 4 Dependence ofabmrbed powerfi-acngn
llMGl—l: electron arc/0mm wave in He/rormn-E. on rotation angle of the palm'izer‘. Solid and
Solid and dashed lines denote the cases with (lashed line: denote m the Same manner on
and without the play/rial respectively, 3'

4. Conclusion
Peaked density profiles were formed and sustained in 106GHZ second harmonic ECH

plasma, which have never been obtained in SJGHZ fundamental ECH plasma. The
density pump-out was suppressed, and the plasma density was maintained only by wall
recycling during the ECH pulse duration The ECH power deposition may be related to
the peaked density profile.

Efiects oftho magnetic shear on the wave propagation and absorption were studied by
solving the second order coupled equations. Calculation results showed that the
launching condition should be controlled by taking into account the magnetic shear The
optimal condition for etTective heating was obtained for second harmonic X~mode ECH
on Heliotron-E
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Measurements in the Edge Plasmas of Heliotron-E

during ECH and NBI Heating
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T, Senju. Sr Kobayashi. K. Sakamoto, Y. ljiri and T. Obiki
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Abstract

Measurements are made of edge plasma parameters in Heliotron~E using a triple
probe for potential, density and electron temperature, and a multi-channel Mach

probe for the perpendicular ion flow speed With the addition of ECH (53

GHz, 500 kW) to NBI heated (1.6 MW) plasmas, these measurements show

an increase in Er near the last closed magnetic surface which agrees with an

increase in the perpendicular flow Mach number at nearly the same position A

simultaneous increase of 200 eV in the core ion temperature indicates a

connection between the edge Er and core ion confinement.

1. Introduction

Interest in the effects of edge plasma parameters on global confinement has led to the further

development of probe diagnostic techniques which are suitable for the measurement of plasma

parameters in edge regions beyond the regions of accessibility of conventional core

diagnostics [1,2]. Topics of interest include the electric field shear stabilization which is

suspected to contribute to the L to H transition and its accompanying plasma rotation in

toroidal devices [3]. Also, in stellarators, an increase in the radial electric field has been
theoretically linked to a reduction of loss cone space which would result in an improvement in

fast ion confinement [4]. Therefore the radial electric field and the plasma rotation velocity are

key objects of edge measurements. In this paper the probe techniques and results are
described from measurements of the the radial electric field and the ion flows near the
seperatiix in Heliotron—E (1:2, m=19, B:1.9 T, R/a:2.2/0.2m, heliotron) during neutral

beam injection (NBI) and electron cyclotron heating (ECH). Typical plasma parameters are

densities of 2x1013/cm3, peak electron temperatures of 600 eV and peak ion temperatures of 1
keV.

2. Probe Technique

Measurements of ion flow, plasma potential, electron temperature and density are made in the

I present address: Nalionnl Inslilulefor Fusion Science Nflgm‘a 4644)]. Japan
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edge regions of l-leliotroniE using the combination multi—channel Mach probe and triple Probe
shown in Fig. l, The triple probe is operated as a double probe giving electron temperatme
To. and density and a probe giving the floating potential. of; , From these measurements the
plasma potential, 91),) , is derived assuming that a], : of; + 3H} . Radial profiles ofthe
floating potential are then used to calculate the radial electric field using a simple two point
derivative, Using the vacuum magnetic field, E, x B is calculated for compan'son with the
Mach probe measurements.

Multi-channel 'Itfl'
Mach Probe Tips
x12 (Mo)

Fig. ]: Multi-clmmiel Mach/triple probe

The multi~channel Mach probe is similar in construction to that devised by the TdeV group
[2]. The operation has been modified somewhat in that the tips, rather than being dc-biased
into ion-saturation, are swept from the ionisaturation region through the transition region.
The resulting collected currents are then fit to an exponential (an example of which is shown in
Fig. 2) giving tbfl , TE and the ion saturation current for each ofthe tips. The ion saturation
currents are then fit to the MacLatchy [2] and Hutchinson [1] models (see Fig. 3 for an
example) giving the perpendicular and parallel Mach numbers. MacLatchy's analysis for the
perpendicular and parallel Mach numbers is only valid at or inside the last closed magnetic
surface (LCMS) due to assumptions regarding the connection length to the wall. Inspection of
Fig. 3 shows that the parallel flow dominates and is in the direction opposite the magnetic
field, while the ion flow is in the direction of the ion diamagnetic drift and E,- X B (for
positive E, ). An average of the electron temperatures from the 12 probe tips is then used to
calculate the perpendicular ion flow velocity using the perpendicular Mach number. In the
absence of experimental data the contribution of the ion temperature is neglected.
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3 Er and Edge Flows during the Addition of ECH to NBI heated Plasmas

The above descn'bed measurements of E, and the perpendicular flow velocity are made in

plasmas heated with 1.6 MW of NBI. These data show an increase in E, near the LCMS

compared with the case of no overlapping ECH phase as seen in Fig. 4. These data are

further analyzed as described in Section 2 and compared as the E, x B drift velocity with the

perpendicular flow velocity in Fig. 5. The increase in the poloidal flow at r=26.5 cm (r is the

distance from the magnetic axis along the horizontal midplane) with the addition of ECH

agrees in direction and magnitude with that of the E, x 8 flow at r = 26.25 cm. The parallel

flow is also seen to increase from a Mach number of 0.56 to 0.72 in the direction opposite the

‘ 36-71:?“ A 8 p x . NBI + ECH (Triple probe)
5‘ { 5 at: - NBI + ECH (Mach probe) —

g E/ 0 — NBI (Triple probe) * L
C"; 4 A — N'BI (Mach probe) “

E u l
.. a 7- . .,,
B ‘ Q .

\l I E

5 lieglnnsidolni ""’?"'T ’ U’) 0 it 3
nuns: -, \ 3

W ,. \,i— g — 2 T
. LCMS‘ , 4 L . . . l

24 25 26 "27 23 39 25.0 25.5 26.0 26.5 27.0

r (em) r ( C m >

Fig. 4: Space potential radial profile Fig. 5: Perpendicular ianflaw speed
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magnetic field. The limited amount of Mach probe data is due to the following three
constraints: a) the Mach probe is located 1.5 cm further out on the probe shaft than the tripleprobe, b) the probe could not be inserted any further into the plasma in order to avoid memn
the probe, and e) the MacLatchy model is valid only inside the LCMS (r : 27.0 cm)_ 11
should be pointed out that this comparison ofthe Mach probe and the triple probe data neglectsthe effects ofthe diamagnetic flow due to lack ofinformation on the ion temperature at the
edge and therefore assumes that E, x B dominates the flow.

4. Conclusions and Discussion

From this data it is evident that there is an increase in the radial electric field and the
accompanying perpendicular flow just inside the LCMS when ECH is superposed on the N31
heated plasmas. When one also considers the simultaneous increase of approximately 200 eV
seen in the central ion temperature [5]. this suggests some link between the edge electric field
and central ion confinement. One possible theoretical explanation may be the reduction of the
loss cone for high energy ions due to the increase in the radial electric field [4]. On the other
hand, transport analysis discussed elsewhere suggests that the increase in central ion
temperature maybe due a change in the ratio of the NB] power deposited to the ions and
electrons resulting from an increase in the electron temperature [6].
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Abstracts
This pape .

c mm in a fi .

oloidal flux loops to

ofthe dipole current .

1. Introduction
In stellarators vac

currents. Howeverz vv

j flows so as to satisfy

current

configu
To in

necessary

rdcscribes magnetic determination of the dipole Pfirsch—Sehliiter toroidal plasma
nite—beta stellarator plasma. We used a rotating cos—saddle diagnostic coil and

identify the dipole current in a finite-beta toroidal plasma. Observation
'15 a function of plasma pressure \ 'as compared with MHD predictions.

uum magnetic surfaces are, in principle, determined by a set of coil
hen a plasma with finite pressure is confined, equilibrium plasma current

the magneto—hydrodynamic(MHD) equilibrium conditions and these

5 give rise to perturbations 5B0) in the magnetic field that in turn lead to changes in the

rations relative to the vacuum case[l-3].
fer the internal equilibrium state of a stellarator confining a finite-beta plasma , it is

to determine the multipole of the induced internal plasma currents as a function of

<fi>.This information is actually important to control plasma shape and position and to

interpret multiposition diagnostics in the same manner as tokamalts. “

In this paper we describe the experimental observation of the dipole Ptirsch-Sehltiter current

in a finite-beta stellarator plasma of Heliotron E. We will compare the measured absolute

magnitude of dipole current With the MHD predictions.

2. Experimental Setup and Magnetic diagnostics in Heliotron-E.
Heliotron »E is a toroidal helical plasma confining deviee( major radius R=2.2 m, average

minor radius ap~().2 rn , magnetic field Bs 2T) [4]. The 1:2 /m=l9 helical ,coils can produce an

asymmetric toroidal system with large rotational transform( L(0)/2n~().53, L(ap)/27r~2.8) and

high shear. The experiment was performed at 0.62T, 0.94T, 1.261“ and 1.9T to match the
electron cyclotron resonance heatingUECRH) power available at 53GHZ and BSGHZ. Neutral
beam injection of tip to 3.5 MW provides additional heating of the ECRI—l plasma. The
injection angles of neutral beams are 0“,
torus.
We have done experiments in eo-
injection (the direction of neutral
beam is in the same as that of
equivalent current of the helical field).

Figure 1 shows a schematic top
view of a stellarator Heliotron E
device and magnetic diagnostics,
indicating the rotating cosine—saddle
coiland the psi-loops used in this
work. We have used one pair of
poloidal magnetic flux loops which
are set in the equatorial plane. One
pair of cosine coils is Separated by a
half helical period. We have measured
the stored energy and average beta
with a diamagnetic loop[5~7].

ll" and 28° from perpendicular direction to the

rotating
cosine-saddle coil

be IX:

‘
‘d-l Q‘ ‘ A ,

(53 Griz, 35 GHz, gymtmns) ii £37 :3:
_.

0 l I

.» , t (121" a .

11521: [on View of [IL-110mm -£', and magncttc
diagnostics to study dipole PfirrchAScllitcr current.
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Figure 2(a) shows the measured dipole Pfirseli-Schliiter toroidal Current ( ill! 0 S 0.7
kA.m). Dipole moment Y1, t)(kA.m) was measured by a rotating cos-saddle coil. In [his
discharge the hydrogen plasma is produced at 0.941" by 33GI—lz microwave power SUUI'CC and
NBI (0.65MW and then 3 MW at ()°,l 1°, 28°) beams heat the plasma further. The
diamagnetie measurement shows that the volume averaged beta value is (l.6_5% and the Storedenergy is 7 k] as shown in Fig.2(d) and(e). Line average densrty Increases linearly With timeup to 6.5xlOl3CIn-3' The magnetic configuration was kept in the standard one in HelimmnE
with R0=2.20 m, e 20.2111], vacuum rotational transforms t(0)/'2:n:~0.53 and (HP)fl-7TP2'8‘This magnetic coniiguration is realized with a helical heliotron coil , with heliotron Parameters
(1*:00 (no toroidal coil) and [5*=»0.185( no additional trim vertical field). Figure 2(b) Shows
the psi~loop flux that indicates the difference of poloidal flux 11114112. Figure 2(e) shows thefree boundary plasma shift from poloidal flux and magnetic fields[7, 8]. Net toroidal plaSmacurrent( lps lkA ) flows in the same direction as neutral beatn as shown In Fig. 2(i)[6], Wethink that the dipole contribution with net plasma current shift is one order less than mfiaSureddipole moment( [p A3 < lkA x 0.01m ), where As is the central Shafranov shitt. Total radiativeloss powcr(s LZMW ) increases with time as shown in Fig.2(g). The measured magnetic fluxfrom a rotating partial saddle loop indicates the odd Fourier eomponents( Br1+1/3Br3) ofradial components of poloidal magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 2(h). These magnetic fluxsignals have a similar wave form as diamagnetie energy and beta. in this standard magneticconfiguration, we observed the proportionality between the dipole plasma current anddiamagnetic average beta.

B:~O.94T. R=2,20m,fi*-7U.185,
T _1 ECH(53GH + NEIOMWE, 364926

E ’c :3 ‘1 —“i E EL4
3:3 aJ .5 a3 E: 3a u8

:5 10"
f"

Av <C
_':g V

“0 10”

H . I l3 1 151000 — ._ ¥ _
5g l

:5: minnow ¥

3 K2 10"
E f1 toA c.a

C_ ‘V "to, 2 1 10
. 2300 350,;m,(n,5)400 450 P;5

“ 010° to"0300 3501imcirnsi400 450
li'ig. 2 .' Magnetic signals in Hclintron Eplusma It'll/z ZED/HT, ECH+NI3I healing, ((1)11ipale moment of internalplasma current, (b)psi loopfl'tLr , (c) free boundaryplasma shift, (ti) tliamagnctie average beta, (5) (Iiamagneticstored energy, (f) net toroidal current, (g) bolomeler power, 0) a (rotating) partial s‘rztlrlle loop flux.
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Fig 4: Measured poluidal magnetic firm: of (2 cos (at-saddle
coil as a function of paloidul rotation angle( 0),

Fig. 3: The rolaling (111:1) cusasuddle mil to identify the
dipole Pfirsc-Sclilz‘iler current

4. Dipole Pfirsch-Schli‘iter Toroidal Plasma Current in Confining Magnetic Fields at
1.9T, 0.941", and 0.62T.
Figure 5 shows the measured dipole toroidal plasma Current Y1, 0 as a function of

diamagnetic average beta < B > in the magnetic field 1.9T, 0.94T, and 0.621“. These curves
are the x-y plots for the measured dipole moment and diamagnetic beta with the time history of
the discharge. These results indicate that the dipole moment of the induced current is almost
proportional to the diamagnetic average beta <l5> and the confining magnetic field 13h.

Morris et al[9] have calculated the theoretically expected dipole current as a function of <I3>
forATF and Heliotron E stellarators. They have used three dimensional free boundary MHD
equilibrium computational code VMEC[10] and analytical formula.
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The dash—dot lines in Fig.5 show
the expected dipole — + . 7 (a) B“: .190 T, #55044 .current(moment)w1th VMEC code. (b) B = ,0n T, #Gwmmfignetic field( BThe dotted lines Show the l‘ . scanalytical calculation for the dipole 3‘ ' (c) Bh: '0‘62 T' #625-’6 ancurrentfor the high aspect ratio ECH+NBL I‘LE standard configuration(R:2.20mstellarators[2,9] as, .1‘ ‘
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space, la is the transform at plasma
edge and S is the shape factor,

ma
CU

FF

5:) dppztettptpyi dpppto
. For three magnetic field cases(
(£1), (b), and (c) in Fig.5) the
VMEC and analytic calculation
explain well the experimental
observation of the dipole current
within experimental errors
especially for the standard
l-leliotron E configuration.

For the inside shifted
configurations we have found 0
experimentally the reduction of O 0.5
free boundary shift[7, 11], which diamagnetic average beta < [3 > (%)means probably the effects of
magnetic hill in a stellaratorllZ]
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5. Conclusions
In this paper we (lCSCtid the Fig. 5: Measured dipole current Y1, whim) as afimclionexperimental observation of [he ofdiamaguclic average [1cm «11>, at confining magneticdipole Pfirsch-Schlfiter current in a field. (a) 1.971 (77) 0941'. andtfl) 0621". Magneticfinite-beta toroidal hclical plasma configuration is the standard one of Heliolrcm E.of Heliotron E with the poloidal

magnetic flux measurements.
The measured dipole toroidal current in the standard l-leliotron l3 configuration shows good

quantitative agreement with VMEC MHD code, demonstrating, the c088 dependence of thedipole PfirschrScliIter toroidal plasma current.
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1.1ntroduction

The mechanism of the transport barrier of the H-mode has been studied extensively since its

discovery in ASDEX. It was found that the radial electric field and the electric field shear at

the transport barrier become more negative in the H-mode than those in the L—mode. The

causality, however, has not been established yet. One of the reasons for this is that the mea-

surements are done by the spectroscopic means in most cases and time and spatial resolutions

of the measurements are poor. We report the rapid changes of the profile near the LCFS of

the Compact Helical System(CHS) during the L-H transition using a Langmuir probe system.

2. Experimental Setup

CHS is a medium sized Heliotron/l‘orsatron type device withlow aspect ratio (R=1 m, <a>=

0.2 m). A Langmuir probe system is used for measuring the edge plasma. The probe system

consists of two electrodes at an interval of 6.5mm poloidally. Each of the electrodes is made

of molybdenum(0.7mm in diameter and 2.25 mm in length). Since insulation sleeves of the

electrodes were damaged in this experimental series, there is uncertainty in estimation of the

surface area of the electrode; the collective area of the saturation current is probably larger

than the initial value. The probe is inserted from the Upper-Outward port at a horizontally

elongated section of the plasma. The insertion angle is 16 ° to the vertical line and it is nearly

perpendicular to a magnetic surface. The probe is moved shot by shot and the profile near the

LCFS(-l.0crn ~ +0.5cm) are obtained assuming reproducibility of discharges. We mainly

employed one electrode for monitoring the floating potential, l}, and the other for the ion

saturation current, 1,5, simultaneously in order to survey the rapid change of profile. If the

electron temperature, Tc, remains constant, [,5 is proportional to the local electron density 71,.

and the surface area As, i.e., 1,5 0: AMA/1:. We can also estimate the radial electric field

from V; profile, taking into account of the time evolution of the electron temperature.

3. Results and Discussions

'Present address: Faculty of Engineering, Tohoku University. Sendai 980, Japan
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The H-mode in CHS has been ob-
tained with the control of the rotational

transform tprofile using a small ohmic

heating current[l,2].
Typical temporal evolution of the

plasma current I,,, the line averaged elec»
tron density, Ho /1),, intensity, I} and 1,,
measured at two positions in Fig. l. A tar-
get plasma is produced by ion Bernstein
wave heating. Co-injected neutral beams

With the
toroidally inductive voltage, a net plasma

sustain and heat the plasma.

current gradually increases and when 1,,

exceeds about 30kA the L/H-mode tran-
sition occurs, when t at center is esti-
mated to be about 0.7 and t at the LCFS

Rapid( typically 200 its)
reduction of DC, with an increase of the

is about 1.1.

line averaged density is observed. The
confinement is improved at the edge re-
gion; from the Li-beam probe measure-
ment and from the YAG Thomson scatter-
ing measurement, it is found that there is
a transport barrier at the edge[2]. From
the CXRS measurement, the radial elec-
tric field is roughly estimated to be ~-100
V/cm near the edge[2]. Both are common
characteristics observed in many tokamak
H-modes.

These phenomena are also observed
by the Langmuir probe measurement.
One can see the formation of transport
barrier from the temporal evolution of
I,_,(Fig.1(e) and Fig.1(f)). The fonnation
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Fig.1: Temporal evolution of the plasma current, 1,,
and the line averaged electron density, WM), intent

sity ofthe Ho/Do light(b), thefloating potential, Vf
(c),(d) and the ion saturation current, [is (c),(f), Meg,

sure/nent at two positions (about 710 mm and +0 mm
from LCFS) are compared. Graphs (a),(h),(d) and
0‘) are drawn from a single discharge data. Graphs
(c) and (e) arefrom another discharge. However, the
discharge conditions such as B, = 1.2T and PN 31(pori
through power of NB]):750 kW are fixed. The tim-
ing is synchronized by HC, /DQ intensity signal at the
L-H transition. The boxes with
character (AVE) written below the graph indicate time

windowsfor averaging signal used in Fig.2.

of the radial electric field up to ~50 V/cm is also apparent from Fig.1(c) and Fig. 1(d).
However, complex precursor phenomena are observed by probe measurements starting

from several milliseconds before the final transition. The time evolution of the profile near
the LCFS is shown in Fig.2; the left column of figures shows the initial phase of the L-H
transition(-12ms ~ -5ms from the H0 /D,, drop) and right column of figures shows the final
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if

h se Of the L-H "ammo” (-5ms ~ +2ms from the H.i/ D0 drop). Each plot is an averaged
P a .

value over the tun

a gradual increase in

the tint phase. In the “6’“ PhaS€(See the right column) l) at the imier position decreases at

firstwhile the Ir.— profile flattens out gradually. With the sudden drop of the H,1 /D0 light, the

becomes steeper. This steepening indicates the formation of the transport barrier

6 windows shown in Fig.1. A gradual decrease of l :r at the outer position,

1,7,. and a reduction of the fluctuation level of I ,5 occur simultaneously in

[.5 profile

or the H-m
later i} at the outer position jumps up to a positive value. When we compare (D) and (E),

‘l is mostly modified near the LCFS rather than inside the LCFS. After the transition, Iis

continues to increase.

A5 for the level 0f the electrostatic fluctuation, the change is not significant at the L-H

transition. The power spectral density of I... is proportional to f—l.5 N 1.,2‘ (50kHz < f <

QUOkHz) before transition. No distinct peak is obserVed_ After the transition, the shape of

the power spectral denSiry becomes more PeadOX f ‘2). (Though the fluctuation of l '1 has

a similar nature, a narrow Peak near 120 kHz is sometimes observed in H-mode.). A tYpical

ode. At the same time i} at the inner position becomes more negative and a little

wavelength of the fluctuation, kg, is several cm‘1 and it does not change significantly during

the transition. The cross correlation between I}, and l} changes during the transition. The

coherence decreases at all frequencies and just before the transition it reaches its minimum

value(in the time window (C) and (D)). Because the particle flux F induced by electrostatic

fluctuation can be evaluated as F =< firm >= 0L. ff §R[in}k0,(b]](lf ( n] and of are the

spectral components of the density fluctuation and the potential fluctuation, respectively),

the change in the coherence between IL. and it} suggests a change in the fluctuation induced

flux, though we do not have the information about Ira.

Some of the profile modification, especially in the initial phase((A)-(C)), can be thus

explained by the modification of the electrostatic fluctuation induced flux. However, all of

the results can not be explained by the theoretical models of the H-mode using the stabilizing t

effects of the radial electric field shear[3]; for example, the reduction in the fluctuation at

the inner position starts(between (A)-(B)) before the formation of the negative radial electric

field and the radial electric field shear. And the steep density gradient glows without the

reduction of the fluctuation((D)-(E)).

Further experiments are needed to clarify the physical process during the L-H transition.

We are now preparing a new Langmuir probe with five electrodes to study the modification

of the fluctuation induced flux during the transition and a magnetic probe array system which

can be inserted into the plasma to study magnetic fluctuations.

4. Conclusion
The edge plasma at the L-H transition is measured by Langmuir probe system in detail. A

transport barrier is produced at the edge of the plasma with a negative radial electric fields

as in H-mode in Tokamaks. The elctrostatic fluctuations change during the L-H transition
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independent of the formation of the radial electric field shear.
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window shown in Fig.1
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Abstract

I the lioiron E device. the effect of ECRH on the fast ion slowingedown process is investigated. First

“short Neutral Beam (~ 10ms) is injected into the ECRH plasma with very long Spitzer‘s slowdown

a about 2001115). and the rise and fall—times of the UK. flux are measured. From this experiment
in? . . . . . .

3 is flound that there are significant anomalous deceleration processes in collisionless ECRH plasmas.

Second. scattering time. T5“. is examined. There is still .1. large discrepancy between measured T“

and theoretically predicted Kw. The scattered C.X. flux becomes 6 ~ 10 times larger by the ECRH

‘supcOSiiiU'l- This can be fairly well explained if we take into account the change in the loss cone due

i“, ECRH. Finally. the parallel (lifl'usion process is studied from the slope of the spectru1n(EgE;.,j). It

deviati‘s from the ClaSSieal value by a factor of two when ECRH is superposed.

1. Introduction

The slowingfidown process contains three different physical mechanisms. One is the

deceleration effect that deeelerates the parallel velocity of the injected particles. Second

is the parallel (infusion which diifuses the injected mono» energy distribution in velocity

space, Third is the pitch angle scattering that scatters the injected particles from initially

injected angle. In this paper, at first it is examined whether these processes are explained

classically or not. ECRH creates energetic elcctrons. and changes the plasma potentialfl].

Secondly, these effects on the slowingsdnwn processes are discussed.

2. Experimental Setup

The Heliotron E device is a non-axisynnnetric toroidal system, of which the major

radius is 2.2 in and the averaged minor radius is 0.2 in (I : 2.171 : 19). A charge exchange

neutral particle analyzer (NPA) is used to study the behavior of the fast ions with I!“ : U

['2]. A neutral beam injection (NBI) system is used, consisting of three beam lines(nca.r

perpendicular and off pcrliendicular injection). All EC'RH (5.3GHz, 0 'mmlc) system is

installed in Helintron—E. In this experiment, ECRH is used not only for generating the

initial plasma. but for snperposing to the NBI plasma. The poWei' is IDUHV ~ SOOkVV.

3. Experimental Results

3.1. Anomalous Slowinnown in ECRH Plasmas

In order to analyze the deceleration effect. short beam pnlses(~20ms) are injected

into the EC'RH plasma. In the target plasma. n]. N 1 X 1013(J1H’3,TC(0) ~ meter. and

Spitzer‘s slmvdown time, ED]. is very long, estimated to be about 2001115. The rise and

fall times of the (1X. l'lux, \IJC-x. are measured. In Fig.1 the measured \Ilpx and the

calculated result using 11} and TAU) are shown. where (A) is the rise phase and (B) is the
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dccay phase. The measured 1-1.3ke\" [lux that is just above EMU/‘2 rises to the steady. . . . . Stand decays much faster than the calculation results. These rise and fall times are lnaizr
determined by the parallel deceleration, and are partially corrected by the Particle 10

58when a serious particle loss occurs in the slowingedown process. For Elm/2 < E < E-
the energy spectrum reaches the steady state within 101115. The spectrum 5110‘VS that!
there is no significant particle loss enough to affect the rise and fall time. Therefore Wectuiclude that. the rise and fall time depend mainly on the parallel deceleration not to becorrected by the particle loss, and the deceleration process is larger than the theOTEEica]1')1‘(:‘dlCtl011 in the low in high Tc ECRH plasma.

3.2. Enhanced Pitch Angle Scattering
in the second experiment. the pitch angle scattering effect is analyzed. The 0m

perpendicular beam injection is used. The shape of the energy spectrum is dfitermined bythe ratio of r. and the 90° scattering time, T5,” As the deceleration process is anomalouswe evaluate the effective “rfU” experimentally from the risc time of a perpendicular,injected NBI. The T1,." is obtained from the comparison bctween measured energy SPGCtraduring the off perpendicular NBI and the 7oklier~l’lanck calculation using Tj”. In theSecalculations Zcff = 2.0 is assumed. Results show that Ti.” is much shorter than thptheoretical value. 7',“ The anomalous factor. (1(2 elf/T54”), has an inverse dependencéon n.(0)(Fig.‘2). This trend may not be explained by some nt dependence of ZLH, Which is
not clear in this exl'icriment. For example. Z4; ~ 14 is necessary to adjust the spear-Um
at low ”((0) discharge‘ and this is unreasonably high.

The effect. of ECRH on a, low ”C(N 2 X 1013cm'3) beam heated plasma is analyzed~
EC'RH is superposed for 30ms. \I'CV\-(E,,._,/‘2 < E < Em) becomes larger by a factor offi
~ 10. I71 is not. changed, but. 11(0) is increased from 400d” to 600t In Fig.3, dots are
measured energy spectra (initial NBI. before and during the ECRH superposed phase),and lines are calculations using bulk parameters in each timings. In these calculations,
Z4! : 2.0. and o- = 3.0 are assumed. Though the calculated energy spectra increase withEC‘RH because of the slower deceleration due to the increase of I... the increment of the
measured sp<.-r.-tra. is still lnuch larger than that of calculation during ECRII. Therefore
this too much increase cannot be explained only by the reduction of the deceleratim]
clfcct. Therc are two possibilities to explain this discrepancy. One is an enhancedanomaly due to EC'RH. and the other is due to the reduced 1055 cone between the detected
pitch angle and the injected one. In fact, ECRl-l makes the plasma potential more positive
across thc whole radius[l]. Especialh', the positive 15,. in the cdge region can play an
essential role to reduce the loss cone[»l]. ‘ln gy should bc enhanced when the loss cone is
reduced.

3.3. Enhanced Parallel Diffusion by ECRH
Finally. the parallel dilfusion is studied. In order to analyze it the 711-] of the slope

above the injection energy is evaluated. ”1;” is determined by the ratio of parallel
diifusion and dcceleration etfects.[5]. in the parameter range of Heliotron E (T( < SUUeVl.
TE” ~ TL is satisfied. In Fig.4 experimentally measured Tr” are plotted against 71(0)
which is measured by Thomson scattering and ECE. 111 most cases TC” is found to be
higher than 71(0), which means that the parallel diffusion is larger than the theoretical
value. For the cases of no ECRH (open circles). 71(0) ranges from lBOeV to 800M". where
Tr” has a. positive correlation with TAU). This indicates that the clcctron temperature
is one of the essential factors determining T, ,_,-. From the comparison of both no EC'RH
and ECRH superposed cases (closed circles) in ttlcl ' < 1', (0) < Stltlcl '. it is found that
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deviatps greatly from ‘7}(0) by ECRH itself. Namely. ECRH introduces the some

“in. for the parallel diffusion.
31101111 I5ig-5 ATlE Te” — T6) is plotted as a. function of PECH/nfl, which represents how

ch ECRH affects the parallel diffusion. For most ECRH superposed cases, AT data
Hill ts are Scattered above 400eV, while data points for no—ECRH cases are all less than

435:1 From this figure it is found that AT becomes significant as the ECRH power

1' particle is increased. Furthermore, it is observed that Te” increases when ECRH

Pemmed on. but it decays faster than TAO) does after ECRH is turned off. These
Issults suggest that there are some additional energy (lifi'usion mechanisms when ECRH
3r: appliEdi and the energetic electrons and the deformation of the electron distribution

in velocity space may play an important role.

Tc”

4, Conclusions

In the low 11k and high TC ECRH plasma. in which T5 is estimated to be ‘ZOOnis. the

deceleration process of the fast. ions is analyzed from the rise and decay times of the short

NBI pulse. These times are found to be much shorter than the theoretical prediction

calculated using TAO) and n} by a. factor of 5 N T, which means that the deceleration

effect is enhanced in the low (Q high Ti ECRH plasma.

Thp pitch angle scattering effect is analyzed from the comparison between the mea-

sured energy spectrum at ofllperpendicular injection and calvulated one using a method

including anomalous deceleration effect determined experimentally. Results show that

the pitch angle scattering effect is larger than the theoretical value by a factor of 2 ~

7. This has an inverse dependence on 125(0). Furthermore the effect of ECRH on the

pitch angle scattering is investigated. With ECRH superposition. ‘I/("Y in the high en—

ergy region is increased. This gain cannot be explained only by the reduction of the

deceleration due to the increase of To, but can be fairly Well explained, when we take

into consideration the reduction of the loss cone between the detected and injected pitch

angles. This reduction is expected from the change in potential with ECRH.
The parallel diffusion effect is studied by estimating T9” of the slope above Emj,

where TE” ~ TE. is expected theoretically. From the measurement of the case without

ECRH superposition. it is found that the parallel diffusion is slightly larger than the

tlim’u‘vtical value(T[H > TL), though T, is the essential factor for (‘lvtt-rminiug it. With

ECRl-l superposition. the deviation of T,“ from tln- thmrctiral value is Ullllfllli‘t'll. Tll(‘l'l'

is an additional diffusion mechanism by EC‘RH superposition. which may result in the

deformation of the electron distribution in velocity space.
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1, Introduction
In the recent experiment in Heliotron E, the confinement study under the various magnetic

field configurations and the boronization of the vacuum chamber wall is continued with

NBKUP to 4 MW) and ECH(53 GHz and 106 GHz) for the additional heating method[1]. 1n

the last experimental term, the ion and the electron temperature were observed to rise with

the change of the potential in the outer confinement region during the 53 Glelz ECH pulse

injected into the NBI plasma. To clarify the difference of such effects against the deposition

profile of ECH, we use two gyrotron systems of 53 GHz and 106 GHz. Since the 106 GHz

system uses a focusing system, the power deposition is limited within the center region of

the plasma.

For the detailed transport study, we installed a TV Thomson scattering system for the

electron temperature and density measurements. We could obtain the electron temperature

and the density profile with the spatial resolution up to about 3mm. which is due to the

diameter of the injected ruby laser beam. As the ion temperature, a charge exchange

recombination spectroscopy(CXRS) system has been applied[2]. The local electron and ion

thermal diffusivities in the NBI and ECH plasmas are analyzed using detailed profiles.

2. The New Electron Temperature and Density Measurement System

The Thomson scattering system of Heliotron E consists of two injection Rb lasers and seven

detectors, three of which are newly installed TV camera systems. Another four detectors are

conventional systems, each of which uses eight photo multiplier(PM) tubes[3]. All detectors

are positioned at the back of the monochromator collecting the scattering light. The

scattering light of one beam line is observed by four PM based system and one camera

system. Another two camera system is oriented toward the other beam line. Two beam

lines are in the same poloidal plane and its distance is bent. By changing the position of the
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reflecting mirror under the Heliotron E vacuum chamber and of the Combination f‘musi
"8lens for the scattering light, this diagnostic system covers the wide area of a Pli'Srna as

shown in Fig.1. The camera system has a cooled CCD camera for thC converter of the
photons to the electric charge. The number of the pixels of the CCD Camera is 1000111000‘
The dimensions of the pixel sides corresponds to the 0.1 mm for the space and ()2 A fOr 1hr:
wave length. But the spatial resolution is limited by the diameter of the injected lam
beam(3mm in diameter). To subtract the plasma background light. a CCD screen is dil'ided
into two, one for the scattering signal measurement and the other for the background Signal.

To convert the measured camera signal to the number of photons. the corrections nfthe
relative sensitivity, the dark current, the distortion of the image, the wave length arr.-
required. The electron density is calculated using the strength of the Reilcigh Scattering
signal of the nitrogen gas. There are some sections where the stray light is too high and the
scattering measurement is very difficult. Under some condition. the signal peak in the
restricted area was observed, which was seemed to produced by the small dUSt(secmed to be
metal powder) in the vacuum chamber. The example of the temperature profile is shown in
Fig.2 The 5 shot signals of the camera system are averaged and processed in this cage.
But, this data was obtained under the unsatisfactory wall conditions after the air break for
the maintenance, the reproducibility of shot by shot signals was not so good. By using the
camera detectors and photo multiplier detectors for the various injection position(differem R
in Fig.1). the two systems can be Checked.

3. Transport Analysis of NBI and ECR Combination Heating
Thermal transport of NBI plasmas with ECH overlapping has been studied with PROCTR—
mod codc[4]. The target NBI plasma density was relatively Ion/(7L. =2x1013 cm'3). The ECH
power deposition profile is estimated using the decay time of the ECE signal after the ECH
turn-off as shown in Fig.3(a). The ECH power injected was about 500 kW The NBI power
deposition profile is obtained fromthe Monte Carlo calculation for the shine—through and theorbit Ioss(Fig.3(b)). In the overlapping phase, Ti(0) measured by the charge exchange neutral
energy analyzer was increased from 0.73 keV to O 91 keV, PNBtlo) also increased from 0.65
W/cm3 to 0.8 W/em3 because of the increment in To An example of the effect of the
additional ECH on xiv", compared with the only NBI ease, showed that x?” increased from
=1 1112/8 to ~15 mZ/s in the p>0,6 region while the change of 7‘f was small as shown in
Fig.4. For the explanation of the unchanged X?" in spite of the reduction of V,..in the ripple
transport region. the reduction in transport by Er modification is a candidate. In the outer
region of the plasma, Er changed more positively. The measurement of more detailed Te
profiles also remain to be done in order to obtain X?” in p<05
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e calculation results ofthe drift wave turbulenee(DWT) tnodels[5l, this
.t-Fparing with til

(1 to be due to the electrostatic electron(TE/CE) mode As for “/H ,Com ‘ .

creme!“ in X?” IS seeme

rement was expected

For the lnulti-modc tranSpOn model, the linear combination of the thermal
he nee-classical model. the toroidal in mode, the trapped electrord'l‘E) and

'n from the DWT model but such increment was not observed

some inc

experimentally,

difiitsivities from t

I

the circulating CICCHOMCE) mode, and the I-eSiSHVC gemodc are used as followslol:
r.

mmig.‘ _ A new \ _ I]. , _ 7/? L3: . F rue/“mic

X, T/xr +Ll‘] +L3/(u‘ TA! (1)

h H: for electrons and i for ions. The coefficients of the terms of toroidal iii mode and
w CIC _ —

t , _ ut- . mimic!

TEiCE mode are found to be in the order of 0(1 ) by eoniparim:y the All and A,

4.5ummal'y
For the detailed l

Hcliotron E. After the collection of the basic data for the evaluation of the photon number
ransport study. the TV Thomson scattering system was installed in

from the TVTS camera signals. the preliminary temperature profile was obtained. We must

refine the data processing to improve the data accuracy. The main problem is the stray light

ind the precise noise level evaluation. Our goal of the electron temperature and density

measurement is to achieve the 1cm spatial resolution front the accumulation of the data of

several to 10 discharges.

BV the additional ECH 1inJICCU’On into the NBi plasma. Ti increased by about (1.2 c.

One candidate for the explanation of this phenomenon is the increment of P NBl due to the Tc

increase. In this case‘ XI” was unchanged. More positive Er in the edge region was

observed in the ECH overlapping phasccase. The relation of the electric field and the

transport should be investigated in more detail.
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introduction: EXperimental plasma is not usually closed system. We continuously feed the

mcal energy as Poynting vector through the loop voltage. Plasma eject energy in various

elec such as the radiation of electromagnetic wave, particle loss and heat flux. Steady—state

£112; of the RFP magnetic field is sustained under these conditions. Here, we assume that the 1

magnetic field structure of RFP is maintained by the current density which is induced by the

classical Ohm's law and the a dynamo

Calculation of a (1') under some assumptions: The current density induced by the

classical Ohm's law is written as

jfifil‘mt’eB) jl=niE|P (1) i
_L H t

i
where we assumed that resistivity, 7] u , parallel to the magnetic field differ from perpendicular

resistivity, 27L. In addition of these current density, we introduce the current induced by an

effect called as a dynamo. If we assume the cylindrical symmetry, these current densities are

written as follows in the cylindrical coordinate,

. Bunxv __l_ -m; n E£B1+li§ Mb B (3)

’“senABi’rBD 1 CD) Conn “1“) n (2), .i, 211mb ( ' Cp)+ Conn “(0 I

Where Cf 71/ r] ,1. If we assume CF —> 0° and a (r)=0, equations (2) and (3) mm that the

cun’ent density is the same to Kadomtsev‘s paramagnetic current” induced by the Ohm's law.

We solve these equations about a (r) and V,(r), and obtain

1 . ED 1 .
01(r)=-7U'B—-—) (4), V,(r)=—2(E*B-ml"B)'e. (5)

B T] n B

where V,(r) is radial flow velocity of plasma and E=(0,0,V,mp/2 If R). If we assume that the

flow velocity does not appear anywhere in plasma, equation (5) is written as follows with

Maxwell's equations,

63, _ . 16 _ .
(3r _ “0-13 (6)1 r 61-0136) _ “o (7)

—=— —-——-— 8.
ar nuc Boar r ()
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To solve equation (8) for B ”(r), we make following assumption that radial profile of the axial
magnetic field is given beforehand by solving equation V x B = MOB, where /l (r) is derided
for the given value of pinch parameter, ®=Bg(a)/<BZ>, by using ofMBFM”. T0r0idat
magnetic field on the axis is also given beforehand. Now, we obtain the B L, , Bz,jfl andlz for
various values of El, and show the profiles of Boand Bx for T5200 cV, (El =1.5 and C53 in
Fig. 1 . This show that the poloidal magnetic field on the plasma surface becomes larger as the
toroidal loop voltage higher. Toroidal flux is however constant for various values of the 100p
voltage from the initial assumption. So that @value also becomes larger than that initially Used
to define the toroidal magnetic field, as the loop voltage becomes large and shown in Fig_ 2.

T—r—u—rl "1"r—1—-—Y‘1—r"‘1—

t L... LL. .,t.i..,t .,t .,
o 02 GA r/a

,L..,g_t_t_. hashietihgg
0.6 0.8 1 1.2 0 2 4 6 10

Loop Voltage [v]
Fig. 1. Radial profiles ofpoloidal magnetic field for various Fig. 2. The @value calculated for various 100p
loop voltage, where B, profile is given beforehand by using voltage by introducing Ca: 3, where initial
the MBFM for ® :15, BX(O)=O.3T, CD: 3 and 'I‘==200eV. @value is 1.5, l3x (0)=O.3T and Te=200eV,

The radial profile of a (r) needed to sustain the steady state RFP configuration is now
calculated from equation (3) and shown in Fig. 3. This shows that global dynamo action is
needed in the plasma column to sustain the RFP configuration if the loop voltage is not applied.

2.5 10’ V whom
7 -~Cl 4210 _ o— e

. ,x. .7
1.5107 , + a

"‘ —a7 79
N 71 10 ‘ ‘
é ; ‘ loop voltage
_5105 i. . . .,
“’
'C 3_D- o » i
(U l ‘.

-5105 ' _-..i .._.+lh,eah_._._t_es_._th_n.,
o 0.2 0.4 0,6 0.5 1 1.2

r/a

Fig. 3. Radial profiles of a for various loop voltage. Fig.4. Radial profile of 5 calculated from equilibrium
(C p: 3, G) =15, B.(0)=0.3T. TB=ZOOeV ) pressure for various loop voltage, when: [3 is defimd

as [surname/Bin).
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As the loop Voltage becomes large, a part of the Ohmic current becomes larger in the central

m 'on of the plasma column. But a does not decrease so much in the outer region of the plasma

column and has a peak near the reversal surface of the axial field. This is anticipated from that

10mg] current density Should not change its sign to sustain the reversal of the axial magnetic

field and it induced by loop voltage changes sign at the reversal surface. We can also expect to

confine a finite pressure of plasma without the flow velocity of plasma, because we introduced

the current which is perpendicular to magnetic field. These profile is shown in Fig. 4 for

various 100p voltage by using of the [3 values defined as 5 (r)= 2 [.1 0 P(r)/Bz(r).

Experiment on ATRAS—RFI’ Device”: The radial profiles of poloidal and toroidal

magnetic field are observed by using the magnetic probe may inserted in plasma column and

shown in Fig. 5. This shows that observed radial profile of the toroidal field shows that of low

evalue. But evaluated value from experimental result is about 2 and very high. These results

support our previous assumption given for the radial profile of the axial magnetic field. The

radial distribution of the Br fluctuation level is observed by using of the magnetic probes

inserted in plasma column. This fluctuation is shown in Fig.6 (a) and the radial profile of its

amplitude resemble closely to the profile of a (r) as shown in Fig.6 (b).

0.0015 0.002 0.0025 0.003

Time [sec]

~9— ‘l.80 ms] - iH a? 130‘ 3 A (b)
j ——e— 2.03 : ,

m" t «a t i
1 __ i . l _
r .m I \e\

(R,=50cm. rw=10cxn) — i p
i i i I i ‘

l I l I l

-5 B 5 lfllom) 0 Z 4 6' 8 10 12

r [em] tw r tcml lw

Fig. 5. Radial profiles of toroidal (a) and poloidal (b) Fig.6 (3). Raw data of dB/dt at each radial magnetic

magnetic fields plotted every 40 ,1 sec in the current probe position. (b). Radial profiles of the fluctuation

rising phase. amplitude of radial magnetic field, Br
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Discussion :'lhe poloidal current density which is induced parallel to the field line by
Ohm's low in the plasma column changes sign at the reversal surface. This prevent to SUStain
the steady state RFP configuration because the toroidal magnetic field right under the FEVersal
surface is produced by the poloidal current flowing in the outer region of the surface. In this
case the reversal surface shrinks toward the axis and the configuration is immediately destroy
so that poloidal current density should not change sign in plasma column to sustain the Steady
state RFP configuration. Introduction of C I, ( l < C F < 00) softens above result but it does not
change essentially the result. This rather induce toroidal current in the outer region of plaSma
column and make large poloidal magnetic field as seen in Fig. 5 and high the @value. (:51
means uniform resistivity and loop voltage does not produce any poloidal current in the Plasma
column. a dynamo may be one of the most essential candidate to prevent changing the Sign of
poloidal current density at the reverse surface and sustain the RFP configuration. It must Occur
with ,l (r) profile of MBFM when loop voltage does not applied as seen in Fig. 3. As the 100p
voltage becomes large, a (I) reduce in the central region of plasma column because of the assist
of the Ohmic current, and it does not almost decrease near the reversal surface to sustain the
poloidal cunent in the desired direction, as seen in Fig. 3. Most favorable loop voltage in the
calculated case is about 8.5 V by which Ohmic current most effectively assist a dynamo in the
central region of the plasma column. The radial distribution of the B, fluctuation level was
observed by using of the magnetic probes inserted in plasma column. This profile resemble
closely to the profile of a (r) as shown in Fig. 6(b). The loop voltage is about ten times
larger than the most favorable one mentioned above. It may come from that the high
voltage is nwded to produce the a dynamo.

Conclusion: It is essential to sustain the steady state RFP configuration that the poloidal
cunent does not change the direction in the plasma column. These plasma current flowing in the
plasma column with finite resistivity is driven by the toroidal loop voltage in our experimental
stage. If the resistivity of plasma is uniform, it can not drive the poloidal current. Introduction
of C; with finite value produce the poloidal current but can not prevent the change of sign on
the reversal surface. Although it makes large the (E) value than that expected from the toroidal
field configuration. This result explain the experimental result of high (9 which is higher than
that anticipated from toroidal filed profile observed by array of magnetic probes. a dynamo may
be one of the most essential candidate to prevent changing the sign ofpoloidal current density at
the reversal surface and sustain the RFP configuration. The radial profile is calculated for
various loop voltage and resemble closely to the radial distribution of the B, fluctuation level
which is observed by using of the magnetic probes inserted in plasma column.
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In this paper. we discuss the effect of aspect ratio on the dominant fluctuations in the

reversed'field pinch (RFP). Our motivation is that a higher aspect ratio RFP has more closely

spaced magnetic surfaces on which the dominant tearing instabilities resonate. This is

manifested experimentally in a broader spectrum of modes with poloidal mode number m = 1.

Since these modes interact nonlinearly [173], it is natural to expect that aspect ratio may affect

the m = 1 spectrum dynamics as well as the amplitude at which the individual modes saturate.

Thi
differ
fluctuation control.

Our approach is to use the three—dimensional initial value magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)

5 may then affect field line stochasticity and thus the quality of confinement. In addition,

ences in the modal dynamics with aspect ratio may influence practical approaches to

code DEBS [4]. Configurations with aspect ratios of 1.1, 2.2 and 4.4 are modelled. Key

features of the spectrum dynamics are then extrapolated to aspect ratio 8.8 for comparison with

the Extrap Tl RFP experiment [5]. In order to ease computational burden. the code retains only

key physics necessary for a basic self—consistent model of the RFP sustainment process:

namely, resistive diffusion and current driven modal dynamics. To date numerically modelled

RFPs have shown significantly higher fluctuation levels and narrower mode spectra than

experiments. However, by reducing the numerical damping (to the extent allowed by

computational resources) we are here able to reproduce the basic spectral dynamics seen in the

T] experiment at fluctuation levels within a factor of two of experimental measurements. For

these calculations we use a numerical viscosity of v = 2, a Lundquist number of S : 104 and

191 radial grid points.
The code is set to sustain a G) = 1.7 numerical plasma to model normal operational

conditions in T1. We first note that the properties of the final states remain virtually identical

when the aspect ratio is varied. Moreover, the resulting reversal ratio F : ~0.24 falls in the

middle of the Ti operational range (0 z 1.7; —0.3 < F < -0.2). In Fig. l we show time

averaged toroidal mode (11) spectra of the m = 1 modes, corresponding to aspect ratios 1.1, 2.2

and 4.4. We find that the average modal amplitudes decrease with aspect ratio. However, the
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speen-um broadens correspondingly, resulting in a negligible effect on the magnetic flumuati
. . . . . . . onlevel. The RMS l‘lLlCtLlfltll level diagnosed in the edge polordal field In these calculm'mns.. . . 15about 2%, which can be compared to about 1% 1n Tl at S : 105.

10‘3 t . . . . .

10"-

10—8 i l l L l | l

-40 -30 ~20 ~10 0 'IO 20 30 40
n

FIG. 1. Toroidal mode energy spectra of m = ] fluctuations in the edge poloidal field,
W601) = Time averaged [#901, n. m : l)/B(a)2, corresponding to aspect ratio 1.1 (—),
2.2 (- - -) and 4.4 (----).

To facilitate a quantitative comparison of them : l spectrum dynamics between the code
and the experiment, we diagnose the breadth of the spectrum according to its spectral spread
number NA. defined as:

W901) W901) *1
NI: 3; 2mm git/901")

where W501) = b32(a,n)/B(a)2 is the normalised edge poloidal field mode energy of the m = 1

mode as a function of toroidal mode number 12. N5 measures the inverse of the energy weighted
average fraction per mode of the total m = 1 energy. The computational results for N5 versus
aspect ratio is shown in Fig. 2. Two rates of increase of NJ with aspect ratio are found
depending on whether the spectral spread is measured on the time averaged spectrum, N:(We)
2 1.8R/a, or on the instantaneous spectrum then time averaged, N—Xt’Wa) = l + RM. The curves
intersect at R/a ~ 1, but diverge at higher aspect ratio. This means that at aspect ratio
approaching one, the same few MHD modes dominate the spectrum at all times whereas at high
aspect ratio different modes will take turn dominating the spectrum. At the Tl aspect ratio of
R/a = 8.8 the code predicts that a different subset of 10 modes out of a possible 16 would
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given time, Let, NAWO) ~ 16 and NRl’Vg) ~ 10. These results are in good

articitJute at any ° — g
p ment with measurements of Nitwg) '“ 15 to 19 and NJ-(Wg) ~ 11 to 12 on the T1
3 [83 . . v .

g ment The difference in modal dynamics With aspect ratio may be one reason why
eriexitoothing is not observed in T1 [6,7] as opposed to in MST [8].

521

16M l r l l

14 - u—nstwe) /./'
+ N5(W9) II/VI

/
12 ' ---- 1+R/a ./"'

lO . —-~-1.8R/a I/n/

T1 aspect ratio

R / a

FIG. 2. Spectral spread, N5, versus aspect ratio. The time averaged value of the

instantaneous spread. NSt), and the spectral spread of the time averaged Spectrum,

NAWQ), are both shown,

In order to quantitatively evaluate the effect of the variation in modal dynamics on the

field line diffusion rate, we use the field line tracing code TUBE [9] to evaluate the Rechester—

Rosenbluth magnetic diffusion rate D :(—Ar—f)/2AL [10]. We find that the average diffusion rate

is slightly higher in the R/a = 1.1 case, but the difference lies within the temporal variation in

the three cases. We therefore conclude that the magnetic diffusion rate is essentially independent

of aspect ratio.

In conclusion, the MHD dynamo mode spectrum broadens approximately linearly with

aspect ratio with a rate depending on whether the diagnosed spectrum is averaged over time or

obtained instantaneously. The spectra spread according to the formulae NEG/V79) : 1.8R/a and

NKWQ) = l + R/a. The different rates mean that at high aspect ratio different modes will take

turn dominating the spectrum. At aspect ratio approaching one, the same few MHD modes

determine the spectrum at all times. The numerical results extrapolated to aspect ratio 8.8 are in

good agreement with experimental observations on the T1 experiment. Moreover, the average

modal amplitudes decrease with aspect ratio in such a way that the magnetic field fluctuation

level as well as the stochastic field line diffusion rate are essentially independent of aspect ratio.
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We therefore expect no improvement in transport rate by changing a RFP'S aspect ratio_ 1:0r
mode stabilisation via active feedback [l 1], however, there may be an advantage at low aspect
ratio since there are fewer modes involved. On the other hand. stabilisation via current profile
modification may be easier at high aspect ratio since the modes tend to saturate at Smaller
amplitudes.
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1 Introduction

g fluctuations is critical to the improvement of confinement in the reversed—field

Experimental studies have indicated that the magnetic fluctuations

on. in the region radially inside the reversal surface of the toroidal
Reducin

pinch (RFP) plasma.

dominate the plasma transp

magnetic field, While eleCtta‘iC fluctuations dominate the region approximately from the

ace to the wall [1, 2]. In this paper, we report the characteristics of the

tside the reversal surface in the Extrap Tl RFP. These fluctuations

hange modes (g—modes) and are correlated with the magnetic
reversed 5q
electrostatic fluctuations ou

have features of resistive interc

fluctuations of internal tearing modes (resonant inside the reversal surface). In this study, the

edge plasma parameters and the electrostatic fluctuations were measured with a Langmuire

probe array [3]. The Characteristics 0f internal magnetic fluctuations have been studied in

detail previously [4]. The central electron temperature and density were measured with

Thomson scattering diagnostics [5].

2. Characteristics of edge electrostatic fluctuations

The radial profiles of the edge plasma density, temperature, potential, and their relative

fluctuation levels, reported in Ref. [3], showed the same features as in other RFPs. In the

lower frequency region (f < 100 kHz), the frequency spectra of the electrostatic fluctuations

were similar to those of magnetic fluctuations. In the higher frequency region (f> 100 kHz),

however, the spectra of the electrostatic fluctuations were much broader than those of

magnetic fluctuations. To study the poloidal and toroidal mode structures of electrostatic

fluctuations of different frequencies, simultaneous measurements were made with four

floating probes with 5 mm poloidal and toroidal separation. By means of the two—point

estimation method. the spectra 5071, n), S(n,f), and S(m, f) were estimated (m is poloidal

mode number and n is toroidal mode number). The results are shown in Fig. 1 (averaged over

10 discharges with plasma current 145 = 60 kA, pinch parameter 0 =1.65 i 0.05, and reversal

parameter F = -0.26 i 0.01, the probes were at minor radial r 2 a = 57 mm, a is the plasma

minor radius). In Fig. 1 the resolutions are Af= 15 kHz, An = 5 and Am = 0.5. In the

frequency f domain the largest power density is in the lower frequency region (f < 100 kHz).

A second peak usually appears in a frequency region 150 <f < 250, depending on r and

discharge parameters (in Fig. 1(a), it is at 180 kHz). The distribution of S(m, n) in Fig. 1(b)
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suggests that the fluctuations have almost isotropic mode number (or wavenumber) Spech'um
between positive poloidaI/toroidal direction and negative poloidal/toroidal dil‘CCti0n_ The
distributions of S(n. f) in Fig. 1(c) and S(m, f) in Fig. 1(d) further indicate that the mode
structures are different for the lower and the higher frequency components. The 10%;
frequency ( roughly, f < 100 kHz) components have a dominant toroidal mode number n in
the range -20 < n < O with the peak value at n = 10 and dominant poloidal mode “Umberm=
—1, 0. 1. A subordinate portion of lower frequency fluctuations has the n in the range 0 <n <
20. These mode structures and this frequency regime are very similar to those of magnetic
fluctuations of internal tearing modes, hence we call the lower frequency edge CICCFIOStafic
fluctuations internal tearing~mode~like fluctuations [6]. The higher frequency (f> 100 kHz)
fluctuations have, however, mostly negative I: (from n = 0 to ~45) and positive m .

l5 ‘ ' 60
(0) 4.0

a 10 r
«5\UT 8’

5 _ _

O

O 100 200 300 400 500

500
400-

1? 7?m 300- b:
>33 ~52\, 200* \vk. K.

100 ~
0
—60—40—20 0 20 4O 60

:1

FIG. I Spectra afedgefloming putentialflucrtmrionr. SO’), 5071, II), S(n,f), and S(m,f) are
shown in {a}, (b), (c), and (LI) respectively.

In Ref. 6, the nonzero bicoherence spectrum [)1 (f,,f3 ) of floating potential fluctuations was
one of the observations which indicated a correlation between internal tearing mode activity
and edge electrostatic fluctuations on Extrap T1 RFP. An explanation to such correlation was
proposed: during the process of magnetic island growth, magnetic field lines break and
reconnect due to the interaction between tearing modes, and the high energy particles in the
core plasma are transported to the edge region and cause changes in edge plasma potential,
density. temperature and their gradients. If such an interpretation is valid, the bieoherence
describing quadratic nonlinear coupling should be significantly non-zero for edge density
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rm
- 5 An experiment has been performed with the 4—pin triple probe located at r = 56

Humanoid] 21 globally identical discharges with 14) = 60 AA, 9 = 1.67 i 0.05, and F =
and W1 . . .
+ 0 02 The squared bicoherence spectra b“ (fhfgl for the electron denSity. electron

6 : - ' . . .
‘02 we floatina potential, and plasma potential are shown in Fig. 2. The four spectra are

a ' h . . a . .
lamp: with the same contour levels. The statistical error of b“ (f,,j3 ) is 0.02. and the

pic“8

maximum cal .
1, Three P01“

(2) We specifically address the significant non-zero bicoherences which

culation error is about 0.08, estimated using a simulated signal with a -20 dB

_ leve ts are addressed here: (1) The highest squared bicoherence appears on
110159 _

[y fluctuations;densi . . . . . .
ternal teariiig—mode-like fluctuations iionlinearly couple With itself and

indicate that the in

-[h higher frequency COmpOnents; and (3) The lowest bicoherence appears on elem-on
WI

uetuations, Compared to the other three parameters, and its maximum value

imit of the error bar of b2(f1,f3 liii Fig. 2. This result supports the

he cause of the correlation first described in Ref. 6.

temperature fl

0.12 provides 3 upper 1

sed explanation to t
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FIG. 2 Bico/ierciice b"(f,,f_.) Spectra Uftlic erlgcfluctuari'ons nf(c1) electron density. (1;)

electron temperature. (b)floating potential, and {dlp/asma potential. The contour levels

are 0.05, 0.10. 0.16, 0.23, 0.30far all the sub-figures. Max is the maximum value of bltfpfz).

In Ref. 6 we reported that a similar amplitude scaling with toroidal plasma current was

observed for all three types of fluctuations: (1) magnetic fluctuations of internal tearing

modes. (2) internal tearing-mode—like electrostatic fluctuations in edge plasma and (3) high

frequency electrostatic fluctuations in the edge plasma. The normalized fluctuation levels

increased with increasing 1¢ , as shown in Fig. 3(a). Here we investigate the relationship

between the fluctuation levels and the plasma pressure gradients with increasing I¢ . The
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results are shown in Fig. 3 in which each point is the average of about 20 or more discharges
with constant pinch parameter 9 = 1.65 i 0.05. There is no systematic change amen
electron pressure profiles in a 3 mm wide radial region near the wall, but the shot to 511m
average is large (Fig. 303)). However, when the edge electron pressures are compared to the
central ones measured by Thomson scattering [5], the global pressure gradients Should be
increased with increasing l¢. Thus the higher fluctuation levels are observed to CorresPond to
the higher pressure gradients, which is a feature of resistive g—modes.
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FIG. 3 Comparison between edge plasma potentialflucmatlon levels (a) and the
electron pressures Pp near the wall (b), at the plasma mollot' radius (a), and at the plasma
center ((1). in the plasma current l¢ scan apartments.

3. Summary

The characteristics of electrostatic fluctuations in the edge plasma in the Extrap T1 RFP have
been studied in detail. and compared to magnetic fluctuations. It has been shown that the
edge electrostatic fluctuations have features of resistive interchange modes and are correlated
with the internal tearing modes. The tearing mode induced particle transport is likely to be
responsible for the correlation. The results suggest that a suppression of the internal tearing
mode activity may lead to a reduction also of the edge electrostatic fluctuations and the
related particle loss in the reversed—field pinch configuration.
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I. Introduction
The inductively driven reversed-field pinch (RFP) maintains its equilibrium magnetic field

Configuration through a dynamo mechanism which couples the applied toroidal electric field to

the poloidal current in the edge region. Self-consistent modelling of RFP dynamics based on

magnerohydrodynamic (MHD) theory has demonstrated the dynamo effect in numerical plasmas,

arising from the nonlinearevolution ofm = l MHD instabilities, destabilised by resistive diffusion

of the equilibrium [1.2]. The MHD picture of RFP dynamics and mean field sustainment has

recently received Strong support by a series of experiments [3.4]. The magnetic fluctuations

associated with these global modes form a relatively magnetic high fluctuation level of 1—2%

about the equilibrium fields. These instabilities resonate in the plasma core and the close

proximity between the rational surfaces in the RFP favours magnetic island overlapping and field—

line stochastisity. Recent direct measurements of particle and energy transport on the MST RFP,

indicate that transport is ambipolar and that magnetic fluctuations can account for the total energy

transport in the bulk plasma [5]. Indeed, transient suppression of these fluctuations, by pulsed

current profile control, has been shown to double the energy and particle confinement times in

MST [6].
In this paper we present a study of the global powerbalance and magnetic fluctuations with

current to line density ratio UN, in the Extrap T1 REF [7]. The study was performed keeping the

plasma current at I.» = 60 kA, the pinch parameter at (E) = B9(a)/<B¢> : 1.7, but varying the fill

gas density, thus scanning I/N over the range 5X10‘l4 to 17><10’l4 Am.

II. Results and discussion

In agreement with previous observations on several RFPs [8,9], we observe a shallow

minimum in the resistive loop voltage Vt..." (fig. 1a) with UN. In T1 this minimum occurs around

l/N z 12><10'M Am. However. in the present study spectroscopic measurements of ZejfllO] allow

us to separate the fraction of the input power dissipated by fluctuating components from the input

power associated with ohmic dissipation of the mean, (in = 0, n = 0), current (assuming Spitzer

resistivity). We use edge measurements of F = B¢(u)/<B¢,> and O to model the mean current

profiles. This is doneby solving VXB :llB +lloB><VplB2 using [,1(r) = q-B/BZ = ZOO/afl—(r/IIW)
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and [7(l‘)=fiOBOZ/2,Un(l—(I‘/(l)4)2 to match 200W
a. Go and ,80 with the measured B9: A 150 _ q.) (a)
2t10<p>/392(a), F and G). The resistivity 5 9
is calculated from measurements of Te E 100 - 9 ‘9 ‘
and 29]] (fig. lb-c), assuming a flat 2f > 50 — _
profile and a EU) 2 0.9M) (l 7 (r/a)4) + 0
0.1Teo temperature profile. The total inf 300MW
put power P = Vigopla is separated into a A 700 _ 4’

Spitzer part P5 : Inf-Edt’ (fig. 2a) and a in: _ -
remaining anomalous part PU=P~PS ["3 100- e S Q

-

(fig. 2b), which is dissipated due to the
fluctuations. 0M

We first note that T,. and njscale in 3.0 C
such a way that P5 decreases gradually 2'5 - fl} ‘
with I/N, as the ohmic dissipation ofjm‘ol Ni 3.0 _ ‘
decreases, Consequently, the variation in aa
anomalousinputpowerisresponsible for 1‘5 ' Q G ‘
the minimum in Vim”). Pa decreases 1.0 . _J
initially in the low I/N regime, as the 0 5 10 15 20.14
plasma collisionality decreases. However, UN (10 Am)
above [/N : 12X10-I4Pu increascsmpidly, Figure I. Ensemble averaged quantities a) resistive loop

voltage Vt...» I1) [inc averaged electron temperature '1" and c)The scaling or [he “13ct fluctuation eflectiro ionic charge aplotted verxusI/N
level, diagnosed as the normalized RMS

value of fluctuations in the edge toroidal field, 53¢((I)/B with [/N is shown in Fig. 2c. These
fluctuations are dominated by m = 0, 1,2 global mode activity. In the MHD model, the dynamo
(fluctuation induced) electric field Ef : — <v><b> must scale like S’I (were S = TR/TA is the
Lundquist number). However, this dependence can split between the velocity and the magnetic
fluctuations ranging from v~S", b~50, to v~50, b~S‘l. In the low I/N regime we find that
5B,,(a)/B decreases with decreasing plasma collisionality like 5‘09. Above 1/N=12><10‘l4
however, the settling changes and the magnetic fluctuation level remains constant, or increases
slightly. We note that the deviation from the 63¢((1)/B~S‘0>9 scaling coincides with a rapid increase
of the average electron mean free path Jimfp (fig. 2d). We also remark, however, that variations in
the resistivity profile may affect the scaling of 5B¢(a)/B with the experimental S, calculated from
central, or line—average, measurements [11]. Summing up, the rapid increase of Pa, above
[W = 12><10‘I4 in T1, coincides with a) a clear change in the scaling of 5B¢(a)/B with S and b) a
strong increase in the electron mean free path. Theoretically, Pu can be interpreted as being
dissipated in the modal dynamics associated with the dynamo (in the selficonsistent MHD
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Figure 2 Etperilnemal scalingx Ufa) Spitzer input power PS, [7) anomalous input power Pa and c) edge

nmgneticfieldfluctuation level 5B¢(a)/B versus l/N.

model), or as resulting from momentum transfer from the core to the wall due to ”test particle"

diffusion of field aligned electrons (in the kinetic dynamo model (KDT) [12]). The validity of

Ohm’s law in the core plasma has yet to be verified, but the MHD dynamo electric field has been

shown to balance Ohm’s law in the edge region of MST [3]. In any case, the increase in Pu in T1

appears to be related to the exceeding of a "threshold-like" value in UN.

In Fig. 3 a) and h) we show the scaling of poloidal beta B9 and energy confinement time TE

with [W (T; is measured from Doppler broadening). We find that fig is around 18% at the highest

densities, falling to aconstant level ofabout 13- 14% at lower densities. This means that the energy

content remains essentially constant when the plasma collisionality decreases (trading density for

temperature). This, in turn. implies that the two—fold increase in the anomalous input power in the

high I/N regime does not stay in the plasma. The scaling of TE subsequently shows only a weak

improvement as the collisionality decreases with UN.

111. Summary
We have studied the effect of plasma collisionality on global power balance and magnetic

fluctuations in the Extrap T1 RFP. We find that the decrease in the input power associated with

ohmic dissipation of the mean current, with decreasing plasma collisionality. is counteracted by

a rapid increase in the anomalous input power Pll in the high l/N regime. This gives rise to a
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Figure 3. Experimental scaling/S Ufa) [mimic/(II [39 and 1)) energy confinement lime {Ewitlz l/N.

characteristic minimum in the loop voltage. which occurs around [/N z 12><10'14 in T 1. The rapid
increase in Pa coincides both with a change in the scaling of the magnetic fluctuation level With
Lundquist number and with a strong increase in the electron mean free path. Since Core
measurements ofthe MHD dynamo electric field are not available, we avoid commenting on the
origin of the increase in P“ in the context of MHD and kinetic dynamo theory. In any case. the
enhanced anomalous input power does apparently not stay in the plasma — as the total energy
content remains essentially unchanged, trading density for temperature in the high I/N regime. A5
a result the energy confinement time improves only marginally as the temperature increases with
[/N. The results are consistent with the View that dynamo related magnetic fluctuation driven
transport limits the confinement performance of high temperature plasmas in present generation
inductively driven RFPs.
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Fist Results from the International RFP Confinement Database
1
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1 Introduction
Tlii5 paper describes the iirst studies directed towards assemblyinga confinement database Ifor

RF? [1] experiments . with input from as many machines as possrble. Initially data is being

included and analysed from five machines REX, MST, TP E-IRM'ZO and Extrap-Tl, winch are

currently operating. and ZT~402 it is hoped soon to include previously obtained data from HBTX

(which is not operational). The objective is to find an RFP confinement characterization which

is not machine-specifiC, to determine the key parameters governing confinement over a large

range of size (0.057 S a S 0.50 m) and aspect ratio (3.0 g R/a g 8.8), and to provide guidelines

for operatiOIi of present machines and design of future machines. The database consists of data

from individual discharges and averages over similar discharges. It differs from previous work in

that a variety of conditions are used from each device, rather than a. single condition for which

confinement was optimized. There was no data selection based on confinement results. but

selections were made in terms of operating regimes. The main features of the five experiments

included are given in Section '2. In this paper the general approach and method of analysis is

described and seine preliminary results given to illustrate how the procedures can be applied.

2 Contributing Experiments
RFX, the most recent machine to operate, is a large [R = 2.0 m, a. = 0.46 m) air—core device

designed for toroidal current up to '2 MA although the present data set is limited to 0.8 MA

[‘2]. RFX has full carbon tile coverage. In experiments conducted so far the performance of

RFX has been improved by reducing field errors and optimizing the equilibrium, but locked

modes are always observed which influence the plasma behaviour. Modification to the machine

to improve the magnetic configuration are underway and experiments will restart in October.

RFX contributed 98 single shots to the database.

MST has the same volume as RFX at the lowest aspect ratio (R : 1,5 m, a : 0.50 m) and lowest

toroidal current density [(1.3) < 0.9 BIA/1n?) of the set [3]. The current density limit arises from
the maximum iron core flux swing of ‘2 Wb. The conducting shell acts as the vacuum vessel

and therefore is very close to the plasma (b/ri : 1.04). The inner wall is mostly aluminum, with

carbon tiles in areas of strong plasma-wall interaction. MST has very good magnetic geometry

because of the shell design except at the poloidal gaps, and much effort has been given over

several years to minimize the effect of field errors. with large reductions in loop voltage and

suppression of locked modes at the gap. MST contributed '24 shotnveraged measurements to

the database.

TPE-lRM20 ("TPE") is a mediumsize device (R = 0.75 m, a : 0.1.0 m) with a stainless-steel
liner and molybdenum limiters [Hi] This machine has accurate equilibrium control, triple shell
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I Bl) (T) [/.‘\“'(10’”.-\m) O R/a (L (m)
INK l 0.22—0.39 1.5-5.5 1,264.50 4.4 0.46
MST 01270.24 2,140.0 1.67—1.90 11.0 0.50

TPE-lRXll‘lO) 0.12-0.20 6.871? 1.19-2.06 3.9 0.19
Extrapfl‘l 0.100.313 «LS—H 1.63-2.26 0.8 0.06
'/.T~l0.\l 0.0670433 2,370.7 1.30—1.49 5.7 0.20

Table 1: Ranges otcontrol parameters for the full database.

1 [3,, [/N O [f/(t (1
3,, 1.00 0.37 A030 701—! 0.15

I/.\' 0.3T 1.00 0.22 0.33 -0.0-l
0 -0.30 0.22 1.000 -0.10 0.02

H/rl >011 033 -0.10 1.000 70.30
0.4-3 -0.6-l 0.02 0.80 1.000(

Table ‘2: Simple Pearson correlation coefficient between the five control parameters for the entire
database 01210 measurement (equally weighted)

structure with close proximilv to the plasma and feedback compensation of shell gap error field,
a feature which has led to better performance . TPE contributed ‘23 shot-averaged meaSurements
to the database.
ZT-40M is another medium—size device ([2 : 1.11 m. a : 0.20 m) [5] which was shut down in
1991. after many years of successful operation. It had a conventional shell bellow liner assembly
with field error control. ZT—»10.\l contributed 128 single. shots to the database.
Extrap-Tl ("T1") is the smallest of the devices (R : 0.50 m. a = 0.057 in) with the largest
aspect ratio. T1 has the highest current density capability ((J¢) < 9 MA/mg). It has a brass
shell and a metal bellow liner. with error field compensation [0] T1 contributed 10 shot-averaged
measurements to the database.

3 Database
In order to quantify confinement scaling. one needs to define the control parameters and the
parameters which are measured under variation of the control parameters. RFP devices have two
universal control parameters: the toroidal current 1,, and the pinch parameter 6 E Bg(a)/(B,i,).
In addition. some devices have allowed the variation ofdensity over a, considerable range at fixed
current. providing an additional density control parameter.
It is desirable to separate the eifect of size from sizeeindependent variations among the control
parameters. For instance. larger machines have larger toroidal current. but not necessarily larger
poloidal field. We have chosen a set of control parameters for the analysis which reduces the
colinearity between size (a) and the other parameters. They are: poloidal field B0 : pulp/km
(rather titan IN). 1/)" = [p/xa'ln‘i. (rather than 7133). 0. 12/1; and a. Table 1 summarizes the
ranges of these parameters. while Table ‘2 displays the correlation matrix among these parameters
for the database.
The strongest correlations are between [/N and (r, as the smaller machines tend to run at higher
[/N. and between R/rt and a. as the T] has very high aspect ratio while MST has the smallest.
It is therefore diilicnlt to cleanly separate a dependence on density or aspect ratio from one on
size for the. full dataset.
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radia
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IIFM rut'\'t‘-‘~

7:12:03! ”tr"
Ill? dal ”ham-

‘0‘] pmvr‘l'

l shin” 111.3 various mat hine locations in the 1’7 (9 plane together with the lil‘M [T] and

[53, The live machines lie along; thrcc distinct F 7 O trajectories. \vitli ltl’X and

utinn timing the cluw‘st to the fully relaxed ISFM curve. In the piment \‘I‘rsion of

nnlt' Tl has :i large variation 0f (9.

4 Examples of initial results obtained

It is a qllilp gcneral result that electron temperature depends on UN. assuming higher values

when UN is higher. 'l‘hiS is shown in Fig. '2. However, the observed decrease of '110 at. high

density does not prvvent the electron polOiditl beta from following the opposite trend, reaching

for each t’X])t‘l'lItIt‘ltl the best values a.t.‘thc lowest value of I/:\'.

A quite gencrnl trend for the. normalized loop voltage MHZ/2R to {Immune with I/N is also

found (see Fig. :5). lnu‘u'alingly, the. fit-htt‘l' slope. in the. plot. is produced by RFX data, which

the lower l/‘.‘\' values. To compare average electrical resistivities (: Vial/Fill) it
operates at .

her that the UNDGI'IIHCHLR operate in difleicnt current ranges, with RFX
is important to rcmem

characterised hvihn highcr (nrronts.

5 Discussron

The principlm of the ill-“P data base have. been described and it has her-n .e up in its. first

with thn ultimate aim of characterizing the confinement in a mm which is not machine

specific. The control parameters choose-n are By. UN, (9. R/a and ti. One problem is how

to take into account the fact that different. machines tend to operatc in (liifcrent regimes egg.

of [//\7_ H (see iigurr-s) and have different equilibrium control and field error correction, which

illt‘:tll_\' influence the plasma behaviour. As an illustration. :1 decreaw of f} with

form.

can system;

[/N' which is “illvlv reported. corresponds to an increase with dcn>ilv and a slow decrease

with current but the dvlailed dependence, on say 1),, may itself depmnl on whether the machine

operates at high or low l/.\'. For example. the question of whether ,3 hills with current. at very

high value an important RFX objective - remains unanswered. Similarly the confinement

time depends on lltt' “magnetic geometry" and devices operate in ditl‘orent regimes in this regard.

The next. stage of the work is to examine some of those problems further. in order to develop

the analysis such that it cam give reliable information on the key confinement parameters.

This marl: fflt'ttHfl purl of a study carried out under an [EA l111])lrlnrltlltl[] agreement. The

authors mun/(I lil‘r to than]: Don Baker and Jim Phillips for providing lll( ZT—fl) data and

Lionel/o .l/(u'rrl/rfur hclp in [he rrnnlygis.
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r”
stabilisation of the Ideal m = 1 Internal Kink

by Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating

KG NIcClements. RO Dendy, RJ Hastie and TJ Martin

UKAEA Gm‘ernment Division. Fusion: Culhany Abingdon. ()xfordshire

0X14 SDB‘ United Kingdom [UKAEA/Enratmn Fusion Association)

1. Introduction

he successful use of ion “Felotron resonance heatingr (ICRH) to suppress sawteeth in

JET [1] has Stimulated inter?“ 1n the. stabilising IneCllaniSIn“an?1 it? relation to the

heated minority inn distribution Fh; The. stabilising; etiect of 11]}Hf’rlty 10H? ()Il sa‘l'teeth

can be falc‘lhitt‘d ill tErms of CCEI‘I‘eehons to the plasma enél‘gf}, bl‘l hm assoeiated With an

m S 1 kink diSplacement S We take the low fi‘e‘lllency lllllnt u) << (@1l << 33)., Whe’ie

(will) and um. are the the honnce aveyagC‘d precessmnal dutt frequency and diamagnetic

frequency 0f the mummy Ions. The trapped ion p011t-Ub11t10n to Minot )8 then [‘3]

r1 l/Hmm 00 3F 12
C 5/297 c2 ‘1‘ B n/ swig—h Ice—”— ‘ 1Ollln 2 "1'77Ihg A m /1/B,mx 0/ m r a" IC+HL ( l

where, ”1t is the minority ion energy, /\ : ”/5 where l1 is magnetic moment, 7'] is the.

lius of the q : 1 surface, Br. is the magnetic field onenxis‘ s(r) E (r/q/dr, and
MK

I : fl cost} , I. z 74% Hsiiifi ' [q : %fi ('0q . (2)

C 27((1—/\B)‘/2 _ 2fi{1e,\B)1/2 ‘ 2n(1—,\B)1/Z

Here B : BU {1 — ecosfi}, Where 6 E r/RU is the local inverse aspect ratio and 6 is

poloidal angle. The passing ion contribution to Mi’hm is

. , r1 ‘2” r122 52 . an
Ml]. ,:7rm;,/ / *h‘dQ—COSH/ rldrvc(2—/\B)——, (3)

[I o . 0 HO HO p Or

where P denotes the passing region of velocity space and R is distance from the sym-

metry axis. If M'Vllm. E 61131“ + (SW-Mp > 0 the minority ions have. a stabilising influence,

attributable to conservation of poloidal magnetic flux through the precessional drift
orbit

2. Model Distribution

When expressed in terms of r, 8 and n, the function F;,(;l,€,r) must be. independent
of 6 [2], but should depend on the ICRH power deposition density‘ which we assume to
be of the form

.‘JC 26 22

RIO-,6) : Po exp {el—El; — Kg} (4)

where Z is distance from the. midplane and P0, 6, :_\. are constants. The peak power
deposition density on a given flux surface is then

A T2

PAT) 2 Pg exp {A§}i
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“'e {155111110 1-] to he of the form [2* Bl

Twp-i Titi't Tilt")

2',-G- ,3/2 13l 5— Bi.F,l(,,‘¢-.,.)=M('n) 1{_,[#+w]} (G)
,L '

“.119”, 71/1 is the minority ion rlensity‘ G is H normalimtion farm]; Tilt") is arbitrarrHi: : :iZF/ZZ' éilld

U

Titl‘t 1 Ptltl'lre/‘Zmp
(7)where Ta is the minurity ion slowing’ down time. In the outer midplane PI. is lmakedat pitch angles correspunding to lmunee retleetion at H : 9“, This is consistent WithFokker Planck r'alCulntiuns of ion (iiHU‘ilHlEiOllS heated liy lC‘RH.

3. Summary of Analysis

NH” has 2L finite imaginary part, which arises physically from the Landau I‘CSUnmiccof heated ions near the trapped passing; boundary. To leading order in 1 — q and slllinl ‘\' —(lir1\.5)3 and Relztll],.) 11.x/2 71+ (1). Integration by parts is 118mlto express the. real and inung‘inary part5 of (911.1,. in terms of F}, rather than its partialderivatives. Using the expre ion for E, given liy Eq. (6). the energy integral in E9 (1)ran then he evaluated in terms of F funr‘tions. The velm'ity space integrations in bl/VMPcan also he performed analytically, leaving only n set of single and double integrals toevaluate numerically [2].
It is convenient to t'nmpzire All-hm to a quantity ll’o which appears in thf.‘ MHD toroidalenergy rill" 7’ [4]:

_ 13 , _ r “ 9B9(‘ll{fl:llu(m*.d,i>tlitjul. ”0:07" (R—l) Rafi, (S)u, flu

where it], is the poluirlal beta and q” is the safety factor at r : 0. Numerical compu-t.zitions of {1‘7”}a E (SUN/ll], and (Ml‘mt E HUMP/HY” are presented in the next.section.

4. Numerical Results

(”Hm wales linearly with the IC‘RH pmx'er. and is independent of the minority ionconcentraticui: the energy transferred via L‘yelntrmi resonance to minority ions dependsonly on the power input. \Ve ronsitler 3He inns and 21 power deposition profile withA : 20cm. The tollmving radial prufiles are mlopted fur q and 11],:

9,, 1/11 0 1/1!q:qtr.{17172(r/ur} . m,=u;,n{1—<r/ar} . (9)
where r/ is minor radius. Figs. 17-} show the e wt; of varying ICRH power FCy 0T 2TH/TL (1” and 1/. Unless otherwise stated (1“ : 0.7 and 1/ : 1‘ so that. r] 2 0.46mln gCIltfl‘Hl‘ Remll'h‘JN + (rill'm,)_;\v. is positive definite. i.e. the hot. ions are, alwaysstabilising Fig. 1 shows that (\ll'h,” depends only weakly on uyu If my << 1, the.
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donnnant contribution comes from trapped ions: if QT ~ 1‘ the passing and t1.
components are of comparable magnitude. Fig. 2 illustrates the result that 611nm
Stability requires (51171101 )N to exceed )(13/1-14— 9);“: )( 1 7 [10 )I if the pressure is isotropic:in fact, the. pressure contains a large contributicm from anisotropic minority ions a
50 51“.”) is llllliIlOWll- BM MUM will stabilise the m : 1 internal kink if y nd

6 < 13 + 1 (R (611* ) + ( xn' ) > 1/“ 04 (16”— ¥ 0 ' .r .r 2 . — ,t p 144 17 00 hot .\ ( hip .\ o (10)

Stable values of fl}, well above the MHD threshold value of (13/14411/2 2 0.3 thus exist
Figs. 3 and 4 show that REMWIM 1N increases as rl/u is reduced, and for r] < ”.30 the
stabilising; effect of passing ions is dominant. “lien 7‘1 2 (1.3a, the marginally Stable
{31. is about 1.0, irrespective of go and 1/. Finite values of 1111(61‘1'1“) imply finite modefrequencies3 and selfeconsistcncy requires u} << <u.’([h)i For the model parameters Used
to obtain Figs. 1 4, this condition is satisfied: w is typically less than 10% of (wdh)
Zabiégo et al. [5] found that passing ICRH heated ions in Tore Supra have a. greaterstabilising effect than trapped ions. Using Tore Supra parameters, we also find
(él’l'lhrplN > RCMIVMLV, despite a (liifercnt representation for Fh: Zflbiégo ct al, ne<
glectcd deeply trapped heated ions. In our model, deeply trapped ions have a significantstabilising influence.

5. Conclusions

An energy principle has been used to examine the stabilising effect of ICRH on Zero
frequency m = 1 internal kink displacements, believed to be associated with sa\vteeth_
The assumed form of the heated minority ion distribution is based partly on the modelof Stix [3], and is peaked at pitch angles corresponding to banana tips lying, in the heated
region. The contribution of heated ions to the kink energy 611101 is insensitive to the
anisotropy of those ions. The ideal m : 1 kink mode can be stable for ,3], ~ 1 7 wellabove the MHD instability threshold value of 0.3. Both trapped and passing minority
ions contribute to stabilisation. which is most easily arhieved if rl/a is small.
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LIntroduction

It has been observed in many tokamaks that pellet injections can cause a flattening or

even an inversion of the shear profile in the core region of the plasma. Immediately after

the injection: moderate-n. ballooning modes (n is the toroidal mode number) have been

measul‘ed- A plausible explanation for the presence of these modes is found in the. linear

ideal and resistive niagnetohydrodynamic (MHD) stability calculations which have shown

the existence moderate-n ballooning instabilities appearing in regions of the plasma where

the magnetic shear is low and the pressure gradient is high [1]. These modes, often refered

as “infernal" modes? are unstable for beta’s well below the stability boundary predicted

by the linear n 4 oo ballooning mode. theory. They are relatively localized in space (a

radial expansion of about 1/10th of the minor radius of the torus). and therefore the

understanding of their evolution in a tokamak discharge is important regarding plasma

confinement. First nonlinear calculations were performed in cylindrical geometry with a

[OW-shear profile in the plasma core for a singlehelicity resistive infernal mode [2] show

ing a complete flux rearrangement and flattening of the pressure profile in the low—shear

region. The study of these modes in low aspect ratio plasmas has mainly be hindered in

the past by computer performances.

2.Discretization method

The toroidal full MHD initial value code XTOR. [3] has been optimized to deal with

moderate-n ballooning instabilities. XTOR computes the resistive MHD stability equa

tions
[1% = (V X B) x B — Vp -|— ”n

371:): : Vx(v><B)—V><(27V><B) (1)

0p
! : —‘ . — . /at FpV v (v l

using Fourier decomposition in the toroidal and the poloidal directions and finite differ

ences in the radial direction. The time evolution is handled with a predictor—corrector

method. For an amelioration of the performances of the code, the time evolution scheme

which previously was semi-implicit for the predictor and for the correctoi' step has been

modified:
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I)” + bit—1Predictor: I), = —0~+A/Fb(1‘n.hn)

I" : [In +)]Jn_1 +A/1ii.tl‘rz~llwil

Corrector: (I — CHM“ 711,2) : A117,.(I'mti’.p‘l
l‘, 11”..but , b. : sini#.m
1'" *i'dl‘, 1 .[1.1+] —]1n = A1E7(——q 1+ .p J

The cycle is completed by a fully implicit resistive step [or B after the corrector 1
The new scheme requires only one inversion ol‘ 1 ,(j per time step. where (1' : ARLO ,
is the numerical stabilizing operator which depends on the linearized ideal MUD stabil—ity operator L0 and a useredefined constant c. The numerical stability properties of this
scheme are close to the ones of the original Version of XTOR. The matrix of G i)- the
most memory demanding; element of the code, and thus strongly limits the resolutio“ of
interinediateen modes. For this purpose. G has been restructured. The old version ofKTOR was solving eq.(l) with (11.B,pl as unknowns. Now, I 7 C only acts on ‘v. The
new [70' matrix is liloepentadiagonal with blocs of size 97712 (m is the number of poloida]
modes for the resolution). The. gain is of a factor 3.3 in 111e1nory 21nd of a lactor 4 per
time step in cpn towards the old formulation. Second: a. preeconditioncd iterative CGS
((,7t')iiji,1gat.e Gradient Squared) method was implemented for the inversion (ill I — G'. The
memory space required by this method depends on the preeconditioner. The disadvantage

Ere].

ol an iterative method is that every iteration costs at least twice the cpu~tiine as one time
step. Thus, the time evolution of a nioderatevu ballooning modes is computed in two
steps. First. exact LU decompositions are used in the linear growth phase ot the mode,
and second. the (‘GS method is applied in the nonlinear phase of the evolution where a
lot of resolution is required. The most appropriate choice for the proconditioner is an
incomplete Lt" decomposition of I _ G.

3.Ti1‘ne—evoluti0n of a 11:5 ballooning mode

The code is used tor the computation of the tirneevolution of an equilibrium with
aspect ratio .4 : —l. circular plasma crossescction and a conducting shell at the plasma
surface. Fig. 1 shows the pressure and the magnetic shear profile of the equilibrium. This
equilibrium is linearl"
and ti (see lilig. 3). "the closed circles are ideal growth rates. and the open circles are
obtained with a Lnndquist number ol .9 : it“. Here. the ideal nonlinear evolution ol
the n : :3 mode is computed.

.able to n —> a: ballooning modes. and unstable only for n : 5

This is done to investigate it the saturation due to the
pumping of stable harmonic s a generic behavior as for instance for the internal )2 = 1
Link modes. The com )utation is effected with 130 radial n‘rid )oints densitied in theO

high 31'Cssnrr' U‘radient re ion. a )oloidal band width of 53 modes and l harmonics. Fifi.i s s D
I} re )1‘esents the kinetic cnerfiv ol' the n : 5 and its harmonics versus time normalizedl n.
with respect to the Allrén charactcristir time on the magnetic axis 11,. The linear phase
of the evolution occurs in a classical way. The unstable l'undamental modes starts to
pump the stable harmonics at. about 200011,. However. at the moment where one would
expect a nonlinear saturation [in this case at about 4000 Tu). the harmonics, which are
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1 t the beginning of the time evolution, become unstable, This. behavior looks at

slab e a .io’llt like a ljiifurcation. i.e.high~n ballooning modes are destabilized nonlinearelv
a a

. .
.‘t

_
x r I -

the-mime time m'olurmm but a (-ai-etull mSpection of these results has revealed another
(7

i
.

.
I I

I
‘

dunnzml Pml’lfi’m which must unpei-atively be eliminated before any possrblc pliyslcal

numei '

interpret at ion.

4 Numerical deStabilization 0f the Alfvén continuum

The P001. representation of the magnetir potential leads to local numerical instabilities.

analytical stability Criteria such as Suvdam or Mercier are globally fullf'illed. It the

stability problem is Solved in Variational form, these modes can be stabilized by adding; a

enalty' function to the potential energy [4]. But this method is inappropriate when the

ar MHD equatiOns are solved in conservative form. This can be illustrated with

even it

noIlline . . . , . _
the 1.D reduced linear resrstive MHD stability equations

7‘1)“- : .r ‘11” — Dp
‘r‘T‘ : <14) —|- amt! [-3)

w : (I)

(Ix \11 and D r651). are the fluid displacement pcrpein'licular to the ecniilibriuni magnetic

field. the magnetic flux perturbation and a constant proportional to the pressure gradient

and ,1 : ’loll — .151). Mixed boundary conditions are imposed at .r j: i. in ideal MHD

(i, E U). eq.(‘3) reduces to “HQ-I + (think-1L D‘l) : U. The spectrum of 731.1267) is

bounded from below by 1/4. This property is preserved only if the :iliscretized coil)

ational in the limit of ideal MHD. i.e.if (139,.) . : #11411“. in the definition
remains vari

interval. This Condition can not be satisfied if both (T) and ‘11 are clit‘rctized on the basis

of piecewise linear functions. Indeed. (D can be chosen as (5(1) or an approximation of

1/.1- vanishing at the boundaries. In that case, the stabilizing magnetic part vanishes

completely. and the Variational estimate of 7 with these test function is 72 ~ /12D (/2

is the cell size). This is in total contradiction with Newconilfs stability analysis. which

predicts that the system is stable for D < l/-i if ‘N—l) : (Pt I) : O.

This problem is avoided with a. method based on an exact evaluation of “NI : —.r(I> and

of ‘1’” in eq.(2). This is done by choosing basis functions for ‘1' which have one degree

of freedom more per interval than the one for (l). Here, (I) is expanded in continuous

piecewise linear functions. and ‘1’ in continuous piecewise quadratics. Figd shows the

growth rates 7‘ versus D obtained by solving eq.(‘2) with (13(1) : (bl—1) : 0, I) : l) and

101 grid points. The open circles show the growth rate of the fundamental interchange

mode when continuous piecewise linear functions are used for both (i) and \l’. and the

open diamonds the first. harmonic. The fundamental modes degenerates into a numerical

mode for D S 0.39. For smaller values of D, the eigenfunction is an approximation of

(5(1). With the new discretization method, the growth rate of the interchange mode is

bounded from below. The discrepancy between the theoretical threshold of 1/] for the

fundamental mode and the observed marginal value of D m 0.41 is explained by a. slow

logarithmic convergence.
[1] .l.r\‘lanicl{ani, N.Pomphre_v, . .t\i‘l.h-"l.Todd, Nae]. Fusion 27 fit}! (1987).

[2] L.A.C'harlton. B..‘~\.Carreras. \, .ELynch, Phys. Fluids B2 [571 (1990).

[3] K.Lerbinger. .I.l“”.Luciani. J. (T'mnp. Phys. 97 -‘t t-‘l(1tl[)l).

[4] L.L\‘I.Degtyarev. S.\".l\‘ledvedev. (lomput. Phi/.5. ('ommuu. 43 '29 (1986).
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1. Introduction

Prc0Us representations of toroidal eigenmodes in the presence of shear [lows are pointed

out to give rise to a secular time behavior. Purpose of this paper is to present an extended

ballooning representation. properly accounting for the effects of strong toroidal rotation
as well as of differential rotation and correcting such a deficiency [1]. Basic feature of

the perturbation is that it, results an eigenfunction ot the Hamiltonian in the non—inertial

frame \Vlllt'l] rotates locally with the fluid and that it is periodic in time with local period

(is. independent of position).

2, Dynamical constraints

It, is known that. in the absence of toroidal rotation. the ballooning representation arises

from a welledefined combination of dynamical and geometrical constraints [2. 3. 41 5]

Thus. thanks to the condition of toroidal periodicity, as well as the obvious requirement

that marginally stable perturbations be periodic in time. it follows that. in a suitable
reference frame. the perturbation can be identified with an eigenfunction of the toroidal

canonical momentum as well as of the Hamiltonian. i.e.. fit/,9. 17. that) : c‘lw'cl’wfi(tl. 111p).

Here (gallop) denotes a set of magnetic coordinates. with it]: the poloidal flux and
39.17 the toroidal and poloidal angles. such that the magnetic flux lines are straight in
terms of them and hence the safety factor. q. results in a function of ll'p only; moreover.
filp.1?.lx"P./) denotes an arbitrary perturbed quantity and T : ‘77r/Ii’ctw) is the period of

the marginally-stable perturbation. namely a constant independent of the instantaneous
dynamical state. For high mode-mnnher perturlmtions [i.e.. such that l N $ with :'
an infinitesimal defined so that '+ ~ 0(5). with the distance from the magnetic axis
and rLthe Larmor radius] which are characterized by a mode frequency. w. much smaller
than the Larmor frequency [ Q : 2715:. with {—Z ~ 0(5) ]. the geometrical and dynamical
constraints follow by requiring that the perpendicular (Al) wavelength be comparable
to the Larmor radius. 7‘]; lie. :4: N ()(.:‘0)]. and the parallel one (All) of the order of

the connection length [I : qr. with ¥ ~ 0(5") and q : qtupnl) the safety factor.
assumed of order unity]. For definiteness. magnetostatic equilibria with finite magnetic
shear are consided. Thus. representing the (-‘(IllllllN‘ltUll magnetic field in terms of the
("lehsch potentials. B = Vit‘p >< VQ [with (.2 : g: —(z}—1ln)q]. the safety factor 1/ = (If‘tf‘p)
is strictly monotonic. Hence. the coordinate system (Q. 1‘}. q) can be conveniently adopted
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to label the family of nested toroidal magnetic surfaces [9]. Consequently, the Pertlflbat'
can be written in the cikonal representation [2, 3, 4, 5] 1011

~ m=+oo m=+cvo

mama): 2 atoms: 2 e‘W‘e‘S'm‘3'3"’fiwzq),
m=—-r>o 1712—00 (1)

where 1?’ E 19 — 271-777 is the extended poloidal variable‘ fi(ii9’,q) is the mode Fouri
component, and the eikonal 51,1.(9 1 1) reads er5:57'

5!m ( Q :Int) E [Q + 27rmlq.
E_\

E (2)

3. Extended ballooning representation

Let us now consider the extension of the previous eikonal representation to the Case of
a magnetostatic equilibrium in the presence of strong toroidal rotation speed and Shear
flow, in which the toroidal rotation velocity is V 2 €¢R(w)(q) = Ev}? [(to) + Ql‘ Where

9 5 (when * Mon) (3)
is the differential toroidal angular velocity and (rum) : egg}. Here, furthermore, (10 3 Elm
labels a suitable “resonant" rational magnetic surface and (I) = (NI/72,19) is the static
electrostatic potential [10]. In this case, representing the particle velocity in the form
y = ub + w + V, it is immediate to prove that both the exact particle Hamiltonian as
well as the guiding center Hamiltonian are invariants of motion. This implies that the
most general linear perturbation must be an eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian in such a
reference frame and consequently the marginally-stable perturbations must be globally
periodic. Analogously, they must be eigenfunctions of the toroidal canonical momentum.

The requirements that the mode be quasi-perpendicular and that the perpendicular
wavelength [All be comparable to the Larrnor radius,rL [i.e., é:- ~ C(50)] are satisfied by
the perturbation proposed by Cooper [6]

~ m:+c~o A m=+c~o . . A

ftaflacbtlE Z fzm(19’.q~i)= Z 8'”'C'S’"‘“(g3‘”fz(19'~(I:it (4)
m:~r:cr mzeoo

where fi(19’,q,t) is the Fourier component and .S',,,,n(%, 3,!) E [Q — [(w)mf — 27rq is
the resulting eikonal in the presence of shear flows, with 0 generally non~constant, as
corresponds to the presence of shear flows. Notice that this perturbation is manifestly
quasieperpendicular with perpendicular wavevector ki defined by the eigenvalue equation

_ 0 ~ m:+oo A

kif, : [{Vga — q—éhu)! ~ qVi7} f; — [Vq Z [19 7190 — 27H7l] fim(19',q,t). (5)
"1:700

Hence‘ it exhibits an explicit lime sec-ularifr, implying that I kl |H oo (hence, AL —> 0)
in the limit t ~> 00. Because of this feature. it follows that the perturbation becomes
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7*
.nconqistent for i sufficiently large, because Ar for t a 00 can be much smaller
1 i'n .

order) g 10f radius.
than the Larfl

Th. implies in particular, that this type of perturbations should be Viewed as initial—
, ,5 v

Intiofls valid only for a suitable, finite time interval. Similar behavior is found for

OdiIHGHSlOIlal representation proposed by Pegoraro [T], as well as by the represen—

nqidf‘red by \Vaelbroeck and Chen [8].
value 5
the two

tation CO ‘ .

lt ha< recent been pointed out that a new ConSIstent form of the ballooning pertur—

. which does not exhibit the previous undesirable singular behavior in time can be

ball?“ d W requiring that marginally—stable perturbations be globally periodic in time

olbtaulém ~periodicity independent of position) [1]. These requirements are in general

(Le-”fiw; bV a two—dimensional representation [1]; however, under suitable requirements, a

sails E i dimensional representation can be obtained which appears particularly con~
- 1' one

32:51; due to its simplicity.

In fact, invoking for Q the loral approximation [1] and under the additional hypoth

esis that the mode frequency be comparable or larger than the differential toroidal an—

gular frequency 9, i.e., l fl |~ 0(50), a consistent one-dimensional representation

can actually be obtained Thus, denoting : : 17 + Hitler) and, correspondingly, in-

uoducing the extended variable :m = z ! Zirm. it follows that, defining the eikonal

Slmlg' SJ) E lQ(:m) —— [9 R211) + zlw — [twipmlb with lm) : up i qzm, the one—

dimciisional Cllronal representation has the general form

m : -l- CO

aroma) = Z eis'm‘gér‘firzwcm. (6)
mz—a:

It is immediate to prove that the perturbation is indeed free from time secularities. More

over, it exhibits the fundamental property that it is woolly periodic both with respect to 17,

with period ‘27r [Lea f(Q(7’}+27r),1‘}+27r, (1,?) : flQW), tl,q,t)], and. il Im(w) : U, with re-
- l A ’2: 7 , _ I __

spect to t, with period T : HEEL) lie, e'W (f lmtwllHQnflq, t +1773) 2 (TM rftQ. 19,(],t),

With w’ 2 L04 1(a))(qn) — lq,J Rc(w)]. It is instructive to express it in terms of toroidal eigen-

modes of the form e’llfi‘kll't‘mlwnhw. Thus, introducing the auxiliary variable X11; E

l(q+ Effil — ls, there results the 1—D toroidal rigen‘mode representation:

_ k:+oo , _

f(Q.19.q,/): Z e'l"+'k:+‘”’§i(,\'lk,(lit), (7)
k=_cc

which follows from Eq. (6), introducing the Fourier transform

A , 1 r ,, A
grlKrqi= fi/_ 7 (lvle‘l'k'lfllnqjii (8)

The radial periodicity of the representation is again determined by the mode amplitude

in the toroidal eigenmode representation, @(Xm). which is invariant with respect to any

transformation which leaves invariant. the fast variable Xm; this implies that, neglecting its

slow rpdependence [and lettingj E N], EMMA.) now satisfies the modified lattice. symmetry:

q—vqifi.
rare]: (9‘
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with o :1 — %(w)m.
This leads to the important conclusion that the present. representation yields a dispel-~

entationS
sion relation free from the singular behavior for l a 00 exhibited by earlier l‘epres
[6. 7. 8]. Thus. it can be used to describe correctly electromagnetic perturbations, Wen inthe case ol‘ p01‘])efl(li(‘llla]‘ wavelengths comparable to the Larmor radius and in an arbi.trary time interval. lt appears. therefore. useful for theoretical investigations of Stabilityanalyses in toroidal magnetoplasmas and to assess the ettects ot toroidal rotation andshear flows on the transport dynamics of Tokarnak plasmas.

‘1 Work supported by CNR. with Gruppo Nazionale per la Fisiea Matematica, the(i'onsorzio di Magnetoflnidodinainica. University of Trieste. the research program MURST10% "Sorgenti cli Plasma“. the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory and the US. De-partment of Energy under contract No.DE-A(702776CHO-3073.
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Disruption Control By an m/n=9/5 Static Helical Magnetic Field

Qingquan Yu*

(JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, 0x14 SEA, Great Britain)

Abstract: The growth of the m/u=2/1 tearing mode in the presence of a small m/n:9/5

static helical field is studied numerically. The amplitude of the m/n=2/l mode is found to

be reduced as the magnitude of the m/n=9/5 field increases. The m/n=2/1 mode becomes

stable when the rn/n=9/5 magnetic island essentially overlaps the q=2 flux surface. Two

nonlinearly saturated states of the m/n=2/l mode are found in the presence of a small

m/n=9/5 field. With a sufficiently large magnitude of the n1/n=9/5 helical field oscillations

of the amplitude of the mln=2/l mode are excited.

1. Introduction

Disruption control is an important issue in tokamalts. The tearing mode with mode

number m/n=2/1 is generally considered to be the most dangerous instability[l-2], and in

recent years the control of this mode has attracted much research interest. Several methods

have been suggested, including magnetic feedback and modification of the current profile

using localised current drive or heating[3—4].

In the present work the nonlinear growth of resistive tearing mode is studied for a new

kind of equilibrium configuration in which a zeroth-order axisymmetric equilibrium field is

superposed with a small m/n=9/5 helical field. This equilibrium configuration is shown to

be more stable for the tearing mode than the conventional axisymmetric configuration.

2. Theoretical Model
Cylindrical geometry is employed corresponding to the large aspect-ratio tokamak

approximation. The basic equations are the Ohm's law and the equation of motion.

any + (v-Vw) = -T1jz (1)

p dtvzq) = z- ( Vur x i) + z - Vx [v (V2v)] (2)

where \lI is the flux function, B: Bolez - (nr/mR)BOZe9 + wz , d) is the stream function,

V: V¢xz, B, v and jZ denote the magnetic field, plasma velocity and the current density

* Permanent Address: Institute of Plasma Physics, Hefei, 230031, PR. China.
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along 1 direction (toroidal direction), and the subscript 0 denotes an equilibrium quantity‘
n and v are the plasma resistivity and viscosity, Bl denotes a/Elt and dt :at+ v-V.

‘l’ and q; are expanded in Fourier series,

W = W00) + E Witt/[1(r,t)expii(me -nq))] (3)
(i) = i2 (pm/MU) exp[i(m9 -n(p)] (4)

where 6 and (p are the poloidal and the toroidal angles.
Equations (1)-(4) has been solved numerically. The effect of the m/n=9/5 helical field

is taken into account by Choosing the boundary value

W9/5(r=a)= A9/SaBzo (5)
where A9/5 is a prescribed value for the calculation, representing the amplitude of the
m/nz9/5 field, and a is the minor radius. The equilibrium has a safety faCtor
q(r)=1.078[1+(r/O.563)4]1/2, SR(r=0)= TR/TA=105 and Su(r:0):Tu/TA=107’ Where the
Alfven time TA=apV2/B20, the resistive time 1R=a2m and the viscous time Tu=P32/1>, p
being the plasma density. The q=2 surface is located at r5=0.7a.

3. Results
Figure 1 shows the nonlinear evolution of W2“ for different values of A9/5, where the

dimensionless parameter
wm/n= 41(‘Vm/n/ W0" ) r=rs |1/2/3 (6)

represents the magnetic island width of the m/n mode normalised to the minor radius.

JGE
IS

:na
1:

103 A935

Fig.1 Nonlinear evolution 0fW2/J with different Itzag/iitudcs oft/1e m/n=9/5 lielicalfield: A9/5=0

for (a). A9/5=3.8x10‘3f0r(/)). and A9/5:7.0><10‘3 for (a)

Curve(a) is the reference case, with A9/5=O. Since the equilibrium q(r) profile is

unstable to the m/n=2/l mode, the m/n=2/1 tnode grows from a small initial value to
nonlinear saturation. The width of the magnetic island at saturation is w2/1=0.21
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P
hen an m/n=9/5 helical field is applied from t=O, w2/1 at saturation decreases as A9/5

In Fig.1 the Strength of the helical field is A9/5=3.8X10'3 for curve(b),

0-3 for curve(c). When A9/5 is large enough(A9/5=8.0x10'3), the m/n=2/l mode

W

increases-
A915:7.0x1
becomes Stable and Wm decays from its initial value.

For sma11A9/5w the growth leads to a stationary saturated amplitude. For A9/5>3.8><10‘3

amplitude of the perturbations begins to oscillate. The oscillating period is of
the nonlinear

' t of the resistive time, and its amplitude decreases as A9/5 increases.
a small fractiox

onlinearly saturated states of the m/n=2/1 mode are found in the presence of a
Two n

=9/5 field. When the simulation is carried out with A9/5 initially zero, and a
Small m/n
small m/n=9/5 field is then turned on (Ag/5:3.8x10‘3) after “12/1 reaches saturation, the

saturated value, W2/1 =0.21, is unaffected. However, when A9/5=3.8x10‘3 is applied from

l=0, W2/1=0'11 at saturation. When A9/5 is large enough(f0r example, A9/5=8.0X10'3),

only one saturated State is found, and the saturated amplitude of W2“ does not depend on

the fime at which the m/n=9/5 field is turned on.

Wa
n

153
5

29.
12:

I t
0.20 .0 m an

Fig.2 Nonlinear saturated amplitude of “’2/1 W9/5 and w versus 103A9/5.

Figure 2 shows the nonlinear saturated amplitude of Wm» WW5 and the overall island

width w as functions of A9/5, where w is the total radial width occupied by the m/n=2/1

and m/n=9/5 magnetic islands normalised to minor radius. The m/n=9/5 field is applied

from t=0. We note the following results: (1) for small A9/5, A9/5<3.5><10'3, w2/1 is

essentially not changed, (2) when A9/5 >8X10'3, the m/n=2/1 mode is stable, and (3) W9/5

is different from the vacuum case because of the plasma response.

4. Discussions and Summary
An analytic estimation shows that when 1-9/5 + wg/5/2 = r2/1, the m/n=2/1 tearing mode

is significantly affected, where r9/5 and r2/1 are the minor radius of the q=9/5 and q=2/1
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flux surfaces. In this case the m/n=0/0 component of nonlinear current is excited amum
the q=9/5 flux surface by the m/n:9/5 field. This current is localised inside the (1:2 fillx
surface and tends to flatten the plasma current profile there, and this plays a stabilising role
in the growth of the m/n=2/1 mode. The numerical calculation is in agreement With the
analytic estimation. It is shown in Fig.2 that “12/1 is reduced sharply when r9/5 + w9/S/2=
r2“ is satisfied (Ag/5 ~ 3.8x10'3).

Since the distance between the (129/5 and q=2/1 flux surface is Ar: r2“ _ 1.9/5
=0.2/(dq/dr), Ar is smaller for larger dq/dr, and so the control of the m/n=2/1 island using
the m/n=9/5 field is more favourable for the larger (1' equilibrium profiles.

The m/n=2/l mode can be stabilised by an m/n=2/1 magnetic feedback or localised
current drive or heating, and few 10's of megawatts of power are expected for a t0kamak
reactor using these methods[3-4]. Present results show that the m/n=2/1 island width can
be reduced by a static m/n=9/5 field of sufficient amplitude, and essentially no power is
required. These results suggest that an m/n:9/5 field can be used as a method to Control
the m/n=2/1 tearing mode. The disadvantage of this method is that an m/n=9/5 island is
introduced around the q=9/5 flux surface.

Due to computational limitations the mode coupling between the m/n=2/1 and m/n=9/5
mode and the totoidal coupling have not been included in present calculation. If mode
coupling is take into account, it is expected that an ergodic region will be generated around
the m/n=2/1 surface when w2/1>O, because the mode coupling will leads to a series of
modes such as m/n:11/6, 7/4 in this narrow region

In summary, the growth of m/n=2/1 tearing mode has been studied numerically in the
presence of a small m/n=9/5 helical field. In the case studied it is found that:

(1) w2/1 decreases as A9/5 increases. W2“ is reduced from 0.21 to zero when A9/5
changes from zero to 8X10‘3, the corresponding wg/5=O - 0.11.

(2) Two nonlinearly saturated states of the m/n=2/1 mode are found in the presence of a
small m/n:9/5 field.

(3) Oscillations of the amplitude of the m/n=2/l mode are excited with sufficiently
large magnitude of the m/n:9/5 helical field.

Acknowledgement: I am grateful to Dr. J. A. Wesson for his help in preparing this paper.
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Stability of Low-n External Kink Modes
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JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, 0X14 (BEA, UK.

Introduction

In JET hot—ion Hanode discharges, a large pressure gradient and the associated bootstrap

current develops at the edge of the plasma. The good confinement properties of these

discharges is often lost due to an instability localised at the edge, Le. a giant ELM or a so-

Cafled ‘slow roll—over mode' [1]. The slow roll—over mode is a small amplitude mode which can

exist for about a hundred milliseconds with a constant amplitude. Low-n external kink modes

(also called peeling modes) are a possible cause for these edge localised modes

In this paper, the stability of [he low-n external kink mode is studied as a function of the edge

pressure gradient and the edge current. First, the general behaviour in a circular plasma is

discussed Then the kink stability is discussed for two types of JET discharges, a high

performance hot ion H-mode discharge and a high beta poloidal discharge. Also discussed is

the access to the region of second stability for ballooning modes. Access to this regime

requires a finite edge current for typical JET plasma shapes. The edge current required for

access to second stability depends strongly on the plasma shaping and the value of [3P0]. If this

current is too large, the external kink can become unstable before the plasma becomes second

stable and stable route into the second stable regime exists.

The MHD stability calculations are performed with the CASTOR code [2] in the JET

geometry. The HELENA code [3], linked to the JETTO [4] and TRANSP [5] transport code

provides the equilibrium and metric as input for the CASTOR code.

Circular plasmas

The growth rate of the low—n external kink mode mainly depends on the Value of the edge

current (see Fig.1). However, the edge pressure gradient in the region of the localisation of the

mode has a strong influence (see Fig.2). For small pressure gradients well below the

ballooning limit. a finite pressure gradient is stabilising the external kink mode. This effect is

most pronounced for the lowest toroidal mode numbers. For edge pressure gradients close to

the ballooning limit, the pressure gradient becomes destabilising for the n>1 modes. This is

because the higherrn modes can be more localised on the outside in the bad curvature region.
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JET hot ion H-mode discharges

The JET hot-ion H-mode discharge #3059l(see Fig. 3a) is analysed with respect to kink and
ballooning modes. The good performance phase is terminated by a giant ELM at t = 52.25. (I z
2.5 MA, l3N = 2.5). The evolution of the current density profile of this discharge is modelled
with the JETTO transport code using measured pressure profiles The total bootstrap current is
increasing linearly in time up to the point of the giant ELM. The stability diagram for this low
triangularity discharge (5‘ower : 0.29, Bum, = 0.13) is shown below (Fig. 3b). The figure is
calculated by changing the pressure gradient and the current density in the region W = 0.95 .
1,0, keeping the total poloidal B ([31:01: 0.98) fixed. The value of the pressure gradient and the
edge bootstrap current as obtained from the JETTO simulation is indicated in Fig. 3b. showing
that the values of the bootstrap current are potentially large enough to drive an external kink
unstable.

It is clear from Fig.3b that for this discharge with a low triangularity there is no access to the
second stable region for ballooning modes. A low-n kink mode would become unstable well
before the plasma edge becomes reaches the second stability region.

JET high B dischargespol

Transiently improved confinement has been observed in some JET high [3pm discharges [6].
This has been correlated with oscillations in the total current. Discharge #32344 is an example
of this (see Fig. 4a). Repeating the discharge with pie-programmed current ramps yields a
similar phase of improved confinement. The edge pressure gradient show a marked increase
during this phase.
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mode discharge #30591‘ kink has a toroidal mode number 11:3. The

open circle indicates the pressure gradient

and the edge current from the JETTO

simulation.

The current profile evolution of this discharge was analysed with the TRANSP code. Due to

the high value of [Spot (>25) and the inherent high value of the triangularity only a small edge

current is required to bring the plasma edge from w : 0.95 to 1.0 into the second stable region

With respect to ballooning modes (see Fig. 4b). The time at which the experimental edge

current exceeds this value correlates well with the observed improved confinement and

increasing edge gradients.

Results of the n = 1 external kink stability calculation as a function of the edge pressure and

edge current density are shown in Fig.4a together with the ballooning stability curve. The n = l

and n = 2 kinks are very stable in this configuration. An open gap does exist between the

ballooning and the kink stability curves giving access to a region where large pressure

gradients and the associated edge currents are stable.

The experimental path the discharge follows in the grad(P)~ Jedge plane is indicated in Fig.4b.

Before the ramp of the current the pressure gradients at the edge are calculated to be

marginally stable to ballooning modes. But even the small ramp of the oscillation of the total

current is sufficient to raise the edge current and to allow access the second stable regime.
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Conclusion

Localiscd external kink modes are destabilised by a finite value of the edge current. Low Values
of the edge pressure gradient (well below the ballooning limit) have a stabilising effect on the
external kink mode especially on the n=l mode. With increasing pressure gradient (of the order
of the ballooning limit) the external kink mode is destabilised by the pressure, at first for the
higher~n kink modes.
The value of the edge bootstrap current obtained from transport simulations of hot-ion H-
modes can be large enough to drive an external kink unstable. The external kink is a possible
cause for the edge instabilities that limit the performance in the JET hot—ion H-mode
discharges.

At the low values of [3m and triangularity there is no access to the second stability region,
external kink modes become unstable well before the edge becomes second stable to
ballooning modes. However, at high [3,.“ and triangularity the access to the second stable
regime occurs at much lower edge currents. The observed improved confinement phases in the
JET high poloidal beta discharges due to current ramps agree well with the stability
calculations of ballooning and kink modes and the predicted access to the second stable
regime.
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1. Introduction
The improved confinement regime known as Hemode is first observed to occur

sly in ASDEX when the neutral beam power exceeds a certain threshold value [1].
spontaneou

r found that a similar plasma behavior can be produced with various heating
was late

StethodS. The regime where the UH transition can occur was studied extensively. Investigation

about the criterion of the UH transition is not complete, but it is evident that the UH

transition can be more easily obtained above a certain density [2]. The H—mode in JT-6OU

With the neutral beam injection [3] showed a peculiar behavior. The L-to-H transition

became rather unclear and the improvement of confinement became soft and continuous with

power. It was realized in a low density plasma : ne=(2—3)><1019(rn’ 3). On the other hand,

the ELMy‘H—mode is observed in the high density regime. The ELMy—H—rnode implies the

hard typed L/H transition which has the hysteresis characteristics. We theoretically investigated

this discharge and examined the ambipolar condition in detail. If vri<<l holds ( in large

sized machine like JT—6OU ), the UH transition without the hysteresis characteristics, namely

soft transition, is predicted in the case T,-=5(keV) and the low density [4]. In this situation

the transition from the low confinement branch to the high one occurs by following the

smooth change of the flux. Furthermore, our theory predicted the higher density makes the

UH transition harder. This prediction agrees with the experimental results. This transition

theory may be a candidate to explain the unclear L/H transition and ELMy-H-mocle in JT-60U.

However, this previous analysis seems to be incomplete, since the ripple in JT-60U is large.

Therefore, we need to study the behavior and loss processes of hot ions produced by neutral

beam injection with a rippled toroidal field. Here we extend the bifurcation model to include

the effects of the hot ion loss and examine the characteristics of the UH transition in the

typical parameters of JT—6OU.

2. Models of bipolar loss
We firstly show the model of the ion loss cone loss [5] :

nivi-Fe , 6 Br 4%
F:"=___.p’“—lexp — vi,+( P; H , (l)

[ (ePPiErYF I
V: i+ ———

T.-

Where pp, is the poloidal gyroradius. The other parameters are standard. The model of the
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hot ion losses due to the toroidal rippled field is intrinsically bipolar and is expreSSed [5] as

— T 2n n ' eF. T ’rp=_ . 1.: h 7/. is; > a
PI C16 (83R) V’h( nh Th + 337 TI! }‘ (2)

where C,:l2.38, 6 is the toroidal ripple and the subscript It represents the hot ion COmponem
The prime denotes the derivative with respect to the radial direction. Equation (2) 'giVes the
values averaged over the magnetic surface. The necessary condition for hot ions to Sfltis

T/R-
the condition for ripple diffusion is given in the collisionless regime [6] as vm<(€5)0-75v
The model of the anomalous bipolar loss of the electrons is expressed [7] as

any/7L7 5: T4 EEI.

F" ‘ Demimff’ (a)
where D6 is the effective diffusivity of electrons and a is the coefficient of 0(1).

3. Ambipolar condition including Ff, F?’ and F:"”’"
The ambipolar condition in consideration with Ff”, Ff” and 1‘5"” is the

F{"+F,vrp=1":"""'. This condition leads to

Var ,4 »' C1615 Th 2(1/P-1) T r , ~fiexp{— v +a 2}+7 ) —(/t +—}t =d(,'t—A)/P(=I"), 4[was ’ ' l ewes/1a" T. ”
where d=De/(J?vbp;i). it: — ppjne’lne, Rh: — pmnh’mh, [Enrol/7, ( n,=n,,+ni0 ), X=eppiE,/Ti,
and vb ( vb=vrle§;/(Rq)) is the bounce frequency. Here we assume 77:24, ni=ng and T’=0 for
the analytic insight. We assume that the scale lengths of the density gradient of electrons and
hot ions are equal, i.e., 11:1,“ The parameters used in the following calculations are similar
to the JT-60U tokamak : major radius R : 3.03071), minor radius a = 0.95071), toroidal magnetic
field B1 = 4.5(T), safety factor q = 3, D€:0.4(1722/.r) and 6=l(%).

4. Characteristics modification of L/H transition due to hot ions
First we fix the temperature T,=5(/ceV) and density n,=2.0x1019(m‘ 3). We investigate

two cases of P(=n,0/n,-) = 10 ( i.e., no hot ions ) and P=O.98 ( the ripple loss exists ) to
examine the effects of the ripple loss on the UH transition. In the case P=O.98, we set
T,, = 50.0, 75.0 (keV). Figure 1 shows the normalized particle flux F v.s. the thermodynamic
force it as the solutions of Eq. (4). In this parameter regime, the ripple loss of hot ion is
much smaller than other two losses at the neighborhood of the UH transition. The ripple loss
of hot ions makes the UH transition softer than the case with only 1"!“ and I’Z’m'". Moreover
the jump of the flux at the UH transition is predicted to be smaller (shallower transition)
when the ripple loss of hot ions exists. When It becomes large, the ripple loss is dominant
compared to the loss cone loss of ions. Especially, the ripple loss is considerably large in the
case T,1 : 75.0 (keV) since flWKY)?'5 (1"?!) is the second term in the left hand in Eq. (4)).
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Fig. 2 The variation aflhe UH transition for the various values of

the density. For [he low density the soft typed transition is

predicted. On the other hand, the hard transition is predicted

in the high density.

Next we fix the temperature of the bulk ions as T,=5(keV) and set P=0.98 and

TI; = 50.0 (keV). Figure 2 shows the variation of the normalized particle flux f' in Eq. (4) as

the function of the thermodynamic force It for the various values of the density. Also in this

case the L/H transition becomes shallower due to the effect of the ripple loss. The hysteresis

characteristic is obtained, especially in the case of the high density : 12:5.Ox10'9t‘nr3). This

type of the transition (hard transition ) theory predicts the existence of a kind of ELMs ( the
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self—generated oscillation [8] ) at the neighborhood of the UH transition. This prediction
agrees with the experimental results in the high density regime [3]. The softer transition ls
obtained in the case of a low density: n =2.0x10 9(111‘ 3) than in the ease of the high densi_
This transition from the b1anch of the huge flux (corresponding 10 L mode) to that of the low
flux (corresponding to H mode) occurs giadually 1n the f‘—it plane. This situation of the
t1 ansmon may correspond to the fact that the gradual improvement of the confinement COHtinuES
with the injection of neutral beam. For the low density ease, the jump of the flux in the UH
transition is found to become small and is a half of the case in the high density regime.

5. Summary and discussion
In this article we extended the previous bifurcation model with the loss cone 1053 of

ions and the anomalous loss of electrons to include the ripple loss of hot ions. Using the
extended bifurcation model (Eq. (4)). we discussed the characteristics of the UH transitiOn in
the typical parameter regime of JT—6OU with various values of the temperature of hot ions (in
Fig. 1) and the bulk density (in Fig. 2 . The ripple loss of hot ions is found to make the UH
transition be softer and shallower. Especially, for the high density, the hard transition is
predicted and doesn’t contradict to the existence of ELMyeSIEItC in experiments. The Soft
transition (without the hysteresis characteristic) is obtained in a low density regime. This
soft transition may explain the unclear L/H transition observed in JT—60U. When it becomes
large, the ripple loss is more remarkable than the loss cone loss of ions. Here we neglected
the loss due to the neutral particles. Investigations on the role of the UH transition of the
neutral particles are desired. Furthermore only three kinds of loss mechanisms out of the
various losses are examined in this atticle. The study about the roles of the other losses is
needed. These work are left for the future work.
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1 Introduction
1. modern [okamak experiments, current and pressure profiles with locally large gradients are

11
{ten encountCi‘Cd as a result of the neoclassical bootstrap effect and/or off—axis current drive.

:jnfonufla‘CIYv however, large current gradients close to the plasma boundary strongly de-

stabilize external. ideal kink modes with poloidal mode numbers m 2 2. In order to find out

how the current profile influences the stability limits, numerical codes must in general be

used- Recently, however, an analytical theory has been developed for current-driven. external

kink modes in large aspect ratio tokamaks with large current gradients near the boundary [1].

theory describes modes with low m-numbers, which are the experimentally most im—

Pomnt ones, and yields simple analytical expressions for the stability boundaries.

In the present work. we will extend the analysis of Ref. 1 to include the effects due to

locally large pressure gradients and a conducting wall. As to the inclusion of a conducting

wall, it is well known that an actual wall with finite conductivity cannot stabilize a static

equilibrium, which is unstable in the absence of a wall but stable with an ideal wall. Recent

experimental observations in DUI-D [2] indicate, however, that external kink modes are stabi-

lized by the wall, and this is thought to be an effect of rapid toroidal plasma rotation. Both

numerical [3] and analytical [4] work show that the combined effects of plasma rotation, 3 rev

sistive wall, and the existence of plasma dissipation, result in a stable window with respect to

the wall distance. For the simple model used here. we can derive analytical expressions for

the critical wall distances, showing their explicit dependences on the current profile.

This

2. Basic equations

Consider a straight tokamak plasma with circular cross section and vanishing edge current

density, Jz(a) = 0. The plasma pressure is assumed to be small, ,8: p/(BE/Ztto) << 1, but

we allow for a locally large (dfi/dr ~ 1) pressure gradient near the edge. Using the transfor—

mation 17(r) = r1 "”‘(l/q — n/m)§ , the equation for the marginally stable displacement becomes

2r2j' eifi' w_1—Qr2+——(l—Qr2)2n—O’ (1)rn"+(2m+1)n’

where Q = nqa /m, and 1(r) : 2n(r) = J: 2r'j(r’) dl’ is the integrated current. Here, and in

the following, normalized quantities are used. The boundary condition (derived from the
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continuity of the logarithmic de1ivate of the perturbedzmpoloidal flux) at the plasma Edge be
comes 7] '(1)/77(1) + (1 + A)’“—_ 0 where A—- (1 + b'zm)/(1— b 2m) describes the influencC
ofa perfect wall at r = b. 77(1 )/n(1) can be found by direct integration of(l), resulting in

2r2m+2j . Q2r2m+4fl 770)

HhQr2 + 0—02) n—<1)d’+(”")"‘0 ' <2)
Note that the analysis so far has been completely general and exact. For each m and n, the
plasma is unstable in the range Q2 < Q < 1, where Q; is determined by (2).

3. Large equilibrium gradients
In general. to find Q2 one has to solve (1) numerically for 1]. If, however, the quantity in
side the square brackets in (2) is large near r = 1 and small in the interior of the plasma, We
can put n(r) : 11(1) and l— Qr2 = l 7 Q. After a partial integration, (2) can then be
wrttten

2(m-t»1)J‘l 7471 . Q2 film 4 ,1+/1 27—— Zr +1dr+ r + dr=0.( )n l—Q a J (lrQ)2 D fl (3)

For given equilibrium profiles, this is a quadratic equation for the marginal point Q = Q2.
With [3' = O, instability is found for

_2(m+ 1) f1+A 2r7-’"+ljdr<nqa<m (4) 2.5 »

We use the normalized current profilej(r) =

[147/(49 + 6a)] [(17 r2)2 _ ar51n(r) J in
order to compare criterion (4) with exact.

itm-s
1.0 *

numerical solutions (see Fig. 1). The U 5
approximate and exact stability boundaries 0‘0. . _ an 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.11 111are shown in Fig. 2 for two different wall 1
distances. The agreement is seen to be good, Fig. I: The family of current profiles.
except for small values of a, i.e. for small
edge current gradients.

For finite beta, one usually has Km S 0.5 and C”l ~ [3 << 1, where

XII—1+I)f12r2m+1jdc= —7412m+4 I 5K”- (l+/1)m "I— (l+/1)m_£r 'Bdr' H
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Fig. 2: Zero-beta stability boundaries for two wall distances. Exact and approximate solutions are shown as

solid and broken curves. respeaively. In each interval In a 1 < nqa < m the mode with poloidal mode

number m is unstable above the curve and stable below.

An approximate solution to (3) can then be found, and the unstable bands are given by

1—K 2
1+S—K—2’")—Cm+...]<nqa<m. (6)

I11

m—m

As an example, consider a bootstrapped tokamak, where the current and pressure profiles

are related Via JZ = - [£(r)m/Bgl dp/dr (non-normalized). Using this relation to calculate Cm,

one finds that the pressure correction term is usually very small (for a case with b = 00, n =

1, and 5(0) = a/R = 0.3, it is of the order of one percent), thus making the stability limits

almost the same as those in a pressureless plasma. We therefore conclude that for a boot—

strapped tokamak one can safely use the zero beta instability criterion, Eq. (4), without

loosing any essential information.

4. Resistive wall mode stabilization due to plasma rotation

Experimental observations [2], as well as numerical [3] and analytical [4] calculations, show

that the combined effects of plasma rotation and plasma dissipation may open up a stable

window, br < b < bi, in terms of the resistive wall position. Here, bi is the ideal wall limit,

which can be calculated from (4). In Ref. 4. a simple cylindrical model was used to calculate

the relative width of the stable window, which in the case of large dissipation only involves

the ideal wall limit bi . Solving (4) for b; , and using the result of Ref. 4, we find

b; - b, m a 1 (nag/m)2 r22 (7)
b“ 4’722 HmlA(1_n(Ia/m)]gg
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where Q is the toroidal plasma rotation frequency, (DA is the Alfven frequency and
Hm = (l + 1011)]: 2r7’" * lj dr is the important quantity describing the influence of the CUlTem
profile. In Fig. 3 the marginal wall positions are shown for a particular case.

2.5

bi
2 o _ unstable

b

1.5

unstable

1,0 ' ' '
7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0

0.

Fig. 3: Marginal wall positions asfunclionr of (1. Here, the parameter values m = 3,11 = I. go = 2.35, and
.Q/coA = 0.06 are chosen. The broken line represents the equilibrium which is marginally Stable with the

wall at infinity.

5. Summary
An analytical theory of external kink modes in cylindrical tokamaks with large equilibrium
gradients has been developed. If the gradients are sufficiently peaked near the edge, it turns
out that no detailed knowledge about the marginal eigenfunction is required in order to find

the stability limits. The corrections due to finite pressure gradients are derived and they are
shown to be very small, in particular for a bootstrapped tokamak. Moreover. an explicit ex-
pression for the interval of stable wail distances is given, describing the recently discovered
resistive wall mode stabilization due to plasma rotation. The present theory is certainly very
simplified, e.g. ballooning effects are not considered. Due to its remarkable simplicity, how-
ever, we believe that it may nevertheless serve as an illustrative demonstration of how large
equilibrium gradients may affect the stability of low-m external kink modes.
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Introduction. The stability analysis of the internal m = n = l kink mode in toroidal

geometry by Bussac et. £11.,1 together with later extensions of the theory, provide a very

useful framework for investigating a number of effects of relevance for the sawtooth

oscillations in tokamaks. In particular, the effect of various q-profiles on the stability limit

and growth rate of this mode has been extensively studied, and to some extent also the in-

fluence of non-circular shaping of the plasma cross—section. However, analytical results on

the ideal stability limit of this mode due to some additional effects, in particular combined

toroidicity and ellipticity2 and a finite equilibrium mass flow,3 would be of great value for
the analysis of the sawtooth phenomenon in tokamaks with an elongated cross-section and

neutral beam injection. Unfortunately, by the fully toroidal character of the mode, the sta-
bility analysis becomes very complicated, making any attempt to derive analytical results

beyond that of Ref.l "by hand" an extremely laborious task. However, progress can be

made by means of computer-aided algebra. Such an approach is illustrated in the present
paper, where we present the main steps in a derivation of the result in Ref.l by means of a

computer-algebra expansion of the full magnetohydrodynamic equations, rather than using
the energy principle. The details of this calculation are given in Ref. 4. The type of exten—
sions of the model mentioned previously will be considered in future work.

Equilibrium. We consider a low—[3 [Bp = 0(1)], large aspect ratio (8 : a/RO << 1) toka—
mak with circular cross section. For the description of both the equilibrium and the pertur-
bation, we use the toroidal coordinate system (r,6,tp), with r = 0 at the center of the pies
ma. We describe the zeroth- and first»order equilibrium magnetic fields in terms of the in-

verse safety factor, u E q‘ 1, and the Shafranov shift A, respectively. The latter quantity is
determined by the equation A' = — r ([3,, + 13/2) in the chosen coordinate system.

Stability analysis. The equations describing linear, incompressible MHD perturbations
§(r) exp(yt) of the equilibrium above are given by

-P€272§—V¢+(B-V)Q+(Q-V)B=0, (la)

Q=(B-V)§—(§-V)B, V-F,=0, (1b,c)

where p is the mass density, normalized to the average density <p>, ¢ 2 SP is the pertur-
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bed total pressure, and Q 5 SB is the perturbed magnetic field. The growth rate Yin Eq
(1a) is normalized to the Alfvén frequency 03A = By / Row/$3. ‘

In zeroth order, the poloidal part offi is taken to be of the form exp(im9
m = n = 1. Then, the mevalues of the toroidally induced, higher-order poloid
perturbations are given by

‘ imp) with
a] and toroida]

Poloidal Toroidal
Zeroth order 1 O 2
First order 0 2 —1 l 3
Second order (—1) 1 (3) (—2) 0 2 (4)

The Fourier components shown within brackets do not contribute to the leading order t0roi~
dal effect on the m = 1 mode, and can therefore be neglected. This leads to the follmving ex~pansion Ansatz for, c.g., g:

Er = @513 cos((p) + 5,1; cos(26 — (p) , (2)£91) + 52331)) cos(6 — (p) + e

and similarly for £9 , Q) and ¢.

Zeroth order. To lowest order in e the components £322), £32; and £91 are obtained as

(0) (0) (0)0 0 0 0 i ,1 + 9.1 0 0 dé ,1at?) = (9.1 — at}, at; = — ’Zufil , at} = 4:3,: — r?“ (awe)
and the equation for £50,) reads

(L1 + '11) £5.01) + C(82) = 0 (4)

where

Lmsfihs(mui1)23d‘;]—r(m271)(mH-1)2. (5)

and

_ d l 2 3 1 d 2 2 5‘9T1=— pyr 2+———+3yr—. (6)dr (2“ _ 1)2 df dl'
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. . ' . he 8 cos((p)-component of the equation V - E = 0 becomes
- der. Usmg Eq (54) t

mum—r

(l) 0 0)@.iggfgg;—(a£,tea%1)=o. 17>
(11‘

This equation alone detemiines the firsrorder m : 0 perturbation £93 in terms of the zeroth

enurbation. Using also Eq. (3c), Eq. (7) can be integrated to give £9”) = r 331%.

physically this result means that the m = n = 1 motion makes the plasma expand (in the po-

loidal cross section) over half of the toroidal angle and contract over the other half.

The m = 2 side-band is found to be determined by the equation

order P

+ IZWS %]E..1= 0. (s)d A
0252 + El; W4 dr

With D2 defined by Eq. (5), and

A‘ + —4u2 + 10p —%} r, (9)
w4=[—6u2+6u—1

A‘ + [21.12 —4u +% r. (10)w5={6u2—6u+ 3

Furthermore, £1 and £2 above denote the m = 1 and m = 2 radial components of the pertur—

bation gin a Shafranov—shifted coordinate system.

§econd order. After extensive computer-algebra calculations we find that Eq. (4), including

the second-order correction term, can be written in the form

kiwi- (1&213w2#_dr r2W3 5,2” = 0, (11)
[W0+%L T + e2 13 W 53— + $1-( 1 + ilii 1 dr dr

In Eq. (1 1), only terms affecting the stability boundary of the m = n = 1 mode are included

here. The quantities W0 - W3 above are given by

—d_121_1' _1_213Wo— H 211 +211 4)A r3] {211 +4r, (12a)

.2 _L L' _3_ 2 3_ 1 24(A)+(2u+4 Ar+ 4p+4p+16r, (12b)

=_;23_1_-_1_2;_1W2(2l1+2l1 4A+ 211 +2“ Jr. (12c)
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- _1 2 1 _; ',3_
W3—( 2“ +2LL 4)A sr‘ (124)

The coupled system of equations (8) and (11) describe the dynamics of the toroidal m = n g
1 mode in a low-[3 tokamak to leading order in the inverse aspect ratio. ‘

Stability condition. In the case of a monotonic q-profile with one singular surface the
solution to Eq. (11) in lowest order, satisfying the boundary conditions i1 -> const as
r —) O and £10) = 0, is given by §1(r) = E], r < rs, and §1(r) : O, r > rs, where the radius
rs is defined by u(r5) = 1. Furthermore, 71 = O to lowest order in 6. Then, the effect of Q
on the stability condition can be expressed in terms of the quantities1

dln(§2)_1 =1.
r=rs—0 J, C 4irs dr

rs d1n(§2)=1_
b dr4 +3 .

r:rs+0 ) (13)

Integration of Eq. (11) from r = 0 up to the singular surface r = r5 then gives

= 7 £2 r5451 59%, where (14)
{:15

_ 2 2 E[(u 1) +3PY]13 d:

~ _ 85(1+ b —c) + 9b(1—c)—24bc(Bp + s)—16c(b +1)(l3p + 5)2
aw“ 16(1+b—c) ’ (15)

and s z 0-511 ~ 0.25. The quantity 59:71» above coincides with the toroidal part of the (nor-
malized) potential energy 5W defined in Ref. 1. Finally, by an additional integration of Eq.
(14) the growth rate is found to be given by

62 11:1"S SWT=——i (16)
(1'05) V 3p(rs) .

Both the instability condition, SWT < O, and the growth rate above agree with the corre-
sponding results obtained in Ref. 1.
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Abstract

Stability studies of doublet [1, 2] and single null configurations [3] with the

KINX MHD stability code have revealed the influence of the presence of plasma

near the separatrix on ideal MHD modes.
Growth rates of n = 0 modes can be reduced even by the presence of a current-

less mantle plasma. Perturbations of surface current along the equilibrium magnetic

field at the plasmavvacuum interface account for this kind of stabilization.

The stabilization of external kink modes when the plasma near the separatrix is

taken into amount is connected With the larger number of rational surfaces inside

the plasma at fixed plasma. current and internal inductance lg.

The paper presents further investigations of the boundary plasma effect on the

stability with emphasis on single null divertor configurations.

Mantle effect on n : 0 mode
1.
The perturbed potential energy representation is the same for the cases of currentless

mantle plasma or vacuum at t e place of the mantle:

5W=é f léBFdV, (1)
mantle

where 5B is magnetic field perturbation. The perturbed magnetic pressure continuity at

the plasma-vacuum interface
B-6B=B-5B,, (2)

prohibits surface current perturbations across the equilibrium magnetic field lines. How-

ever, perturbations of the surface current along the equilibrium field can arise and account

for a difference in the value of the potential enercy compared to the vacuum case.
The following model problem was chosen to demonstrate the stabilizing effect of the

mantle. The plasma toroidal current density profile with the currentless mantle was

prescribed as follows _ _

'_ 1‘1/J/1l’m: 0<1lb<1lbml

Tit—i0. mafia, (3)
where 4) is the normalized poloidal flux and it", controls the width of the mantle. The

plasma density profile was the same as rjd, in order to exclude the inertia from the mantle.

It makes possible to compare ideal MHD growth rates with the vacuum case. The growth

rates should be the same if there is no surface current. A difference in the growth rates

implies the existence of a perturbed surface current.
An equilibrium with an inverse aspect ratio n/R = 0.2725, 1,0,1. 2 0.9 and a safety

factor on magnetic axis qo : 1.05 was chosen. An ideally conducting wall of elliptic cross

section and minor radius twice of the plasma minor radius (b/a : 2) was placed around

the plasma. For the up-down asymmetric plasma boundary with overall elongation 1.5

(see Fig.1) the obtained difference in the ideal MHD growth rates between the cases with

and without mantle was about 10%.
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However, for the elliptic cross-section plasma no difference in the CODVergedrates was revealed. It corresponds to the vanishing surface current due to the angtriowthmetric normal component of the "vertical” displacement eigenfunction in the Case Sfm‘up-down symmetric equilibrium. 0 anThe difference in growth rates for asymmetric cross sections also occurs for resi t'wall modes. S we
2. Plasma outside separatrix
The effect of the presence of plasma outside the separatrix on n = 0 stability was Studi din computations for doublet configurations [2] Resistive wall mode growth rates Weeconsiderably reduced by the presence of a mantle plasma outside separatrix in the c reof up—down asymmetric configurations. However, the stabilization due to the Sui-£22:
current excitation at the plasmawacuum interface is also possible in up-dOWD Syrnrnetriedoublet configurations. This is due to the structure of the most unstable n : 0 mOde icdoublets featuring a symmetric normal displacement component [1, 2] in contrast to theantisymmetric one in the case of single axis elongated up-down symmetric plasmas.The effect of plasma outside separatrix in a single null divertot configuration Was thenext subject of investigation.

As long as the equilibrium magnetic field is the same in vacuum and in mantle plaSmathe equilibrium configuration with a mantle plasma outside separatrix can be gas“);produced from any free boundary single axis equilibrium. For the model problem it isconvenient to turn the doublet equilibrium into the divertor configuration (see Fig.2 .The toroidal current density was prescribed by (3) with film : 1 inside the separatrix andwith a currentless mantle outside the separatrix.
Vanishing displacement at the boundaries where the equilibrium magnetic fieldB - n # 0 (Fig.2a) corresponds to the case of perfectly conducting end plates touchingthe plasma.
The stability code KINX-W [2] has been modified to treat such configurations. Thefirst version of the code computes n = 0 stability in the presence of a wall with finiteresistivity. Perfect conductors can be optionally placed also at some parts of the externalmantle boundary (Fig.2b, Fig.2c).
The table below compares the growth rates for the single axis plasma inside theseparatrix, the doublet plasma without and with the mantle (two modes) and the divertorconfiguration with end plates. All are placed inside the resistive TCV wall. The

[single axis doublet without mantle doublet divertor
L 410 680/110 220/110 85

Table 1: Growth rates in 5‘1 for the TCV wall.
eigenfunction arrow plot for the case of the divertor configuration is given in Fia.3. Thestrong stabilizing effect comes not from the conducting end plates alone but ffom thepresence of the plasma outside the separatrix in the divertor configuration.The presence of perfect conductors in the vacuum near the plasma can stabilize then = 0 mode. However, the presence of lateral plates touchinfl the plasma outside theseparatrix has again a much stronger stabilizing effect. The Tateral plates placed likein Fig.2b completely stabilize the n = 0 mode. On the other hand putting the bottomconducting plate (Fig.2c) has almost no stabilizing effect on growth rates.To estimate the stabilizing effect of perfect conductors for the single axis plasma inthe absence of mantle, we prescribe a wall shape similar to that of the separatrix andconsider a fraction of its circumference below the x-point as an ideal conductor. Forb/a = 1.3 the ideal wall fraction needed to stabilize the mode is 30%. For a closer fitting
wall with [7/0. : 1.1 the fraction needed for stabilization is 15%. For both cases theideally conducting parts of the wall are much closer to the plasma than for the case ofthe lateral plates touching the mantle.
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Vi
- ‘ 'n effect of the plasma outside separatrix on n. = 0 mode is ver stron

hifiifllrzbognfiguration. The stabilization comes both from the mantle efiict and
lagged“ boundary conditions.

3 Kink modes .. frame of ideal MHD the difference between mantle plasma and vacuum is more
the t for n > 0 modes. Tlle'eXIStEIlCC of rational surfaces introduces singularities in

MHD equations thus restricting the admissible set of magnetic field perturbations. If

the matrix is closer to the plasma boundary then the shear is higher and the number
the Sand surfaces inside plasma is bigger.
of rt}1ie calculations of fl limits for L-mode and H-mode ITER configurations [3] showed

t external kink modes are less sensitive to the plasma profiles near separatrix than
thathe proximity of the separatrix to the plasma boundary. For all cases the beta limits

to higher With separatrix at the boundary. From [3 = 5.8% for a plasma boundary
a” = 0.95 they raise to [3 = 6.3% for the separatrix at the
defined by ¢Mndaw "Pam“? . . . . . .
boundary for n = 1 external kink mode and L-mode equilibrium. The difference is higher

for H-mode case: 5.0% vs. 6.8%. , ,

On the other hand the stability calculations for doublet configurations [2] showed that

and current limits against external 17. = 1 kink stability for doublets and for single—null

135m; inside separatrix are very close to each other, No substantial influence of the

lasma outside the separatrix on the external kink limits was discovered. The reason for

that could be very the high values of q in the low current plasma outside the separatrix.

Corresponding high order rational surfaces have a weak effect on external kink stability

[ ] Kink stability of divertor configurations With plasma outside the separatrix involVing

various types of bOundary conditions is an important subject of further investigation.

significan

4, Discussion
The presented results point to the substantial influence of the presence plasma near the

separatrix on ideal MHD stability.

. The mantle plasma inside and outside the separatrix can considerably reduce n = 0
growth rates especially in divertor plasma configurations.

a The kink mode stability is favored by the presence of the separatrix inside the

plasma.

However the ideal MHD model may be not adequate to describe the tokamak plasma

behavior especially in the vicinity of the x-point and outside the separatrix. More realistic

models are also needed to compute the divertor configuration stability.
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1' Introduction
The formation of a MARFE ( Multifaceted Asymmetric Radiation From the Edge) is

widely attributed to a thermal instability in the radiating edge plasma and has already been

studied extensively (see, e.g., Ref. [1] and [2] for broader discussions). This study presents a

linear stability analysis, using the theory of magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) in a two

dimensional (2D) axisymmetric model. The linearized MHD equations are solved, starting from

accurate equilibrium simulations of JET discharges. In contrast to previous studies, pressure is

not assumed constant, magnetic perturbations and displacements across the field lines are not

neglected, perturbations are calculated over the entire plasma region, characteristics of the

MARFE like toroidal symmetry and poloidal asymmetry are not imposed on the solutions.

such an ’unsimplified' MHD study is already done in a 1D cylindrical model by De Ploey et a].

[1]. The present study in a tokamak-relevant geometry gives an even more reliable picture of

the MARFE onset. The non-linear evolution is not calculated, but sensible extrapolations of

the linear results can be made and associated with non-linear studies (see, eg. , Ref. [2]),

Two JET discharges (#20336 and #20844) were analyzed, which have similar

characteristics 2 limiter operation, high edge density and the MARFE has a stable position at

the plasma inner wall. MARFE's in x-point operation will be studied later. The presented

numerical codes are not suitable to consider thermal instabilities in open field lines.

2. Model and numerical methods
We use the following standard MHD equations, with the effects of radiation and

thermal induction included :

E: —pV,\_’,
d!

pflZ—Vp+l(VXE)X§,
dt [.1

dT _ ,
pct? I —p(V,V)+ V'(KIIVH7 + KLVLT)_pL(paT)7

i? = V x (T! x F)

p = iRpT and VB = 0,
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where y is the magnetic permeability, CV is the specific heat at constant volume, L(p’
energy gain-loss function and ‘R is the gas constant. We take the classical Braginskii formUIagfor the heat conduction, i.e. KN DC 7'“ and KJ 09027" “B'flvhere We enhance the Value f0,- k
with a factor E. We varied E from 10 to 1000, In comparison with the commonly Useddependency IrL = 1.11, this agrees roughly with a variation of [L from 0.1 mzs‘1 to 10 1,125.1
The parametric dependencies of the perpendicular heat conduction are essentially unkno .
which makes our assumption as good as any other. The MARFE is always observed at the
inboard side ofthe toms, which is sometimes related to the fact that it is the high field side, Bytaking Irl inversely proportional to B , we can investigate its possible influence on this
characteristic. However, KN is many orders bigger than K, and is therefore the dominant
physical effect. A coronal radiation function is used. This is also questionable, but probably a
good enough approximation for a linear analysis.

T) is the

A stability analysis is performed by looking for small perturbations of the equilibrium
that are solutions ofthe above MHD equations in a linearized form. in our axisymmetric 2D
model we use the following appropriate representation for the perturbed quantities With a
Fourier expansion in the poloidal direction :

fl ( W, 9, (p, I) : g’l’e‘w Zfl.m( V/)glmfl

where (yaliqp) are flux coordinates, n is the toroidal wave number m is a poloidal wave
number and A is the eigenvalue.

The MHD spectrum of eigenmodes is calculated numerically by means of the linear
MHD code CASTOR [3]. The toroidal, axisymmetric equilibria and the corresponding
equilibrium mappings, required as input for CASTOR, are generated by the equilibrium solver
HELENA [4]. The input for HELENA is obtained with the equilibrium identification code
IDENTD, which analyzes the diagnostics of the JET discharges. HELENA solves the Grad-
Shafranov equation, determining the pressure and magnetic field profiles The density profile
still has to be determined and matched to the profiles found in the diagnostics of the JET
discharges, The density is assumed constant on the flux surfaces. The perturbation by an
eigenmode is calculated over the entire plasma region for the three velocity components, the
three magnetic field components, the density and the temperature,

3. Results
Thermal instabilities are indeed found as MHD-eigenmodes. Calculations with only one

Fourier component agree with the former 1D calculations and show that the (n=0,m=0) mode
is the most unstable, It is a purely growing mode, i,e. 7» is real and positive, with a density rise,
a temperature decrease, plasma motion as well as perturbation of pressure and magnetic field
at the plasma edge. The growth rate is on a time scale of milliseconds. The plasma
displacement is restricted to the direction perpendicular to the flux surfaces. This underlines
that a reliable study should include this velocity component, The perturbation is radially
localized around one flux surface at the plasma edge. The position ofthis flux surface lies in an
interval of the equilibrium temperature where the radiation function goes ‘unstable‘, ie. the
radiation is inversely proportional to the temperature, It is not surprising that this mode is the
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able [1]; no temperature gradients are created within the flux surface, so that the

heat conduction along the field lines can not play a stabilizing role, Only the

factors remain in the criterion for instability [5] :
moSi unst

dominaflt
destabililmg

Kukf, +pL, #075 < O

we find the derivatives 0fthe radiation function L and the parallel wave vector k”.

where CASTOR allows the calculation of solutions with a superposition of several Fourier

onentS, giving the physically relevant solutions These calculations with several Fourier

components show us that the thermal instability is basically still a (0,0) mode where the other

:Sriier harmonics are also excited. Figure 1 shows the solution for 11 Fourier components

with m ranging from -5 t0 5. Similar results were obtained with other Fourier series including

m=0~ The figures Show the perturbation in a cross section ofthe torus.

it»gm oar. ml
""6

Fig.1 .' Perturbation by a thermal instability, the (n=0,m=-5—)5) mode.

The resulting superposition for the density is poloidally asymmetric giving a rise at the

inboard side, but the temperature perturbation remains m=0 with no other Fourier components

excited. The resulting pressure perturbation is inevitably poloidally asymmetric. The plasma

motion is dominantly in the toroidal direction, i.e. in the flux surface, and therefore induced by

the miO components. The different magnetic field components are also perturbed

The influence of K on the poloidal behaviour displayed in Fig. l is limited. Kl

smoothens the solution in the radial direction. The thermal instabilities, which are found for

K =0, are solutions of a thermal MHD continuum and therefore display a singular behaviour

in the radial direction (see [1] and [5]). The inclusion of K removes this continuum singularity

in the MHD spectrum, giving a thermal instability with a smoothened spatial behaviour and a
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lowered growth rate. These efiects are proportional with the enhancement factor E. The
smoothening becomes unrealistic for E bigger than 30. The growth rate at this value is around
10 ms, which agrees with reported JET values. Other parametric dependencies for K1 Will be
studied in future.

The results for #20336 and #20844 are basically the same, although that the gromh
rates ofthe instabilities of#20336 are somewhat lower. The reason for the latter might be that
the region of'unstable‘ radiation is situated closer to the edge, where the density and thus the
radiative loss is lower.

4. Interpretation
The following interpretation can be given to these results. The thermal instability is

intrinsically an (0,0) mode resulting in a poloidally symmetric lowering ofthe temperamre It
tries to balance this cooling with mass transport, but strong mass transport along the field lines
is not possible for the m=0 mode, so that the other Fourier components have to assure thjs
plasma displacement. The resulting density rise is localized at the inner side of the toms. This
favouring ofthe inboard side can not be attributed to the effect of K . It seems that the toroidal
geometry and the Shafranov shift of the flux surfaces cause this poloidal localization.

The MARFE's of the studied discharges are poloidally even more localized than the
perturbation in Fig. 1. This limited poloidal extent is probably attained in the non-linear phase_
We can make some estimations about the non-linear evolution, based on our linear results.
Since the density rise is localized at the inner side, the radiative losses will be higher there too.
This causes a stronger cooling at the inner side, which thereby will become poloidally
asymmetric. Eventually, we can expect that the radiative cooling will end up in a poloidally
localized region at the inboard side.

5. Conclusions
A detailed picture is given of the MARFE onset in a 2D axisymrnetric M'HD model.

This analysis confirms that the MARFE is a radiative instability near the plasma edge. The
linear behaviour of this thermal instability displays some remarkable features. The cooling is
poloidally symmetric, but the accompanying density rise is localized at the inboard side. The
phenomenon is not isobaric and a relevant study should include plasma motion across the flux
surfaces. This work underlines the need for an unsimplified treatment of the MARFE
phenomenon in a tokamak-relevant geometry
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l- Introduction . .

. aper describes the VDE mechanrsm of JT-60U during Ip quench phase after an energy

Thls [3h To clarify the mechanism, firstly the fundamental characteristics of JT-60U positional

quehit' were investigated in detail. Secondly, the nonlinear evolution of plasma displacement

,Stabgcfing with vacuum vessel was numerically studied by using TSC [1]. JT-60U is a

11:1l elongated and bottom-diverted single null tokamak with the elongation ICOf 1.3 — 1.7,

where the effect of deformation might be less important, The vacuum vessel is egg—shaped and

slightly LIP—down asymmetric and the decay time of up-down antisymmetric current mode is

about 8 ms. In Spite of the high capability of TSC, we neglected both the active feedback and

the passive response of poloidal field coil system during an evolution of motion, because that

our interests lie on a rapid plasma behavior especially at the first half phase of VDE ( < 10 ms)

with fast 1p quench (> 50 Sec‘1 ), Halo current usually cooperating with a large vertical shift of

plasma was neglected, because that there is no evidence of Halo current in the first half phase of

JT-60U disruptive process [2]. The plasma pressure and density were assumed to be given

(relatively low 5p < 0.2) during TSC simulation.

As is consistent with TSC results, the softening of VDE in JT-60U was realized after the

careful optimization of equilibrium location at the predisruption phase.

2, Fundamental Characteristics of JT-60U Positional Stability

Figure 1 shows the linear growth rate of positional instability as a function of the decay index n

of vertical field (n = R/Bz(aBR/8Z) = —R/Bz(8Bz/¢9R)). Plasma current is 1.5 MA (kept to be

unchanged) ; plasma current profile ii is 1.5 ; triangularity 6 is small (< 0.1) ; locations of

magnetic axis is almost nominal, i. e., R = 3.33 m and Z = 0.0 m. important feature is that the

stabilizing effect of JT-60U vacuum vessel strongly depends on the n-index. For example, JT-

60U standard configuration (22 = -0.9) gives small growth rate like y= 46 seC'l. On the other

hand, the elongated configuration ()1 = —1.7) gives rather large growth rate like y= 128 secrl,

which corresponds to the L/R time of JT-60U vacuum vessel. The more the decay index

decreases, the more a growth rate of positional instability rapidly increases. In case of virtually

selected worse decay index, say n = «3.0, growth rate becomes about 1000 see]. This

nonlinear dependence of growth rate on n-index gives an important meaning in the investigation

of VDE mechanism discussed in the next section. The another main concluding remarks of TSC

results on the characteristics of positional instability are the follows : (1) The peaking of current

profile results in higher growth rate, since the effective plasma-wall distance becomes large. ;

(2) Even if the plasma has a large up—down asymmetry with regard to the midplanc owing to the

SN configuration, there is no difference of growth rate between upward and downward

instabilities.
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3. VDE Mechanism during Plasma Current Quench
3A JT¥60U experhnent[3]

Fast VDE frequently occulred cooperating with [P quench in JT-60U. The observed VDE rate
(425 sec‘l) with ID quench rate of 52 see1 was 3 ~ 4 times faster than the estimated linear
growth rate of vertical instability (128 sec'l). TSC simulation especially in the first half Phase
of disruption process provided the quite good reproduction of the experimentally observgd VDE
by introducing an artificial energy quench. Meanwhile the elongation Kof TSC Simulation Was
kept almost constant, plasma current profile 17 i became gradually to be peaked from a flattened
profile of initial state (Api ~ 0.5), since the plasma current is dissipated mainly at the low
temperature peripheral region by its joule loss. The shrinkage of plasma current Channel can be
one possible mechanism to describe VDE, however, it was shown that the increase 01:4?i ~ 0.5
does not bring a dominant effect to accelerate VDE because the amount of VDE enhancement is
estimated as only 50 sec".

Figure 2 shows the experimental VDE rate as a function of 1p quench rate in both the
configurations of n = -1.7 and —0.9. The predisruption values of plasma current ranged as 1 . 3
MA. It is clear that the more 1p quench rate increases, the more VDE rate increases. Here, the
experimental value of 1p quench rate 7'“ is defined as the inverse of time necessary for 50 %
drop of plasma current, that is, the usual exponential rate yis given by 'y= 0.69)“.

32 VDE medmnhm H]
Figure 3 displays VDE rate of TSC as a function of 1p quench rate for a variety of
mfiQmmmdmnQMmmmmmmmwn=00pZImdnmkhWHemmndm
introducing an artificial quadrupole magnetic field moment. Main plasma parameters are : ID =
L5MA;&=15;K=IJ~L5VDEmwsmdmzaonmmrmewnwmmdmdmgmwm
rates of positional instability, which are consistent with Fig. l. The remarkable features are
summarized as follows : (1) VDE rates of every kind of configurations increase as [p quench
rate does. (2) [p quench causes a vertical displacement similar to VDE even for nearly circular.
shaped plasma, which should be marginally stable against both vertical displacement and radial
expansive modes without 1p quench. (3) ID quench intensively accelerates VDE of highly
elongated plasma (n = -2.6) comparing with all the others of small elongations.

In order to investigate the VDE mechanism, n-index at the magnetic axis was measured in
TSC and a degradation of n-index An from the predisruption-equilibrium was found. In case of
fiwmmmmdflnmldmmmmmfiknMwmmhflflmdmwmmmwMam
(n = 0.0), An = -O.2 in the standard configuration ()1 = —1.0), An = -0.3 both in the elongated
configuration (n = -l .7) and fictitious case of n = -2.1, and An = -0.4 in the fictitious case of n
= 2.6. The origin of degradation An is an eddy current, which distributes partially on top and
bottom part of vacuum vessel and produces an additional quadrupole moment of magnetic field.
The degradation An leads to a higher growth rate of positional instability (Fig. 1). For example,
the resultant degradation of An = —0.4 in case of n = -2.6 provides the enhancement of
positional instability of 450 sec], while the growth rate of pure positional instability withoutlp
quench was 430 sec*l. Because that the resultant VDE rate by TSC is about 1 100 sec‘1 (shown
in Fig. 3), the unknown rest portion of VDE enhancement is ~ 200 seC’l, which just
corresponds to the VDE rate of circular-shaped configuration in Fig. 3. In all cases with the
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mer com-jgm-ations, the Similar interpretation can explain the numerical observations of

arm [ions between IP quench rate and VDE rate.

configure 4 shows the Z—directional displacement of magnetic axis at 1.0 ms after energy

sigh Up = 700 kA 1 n = -2.0). In spite that the evolution of positional instability has no up-

u n directional dependence, VDE always evolves along the predestinated direction, i. e.,

do‘wvard or downward. There is a neutral equilibrium location against VDE around 10 » 15 cm
ugove the midplane in JT-6OU, which has the up~down asymmetric vacuum vessel. Now, it is

:1a that the VDE of circular—shaped plasma located at Z = 0.0 m is caused by the imbalance

amctive force due to the up-down asymmetric eddy cunent on vacuum vessel.

4' VDE Softening in .IT-60U Experiment [5]

A almost VDE-free discharge was observed at Z = 16 cm. The existence of neutral location of

initial equilibrium against VDE are consistent with TSC results. A typical case of the

d VDE within the tolerance of< i2 cm during [p quench (time constant : 15 ms) is
supprCSSe

shown in Fig. 5. Keeping Z around +15 cm, plasma moves inward.

5_ Conclusions

The VDE mechanism during 1;, quench phase of JT—60U disruptive discharge was investigated

by using TSC. It was clarified that the rapid IP quench can accelerate vertical displacement due

to both the up—dOWn asymmetric eddy current originated from the asymmetric geometry of JT-

60U vacuum vessel and the degradation of n—index leading to high growth rate of positional

instability. As is consistent with the TSC prediction, a VDE softening has been achieved by the

optimization of the vertical position of magnetic axis Z in JTe6OU tokamak for a low Bp (< 0.2)

plasma without an active feedback. It was experimentally proved that the optimization of the

predisruption—equilibn'um is practical and effective for a mildly elongated tokamak.

The authors wish to thank Drs N. Pomphrey and SC. Jardin of PPPL for supporting TSC

code and making it available. Useful discussions with Drs. M. Azumi and T. Hirayama of
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Computation of Fluid Drift Dynamics in Tokamak Geometry:

Turbulence and Transport
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collisional drift wave turbulence is computed in tokamak geometry in

three dimensions. The geometry is described in terms of a Clebsch rep—

resentation for the magnetic field, and not further approximated. The

profiles and fluctuations are treated on an equal basis, with local pav

[meters resulting from the source distribution. The results constitute

a realistic description of the profile and turbulence scales. In terms of

physics, the most important result is that the nonlinear drift wave insta-

bility in three dimensions involves only scales much larger than the linear

drift wave scale, p5, since the two “modes” involved in direct transfer

are both at low—kl in wavenumber space, but at differing k”.

Introduction

TWO dimensional computations of collisional drift wave turbulence in model geome—

tries have been quite successful in representing the qualitative character of tokarnak edge

fluctuations [1,2], most strongly so when the temperature gradient and fluctuations are not

neglected [3,4]. Nevertheless, in all these cases the small scales have played a more impor—

tant role than they appear to do in the experiments [5,6]. In sheared magnetic geometry

the linear waves are damped [7], but the associated turbulence sustains itself owing to a

nonlinear instability if excited at finite amplitude [8]. In two dimensions this is due to a

transfer between groups of “modes” at differing [CL in wavenurnber space [3]: The smaller

scales at hips ~ 0.5 are mixed about and kept nonadiabatic by the effect of the larger

scales and then driven by the gradients, mostly VT. The energy in these modes is then

passed preferentially to lower—kl, propping up the larger scales and keeping the process

going. But as noted this small scale activity does not appear to be present in the experi-

ments. Except for that point and the fact that the saturated amplitude is too small, those

two-dimensional results did reproduce much of the basic character of edge fluctuations.

Very recently, three dimensional computations of the same physical model have been

performed, for the first time with the same high resolution as had been needed in pre

vious cases. This is made possible by aligning the coordinate system precisely with the

magnetic field, so that the parallel gradient involves only one coordinate [9]. Although

there were previous attempts in cylindrical [10] or helical coordinates with toroidal effects

[11], they carried insufficient resolution for proper evaluation of the results in light of the

two—dimensional studies. In still—simplified geometry the new studies have uncovered a

nonlinear instability with a different character, one not involving the smaller scales [12].

Nevertheless, they lacked the temperature dynamics and a rigorous treatment of toroidal

periodicity. These elements are necessary if one is advancing claims regarding previous

two-dimensional results, and they are included in the present study for the first time: four
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equations for the electrostatic potential, (:5, the electron density and temperature, n and
and the parallel ion velocity, u”, with a resolution in the perpendicular plane of 128 X 2:
grid nodes in the radial and drift directions, equal to the previous studies. Additional 06
clenlelltS are the global character of the domain and the presence of sources to new
background profiles adjust. The result is increased realism in the results, eonfin
indications that collisional drift wave turbulence is the fundamental ingredient
tolcamak edge and scrape-ofl' layer turbulence.

Hing Earlier

Underlying

ll. The Geometry and the Collisional Fluid Drift Model
The best way to treat the highly anisotropic dynamics in a confined7 m

plasma is to precisely align the coordinate system with the magnetic field, so that th
fast parallel dynamics involves only one of the coordinates [9]. This way, relatiVely fer:grid nodes need be carried, allowing proper resolution of the perpendicular plane evgn With
present—day computational resources. The magnetic field is given a Clebscll representatiOn
B : x’VéxVV, where V is the flux surface volume and x’ is the volume derivative 0;-the poloidal flux. The third (parallel) coordinate is the Hamada poloidal angle, 9’ and
E = C — (19 is determined also by the Hamada toroidal angle, C, and the q profile, The
geometry is not further approximated; in particular, the periodicity constraint1 given on
closed field lines by f(V, 6’, i) : f(V, 0 + 1,5 — q), is rigorously respected.

agnfitised

which the _ l

The computational model for the present study is that of collisional drift waves. All . ,
quantities are normalised in terms of reference parameters, no, To, Bo, with distance a and
velocity co given by 68 = To /1l/I,-. The model system appears as:

d9 62E : VHJ” — Vi "71V* -' VJ. "Y’dB—DZ(71VJ.‘IJ’+ TIVLT -I- TVLH), (1)

dn
E = ~Vl|nun—VJ_-nv* —nV_L-VE+S, (2)

3 LIT 3 J“
ENE : *EH’UHVHT — TLTVHT)“ — VHq” + XOIVHT ~l- TVIITI — nvllqi)

—71TVJ_'(l—A—TVL‘71V*—HTVJ"VE+Q, (3)TIT

nfl—in’uVu— VTiTV +V’ Vat i II II n n u n" “Wu HUN: (4)
with auxiliary relations

sL-cignB—Zvigb, d/dtza/at-l-vE-V,
TJ“ = Don"‘T5/2(1.7a“T + TVHn i nvuqs),
7w“ = nu” — J“ g” = —0.71TJ” 7 1.6D0T5/2VHT,
VE = 60B_ZBXVL¢, nvi = (SOB—2BX(TIVJ_T + TVUI),
qA : (5/2)TLT60B_2BXVJ_T,

and physical reference parameters

D0 = (Co/allolUl/[i/me), V0 = 1160107710), 50 = po/a, pg = pS(T0,B0).
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aiming terms are the particle and energy source terms resulting from specified

fluxes and the presence of neutrals of density n N, rotation damping via magnetic

, W [13], and parallel viscosity, t‘ll'
umpltilg’n the C0111putational domain includes a scrape-off layer, the periodicity constraint

We: field lines is replaced by Debye—sheath boundary conditions on n", J“, and q”

The rem
boundary

for closthe presence of toroidal symmetric limiter on the inside of the torus at 6 : :lzl / 2.
guigwise the physics is the same on closed and open field lines.

t ’ '

III. Computations and Results

Representative computations for the edge of TEXT were constructed. Reference pa-

eters Were chosen at no = 3 x 1012 cm’“, To = 30 eV, B0 = 20 kG, and a 2 27cm.
xiii-21012161 geometry was constructed with shifted—circular flux surfaces with R0 : 108 cm,

A _. 3.47 5 : 1,0, and a relative Shafronov shift of A’ = —0.25 (magnetic axis shifted

(lama-rd)- The domain Was bounded by the r : 0.925 and 1.075 surfaces with 128 radial

0 id nodes, and Fourier components 0,5,10, . . . ,425 were retained in g (this is the same

resolution as in the two-dimensional studies cited above). There were 32 grid nodes in the

mallel direction, 0, on the full interval [—05, 0.5].
The system was heated with an outward flux, qH = 0.003nnc0, across the inner

boundary, subject to an exit flux of 0.001 across the outer boundary (the confinement

time of the domain is much larger than the run time; the computed flux was larger than

(ml For runs with a scrape—off layer, there was an inward flux of neutrals across the outer

boundary, With boundary density 50 = 0.01710 and velocity v N = 0.1c0. The neutrals were

subject to collisional ionisation, with any neutrals arriving at the inner boundary returning

back across it as charged particles.
The turbulence was contained to the computational domain via damping for the flucA

tuations (the l # 0 Fourier components) in the “screen region”, within Ar = 0.0075 of the

radial boundaries. The profiles (1 = 0) were diffused there to keep the boundary fluxes

and turbulence in physical contact. In the presence of a scrape-off layer, d) is controlled at

the outer boundary by the Debye-sheath current, but in runs without one the profile for

(t was tied down to zero via strong damping in the screen region.

The main run, “core—1”, was carried for 62a/co (about 250 nsec physics time), long

enough for the turbulence to reach saturation. There was no scrape—off layer. The temper—

ature scale length, LT, was about 3cm, while the density result was L,1 > 15 cm, showing

the lack of an effective particle pinch for this system, in contrast to the two-dimensional

result [14]. The fluctuation spectra peaked at 5;p N 0.1, and the energetics did so as well

(the source/sink rates, see [3] for a complete discussion), the latter in contrast to the two—

dimensional result and more in line with the experiments as cited above. Quite otherwise

to the traditional opinion that drift wave turbulence is too weal: to account for edge fluctu~

ations, the saturated amplitude was 0.2 for eqS/T and about 0.15 for T/T (the density was

weak due to the lack of Vn). The total heat flux was about 0.025nnco, corresponding

to 150 kW, about the portion of a 200 kW discharge in TEXT not lost via radiation. In

the energetics, only the drive due to VT and V11 and dissipation due to VHJ" and qn

were non-negligible, showing that the collisional drift wave dynamics are the dominant el-

ement while additional effects like ExB suppression were unimportant — even though EXB
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spinrup was vigorous enough to produce super—diamagnetic flow. Another run “c
restarted from t = Moi/co and carried to 42(1/(20 without the “toroidal curVatllreuoreizlw
(those involving VB). The result was turbulence of the same Character as in Coretlerms
about 50 percent weaker in the energetics , rather than “ballooning mode” turbul bllt . ‘
this is drift wave turbulence with a certain amount of subsidiary destabilisation deuce.
toroidal effects. Ue [0

The main scrape-ofi'layer run, called “solvl”, was given a limiter boundin
at (7‘ = :l:1/2 for flux surfaces with r > 1.0, for which the Debye—sheath bound
apply. About half of the neutrals reached the inner boundary and return
particles, sufficient to maintain a Vn with L" = 6cm. The turbulence w
percent stronger amplitude but with the same spectrum and energetics, ex
driving by the parallel ion flow stagnation point just across the last Closed flux Surfa,
from the limiter. ExB energetic suppression and ionisation of neutrals was measured :e
have a negligible effect on the turbulence even though the EXB shear layer was weu‘fol‘me:
, the EXB flow gradient at r = 1.0 was 25co/LT. The parallel flows caused by the limits
were more than a factor of 10 stronger than those Clue to toroidicity on closed field line;
suggesting that magnetic curvature is also of secondary importance to the profiles. ‘

A second scrape—off layer run, “sol~2”, was given the same neutral flux but With
50 = 0.1 and ”UN : 0.01. There was no effect on the turbulence due to the much higher _
nN N 0.05-0.1. Keeping nN to 7‘ > 1.0 With this low ’UN led again to the near~ab39nce of
V11. The negligible effect of this on the turbulence amplitude reflects the fact that VT
is the dominant drive, something which should not be forgotten when assessing the DIOre
traditional isothermal treatments. Aside from the lack of V7) and the correspondingly
weaker ii, there was no significant difference between the sol—1 and sol—2 runs.

g the System
ary Conditiom
ed as chargedas at about 15

cept for Strong
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Introduction, motivation
1.. it own that edge localized modes (ELMs) originate near the. last closed flux surface,

,I‘ 15 near the region of steepest pressure gradients in H-mode toltamali plasmas [1].

m or 1; ELMs are characterized by an increasing repetition frequency and constant

Typimde when heating power is increased [2]. By contrast. type III ELMs become

:gerand less frequent with increasing temperature in the edge region ['2]. Incidentally,

this behaV'iOUY has a parallel with the. phenomenon of eode to H-mode transitions:

it shOWS confinement improvement with increasing heating power. Also. type III ELMs

originate close to the last Closed flux surface, and are likely to be affected by —aniong

other things! those physical processes that govern L—H transitions.

The physical mechanisms underlying type I ELMs are expected to be simpler. Type

IELMS take place When pressure gradients are much higher than during type III ELMs

and approaCh the ideal ballooning stability limit [3]. Type I ELMs cause immediate.

deterioration of confinement in a larger plasma volume than type Ill ELMs, extending

further inward.
This paper addresses the question, how radially very localized instabilities, such

as ideal ballooning; modes, can be responsible for enhanced transport in a macroscopic

radial interval. Except at Very low repetition rates, sequences of type I ELMs are

observed to be remarkably regular. This makes it implausible that the ELM amplitude

and location depend sensitively on the precise way how the steepening pressure profile

approaches the stability limit. One explanation would be that ELMS are cause by low-1i

modes, but low-n magnetic oscillations are not universally seen during type-I ELMs.

The next section shows how descriptions by means of modified transport coefficients

can match ELM measurements. Section 3 outlines a heuristic relation between stability

limits and transport, that leads to the simple model of section 4. The main result is the

estimate for the maximal radial extent of the destabilized zone in section 5.

2. Enhanced transport during ELMS in ASDEX Upgrade

Several studies exist which compare measurements of ELM activity in ASDEX Upgrade

with numerical simulations, in which the ELMs are modelled by temporarily enhanced

particle and energy transport levels. An extensive study involved timeedependent B2—

EIRENE simulations of ELMs using prescribed, temporarily increased, transport co-

efiicients [4]. Through the SOL modelling, these simulations gave the space and time

resolved deposition on the divertor plates. as well as other typical signatures of ELMs

on experimental data such as HO, Langmuir saturation currents. ECE. and Li—beam

measurements. It was found that, in order to reproduce the experimental data, en—

hanced perpendicular transport was required not only in the core plasma. but also in

the SOL [5]. Enhanced transport in the SOL, possibly due to penetration from core

plasma turbulence, lies outside the scope of this paper.

More recently. ECE and Li beam measurements of the T6 and ne profiles with high
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temporal and radial resolution have made it possible to give estimates of the Gillian
difi'usivity and thermal conductivity based on the variation of the profiles during EL\cledFirst results are presented elsewhere at this conference [6]. The type I ELMS that \ve s.
analysed could be described by effective transport coefficients that are a factor 343above the equilibrium values for a duration of 0.471 ms in a radial interval fl‘Om the Sc
aratriX to a few cm inward. For the cases quoted here the pressure gradient at the Ii' ‘95% surface reaches 87% of the ideal ballooning limit estimated using the s —Q model [6]IE . - . The determination of enhanced trin -ASDEX Upgrade #4896 . _ _ _ _ ‘ SP0” COGffiqems.0. 2.5 T, 1 MA‘ 53557.9 Mw- is illustrated in Figures 1 and 2, showmg an enhame_5‘ ca. 6 _ ment of \( as far as 7cm inside the se13aratrix_ Then) u . ,5 0 More ELM zone is bounded at high radius presumably bV thea 6— — . ' -’— _ separatrix, where losses due to parallel transPort 0c-0 4 — during ELM - cur.

“9 ' 9 Thomson scattering
o ' EOE Radlomeler 05 Fig. 1 ASDEX Upgrade Te profiles 2.31715 before, and at02 03 , D4 ,r(mtdptane) (m) the time of, a type I ELM. The curves are Nyquist lonLPa-Ss1 .

filtered {its to both the ECE‘ and Thomson scattering data‘
3- . .

3 during ELM Fig. 2 The thermal conductivity profile which precisely re~NE 5‘ E ‘ produces the evolution from the first profile in Fig. 1 to (he:5, 4_ 7 cm a _ second one. Also shown is the steady State profile oe. DCN“’ interferometer measurements of 11.5 were used in order to mm-2- "before ELM ~ putc the contribution due to convection. A Constant particle
" difl'usivity was used.n

0.2 0.)O 3 0 4
r (midplana) (m)

3. Radial growth of the unstable zone, a heuristic model
We consider a. stability limit for the preSsure gradient which, when violated locally, giVes
rise to small instabilities localized in that. narrow radial interval. These instabilities, and
especially the non-linear interaction between them, will lead to enhanced transport inthis interval. This may be caused by stochastization of the magnetic field or. if enough
free energy is available, an enhanced level of turbulent fluctuations.

In the case of fluctuations, the. perturbations may propagate and induce turbulence
in a larger region than the original interval. One needs a detailed description of the
turbulence in order to determine how fast this expansion proceeds and where it ends.

In the present paper a much simpler mechanism is considered, disregarding the de-
tails of turbulent transport. We assume that a local violation of the stability boundary
somehow leads to transient locally enhanced transport levels, and consider the conse-
quences for the n.(r) and T(r) profiles. Not only will these profiles be locally flattened,
in adjacent regions the profiles will be steepened transiently. These locally steepened
gradients may in turn exceed the local stability limits and trigger more instabilities,
with associated enhanced transport. The expansion of the region of enhanced transport
may proceed in both radial directions, in an avalanche of small instabilities.

This picture can be refined. It can be argued that. not the stability boundary for
linear modes is relevant. but a somewhat higher limit above which modes are able to
grow to sufiiciei’it. amplitudes to interact with each other. Also. the expansion rate of
the unstable region depends on the details of the turbulence. However, if the expansion
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fast. the radial position where the expansion stops will depend only on
'5 suffidently . . . . . . . .
1 1 on the transport coei‘hCients. The stopping criterion Wlll be derived in
ntrl' TU.) am
the next section.

Idealized Quantitative Model
the above qualitative description by considering in slab geometry the radial

We simplify .
tions for the electron density “(7%) and the temperature That).

diffusion equa

2% = —r', r = —20n’,
at

a I . I 3 (1)
5(37171") : #q , q : —2711T + §FT,

We assume that TE : Ti and that the pressure 1) = 271T is the only time-dependent

quantity that affects ballooning stability. Ballooning stability is given by a Single pro-

file acrittl'l Above this limit, i.e., if lp'(rit)| E or > 0cm. the transport coefficients

DU)7 ,\'(r) locally switch to higher values DU), flr).
We consider the limit that this switch to higher transport occurs instantly when

01 reaches the ballooning boundary. Approaching this limit, numerical solutions of the

diffusion problem (1) exhibit arbitrarily fast growth of the unstable region. The limit

in which the unstable region acquires its maximal size instantly, otters a. fair description

if the true growth time of the turbulent zone is sufficiently shorter than the dii’fusive

time over that distance. Also, we will assume that the final size of the unstable region is

much larger than turbulent eddies and/or the spacing between individual instabilities.

Then, the unstable zone reaches its maximal size before macroscopic. changes of

TV) and 71(7') can occur. Subsequently, the profiles adapt diiiusively to the modified

transport coefficients. This is illustrated by the pressure profiles in Fig. 3. Note that

inside the unstable region, gradients drop below the critical value. We assume that this

does not immediately lead to a return to low transport levels. This hysteresis in D(cr)

and Xta‘) may be caused by self—sustained turbulence. By lack of a detailed description,

we will not be able to discuss the duration of the ELM, only its radial extent.

Fig. 3 Evolution of the pressure profile after transport coef-
ficients were raised by a factor 4 in the interval -I'0 < 7' < T0.

Curve (a) is the initial stationary profile [or the old constant

transport coefficients. Immediately after the transition, the pro—

file changes only locally near the discontinuities in D and X (b).

\ On an intermediate timescale, the profiles inside the unstable

unmablawsion region are relaxed (c) and losses are determined mainly by the

i size of this region. The final state ((1) is stationary for the new

"0 ““5 '0 transport coefficients.

pr
am

ur
o

The crucial phase is immediately after t : 0 (curve b), when the perturbations of

the profiles are Virtually independent of each other and of boundary conditions imposed

further outward. The initially very localized perturbations at the. discontinuity r : r0,

say, can be expressed analytically,

n'tr,t) : n.6(r0) [1 + (m — l) erfc((r — “ll/2 1315)]; r >1‘0,
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= 116(1‘0 Jl1+(VD/D_1)el'fcil"0’Tl/n/Elllr" 7‘<ro‘
T’W’:To’<"v)l1+(Vi/\reUm-fcm—W2 an];

: T5("°)l1+(v W s 1) Cl‘fcth'o 1 WV titll; r < m,At the discontinuity one finds

n'(r,t)= t/D/D776t7'0)« T’(z'.t):\/{/\Té(ro); 7‘17‘0,
n/(r‘t): \fD/DHMI‘M, T'(r.t): x/y/(Téh‘o); "lro,

i.c., at the instant the unstable zone comes into being3 the gradients at the bOundarieSbecome lower on the inside and higher on the outside, by factors solely determined bythe ratios between initial and enhanced transport coefficients at that location,

(2)

5. The stopping criterion
From Eqs. (2L one sees that the pressure gradient on the outSicle 0f the unstable 20113is increased from (1(7'0) to

~ {\m/D/D-tAm/fi/x
000) e \AT + [\n

where /\,, and AT are the density and temperature gradient lengths. If cl(rn) > acridm),the gradient just outside the unstable zone is itself ballooning unstable, and therefOrethe unstable zone Would never have stopped expanding at r = To in the first place.Hence, the. position where the unstable zone stops expanding is given by
a‘h‘stop) = acrittrstop)‘ (4)

Equations (3) and (4) show that the position rsmp is determined solely by the initial grardients a, A", QT, the ballooning limit on“. and the ratios between initial and enhancedtransport coefficients D/D and (/\, all evaluated in the point r = Tswp.

>< aha). (3)

6. Conclusions
We have considered local instabilities which, by means of transport enhancement, lead toan avalanche of further instabilities. If this destabilized zone expands sufficiently fasterthan the transport timescales, it stops expanding at a position that is independent of thehistory of this expansion and independent of the mechanisms of transport enhancement.In tokamak experiments, type I ELMs are a candidate for this process Equations (3)and (4) may determine how far inward the increased diffusivities extend during an ELM7while the outward extension in the SOL is determined by other factors.
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A

1 Introduction
MED equilibrium configurations with geodesic magnetic field lines of force

TorOidal , . . . . .
figurations) Show the interesting feature of haying the dnft veloctty Vm of

(isodinamiC “0“
charged particles tangent to the magnetic surfaces: V m - VW = 0 (where w is a surface label).

Inthis conditions the neo-Classical transport is zero, as any other transport terms depending on

on.coincidence between magnetic and drift surfaces. The well known axisimmetric fully

geodesic Palumbo 501uti0n [1] requires necessarily the poloidal magnetic field ito be as large as

the toroidal one. However the standard tokamak devices are far from meeting such a condition.

Nevertheless the problem of finding tokamak-like MHD axisimrnetric equilibria with minimal

geodesic curvature can help in reducing all the transport terms (and the related instabilities)

influenced by the trapped particle population.

From an experimental point of view, a relation among the shaping of the plasma column, the

geodesic curvature and the improvement of the global energy confinement time can be inferred

from the data of DIII—D [2]. Furthermore the VH-mode DUI—D discharges show an increased

plasma rotation that may be explained by another characteristic of the near—isodinamic

configurations, i.e. the reduction of the plasma inertia due to the lower compression of the flux

tubes. The radial electric field correlated to the rotation is invoked by many authors in order to

explain the turbulence reduction observed during the VH phase.

The aim of this work is to search for the relation between the shaping of the magnetic surfaces

of the tokamak configurations and a volume average estimate of the geodesic curvature.

The problem has been addressed by a scan of magnetic surface shapes, allowing for variation

of aspect ratio, elongation and triangularity. We have made a scanning of such parameters

searching for equilibria with the same 951301205 and qedgezti with and without reversed

shear q profiles.
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2. Definition of the Geodesic Curvature and Numerical Approach
The total curvature K ofa magnetic field line with unit tangent vector PI is defined as:

_ E “WP
—Knlvl Hg lv‘l'pl

_.
K

where the geodesic curvature Kg is expressed as:

K _ Ba age)
9‘ (qRBQ+|)Bp as“, (2)

Here (\yp,9w,¢w) are respectively the radial coordinate (the poloidal flux) and the poloidal and
toroidal angle of the periodical Boozer coordinates [3]; B¢ and Bp are the toroidal and poloida]
components of the magnetic field B, q is the safety factor and 2nl/tto is the toroidal Cllrrent
enclosed inside the flux surface labelled by WP-
It can be shown that the geodesic curvature is correlated with the Pfirsch-Schltiter current JPS
that flows along the magnetic field lines:

2 (Zipl“ (Jpsfilhgafi eKg. (3)
The ratio between 1.23 and the diamagnetic current JDIA. can be expressed as

2 2 2_._£ 82 J (4)2 ' 2 _ 2 .
DIA 89 B)

where < B2> is evaluated over the flux surface. Such a quantity has been used to quantify the
closeness of the configurations to the isodinamicity. It is interesting to point out that Kg = O or
Jps = 0 means B = constant over the flux surfaces, namely absence of trapped particles.
An semi—analytical code has been used to produce fixed boundary equilibria that differ for
aspect ratio, elongation and triangularity. The functional forms for the functions F and F2 in
the source term of the Grad-Shafranov equation have been assumed to be proportional to trip“
(with 0c>l). The vacuum toroidal field and the plasma major radius have been normalised to
unity, the total plasma current Ip and the OL exponent have been adjusted to obtain qedge=35 and
6 and q=1 at the magnetic axis. The EBP (where e=R/a) of the configuration has been kept
constant (EBp=O.S). In a limited number of cases the parametrization of P and F2 has been
changed in order to obtain non-monotonic q profiles with reversed shear.
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3 Results

A scan in R/fl ( .
looking at the global estimate of the geodesrc curvature Kg, defined as:

2 2 >
{<J PSI J DIA }V|
d/jl—o , where the symbol [..}V01 means volume average and <..>

Kg ” {Cl } Vol

15, 2. 3, 5), K (1.0. 1.3, 1.7, 2.3) and 6 (0.0, 0.4, 0.8) has been performed

means surface average. This choice has been adopted as in Ref.[2], in which this quantity was

found to be correlated to the improved confinement on DIII—D .

The dependence with the elongation and the inverse aspect ratio is simple: Kg always decreases

increasing the elongation K and decreasing the aspect ratio A:R/a=1/e (see Fig.1 and Fig.2).

On the contrary, the dependence with the triangularity (Fig.3) shows a non-monotonic

behaviour, for the highest aspect ratios (r/a=5 and 3) : the lower Kg is found at intermediate

nianglllflfity 5:0.4. At lower A (1.5 and 2.0) the Kg decreases monotonically by increasing 5.

The sensitivity of K9 with respect to changes both in ESP and in qedge is low.

2.0_”""’fi' ' ' ' "

Kg-

1.0:

\‘x l ' Fig. lzBehaviour of Kg vs. b/a
at the triangularity 5:0.8

,=1.0, :6.0, :0,(gm (ledge 213p 5)
S

. . - I l ‘Kg 5:0.0 = -: l ...e:--'" ___‘___ "A —: Fig.2: Behavrour On VS- R/a at
0.5 .- BJ‘AJ" “#40”: _: elongation K=2.3

_ {-‘:--_ ,..— 45 (qaxis:1'0’ (ledge—‘60, $505)
5:0.8 4“ T :
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Fig.3: Behaviour of Kg vs. 5 at
elongation K=2.3

(q axis:J '0' q edge:6.0’ 85:05)

0.2 0.0 0.4 5 0.8
The result ShOWS that a strong plasma shaping is needed in order to lower Kg. Therefore alimited number of cases with hollow toroidal current profile has been investigated, in order toobtain highly elongated magnetic surfaces even near the plasma axis. The radial profile of Kg isshown in Fig.4, confirming that, with the same shape of the plasma boundary, the reversedshear q profiles provide a further lowering of the geodesic curvature.

1.0 g“ m
(a) T‘1“~ (b)2

J :\x<—2£S>l2 Monotonic q Monotonic ‘L
JDIA q , ‘~ \ ,

0.5 \'~ T 1N\

T ““ Shear Reversed
Shear Reversed

0.0 J0.0 0.5 p 1.00.0 0.5 p 1.0Fig. 4:Surface average of the quantity of eq. (4) vs. the normalized radius ID for :a) R/a=I.5, b/a:2.3, 820.4 b) R/a=5, b/a=2.3, 5:0.8
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Theoretical study [1] and experimental observations [2,3] suggest that rotation can play

cial role in determining plasma stability. Since conventional magnetohydrodynamic

“In otation, more advanced computational tools are being devel-
MHD) analysis ignores r

‘ firm our theoretical understanding and to perform comparison between
oped to con

theory and experiment. In a previous work [4], we reported on the formulation and

computation of MHD modes in plasmas with a small (subsonic) toroidal rotation.

Rotation is found to have a substantial stabilizing effect under many circumstances. In

k we extend the formulation in Ref. 4 to include an arbitrary (large) toroidal
this war

It is the purpose of this work to examine the difference between these
plasma, rotation.

two formulations and report on results from computations using these formulations.

The MHD equilibria analyzed here are obtained from several different equilibrium codes

[5,7]. Excellent agreement has been found among them. Each of these codes solves the

generalizui Grad-Shafranov equation AW!) 2 a [#0122 (6/6¢)p0(1,b,R) + TT’(¢)], The

effects of toroidal rotation are included through the modification of the local pressure

1,001,712) which is now a function of both the-.poloidal flux—function 1,11 and the major

radius R. Here we used the representation B = TVqS + V115 x V1,]; for the magnetic

field. The local pressure 120 is related to the (static) approximation of the pressure

profile at») through pa : pawn, and MR) = exp{(Pn/pall(32 — Iva/Ran-
P0 : (1/2)pEQ§R2T is a measure of the rotation energy, pE being the density in the

(static) approximation, and RT is the location of the magnetic aids. The equilibrium

velocity is given by 170 = R290 (1,1))6qfi. In this formulation, the equilibrium is specified by

the three flux functions ”(I/J), TT'(1,b), and NIH-lb) = pn/pE. Equilibria with different

amounts of toroidal rotation can then be related by keeping pE, TT' the same and

increasing M2 (the Mach number square). The local density p0 is pEF(1,/1, R).

A straightforward linearization of the full set of MHD equations gives the following

equations for determining the perturbed quantities (171, 111, 5'1, p1, p1)

Pofi‘tinnolfil = —6P1 +J_i X flirt]?! X 51 — {ii

' p0U(171)—p1(170-6)50 , (1)

1Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden 3Ecole Polytechnique, Palaiseau, France

'CRPP/EPFL, Assoc. EURATOM—Switzerland, Lausanne, Switzerland
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(’7+in90)P1 — —(171'V)P0 “FPDV'EI ,

(7+in00)p1 : —(171-§)p0 ‘Pofi'il

In the above set of equations, subscript (0,1) denotes (equilibrium, Perturbed)
ties. n is the toroidal mode number, (7 = 1.71 X [(50/12) X it] + (271 - fifi‘o, and
perturbed viscous stress tensor. Equations (1) through (5) are the equations of

qua-nil.

H1 is the
H

(motiperturbed Ohm’s law, Ampere’s law, pressure, and density) written in the local (13);):

I'Otation
These can beidentified as the Doppler shift terms, the modification to the Ohm’s law (1;, '6QO)R2§¢

Eulerian) reference frame. These equations differ from the equations with no
in Ref. 8 by the appearance of the dotted and solid underlined terms.

in (2), the linear and quadratic rotation inertial terms in (1), and the extra equation
for the perturbed density. We call the formulation given in the present paper the Sonic
formulation. This is to be compared with the subsonic approximation in which only the
solid underlined terms are kept and the rotation effect on the equilibrium is neglected[4]. Equations (1) through (5) constitute an eigenvalue problem for the complex growth
rate 7. Its determination is complicated by the non self-adjointness induced by the
rotation. The MARS code [8], which was formulated explicitly for the solution of thesenon—selfadjoint equations, is extended to solve this set of equations.
We first present results obtained from the solution of Eqs. (1) thr0ugh (5) for a plasmawhich is unstable to the external kink with no rotation and evaluate the effect of adding
toroidal rotation. The efiect of rotation on equilibrium (which in turn affect the stability
of the plasma) is taken into account self-consistently. The equilibrium used is that foi-a JET shaped plasma with elongation 1.6, triangularity 0.3, aspect ratio 3.0, with
a central qg of 1.08 and edge qe of 2.55. The L“? [2 (2po(p))/Bz) value is 5% and
I/aB = 1.58. We computed the complex growth rate of the plasma with the same
current and pressure profile, at fixed I/aB as a function of the distance of the external
wall. At WIRE pn/pE) : O, the plasma is unstable to the external kink mode when
an external conducting wall lies beyond 17 : 1.2 a. In general the growth rate is Weakly
dependent on 11/12; the marginal stability point is not much affected up to M2 : 0.4
(0.4 covers the range of achievable experimental range of this parameter). The real
frequency of the mode is in general proportional to M as expected.
These results have been compared to the results obtained for the same (static equilib-
rium) but using the subsonic approximation [4] for the computation of plasma stability.
We found excellent agreement between the sonic and subsonic formulation of the growth
rates of the plasma and also of the real frequencies of the plasma when these are
moderate in size. Near the marginal stability point of b z 1.20., with full rotation,
the real frequency decreases, while with the subsonic approximation, the real frequency
remains about the same. We may trace the difference in this behavior to the details of
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. density, and safety factor profiles. In summary, results from the subsonic

66 with those Computed with the full rotation effects except near the

. 31 Stability point at Which details in rotation and density profiles may affect the

d structure and give different PrBdictions,

mo 6

Th following ”Stilts are obtained from the systematic application of the subsonic
e

ximation to the investigation of plasma stability. The central Mach numbers

spire“ cases are within the range tested in the previous paragraph. Of particular
interest is the stability of the resistive wall mode, the unstable mode which develops in

m nary plasmas WtatiO hen an ideally unstable plasma is enclosed by an external resistive

s . . . .
The stability Of this mode, in the presence of rotation, has been described

well ill-
recently [4] using a. cubic dispersion relation. Shown in Fig. 1 is the general stability

diagram mapped out by using the extended MARS code. The stability diagram consists

of three branchES- Branch 1 is the ideal unstable mode when the wall is at 00 which

turns into a stable mOde when the wall reaches the stability window. Branch 2 is the

wall mode which is unstable when the wall is closer than the stability window. A third

branch Which was not predicted by the simple dispersion relation is also found [4]. This

branCh is always damped, has a real £requency very close to zero, and is found to persist

regardless of the plasma beta, elongation, or triangularity. It is conjectured that it

arises from the pOlOidal Coupling of the wall mode to different poloidal harmonics and

it could play a significant role when the plasma is surrounded by a partial wall.

We have also used the extended MARS code to evaluate the stability of the proposed TPX

plasmas- The TPX equilibrium is here taken to be a. D-shaped plasma with elongation

1.8, triangularity 0.5, and aspect ratio 4.5. It is designed to have a revered central

shear with a central q value of 2.54, qmin of 2.12, and q2 of 3.54 [9,10]. The specified

current profile (see Ref. 10) gives rise to a high percentage of bootstrap current for this l

configuration. As additional input in the computation, the density, and rotation profiles

of DIII—D reverse magnetic shear experiments [3,11,12] are used. The critical location

of the external ideally conducting wall for the stability of the external kink modes with

n = 1 and n = 2 compares favorably with the results reported in Ref. 10. The flow speed

required (normalized to the Alfvén frequency at the plasma center) for the stability of

the resistive Wall mode with a resistive wall at 1.3 plasma radius is shown in Table 1.

When expressed in units of the rotation speed observed in DIIIeD, we note that, in l

general, a flow speed twice that achieved in DHI—D is sufficient for the stabilization

of the wall mode. This appears to be less than that computed in Ref. 13. A possible

explanation is that Ref. 13 assumes a rigidly rotating plasma. It reduces the momentum

transfer betWeen the plasma and the external wall from that of a differentially rotating

plasma.

We have also applied the code to the study of plasma stability in the reversed central

shear-advanced tokamalr experiment in DIIIeD [3,11,12]. In this case, during the initial

fOrmation of the reversed central shear, the plasma develops two q = 2 surfaces. We
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find that sufficient shear flow can stabilize the 2/1 double tearing mode. Dfitails of fillmechanism were previously studied by Dewar and Persson for a cylindrical Plasma i:
Ref. 14. Shown in Fig. 2 is the computed growth rate and real frequency of the mOde
as a function of the rotation rate. Beyond a rotation rate 70% Of that observed in theexperiment, the mode is stabilized.

Table 1
Central Flow Speed

(units of Alfvén speed)
Resistive Wall at 1.3 a,

10

n : 1 n = 2
* a:

0.1186 *
0.146 <0.834 bla-
0.113 0.1595
0-1054 0-152 Fig. 1: Generic stability dia— Fig. 2: Stabilization Ofdoublegram for resistive wall mode. tearing mode by shear flow,*Tearing mode found
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INTRODUCTION
' id enhancement of MHD activity such as the sawtooth relaxation, ELMs and

.a u tions is a common experimental observation in Tokamak plasmas. Often

dkisgepevents are related to the occurence of an observable slowly growing

[mifgnetic island inside the plasma. .

When trying to understand this type of phenomenology ‘one usually finds that

the excitations which break the symmetry of the initial axtsymmetric state are of
the "50“" type: for values of some control parameter slightly above the stability

threshold of the axisymmetric state, the system settles in a neighbouring state of

slightly bmken symmetry, for example an equilibrium With a small saturated

magnetic island. The dlfficulty in understanding the frequently observed "hard"

excitations on the basis of perturbation analysis around the axisymmetric state

has become known as the "trigger" problem [1].

The theory of bifurcation in dynamical systems naturally provides a conceptual

framework with a number of scenarios according to which abrupt changes of

observable quantities can occur [2]. If one considers the second bifurcation from

the nonsymmetric saturated state, one can generically encounter a tangent

(saddle-node) bifurcation or a subcritical Hopf bifurcation, both of which lead to

abrupt changes.
In order to investigate such a possibility in a relevant model, we analyze the

sequence of bifurcations occuring in a slab model of reduced resisitive MHD

(RRMHD), when the tearing mode stability parameter A‘ is varied

2. THEMODEL
We consider a two dimensional incompressible plasma obeying the usual

RRMHD equations
8,U+[¢,Ul = l],\yl+uV2U (1)

atw+t<t>.wl : entl—Jo) (2)

where ti) is the stream function, U=V2¢ the vorticity, W the flux function

associated with the magnetic field E in the plane ( a constant magnetic field is

assumed in the ignorable direction), I: Vzw the current density, lo the

equilibrium current density, [. , ..] the Poisson brackets. Lengths are normalized

to L and times to the Alfven time IA = L/vA. Therefore the Viscosity t1. and the

resistivity n are the inverse of the Reynolds number, u=l/R, and of the Lundquist

number (magnetic Reynolds number), n=1/S. The equations are defined in a box

[27: x 27: / 8] with periodic boundary conditions, with e = Lx/Ly the slab aspect

ratio. The system is driven by the current ]O(x) and the resisitivity is taken to be
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constant. Thus the system (1-2) is controlled by three dimensionless paramEter
which we take as E, S and the magnetic Prandtl number P : S/R. e analyzg thse
behaviour of (1—2) when E is varied, for moderately high 8 and I) = 0_2_
Eqs. (1-2) allow the freedom to specify symmetric equilibria where (:10 = 0 a.
any periodic function of x. We choose 10 : cosx . It is known [3] th
certain conditions symmetric MHD equilibria are unstable to perturbatio

nd we is
at under

‘ . n5 of the
form (Sam!)=Re(tpL(x)elkyy,wfixle‘kyy), k), = me, In a paloidnl mode nu
¢L(x) odd and \yL(x) even which break the initial symmetry. In the limit
8 dissipation is important only in a narrow region around x=0,i‘1t Where Bvanishes. Then the stability analysis is carried out by asymptotic matChintechniques. The stability condition is expressed in terms of the parameter A', th:
jump in the logarithmic derivative of the "outer" linear eigenfunction at the
singular surface. In the present case the mode structure in the outer region is
derived analytically and, for Iky | <1, is given by iii/L = if!” cos[i<(|x|—n/2)] Where

Tuber,

Of large

a 1/2
K:(1—l<;,) . Thus A' : 2Ktati(Kn/2) 2 0. When Ikyl >1 the outer 501Ution
are exponentials and A‘<O. Thus one concludes that the first instabilit(bifurcation) of the initial symmetric equilibrium occurs for In = I perturbatiOns
when a = 1. In practice, for finite values of the dissipation, this threshold is
shifted a bit to lower values of s. We also note that for a given In there is a one to
one correspondence between A' and s. In the following discussion of thebifurcation sequence this fact will allow to use the more familiar A' as a control
parameter.

3. NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE BIFURCATION SEQUENCE
A spectral decomposition is adopted for the unknowns in system [1-2);
(q),\i/):Zk((pk,\lrk)e‘5'§ k=([(,ms) 8, m integers. We truncate the
expansion to a finite set of 2N wave vectors (“modes”), taking advantage of
invariance and symmetry properties and with N up to 200.
The time independent version of Eqs. (‘1—2) can be cast in the form E(a,p)=0 where
a are the unknowns and p the set of control parameters. A suitable tool to find
the solutions is Newton’s method, used in connection with the theorems of
bifurcation theory [4]. Essential features of the method are the capability of
finding both stable and unstable equilibria and its efficiency in following the
sequence of equilibria when parameters are varied.
Here we report results obtained for O<A‘<1.15 and 5 up to 1000, which where
found essentially unaffected by the truncation procedure. The main result is
shown in Fig. 1 where the island width w for the different equilibria is plotted
against A'.
As expected, the initial symmetric equilibrium with w = 0 denoted by P0 becomes
unstable to tearingvlike perturbation when A‘>0.19. The bifurcation is a pitchfork
and a new stable equilibrium with a small magnetic island (13+) appears. When
A‘=A'Q=0.4I a pair of equilibria, a stable one and an unstable one (Q and Q"
respectively), appear via tangent bifurcation. At a higher value A‘=A‘p=0.75 a
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nt bifurcation occurs, characterized by the coalescence of Q” with the

new Hinged solution 19+. Above this value the only stable solution is Q.

mall 1513: of [1+ the magnetic: island retains approximately its linear shape. It is

In the ca: r the Velocity field, which is however still organised in four main

less from?e cells. By comparison the island width of the Q—equilibrium is

conviable to the system scale length L. The corresponding velocity field is more
111

licate
gmfone can see that if the system starts from the symmetric state with A'<O and

u
“5 increased: the first instability at A‘=0 will generate a state with a small

Aalgnetic island. The system would stay in this state until at some higher
111
A'=A'P”1
existwhen

island wld
5 is described by the (normalized) universal equation dé/dt=£2+5p

d, With four main elongated vortices aligned along the separatrix.

/L, the catastrophic event would occur. No neighbouring equilibria

A' is above this threshold. The system jumps to a state of much larger

th with explosive dynamics. Around the tangent bifurcation point the

dynanuc
where g is a co-ordinate on the center manifold [2] and 5p is the deviation of the

C(”mot parameter from the bifurcation point. When 8p>0, the evolution is

explosive, since C grows like M tan WEE ).

The bifurcation diagram of Fig, 1 gives a typical hysteresis cycle, which was

obserVEd by solving Eqs. (1-2) with an initial value code by varying A’ in steps.

It is important to verify that the bifurcation diagram of Fig. l is stable towards

further increase of the Lundquist number. In Fig. 2 we show the stability

boundaries of the various regimes as a function of S and A’. Here, P+ denotes the

stability boundary at which P+ appears, Q—Q" the boundary at which the pair of

equilibria Q and Q" appear, and P+~Q* the boundary at which confluence of P+

and Q* occurs. One can see that at sufficiently high 8 the values of A‘ at which

the various bifurcations occur have converged essentially to the values of Fig. 1.

we argue that this picture is stable to further increase of S.

4, DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have identified the occurrence of a tangent bifurcation in

RRMHD at a critical A’L of order l. Above this value the island width grows

explosively to macroscopic size.
Previous, somewhat heuristic, indications of the occurrence of coalescence for

two equilibria had been found in a study of the island width on a A'L expansion

[5], when the parameter tends to l and the expansion breaks down, and in a

quasilinear model for low-B disruptions [6].
The sequence of bifurcations in RRMHD had been previously investigated

numerically with initial value codes [7], [8]. No tangent bifurcation was detected.

Note however that in both cases rigid boundary conditions were taken and this

choice strongly constrains the island growth.
Our findings are also consistent with Waelbroeck's result [9], that no saturation

occurs for A‘L>>1.
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I INTRODUCTION

Mirnov coils in tokamaks account for the rotation of magnetic perturbations (or

island chains) around the plasma magnetic axis. We present in this work a fluid

description of the equilibrium between these perturbations and the plasma around. Instead

of writing the self consistency of the magnetic perturbation to derive a dispersion relation

giving the rotation frequency [1], we introduce the fluid effects of this perturbation in a

resonant layer in Which the density, the temperature and the electric potential gradients

cancel. The various friction forces generated in the unperturbed outside region are then

applied to that layer. It is shown how the balance of the forces exerted outside and inside

the resonant layer and which can be used besides to derive the radial flux 1", the

equilibrium velocities ? of the ion and the electron assemblies and the electric drift

velocity proportional to gig , allows to determine in particular the stationary rotation

velocity of the magnetic perturbation.

ll EQUILIBRIUM OF ISLAND CHAINS

The density n, the temperature T and the electric potential (U);SI (where the

superscript '51 is refering to the frame where the islands are static and the subscript p to the

perturbed region) are supposed constant over a resonant layer of radial extension of the

orde1 of the island width. Using the L01entz transform, the potentialgaradient ( dU)p in the
to

laboratory frame is used to express the island velocity r E :
03 1

r;— 713% (1)

The calculation of (—dr )p actually fetermines the island velocity. It may be obtained by

expressing the equilibrium of the resonant layer along (6 ,(p) taking into account all

friction forces applied to the electron and the ion assemblies. This is detailed in the next

section.
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III EQUILIBRIUM OF THE PARTICLE ASSEMBLIES
We study the balance of various forces averaged over each magnetic surfacC On

each assembly of particles in the unperturbed plasma and in the resonant layer PreViOusly
introduced to determine the difference of the electric drift in these two regions, Le“ ‘Inview of ( l ), the island velocity. To simplify. we assume a constant temperature T. Each. . . , . ~>assembly, was (i) and electrons (e). exhibits an average veloctty v = (V0,V(p) along each
magnetic surface of label 1' and an average radial flux F. In the radial directiom the
equilibrium of each assembly (charge e) is dominated by the local pressure gradients T in. . . dU . . . drand the radial electric field —+_ in the laboratory frame. It [5 given by the equation;

—> ~> T (in dU: —~ i — 7(V XB )r n e dr + dr (h)
The equation (2) determines the component 0t V in the firnsvfierse direction er x B _ This, . . , —> dU (er X B J .is the sum of the electric dgft Bloody "E = r E —37 and ofthc dianiagneticT dn C X B ) . ', {Te 5 ( r ., — . Along the magnetic surfaces. the balance of the
Lorentz force and of the various friction forces is expressed by the relation:—> —> a —> —>FLOI'CIH'I, + I:Coll + I:NC + FT + FVisc : O (3)

. —>veloerty vd :

where the force fimcmz is that due to the average radial flux F :

E:orentz = C FEEX fl (4)
and the collisional FED” , neoclassical F—ll , turbulent F_1>‘ and viscous 13—3/1“ friction
forces along (G,(p) are determined by the velocities ? of the electron and the ion
assemblies. Then, for given dig and (:17? . the equations (2,3,4) determine for each
assembly. the radial flux F and the two velocities VB,“P . The potential U which gives vE
is in turn determined b the ambipolarity relation :

i e F = 0 (5)
ei

IV ISLAND VELOCITY
(l)A very simple derivation of the island velocity r a can be given in the

axisymmetrie case. The sum over all species of the (9 component of Eq.(3) written inside
the resonant layer leads to :

2 (13—1)“ + FVm-tq, = O, which writes [2]:cl
’3

d“ —>, al + Dvisc l1i mi Eu“ )unp“ (Vi )P)tP = O (6)

We first assume that viscous effects are negligible, we obtain :
._)Z DT ((DT — k—I) . v_)) = 0, (Lily, kT are the frequency and the wave vector of anei —> —> . . .average turbulent mode) Where My : kT "J. and VI 15 derived in the resonant layer
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dn. dU (1 (D

m lid-(2) by taking d1: 2 0 and (Eh) = Br 7) a) - .
— . It follows : r '4 = 'r , which
in m l‘T

mat the island is Stirred at the same velocity as that of the turbulent modes in thefro

means

use where the turbulence penetrates inside the islands. On the other hand, the mechanical
C.

~ —>
equilibrium of the turbulence expressed in the resonant layer, . FT = 0, can be used to

(1)" - l . . u b . . _ Cl

. 55 7— and then, in ttat case, we 0 tam .
‘3)p 1‘1.

2 D'[' (Vd)unp
(I) ei

IE1 : (VE)unp+ * (7)

1)..

his!) ,dé' si’rrufl.
with (VE)unp—‘B (dr Unp tut (vd)unp — - n e B dr . n tie cases

where the viscosity effects are negligible, the island velocity is thus determined by the

sum of the electric drift velocity and a compromise between the diamagnetic velocities of

all species taken in the unperturbed region, outside the resonant layer.

On the contrary, when the turbulent friction is negligible, we deduce from (6):

((Vilunp _ (:51) lo = 0, which means that the viscous forces stir the ions in the islands at

the same velocity as the ions outside. A same statement can be obtained for the 9

component so that in that case, the island velocity can be derived from those latter

equations and Eq.(2) written inside and outside the resonant layer :

ling : (VE)unp + ("dilunp (8)

As far as the ions are at rest in the laboratory frame, Eq.(8) then shows that the islands ;

become static, which is a situation comparable to the mode locking described in terms of

an interaction with the resistive wall surrounding the plasma.

V MEASUREMENTS ON TORE SUPRA

A magnetic probe array consisting of 16 coils disposed in a poloidal plane at

minor radius rmes = 0.921 m is used to monitor the Mirnov activity on Tore Supra. Using

a time dependent frequency analysis of the 5B.- and 5B9 signals, it is possible to plot the

island half—width as deduced from :
Ewe}, 513.rm_038' =isl R “512 B

in function of the measured rotation frequency. In Fig. 1, open (resp. closed) symbols

correspond to measurements deduced front the BET (resp. 5B9) coils and are in principle

more relevant of smaller (resp. larger) rotation frequencies. Magnetic islands are

decelerating almost linearly with their growing size and then lock for half—width around

5—6 cm. The same behaviour has been observed during shots with the ergodic divertor

turned on and shots with Lower Hybrid Current Drive i.e., in situations where the current

density profile is clearly affected.
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According to the model. we compare the island velocity % measured in the
range [1600-4800] niS’l (corresponding to [10003000] Hz frequencies on the figure) to
the electron diamagnctic velocity expressed for Tore Supra plasmas, Vcle z 650 rnsrl
The proportionality observed, g = [2—7] We . is compatible, within the frame of this
simple model, with turbulent friction forces applied to the electron assembly Since the
velocity is expected to range from O for a turbulence coupled to ions, to dc for a
turbulence coupled to the electrons [2]. Since there is no obvious reasons for the
turbulence to drift from electrons to ions while the island is growing, mode locking may
be interpreted here as a progressive dominance of ionic viscous effects versus turbulem
friction during the growing phase.

These experimental results obtained on Tore Supra tend to prove that the original
friction forces stirring the island chains as long as their size remain in the millimetre
range, are turbulent friction forces exerted on electrons dominantly. When the island half.
width exceeds 2 cm, the convection mechanism responsible for the stirring effect is no
more sufficient to allow the turbulence to penetrate significantly into the islands. The
velocity of the latter is then influenced by ion viscosity effects and the islands lock
progressively. The reproducibility of these results for various plasma conditions, in
particular for different current density profiles, may suggest that the stabilizing properties
of a resistive wall are not the dominant process able to account for mode locking.

[1] R. Fitzpatrick, Nuc. FMS. 33, 1049, (1993)
[2] M. Ta/vard er al, submitted (0 Nm‘. FMS.
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1. Introduction

In this work we study ballooning modes in the presence of impurities. We neglect electron and

ion napping, parallel ion motion and collisions in order to concentrate on the ballooning mode

characteristics. We use a fluid model developed for arbitrary LnlLB [1] (where Ln and L}; are

the characteristic scale lengths of density and magnetic field curvature) for both ion species

including electromagnetic induction perpendicular to the background field. Comparisons are

also made with ideal magnetohydrodynamics (MI-1D) and with a semilocal approximation where

mg eigenfunction is approximated with a cosine function. A higher—order ballooning mode is

identified in the high— and low—aregimes and coexists with the ordinary ballooning mode in the

medium—0t regime (0t=ballooning parameter). In the low—0t regime the temperature—gradient—

driven m mode is present. The impurities are, in general, found to be stabilizing-lowering the

growth rate and narrowing the instability regime.

2. Formulation

We assume a perturbation of the form exp Gkux” +i_x_L —j(.ot) where Ru and kl are along and !

perpendicular to the background magnetic field respectively. Following ref 1 we adopt a low-I3

electric field representation

E = —V¢ ‘Vp
(1)

The ion density response is

5 2 5
an (i‘w*j)(0b§”Djl+m*jmnj(irnjj‘kzpi(°”wnrl(m’gobj)
llj i 2 10 5 2

(D —'3—(J)0)Dj+'§O)Dj

6
7209443)

(7-)
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where indexj stands for either main ions (i) or impurity ions (n), m*jT=co*J-(1+nj), ”*Fk-vfl- is
the ion diamagnetic frequency, i=lr-i is the ion magnetic drift frequency (magnetjc drift =VB drift + curvature drift), ZJ- is the charge number, 1:ji and pj is the ion Larmor radiusFrom the parallel equation of motion for the electrons neglecting electron inertia we Obtain

5—119 a 3? (one edit

He Te 03 Te (3)

and from the electron continuity equation

% _ undone 3( (D) _ kzpikfivfi-mwpcmm 343
n _ (ti—com TC (FH- w(a)—c) Tc (4)

where VA 2: B 2/[47r (nim i+n nm [1)] is the Alfven velocity (squared) andp52:(psiZi)2bi+(pan)2Bn is the effective ion Lamior radius (squared) at the electmn
temperature. Psi and p5" are the corresponding Lannor radii, 21 and Zn the charge numbers andBi=n1/ne and Bn=nn/ne the relative densities of the the main and impurity ions respectively.
Employing now the quasineutrality condition and the standard high-n ballooning mode
formalism [2] we obtain the ballooning mode equation

DESKULX) 2 d kitx) dd)Zifii W{ (”Aal: FEJWLVKCMW} +

Dagntma) 2 d kioo dd)+ ZnfinmiQuasi FEJiLVnMxW} = 0 (5)

where x is the extended poloidal angle and coA=kA, kc=1lqR, where q is the safety factor. Inthe ballooning mode approximation with shifted circular magnetic surfaces (ot¢0) theperpendicular wave number and the magnetic drift frequency are depending on X according to

kltx)=ké[1+(sx~0tsinx)2] (6)
(0,300 = and),[cosx+(sx~ocsinx)sinx—<g>] (7)

where s=(r/q)dq/dr is the shear, <g>=8(1-1/q2), E=r/R and the ballooning parameter

a:
3 . v 1+ - 1+

m 38”: [1+ (3+ Emifii—i'inifin)wikép: 5 Ti Em Tn (8)
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3 Results

The eigenvalue equation (5) has been solved numerically using a fourth order Runge-Kutta

thod combined with an Ordinary shooting technique. The usual ballooning mode boundary

me ditionS (p'(0)=0 and (ID->0 as x->oo have been applied. The impurity content in terms of

:2t concentration 21113“ has been varied from zero to eighty percent. The impurities are in

general found to suppress the growth rate, whereas the stability boundaries are less affected (Fig

1)‘ For concentrations close to 100 %, however, there is an appreciable change of the

boundaries (of the ordinary mode) in the direction of making the system more stable. For lower

values of the global shear the growthrate (0f the ordinary ballooning mode) is maximum at

Za=204O %. Comparisons with the MHD and semilocal approximations show that the three-

fluid model, in general, gives a slightly lower growth rate in better agreement with kinetic

theory. For the higher-order mode a kinetic or fluid model is necessary - it does not exist in

MHD theory. In the fluid model the restriction k_Lpi<1, which may be violated at large values of

the extended poloidal angle. has to be taken into account. Special interest is devoted to the

higher—order ballooning mode which is present in both the upper— and lower-0t stability regimes

and coexists with the ordinary mode in the middle regime. This mode which was discussed by

Chang in the case of not taking the Shafranov shift of the magnetic surfaces into account [3],

and recently by Hirose [4], has a much more extended mode structure than the ordinary mode

with several secondary maxima in the ballooning space (extended poloidal angle) (Fig 2). The

growthrate of the higher—order mode is found to be lower but of the same order of magnitude as

for the ordinary mode.

-a.1 _

-0.2 "

Fig. 1. Ballooning mode growth rate (a) and real frequency (b) as aftutetion of afor a D plasma with Be~ian

impurities with Zn=4. (For a<0.2 the ni-mode without impurities (solid line). and with 20% impurities (dashed

line) is shown) Parameters: q=1.2, r=0.4. 5:035, (km;)2=0.01, Ti=tn=1. ene=ani=enn=en=0.7. Tle=7li=Tln=2-

Impurity concentration: (1)fi,1=0; (2) [3,,=0.1 (Zn/3,54%),- (3) ti,.=0.15 (60%): (4) lin=0.2 (80%); (5) lin=0.25
(100%). Also the ideal MHD ballooning mode (solid line), and the result of the semilocal approximation (dashed

line) are shownfor the case without impurities.
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Fig. 2. Eigergfunctiom of the ordinary and higher—order ballooning modes as afunction ofthe extended anglefor aD plasma with Be-ion impurities. Parameters: q=1.2. s=0.3. 8:0.35, (k9p3)2 =0.01, ti: In =1 ,
Ene=5ni=5nn=5n=03i Ue=Tli=77n=2-
(a) The ordinary mode: (I) 01:0.8,‘ (2) a=0.7,' (3) (1:0.65.
(b) The iu'gherorder mode in thefirst stability region: (I) (1:035; (2) (1:03; (3) a=0.25; (4) (1:02.(c) The higher-order mode in the medium a region: (1) (1:0.8,‘ (2) 01:0. 7; (3) a=0.65.(d) The highenorder made in the second stability region: (1) (1:1.2,‘ (2) a=I.15.' (3) (1:1.1.‘ (4) (1:105.

3.) Permanent adress: Faculty of Physics, Sofia University, BG-1126 Sofia, Bulgaria.
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The Effect of Sheared Axial Flow on the Linear Stability of the Z-pinch

T. D. Arbcr and D. F. Howell
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1, Introduction
in this paper we examine the effect sheared axial flow on the linear ideal

magnetohydrodynan‘uc (MHD) stability of global modes in a z-pinch. It is well known that the

zvpinCh is susceptible to global MHD modes with growth times of the order of the radial

thermal transit time [1]. However, all theoretical studies of these modes have until now been

concerned entirely with equilibria in which there is no net centre of mass fluid motion We have

found that the presence of sheared axial flows can stabilise the z—pinch to internal modes i.e.,

modes for Which the plasma boundary remains fixed, but that flows of the order of Mach 2 are

required» However, z—pinch plasmas tend to be surrounded by a vacuum region and in this case

the plasma-vacuum boundary is free to move. For these more realistic free boundary modes we

have found that only a reduction of about 50% in the growth rate of the fastest growing MHD

mode is possible. We therefore conclude that within the confines of linear, ideal MHD theory

there is little to be gained from inducing such flows in z-pinch plasmas e.g., by the used of

conical electrodes [2]. Any significant improvements in z-pinch stability which are attributed to

equilibrium flows must therefore be a consequence of either non—linear ideal MHD effects or

the result of physics omitted from the ideal MHD model itself.

2. Method of solution

The basic method is analogous to the approach taken in the solution of the linear, ideal MHD

equations in a cylinder without equilibrium flows [3]. The linear eigenvalue problem reduces to

a pair of coupled differential equations in El, the radial component of the displacement of the

plasma from equilibrium, and the perturbed total pressure P'

d a a .first)=<~.i<rs.>+cnp (1)
d . V a .

DIP =(.ZI(I'£,)+(RP (2)t .
The coefficients appearing in equations (1) and (2) can be found in Ref. [4]. In deriving the

above equations it has been assumed that S, (130,231) =Er(r)exp{i(mfi + [(2 —wt)) where m

is the poloidal mode number and k is the axial wavenumber of the mode. In static ideal MHD to
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is imaginary i.e., 0; =17 where ”y is the growth rate of the instability. With the inClusiOn of
equilibrium flows o) is now complex, as are SI and I", so that equations (1) and (2) aciually
represent a set of four coupled real equations.
When axial flows are present the density. pressure, current density and magnetic field profiles
are unchanged from their static values. Thus any equilibrium can be studied and the flow
profile or magnitude altered leaving all other equilibrium values unchanged. A shooting Code
has been written to solve equations (1) and (2). In this way it has been possible to monitor the
effect of sheared axial flow on a variety of equilibria.

3. Results
Figure 1 shows the effect of sheared flow on the internal modes of the uniform current density
equilibrium. This equilibrium has a parabolic pressure profile and a magnetic field Which
increases linearly with radius. The velocity profile used to produce the results in Fig. 1 Was
11 = 1100 —r1), where u is the axial fluid velocity. Fig. 1 shows clearly that sheared axial flow
can stabilise this particular equilibrium to internal modes. In this figure and all finite
discussions the growth rate is normalised to the ion radial thermal transit time and unis
normalised to the sound speed Fig. 1 is for m = 0 and Ira : 10, where a is the equilibrium
radius Similar results have been obtained for all [m and m numbers? as well as for a wide
variety of flow profiles. The results in Fig, 1 are therefore indicative of the general behaviour
of the internal modes of the uniform current density equilibrium with sheared flows.

:rr ttri - iti_

Fig. I : Growl/i rules Qfllie three/rules! growing ideal .l/HD mazlexfiri' the internal modes Off/18 uniform

current densitv equilibrium as uflmclinn (if equiltbririm/low.
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This stabilisation of the uniform current density equilibrium to internal modes is not carried

over to the physically more realistic free boundary modes. Fig. 2 shows the effect of flow on

the three fastest growing ideal MHD modes for the same profile as used in Fig. l but now

allowing the plasma to move into the surrounding, vacuum region. The second and third fastest

growing MHD modes are still stabilised by sheared flow (as in Fig. 1) but now the fastest

growing mode only Shows a drop in growth rate by a factor of about 50%. Note also that for

w unstable mode emerUes.
"D 24 3 [16 a

l— ‘A¥l3l4L.i—ljr i_l

Hg, 2: Growth rates Q/ilhu l/Irm’ji’mlrtrl gran-Mg Him] .\ 111D tnozlaxjin' I/tt'_/i'ee [mum/(7111‘ mar/(3N aflllc uni/Orin

current zleusitv equilibrium at nflmclion of equilibrium flow.

All the results so far have been for the uniform current density equilibrium. These results are

typical of other equilibria that have been tried although in some cases e.g.. the Bennett 1

equilibrium which has a uniform velocity of electrons, the internal modes are not stabilised by

flow. Thus the results in Figs. 1 and 2 show the best improvement in stability ofthe wide range

of equilibria studied.

4. Conclusions
Some z-pinch equilibria eg. the uniform current density equilibrium. can be stabilised to i

internal modes for all wavelengths and mode numbers. This tends to require sheared flows in

which the difference in flow speed between the axis and the edge ofthe pinch is approximately

Mach 2. For the physically more realistic case of free boundary modes i,e . z-pinches which are
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surrounded by a vacuum region, the fastest growing MHD unstable mode from Static
persist even when large sheared flows are present. At best the reduction in the womb rate of
this mode is about 50% from its static equilibrium value,
We therefore conclude that within the confines of linear ideal MHD theory there appears to be
little benefit in adapting z-pinch devices to generate equilibrium flows. Any improvements in z~
pinch confinement which can be attributed to sheared flows must as a result be a ConsequenCe
of non-linear effects.
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Isolated Magnetic Islands in Hot Tokamaks
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1' Introduction
An efficient tolCariiak power plant. must minimise energy losses as a result of anomalous

iiaiispOl‘l- This can only be achieved by understanding the basic transport mechanisms

in the tokamali. in this paper we investigate the possibility that Smallescale magnetic

islands exist in a toliamak and examine their implications for electron thermal transport.

We then attempt to reconcile the consistency of this picture with the observations on

TFTR that there exists a threshold magnetic island width, of the order 1cm, below which

magnetic islands are not seen [1]. The basic result we find is that magnetic islands exist

in tolcamaks and they have a width, in, which increases with 3.1l0wever. there is a “for

hidden bandi‘ defined by p.,€LUS/Jti in which magnetic islands are suppressed by the ion

polarisation Current and are predicted to be absent (here we have defined the ion Larmor

radius, p, and banana width phi). For rug/ii we predict high poloidal mode number mag—

netic islands driven by finite Larrnor radius (FLR) effects on the E x B drift. while for

ws large scale magnetic islands are driven by the selfvconsistcnt perturbation in the

bootstrap current which the island itself creates. We investigate the consequences of the

small islands for the electron thermal transport. and suggest the. larger islands may be

responsible fer the saturation of [3 with heating power observed in JET and TFTR.

2. Formalism
We calculate expressions for the saturated island widths in each of three regimes: to << pi,

Pi < w < p1,,- and w > pin: In each case the particle response to a. rotating, single he-

licity, tearing parity magnetic flux perturbation, iii. and associated electrostatic potential

perturbation. (l), is calculated. Thus we write 113 : zitcosé where f is the helical angle1

incorporating the propagation frequency of the magnetic island, i.c. (Lg/dz = —w, and it“ is

assumed to be constant in the island region. Quasieneutrality self-consistently determines

Ci), while Ampere’s law for the c055 component of J" balances the magnetic free energy,

measured by /‘ ’. against the perturbed currents associated with the island itself to give

an equation for in which depends on the propagation frequency. to. For large poloidal

mode number. in, A’ 2 —'27n/r is stabilising so that in order to determine criteria for the

existence of magnetic islands. it is necessary to calculate w; an expression for this can be

found by considering the toroidal torque balance on the island. which depends on the sing

component of J“. The calculation of this depends on the dominant dissipation processes

in the plasma and therefore depends upon the collisionality regime.

3. Small Scale Nlagnetic Islands (to << PM)
We postulate that the dominant drive. for small scale magnetic islands arises from FLR

effects which can be obtained by considering a sheared slab model of the tokamak plasma.

The ion density perturbation is then calculated from a nonlinear gyrokinetic equation

and given in terms of an FLR convolution operator on (I).
The electron density perturbation is derived from the drift-kinetic equation and the.

form of the solution depends on the collisionality regime. In the collisional fluid regime.

Where the electron collision frequency (/5 > lentil/m (c : Lynn/Ls where kg : m/r is the

poloidal wavenumber and L5 is the shear length). the distribution function is constant
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on the llux surfaces of the magnetic island [‘2]. Ho\\'e\‘er for low Collision fre. . ,. . . , C{Maciasthe electron motion lollon's ‘drilt islands which hare the same topology as I]. . . . . , le [magneticisland. but are shilted to he centred on the position ol the Landau resonance. Tim 0cm_ rswhen the effective collision frequency for scattering across the drift island satisfies 1/, _ EA‘lvzvm. In the absence of collisions the electron distribution function is flattened acres' 5However: the
amping. proportionalto IQ. An intermediate region of 1/,3 exists for islands whose Width is smaller than theCollisionless skin depth: for these. collisions disrupt the drift island orbits and fully ”Storethe linear Landau damping [El We shall be concerned with the low collision [rEquencyregimen relevant for hot tokamak plasmas in this paper,

the drift island and there is no dissipation as a result of Landau Clamping.
introduction of a low level of collisions restores a residual Landau d

k _ Drift contours
|
I
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I
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Collisionless .i.

Collisional

|
1 wMara)“ a

FIE! 1-' T/IC i/H'Cc collision fr'equcnr'y Fig/‘2,- ('onsl‘an/y 'a’rifl island'(fu[llz‘nes)
7‘FIIfI7193, I'F/(mni for 'micro—is/am/s" s/Inu'n relative to the constant S2 magnetic

surfaces (dashed lines}
we define a. ‘drift island" constant of motion:

_ L5 ‘3 rm” "’ 1 ‘.1/— (twin) (w+‘r_,. egcosg‘ (1)

where .r is the radial distance from the rational surface on which the magnetic island iscentred. The solution for the electron distribution function is then

. ll) ' v i — LOT 1.12: (1+ 67:) Twyla—4 a 11+ ginseng/.0) FM.w (2)
where 0' : (~)l to the (left) right of the Landau resonance, one is the diamagneticfrequency, with w: : wflll + (NZ/v3!E — 3/2)I/,.l and I]? : [in/LT... the ratio of densityand temperature scale lengths. The. function of integration. Hg). is determined by aconstraint equation which results from considering collisions at next order. This constraintequation is solved by introducing a variational functional. ]\'(/2. h), which is related toentropy production. The correct choice, for It is that which minimises 1r. Quasi-neutralitydetermines (I) which can then he used in the equation VJ = 0 to obtain the perturbed
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bation parallel to the magnetic field. Amperes law is then used to derive
artuf . . . . . . .

run-en SLfof the saturated island Width, Analytic expressions exrst in two lunlts:

Cqllflnon

, £45 2 T (w-W-r)(W'_U~/'~i)
I ‘ \ {Hi} ._ ’FF: ; i , .

A“ “C“ (L) 1+.- wZE 0 M «A (3)
, L5 2 Pi 2 w lw—ws'll‘tfllnan?) (a) (#40 at

here C1 : 2,24 and C2 = 1.2. An expression for w is required to determine conditions

f‘l' satuffilEd island solutions. in > 0.
o

4 Larger Islands (in > Phi )
For larger islands, FLR effects are not important and finite banana. widths come into play.

It is therefore necessary to analyse the stability of these islands in torordal geometry; we

large aspect ratio. circular cross-section model. Both species are described by the

jc equation, which can be solved by a double expansion in the small parameters

1/?pgj/w [4], where e is the inverse aspect ratio and p0,- is the poloidal Larmor

leading order the result is found to be

use a

drift—kinet
lv/t' and 6
radius In

(i) 8 (.0l c 1 ~
f, = (1— T) in +91 — i H + 4,131.2] + me, r) + Him) (5)

,J Ldgj 8r Low n (17‘

where g,- : (Fare/Lnliuj - w£5)(r — h(Q))7’w.c and Q is a flux surface function of the

perturbed equilibrium. hi is a constant of integration which flux surface averages to zero

around the perturbed field lines of the magnetic island and H, is a constant on these

field lines. Two constraint equations exist for these functions. Annihilating> the next

order equation by integrating over the connection length and neglecting collisions for

u,- < maxtw, klll’lll results in an equation for hj- If this constraint equation is also annihis

lated by integrating over the magnetic island fiux surfaces and collisions are retained, a

further equation for Hj is obtained. This takes the form of the flux surface average of the

constraint equation obtained in the collisional fluid limit. Thus we find the flux surface

average of fi is the same in both collision frequency limits. However the part which varies

around a flux surface is 0(1) in the fluid limit and 0(53”) in the collisionless limit. The

flux surface average of the distribution function gives the bootstrap current perturbation,

which is therefore identical in the two collision frequency regimes. The part which varies

around the flux surface averages to zero, but contributes to the neoclassically enhanced

ion polarisation current, which is important for in ~ phi. We find the neoclassically en—

hanced ion polarisation current is an order 53/2 smaller in the collisionless regime than it

is in the fluid regime; nevertheless it is of order t/cll'2 greater than the FLR polarisation

current calculated in Section 3. Substitution into Amp‘ere’s law results in the following

equation for the saturated island width:

A'w+1.ll(iel/211iigfi(—lfl — 1.6453/212 (5’15)? 30w: 0 (6)
Ln T in LH v.33:

where 39 is the poloidal {3, L, : (dlnq/dr)", Ii : 632 and [2 : 5.68. The second

term represents the bootstrap current drive and the third term is the neoclassical ion

polarisation Current, whose effect depends on to. Note that for large islands 10 >> pbg the

lSland evolution is determined by the bootstrap current drive and A' alone.
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5. Island propagation frequency
The island propagation frequency depends on the dominant dissipation mechanism. Twopossibilities are addressed: Landau damping and collisional dissipation resulting
a narrow boundary layer in pitch angle space. close to the trapped/passing boun
Landau damping is only operative forpassing particles and it is therefore relevant forsmall islands whose width satisfies w/lt'H > slums. Toroidal effects are not essential so
the slab model can be used to calculate the dissipation due to residual Landau dampin
which is proportional to 1/9, Toroidal torque balance is then equivalent to setting the
entropy production functional K : 0; the propagation frequency which results when
this dissipation dominates is w : w‘ctl — n, 3, However. the dissipation layer Which
exists between the trapped/passing boundary is n' ually more~ important. In Section 4 We
expressed the distribution function in terms of tin function [11 which is determined by a
constraint equation in which collisions are neglected. This results in hj being discontinumls
in the pitcheangle variable at the trapped/passing boundary. Collisions then beCOme
important within a narrow layer around this boundary. whose width is proportional to19. and resolve this discontinuity. Solving the lull constraint. equation in this layer
results in an expression for the sinfi component of the parallel current perturbaticm‘
which is proportional to the dissipation. The layer is narrow and we therefore neglected its
contribution to the island evolution equation. However. it provides the only contribution

from
dary.

to the toroidal torque and must be retained to determine u). The result is w = w,e(1+175 /4)
As this dissipation is proportional to Jug it is expected to dominate the residual Landau
damping and determine to.
6. Island Existence Criteria
The result w : wcgtl + 715/4!) determines the existence criteria for islands. From equations
(3), (4) and (6), we expect islands to exist, except in the range p; < w < pi”- when the
ion polarisation current has a strong stabilising effect. Islands of width in ~ Pr are L00
small to be observed experimentally, so this result is consistent with the observation of an
island threshold of u: ~ 1cm on TFTR (this is comparable with the ion banana width).
Nevertheless, these small islands with Lug/1;, are predicted to exist in tolx'ainalcs and may
result in anomalous transport. An expression for the electron thermal dillusiVity. x5, which
results from the interaction of trapped electrons with the clcctrostalic l‘ield associated with
the magnetic islands can be derived, with the result

63"“ m; ”“1 L.n 1/2 use 1/2 wt 2 p'fc5
‘52 film.) (E) (q) (pi) L” (7)

where 1t ~ {2. is the threshold island width below which small islands can exist. A scaling
for we, and hence x6, could in principle be derived by a numerical treatment of the full
FLR operator.
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Mode phase locking has been frequently observed in RFPs [1.2]. In particular in

me Reverse Field Experiment (RFX) this phenomenon seems to be always present [3], no

rotation of the modes is observed and the locking is at rest in the laboratory frame (wall-

locking). In this work a model is proposed in order to clarify the role of phaseAlocking on

the stochastic diffusion process.

1, The model

According to experimental observations [4], the toroidal spectrum of modes is chosen in

such a way that the perturbing magnetic field toroidal component at the wall is spatially—

localised and at rest in the lab-frame. The radial component is then determined to satisfy

the div(B)=0 Constraint, making the additional assumption that the perturbing poloidal

component vanishes. This is not restrictive but simplifies the numerical integration of the

dynamical system. In Fig.1 a 3D plot of the perturbing radial field is given as a function of

(9,¢) co-ordinates. It is clear that , although in the different planes 6 = const the radial

component has different shapes. there is a range in the toroidal angle. which we call the

"locking region". where the perturbation is significantly larger than outside. This feature is

due to the spectral weights of the different Fourier harmonics. which are chosen according

to experimental measurements. The Fourier components are m=1 with 7SnS30.

After having specified the perturbation, the field line evolution equations are cast in

hamiltonian form in the actioneangle representation as described in sortie more details in

[5]. The zero order field, which is needed in order to specify the safety—factor, i.e. the

unperturbed frequency of motion. is assumed to be a convenient approximation of the

Bessel Function Model. so that the action I becomes proportional to the square of the

radial co-ordinate. r2. The radial profile for the perturbation is assumed to be the same for

all the Fourier components and guarantees reflecting boundaries at r=0 and r=a. so that

conservation of field lines follows.
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The magnetic
diffusivity, Dst ' is
calculated for an
ensemble of N lines
(usually N=2000),
starting from different
initial conditions in
(9,4)) and for the same
radial co~ordinate
r=O.5. which lies in
the middle of the
stochastic region. to
avoid the influence of

the boundaries. Dst is calculated according to the method proposed in [5] and in pracucg
corresponds to the slope of the mean square displacement calculated for lengths of the
order of the correlation length of the perturbing radial field component.
2. Numerical results
In order to clarify the effect of locking we compare the locked modes spectrum (LS) with
two reference cases: a case in which the spectral harmonics bmn are set equal to 1 (Flat
Spectrum: FS) and a case in which bmn decreases from low It to high 11 like 1/112
(Quadratic Decaying Spectrum: QDS).

The comparison of the magnetic
4.0 10.3 I I I ‘ diffusivity vs. the average

perturbed magnetic energy (
average is again on BA) co—
ordinates) is given in Fig.2.
For a given energy, the highest
diffusion rate is obtained in

2.0 10'3

correspondence to the fastest
a .a— _ B:Eg _ decaying spectrum.
—Ei— D_QDS 2 “ This result can be understood0 0 10° d” > considering Fig.3, which

shows Dst (for the 3 cases ) as
a function of the total toroidal modes (fixing the perturbed energy). It is seen that a faster
decaying in magnetic diffusivity is observed for PS spectrum. while the LS and QDS
show a weaker dependence.

l l | l I0.0100 4.010‘3 8.010‘3 1.210‘2
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Therefore it is clear that

the diffusion process is

dominated by the low n

2.5 10‘3 (long-wavelength)

modes. and the result of

Fig.2 can be explained

15 10.3 taking into account that

for a fixed energy these

low-n modes have a

Number oi modes lower amplitude for FS

0 10° 2 10 4101 compared with QDS
spectrum. while the LS

case lies in between. To confirm the fact that the behaviour of Dst with <b2> is not

affected by the locking, we added random-phases to the Fourier components of the LS

spectrum (this destroys the localisation). the same result of Fig.2 was obtained.

Since the locked perturbation is spatially localised we may ask if there is a "local" effect on

diffusion. To answer this question we consider for the LS case two sub-cases: one in

Wth all the initial conditions were taken outside the locked region (LSO) and a case with

all initial conditions taken inside the locking region (L51).

T<(r-ro)/‘2>
The results are shown in Fig.4 in

terms of <(r-ro)2> vs. length. It

is clearly seen that, although the

f 1 final saturation value of the mean

5 4 {Egg—:7 square displacement is the same

0' ‘ if for the 3 cases, the initial slope is

{,n Fig.4 L quite different. In particular the

Aid; —#— —f—4r case LSO shows that a fast

0 4O 80 transition for the diffusive regime

occurs when the lines have travelled a convenient length and begin to experience a larger

value of the perturbing field radial component. This means that the estimated diffusivity

varies. For example for the case shown in the figure. D5t(LS)=4.26e-4.

D5t(LSO):DOUT=1.79e-5. Dst(LSI)=D1N=l.23e-3. In other words there is a factor 3

between the local diffusivity and the average diffusivity in the region of locking (this holds

almost independently from the perturbation amplitude), but a considerably larger factor

exists between the local diffusivity and the diffusivity in the "outside region": in this case

the factor varies with the energy of the perturbation. but for the range of energies suitable
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for comparison with the experimental data. we find a value of 70. We have verified that
with a good precision the following relationship holds:

Dam = “D“ ‘ V537 ' V”
I (7

(1)

where V1 . V0 are the volumes occupied by the locking region and the outside region
respectively. Therefore it is clear that the locking region largely determines the mean
magnetic diffusivity. Eq. (1) may also be seen as a result of the ergodicity of our SyStem.
From the previous equation (1) we can roughly estimate an upper limit for the ratio
between the conductive thermal power inside and outside the locking region :

V
MT Lv

Lzm-M. 5” L Ar (2)
27r—Atp

where vlh is the electron thermal velocity and A47 is the toroidal extension of the locking
region. This ratio can be easily of the order of 15 for typical mode energies and locking
extension in RFX [4]. Clearly eq. (2) is based on the assumption that a "local" thermal
conductivity could be defined, which can be questionable from a theoretical point of view.
If only the average value (1) is meaningful then the ratio (Pm / POUT) becomes equal to the
geometrical factor in (2) and so is lowered to about (1/3) + (1/6) for typical RFX data.

Conclusions
We can summarise our result as follows: the average magnetic diffusivity Dst depends
mainly on the energy content in low-n modes. This fact is particularly relevant in the LS
case because the locking mechanism is very likely due to the coupling between MHD
modes and external boundary conditions (field errors etc.) and it is expected that a locked
spectrum is related to an high energy content in the long wavelength modes. Moreover we
have found, in the LS case, that a large contribution to the average magnetic diffusivity is
due to the "local" diffusivity in the locking region. This can be several times bigger than
the "outside" diffusivity. This fact leads us to the conclusion that if the stochastic diffusion
is the main transport mechanism (which can be a matter of discussion) a considerable part
of the input power is lost in the locking region making the plasma—wall interaction there
extremely severe.
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THE TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS OF A FUSION
PLASMA ON AN INTERMEDIATE MHD TIMESCALE.
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Based on the application of a multiple timescale approach to the FokkerrPlanck

nation and t0 Maxwell’s, equations the'transport coefficients of a fusion plasma are

e [calated for the intermediate MHDfiCOll'tStOTL timescale. It turns out that the coefficients

ca the perpendicular heat flux vector and the pressure tensor are one order in the

ozpansion parameter larger than that of the classical transport theory, a result which is in

:grgement With the experimental observations ofpresent—day fusion devices.

I INTRODUCTION. In his famous work Braginskii [1] has derived the transport

e. nations for a colliSion dominated plasma, valid for the resistive diffusion timescale. In

the case of a weakazollisronal fusron plasma the resulting tran5port coefficients,

however, differ from the experimental ones up to several orders of magnitude. The

neoclassmal transport theOry [2] has led to a considerable improvement. However, in

the case of the particle diffusivity and particle heat conduction the theoretically

predicted values still differ from the experimental ones by orders of magnitude [3] .
In Ref.[4] the plasma transport equations have been derived # based on a

multiple timescale approach — for a weak—collisional plasma for four different

timescales. Contrary to the standard theory, the transport coefficients are not calculated

b some approximating assumptions but follow directly from the solution of the higher—

oxder distribution functions. In this paper the calculation of the tranSport coefficients for

the intermediate MHD timescale is initiated.

II. BASIC EQUATIONS. In Ref. [4] the solution of the zeroth—order equations has on

the ion~gyration timescale led to either the force—free magnetic fields or to the vacuum

fields, depending on vanishing or non—vanishing zeroth—order fluid velocities. On the

kinetic side, the solution of the zeroth—order distribution function is given by a drifted

Maxwellian.
The solution of the first—order equation has on the Alfvén timescale led to the

ideal tWOrfluid (and single—fluid) MHD equations. By solving the third—order equations .

we have on the intermediate MHD—collision timescale arrived at the following -,

momentum and energy transport equations

pug?“ + puma-in, + i-P, —%:[s + nan] : it“, (1a)

2 “’ 2 A -v a -v

trig pa + ago] + Vii; p, + pu%“]iiu} + v- lumen] + v-q, — filmml: Em,(1b) ]

Ru : per/4%,, — duo), and Em = %iPeVe(T50 —— T010) + iiio- Ra. (1c)

In the above equations all the symbols have their standard meanings Furthermore, the

above equations contain as higher—order moments the heat flux vector qm and the

anisotropic part of the pressure tensor II which are both defined by the first—order
(11

distribution function in the following sense

3 —v a a -o 1 5

qt; : normatv‘flfi qua qu :ngo 6% qun! quit : [5 JG? 7 fi1102(6 _ fiaofimdv _ fipaofiu1]1 (2a)

Ht = summit Ha. Ha =3}, 62 He... Hm = in — raise — 1‘1..a dr. (2b)
*

) On leave om the Dept. 0 En . Physics, Cairo University Fayoum branch , Egypt.
9
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The application of the multiple timescale approach to the dimensioxu
Fokker—Planck equation leads for each order in the expanSion parameter to a se a 655
kinetic equation The solution of the resulting zerothmrder equation is givenpbfflte
drifted Mamellian in the following dimensionless form: y *1

a (i; 3, ti; t2, t3) 2 “a0(fluo)_3’2 EXP — (v — {Roy/Tao - (3)
In order to be able to calculate the higher—order moments Elm and Hm1 and to Solve the
system of Eqs.(1) we need a solution of the first—order distribution function fm.

[I]. THE FIRST—ORDER SOLUTION 1'all If we replace the velocity V by the random

velocity 6 = v — it then the dimensionless first~order Fokker~Planck equation reads(10’

l dq dful _ ~o . r. _, dfiuO -o . a

6: an + m + (347210 + {s1gn(qu)(Fu0 + éxBo)— at—uo}-cm + {srgn(qm)(Fu1 +

% * dil 0 dd 1 +{£2} c1)—c-e—at;:1—at—:O}-cao = 0, with (4a)

i010 = aufio + fluoxéo and firm : fiulxfio + {$2} (Haj-71+ {100x60} (4b)

where the convective derivative and the rate of strain tensor e are defined by
9E0: gt“ + tutu-i, and e:=§®i1u0 + % i-fiuol = e“ + %§-fifi01. (5)

To avoid, in the limit tun —i 00 a secular behavior, we have to require that the time
derivatives a/atm, in Eq.(4a) vanishi To find the solution of Eq.(4a), we assume that f0l1
is slightly deviating from the drifted Maxwellian of Eq.(3) and perform the ansatz

fm = Mitt) fOlU , (6)

where Mitt) is a small correction so that the conditions

J “no d3 = J6 (Mao da =e1§2 (Mao da 5 0 s (7)

are satisfied. By direct substitution from Eqs.(3) and (6), we obtain from Eqs.(4) the
first—order Fokker—Planck equation in the following dimensional form:

tantra) + wants + {Wat/pa) — reticent“) = , maxi-ice, (a)
where b is a unit vector along the magnetic field lg : fig + 61%; and flu is the local
particle gyro—frequency Equation (8) is a nonhomogenous linear differential equation
for <I>(i,c,t). The condition for the existence of a solution is that the solution of the
homogeneous equation

tuna ext-lice E 0, (9)
is orthogonal to the left hand—side of Eq.(8) [5]. The solution of Eq.(9) is given by

«r : F(B.e,c2), (10)
where F is an arbitrary function. From e3) it follows that
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5/2)LnT(10 — u? + constant (Y1 = 6/ [ZTQO/maD (11)

the operation d(Lnfq0)/dt and V(Lnfa0) on Eq.(11), we arrive with the[171q : Lflpuo ' (

After performing
{the first-order transport equations derived in Ref. [4] finally at

help 0 w -v 5 “ t
’ an“ éxb-Vc‘? = {1/2 —§ é-V(Ln’luo) + TL c-eO-c, (12)

h is defined by h := (Zing/Tao) and the tensor e0 is given by Eq.(5). To solve

where .
that (P can be expressed in the form,

Eq.(12): We assume
(136,311) = boo + b01c2 + bm (13.6) + é-fi + c-V-c, (13)

here the vector fl and the second—order traceless symmetric tensor V depend on x, c2
w

d (13.5), In order that this solution can satisfy the conditions of Eq.(7), we have to

igquire boo = bu1 = 0. Furthermore, the third term may be absorbed into the fourth

term (é-fi) Then, by Substituting into Eq.(12) we finally arrive at

ahanaivfl + {1/2 - g} hunch} + a. (tsunami) — b) + t eo}-a = 0. (14)

Since the eXPIeSSionS in curly b‘aCkets in (14) are independent of 6, it follows that fl

and V are the solutions of

{641(15f + (V2 —g} hurrah] = 0, (15a) and (6&4b — b) + ten} = 0. (15b)

The solution 0 U: Let us decompose the vector U into its components parallel and
.,

endicular to the magnetic field, ie., U = fl" + fir, so that Eq.(15a) yields

{it = (tum-(m — g} bxll(LnTfl0) , and 13,. = A(l§-c,c2)b , (16)perp

which in turn then allow to calculate the corresponding heat flux vectors. Note that

A(B-c,c?) for the moment is an undefined function.

The solution for the tensor V: The tensorial term of the particle distribution function is

determined by the solution of Eq.(15b) which can be readily obtained from the matrix

representation where the z—axis is assumed to be aligned along the magnetic field B 2

B0 + 6B1. It turns out that the tensor V can be expressed by the elements Wij of the

strain tensor in the form
‘wxy 0.5WH —W,,.,y

V=—h(26ufla)'1 0. 5WXX (14)n s , (17)
_ , g

y 7.

where 0 is a yet undefined coristant andxthe elements Wijxiire defined by [1]:
6n - (9n ‘ 2 ,

Wij :fil+fi%_§6fi dwfian. (18)

a.The Perpendicular Particle Heat Conductivity Coefficient. On account of the

condition (7) the first—order velocity iim vanishes, so that we obtain from Eqs.(2a) and

(16) the perpendicular component do“; of the particle heat flux, which is defined by dull

= §0jc?ae-Ut rmo dc , in the form

—56'1p“° m 19
qu1L-§Qm_Q_(‘ (10)) ()

(10
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which is, apart from a factor 6&1, formally identical to the one derived by Hinton a d
n

Hazeltine [2] within the neoclassical theory. However, the first—order e .
heat flux obtained by Hinton and Hazeltine [2] allows no heat transp p Ipendlcularort acro» ss the
magnetic surfaces, while in our case the radial heat flux defined by (310,131!) a (Life
given by Kb, 15

-» _ 5 p010 —v a ‘ a a

(qa1,)‘l’— i 55 m—Qn; (b*V1,,0-vir2)/ l V‘I’I i (20)

where a, := 30% + (NH + (TRIM/WW] is the unit vector normal to the magnetic
surfaces \1: : (\110 + 6‘11, + 62%) : constant, and the subscript fl stands, for the Case f
the considered two—species plasma, for the other species. Thus, the obtained 119:,
conductivity coefficient across the magnetic surfaces can be compared with the classical
valueie,

5 Duo ptlo 1/ 2
(Hay!) : —2~ 66 m , and (finggl = m [HZ] 1 (21)

where it turns out that the radial diffusivity coefficient obtained from Eq.(21) is One
order in the expansion parameter 6,, larger than the classical one, being in agreement
with the new experimental observations of the present—day fusion devices [3],

b. The Particle Viscosity Coefficient. Similarly, from Eqs.(2b) and (17), the anisotropic
part of the first~order pressure tensor Hm, defined by l'Inll 2 ma) ac (av-a) f0,o d3,
can be calculated leading to

— w, v 0 ,5W x x #Wzy
H“, = e [10,, O . 5 Wxx (1—0 ) W W x Z , where (22)

— z y xz XY

the resulting viscosity coefficient um,

”'01 : naq0( 6anrx)il 1 (23)
is again one order in the expansion parameter 6,, larger than the Classical coefficient.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Based on a multiple timescale approach the transport coefficients for the

intermediate MHD—collision timescale have been calculated. For the friction forces and
for the particle heating the known expressions in terms of the zerothmrder fluid
velocities and the difference in the zerothwrder temperature profiles have been
obtained. The coefficients for the perpendicular heat flux and the viscosity coefficient
turn out to be one order in the inverse expansion parameter larger than the
corresponding classical values, and are thus in agreement with experimental
observations.
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ROLE OF RADIAL ELECTRIC FIELD ON EDGE

TURBULENCE AND TRANSPORT IN HL-l
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I INTRODUCTION
' Recent years much effort has been made to explore the mechanism of L-lrl transition, In

Dlll-D at L-H transiti0n[l], it has been observed that density fluctuation arc suppressed and

0 the large changes in profiles of the radial electric field and poloidal rotation.

the creation of edge transport barrier and improvement of particle and cnergy

t. In CCT H m0de[2] it has been found that the convective and turbulent particle ‘

transport are reduced across the entire edge region. In TEXTORB] at lxl-l transition with ‘

antiparalld of Bt and lp. the convective flux is strongly inward and significantly increased

inside limiter, and the turbulent flux is directed outwards in Ohmic discltut‘gciOI'l). hut

inwards in a narrow region just inside limiter. No localization of the density fluctuation lercl

fi/n to the strong radial electric field has been observed in both devices. These cxperimcuts

show that the radial electric field and its shear have an important role on edge turbulence and 1

transport no matter this radial electric field is created spontaneously or actively.

In this paper we would present the experimental results on the spectrum ol‘ density

fluctuation. the radial changes of density and potential fluctuation level. the convective and

turbulence-driven flux. and study the role of radial electric field on edge turbulence and

transport on the IIL—l tokamak.

II EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Early experiments in HL—I [4,5] have shown that the fluctuation of density and potential has

been suppressed at the plasma edge and particle and energy confinement havc been improved ‘

in H—mode induced by a biased electrode. In these discharges with Bt and In parallel. the ‘

density n, temperature Tu, floating potential (Dr and their fluctuations r7. 7:" and (I) I at thc

related 1
resulting 111
confinemen

plasma edge in low field side are measured by Langmuir probes. The density fluctuation also

is measured by microwave reflectometer in f:10 and 37GHz.

In OH phase, the floating potential (I)! is positive in 1'~22—18.3cm(r/a‘l .lg().92)‘ and then

decreases from r/a~0.92. and becomes to be negative as r<l6.5cm(r/a~t).825). ln ll-modc (I),

is significantly increased in the measured range of i=22-lS.5cm(r/a~l.l-().77S) and

(DI~4OOV is achieved at r~l6.5cm(rla~0.825). FFT analyses of density fluctuation signals

show that the fluctuation level is reduced in the freqency range of f:tlv2t)t)kll'/,‘ but morr

effective in low frequency as shown in Fig.1.

From (I)! the plasma potential (DP can be derived with (13,}:(D!+3.6T‘ and then the radial

electric field E, can be derived as shown in Fig.2(a), from which it can be observed that If,

in OH phase is outward and increased from ~7V/cm to ~40V/cm when r/a varics l'roin |.(l7 In

0.92 and then decreased when r/a<0.92. In H-mode Er is significantly incrcascd up to
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~240V/cm at r/a~0.86(E,~470V/m simply derived from (D! at r/a~0.825), and its largestgradient is in r/a:0.86-0.92. The E, is not obtained between z=l7.3-15.5cm because Only(I)! is measured by single graphic Langmuir probe.
The density fluctuation level fi/n, shown in Fig.2(b), in OH phase is reduced from 50.5to 0.15 as r/a varies from 1.1 to 0.86, while film in H—mode is reduced from ~06 to 0'] inthe same region. The 17 / n in SOL is increased about 15% in H—mode comparied With that inOH phase, but decreased about 20% inside limiter, and no deeper suppression of fi/n hasbeen observed in r/a=0.86—O.92, indicating that the reduction of 77/77 is not localized to theregion of strong Er, similar to the results on CCT & TEXTOR[2,3]. It also can be Observedthat 25/21 is increased near limiter in OH phase, but abruptly reduced in H-mode, indithat limiter has an evident effect on density fluctuation level :5 / n.
The plasma potential fluctuation level ep lkTv shown in Fig.2(c), is much larger thanfi/n in both OH and H-mode. The eCTJP/kTE in OH phase is reduced in SOL and thenincreased a little inside limiter, but in H-mode the flap Hr]; is reduced both inside andoutside limiter and its reduction is larger in strong radial electric field region at r/a~0.86-0_92,but small near limiter, indicating that the reduction of plasma potential fluctuation leveledjp /er is localized to the strong radial electric field E.
The DC poloidal electric field E6 and the turbulent poloidal electric field EH have beenobtained by the floating potential measurements of two poloidally spaced Langmuir probes.The DC E9» shown in Fig.2(d), in OH phase is small and positive(directed in +8 direction)in SOL, but inside limiter becomes to be negative(directed in -(9 direction). The E6 in H.

eating

mode still is positive(in +9 direction) and not changed more in SOL. but negative insidelimiter and a very large value E9 ~8kV/m is achieved at r/a~0.86. This DC poloidal electric
field causes a quasi—stationary radial covective particle flux 1:, =<n >< 1‘36 > XE/BZ, asshown in Fig.2(e), which is outward in SOL for OH and H-mode phase. Inside limiter 1"
becomes to be inward and much larger(l‘,~270x1019/m7-s) in H-mode than that in OHphase(rr~100x1019/m25) at r/a=0.89~0.86. This means that DC convective transport
undergoes significant change at the plasma edge and this change just corresponds to thestrong radial electric field region.

In H-mode the turbulent poloidal electric field E, increases from SOV/m to 2.9kV/mbetween r/a ~1.1 - 0.92 and decreases inside r/a~0.92. and a smaller value E6~2k isachieved at r/a~0.86. ln H-mode Es varies from 30V/m to lkV/m between r/a~1.1-0.86,
much smaller than that in OH phase. This turbulent poloidal electric field causes a outward
turbulent particle flux 1:, =< HEB >/B, as shown in Fig.2(f), in OH phase which is
increased from ~O.5x 1019/m25 to ~25x1019/m25 between r/a~1.1-0.92. and then reducedinside r/a~0.92, and to fr~10x1019Im25 at r/a=0.86. In H-modc fr is reduced comparedwith that in OH phase and changes from 0.1x1019/m25 to 4x1019/m25 in the wholemeasured edge region r/a~l.1-O.86, in which no steep distribution of 1:r has been found,maybe the probes has not been inserted into the steep change area. However, the largestreduction of l:r in H-mode comparied with in OH phase is in the region of r/a~0.99-0.92,
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a narrow region inside limiter, but not corresponding to the strong radial electric field
- tin i . - . . i
“5 ve diffusron coeffiment D47 = 1‘r /V,n 1n H-mode lS reduced compared With that

The effecti

in 0H ph _
undergoes a 5'
electric field.

Comparison

that the convective and turbulent particle flux are important in OH phase inside and outside

limiter: but in H—mode the DC convective flux is much larger than the turbulent flux in the

region of r/a=0_92-0.86, indicating the DC convective tranSport is dominant inside r/a=0.92

b Ithe generation of the strong positive radial electric field.

111 CONCLUSION
Because of the generation of the strong radial electric field E, induced by a positively

359” It is clear that in H-rnode the turbulence-driven particle transport also

gnificant changes at the plasma edge, but is not localized to the strong radial

of turbulent particle flux 1", with convective particle flux 1“,. it can be find

biased electrode, the density fluctuation level film and plasma potential flucniation level

ea), lkT, are reduced. but fi/n is not localized to the strong radial electric field 15,. while

“fir/kn is. The DC and turbulent poloidal electric field EB and E6 exist and cause the

convective and turbulent flux 1", and fr, both are important in OH phase. In H—mode. F, is

reduced , not localized to the strong radial electric field, and 1“, is inward and dominant

inside limiter. just corresponding to the strong radial electric field From these related above

we can conclude that the large increase of DC inward convective flux and the reduction of

the outward turbulent flux would be the important causes of the confinement improvement

in l-l-mode on the HL-l tokamaki
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1' Introduction

Enhanced edge plasma transport in tokamaks is observed to result from correlative properties of the

cdgc plasma turbulence .Thc correlations are caused by the internal structure of the strange attractor of

tin: turbulenct: . Changes in the number of variables involved in the process and strange attractor

arucfllffl due to change in nonlineanty may cause transitions in the turbulent states. The control of

turbulence fractal failures accompanied with turbulent transport may give an information about pa-

rainetfls and strength of the force leading to state transitions (like L—l—D and type of turbulence driven

forces being under sttldy [1,2] . The aim of this paper is to study of the dimensionality of edge T-lO

and TF-3 toiramak plasmas depending on different edge plasma conditions including biasing and er-

god‘rwiion of edge structure.

2. Experimental Observations

[on saturation current , poloidal electric field, turbulence driven flux were measured in the edge plasmas

of TF-Z [3] with Langmuir probes inserted into outerboard SOL and shear region, The measurements

were performed with boundary biasing using an external active electrode (DC 400,600 V) [3] and

with n1ultipolar(m/n=7/2) coil system for ergodization of the plasma boundary. The ergodization coils

were supplied by DC current to create destroyed flux region near poloidai rotation shear region (r/av

0.9-1 )with depth of4-5 mm.

Data of T-lO boundary fractal structure were obtained in experiments [4] with probe positioned at in- i

met and outer plasma regions in the shadow or rail limiter introduced at minor radius 0 2: cm and

with circular carbon limiter at 33 cm. It was observed in this region no asymmetry of averaged edge

plasma density, electric fields and electron temperature. In the outer plasma region the level of density

fluctuations was detected higher than in the inner region. Turbulence driven fluxes in the inner region

were several times less then in the outer one.

Fractal properties and correlation dimensionality of the process can be derived from one of the vari—

ables (i.c. one experimental signal) [5]. The correlation dimensionality D2 gives a lower limit for signal

dimension D2=lim (log XPE)/log r , where P, is the probability that a point on the trajectory is found in

a cell of radius r. The filtering technique , which uses the eigenvectors and covariance matrix [6] ,

gives the possibility to process noisy signals with high noise level and results in detailed information
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about strange attractor structure (Poincare plot) and Lyapunov eigenvalue spectra , which give “this
of eigenvectors (images) represented in the signals like Fourier spectra represent an oscillating Prom;
3. Results and Dtscusstons
{-10 data have shown a radial dependence (fig. 1) of turbulence correlation dimensionality as in cm"
plasma region (decreasing from 10 at 23 cm to 6 at 30 cm) also in innerboard (decreasing from 6 3‘24
cm to 3.2 at 30 cm) . The remarkable result is the significant difference in dimensionality of inner and
outer turbulences at the same radii. This may indicate the diti‘erent mechanisms and condition ofturbu.
lence excitation . namely, dritt resistive balloning mechanism as driving forces of edge turhulgnu
considered in [4]. Lyapunov egenvalue spectra (fig 2.) show that in the turbulences of the “gain;
30 cm and 23 cm may be present the same eigenvectors (images) with spanned space dimensiomnv
9-11 which may be considered as evaluation of the number of variables involved in process. Main Wit
of the signals at 23 cm represents by 5-6 egenvectors has higher weights (fig 2.) The other modes
(from 5-6 to 9-11) in this signals are appeared to be suppressed and to be present in the signals with
the weights lower then in the signals at radius 30 cm. Poincare plot of the attractor with low correta.
tion dimensionality ( fig. 3a) presents visually high internal order structure. which is likely responcibte
for the correlative and transport properties. Like that order was observed also in edge turbulence of to-
kamak TF-Z (fig. 3b.) and TEXTOR [7].
'1'F~2 turbulence observations have shown a link of the changes in radial profiles of correlative dimen.
sionality with drift transport alter destruction of edge structure by ergodization coils (fig. 4a).‘1‘he
lower dinnuisionalities were observed in shear region, resulting in the higher order and increasing turbu—
lent transportvtlhereas in SOL and out of shear layer nothing changes in both dimensionalities and
transport were observed In experiments with biasing electrode edge turbulence is suppressed in shear
layer, turbulence driven flux decreases 2-4 times as less'l‘he correlative dimensionality of the strange
attractor in this embedding space do not significantly increased and remains higher then 9 (fig. 4b.)
Together with a decrease of the fluctuation amplitude it leads to a reduction of transport. Edge con-
vective transport has changed both in biasing and edge ergodization experiments on TF-2 (fig. 423,6)
demonstrating a strong link of convection with turbulent transport conditions in tokamak boundary .
In conclusions, in edge of "IT-2 the crucial processes in turbulence structure and driven transport in
shear layer of boundary plasmas are detected alter edge magnetic structure perturbation and active
electrode biasing. It was detected the radial dependence of T—IO edge turbulence correlation dimen-
sionality increasing from near wall regions to core one'l‘he inner boundary of T-lO plasmas have
lower dimensionalities than the outer ones. In tokamaks the edge turbulence fractal structure is likely
to be responsible for plasma transport.
The research described in this paper was made in part by Grant No NSIOOO from the ISF.
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relation properties which cause turbulent transport. For random noise Poincaré plot has no order.
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Fig. 4.: Changes in radial profiles of TF-2 edge turbulence parameters bejbr and with(afier begin-
ning) : (a) edge electrode biasing (r/a=0.8, -400 V) experiments; (b) experiments with edge mag-
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St

1. Introduflion
31 Studies of plasma turbulence, knowledge of the probability density function

In expel'imem
ted moments such as skewness and kurtosis can provide insight into the

(PDF) and the associa

or departure from Gaussianity of the plasma fluctuations. Gaussianity provides,

in, an estimate of the extent to which the commonly invoked random

lid. Departures from a Gaussian PDF could be associated with
Gaussianity.

via the central limit theore

phase approximation is va

nonlinear wave or mode coupling, or possibly the presence of coherent structures. Further

insights of Gaussian statistics can be obtained from the joint PDF which describes the joint

statistics at two points in space. Experimental joint PDF's using histogram-based techniques

require a large amount of experimental data. For this reason, we have chosen, as an initial

step in quantifying the joint statistics of edge turbulence, to estimate conditional PDF's. We

compare the experimentally generated conditional PDF's with the theoretical conditional PDF

for joint Gaussian statistics.

2. Statistical analysis

For a Gaussian random variable, the PDF is given by [1]

—(x-T1)2/262
e X

x =———-———, 1
P( ) We, ( )

where x is the random variable, 11 is its mean, and oi is its variance. For two Gaussian

random variables, x and y. the joint probability density function is

—(x2-2pxy+y2)
1 2020-92)

p(X,y)= e (2)
21tr52wll—p2

where o‘x=o’y=0', p is the correlation coefficient between x and y, and Tlx=l= 0. The

conditional probability density function (CPDF) is the probability density function for a

random variable x. when a condition is specified for the variable y and is given by .

p(xly) = fl%2 , For two zero mean Gaussian signals, the CPDF is given by

P Y
~(izt-Py)2

2
e26 (1‘9 ) . (3)1

p(xly) =
album—p2)
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Note that this corresponds to a Gaussian distribution with a mean Tlc =
03 = 02(1~ p2).

93’ and varian‘;e

3. Experiment
The experiments [2] were conducted on the TEXT-U tokarnak with plasma conditions BT = 2

T, Ip = 200 kA, and a chord averaged density [13: 2.5 x 1019rn‘3 with hydrogm as a werkjl.lg
gas. Two Langmuir probes, a stationary reference probe, and a moveable probe, With a
separation in the poloidal direction were used in the scrape off layer and edge plasma of "[13v
U to measure the floating potential during the flat top region of the tokamak discharge. The
probes were mounted on the top of the tokamak. displaced toroidally from the limiters (@027
m) in the plasma current direction, and were moved in the radial direction between shots, The
analysis assumes that statistically the shots are reproducible, and that the relevant Statistical
parameters do not change during a shot nor do they change from shot to Shot. There are
uncertainties in relating plasma potential fluctuations, (pp, to the floating potential measurements
since ¢p = ¢f +011", where or is a factor of order 2-3 and T is the plasma temperature. Earlier
experiments have shown that under the conditions of this experiment, the amplitude of the
temperature fluctuations [3] are typically half that of the density fluctuations and potential
fluctuations. However, the statistics of the density, plasma potential, floating potential, and
temperature fluctuations were similar [4] with nearly Gaussian PDF'S, skewness
approximately zero, and a kurtosis near 3. It is not clear how the present analysis is affected
by ignoring temperature fluctuations. The floating potential signal was digitized at 2 MHz with
a 12 bit digitizer with more than 250000 points per probe record.
4. Results
Figure 1 shows a characteristic PDF of the floating potential at the radial position r=0.27 in,
near the shear layer[5], with a skewness S = -0.3 and kurtosis K = 3.2. Note that the
largest deviations from a Gaussian PDF are for large amplitude fluctuations. In Figure 2 we
show the experimental conditional probability density functions for the condition ¢c = -2.06 on
the reference probe at the same radial position. r=0.27 m used in figure 1 along with the
functions as calculated using (3), where both the experimental CPDFs and the Gaussian CPDF
were calculated for a time shift, 1:, corresponding to the shift of the peak of the correlation
coefficient function p. Moving along the peak of the correlation coefficient removes the Ep
bulk rotation associated with the radial electric field. Poloidal separations of the moveable
probe out to 59 mm are presented, while the poloidal correlation length for this data was 20
mm and a lifetime of 12x10'6sec. Note that at this large condition, (be =-2.00', the data set is
small [9000 points] and the CPDF is noisier than the PDF in figure 1. Even at these extreme
conditions, there is excellent agreement between the experimental CDPF and the CDPF
calculated with Gaussian statistics. The CPDF relaxes back to the Gaussian distribution for a
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1e variable at a poloidal SEparation approximately twice the poloidal correlation length.

sing
The data presen

It has been pointed out that stronger deviations [6] from a Gaussian PDF will beted here are representative of the data at all radial positions [2].

bscrved for the vorticity variable than for the potential. Unfortunately we are not able to

0
measure the vorticity.

We have demonstrated that the floating potential fluctuation statistics in the scrape off

layer and edge plasma are nearly Gaussian. In addition. for two floating potential signals, the

statistics can be described by a joint Gaussian distribution as is demonstrated by the

ditional probability density function. This means that all of the fluctuating properties can
con _ . _ .

the mean, standaId deViation, and correlation p, and, given a condition on
be determined from

one probe. the PDF for a second probe can be described by a conditional Gaussian PDF.

Research supported in part by Depamnent of Energy grant No. DE-FGOS-SSER-53267.
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1. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to investigate how the edge magnetic field structure,

the connection length LC, affects the distributions of the potential and electrostatic

turbulence flux. It has been shown that in ASDEX the edge potential profile shows

a clear dip which corresponds well to the last closed flux surface LCFSU]. This dip

is ascribed to the fast electrons. In W7AS, however, the potential profile shows a clear

peak at the LCFS, and changes consistently when a limiter is inserted within the

LCFSIZl. On the other hand, it has been reported on TEXTeU that the fluctuation

characteristics vary depending on LC[3]. In the long LC region levels of fluctuations

are decreased. It has also been pointed out that there exists the shear layer near the

LCFS in tokamaks and stellarators[4]. ln ASDEX, the broadness of the fluctuation

spectrum shows a clear radial distance dependence from the LCF‘S[5]. Thus these

facts suggest that both the potential and fluctuation characteristics depend on the

open/closed structure of the magnetic field lines. However, the role of the magnetic

structure on the shear layer formation has not yet been clarified. The nature of the

turbulence should be changed across the LCFS, if K ’ ' > L,.. Furthermore, in addi-

tion to the LC structure, the power deposited near the LCFS which drive the fluctua-

tions should be considered even in the SOL.

In this experimental series, Heliotron E was operated in both configurations, mag-

netic separatrix—dominated, and limiteredominated. The configurations are varied

using additional vertical and toroidal coils to investigate the LC effects on qbf (A R) and

(“mp (AR) . Edge (r/a .>. 0.7) and central heating by ECRH were done to study the heat

source effects near the LCFS or in the SOL (the limiter shadow).

2. Experimental Results

2.1 (pf (AR) near the LCFS

A Langmuir probe is used to measure the (pf (AR) along the major radius on the

midplane[6]. Here AR is defined as Rprohe_R0: and AR ~28.5 cm is the LCFS in the

standard configuration. The LCFS is varied by —4 to +2 cm near this position by mo-

difying the configuration. The data were taken on a shot — to— shot basis. It was found

that the (pf (AR) shows a clip or plateau near the LCFS. The dip is clearly seen in the
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inward shift configuration and the plateau ( or Shallow dip ) in the standard. Fig.ure1(a) shows the 45f (AR) in the three different configurations. These data Were tak—en in beam heated plasmas. These dips are located by 0.5 — 1 cm just outside the Posi-
tion of the LCFS(denoted by arrows) calculated by the field line tracing. The
dependence of the dip position on heating power, density and the magnitude of 3‘?) is
investigated under the fixed configuration. Beam heating power is varied from 0.6MW to 2.6 MW Within discharge reproducibility, the dip position seems to be insensi.tive to the beam power. The density is scanned from l X l0'3cm ’ 3 to 8 x 1013c," \ ‘4
at the fixed beam power. While the potential is decreased with increasing ”e l the dip
position is also unchanged within s 0.5 cm. The 13¢ —dependence is studied from0.6T to 1.9T under the constant density( ~ 2 — 3 x 10'3cm ’ 3) and power ( ~ l-BMW)
conditions. Although the dip structure tends to be unclear with decreasing Br , the
position seems to be still constant. The direction of 8m ( normal/reversed ) is studiedin pure ECRH plasmas. The results show that the B¢ direction( VB,,. drift) does nOtaffect the (pf (AR) . Thus it is concluded that the position of the potential dip corre.
sponds well to the LCFS within 1 cm, and it is insensitive to the heatingpower, denSity,
magnetic field strength and the field direction.

¢f
(V

)

—10022 24 26 28 30 32 22 24 26 28 30 32
AR = Rprobe—RO AR 2 R _R0

Fig.1 (a) (D! (A R) and (b) I} (Alain NBIpZasmas at three dififerenr
magnetic configurations. Arrows correspond to the LCFSs.

probe

2.2 rm}, (AR) near the LCFS
The ES. fluctuations are measured with the same Langmuir probe array in both

ECRH and NBI plasmasffi]. From the view point of the spectrum there seems not to
be an essential difference between both plasmas. Rf or NB power, however, plays an
important role to enhance the fluctuation amplitude and to broaden the fluctuation
spectrum. Figure 1(b) shows the radial profile of 1“,"), (AR) in the same configurations
as Fig.1(a). PM, (AR) also follows the magnetic field lines structure. The peaks of
Fmp (AR) are observed near the LCFS, but these peaks do not exactly correspond to
the position of the potential dip. The peaks of r7",LY and grim“ are around the LCFS.
Inside and outside the LCFS, both fin,” (AR) and (firm (AR) decay smoothly in both
radial directions with respect to the LCFS. The radial profile of the coherence M be-
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and 4,] determines the 1“”, (AR). Inside the LCFS highly coherent fluc-
n fiv _ . .

twefions‘are excited, but outSIde fluctuations become incoherentw, 8]. The wavenum.

:1: of the fluctuations inside the LCFS is ~ 3 cm ’ ' and is reduced to ~ 1 cm ' '

e
, ure ECRH plasmas with edge heating . Thus, the fluctuation characteristics are

ml:1 distinguished with respect to the LCFS. In a beam heated plasma, the ECRH

we a1 heating ) effect is investigated. A clear enhancement of 1“,"? at the LCFS is

observed when ECRH is superposed. 1 cm or more outside the LCFS, there is no en-

hancement. f‘mp (fl inside the LCFS becomes broadened with ECRH, but it is un-

changed outside the LCFS. E , ( = W5], )inside the LCFS becomes more positive, and

the width of the potential dip becomes narrow. There seems to be some correlation

tween enhanced FM, inside and near the LCFS and this potential change[9l.

(centr

be

23 LL- and heat source profile effects on (pl and fur»

The partial rail limiter is used to study the LF effect of (pf and imp . Since this limit-

91-15 a partial one, Lr in the Shadow Of the limiter varies with radius from 2 7: R0 to

2 300 m. In the central heating pure ECR plasma at Brf, = 1.9T, two cases, with and

without the limiter, are compared(Fig.2). For the case with the limiter, IE, and fluctua-

tion levels in the SOL are much reduced, which are similar to those in the SOL for

the case without the limiter. The peak position of rm, (AR) follows the limiter head.

The nature of the fluctuations for the case with the limiter is almost the same as that

in the SOL without the limiter. Thus, the structure of the magnetic field lines plays

a significant role to form a steep gradient of (35f , to localize the fluctuation flux near

the LCFS and to change the nature of turbulence at the LCFS.

05V) 100W”) 500{4n so
ine

1

Limitei i “ i

E Head 1' I’. ‘ J

. ’ ‘ l
0 0M 0 '
13 23 33 l3 23 33 l3 23 33

AR(cm) AR(l AR(cm)

Fig.2 Limiter effects anprofiles of (a) ¢, , (bl Iii/11,, and (c) fup in pure ECRH plasmas.

Heating region is the plasma center. Data without the limiterlsolid) are also shown

When the SOL is heated, however, even if the LC is finite, the steep gradient of (15, ,

enhanced fluctuation levels and F" are observed in an ECRH plasma at 3,, = 1.26T

with 35GHz(central) and 53GHz (SOL) gyrotrons(Fig 3). The nature of the fluctua-

tions in the SOL change to have high ymp . Namely, in addition to the finite connection
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length ofthe field lines, the power deposited in the SOL should be take.
n into acCOuntto understand the potential profile and the nature of the fluctuations

23 , 3- 23A R (cm) A R (Cm)
Fig.3 Limiter and PW] effects on profiles of (a) 4)] , (b) ix,/n,, and (c) fw in pure ECRHplasmas. The hatched SOL region is heated by ECR waves: Data without thelimiteflsolid) are also shown.

3. Summary

(pf (AR) and f"(1, (AR) are studied with respect to the Lr and heat source in theSOL. It was found that the dip and plateau of q)! (AR) fairly well corresponded to theLCFS. The position of the dip seems to be insensitive to the heating power, denSity,By, , and the direction of B, The steep gradient of ¢f (AR) is formed inside the dip_[‘mp (A R) was found to be localized near the LCFS, and to decay rapidly outside theLCFS rather than inside it. This reduction is due to reduced ymp outside the LCFS,The power spectrum inside the LCFS expands towards the higher frequency range asheating power is increased, but outside the LCFS it is dominant in the low frequencyrange (~ 10 kHz). When the SOL is heated, the steep gradient of (D! (AR) and highlycoherent fluctuations are again observed in spite of the short connection length of x2 7: R0. A study for ambipolarity and short parallel wavelength modes in the SOL withthe deposited power is left for the future.
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1_ |niroduciion

Plasma fluctuations were experimentally investigated using a multiple electrostatic

probe and magnetic probes in the edge region of TBR—l tokamak. With this new probe system,

it was possi

by taking into account temperature fluctuations.
ble to improve our previous estimation[1,2] of turbulence and transport in TBR—l

2_ Experimental

The experiment was carried out on the TBR-l tokamak (R = 0.30 m, a = 0.08 m,

B. E 0.4 T, I? E 10 kA, and no 5 3 x1018 in“). The data were collected with a system of

Langmuir probes: a square array of four tips, a four-tip probe array, and a single probe tip.

Thus, the mean and fluctuating saturation current, floating potential, and temperature could be

measured simultaneously. Density and plasma potential fluctuations corrected by temperature

fluctuations were obtained by: n/n =i./1.- 1/2('r,/r. )+ uni/ml and (pp = of +2.8 ka'iJe.

Two magnetic probes measured radial and poloidal magnetic field component fluctuations. The

probe measurements were performed during the flat top phase of the plasma current, at time

intervals of approximately 4 ms and averaged over seven consecutive shots. Time series

measurements were recorded with a maximun sampling rate of 1 MHZ.

3. Discussion and Conclusions

The radial profiles of fluctuating potential, density, and temperature are shown in Fig.1.

This figure shows that C(lJp/c > fi/n > Tflc , indicating that thermal drive probably is not the

principal mechanism to sustain these non-Bolzmann fluctuations. The measured temperature

fluctuations affect considerably the computed potential and density fluctuations profiles and are

compatible with other reported measurements [3.45.6]. Fig.1 also shows the Ba/Be(a) profile

decreasing in the SOL; the radial magnetic field profile presents the same behavior.
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Ion saturation current and floating potential fluctuations are almost in Phase andpresent linear coherence 7 E 0.5 at frequencies below 150 kHz. The linear cohemnCE bClWeenfloating potential and temperature fluctuations is lower than the COlICI‘Ence betWeen i0saturation current and temperature fluctuations (Fig 2). As observed in other mflChines‘ thephase between temperature and density fluctuations are close to n [7].
By inspection of the autobicohetence [2,8] of floating potential, saturation Current, andtemperature fluctuations. we concluded that non linear interactions are concentrated mainly at10 S f2 S 50 kHz and 25 S f; S 60 kHz, and have significant level only fer temperaturefluctuations. In the case of cr0ss bicoherence between temperature, ion saturation current, andfloating potential fluctuations, the quadratic coupling is more significant for the first twafluctuations. Fig. 3 shows the cross bicoherence between temperature and ion saturatimcurrent at r/a = 0.92 with values bf s 0.4. Cross bicoherence between temperature andpoloidal or radial magnetic field components are negligible. Fig. 4 shows the integratedbicoherence s for fluctuating temperature and potential at r/a = 0.92. The non linearcoupling is negligible for potential fluctuations. However, for temperature fluctuations theintegrated bicoherence is close to unity indicating possibly a coherent Structure. Thebicoherence of fluctuating temperature and plasma potential show similar behavior for all radialpositions only in the plasma edge.

Fig. 5 shows the corrected fluctuationdnduced particle-flux profile computed fromI‘ = 2 k9 | PM] sin 6...? / B. . As a consequence of the temperature fluctuation corrections, wehave some inward flux, so the value of total particle flux is lower than that calculated assumingnegligible temperature fluctuations. Particle flux shows a maximum value near the limiter.The turbulence driven edge energy fluxes are composed of an electrostatic and amagnetic part. The electrostatic component of the energy flux can be divided into a convectivepan qmw = 5Tc (fi Ea)/2B. , and a convective pan qcmd, = 5n ('i‘c Fla/2B,, where E, is thepoloidal electric field fluctuation. The convective part is something greater than the conductivepart (Fig. 6). however, there are significant uncertainties in the measuremnts of theseparameters. The measured broadband magnetic fluctuation level is 1-3,/B9(a)s 4x10‘5 at thelimiter shadow. Employing the collisionless model [6] , the radial heat flux (induced bymagnetic fluctuations) is given by q(B) = nxc(B) c/ dr; where 7MB) is the thermaldiffusivity. The ratio of this heat flux to the radial heat loss by the measured electrostaticparticle flux is in our case q(B)/S/ZTCI‘ S 103. Thus, in the limiter shadow, the heat flux
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ed by microscopic magnetic fluctuations is negligible compared to heat flux resulting from

cans

[11: 61661105
In conclusions‘

onectly estimate the plasma edge turbulence and the correlations between the

unit: fluctuations induced particle flux.

our results indicate that the temperature fluctuation corrections are

relevant to C

observed fluctuations.

‘ Work 13l supported by FAPESP and CNPq.
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1_ Abstract
The turbulent particle transport has been measured in TEXTOR up to ZSOKHZ by using two fast

reciprocating probes located at different poloidal locations. Typical values are lfir=1x1017 sec’1

cm'2 and results for a variety of discharges will be presented. Most of the power is below

250KHZ, point at which it has fallen 3 orders of magnitude.

The particle confinement time deduced from the radial particle fluxes is compared to that measured

using a CCD camera, based on H—alpha light. The agreement improves when poloidal variations in

the fluxes are considered. We have also found the presence of poloidal electric fields of the order

of 4—10 V/cm, which can produce ExB drifts of the order of the turbulent particle fluxes. The

measurements of these fields suggest the existence of convective cells in the SOL.

e of the Te fluctuations on the turbulent fluxes is evaluated. We use the
The possible influenc

d the results obtained from a
harmonics technique to perform the measurements up to ZOOKHZ an

custom made sample and hold circuit are compared to the harmonic contents of the raw signals.

We also characterize the Te fluctuations in TEXTOR for a variety of discharges. Values of

ire/Te of the order of 20% have been found.

2. Introduction

The interaction between the poloidal field fluctuations E9 and the toroidal magnetic field 84 will

drive a fluctuating radial velocity that if correlated with the electron density fluctuations n will

produce a radial particle flux Fr [1]
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(I)

The temperature fluctuations enter the computation of the turbulent fluxes in :
l-calculation of 11 based on [Sat
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but since the quantity that enters in the flux calculations is EB it is important to measure thecorrelation of the temperature fluctuations over the poloidal distance separating the probe tipstypically used in this experiments. Such a measurement seems to yield almost unity [2] althoughcorroboration by other groups is necessary.

A discussion of an effective particle confinement time can also be made by calculating

1]) = f (4)

and comparing it to the 7]) calculated by other means ( Ha). Such a comparison was made in the
TEXT tokamak [3] and supports the view that turbulent transport is important if not dominant inthe plasma edge.

3. Experimental Results
The fluctuation driven radial particle flux has been measured in TEXTOR by using a fast
reciprocating probe. Typical particle fluxes are of the order of r7-=0.6-2x1017 scc'1 cm‘2 andincrease monotonically with density. We have taken measurements of fluxes on the low field sidemidplane ( 6:00) and preliminary ones at the top (9:900) and found that the fluxes areconsiderably smaller at the top of the machine by a factor of 6-10. By using expression (4) we can
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ticle confinement time associated with such fluxes, finding that confinement times

qr'ale‘hep‘ . . .. . . - - ~
65 ”n probe measurements enclose those based on Ha (see Fig. 1) verifying the results that

356d of
.

b b 16‘“ transport is of the order needed to explain global particle confinement [3] and suggesting

nif ‘1
m ”ugh transport may be poloidally asymmetric,

a

Poloidal fields of the order of 2-10 V/cm have been consistently measured in the SOL by two tips

mated by 4 mm and more recently, by a 10 tip array. The fields show radial (1 cm) and

sew-“m1 strucmres (larger than 5 cm) and can induce EXB radial drifts which are of the order of the

Po We have also performed initial Te fluctuations measurements using the harmonics

‘uybulent fluxes.
aluate the influence of Te fluctuations on the particle transport. A summary of

technique [4] to CV
c [urbulent measurements can be seen in Table 1.

1h

Le KL 2 g L:
Te kTe n Te kTe

50L SOL edge edge edge

(115—02 0.2-0.5 0.2 0.1 0.3-0.5

0.3-0.5 0.4-0.5

0.2-0.7 0.3-0.7 0.15-0.25 0.2 0.2—0.4

Note that the density and temperature fluctuations are in the approximate relation

:5 3 _Ti :02
n T

edge e edge

Which implies according to (Z) and assuming a 100% correlation (hag) = n Te that the maximum

error obtained on evaluating n from 75a: is of the order of 20%, which is typical of probe

uncertainties. Furthermore, from expression (3) it can be inferred that the error in the calculation

of VP can be a factor of 2—3.

4. Conclusions
The turbulent phenomena in TEX

of Te fluctuations on the particle transport calculations 3

(1 measurements are needed. The existence of large convective flows suggest the presence of

TOR shows fairly typical signatures. The estimated contribution

hows that their effect is important and

detailc
convective cells . Their influence on fueling and transport should be investigated.
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1, Introduction

A COg—laser imaging diagnostic measures the vertical line integrals of the density

fluctuations at 16 radial locations within a 7.6-cm-wide region at the outer edge of the

DUI—D tokamak [I] The phase—contrast technique [2] provides a flat response to wave

numbers in the range 1’16 cm‘1 [3] and is mostly sensitive to radial wave vectors [4].

This last property ensures that fluctuations are detected essentially in the plasma. frame,

since the E X B drift associated with the radial electric field is mainly in the poloidal

direction. The radial resolution is 0.5 cm, the data acquisition bandwidth is 1 lVlHZ,

and the. density sensitivity is on the order of 109 cm’3.

The DIII—D Phase Contrast Imaging (PCI) diagnostic has been employed in the

study of plasma turbulence, particularly at the transition from L« to Himode. Past

work has shown that the average amplitude of the line—integrated fluctuations in the

plasma is reduced at the onset of the Hemode, in agreement with measurements by other

diagnostics in DIIIeD and elsewhere [5]. In the frequency domain, two distinct spectral

regions were identified: a low»frequency (320 kHz) band, which is generally unaffected

by the transition, and a broad high—frequency region, which is strongly suppressed in

Himode. In addition, it was determined through spatial analysis that the Limode

fluctuations have a nonzero average group velocity in the inward direction [4].

In this paper we report on measurements of turbulence carried out during a study

of low—power L, to Himode transitions [6]. As the input power approaches the tlu‘eshold

for Himode, the transition occurs on a progressively slower time scale. The new results

are consistent with past observations in L—rnode and in the fully developed enode;

novel features emerge, however, in the transient phase immediately following the tran—

sition. The phenomenology of these events, which lack a theoretical explanation at

present, will be discussed in the next section.

* This work was supported by the US. Department of Energy under Grant No. DE’FGOQ’

91ER54109 at MIT and Contract No. DE-ACD3-89ER51114 at General Atomics.

'l Present address: General Atomics, San Diego, CA 9218643784, USA
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2. Slow L7 to H—mode transitions

This experiment was carried out in lower—singlenull diverted plasmas With a
toroidal magnetic field of 2.1 T, a plasma current of 1.37 MA, and a line—averageddensity of 3.2><1013 tin—3. The neutral-beam power was 2 MW} approximately 30%
higher than the threshold for obtaining H~mode [6]. Data from 8 PCI Chords were ac~
quired at a rate of 500 ksamples/s; the intersections of the PCI chords with the Hildplanescanned the region from 2.5 cm inside to 2.5 cm outside the separatrix.

The time histories of the rms fluctuation levels on two chords, one of which inter»sects the plasma while the other lies entirely in the scrape-OE layer (SOLL are shown in
Fig. 1, along with a Du emission signal for reference. At the start of the drop in the DQ
trace, which signals the onset of the Hemode. the fluctuation level on the plasma Chord
decreases rapidly, reaching a minimum in ~50 //5, Only a slight drop is observed 011 the
SOL chord. After a quiescent phase of ~06 ms, the fluctuation level rises again, to a
value similar to that of L—modc on the plasma. chord, and to a substantially larger value
on the SOL chord. This turbulent phase subsides slowly, on s 2030 His time scale. In
the final H—modc phase, which begins approximately when the DD signal Completes its
descent, the fluctuation amplitude is lower than in Limode on the plasma chord and of
the same order as in L—mode on the SOL Chord, in accord with past measurements.

A (a) R-RSEP = '04 Cm lb)
:5 1 “
:E' _

E 2 | . | 1

TB? R-RSEP = +1.1 cm

2::

D W
0 l l I l

W Edge Da emission
3: 1' ‘ Separatrix
<3: — .

O . l , 1

1515 1525 1535 1545
Time (ms)

Fig. 1. (a) Rms line-integrated fluctuations on PCI chords, 0.4 cm inside (top) and 1.1 cm outsidethe separatrix (middle), and Dor emission signal (bottom). The vertical line denotes the time of theL—H transition. (b) Detail of field lines, with exaggerated curvature‘ and of the PO chords used inleft-hand plot. The uncertainty on the position of the separatrix is :tO.5 cm.
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Figure 2 shows the frequency autopower spectra of the fluctuation signals in loga—

o
,

'thinic scale on the Same twO Chords. calculated at three different times. respectively in

n -
I

‘ ‘

L mode in early H*mode, and in late H—mode. In Lemode, leashsquares fits to inverse

, , 5

ower functions

“2 "311195 smaller than 1. The Spectrum becomes more irregular in early Hemode andfor all 8 chords yielded exponents in the range 1,772.3 with reduced

is also shifted toward higher frequencies. This may be partly due to residual Doppler

shifts from the increased E X B velocity [5]. The average level is similar to that in

L’IDOde on all plasma Chords and in the deep SOL, whereas it is considerably larger at

the SOL location shown in Fig, 2. It is possible in fact that the carly—H~mode turbu-

lance is limited to the SOL; by contrast, the L—mode fluctuations peak 142 Cm inside

the Separatrix. This dissimilarity may account for the reduced transport in the plasma

H-rnode. Finally. the fluctuation level in late Hemodc is considerably lower

‘ early
film that in Lemode on all plasma chords, whereas the two are of the same order on

all SOL chords; these results are in agreement with past measurements.

An analysis of spatial correlations in the various phases confirms that correlations

are generally weaker in late Hemode than in L—mode and that the Lemode turbulence

is predominantly inward propagating. The level of correlation in early Hemode is of

the same order as that in L—mode, or in some cases greater, but no net propagation

is observed in Hemode. These conclusions are evidenced by Fig. 37 which shows the

envelope of the correlation coefficient for two selected pairs of plasma chords.

In view of the suggested coexistence of two or more independent components in

the spectrum of the turbulence, it is difficult to define simple global parameters such

as correlation lengths. Indeed, the correlation coefficient is not always a decreasing

function of the spatial separation. The present data will be analyzed further in the

future in an efiort to put these considerations on a more quantitative footing.

R-RSEP = -0.4 cm R-RSEP = +1.1 cm

l ' l

0 100 200 0 100 200

Frequency (kHz) Frequency (kHz)

Fig. 2. Frequency autopower spectra in logarithmic scale of PCI signals from chords (3) 0.4 cm

inside and (b) 1.1 cm outside the separatrix. The solid line is for L—mode, the dashed line is for early

H-mode, and the dotted line is for late H—mode. Estimates were calculated on 100 realizations.

The shaded area lies below the instrumental noise (signal—tomonse ratios are between 1 and 4 .
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Fig. 3. Envelope of the correlation coefficient between PCI chords (3) 1.9 and 2.4 cm inside theseparatrix, and (b) 0.4 and 1.9 cm inside the separatrix. The solid line is for L—mode. the daShedline is for early H—mode, and the dotted line is for late H—mode. Averaging time is 10 ms. POSitiVeskewness indicates inward group velocity.
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Introduction

e SOL turbulence in the ASDEX tokamak and in the W7-AS stellarator was investigated

with high poloidal and temporal resolution using Langmuir probe arrays and arrays of Ha

detectors both extending in poloidal direction. A very high correlation of the fluctuations

Manet t0 the magnetic field is observed requiring to take the interaction of fluctuations with

the target plates into account. Measurements in a wide range of discharge parameters confirm

a iinearized curved 2d fluid model involving sheath physics in addition to the EXB and

diamagneuc drifts [1].

Temperature fluctuations are included in the model but have been assumed to be zero in the

analySiS of the ASDEX experiments with the result of a reduced accuracy of density and

otential measurements. In W7-AS fluctuations of electron temperature TE, density lie and

space potential ¢t have been measured simultaneously with high time and space resolution in

the plasma edge region by means of the fast swept probe technique [2]. Power spectra, phase

velocities, spatial correlations and coherency between different quantities were determined

under SOL conditions comparable to that of ASDEX.

An attempt to get more insight into the non—linear processes establishing the SOL turbulence

'15 made by working out typical structures in the spatio—temporal evolution of the fluctuations :

by means of a fitting method. The 2d probe signal functions depending on the poloidal

coordinate and on time are decomposed into a sum of “events” with given shape functions in l

space and time and defined by their amplitude, size, lifetime, velocity and location in time

and space. The database of events can be used for any kind of statistical analysis. Averaging

of the surroundings of selected events is used to identify typical structures.

Te Fluctuations

The voltage of four probe tips separated 2 mm in the poloidal direction was swept

simultaneously at a frequency of 500 kHz, in order to measure the poloidal correlation of the

fluctuations. Probes were placed in the scrape—off layer at a radial position approximately 2

cm outside the last closed flux surface. Measurements were done in electron cyclotron

resonance heated (ECRH) plasmas with heating power 400 kW, central mean density ne :

3-1019 m3, 1 = 0.34 and magnetic field B = 2.5 T.

Figure 1 shows the power spectrum of density, temperature and floating potential fluctuations

measured at a radial position r/aS = 1.1, a“. being the location of the velocity shear layer. The i,

level of temperature fluctuations is in the range 15—25 0/0. T}, Te =fiE/Ile, the potential i

fluctuations ‘l’fl /T8 are in the range 30-45 ‘70 and fluctuations are dominated by frequencies

below 100 kHz. These results are slightly different from results obtained in previous
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measurements at lower magnetic field (1.28 T) where the dominant frequencies Were hi h(Up to 150 kHz) [2]. 8 Br

E
E
U
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o 100 200 300 400 0 100 200
frequency (kHz) frequency (kHz)

Fig, 1 Polt'é’I'JpECU’lllll clectmn dcnsitync, Fig“ 2 Spatial coherence of the density
electron temperature T9 and floating temperature and floating potential
[1018mm] @fiv fluctuations" at a poloidal distance of2 mm.

Figure 2. shows the spatial coherence between density (fie), temperature (79) and floatingpotential ((2)17) fluctuations obtained from two probes separated 2 mm in the poloidaldirection. For all of them the coherence is statistically significant for frequencies below 50kHz. ~The strong similarity of the spatial coherence for the three studieduparameters £7: fieand gbfl) is remarkable. As the level of spatial correlation between 727,. tie and gbfl Wassufficiently high it was possible to deduce the phase velocity of the fluctuations (191,”) fromthe cross~phase. The fluctuations of all three quantities propagate with 1%,, z 0.2 km stFurthermore, significant correlation between density and temperature fluctuations have beenobseryed for frequencies below 100 kHz, as shown in figure 3. The relative phase between lieand Te is close to zero both at the plasma edge in the proximity of the velocity shear layer(1' < "5) and in the scrapeoff layer region (r > "il-

A 0.8 T[.7 N‘” 0.08
. D 95
5 0.4 —c> 004e ,. M '3N 'r tiitlllw L

0 I l

O 100 200 300 400 O 100 200 300 400frequency (kHz) frequency (kHz)

Fig. 3 Correlation (remain: density and Fig. 4 EXB particle flux calculated with and
temperaturefluctuations wit/tour correction for Te fluctuatiom‘

Figure 4 shows the EXB particle flux computed from the fluctuations of TE, He, and 45 usingtwo different assumptions: first, neglecting the influence of electron temperature fluctuations(ie. the electric field is calculated from the probe floating potential and the density
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onS depend only on the probe ion saturation current fluctuations) and second. taking

account temperature fluctuation effects (i.e. the electric field is calculated from the

a potential measurements with d) : (Pp + ZkTC/e and the density up w]: TU1 "). ln both

tasm ma pal'tlC transport has a maximum between 20 kHz and 30 kHz and is negligible at

eaftiéncics above 100 kHz. The value of the total particle transport due to the electrostatic

maulencc is around 3'1019 m‘ES'l. The particle transport calculated taking into account the

“If gratuft‘ fluctuations is strikingly similar to the one calculated under the assumption

temp ; 0_ This result is mainly due to the fact that the cross phase between density and

E . .

temperature fluctuations rs very close to zero.
e

fluctuati

Structures

The time-spam dependent signals (saturation current, potential or particle flux) determined

from prObC arrays are considered as a superposition of events each described by a product of a

rim function and a Space function with the amplitude, position in time and space. size.

1it‘ctime and velocity as parameters (“events").

5.0.x) : A. cxpf—(ty — Y. — “(r — T.))/L.):)/cosri((r — mm)

First estimates for the amplitude and position are obtained from the maxima and minima of

the two»dimensional correlation function of the raw data with functions of the shape above, a

velocity equal to that determined from correlation functions and beginning with large size and

lifetime. A fit minimizing the sum of the absolute values of the residua is chosen because it

ignOI‘GS fairly well superimposed structures with different parameters thus permitting to

Jeteiminc the events sequentially The fitted events are subtracted from the raw data and the

rocedure is iterated. The data base of event parameters serves for further analysis. If the

shape of the fitting functions used is not properly adapted correlations between events of

different size or lifetime will show up. Arbitrary selection criteria are possible for the

statistical investigation of the dynamics in the surroundings of events. In [3] it was shown that

a major part of the transport occurs mainly as outward bursts of plasma between pairs of

electrostatic dipoles. The flow pattern might be considered as a strongly damped double—eddy.

An eddy involves flow velocities in inward and outward direction. Both parts of the flow

however result in an outward particle llux if the inward flow carries plasma of reduced

density. Positive particle flux is the result of an outward motion of increased density (positive

density fluctuation) or inward motion of decreased density (negative density fluctuation). In

fig. 5 the averaged surroundings of selected negative density events is shown. The electric

lield in the centre of the frame resulting from the potential distribution (top right) leads to an

inward EXB drift and to a positive particle llux (bottom right). This means that we investigate

the surroundings of the inward flow velocity zones. The outward flow of the double eddy is

seen in the bottom right frame below the centre. It is accompanied by a density increase

(bottom left). There is a weaker density increase above the centre resulting in a weak particle

llux (nearly invisible above the centre in the bottom right frame). This means that the dotrble

eddies show a statistical asymmetry. The average reverse particle flow at a distance of about

1.5 cm is also seen in the surroundings of positive or negative potential events (not shown

here). Many more features are observed if we select flux events or if we choose narrower

selection criteria, It will be necessary to accompany these investigations by numerical

simulations in order to understand the details of the dynamics.
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Fig. 5 Averaged surroundings ofnegative density events

Discussion and conclusion

Electron temperature fluctuations have been measured in the plasma boundary region in the
W7—AS stellarator by using the fast swept probe technique. Temperature fluctuation levels
(= 10-20 ‘70) are similar to the level of density fluctuations. Statistically significant correlation
between density and electron temperature fluctuations has been measured: the phase angle
between them is zero both in the scrape-off layer side of the velocity shear layer and at the
plasma edge. All these findings agree with the expectations of the model [1] mainly derived
from ASDEX experiments. Radiative instabilities are not likely the dominant mechanism to
explain edge turbulence in W7-AS. The usual evaluation of the net EXB particle flux due to
correlated density and electric field fluctuations neglecting temperature fluctuations yields
rather accurate results because temperature and density fluctuations are in phase.
A method of decomposing measured space~time dependent signals into a sum of “events” has
been applied to investigate the dynamics in the saturated turbulence. Averaged evolution of
plasma parameters around selected potential, density and particle flux events supports the
hypothesis that the plasma loss in the SOL occurs in bursts resembling strongly damped
double eddies.
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INTRODUCTION

Identifying the mechanisms that control the turbulence—induced transport remains one of

the main problems in fusion research, The role of radiative instabilities [l] and neutrals [2] as

driving forces of the edge plasma turbulence in the TH tokamak [see for instance reference

3] have been already Studied. As has been previously done for other devices [4.5]. a

comparison has been made of edge plasma turbulence in the ohmically heated TJ-l tokamak

and in the ECRH heated TJ—lU torsatron [6]. These machines have similar plastrta sizes but

different magnetic field structures that could lead to different drives of the edge turbulence.

For the standard magnetic configuration of TJ—IU torsatron, results evidence the existence of

a quasi-coherent mode probably related to the local magnetic configuration.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Arrays of four Langmuir probes (m x 2mm) have been used to characterize the edge

plasma region of the TJ—l tokamak (R = 0.30 m, a = 0.10 m. ID = 30 kA. BT = 0.8—1.5 T) and

of the ECRH (375 GHZ) heated TJ-IU torsatron (R = 0.60 m. a = 0.10 m. B = 0.67 T. PECRH

: 200 kW, «17(0) = 0.2 l). One of the tips of the probe array was used to measure ion saturation

current (lsxAneTcl/Z. A=Area of the probe) and its fluctuations (“ls/lS ). Two tips were used

to measure the poloidal phase velocity of the fluctuations (vpht deduced from the floating

potential (Vf) and the fourth tip, working as a fast swept probe. was used to measure the edge

electron temperature (Tc) [3].

Measurements were carried out in series of repetitive shots with probes placed at different

radial positions, from the scrape—off layer (SOL) to the plasma bulk side of the last closed

magnetic surface (LCMS). Figures 1a and lb show radial profiles of the 1S and Vr in TM and

Tl—IU. The average poloidal phase velocity reverses propagation direction close to the LCMS

in both devices. as is shown in figure lc; this location of the velocity shear layer has been

considered as the reference radius (rghwr) for comparison between the two devices (r refers to

effective radius in the THU). For this radial position. measured electron density and electron

temperature are about 05:00[8 nr3 and l5 eV in TJ—lU and in TJ-l both magnitudes are

approximately 2 times higher (depending on plasma conditions), Normalized fluctuation

levels ( “ls/ls) decrease when moving radially inwards; in the SOL side of the velocity shear

layer tr>rghcm) the level of fluctuations are rather similar in TH and TJl (”ls/[Sup to 50 5’0)

whereas in the bulk side (rashem) the level of turbulence is higher in TJ-l than in Tl-lU

((ls/lsmi e lxtls/Ismiul-
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The poloidal phase velocity of the fluctuations has been obtained from the
Phase

2 mm
in the ion

PI‘OPagate in the

difference between floating potential signals measured in the same [)OlOidal section andapart. As is shown in figure lc. in both devices flrrctuations as a whole, propagatediamagnetic drift direction in the SOL and in the bulk side of the LCMS they
electron drift direction. The average velocity in TJ-I is up to 5 times higher than in TJ<IU‘ A‘ _

Y 0f the lastclosed flux surface (rsheur) in TJ—l for the Whole frequency range whereas in TJ—IU two

reversal in the poloidal velocity of the fluctuations is observed in the proximir

different propagation modes have been observed in that region: propagation velocity OFIhelow frequency fluctuations (typically bellow 5060 kHz) changes from the ion to the electmndrift direction while higher frequency fluctuations keep propagating in the ion drift directiontill their damping in the plasma bulk.
Figure 2 shows the ion saturation current frequency spectra at two different radialpositions in TM (a) and in TJ-IU (b). Fluctuations are dominated by frequencies below 100kHz in both devices; however. whereas in the TH tokarnak the lS/IS frequency Spectra arebroader at r<rshwr than at Dram-M. an opposite behavior has been observed in TJ-lU: the T‘s/1sfrequency spectra narrow when moving probes radially inwards (Kn-hem). In TJ—I thecoherency between two different signals (IS~Vt- or Vr—Vn, is approximately constant for theentire frequency range and shows a minimum near the velocity shear layer location; thismagnitude strongly decreases for high frequencies in the bulk side of the LCMS of the TJ-IU.Also a noticeable difference has been found in the phase between the ion saturation currentto: electron density) and the floating potential (zx plasma potential): in both deVices it is lessthan It/4 in the SOL; in the bulk side of the LCMS of TJ—I it is between zero and rr/2 while inTJ—IU it is between ME and 1:, being close to Tt/Z for the range of frequencies relevant fortransport.

The Fourier analysis of the signals points 0111 the existence of the two above mentionedpropagation modes of fluctuations in the TJJU torsatron. Figure 3 shows the relationshipbetween wave number and frequency of the fluctuations in the bulk side and in the vicinity ofthe LCMS. Two different branches of the dispersion relation cart be clearly distinguished inthe picture: fluctuations with frequencies below 35 kHz approximately. propagate in theelectron drift direction and turbulence of high frequency propagate in the ion drift direction.A bimodal edge propagation has also been reported in different tokamaks [7 — 9].
A well defined transition frequency between the two propagation modes has beenobserved for some plasma conditions. At that frequency a quasi—coherent mode appears,which could be the responsible for the observed change in the propagation velocity directionof low frequency fluctuations in the plasma bulk side of the LCMS. Figrrre 4a shows the ionsaturation frequency spectrum and the coherencies between Vr-Vt- and [c' are shown in

figure 4b. For this quasi»cohercnt mode the phase difference between ion saturation currentand floating potential is close to It/Z and a high coherency between these signals is alwaysobtained As fluctuations driven particle flux is proportional to these two magnitudes. an
increase of the particle transport can be expected. For the series of shots discussed here. the
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anccment in the total flux due to this mode can be as high as 70%. We have

. enhmated . . . _ _ ‘ ‘

65nd “me our observations With the magnetic configuration oi the "l J-l U as has been done

'6 10 ‘
‘ H

H

01 devices [10], Even though TJ-l U is an almost shearless torsatron (1:1, mzo),

terical calcula' other . -

m tions performed With free boundary VMhC code have shown that a non

mm ars at the plasma edge of the TJ-l U. The estimated poloidal ttumber of

negligible shear appe
h quasi—comm“ mode is 11:24 and shows its maximum amplitude at r20.085 m. This

1 C
fimatiOn is consistent with the numerical equilibrium code predicted location of the t:l/4

cs ,
. . . .

(m/fl=6/24)' A coherent structure w1th frequency close to the electron diamagnettc dritt

frequency has been identified in the edge of the TOSCA tokamak as due to the presence of

magnetic islan
been reported in the TEXT tokamak 1121, but contrary to our observations, this mode does not

directly to the electrostatic fluctuation-driven particle flux. A dominant

pcnurbmiou of 23 kHZ has been also obsewed in W Vll-AS by reflectometry for a t(())=0.5

tic configuration [13]. Experiments are in progress in order to determine the

d5 [11]. The existence of a quasiecoherent mode ttear the (1:3 flux surface has

contribute

magne

configm-miotial effects in the plasma edge turbulence and its possible influence on global

confinement in the TJ-lU.

CONCLUSIONS

Radial profiles of fluctuations in the plasma edge of the '11-] and Tl—lU have been

contpflf€d- Quantitative differences have been found in the values of fluctuation levels, in the

phase between dettSity and potential, and in the poloidnl phase velocity of fluctuations, in

relation to this magnitude, fluctuations measurements in THU reveal the existence of two

different propagation modes close to the LCMS. 1n the plasma bulk side of the LCMS high

frequency fluctuations propagating in the ion drift direction strongly decay. Particle transport

due to this mode of propagation results not to be relevant, not only in the plasma bulk side of

the LCMS due to the reduction of fluctuation levels and to the decorrelation between ion

saturation current and floating potential, but also in the SOL, dtte to the unfavorable coupling

between those magnitudes. Under some plastna conditions the main part of the turbulent

particle transport could be imputed to a quasi-coherent mode probably related to the magnetic

configuration of TJ-lU. The obtained results could sited some valuable information about the

experimental 1 profile.
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Neutral Gas Pressure Measurements In The JET MK I Pumped Divertor
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1,1ntroducti0n

particle recycling at divertor target plates gives rise to the formation of neutral particle

fluxes and neutral particle pressures in the divertor. This neutral particle pressure provides

the basis for plasma refuelling, affecting plasma core and plasma edge parameters

(tamperature, density, profiles) with consequences for power and particle removal in the

divertor as well as core plasma confinement. In JET we have measured the neutral pressure

in the MK I pumped divertor by means of an array (figure 1) of special ASDEX-type

ionisation gauges [1], and correlated it

With: (a) the magnetic geometry of the

l E“ o o

a gas temperature and isotropic conditions

divertor plasma, (b) the transition from £400

attached to detached divertor plasma 5

phases, (c) the main plasma density and 1% A125

input power, (d) the occurrence of ELMs g

in H—mode discharges. The gauges $4.50.. ‘/oomer

measure a local neutral particle flux in the E Hoax?

sub-divertor volume. This flux can be 24-75 L/l 1

converted to pressure or density provided 3 1 Gauge Demons \
, i’

_‘ 41?;—
are assumed. A sub divertor gas 200 225 250 2775 3.00 325 a. m 0

temperature of 323K was estimated, Radial Position (“1)
Figure 1. Pressure gauge distribution in the MK I

considering the many water cooled _ , . .
divertor With three divertor plasma configurations

structures in the vicinity of the gauges (for

comparison: the JET main vessel wall temperature is 573K). The divertor structure has a

certain conductance for neutrals to escape from the divertor plasma into the sub—divertor

volume via charge—exchange and Franck—Condon processes. The average transmission

probability is about 4% as determined by gas conductance measurements. In steady—state

the total neutral particle flux from the divertor target area into the sub—divertor volume
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balances the neutral particle flux in the opposite direction plus any pumped flux Hence an
average sub-divertor pressure will establish itself depending on the total neutral flux at the
target. The local neutral particle flux at the gauge position is also affected by a hunting of
additional factors: the position of the plasma strike zoneS, the vacuum conductance of the
radial divertor gaps (over a radial distance of 02m the conductance along the gaps is of
similar order as vertically through them). and the divertor cryoepump.

2. Summary of Experimental Results and Discussion
2.1 Pressure distribution as a function of magnetic divertor configuration (figure 2)
In an ohmic plasma ( current of 2MA‘ a toroidal field of 2.8T and volume average plasma
density of 351019 l/m3) the plasma strike zones in the divertor were Shifted to CStablish
three different divertor configurations: strike zones at (i) the horizontal target, at (ii) the
divertor corners. and at (iii) the vertical targets, The main results are (see also [2]);
For a horizontal configuration the neutral PulseNn.gisaunynpumpon
pressure distribution is double peaked with l

l . . 1—maxrma at the plasma strike zones, which
are the main sources for neutrals. Radial

. . A i agaps in the divertor structure allow neutrals r; l // [Ft 5
.3 ‘ i like t‘ it 3to re-enter the divertor plasma via the sub— €051, ’ i H \i e. . 5 t H I, \ a

divertor volume. The highest neutral 1‘ flit/r, '“°" Ea. , (kw \ e‘ovows
pressure at the cryo pump 15 reached for A“ ' ”at
the corner configuration, probably due to 535d a j
additional neutrals ballistically entering the 077+ ,_2, 45' —3‘50

Radtalfuosilton (m)
cryo—pump area through tomidal gaps in Figure 2. Pressure distribution of a dischargethe corners of tilt: lCI'LOI‘ SII'UCIUI‘Sl with varying positions ofllie plasma strike zone
Pumping by the cryoepump decreases the ”3[Miam’d’hfigl’rg ’-
pressure at the pump by about 40%. Particle removal rates can vary from 1020 to 1022
atoms/s. depending on plasma density. For the vertical configuration most of the sub-
divertor volume is within the private region of the divertor plasma, hence the uniformity of
the distribution which facilitates an estimation of the particle flux balance in the divertor
from pressure and ionisaturation flux data For a pumped ohmic plasma as given above,
steady state results show: the external gas flux is about 331021 atoms/s; the total particle
flux pumped by the cryo—pump (independently calibrated) is about 2.9*1021 atom/s
showing good agreement with the external flux; the total ionic target llux is of the order of
1023 atoms/s, hence, a low percentage of the ionic target flux gets pumped; the total back-
tlow of atoms (1/2 molecule) from the sub—divertor volume into the plasmas' private region.
assuming 4% divertor transmission probability, is about 5*1021 atoms/s; this and the
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punlped flux must be balanced by the neutral flux entering the sub—divertor volume, which

in I“

atoms

1+.Szlt.

m must be on average 4% of a neutral flux on the divertor which should be about 1023

[5. similar to the total ionic flux. First code simulations by EDGEZD/NIMBUS match

divertor fluxes but give neutral fluxes three times above experimental results.

2.2 Neutral pressure during transition from attached to detached plasmas (figure 3)

Detachment of the divertor plasma has been achieved in ohmic discharges (2 MA, 2.8T) by

deuterium gas puffing and accompanied density rise. The main results are (see also [3]):

1 ' 2- " “
WISE No 316 1‘. RolloveAtdatachrttent Piulse No: .1162:

J 7 A‘\A‘e “‘l l 0003L if i isldeill .7: ”"4
47 Gas Inpul tote (its),43‘ ‘ -. o 5.309 19

éotsile‘i‘ui’“ [dd ‘ A v aetjsaosane "
; , Contra tnutatfirt‘gltae ensty ‘J )7 , l I ”375,20 l

we - _7_7_/L.4J4’ l a (42540
17 :*__i _7_7. n 'AIS2E-20

0.003,- Pressure Del wpnvaterogion E 0'00l pine] l f
0.002» (ml pa) ‘0 ‘
o oot - “fix—w E'

l i_ l ' l Divenur ton saturation a

l l \J we, ‘1
. 7 —i fl

to Dwerlot Du ‘ a"

170i we unllS) . ,// l‘l
use 7‘” L

if Vettmaln lasnta
iuelltng Bliiclen}l[fls/omj 7 7

LT 15 ' 1‘6 17
Time (5)

Radial position (m)

Figure 3. a) Disc/large parameters during transition front attached to detached diver/m- pIasma with strike

gone sweeping and b) divertar pressure distribution (parameter is the central line integrated density).

When approaching the detached plasma phase, the neutral pressure in the divertor increases

despite of a reduction of the ion flux at the targets. Energy losses by radiation only reach

55% (at t=17s, in fig.3a). All this suggests the presence of volume recombination

processes at low electron temperatures (<2eV) [4]. The pressure distribution peaks in the

private region consistent with target Langmuir probe data, showing that detachment starts at

the separatrix. Neutrals are confined between the divertor plasma strike zones, as strike

zone sweeping still causes pressure modulation. Hence, there is no uniform neutral pressure

across the divertor, The effective plasma fuelling efficiency (plasma particle inventory—

change/gas—rate) increases, suggesting enhanced fuelling at the X-point and/or at the main

plasma SOL due to increased neutral pressure and/or neutral leakage to the main chamber.

2.3 Dependence of neutral pressure on central plasma density (figure 4)

During density ramps in attached L~mode and ohmic plasmas, the neutral pressure evolution

follows a central density squared dependence, consistent with results of a two point model

[5] for energy and particle transport in the SOL, additionally assuming profile consistency.

The relative highest pressures have been measured in L—mode, and ELMy H—mode,
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Pulse ND: 31527
1

consistent with plasma particle confinement com--
degradation compared to ohmic conditions. 0012‘
In ELM—free H-iiiodes neutral pressure and A miN_ ‘ l r . E- .cential denSity are de coupled . Plasma $0008. p. “[1”q 1/),
losses do not increase with density. $0005 / l. . . . _ 5130529 "ElmyH«MadaIndicating the existence of a plasma tiansport 005W ElmmH‘n , “gm? ‘

.- . ‘ utvi u ,L/ t« .. . lbariiei [6]. 0002’} 3235?”) , . ,. _> .
Figure 4. Diverror pressure versus (en/ml line 0 (Afxo’AékvwE'm'ree'gohlfdwomvt. .if.A A; .O 0.02 004 0.05 0.08 0.10 0127.614Central line integrated densilyti 021mm
2 .ZMA/Z 8T etcept #32376 with 2 4MA/2 41‘. The line is a fit 10 #31172

integrated density for various confinement regimes

2.4 Density control in H-mode discharges with cryo-pump 'on‘ (figure 5)
The cryo«pump enables particle control in ELMy steady state H-inode diseharges. The
neutral pressure modulations are similar to the Da modulations. being stronger at the inner

Pulse No,323?5 _ 7 .
SFNeultal beams (MW) {— 7"1'1;gradB-drift towards target). Due to the l 2,

strike zone as at the outer strike zone (ion

(1/mz )
particle integrating effect of the sub-divertor _ D15 02"|ralhimmles'a‘w MW! ’IV—knfiMZTV‘

/volume a relatively weaker pressure 201° 7. . F"
Gas input valemodulation is measured at the cryo-pump. (11's)

Nevertheless. ELMs still cause the pressure D n Dwe or ..there to rise by a factor of about 10 over the SEW" “”"5‘ 71L“IME
2ELM-free level, however only temporarily as 0zifiNeum.,mmwmne, H——mode

1 strike zone Him"5)
0.1 L

0.0LHLW__WJ‘—pump (if the cryo—pump is 'off' the pressure {LLQJAS
Timets)3can progressively become higher after each Figure 5, Density comm] and dil’t’rlol' nemmlELM [7]). The core plasma density decrease fl“ ma"ELM"H‘"Wde"”mm’ge‘

)(1
0Nthe particles are pumped away by the cryo—

associated with ELMs is less than the pressure increase in the divertor indicates, implying
that ELMs causea release of deuterium from material surfaces
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1. Introduction:

The early stages of hoteion mode operation with the new JET yielded, in marked contrast to

the ELM-free behavior of the previous configuration, high performance H-modes with type I

ELMs evoking lower D-D reaction rates (RDD) in combination with higher recycling signals

Since it is known high recycling is deleterious to H-mode quality I 1], this paper examines the

relationship between recycling signals and RDD for 1991 (graphite walls and upper dump

plates, open divertor) and the present campaign 1994/95 (Mk1 pumped divertor, CFC target

plates, largely inconel walls). A calibrated Du signal (DAV) measured along a vertical chord

on the outer side of the 14—point and not intersecting the divertor, and common to 1991-1995, is

utilized. After documentation of experimental results, the transport code EDGEZD/NIMBUS

is employed to interpret DAV in the sense of: 1) Is there a difference in recycling between

1991 and 1994/95, and 2) Do any of the 1994/95 divertor equilibria exhibit benefits over

others in terms of recycling control of neutrals from the divertor to the main chamber?

2. Experimental Results

conngmutm SNU SF HFE DNHF1 Table 1 lists characteristics of the best 1991 Single

x-Ethcighllm] 0.084 0.284 0.132 0.126 , .
lluxupJn 17.5 3.4 I” 116 Null Up (SNU) case as well as the best each of three 1

i

““‘°‘P-°”‘ ‘5 3-5 8 10 divertor equilibria of 1994/95. SNU had a low x— j

l
i

shear at q95 4.4 3.25 316 3.75 . . _

upperlri, 0.51 0,19 0,21 0,23 pomt and high flux expanSion. SF, HFE and DNI-lFl

“manna... #260117 #32823 #32019 #33643 of 1994/95 represent a chronological evolution from

v I a 101 81 83 79 . . .
% 14.9 13.5 ‘82 18.5 a high to low x-pouit, and from a low flux expansion ‘1

WDIA ““1 ”-6 1° 10-3 ”3 upwards. There is also a progression in main plasma
RDD [3-1] 8.4111016 5.6x1016 7.6111016 9.3xinlé . ' .

Bltollmiqs] 1.35 1,08 1,09 1,30 triangularity and edge shear, but the values remain

5mm...analopump,«Stagehanwm islsccotNm below those of SNU. PM, while larger for 1994/95

j‘bm'Wd‘ 0 "'08 '1'38 ‘0'72 does not produce a notable RDD margin over 1991,
Dewar 2.6511101! 0 0 0.37

Manama: 1.16 1.6 1.55 1.54
551101“ 1"” ”’3 “‘4 2-0 by the divenor structure. The particle balance at the

aNo/ihelm 1.24 1.05 1.19 1.31

partly due to the smaller plasma volume necessitated

end of the lst sec. of NBI shows with the cryopump

Table I: Magnetic geometry, plasma , . .
properties and globalparticle bafances (1994/95) the change in electron inventory relative to

fo’ the best high performance 5’70’5 or those injected is roughly the same as in 1991.
each configuration.
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The temporal behavior of recyclinc signals in
relationship to other divenor and global quantities

. during the transient ELM free hot!ton H mOde Phase
‘15 is depicted 111 fig 1. The high PN1~ l7MW CffCClg a

{1015/51} calculated powei to the target plate of only PW ~
(MW :10 7MW because of the large d/dt (~ 9MW) but low
d1 ” total radiation (~ lVIW). RDD and Wp rise linearly

Prim: Pm' lJnao'

41 12W '7 fie 7 v1 with time until the' '"rollover at I ~ 52 .95 Sec Both21/ DAV and the outer target plate D01 signal (DAQ) _
0 4 along with the pressure of the sub-divertor volume31111—1) vertical

I 1L1l SA,
02075 Langmuir p1obe » remain roughly constant after

:010 Du OUW “NEW" entering the ELM—free phase up to the rollover

l SD and the saturation current to a target plate

0 3 —O 1m7bar 7 (ignoring the benign mini~ELMs). At the r0110ver,
1 WW the increase 111 Ptarget is registered by all divertor1 #0w . . - .0T“ 7 7 ISA7' 7 ”Til, diagnostlcs as an augmentation of ion flux. The fact
MWWWWQMJ‘W that divertor properties remain relatively stable up to

0* 7777‘1, the rollover (while the core line density increasesa
m factor of three!) 15 indicative that midplanc values are

, if
1200 12.25 12150 12

Time (8)

~fi3’00 13 '25 not changing, a result familiar from ASDEX [21
2,781

Fig. 2a plots the maximum RDD attained vs. DAV,Fig.1: Time traces for global (top 4 boxes)
and divertorparameters. The outer strike _ ' ‘ _ _ ‘point (Fisouti drilts away from the probe d1seharges per equilibrium. The association of lowover t:12->12. 75 s, causing the decrease
in ’sat- The ”rollover" phase in ”DD and _ . . '
Wdia begins at t:12.95 sec. 811011133641. high recychng. As it stands, f1g.2a demonstrates that

taken just after the L-H transition, for a number of

RDD <=> high DAVis selfievident only for very

the best RDD values are not attained at the lowest
DAV, either for 1991 or 1994/5. Fig.2b shows how15 . SF10 RDDUUO /S] 1 HFE the points of fig.2a are described by the regression:0 SF cryo" A HFE8 x D a DNHgycoryD RDD ~ [(H)0.93i0.09 pN12.0i0.l7 [5, MW],6 .3 A I SNU

I o O 0 where t(H) is the ELM-free period beginning at
4 O O the L-I-l transition up to the event terminating high
2 D g .0 O . . performance. The nearly linear time dependence is

D DAV [1014/cm2.s.5"] ‘ , expected from fig.l. SNU (not used in the fit) is0O .5 1 1.5 2 2.5
Fig. 23: DD reaction rate 900 vs. the
vertical Da signal DAV (taken alter the
L-H transition) for 1991, and 1994-95 minimize recycling. i,e. optimized wall conditioning,configurations with/without the cryopurnp

3 superior to 1994/5 as already noted in Table 1.
Normally, high performance shots are set up to

' low target density, and no gas puff after NB] begin.
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points suffering heavy gas puffing before NE] 10
The p _ 9 R00 [1015/5] u
(not used in the fit) illustrate the outcome, lying B . 5,: I

i HFE A U
clearly below the norm. Furthermore, pumped- 7 0 SF cryo x A A A

. . . HFEc o A

divertor shots are assoctated with higher RDD, as g 3 DNHFiycryo 535A 6: D
‘ a l SNU A A

are the configurations HFE and DNHF1 over 81‘. 4 :DO AA A “WM“

3 5% g 0%
Fig 2c exemplifies that RDD bears a relationship 2 D ”a

I

to DAV even at low recycling levels when examined 1 q 1(Hio'93 PN‘Z'O
60 so 100 150 zoo 250 zoo 350 400

in wellrcontrolled circumstances. RDD (normalized
Fig. 2b: A fit to the points of fig. Ea using7 . . . ~

~, as well as to an averawe ELM~fiee time
‘0 PM D ) the ELMtree period ((H) and PM
goes up with decreasing DAVover eight, almost

consecutive shots. The parallel enhancement in 1(H) ‘t(H) +

.FtDDnorm 2° +

3HFE 2* *
DAV [1014/cm2-s-sir]

o .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .5 .7
Fig.2c‘: Normalized R00 and t(H) vs.
DA V for a series of shots from fig. 2a.

_;

suggests this may be one mechanism by which RDD

is coupled to recycling, i.e. low recycling <=> low
.6
4

+0

edge densities, leading to delay of the development

of pressure—gradient—driven instabilities thought to :2

end high performance[3,41. The stability limit itself 0

is determined by triangularity and edge shear, higher

values yielding longer t(H) and thus higher RDD-

Hence, t(H) in the fit above implicitly represents

the combined effects of reduced pressure gradients Continwafiun SF HFE DNHF1

. .1. Shol Number #311917 #32019 #33643
and higher Sidbl ity. al Wm“ 30 7-9 7

. _ 1.1c 0.30132) 3.5 (0.44) 3.5(035)

The Langmuir probe data of table II illustrate that no |10|3Icml1 3.6 0.7 0.6

divertor plasmas of the hot—ion H-mode are typified T A [‘m' 0'9 £36) 4'2 $53) 4'0 22““)
L' 1c

What <10A/emz, ned<1019/m3 and Ted~SO—6()eV i [m] 1.9(0.76) 12 (1.50) 9.3(0.93)

when low recycling prevails. (Langmuir data exists Table II: Outer target plate Langmuir probe
data for hot/on H-modes of MRI. T,‘=Te is

g . assumed here in the evaluation of he.

off lengths when proiected to the midplane are () gives 2. projected to the outer midplane.
for only one SF case — with high recycling.) The fall—

similar for all cases and quite small (Msat ~3-5mm).
‘ _ . ‘ Configuraliun SNU SF HFE DNHF1

Using Langmuir data, computation of the power flow mu “FL 0.5 1.4 1.1 1.1

to the target plates, for an energy transmission factor ”"13‘ “’d‘ ”'5 0'9 "'33 0'63
DAV apt. 4.4 7.5 5 6.6

y=8 and Ti=Te, accounts for less than 20% of Pm. “on, M. 2.5 33 4_2 3.7

This discrepancy likely originates in the assumptions DAT mm 118 100 95
, _ null] code 146 116 119

for T1 and 7, Since the power balance is reasonable,
. . _ rpm cud: lotion: 13 B 7.9
i.e. the IR camera approxmiately validates Fun [51, Sm mt. SJXW, 6 3.9 4_‘

and since the probe saturation current values are Table III' Comparison otexperimental—(best

quite compatible with measured Dot levels. Hon cases 0/ Table l) and codeicalculated
Da signals. Predicted neutral flux to the main
SOL, and ionizations inside the separatrix.
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3. EDGEZD/NIMBUS Modelling of the Configurations and Comparison to Experiment
Considering the measured 'l‘cd~50ev and power balance, the upstream power inputs to the
code are taken as Pe=1MW, Pj=5MW. Such a power splitting is not inconsistent with Core
transport analysis [6]. and also compatible Willi past modelling efforts [7]. Further conditicms
required to approximate divertor parameters are: lies = 7 x 1018/m3: Vpinch = «9 m/s, D15
0.3 1112/5, Xle = 0.8 mZ/s, Xii = 1.5 1112/s (all constant in flux space). N0 impurities, 100%
recycling at the walls and target. Cryo-pump activated. Pumped neutrals are refuelled in the
plasma core. A 4% target plate transmission for neutrals is assumed, allowing for the effect of
slots in the MRI divertor. The pinch is employed, as diffusive perpendicular transport alone
produces unreasonably broad density profiles for the high flux expansion cases of 1994/51
which parallels the modelling experience for other operational regimes on JET [8].
Table 111 gives comparisons among the four cases with regard to code output and experimental
values for the horizontal and vertical Du chords as well as the total target plate Dog. The ratios
of recycling signals among each other for each configuration as well as the absolute values are
reasonably reproduced. Renormalizing DAV in fig.2a using the predicted DAV values of table
Ill will effect a shift of SNU points to the right and of SF points to the left, with the result that
no configuration has a clear advantage in recycling levels. The code values of neutral flux to
the SOL ((1)501, above the x~point) and ionizations within the separatrix (Si) permit evaluation
of the efficacy of each configuration in controlling neutral leakage to the main chamber ~ but,
large differences for either CD501 or 51 are not predicted among the configurations.
4. Summary and Conclusions
Based on predictive EDGEZD/NIMBUS calculations. there is no indication any of the divertor
equilibria of the new JET offer significant advantages over the SNU situation of 1991/2 with
respect to neutral fluxes to the main SOL, or core ionizations, for the hot-ion H-mode. SF of
1994/5 fares least well in this sense. Thus. better RDD perfonnance likely arises largely due to
the core triangulurity or edge shear associated with a particular configuration rather than better
recycling control, whereby these shape parameters set stability limits [3]. Recycling is clearly
important in this context (figlc), but evidence exists there is a minium level below which
high performance is no longer improved. Assisted by the ct'yopump, the new JET Mk1 divertor
accesses this region (fig.2a). Finally, during the ELM—free H-mode it is observed that divertor
parameters remain fairly constant after the LH transition, attesting that the upstream SOL
remains largely unaffected by core behavior until temiination of the high performance phase.
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1. Introduction
steadyvstate operation of magnetic fusion plasmas requires active control of both heat and

particles. The superconducting tokamak Tore Supra was designed for long-pulse (30—5) high

power discharges. Actively cooled plasma facing components, such as modular pump limiters,

are used for powerahandling and particle exhaust. This paper reports experimental observations

on the particlerhandling characteristics of the Tore Supra actively cooled modular outboard

pump limiter (OPL) [l]. The important experimental result was that a modest pumping speed

(] m3/s) of the OPL turbomolecular pump (TMP) provided the background helium pumping

even though the particle control with pump limiters generally requires a pumping speed at least

close to the neutral backflow conductance of the pump limiter throat, which is ~5 m3/s for the

OPL. This result came about due to a well—conditioned vessel wall with helium discharges that

caused no wall outgasing.

2. Pump limiter characteristics and diagnostics

For long—pulse operation, the pump limiter head must be equipped with active cooling. The

design of a pump limiter is always a compromise between a thin limiter head for high particle i

exhaust and a leading edge (LE) that is sufficiently recessed to be in a region of tolerable heat

flux. The present active cooling technology of heat removal can handle typically 5 MW/m2 on

average and ~20 MW/m2 maximum effectively. At the LE of the limiter module, the cooling

channel determines the thickness of the limiter head. With this in mind, the OPL design was

optimized for particle collection to control the plasma density effectively, and the two-sided

collection of the SOL ion flux is ensured by lateral throats recessed by rug: 2.5 cm from the

LCFS with an opening of A = 2.5 cm (Fig. l). The toroidal and poloidal extents of the OPL are

L¢, = 0.5 m and L0 = 0.6 m, respectively. The limiter head is made of cooling tubes covered

with pyrolytic graphite tiles for removing a total steady—state power load of 1.5 MW. The OPL

is equipped with a titanium getter pump with a speed of ~50 m3/s for reactive gases and a TMP

of 1 m3/s that provides background pumping as well as pumping of noble gases like helium.

The OPL diagnostics are a set of asymmetric double Langmuir probes (LPs) located on both the

ion drift (ID) and the electron drift (ED) sides of the pump limiter throat entrance. The LPs are

e = 3.3 cm radially away from the LCFS and are used for measuring the throat electron

density he, the temperature T3, and the particle flux e-folding length Kr. In addition, the

pressure gauges (PGs) connected into both the [D and the ED sides of the pumping plenum of
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the module (Fig. 1) measure the neutral particle pressure p0 resulting from {ha ion influ
(Dinflux into the OPL throat. x

3. Edge plasma parameters and particle collection
The OPL experiments were performed with helium plasmas to prevent Wall Particlesaturation (the inboard limiter is ruade of l2»m2 graphite tiles, which can contain 100 to 1000

times the total plastna content [2]) and the corresponding difficulties with plasma density
control. During these experiments only the TMP was activated. The diSCharge Was initiated 0n
the inboard limiter, later moving it to the OPL at t = 3 s after the startup, and keeping the plasma
there at about At = 10 s during the steady—state conditions. The ohmically heated diseharge
parameters for this series of experiments were as follows: major radius, 2.4 m; core plasma
radius, 0.725 m: toroidal magnetic field, 3.8 T; plasma current, IP = 1.45 MA; and Ohmic
heating power, 1.45 MW. The OPL throat plasma and the pumping plenum neutral particle
characteristics were measured with the LPs and the PGs. Here the results are presented during
the density scan, namely the line average core plasma density ac : (3 to 5) x 1019 m'3 Obtained
rising density feedback by controlling the helium injection into the discharge for compensating
the exhaust of the OPL with the TMP. in Fig. 2(a) the OPL throat [is and in Fig 2(b) the
corresponding TC are presented as functions of He. As expected, Te decreases With 53, Whereas
11.: increases. However. there is an asymmetry between the ID and the ED sides of the CPL
This asymmetry was also observed with diagnostics of the heat deposition on the limiter head
with the infrared camera and the water calorimetry measurements The SOL Characteristic scale
length A1" is given in Fig. 2(c), and )VI‘ slightly increases with fie. The neutral helium pressure
po in the OPL plenum is shown in Fig. 2(d), and p0 increases quadratically with He. reaching
p0 : 3 mTorr for ‘l’influx : 25 TorreL/s at he: 5 x 1019 m'3. The quadratic increase of pO
with no is similar to observations made in Tore Supra with deuterium [3,4] and also in high
recycling D—HI divertor plasmas [5]. To access the particle collection characteristics of the OPL,
the collection efficiency Ecol] : (Dinflux Rpm] [6] is calculated. Here (1)50] = To >< L9 x M- is the
total number of SOL particles within the flux tube. defined by the OPL, F0 = 0.5 c5 x me x
exp(e/}tr) is the particle flux at the LCFS, and CS is the ion sound speed. Using the LP
results, the particle collection efficiency is estimated as Ecol] = 20%, which is consistent with
the OPL design value for rLE = 2.5 cm and kr : 2 cm.

4. Particle balance and helium exhaust
Using the particle conservation, the particle balance of the helium discharge is written as

J-(Dinj dt = iSCff NL dt + Ne/Z + N1, VL, where (Dinj is the helium injection rate, NL is the
number of helium neutrals in the OPL plenum, Scff is the effective pumping speed, NC is the
total number of plasma electrons, and V1, is the volume of the OPL pumping plenum (3 m3).
Moreover“, the time integration here is from the start of the discharge t: O to any time less than
the end of the discharge (t = 13 5). Here thc contribution of impurities and also any desorbed
deuterium to the plasma density are ignored because these discharges followed a long series of
30 helium discharges of about 10 to 15 5; these provided a substantial helium "preconditioning"
to remove surface deuterium from the vessel wall. Figure 3 shows the resulting time evolution
of the particle balance. As observed, the particle balance is quite good since nearly all the
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miclcs are recovered in the discharge, Also, with helium discharges, the wall particle content

is negligible and does not appear in the particle balance. This result demonstrates that the

partiClC balance for helium plasmas is well explained without including any effects from the

wall- In other words, the wall particle content does not play a significant role in the particle

balancev and the recycling coefficient is close to about 100% for helium discharges. This is not

the case when the working gas is deuterium; then the wall reservoir becomes the most important

Contributor in the particle balance compared to the gas injection, the plasma content, the particle

exhaust, and the pump limiter volume [2].

Next, the OPL particle exhaust experiment was carried out (1p = 1.0 MA, from 2.5 to 14 s)

by comparing the plasma density of two identical helium (dlinj = O) discharges (here the global

Pmicle recycling coefficient Rn = 1) with and without the TMP activated. Both discharges were

initiated on the inboard limiter and shifted onto the OPL at t = 3 s: the time evolutions of plasma

densnies are shown in Fig. 4 (a). In spite of the low pumping speed of the TMP (Seff =

1 m3/s), helium exhaust was achieved at a rate of (Dem 2 p0 x Scff = 0.5 Torr—L/s [Fig 4 (b)].

The exhaust efficiency of the OPL is then estimated as 86x1] = (Dem / (Ne/1p) [6]. where "cp is

the global particle confinement time. From the plasma efflux Ne/Tp z 42 Torr—L/s (typically

p z 0.2 s [2]), the exhaust efficiency becomes Eexh = 1.3% for the discharge. Nevertheless.

this relatively low exhaust efficiency of the OPL had a significant effect on the core density. as

shown in Fig 4(a), resulting in a 25% helium plasma density (fie = 2 x 1019 m'3) reduction.

This observation can qualitatively be explained from the general particle balance by writing

Ne : (‘Dinj # dNe / dt) ‘cp / (1 — Rn + Sexh), and since Rn = 1 due to a well conditioned vessel

wall, then relatively small values of flexh have a significant effect on the plasma density as in the

experiment ((Dinj = 0).

5. Conclusions
Several important results from the OPL experiments are observed on the helium plasmas.

First, the particle accountability in Tore Supra helium discharges is excellent for the present

case. Second, the vessel wall was well conditioned and did not play a significant role in the

particle balance during helium plasmas. Third, the density control in these helium discharges

was possible with a modest pumping speed, 1 m3/s, of the TMP, although this may not be the

case with reactive gases such as deuterium. Finally, the quadratic increase of the OPL neutral

pressure with helium density indicates with an improvement of the particle control with

increasing plasma density.
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1. Introduction
The particle balance for Deuterium or Hydrogen in tokamak discharges, even with strong addi—

tioual pumps or hot walls is usually dominated by a transient particle inventory of the wall. In

divertor tokamaks, somewhat dependening on wall material and condition, only about a tenth of

the gas puffed in during plasma build up appears in the plasma [1]. A comparable amount may

appear as neutral gas in the divertor. The remainder stays obviously on the wall. It is, however,

not strongly bound, but it participates in the recycling process. The above mentioned distrib—

ution can be understood as ratio of respective residence times of the particles in the plasma, in

the neutral gas or adsorbed on the wall [2]. Not only its large amount, but also the role it plays

in the recycling renders this transient wall inventory important for the discharge.

For fully recycling gases, such as He, Ne or A7‘ the walls hardly play a role, and the exhaust

efficiency is mainly determined by the respective neutral density in the divertor and the effective

pumping" speed. The divertor partial pressure depends on transport in the scrape-oil layer and

on the divertor retention.

2. Experimental setup

ASDEX-Upgrade is equipped with id turbomolecular pumps connected to the divertor, which

can be decoupled individually with gate valves. The pumping speed for D2 or He is 5pm,”, 2

13 1713/5, which increases upon entering the transition flow region at high divertor neutral gas

density [3]. The neutral beam injector is equipped with a high speed Ti getter pump which i

prevents cold gas influx into the torus effectively. On the contrary, it even pumps the torus.

This, however, influences the particle balance only after termination of a discharge, when the

torus pressure may be high.

Total neutral flux densities are measured with a toroidally and poloidally distributed set of

fast ASDEX gauges [1]. Recently a penning gauge based He detector[5] has been installed in

one of the pump ducts, which allows also to determine the exhaust of D2 and H; during the

l'leGDC. The absolute calibration for the different partial pressures is still being evaluated, but

the time-depence of the particle densities in the exhaust gas is available.

3. Particle inventory of the wall

Unfortunately there is no other easy access even to relative changes of the transient wall inventory

NW, but a. global particle balance during the discharge. Such a balance has to include all external

particle sources and sinks and the temporary particle contents of plasma and neutral gas. To get

information on the absolute wall inventory one has to sum up such balances for the preceding

discharges and has to determine the decay of the particle inventory between discharges by

thermal desorption, He glow discharge cleaning (lleGDC) or other means, if they are applied,

by measurement and/or reasonable models[2,6,7].

3.1 Wall inventory change during a discharge

The relative change (Le. change during one discharge) in the wall content can be derived directly
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l-‘ignre 1: Particle balance for a CDl-l»mode shot (#6119, left) and a standard H~1nodc shot, (#3703'right) without gas pulling during neutral beam injection The uppermost curves Show the input, [linesthe bottom curves the particle inventories. The curves in the middle show integrated fluxes (from thevalve and into the pumps) and the resulting wall inventory.

l‘rom measured quantities:

I r
AM :/0 ‘I’GP+‘I’Pel +‘I’NHI 415’ c /u dun,'n5',mnp+<fimrd'5NBI dill — plasma « NW

The particle sources (cold particles from gas puff and pellets, hot particles from NIH) are mea-sured: (1)013, (1)1251, ‘l’NBI-
The relevant neutral flux densities (jam, ‘Pmid are measured with fast ASDEX gaugesll], Theparticle content of the neutral gas and of the plasma NW5, Npmma are derived from the samegauges and from the DCN interferometer, respectively.
Fig. 1 shows such particle balances for a CDH—mode discharge and a l'l—mode discharge withoutforced gas pulling. Typically is, that the CDH mode leads to an increasing wall inventory (upto a. saturation) in contrast to high power discharges with low plasma density.
3.2 Absolute wall inventory

For the evolution of the wall inventory during a day also the wall losses between discharges, i.e,those from HeGl)C and thermal outgassing have to be taken into account. For the latter westill depend on models for the thermal desorption rate.
The desorption rate of D2 during HeGDC can be described by a sum of 2 exponentiallydecaying terms with time constants T1 and 72 and weighting factors (11 and on;

‘Pnccnc = My *1 (“red/7' + Cleft/T2)
This leads to an expression for the overall inventory reduction during a HeG DC phase of theduration 0 :

ANWUJ) =Nu,(0)*zm r, (1 — e-WT»)
The desorption rate for many HeGDC shots could consistently be described with fixed timeconstants of about 1 minute and about 5 minutes respectively. The weight factors, however,change drastically from shot to shot, and the faster decaying part sometimes even disappears,but never contributes more than 25% to the exhaust.

This behaviour might be explained by the fact that D2 is stored in different parts of thewall which are differently exposed to the He glow. Those regions of the wall, which are strongly
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Figure 2: Recycling decay rates as func-

tion of the divertor neutral gas flux den—

sity. The curve indicates measurements [or
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exposed to the glow, will release the particles much [aster than other regions. The. distribution of

particles in these two dillerent reservoirs depends on the proceeding discharge and its termination

(to by disruption or regular end).

Concerning the inventory change due to thermal outgassing we have analysed discharges in a

way similiar to an experiment at JET [6], where the decay time constant was a few hours. On

,\§DEX—Upgrade, however, the time constant is much longer, maybe even in the range. of days.

and we could not yet decide on a reasonable model to evaluate thermal outgassing quautitatively.

A simple balance over a series of successful discharges, however, shows comparable amounts

of gas exhausted due to thermal desorption and HeGDC. To shed more light upon this we plan

to investigate the exhaust between shots in detail as has been done, egg. on JET [8].

4. Particle exhaust studies

Exhaust of noble gases in ASDEX Upgrade is studied with small gas puffs injected through

calibrated valves in the midplane of the. vacuum vessel. The decay rate of recycling signals close

to the inner heat shield or of recycling fluxes at the outer target plate is a good measure for the

pumping rate in the case of He also the decay of the partial pressure in the newly installed

penning gauge mentioned above, can be used.

It has been found that the exhaust rate for Ne and Ar depends strongly on the divertor neutral

[lux density [9]. However, in these experiments the divertor flux density was regulated by variing

the external flux, and it is not clear whether the good divertor retention is a consequence of the

high divertor neutral llux density or oi" the externally induced flux. in recent investigations the

pumping speed was varied While keeping the divertor llux density constant. In these otherwise

identical discharges As a concequence, the external flux neccessary to achive the same neutral

llux desnity, varied strongly. This proves that it is really the llux density, and not the externally

induced D3 [low that determines the divertor retention [10].

Figure 2 shows the Herexhaust rate for different operational regimes and diil’ereut heating

powers as a function of divertor neutral flux density. The same general trend with divertor llux

density is seen as for Ne and Ar (the line in fig. ‘2), but the absolute rate obviously depends on

some still hidden parameter. As the right group of data points includes I’l’mode and CDH—mode

discharges, it is clear that no dependence on the radiation level has been seen up to now.

Using a. simple chambeiumodel [9], the compression factor Cue = ”flip/“#223,. can be derived

from the decay rate alone (knowing the pumping speed and the volumes of diver-tor chamber and

main chamber). llere 71%;“ is the neutral He—density in the divertor chamber, and 717,923,” is

the H e«ion density in the bulk plasma, close to the separatrix, The decay rate corresponding to

CHE 2 l is marked in figure, 2, indicating that only for high divertor flux density Hr: is actually
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compressed. The corresponding line for CM. : 1 is at much lower l/Tl/P, duepumping speed for Ne, All the data. measured for Na correspond to CNe > i.this difference for NC, Ar versus H1: is not yet fully understood.

to the lOWEr
"lire reaam1 for

.r' '. . .,,.' . , 7 I . mum. . d’With this compicssron factor, also tht enrichment factor I] — CHc 11.6 /2 17,5310 can he
the divertorflux density in a particle density (assuming an isotropic gas a room temperature), The ”leanvalue for the data at the highest divertor flux density shown in figure ‘2 yields an CnriChmenLfactor of about 0.5. With the presently planned pumping system of ITER this value Would besufficient to pump the l'usionrproduced helium in steady state (keeping the fie—concentration inthe bulk plasma below 5%).

determined, using the measured data for its just inside the separatrix, and converting

5. Conclusion
011 ASDEX—Upgrade we have investigated the particle balance and the exhaust of hydrogenisotopes and inert gases like He, Ne and Ar. The wall stores during a discharge transiently lag?amounts of Hg or D2, which may exceed the plasma content by an order of magnitude. Even WithI'leGDC applied this particle reservoir is normally not completely emptied betWeen dischargeslbut influences subsequent discharges, too. The particle balance for one isolated discharge yieldsthe change in the wall inventory. This is, however, a global quantity without information, Wherethe gas is deposited. Dealing also with the inventory left from preceding discharges refllliresmodelling of the effects of HCGDC and thermal desorption on the particle content, which Canonly partially be checked by measurements.

Noble gases do not interact with the walls, and they are pumped very efficiently with theturbomolccnlar pumps installed at ASDEX-Upgrade. The exhaust rate increases strongly Withthe divertor neutral flux density, but there are large differences between diiTerent Operatingregimes, which still need further investigation. In CDl-l mode discharges, with large. diver-torneutral flux density, He is well compressed in the divertor chamber, and enrichment factors ofabout 0.5 have been measured.
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Many tokamaks achieve optimum plasma performance by achieving low recycling;

various wall conditioning techniques including helium glow discharge cleaning (HeGDC) are

routinely applied to help achieve low recycling. Many of these techniques allow strong.

transient wall pumping. but they may not be effective for long—pulse tokamaks. such as the

International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (pITER). the Tokamak Physics Expert»

meat (_TPX). Tore Supra Continu, and JTAEOSU. Continuous particle exhaust using an in—situ

pumping scheme may be effective for wall inventory control in such devices. Recent particle

balance experiments on the Tore Supra and Dill—D tokamaks demonstrated that the wall

particle inventory could be reduced during a given discharge by use of continuous particle

exhaust [1.3 . In this paper we report the first results of wall inventory control and good

performance with the in—situ DIIl—D cryopump. replacing the HeGDC normally applied

between discharges.
To examine the global particle balance and the role of graphite walls, a series of

discharges without HeGDC (following reference discharges with HeGDC) was executed on

the DllleD tokamak. After the inter—shot HeGDC was terminated, the wall inventory

gradually increased. Discharges were conducted with the cryopump off until burn—through

problems were encountered because the neutral pressure became too high during the current

ranipup phase, despite the elimination of the prefill gas puff. At this point, the divertor

cryopump was activated and discharges were executed in an effort to reduce the net wall ll

inventory. These discharges were conducted in lower single—null divertor configuration and l

had the following plasma parameters: 113 2 1.5 MA. Bi : 2.1 T. PNBI : 6.3 MW (ELMy. l

Himodc confinement discharges).

The DIII—D advanced divertor includes a toroidally symmetric biasing ring and baffle,

which create a pumping plenum for the iii—vessel helium cryogenic condensation pump [3].

The cryopump particle exhaust rate was optimized by placement of the outer divertor strike l

point near the entrance to the pump plenum [L4]. Several diagnostics provided measurements

of the neutral pressure in this plenum, thereby allowing for multiple estimates of the exhaust

flux. In this paper. data is presented from both a fast time—response (I ~ 2 ms) neutral

pressure gauge [5] and a slower time-response, magnetically shielded capacitance manometer ;

(I ~ l50 ms).
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The wall particle loading rate during discharges is estimated as the difference betweenthe measured input gas sources and sinks:
7 hot -‘(7[(1 , -, (IN; [IND

SW11“ T SNBI +‘SiVlu'l pufl — [[11 _ (I, _ (rm (1)
where SQ?! : energetic beam particle fueling.

53%;] : cold particle fueling from gas in beam lines.
‘Spa/j' : gas puff fueling.
dry)

‘ .a’tt : neutral loss rate due to plasma formation,
dNO ,i? : neutral gas buildup rate.
Semi : cryopump exhaust rate : RtPo) ”‘ P0
R030) 2 measured cryopumping speed.
P0 : pump plenum neutral pressure.
Sufi“ wall pump rate.

The net wall loading over the duration of the discharge is readily obtained by integrationof the wall loading rate. Sim/7' defined in Eq. (I), The largest neutral particle sourCe is thecold gas input during the current rampup phase and the largest sink is the cryopump exhaust(when activated). In the absence of strong divertor particle exhaust, the wall inventoryshowed a net increase of 150 torret" by the end of the reference discharge(#83742). Withcontinuous particle exhaust, the net wall inventory was reduced at the end of the first activecryopurnp discharge (#83757) by about 200 torr—E, The particle balance described above wasapplied to each discharge of the experiment. The amount of gas exhaust between dischargeswas small (4040 torr-fi) during non-disruptive terminations [6] but was included in theanalysis Howeveri one disruptive termination of the plasma resulted in the evolution andpumpout of 420 torr—fl gas from the wall. In Fig. 1. the computed net wall loading increasedafter the reference discharge. Toward the end of the wall loading phase (discharges #83751—#83755). the programmed main plasma density setpoint was increased to reduce the numberof discharges required to arrive at the full wall capacity. Hence, the net wall loading perdischarge increased during these discharges. The eryopump was activated after discharge#83756; the subsequent discharges displayed a reduction in net wall inventory (wallunloading phase). This reduction occurred using either the ion gauge or capacitancemanometer in the cryopump exhaust rate calculation. By the end of the wall unloadingphase, the net wall depletion during the discharges approached zero, suggesting that anequilibrium wall inventory value was being reached.
Both exhaust flux estimates indicate that the net wall inventory approached or wentbelow the initial value at the end of the discharge sequence to within the error bars of the

estimates. The difference between the ion gauge and capacitance manometer estimates maybe explained by the presence of hydrocarbons in the pump plenum, which would cause the
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ion gauge to indicate a higher

neutrfll prc
particle flu

l ionization effi-

ssurc for a given

it because of the

increasec

cietlcl’ for hydrocarbons as

Compared with deuterium

molecules. Hence, the analy7

sis indicates that the wall in~

ventory level with divertor

pumping was effectively rc-

ll’Cd to or reduced below

the value prior to thc termin-

ation of the HeGDC sessions.

1500 Flu-III=-i On
1000

7—“ C3 .L
2 g 500
m m
.2 Ea a 0
3 OE _l
3 -500

4000
83735 83745 83755 83765 83775

Discharge Number

Fig. I. Cumulative wall loading \‘X. discharge number. deduced from

ionization gaugv (dosed) (ind capacitance mmmmeler (open).

The conclusion that the wall inventory was first increased and then reduced is supported

by other data. On DUI—D the gas input required to reach a prescribed ohmic target density

during the plasma startup phase is determined by the digital feedback system and affected by

wall conditions. If it is assumed that the wall outgassing rate increases with the wall inven-

tory, then the external gas input required to reach the target density is expected to increase as

the wall inventory decreases. As displayed in Fig. 2, the required gas did decrease during the

phase without HeGDC, i.e. as the wall inventory was increased during the wall loading phase.

The gas directly pumped by the cryopump has been subtracted when the croypump was on.

Correspondingly, the required gas increased during the phase of discharges with the active

cryopurnp. i.e. as the wall inventory was reduced during the wall unloading phase. The data

in Fig. 2 also suggest that the wall was nearly saturated at the end of the wall loading phase

because the gas input required during the rampup phase approached the plasma inventory

(20 torr-E). indicating a very high fueling efficiency (2 60%). It is worth noting that excellent

density control was reestablished within a few discharges after the cryopump was activated.

During the wall loading

phase of the discharge se—

quence, the plasma stored en-

ergy in the ELMy phase of the

first discharge without preced—

ing HeGDC was reduced by

~l5% as compared with the

reference discharges (Fig. 3),

Subsequent discharges exhib—

ited roughly the same stored

energy. i.e. the stored energy

did not degrade as the net wall

A N O
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20 Off Cryopump 0n

83765 83775Ft
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s
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-t]

83755
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0
83735 83745

Fig. 2. Gas input required to ac/ir‘eve the ohmic density vs. discharge

number.
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loading increased. The plasma 1.4 V r' l I

stored energy on the first two 2' 1': __
discharges with the eryopump g 1.1 _ H i
on #83757, #83758) was w 1 'i _ ‘ L5 0.9 l fifgfiéi § §
restored to the value 01 the ret— 1: 0 B

. E ' He Glow He Glow 'e 0w .
erence discharges; the follow- ‘7‘; 0.7 o... —l I on
. . i 0.5 ......... . .
tng discharges (#83761» 83735 83745 83755 83765 8377
#83767) showed a modest Discharge Number 5
decline in the stored energy _ .

Fig. 3. Plasma Stored energy \'5. discharge "10abecause cryopump operation
reduced the line—average plasma density, This result is expected because of previous werk [7]
indicating that the thermal confinement time has a weak density dependence ( 171,! DC 71218).

It is evident from the data and analysis that the wall particle inventory can be controlled
by continuous divertor cryopunip operation. even in the absence of inter—shot HcGDC
Coupled with the observation that density control is maintained in this mode of operation, the
data suggest that a pumping, i.e. low recycling, wall can be maintained for a substantial
period of time. This result is particularly attractive from the standpoint that next generation
devices will not be able to easily turn off superconducting magnet coils in order to perform
HeGDC for particle control in ELMy H—mode discharges, i.e. long-pulse particle control and
reasonably high stored energy can be obtained by divertor pumping alone It cannot be
inferred from these data, however, that HeGDC is not needed for peak plasma performance in
ELM-free plasmas. That experiment awaits installation of new hardware which will allow
efficient pumping of high-triangularity VH—mode discharges.
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SIMULATION OF F3 Fl DIFFUSION OF IONS IN THE POTENTIAL

FLUCTUATIONS
L.l{i‘liii. J. Stockel, \t'. Svoboda. .l. Holakovskv

Institute of Plasma Physics. Za Slovankou 3. 182 00 f’raha 8. Czech Republic

The edge potential fluctuations observed on the ("ASTOR [1] as well as on another

wkamuks have a form of blobs in the poloiclal plane with the typical correlation length

,\ z 10 # 207nm. life time T R3 10 — 30iis and amplitudes U < 100V. Poloidal structure of

the potential blobs can be identified in Fig. 1. showing 2D map of raw signals of potential

measured on the CASTOR tokamak with the poloidal set of Langmuir probes. These

fluctuations are supposed to caiise the diffusion of ions. Bellan [‘2] proposed a dilfusion

mechanism based 0n the E X B drift motion of ions around blobs wchich are randomly

flowing and decaying in time.
5‘

Recently. we Suggested an alternative mechanism [3]. which appears even if the blobs

are W Le. .if the time of the circumnavigation of a particle around the blob. is

shorter than the life time ot the blob. Simply. by solving the equation of particle motion

in the and periodical 2D potential field
(Nagy) : tl'glsinztlitr) + sinztkyfl .

t I; characterizes its spatial modulation in the poloidal plane ) we identified two classes of

particle trajectories. For high magnetic fields and for blobs being large in the dimension

and low in the amplitude. the test ion trajectories are “frozen" (Figial to a particular

blob and no transport occurs. On the other hand, there is a set of parameters for which

the test particle starts to travel through the potential landscape which is an evident Sig»

nature of its transport (Fig.2b).

Question is, if this kind of the ion transport of ions has a diffusive characten Le.

if the mean square value of the ion displacement increases proportionally with time.

< A152 >% Diet. Here, D5! is the statistical diffusion coefficient. To test this linearity. 360

particles were launched into the typical area of potential landscape and their trajectories

are monitored during time interval corresponding approx. to ~10 typical circumnavigation

of the test particle arround the potential blob (valley/hill). The displacement 57'f(.ir,y)

from the starting position (x. y) was registered every achieved time T,‘, where T,‘ : i * l

T/3U.i : 1.30. Finally. the variance < 151'? >l is calculated for all the statistical ensemble

of the test particles. The time evolution of the. variance < or? > for different potential

landscapes is shown in Fig.3. The test ions are protons with [no] : Winn/s, the magnetic

field B : l '1'. It is apparent that the slope of the dependencies is close to the constant

after a transient period. Therefore. as the first approximation. we derive the statistical

diffusion coefficient as , , . .,
< (51‘1 >n m < 67" >15

D5; =7"!
7'30 " T1 5

We found that D“ reaches the values comparable with the experimental ones (1):! >

i 1712s‘1l.l’ig.4 demonstrates. that this mechanism could be important for impurity ions.

Furthermore. the diffusion has a. resonant character. as follows from Fig.4 showing the

dependence D“ : DMrl/Z) for two value of the magnetic field B : l and 5 T. A and

Z are the mass and charge numbers. respectively. The pronounced peaks of D5, appear
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if the ion cyclotron frequency and to); are aproxilnately equal. i.e for L0,: z ”D Wher-. . . . i . . . i ‘ e (4Is the Is the lretluenc)‘ ot the rlrllt motion ol runs around blobs C
The strong (lepemlence ol~ D” on b’ eliminates the dill‘usion of protons f0].‘ ,, V _ highermagnetic lielrls. Nevertheless. SHH‘H H E JIF/L‘JD scales as

ZcB2
i Rfi, ,Amglinlt

this dill‘usion would appear tor heavy impurities under the reactor conditions. Thei'efore
,further study of this effect can be relevant for reactorelilie plasmas.

lhe resonant interaction is a consequence ol the coupling between the cyclotron mo
tion, and the di-il't F x: E motion around the blobs. The Hamiltonian H ol- this interactioncan he described as [ll]

H : ZZflmntJi.)(‘uslmwl — Hill-2), (I)

Here. J ../g and w ,nw are canonicallv ron'ucated actioneano'le coordinates., 1, l _ t DI [01, H12 are
the phases ol the cyclotron and drill motions ( if : : uJ,( ) The actions tg
are defined as .11 : ,l/ZHHLUFK'E), .13 : l/‘Jnigwurfl. where in and I'D are the Larrnor radius

11q

and the radius ol‘ the guiding center, respectively, The canonical equations %, #24 then
determine the change correrspoitiling radii.

As follows from the numerical discussion, the strongest resonance allicct appears for
m : a : 1. The Cll'ect of higher harmonics is also important; due to the strong nonlin-
earit)’ (for large regions of interesting parameters, Larmor radii are comparable with the
radius ol‘ blobs), the distinction of different nonlinear resonance is difficult.

For L110 CBS? Of [HUI-0115 (when the cyclotron radius is, for interesting parameters,smaller then the radius of the blob), the discussion of scalling of the condition R = 1 (ie
the first harmonic resonance effect) is very transparent, and fully confirms the dominant
effect of this resonance

The diffusive character of the motion ol‘ ions in the potential landscape is given by
the strong ncmlinc‘arity of the corresponding dynamics. The mechanism itsell‘is obviously
based on the intrinsic stochasticily regime of the interaction, ll can be more properly
followed for the case of small Larmor radii (comparing with the radius ol‘ blobs) The dom-
inant stochastic el‘l‘ects then appear always in the region ol‘ the intersection of separatrices
(x-points). The interaction has a, character of the scattering of particles on scattering
centers l‘ormed by the regions close to xepoints.

References:
1/ Stockel Jr et al: 30th [CPS (lord... Lisabon 19913. Part ll. titll.
"2/ Bellan l’iM; Plasma Phys. Contr. Fusion 35 (19.01), 16?).
3/ Krlin L. et al: lt BPS Cont, Montpellier 1W4. Part ll, 878,
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A. NEW DIAGNOSTIC FOR THE STUDY or L/HaAn'srrron:

ELECTRIC FIELDS FROM RIPPLEATRAPPED PARTICLE MEASUREMENTS

W'infried Herrmann, and the ASDEXJJ grade team
ff.

nvlax-Planck-lnstitut fiir Plasmaphysik. EURATOiVI Association US$748 Garchiug,

Abstl‘EICt

A new method of investigating the confinement mode behaviour of plasmas is described. The

charge exchange fluxes Of slowing-down ions from neutral injection exhibit a remarkably strong

dependence on the different plasma modes and ELMS. Their energy spectra have a specific

signature for the modes and therefore allow mode discrimination. This effect might be caused

by radial electric fields that confine rippleetrapped ions, The method can be used to study the

time dependence of the electric field with a time resolution of 50 to 100 its.

Description of the measurement

Neutral fluxes resulting from charge exchange (CK) of slowing-downions from neutral injection

are measured by a CK analyzer [1] as a function of time. mass and energy. Specifically fluxes

of those neutrals were analyzed that before CK belonged to the class of ripple-trapped ions.

The ripple is less than 1 % at the plasma edge. NBI delivers “2.5 MW of 60 keV deuterons or

‘2 MW of 55 keV protons per source. Toroidal angles of injection and detection are ‘20 and 0°.

Slowing-down and scattering times of 10 and 50 ms give injected ions at good chance to enter the

ripple-trapped domain. Grad B drift limits the lifetime of energetic ripplertrapped deuterons to

about 50 its. Fluxes of such particles should therefore be small.

Observations

Figure 1 shows fluxes of neutrals for different energies of the slowing-down ions as a function

of time. The uppermost trace gives the D0 light from the divertor, which usually serves for the

discrimination of the modes.The time window shown covers the transition from L7 to ll’HlOdEr a

#4995 nsocx Upgmi: #5435 Asosx Upgimio

‘ Hi i ll
D n l nlia .

.‘M;‘J\;34\l\.pfw\4\f~(W‘s—\J'V‘Axwfyg'\_,_._,’-

s n kw
A:f.’_";‘f25""f::‘:’.:"*fi’,if???

3.3 kw
it’uymfltflrtwn,‘ -,

, _ 'VMAiJl'JMU up
l—#~_ _J 10.5w 9

_ ‘ “my. an.
An)“: . » * i" l

i117. Li's-t 1.65 L63

Fig- 1: Du rind CK fiures‘ tres show the Fig. 2; As Fig. 1. in 1W: 1/] ELM; eieciricficl‘ds

WOWth 0f the EICC’TiC fiflld “fl“ L/H AWNING?!» HIflitCiiEE flurcs at 10.8 kelfl' EICFYTZC fields reach

values of about 10 kV/m.
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type III ELM phase, a phase of quiescent H-inode and the first type I ELMs, NEUtral‘ . .started at 1.6 s. The fluxes are indeed rather low during Lemode. At and after the tranniiéctm"H-Lnode the fluxes start to grow, but the later the higher the energy of the detected :ltlon toAt the transition to the quiescent H‘Hnode, middle energy fluxes experience a "jump“ alight-115,continue to grow at least for the higher energies.The fluxes at 17.3 and 20.1 keV Start to the“only during the H*rphase. The fluxes at ‘25 keV first increase after injection and then Sigmwslight decrease. Fluxes of even higher energy behave in the same way. During the type 1 ELlli/JIWfluxes are reduced to about the lrruode level and then recover to H-mode level, the Slower allleast for the higher energies ~ the higher their energy (see Figure 6). The flux at 20_1 keV ba-
turns on before the first ELM and barely recovers before the next one. The type 1 ELMSrEIypreceded by a short phase of type III ELMs. During this period the lower energy fluxes Wherehad already reached their maximum value, decrease,while the higher energy fluxes contjiummhincrease on the average. to

at

D“ and CX fluxes with 50 [£5 time resolution are shown in Figure 2 for an Hunode With tyHI ELMs, quiescent H*-rnode and type I ELMs (shot 5436 with H injection). The CX flux}:are correlated to the DH signal also for the type III ELMs, at least up to an energy of 10 keVSWhether the fluxes during type III ELMS reach Lemode level and whether they recover to H:mode level the slower the higher the energy, calls for experiments with optimized setting of theanalyzer for better counting statistics. A time resolution of 400 its was used in Figure 3 for theL/H-transition in positive toroidal field (unfavourable field direction, shot 41892). The transitiol]needs about '2 ms for 4.9 keV and more for higher energies.

rum ASDEX Upgrade
‘L - mode ‘ ' Hf» inodc

MM.WWM
CA A9 keV WW F

E
CK 9.0 kEV e

m 3.
CK ii] c é

WNW
”TX 13.50 keV

’ i o anxioJ 1,0x104 i_5xio"' 2_o><io"’ 2.5“0;Lul L51 ”w! ' L03 LC») 1.65 EHEFL‘)’ [EV]

Fig, 3: As Fig. 1, L/H" transition 0117051 WWW. Fig. .1: Spectra uf CX flutes at times indicatedfield. The risetime of fluxes (and cl. fields) is in Fig. I. Spectra have a special signature in the
about 1 ms. diflcr'cnl modes

lVIode discrimination from the energy spectra
The energy spectra of the. slowing-down charge exchange neutrals have a noticeably diflerent

signature (luring L- and Hemode. Figure 4 presents spectra for difl'erent time slices indicated
in Figure 1. When the H-mode develops, fluxes in a growing energy range are enhanced. The
difference in the shape of the curves at for L»rnode and curve e for the fully developed H*—mode
is apparent. The signature of the charge exchange spectrum can and did successfully help to
discriminate the mode character of discharges.
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fit

Energy spectra during ELIVIS

for one UPC _ . .

' l1cur'x'e a at the beginning of the l:.L.\l and curve cl Just after the ELM. Comparison withl ELM energy spectra are plotted in Figure 5 for consecutive time slices of 0.5

_ v tn: “1‘ . . . ..

Irwrp 4 tends to the conclusron, that the spectrum duringr LLL’iS has Lemode chnracter. With

1 , ' . . , _ p _ . ‘ p

a, ; of the order oi 1 ins it returns to ll-mode character in a similar laslnon as in the

L/H_mllisitioii(Figure 4) with the excoptionihnt lower energy fluxes almost increase in parallel.

Time relations of CK and DC, Signals

Figure 6 compares the inverted DC, signal( 25115 time resolution) with the (“X flux of 11.2 keV

parades (100 its time resolution). There is no action in the CK flux prior to the steep onset of

the divertOF Ds signal - The CX flux stays low during the ELM in this case for about 0.5 ms

and then increases to its fnil value in EL time of the order of 1 1115.

re during ELM

135;” “‘fi' =
r a i

E 1
1; lC‘iiT i

H i

Fl
ux

#_~l
:10“ lane" 2,03Ei 2.040

Fig, 5: ('X sprclrn during lypc [ELM for 0.5 ms Fig. ti: DO, (iuuljrled) and (CY flu! at 11.] kph,

cnnsccuilnc‘ (our H'lL‘t‘d, Curve «1 (during ELM) 10011511111: resolution. N0 iiiilznu ufciecil'icfield

has L-mndcs. curve 11 {between ELilfs} has He pY‘IUT to the onset ofihc ELM.

mmic szgnnlnre.

Explanation and discussion of observations

a) Profile changes of n: and TE. These parameters can influence the {lures through beam

deposition. slowing-down time. scattering. and especially the neutral density profile. It is very

difficult, l'iowever. to see how these changes can influence particles with different energies in

(lii‘lereut \v'ivs. The highest energy particles in Figure l at ‘25 keV probably show the influence

of the plasma parameters. (The fluxes for higher energy particles show the some dependence).

Their effect will be present for the lower energy-'huxes. too. but does not seem to be dominant

there.
h) Radial electric fields. Particle trajectory calculations show that radial electric fields like

those measured in D lll~D ['2] can confine rippletrapped ions. if field strengths M'VE larger or 1“

about l hV/m for l kL‘V Ol the ions. The measured Flux then indicates that electric iields during

1:111o are small or zero and increase during H-mode, under the conditions of Figure 1 up to

about ’20 kV/m. There do not seem to be any jumps in the electric field faster than the increase l

of the field after a type ill ELM. The rise time of the field in the L/H*’—trztnsition without type

Iii ELMS (figure 13) is of the order of 1 ms, as is the time for recovery of the fluxes after a

type I ELM. The fact. that the fluxes of lower energy particles increase almost in parallel after

an ELM might be an indication that efi‘ects of profile changes should be included here in the

interpretation.
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"Jumps" seen in Figure 1 are artef'acts ol the integration time oil ms. as can 1
Figures 2 and 3 with higher time resolution. Also an effect oi integration is the rt‘dUCtion intlower energy fluxes (Figure l] during type lH El.r\ls preceding type I ELMS. Which is due heaveraging L- and H-mode, and the increase in the higher energies. Which is due to the tofield. The detailed comparison of CK lluxes with the (inverted) DC, signal in Figure 6 leadStthe conclusion that there is no action of the electric field prior to the onset of the DO Signatono
should hear in mind. however. that the intrinsic time constant of the measurement is about 53;Is. the time needed for an ion to move from the edge region with electric field to the Spars ”1.?is observed by the analyzer. L

)e seen {mm

UYou."a lng

Numerous proposals have been published to explain the L/Hvtransition: for an OKtEIISix-p dis.
Cussion See, for example. [3!]. If the interpretation of the CX signals as caused by Electric milk
is correct, their at least sudden jumps in the field with more than 10 liV/m do not seem to
occur. Whether electric fields with less than 10 l/m and the corresponding gradients, Which(Minot be measured with this diagnostic. suflice to suppress fluctuations is doubtfulr Anyhow‘
as long as electric fields do not show up before the L/Hetransition. they cannot be the Cause
for the suppression ol‘ fluctuations and improvement of confinement. Optimized setting of the
analyzer should further improve the time resolution and combined measurements of 11,: and T,at the plasma edge - now available at ASDEX lipgrade with the Lithium beam and ECE 3}-should allow us to further investigate the connection of electric field growth and profile Changes.

Summary
Fluxes of CK neutrals from slowing-down ions are difi'erent in L— and ll-Inode. due to radialelectric fields. This allows rnode discrimination and time-resolved investigation Dielectric fields,

Measurements give no indication of "jumps" in the field faster than the recovery time after type
llI ELh‘ls. in general the rise time of the fields seems to be of the order DH 1115. There are also
no indications of electric field edects prior to the onset of ELMs or the L/H—tratnsition, (See also[6]].

Measurements with larger toroidal angles and optimized setting of the analyzer to improve
counting statistics will be performed to test the assumption of electric field action and especially
start and rise time of the fields in the IOU ,us ranger '
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Electric field near an emitting surface and unipolar arc formation

VA Rozliansky, AA Ushakov‘ SP Voskoboynikov

St.Petersburg State Technical University, 195251, St.Petersburg. Russia

1. Introduction

The surface erosion produced by arcs is one of the serious factors that restrict reactor

operation. Unipolar arcs can exist only When there is a return current flowing from the plasma

to the surface to Close a circuit [1]. This return current is produced by the difl‘erence between

the electron and ion fluxes owing to the reduction of the potential near the wall. Experiments

shOW that the return current collecting area is up to 1cm:. In contrast, the cathode spot, where

the electron emission comes from, is about 107100 um wide. Up to now. no physical

mechanism I‘ESponsible for the transport of plasma polarization across a magnetic field has

been put forward. Furthermore, the criterion of unipolar arc ignition. suggested in [1—2]

remains unproductive because the area collecting the return current remains unspecified

The present paper calculates the potential distribution near the emitting surface for small

emission current. This case is related to the situation before arc formation, when the plasma

density in front of the emitting surface is almost unperturbed. It is shown that the potential

profile is determined by the classical conductivity along the magnetic field and by the

perpendicular ion viscosity across the field. The longitudinal scale 1‘. is given by ZWJTN, /m‘,,

Where AW is the mean free path of electrons. The transverse scale R is of the order of

Palm. hut)”. where pm is the ion Larmor radius, for classical viscosity. In the more realistic

case of anomalous viscosity the transverse scale is much larger. This scale determines the area

on the surface. where the return current is collected.

When the emission current is large and the unipolar arc is ignited, the solution obtained is still

valid outside the arc where plasma is unperturbed and the return current is collected. As a

result a criterion of unipolar arc formation is obtained where, in contrast to the previous

estimates, the return current is properly calculated.

2.Model

We consider fully ionized plasma with a density ”(3) restricted by infinite conductive surfaces

at z = iL, s : = 0 is a plane of symmetry, see Fig. 1. Magnetic field B is parallel to the Z-axis

and is normal to the surface. Such geometry is considered just for simplicity. Electrons and

ions are created in pairs by the source [(5) which represents both the processes of ionization

and recombination, and also a divergence of a plasma diffusion flux from the core to the SOL

of a tokamak We assume, that diffusion is anomalous and ambipolar. Moreover, the density

remains completely unperturbed due to this large diffusion. Temperatures are considered to be

constant, A zone of enhanced emission with a characteristic scale [I centred at I' : 0 produces a
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given etttission this oi" electrons Fmtrl The characteristic scale of plasma density )7 4,);
We shall also shou that the transverse scale It ot‘the regions where the pitlelttixtl is llWlUIbed
is larger than the iott Larmor raditts Nb So the ltydrodvttantic approxitnation is also lUSliti d' efor ions. At the same titne the size ot‘tlte emitting zone could be smaller than pm“
The starting equations are the momentum balance equations

V-nfi 7/ t!)
\‘-7 : U (2)
ntlfi - Vlfi ’bliti/l'lfill‘l) : erV/te V771 +[7 . B] (3)
anew 'IlV/t 't’]2[l‘l ‘ BHU - Bl- 11c} r'cr;tl (a)

The potential inside the plasma at tlte sheatlt edge is determined by the current. ”Owing {mm
plasma to the wall

_ s lgll 7 eat ,1 :etF VIA ,tc/‘t ’t' na- tr i ‘ exp 7 + ~t I’W (5)‘ : : l, ‘ : - l. ‘ V 3e4 p l‘ "
Here H. and (a dettote density and potential itt plasma at the sheath edge correspondingly

l—A. . y ‘ ‘ _ _ .L‘, t \i Hr /,l/m. is tlte sound speed according to the Bohnt crtterton ltt tlte absence of
emission the local current is equal to zero, and ei) determines the floating potential.. T V . ,, f. l m /at; mat/1:0): iln l ' v

t.‘ \u Zmzt 1, t [A
Undisturbed density. parallel Velocity and potential for PW : it are determined from If) set of

(G)

momentum balance equations where ion parallel viscosity is neglected In tlte presence of If,”
the potential in a channel in front of enhanced emission zone is reduced At r 7)] the
potential remains unperturbed As a result, radial electric field emerges as shown in Fig‘l This
electric field produces plasma l: < 13’ drift iii the a7imuthal direction Plasma rotation is a
differential one because radial electric tield is a titnetion of r ’l'lterel‘ore. the azimuthal
component of ion perpendicular Viscosity causes the radial ion current to the emission channel
to compensate the space charge of entitled electrons The zone 01‘ the reduced potential
becomes much larger tltatt the emission channel \tidth. and as a result the return current to the
surt‘aee is created to close a circuit, The azimuthal component of FL] (3) yields

"" '3 l V “t Irv _ t (7)/,;e*“ f( '-/r,l_:* -/T')‘:*/ c H,B . H i (

Expressing j: ti'ont Eqil—l)‘ and substituting together with liq (7) into toll) one obtains

(Hunt... )

I] l t77,! 77'
(3)

[I I‘ (3"

. l 17 fl l i a i 3 ,, iA : _ r i 7 T‘ 0‘ :0 fill/JV”! ('t V [it 'At‘IJ/HIV‘ w»: (p ,( ll lt’)l[t()l/Hfl)*w,/' «’r (“r I" " '
The perpendicular viscosity in the SOL should be anomalous as iii the core ot‘a tttliitlttttk. so
we use also alternatite expr ‘sion for the viscosity coefficient 1/, It ; mnhu, where ,u is ol‘tlte
order ofthc anomalous ditTusion coefficient l)‘ ,u : to m‘ t’ s
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stibstituting j: into L't) one has for the boundary condition
,_ 7 i

7 'l’ t'( w\ «t ),) ‘

egg/1 2 u no in‘ 7" — exp — fl em -t [ml to)

9” ' : L \ Zmn I“ l

where t/I‘tr) : t//(r.: : I. )V Other boundary conditions are

.3 I l
:Kl 7 : o , t/I' 7» o 1 l0)
f lr 7) I

From linearized Eqs (8H9) one obtains the characteristic scales of the potential perturbation

zone (for classical Viscosity)

a7“ JT ink m

r nee; A 051i; 1+7- "

Equation system has been solved both analyticaly for simplified cases and numericalh‘ For

{ .c I, the potential perturbation is located near the surface in the opposite case / I the

equipotentials are almost straight lines outside the emission channel. and the potential in the

whole SOL is perturbed Calculation results are presented in Figsl—l

3, Criterion for the unipolar arc ignition

The emission channel is very narrow compared to the transverse scale R Thus, one can use

solution ot‘EqrtS) everwvliere outside the channel. Therefore in spite ol~ the [act that during

arc formation the density in the emission channel is much larger than the ambient one it is

possible to calculate the return current outside the arc Then‘ the are formation criterion is

can 'I' —, O : (’( t/lj t (/1, )ll : 01>]! ‘ 2e L‘llst'd CNPiiL’I/VJI'VI‘) 7 lll‘u’l‘ : l‘ ( 1'1)

Here I‘ is the critical current ol‘the arc, (l is the cathode fall inside the are (between the arc

and the cathode) and t/l‘il‘l is determined from the simulation of Eqs (8-10) Here it was

supposed that the potential difference between the arc and the ambient plasma is much smaller

than I: /e owing to the large effective conductivity ofthe are core

When a magnetic field isn't perpendicular to the surface we still have the same e8) [or the

potential if 1: "SIG >> R. where U is an angle between I? and the surface Boundary conditions

don't change So we have the same criterion ot‘ unipolar are ignition (l2) Area collecting the

return current increases as sin'I a but the total return current is independent from the angle

4. Conclusions

The potential distribution near the surface emitting in a magnetic field has been calculated it

has been shown that the region of the return current. where the potential is significantly

perturbed is much larger than the emitting channel width its transverse scale is determined by

the perpendicular ion viscosity (classical or anomalous) while the longitudinal scale depends on

conductivity The Criterion for the unipolar are formation has been put forward
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ESTIGATION OF MOMENTUM DETACHMENT IN A
INV STATIC GAS TARGET

K. Borrass and G. Huysmans

JET Joint L‘Iidertaking. Ahingdon. Oxfordshirc. United Kingdom

1. INTRODUCTION

A gas target, proyiding a pressure drop along field lines (momentum detachment ).

has been found to be a prerequisite for achieving acceptable diyertor conditions in

ITER [I] )‘lt'inlentum transfer from ions to neutrals by elastic and cx—collisions (friction)

1mg been identified as the basic mechanism to achieve this ['2] In steadyestatc. the

friction force exerted onto the neutrals has to be balanced by either transverse losses of

neutral momentum (i e n induced transport or prompt losses. dynamic gas target [3])

01- by a neutral pressure gradient (fitatic gas larget. SGT). Transport or prompt losses

dominate in a regime where Ana, 2 A [where Ana; is the neutraleion mean free path

and A the SQL width). If Ana, << A. momentum losses are small and the plassina

pressure gradient has to be, balanced by a neutral pressure gradient.

Experimentally, detachment is usually approached by ramping up the density at

otherwise fixed discharge parameters. In most devices detachment is a gradual process.

which exhibits as a rollover of IL, followed by a gradual decrease. Simultaneously the

Do signal increases and the divertor pressure drops by about an order of magnitude at

basically unchanged or moderately changing upstream conditions.

A decrease of If!” (and divertor pressure) may be caused by a decrease of the power

into the gas target, for instance as a consequence of an increase of radiation during the

density ramp up. This trivial effect contributes in most discharges, but is insufficient

to explain the observed huge drops of the ion saturation current and pressure. JET, in

particular. has given clear evidence of a drop of I?“ even at constant net input power.

In this paper the potential of SGTs to provide a drop of the plasma pressure along

B and to reproduce the other characteristic phenomena of detachment. is investigated

with a view to JET detached discharges.

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION

The analysis is performed using the time dependent SOLOne, 17D scrape—off layer

transport code [4], which is coupled to a. fluid neutral gas model. SOLvOnc comprises

the usual scrape—off layer fluid equations for the plasma. (continuity equation. electron

and ion temperature equations and the momentum equation along B) [5]. A slab model

is used, but inclined field lines (with a constant field line pitch iii) are taken into account.

In the high collisionality limit the neutrals can. similarly to the plasma be described

by fluid equations for particle, energy and momentum conservation. Different from

the plasma. the motion of neutrals is intrinsically two dimensional. Thereforer two

independent momentum equations have to be solved. Collisions are assumed to be

sufficiently frequent so that (i) T1 2 Tu and (ii) transverse neutrals induced transport

is negligible. Then a 1-D approximation (averaging over prescribed radial profiles) can
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molecules ("Hunt/[“0 : 0,005) leads to solutions which are in much better agreem
with experimentally observed patterns and similar to the dynamic gas ta Pm. . . , . . . . r39" 1“511tDespite of this. the SGT is hampered by mtr1ns1c consistency Problems \Vli'.
limit its applicability at least. in typical present tokamak experiments. This r(Jgimelcli
order to prevail. re-(vluires two conditions to be fulfilled: (i) Ana/A << 1‘ Le, thin
the neutrals are collisional in transverse direction with respect to l' — n collision.S mill}
1” l For ti“.
data given in Fig. I one gets Ana, : (rT,_nIl[))El z 1 ('11:. indicating that (‘Oiiditign (-15
would be at least marginally fulfilled in JET (A z 3 mi in the present configuration
However. with t 2 50 cm and sin 13' 2 0.1. condition (ii) is rather difficult to fulfil
JET and generally in configurations with moderate flux expansion. If.

fl << I. to make transverse neutral induced transport negligible

1 in
‘3 Case

h lower

as in th
of advance recombination models. 1;, drops.‘ the divertor densities drop to Illuc
values than those of Fig. 1. making also condition (it questionable.

In Ref. [6] it has been shown (in agreement with our findings) that [ill/PS and
Ply/”Pg drop with decreasing; T13 and it is claimed that this provides an explanation of
observed detachment behaviour. However. we have found that, if NW is ramped up
at constant power into the gas target. the situation prevailing in typical high densitv
discharges. the reduction of [in/P}; and I’D/PS is mainly due to an increase of pg
instead of a reduction of 1;, and PD. Also. TU is clamped and temperatures below a
certain value cannot be accessed in this scenario.

5. CONCLUSION

The potential of a SGT to describe the characteristic evolution of SOL parameters
when detachment: is approached (rollover) has been studied with a. view to JET
parameters, Momentum detachment is found, but typical experimental observations‘ in
particular the drop offs—1;”. are not reproduced. Inclusion of Hg catalyzed recombination
might give better agreement. However. general conditions for the existence of a SGT
are difficult to fulfill in typical tokamak experiments.
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A.W. Morris, PR. Simpson, M. Singleton, M. Valovic, CD. Warrick

M.E.Edwards and the COMPASS and ECRH Teams

UKAEA Government Division, Fusion, Abingdon, Oxon., OX14 3DB, UK

(UKAEA/Euratom Fusion Association)

Introduction
Electron cyclotron heating and current drive is used in COMPAS S-D for beta limit

studies, H-mode physics and instability control. Power levels in excess of lMW are routinely

injected» The flexible ECH system is described and the main experimental results reviewed.

ECRH System
The antenna configuration on COMPASS-D comprises eleven antennas, five on the HFS

and six on the LFS. The nine 6OGHz, ZOOkW gyrotron sources are connected to the antennas

via long (~50m) overrnoded waveguide transmission lines, The HFS transmission lines include a

final mitre bend after the vacuum window, Two ofthe sources can be connected to either LFS

or HFS antennas, the remainder to just one antenna. The LFS antennas have a fixed, 10° ,launch

angle. Four antennas are directed clockwise and two antennas are directed counter—clockwise.

The five HFS antennas are rotatable about the waveguide axis to allow variation ofthe toroidal

launch angle [1]. The LFS antennas launch a Gaussian beam ofhalf-angle ~10°. The HFS

antennas launch a elliptical Gaussian beam with half angles of~7° in a vertical plane and ~11“ in

the orthogonal plane.

lligli Fit‘lll Sula ECRII Autumn

\ncuum Pnrt

Figure 1 LFS and HFS Antenna Configuration 1
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The waveguide mode employed for all the antennas is the linearly polarised HE” The
polarisation is selected by rotation ol‘a TEN/TE” mode converter in the transmission line, For
oblique launch. elliptical polarisation is required to match to a single mode in the plasma
However, for angles within $20” ofperpcndicular launch, linear polarisation is sufficient to
couple >909; ol'the launched power to the desired mode. Two gyrotron control units have been
modified to allow full power modulation at frequencies significantly in excess of ZSkHZ [2]. Fer
square wave modulation the rise time is ~2,5tts, The fall time (~4<5tls) is deliberately BXtCnded
to prevent excessive capacitativc coupling between the beam current and the gyrotron body' The
performance ofthe system was validated calorimetrically by measuring the average power as a
function ofpulsc width and mark space ratios The LPS transmission lines} including the vacuUm
window, have been tested to 45 pulse lengths in situ, Tests ofthe HFS antenna assembly using
lR thermography have confirmed the suitability for long pulse Operation, A central temperature
rise oS“ was measured on the final stainless steel reflector ofthe antenna for a 153, lOOkw
pulse, The cooling time constant was approximately 1.2 seconds.

Experimental Results
Various heating scenarios have been employed on COIV'H’ASS»D. At the 2'Id harmonic, X.

mode polarisation has been employed for both LFS and HFS antennas since single pass
absorption ot‘thc 0—mode is very weak in this case, The flexible launch configuration allows
control ofthe deposition width and location by variation ofthe launch angle and Bibi At the
fundamental, experiments have been carried out using the HTS lines with X-mode polarisation
and LFS with O-mode polarisation. Attempts to dctemiine the power absorbed by measurement
ot‘dV‘tldia /dt at ECH turnvon indicate that the heating efi‘iciency has little sensitivity to launch
angle provided the plasma is in the correct density regime for the mode oflaunch employed The

RF Power 600 _kw 200 : r—l/T‘ L_‘
l’

Lin-3 20 T Afl\
Average 15 — \
DensilV
x10” “1:3 l0 {xi—MA \M

ii: 3» . MMWMWMW
Loop 1 r _ W
Voltage 'J g »\ "M “Mv *0 a www.cv/ “a0.5 — t I l l | I l J

80 140 200 260
Time in milliseconds

Figuru 2 Hevade Transition for 2"" harmonic ECH, B ‘15 = 1. 1 T, I], :150/rA
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‘ient for on—axis resonance for all launch modes As the lineraveraged density
' isheatlllfl -» p , , '

pro it‘n :t i lrtnodc plasmas exhibit a decrease in power absorption compared to H-

at- “ t . . , .

l ,_ {ii-:h the characteristically flat density profiles permit strong absorption up to

close to the Cittrifivaluc. This is illustrated in Fig 2 where, following the) ml “1‘ t i
mod: l» 1"

With J hmznontc A mitt-:te lteintng. ll may be llUtL‘Ll that sit ) 1

7 ': mriicin l by the reduction in loop voltttgc until the line—averaged density

t due (3 3 1» IDHm'S)

' we been observed for both titndznnentnl and 2nd harmonic heating [3] in

» stitious with measured Hibetors up to 13.1.0 [6]. An important aspect of

w itarut‘ulur relevance to TIER. has been the identification ofa departure from the

' i‘nj'flCI' scaling law at low density [4] Coupling ofECRll power is completely

intmlmi‘ to til-c ‘nce ot‘ELMs,

Potter lm ls up to w l.‘<ll\‘1\N have been injected which correspond to a heating power

show that even at the highest injected

thew Slllh

usual thrt _

density e '1t lill‘t'c‘ru" Bolometer measurements, Fig 3,

powut's the it agt‘nrirj.’ radiation does not exceed 15% ot‘thc injected power The low influx of

iii/tried Pan‘crfln' 1.4Mll”, Fundamental ECRH, Bye-71.9]; [pr—200101
ii'zgw't‘ 3' Eu

15406

l l 7‘ ‘(.r::l
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impurities tlui lité these high power shots has been confirmed from the spectroscopic diagnostics.

The C‘ 0;.Fe ind t r are little changed, the main impurity appears to be helium. (Note that the

COMP:\§JF:,»T,> “i ow discharge cleaning period in helium between

plasma SllOES \ iv:
ofpower sprtntling techniques, for example using RMPs [5].

Second harmonic X—mode heating has resulted in the achievement ofnormalised beta

Values [3N N 2,1 with diamagnetic temperatures exceeding lOkeV [6} This has been achieved

rig sequence includes n gl

high heating power in COMPASSAD has been exploited in the investigation
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due to the good confinement, H-factor up to 2.4 relative to ITER89P, at low density, DUring
these discharges, the loop voltage was sometimes observed to be very Close to Zero. The low
collisionality and high pressure (Bp ~ 12) leads to predictions that the bootstrap current fOI'rns a
large fraction (> 70%) ofthe plasma current, Current drive efficiencies up to ~ 0-05A/W are
predicted by BANDIT-3D for the conditions ofthese experiments suggesting that most 0ftheremaining current arises from ECCD. The beta limit was demonstrated to be d6pendent on the
current drive direction, the maximum beta being achieved for counter current drive on axis [6],

Modulation ofthe ECH provides a means for determination ofthe deposition width and
location ofthe heating. A cross-spectral analysis [7] ofthe SXR data and subsequent Abel
inversion yields a rather broad deposition profile with FWHM ~ 7.50m for on axis heating, This
result and the observation that for off-axis heating the deposition profile was flat in the Plasma
centre, rather than hollow, indicates that the efieets oftransport were not negligible at the
modulation frequencies employed The maximum frequency used was limited by the signal/noiSe
ratio ofthe diagnostic signals. Localised ECRl-I has been used to control low density locked
modes generated by resonant magnetic perturbation fields [8,9]. The fast modulation capability
has been incorporated into a feedback modulation control system which uses a detected
instability signal to modulate the gyrotron power allowing control of m : 2 tearing modes by
phasing the injected power with respect to the rotating island The modulation controller
provides for heating at any point ofthe island structure [2].

Summary
ECRH on COMPASS-D has been used for control ofELMs, locked modes and m=2

tearing modes. Power levels up to 1.4MW have been injected using nine independent gyrotrons
fired simultaneously with low impurity influx, The ECRH has been used for H—mode and high
beta studies during which the full plasma current was supported non-inductively and electron
temperatures in excess of lOkeV were produced. H—modes have been observed using both
fundamental and second harmonic ECRH and the power threshold at low densities, for SND
ITER like plasmas, has been measured to significantly exceed that predicted by the usual scaling
laws.
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due to Stochastic Ripple Diffusion on ASDEX Upgrade
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Euratom Association , D—85748 Garching bei Mtinchen, Gennany

ABSTRACT - Under conditions of D injection, l-l—mode and the use of the N1 sources with rather more

mendicular injection (19°), a strongly localized power deposition occurs on the graphite protection

limiters of the lCRF antennas in ASDEX Upgrade. It leads to a surface temperature increase of 2000°C

and can result in a strong C influx. This increased thermal load on the limiters is caused by the loss, due

to stochastic ripple diffusion, of injected D, ionized near tlte edge. Because of the high edge density in

the H-niode and the shallow penetration of D, a fraction (up to 20 9b) of the injected neutrals is ionized in

fl region where the ripple is of the order of 0.5 (to; this is large enough for ions with a low parallel velocity

component to undergo fast stochastic ripple diffusion.

INTRODUCTION
ASDEX Upgrade has one beamline with 4 NI sources itt co—injection. The total power capa—

bility is up to 10 MW ofD beams (at 60 kV) or tip to 7 MW of II (at 55 kV) through one port

[1]. Figure 1 shows the injection geometry. Four ICRF antennas [2] with graphite frame type

protection limiters are located toroidally 67.50, 112.5, 2147.5" and 292.50 from the NI port.

The machine is operated with
a single-null plasma (magnetic
axis 10 cm above midplane, ASDEX Upgrade? NllI Geometry

X—point at the bottom) and W

both directions of the ion-grad
B drift. The distance between
plasma separatrix and ICRF
antenna is typically 3 to 5 cm.

Fig. 1. Neutral beam geometry.
The toroidal injection angle (to—
current) with respect to perpendic—

ular it, at the plasma center, for
two sources 19° and for the other

two 34 ". The four sources are
arranged two by two symmetrically ,, 7

with respect to the ntidplanc with a 7 mini,

palaidal angle of +/- 4.9 ‘Y

OBSERVATIONS
The enhanced local loading was observed on video cameras looking at the antennas and on IR

detectors, which allowed a quantitative estimate of the surface temperature of the limiters. The

enhanced loading was only visible with D injection, high edge density and in particular when _

the sources with the more perpendicular injection angle were used. All antenna limiters were ‘

subjected to this localized power deposition, whose poloidal extension is about 20 cm and
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position depends on the direction of the magnetic l'ielu’ tlet't or right ilt?ilf\’ ttl :tt \
shown in Fig. 2). An estimate of the power losses to the limiters. based or am
the hot spot and the surface temperature is ol~ the order 400 to 800 kW corrc
3(7) Ci of the power of the two sources with the more perpendicular injectit
agreement with the smaller energy content of the plasma when using
compared to tlte otlter two.

lines, itsattension oftpv’inthug to 1(tthis is also in
sources as

L T Lrttrttiimtitm oft/n7 enhanced [finding on (In: annunrnayji'n‘ fmtli directionr rift/re n_ . ‘ (will on the'V II, a [mlmdtll recur)" a/tmt'mr; pitmmi and tUZt't'NIitl contour, Fur t/it' tar/tantalum or Inc 5‘ t: t Wt, 5t 1' ECU.

CAUSL’S
A nttmber of causes could be excluded. The experimental oltscrvatititn that the h utding is not
very sensitive to the plasmaiantenna distance rules out direct orbit losses. tat- tit'lrw: t't'tlltmvjng
codes indicate that an enhanced shear 01‘ the electric field, as is observed in tl ; 'trmotle um}
the edge, would redttce the width of the banana orbit and thus rather decrczt ;:r tit. losses l3]_ It
was also estimated that only a small fraction (10‘3) of the injected particles m ttliti lw scant-tad
from co- to counter direction and thereby be lost. in insufficient numbers to ‘lt'tIOtIllt lot the
observed power Ioadt

STOCHASTIC RIPPLE DIFFUSION
Stochastic ripple diffusion is a rapid outward dtltusion oi the banana t ' _‘ ’t‘ it ' ’ 3 ”it occurs
when. because of the ripple, their turning, points occur at t'iil‘lt‘t‘e‘ttt tnatot‘ ‘Ilt ‘ 1"tiling to a
random wallt process [415}. Even a small ripple tordcr ot‘tlij {lit results tr e an . ititt‘nsion
eocl't'icient (20 mZ/s) and thus to last losses ol' ions which deposit their 1
onto the lirst tttatcrial obstacle they encounter: Fig 3. shows the banana t
born near the septtratrix for a case without ripple and a case with ripple "l .
calculations indicate that the particles born ncttr the separatrix with a laret: lrct enrlicula:
velocity contponent (low parallel component) can be quickly lost. The low pawl" :l \':lot‘ity
leads to banana with short poloidal extcnsion orbits, whose turning point stilt liu in the area
with the highest ripple, 'l'ypically‘ for 6()1<V D ions with v— / v0 = 0.2, tht lent ‘ltl bounce
time is 30 tts, the toroidal precession time 250 tts and the stochastic ripplc «lit in» 3 t rime for a
distance ol‘7 cm of the same order.
How mttch oi the energy ol the outt”

j»): "lit igv
ol tons

ritual: [1t

mi dil‘l'usinz:r ions is lost onto the litnin ‘ l t t t. 3 thn
relative value of the titll‘ttsion time Wlllt respect to the ftlt‘t‘.‘.‘lll§I tiowu ittttts, at: t in. i
influenced by the edge temperature.
Since the precession time is of the same order as the diffusion time, a m It i
distribution of the load on all limiters is expected and found. As ptll‘lit‘h't' rt"-
outward part o’t' their banana, which itt ottr case Ohio-injection is as shown in 15

equal
Oil the“

, contittLY
from the right, the localization ol‘ the loading on the right limiter is wherc lin‘ lllx‘ 'ttil-illlillfil'
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ff

dislimce is the smallest. The location on the left limiter is again at the closest distance. but

“kins into account the shadowingr effect, along field lines. ol‘ the region on the right limiter

t c . . . .
where the plasma-limiter distance is smaller,

. r - 7. . .

Fig 3. Banana orbit ofD ions with 60 kl’ and ppm-lit“), = 0.2 started at different radial locations (rm = 0.94.

098. l. 1.03) near the scpurrltru, with (right) and without (left) ripple. The contour of the tlltlt'ltlltt limiter

CUItI/Jlll' is also shown. The region tvltcrc the ions lift the limiter cnrrmprmdr to the region in Fig. I.

The parallel and perpendicular components of the ions depends on the injection geometry and

on the pitch of the magnetic field lines. Fig. 4 shows. based on sirttplil'ied geometrical

considerations for the four sources. the parallel component of the ions. as a function 0t~ the

angle of the field lines at the edge, 14 Aagzs Bay!)
- r

From more precise calculations. we E045“ mmtmmmzd err~+ W]

obtain that for the two sources with the E r ”Whom AAAAAAA

more perpendicular injection, and art angle {3 0‘4 {rur‘emro # 3 l y

of the field litres at the edge of 125° 035. 0“ tom) 1

(corresponding to an average (1 of 4.3, the ”Goo ff 2 A. l

particles ionized at the edge have parallel 0‘3' 7 ‘

velocity components of qr / v0 : 0.22 .

and 0.3 whereas for the other two Oglmfiosnooen'°°'"°°"MNeoea it 4 _ ‘

SOUI'CES they 1‘1c V in / v0 = 0.44 and AVLJHUDF‘t—tnrtrt i

0.48. Experimental 0 servations indicate 0 j— UDUH‘J‘l‘DtrW' l T

that indeed the more perpendicular 1 ”water ll 1 4 ‘

sources cause the largest losses to the 0450 Ageej‘ff‘filr-e‘gg‘fi‘ge’fia #75

hmttcrs.
Anglo oltlt.<linldltt»: atthnrdpa ('t i

Fig. 4‘ Parallel component aft/re velocity at afimrttion offiuld line angle (I! [lit‘ editejbr tlrc (Itfibrerrt sources t

Calculated NI deposition profiles confirm that for D injection arid H-mode conditions (high

edge density) up to 20 ”/0 of the neutral particles are ionized within a few cm inside the

separatrix (Fig, 5). For the sources with the more perpendicular injection. these cart he lost

rapidly. This loss, also reflected in a reduced plasma energy content. when using those sources

as compared to the more parallel ones. is quantitatively in agreement with the observed load on

the limiters. For H injection. not only is the deposition is more inward but, even for particles .

ionized at the same location, the stochastic t‘iple diffusion is smaller by A05. t

It was found that the load on the limiters could be reduced when the. edge temperature was

lowered by strong neon puffing. Because of the lower temperature, the ions slow down more
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quickly and loose a large fraction of their energy before impinging on the limiter_. Fig 6'
shows this effect.

FAFNER Simulallnnu. Drlnlccllan, AUG 803111:e n _ Frames

.— H— 1 __._t_..e_t_t7.7._t77_._t,u_, ‘3

‘5 g 2 a': [tar-nu. nue a Wanner..."
5‘ a : “1“”e 2 -.

i “n“J C ‘
Q ..
>
9'
E’u, u 4*

— 0.2
0.2

o Vfi—flv -».—H_ F.—
190 195 200 205 210 215 o 0.2 0.4Fl 13ml separaltix

Fig 5.011 the left,fraction ofD ionized as rtfttnctian of radialporitiunfar different density profiles (shown on
the right). For a high edge density up to 20% 0fthe injected D neutral: can be ionized within 3.5 cm of the
separatrix. For 11, due to the larger velocity, the deposition ixfttrt/ter inward.

l7”) . mm ..... l , if. _:_ 7‘
‘ l ' I'm in" ping,- ‘

l ‘ nltm [nit lJ ,'
mm . 50m 1"" 7- ~ Vurw‘mngmq. i ‘ _

5m .mm . 7 7 7 7

E . , ‘ " '._, om ~ mm.
>< _ , j ,, 7

»I [)(l I l . l l i» gum .7 77,7 77.7

[Tilfuseou Distance: Nut; tum - tin-n s ‘
w) . 7l Allttl:l)u‘\\'(1)‘l 5:1)»: mun/x tom .

.' i win: \Vn'cxpkl/(lisHJK .- [l't‘l sync l
- L inerfi'lft‘l‘lmm]

on.) , l l . l .7 . t—r‘ 4:" ’ifif7 "(til ,7 . 77
(H10 0100 "300 (1300 [H00 0500 ”(VIM WI") 11“ 40‘) (Hill FAX] IOOll 12”]

mm) x [ctnl
Fig. 6. Eflect of edge electron temperature. The figure on the left shows the dependence of the stochastic
ripple diffusion of the ions on the electron temperature, At the ions slow down, the speed of the diffusion is
reduced. The figure on the right .r/tnws how much of the energy of the ions is left to dump on the limiter. For
low edge temperature, the ion looses all its energy before it can drift to the limiter.

CONCLUSION
The enhanced thermal load observed locally on the ICRF antenna limiter was identified as a
result of stochastic ripple diffusion. It occurs because, due to the high edge density in H-mode,
a large number of ions are born near the plasma edge in a region where the ripple, though
small (0.5 %), is large enough to cause the bananas of particles with too low parallel velocity to
drift out rapidly. If their are insufficiently slowed down before they impinge on a material
surface they can lead to a very large thermal load.
The values of the ripple at which stochastic ripple diffusion occur are small. This is of impor-
tance for ITER, where not only NBI particles, depending on the neutral beam injection geome—
try, but also 0t—partic1es are affected by it. This could result in unacceptable loads to the wall.
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Introduction.
A general stellarator magnetic field configuration is characterized by the existence of local

(helical and toroidal) mirrors, and therefore of quite different populations of trapped

particles. In the lmfp—regirne, the neoclassical confinement properties depend on the

complete Fourier spectrum, fimn, of the magnetic field strength, B = lBl, on every flux

surface, B('P,0,C) 2 Bo - Em," fimn(r) - cos(m9 — afi), 0 and C being the poloidal

and toroidal angles in Boozer coordinates, respectively, 1' the effective radius labelling the

magnetic surfaces, and NF the number of field periods.

In general, different local minima and maxima of B can be found on a given magnetic

surface, and no analytical classification of the different populations of trapped particles

is available. Close to the magnetic axis of W7-AS (a. modular low shear stellarator,

with Np = 5), the toroidal components, [30", dominate in the Fourier expansion of B

(flmn (X rm). In this case, essentially three populations can be distinguished: ”passing”

particles, particles being trapped in the toroidal mirror Where the ECRH is launched, and

particles being trapped in the other mirrors.

Bounce-averaged Fokker-Planck code.

Two—dimensional bounce-averaged Fokker-Planck (FP) codes being available for axisym-

metric magnetic field geometry can treat only one population of trapped particles [1].

With the use of the three (analytically given) invariants of motion, a reduced bounce-

averaged FP equation in a threedimensional phase space (with radial drifts included)

can also be treated numerically [2]. For stellarator geometry, only two global invariants

of motion exist in the five dimensional phase space, and, in general, bounce-averaging has

to be performed numerically.
Close to the magnetic axis, poloidal variations of B are neglected, and a simplified bounce—

averaging procedure can be defined: < >E dC/un / f dC/v". A system of FF

equations for the electron distribution function, f5, is obtained for the different popula—

tions a (passing particles, and particles trapped in the different toroidal ripples)

6
BUL

%<fe)a : (C(fe))a+(Sql(fe))a“(sl(fe))a With Sql(fe) : ’L 3?;{ULQLL' fa} -
UJ_ ‘UJ_

In the collision operator, C(fe), the non-linear electron-electron part includes the first two

Legendre harmonic terms, allowing for conservation of both total momentum and energy.

The ECRH is described by the usual quasi—linear diffusion operator, Sq}, where only

the Qll component of the diffusion tensor (computed by means of a. three-dimensional

Hamiltonian ray—tracing code) is taken into account [3]. In typical ECRH discharges, the

energy transport is the main loss channel. In the FP simulations, different models for

the energy loss term 3; (related to the radial transport) have been used: an isotropic loss
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Fig. 1. Magnetic field strength on» I.’\ '7“ 71""???
axis, normalized to the resonant field I! -' \1‘ / \.
at the ECRH launching position, Var, , /
sus the toroidal angle within one field . \ /
period for ca E 0.345. The dotted line 03:10 — ,

guration of W7—AS, the solid line corre
sponds to an enhanced negative ripple, .
and the dashed line to a positive ripple 9 ‘1 ‘ l »
configuration ‘1 I? 40 WT

’r" id's)
term, proportional to (112— < 02 >)f5, and a convective loss term, limited in the trappedparticle region of the velocity space (which simulates the loss of electrons trapped in localmagnetic mirrors due to the VB-drift).
The newly developed bounceaveraged FP code allows to consider an arbitrary number
of toroidally trapped particle populations. The conservation of the total particle fluxbetween trapped and passing electrons represents the boundary condition in Velocityspace connecting the different populations. The bulk temperature is kept constant in the
time iteration.
The bounce~averaged code has been bench—marked with the FPPAC Code [1], where a.homogeneous magnetic field is used, by considering only one trapped particle population,
and then reducing the size of the trapped particle region in velocity space. Full agreement;
has been obtained.

represents the standard magnetic confl» m 'i
l
l
l

The numerical simulations reported here refer to situations experimentally realized at
W7-AS. A toroidally averaged input power density of 10 W/cm3 has been considered,
This value corresponds to the ray-tracing estimate for the ECRH power deposition in a.
range r S 3 cm (400 kW input power for on—axis heating). Scenarios Of 2nd harmonic
X-mode and fundamental O-mode heating in low density (n8 :1 1 - ‘2 , 1013 cm‘3), hjgh
temperature (Te 2' 1.5 e 2.5 keV) plasmas have been analyzed. Furthermore, different
magnetic configurations have been considered, where either a minimum or a maximum of
B on the axis is placed in the RF injection plane (Fig. 1).
In the case of ”minimum B” launch, ECRH at the 2nd harmonic X—mode leads to very
high power densities for the electrons being trapped in the local mirror at the launching
plane. The formation of a strong tail is predicted by the FF simulations for this popu-
lation of electrons (Fig. 2). A heating effect, though much smaller, can be observed in
the other toroidal ripples as well, due to the collisional energy transfer from the mirror
where the RF is injected. The distribution of passing particles, on the contrary, remains
close to the initial Maxwellian distribution. In the equivalent fundamental O—mode sce—
nario (Qujvl‘ = OWL) : U), a much smaller suprathcrmal tall in the trapped particle
population within the mirror at the ECRH launching position is obtained.
The importance of the magnetic configuration is evident also in the computation of the
quasi-linear absorption efficiency, defined by Ed (.S'g,1(fc))flr / Ea (591(feM))a (f5M being
the Maxwellian distribution). Its degradation with the input power turns to be stronger
than in the case of a homogeneous magnetic field (Fig. 3). Observe that this quasi—linear
degradation of the absorbed power scales (roughly) inversely proportional to the plasma
density.
A different situation is found for the "maximum B” launch. In this case, the input power
is gained essentially only from passing particles, and is evenly distributed over the whole
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Fig. 4. Amplitudes of the mod—
ulated temperature for a modula-
tion frequency scan as a function of
the ECE channel frequencies, in the
case of ”minimum B launch (left)
and ”maximum B” launch (right),
in power modulation experiments,
for X~mode launching, and 71,, = 1 -
1013 cm'3

chord (no reabsorption by the thermal plasma). Fig. 4 shows the amplitude of the modu_
lated temperature, measured by the EOE during ECRH power modulation experiments
in the case of“minimum B” and" maximum B" scenarios at low n5, for X—mode launch.
ing (B-V 1.25 T). Modulation frequencies 1n the range 100 Hz to 1 kHz have been
considered. For equivalent experiments at higher 119, the supratherrnal feature is drasti.
cally reduced. These findings are consistent with the picture of a. strong suprathermal tail
in the trapped electron population (comp. Fig. 2) generated close to the magnetic axis
with radial VB-drift and collisional detrapping.
Considering a. purely diffusive model of the radial heat diffusivity, the integrated Fourier
transformed energy balance has been fitted both to the Te modulation amplitudes and to
the phase shifts, allowing for the estimation of the power deposition profile. Generally,
the highly peaked power deposition profiles as predicted from the ray-tracing code are
obtained, with an additional much broader contribution. No significant difference for 0—
mode and X-mode launch (both at B = 2.5 T), and for X~mode launch at B = 1.25 T
and B = 2.5 T, respectively, is found. An increased broadening of the power deposition
at lower 11,, is obtained, for both X- and O—mode launch at B 2 2.5 T. The same
result is obtained for the ”minimum Bh scenario for X-mode launching at B = 1.25 T,
in comparison to both the ”standard” and the ”maximum B” case, even at higher ”e
(for the low ne experiments, the strong ”suprathermal feature” in Fig. 4 leads to a poor
reliability of this kind of analysis).

Conclusions.
The newly developed bounce—averaged Fokker-Planck code is well suited to treat the
on—axis ECRH in the W7~AS stellarator for quite different magnetic configurations. In
particular, the power absorption by the electrons trapped in the toroidal mirror at the
ECRH launching position leads to strong suprathermal tail formation being related to a
significant quasi-linear power degradation. Non—thermal features observed by the ECE
diagnostic support these theoretical predictions.
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ECRH ABSORPTION OF SECOND HARMONIC X- AND O-MODE
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1, Doppler shifted absorption of the second harmonic x-mode

A good knowledge of the total absorbed heating power and the corresponding

deposition profile is important for the investigation of plasma transport with both stationary

and pcrturbativc methods. Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ECRH) at 2nd harmonic

XAmode provides a well localised power deposition profile and an almost complete single

pass absorption for the relevant W7-AS temperatures and densities below the cut—off density

12-1020 nr3 at 140 GHZ (30:25 T).

The absorption layer for oblique launch is altered as compared to perpendicular launch by the

Doppler shift of the wave particle resonance. The resonance condition is:

(1) 1_N“fl_£.i=0
C a) Y

where a) is the frequency, NH and v“ are the components of the refractive index and the

electron velocity parallel to the magnetic field, 11 Q? is the n’th harmonic of electron

cyclotron frequency, 6 is the velocity of light and the relativistic factor.

In the experimental set—up the 140 GHZ beam with 0.4 MW power in x-mode polarisation

was launched for 0.9 s from the low field side in the equatorial plane with different toroidal

angles up to 18° with respect to the perpendicular launch.

In the pure ECRH plasma with a central magnetic field of 2.42T the electron cyclotron

resonance (ECR) layer was located at the high field side at an effective radius of 7.5 cm as

sketched in Fig. 1. In this set-up for perpendicular launch (N“=0) the resonance condition (l)

can only be fulfilled at the high field side of the ECR layer. The absorption starts with the low

energy electrons. For the oblique launch, however, the resonance condition (1) could also be

fulfilled for the low field side of the ECR layer at

(2) E 2 l— N,2 .
a)

The absorption is shifted then towards the plasma centre. Since the absorption starts in this

case with electrons with finite parallel velocity v“ = c - Nl1 the shift of the absorption zone and

the absorption profile are functions of the launch angle and the temperature. Both effects were

measured independently.
The absorption profiles were determined by analysis of the soft x—ray signals. The x-ray

emission was monitored by an array of 36 silicon detectors with a 25 um beryllium filter. The

time resolution was 0.1 ms. To obtain the radial x-ray emission profile the signals were

inverted to the magnetic flux co—ordinates. Since for small time scales the radial heat

transport is negligible and soft eay emission can be linearized with respect to the

temperature the difference of two soft X—ray profiles with At=0.2ms immediately after the
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Heating Power Density Profiles and Power Balance During ECRH

at 140 GHz, 0.5 MW. Fundamental Resonance. of the FTU Tokamak

GGmnucci. ABrusehi. S.Cirant. S. Nowak. A. Orefice, A.Simonettot G.Solari. Irtintm di

Fisit‘fl de/ Plasma. EURATOM/ENEA/CNR Association, Milmm. ITALY

P,Burflitl- O.Tudise0. Cenrro Ricertrlte Energiu. AS.\'ot'ia:iolie EURATOM/ENEA sulla

pushing. CRE Frascati, C.P.65, 00044 Frascuti. ITALY

1, Introduction

A distinctive feature of ECRH in high temperature plasmas. observed also in the experiment

pct-formed at 140 GHZ. 0.5 MW. on the FTU tokamak, is that the wave absorption can be

strong and localized in a narrow region of the plasma column.

Due to the impact that the shape of the power deposition profile has in the interpretation of the

plasma response in terms of its confinement properties. beam-tracing calculations are compared

With direct experimental estimates of the additional heating temt.

Finally, the volume integral of the heating distribution should be compared with the total input

power and the foreseen total single pass absorption.

2 . ECRH power density profiles

2.1 Calculation

Additional heating experiments of the FTU plasma were performed” by perpendicular injection

of an EC wave beam (waist w0:28.6 mm placed at 146 mm from the plasma boundary) at 140
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Ciliz. fundamental resonance. Detailed ittlltt’ttttttit'ttt on the spatial distribution of tho heatin

term is essential when the plasma thermal response is analyzed iii terms of its cottt‘inL-mcnf
properties, The heating power distribution has been estimatcdll-rll by tracing the beam sham. and
calculating wave absorption in FTU plasmas. modelled accordingly to CXDL‘rl'llL‘ntal
measurements of the most significant parameters.
It shottld be reminded thaL although the absorption occurs iii a small volume close to the
intersection ofthe millimetenvave beam and the resonant lavet: the parallel thermal diffusivity is
assumed to be high enough to uniformly dilute the absorbed power in tlte ntuch wider [OFOidaJ
volume enclosed by the magnetic surfaces passing through the directly heated region For this
reason, and for tire strong localization of the wave absorption. in tlte case of central ECRH the

heating profile strongly depends on the effective relative position between the centre of the
directly lt‘atcd volume arid the real magnetic axis, Both a vertical arid an horizontal relative shift
in the order of l em strongly affect the peaking ofthe heating power density (Fig.1).

2.2 Measurement

The fast rise of the EC power at the switching-ON ofthe gvrotron tless than 0.] ms). gives the
possibility of a direct measure of the net heating power density put into the electron population
by the slope of the temperature inct'ease following the step—wise change of the sottrce term,

'suming that transport properties and prevECRH source floss terms are left unchanged at the
time the EC waves are launched attd that the electron density is not affected by ECRHl'l, it

follows that:

1/ If, t/ T
1.5Itk ——~—( J ~;——( ‘1 :1"

(It We t/i H,

The estimate of the derivatives is made by bestfittittg the experimental ECE data (taken at a
sampling rate of 2t) kHz) with a linear and a quadratic function respectively for 78330 and

0335. 6 being a time interval long enough to take a significant number of samples bttt shorter

than the local characteristic thermal titne constant rm ttypieal values are oal ins and InfiS ms).

The first order coefficients are taken as the titne derivative (left or right) of the electron

temperature at t:O. Fig.2 shows an example of the analysis. the parabolic dependence of the

electron temperature after the start of lz‘CRl'l takes ittto account to the first order heat conduction

in the time over which the titted data are taken.
The heating profiles given bv the rate of increase of the kinetic energy have been observed to be

always broader than those calculated by beattt tracing (Heal). l'he agreement can be itnproved
tFint by talving into account the volume averaging el't‘ect iii the PCP temperature

measurements dttc to the finite spatial resolution of the diagnostic but itt general the Iiieasut‘cd
thermal response is slooer than e\pectcd, [be same behaviour is lound in runningv a predictive
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alh‘l‘UH code lOI’ transport finalySIsHl. where good simulation is achiered only assuming

i-oliles broader than expected,

he generation of treat waves by modulating the gyrotron power output provides an alternative

161110.151 to estimate the source term by looking for the guess which gives the best prediction of

.16 ewet-internal amplitude and phase dependence with position in the plasma column. In Fig.3b

tilt of an ECRH modulation experiment in FTUlhl is successfully compared with ray

he 1‘69
racing calculations (averaged) and c/dt estimates.

i300
. "1 Fig.2 , Time evolution oft/re electron
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3. Gyrotron vs. kinetic energy balance

The total kinetic electron power input is given by the volume integral of the measured absorption

profile. Both the very high localization of the wave absorption (:25 cm FWHM). and the

uncertainty in the. estimate ot‘ the relative displacement between the magnetic axis and the peak of

the power density profile (:2 cm). introduce a large error in the estimate ol‘the volume integral

for central ECRH. Nevertheless. it can be concluded that the measured instantaneous thermal

power input at the start of the additional heating pulse is. in general. lower than the EC launched

power. The missing power is in the average ot~ lit—35%. affecting to a greater extent norr

sawtoothing discharges. but in sortie cases it is significantly higher (511+7tl‘3’} t. This cannot be

explained by a mere underestimate ol~ the gyrotron power or by a quality ot‘ the launched beam

poorer“ than cspectedlll. Furthcrttrorc. although transport analysis must use broad profiles for

the best reproduction ot’ the transient phasci the total input power it uses is consistent with the

total launched powerl'll,
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4. Conclusions
The observed increase rate of the energy density during ECRH in FTU at the switching on of
the gyrotron power is in general less than expected by ray tracing predictions. Also the
instantaneous global kinetic power input at the beginning of the transient phase lacks in many
cases the total EC injected power by a significant amount (:30% in the average),
While for the cases when the different estimates of the heating profile (ray tracing, kinetic
energy derivative. EC power modulation) are in agreement a consistent transport analysis can be
made, still remains the question of the missing power observed in the transient phase of many
EC heated FTU discharges.

° 1.5 nk dT/di m? 0 1.5 nk dT/dlravt. (centred) SHOT #8283 I x ,avt‘ . averaged SHOT #8296
"" ' ray l- (averaged) _' ray tracing 30
“““— ray t, (Offset 1-3 cm) - ----- from heat wave 25

E 40 — 20
E . b) 15a .
5- 20 - 10

50 a —~ a

I . . . I . . I . I . . I . l . . . . ~ . I . I . I i l A . i . I . . ._-. _ 0
0.85 0.9 0.95 1 1.05 0_9 0_95 1 1,05

HUT!) RU”)
[7i143“ Comparison bent’é’Pll measured and calculated (beam tracing) beating profiles. The time
derivative distribution ofthe kinetit' energy density is in general broader than calculated, even
taking into amount (a) a realistic shift between resonance and magnetic axis, or the averaging
efl'ert aft/1e finite size oft/1e volume seen by vac/1 ECE channel in temperature measurements.
In some cases the averaging is stiflicient to bring estimates and measurements to a closer
agreement (b). [n (b) is also shown the profile estimated by the heat wave analysis.
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The power dependence of EC current drive efficiency on the

first and second harmonics in conditions of tokamak T-10.

A.Yu.Kuyanov, A.A,Skovoroda, MDToki—nan'

RRC Kurchatov Institute, INF, Moscow, '-IAP RAS, Nix/mi Novgorod, RF

1' Introduction
In modern ECCD experiments on tokamaks an essential deviation of electron

distribution function from maxwellian one is achieved [1,2]. Calculations show that it can lead

to appreciable increase of a CD efficiency [3,4]. However, the optimum conditions of ECCD in

such a mode are studied weakly.

The paper extends the results of calculations performed with use of OGILAY code [4]

from the Second harmonic to the first one. Besides, we suggest simple scaling for the maximum

nonlinear addition to efficiency for a large input power,

2, The comparison of calculated ECCD efficiencies on the first and second harmonics

As a parameter of nonlinearity, p, we use a maximum value of ratio of absorbed power

density (1P / dV to neflve on ray trajectory, here V8 is the electron collision frequency, (1V

is volume between magnetic surfaces. Calculations show, that the appreciable distortion of

absorption profile caused by a quasilinear plateau establishment can be observed for the values

p>l, that are not practically realized in modern experiments. However, already for character—

istic value of experiment p>0.01 the distortion of hot electron distribution function causes

essential nonlinear change of a CD efficiency. This kinetic nonlinearity is studied in this paper,

On Figsl, 2 the dependencies of (a) total efficiency n = I/ P on input power P and

(b) - the ratio of nonlinear addition (1] — no) to linear efficiency T10 on parameter of non-

linearity p for the first (O—mode) and second (X-mode) harmonics are shown The calculations

were made with use of kinetic code OGRAY [4] for fixed plasma parameters and their profiles

(71,043 keV, neo=l.7 10'” cm}, 293:2, gaussian beam halfwidth L=6 cm), The line 1

corresponds to the regime when the maximum absorption is localized on the inside of torus,

the line 2 - near a magnetic axis, 3 — on the outside of torus. For fixed gyrotron frequencies

these different regimes were realized by changing the magnetic field value on the axis Hg. The

experimental data on maximum ECCD efficiency are shown by circles [1,2],

The comparison of figures demonstrates, that the efficiency on the first harmonic differs

weakly from the second harmonic for “central” and “outer” heating, Essential difference is

obtained for the “inner” heating The nonlinear increase of efficiency with growth of power for

the first and second harmonics is observed for a small power, even for hundred kW. Note, that
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for nona‘tial regimes the dependence of value (1] , no) / ‘ln on the power is stronger The ' e
efiiciency of“inner" regime in all cases is essentially larger than for “outer" one,
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The low value of ECCD efficiency on the outer side of torus is caused mainly by the

influence of trapped panicles (see [5] and cited literature) and low Te The distinction

between the ECCD eflicieneies on different harmonics exists only for “inner” heating and is
due to a profile effect. Because of dependence of O-mode difliision coefiicicnt on longitudinal
electron velocity the area of current generation for the "inner" heating is more shified to an
axis in comparison with X-mode.
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3.1)iscnssion
[he anztlvtical estimation of optimum nonlinear

[5 ]. At first note that for maxwellian distribution on
growth of ECCD efficiency can he

in the approach adutnced in

the distortion ot distribution function

absorption in high energy region of
derived {10
longitudinal Velocity

on transverse speed (due to

qilincar difitlsion) does not result in reduction of power

the phase}5}‘JaCt‘ tindei condition

’2
LUQ

Lilres EN“
( l)2

<1< UT

Here "T is thermal velocity. Nll — longitudinal refraction index. I’LtllreS' the characteristic

transverse and longitudinal velocity ofresonant electrons, and Ullrcs : urn/1n r , T - the opti-

cal thickness. In this case the ratio of nonlinear local ECCD elliciency 90(5) : j / (clP / (/V)

to linear one (/7009) For N“ << 1 is given in accordance with [5] by a relation

( s
max? ( ) = + 2 g, 777

5 ( 5 ) T 1'

p0 Lllws ZJ $07 1113'”2 r

This equation shows that the Value (1] e no) / 110 should grow with an increase of

longitudinal retlaction index [4] and drop with the temperature growth The dependence on

other parameters. t01 example density should be weal
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We have tested this relation numerically. On Fig} the dependence of the nonlinear

addition to total efficiency on a NHT80 and 71 G0 is shown They confirms the tendencies
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contained in Eq.(2). The practically linear dependence on N” was obtained At the approach to

autoresonance condition sharper growth is observed.
Eq.(2) roughly corresponds to calculated values. However, it does not take into

account essential profile effects The analysis of calculated data allows us to Propose the
following scaling for T-lO:

7] _ ’70 ~ 5 [VII

no cover/l <3)
The dependence of Eqi(3) on N” is quite clear. In accordance with (1) for small [VII

the maximum allowable value of Dims grows with the increasing of Nll‘ With the fimher

approach of N” to unity the transfer of longitudinal momentum from microwave to plasma

begins to play an appreciable role and the direction of quasilinear diffusion more and more

coincides with ECR region in phase space (for autoresonance condition N” : 1 the Exact

superposition for all resonant energies occurs) [6]. The inverse proportion of Eq,(3) to
electron temperature is connected with the fact that the ECCD efiiciency 1] depends on

temperature more weakly than linear efficiencyno (see the Eq.(2)). The more stronger
dependencies of nonlinear gain on input power level on Figsl, 2 for nonaXial regimes are
caused by temperature dependence,

4. Conclusion
The derived scaling predicts that for ofa nonlinear gain in efficiency for large tokamaks

with high electron temperature such as ITER the input angles of microwaves must be increased

essentially (to enlarge the N"). Increasing of input angles can be traced in the recent

calculations ofEC current drive for ITER [7].
The research described in this publication was made possible in part by Grant MP—BOOO

from International Science Foundation.
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EC‘CD and EC“ effect on sawtooth oscillations in T-10

[)A Kislov. VV Chistvakov, Yu\=' EsipcliuL, NA lx'irneva. AYa Kislov, SE Lysenko.

AA l\°lartvnov, KA Razumova, AV Sushltov.

RRC "Kurchatov lnstitute'K Institute of Nuclear Fusion. Moscow, Russia.

1. introduction Control of current profiles in tolx‘amalts attracts particular attention from the

standpoint of both confinement and MHD stability operation in plasmas. T-lO (R=l.5m,

l1L:0,3m) set ofgyrotrons (second harmonic ol‘the FC resonance. the angle of power injection

21° to the major radius ot'the torus. the total input HF power (I’Hjxl tip to IQMW) allows to

drive the currents of a few tens ot‘ l(A in plasma [1-2]. The present study is devoted to ECCD

efi‘ect on sawtooth oscillations (STOl and confinement in plasma core

2, Experimental results Two types ol‘ plasma conditions were used for the experiments: I.-

with I/,=180—150kA, ‘lu"3‘4s I'HIV up to O SMW and with STO in OH stage, 2.—with

lp=l40ld§ ‘ltriifi. I’H/sup to 0.75MW and without S'I‘O in OH stage. Line averaged electron

density (lie) and toroidal licld (3,) were varied in the ranges ac:0,7-2‘l0l3cm‘3. 13,:22-

2.7T
2.1 Sawtooth suppression and dependencies of sawtooth period on plasma parameters

Suppression of STO has been demonstrated both 50” {£1 .7 sawtoot i

. t t . 7‘ .. free

wrth on-axrs counter— CD and otl-ams co— ( D. l’igl (é -' i'

. . . . 4o '

represents dependencres ol 5T0 period (I‘m) and l '
. , ‘ ’_ .5 | l Punusunl

sawtooth tnverston radius try) on H, (1 c EC ‘7'“, I‘ i sawteeth

|

resonance location) for counter power injection. The

values of H, where STO appears to be suppressed

correspond approximately to the on»axis power

deposition. Sawtooth period increases substantially

(r5 also increases) for H, values close to the values

where STO suppression occurs Fig’l represents
v. M}: I lqi‘W‘] It, /E)r (“Hunter-t ‘D am]

60 w. M(ll of“ ‘ . 7 13 .3 A _
l ISO/LLIIL, I.-rlt) cm .PHF—ll.:aMW

u' i! It
.10 'Cm‘u E 40 l \ [It—UJBMA ‘ V _

0' : \,l dcpendencres ot Tsto on [1’ and He
44 t it. ‘ 4 '

i k’“ "ti 1 in lor the on-axrs power ahsorptionflsto

I n decreases with I], and NC), Sawtooth
‘3

. Olsflr ,s. p- f disruptions are not longer periodical

0.25 1.0 1.5 , 2.0 2.5 .
lit.*10"‘t-m’” near the threshold values oi 13,. 1],.

FILES t'_\ln \‘t'mm I ,Hm/ TIC /UI' trilttllr'l'-( '/1 H t? The llljc‘CllDll Oi 1)]7’1‘CO’3MW

t”, 347.17”; Milli“ (the power of one gyrotron) was
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insul‘ticient to stabilize STO under the range ol~ operating 60 [z
conditions STD suppression \\ as ohscrred also \\ith oili- m ‘,
axis co— power injection and /’///,:(l SMW (Fig.3) but E_-t0 i
only for EC‘ resonance locations in the high magnetic £007 ‘
lield side ol~ the torus Some increase in Tsto was T _ ‘B
obsen'cd for EC resonance locations in the loo magnetic 07L_._, “8:;
field side of the torus Stabilization ol‘ S'I‘Ol or L( 2‘1 2.38% T 2'5 2-7
resonance locations in the low magnetic field side was I‘M} 7g.) ”"3"”Bi/f'l'm—t‘D nml77'4““ /H jun/‘2 l,]ll.:/i3'/(l]’?c‘lrl.3obsen'ccl only under I’H/fO 75am" ll, 'IJIr//7’().5i\/ti'
2.2 Unusual sawtooth oscillations with FCCD STOL’tiller considerably \Vitll ECCD within
the range of operating conditions Unusual saotecth “C‘IE obscned on time traces of SXR
intensit} (In, ) and EC second harmonic emission (IN it STU become ”saturated” (Fig.4b) (as

l/l/l’l/li/l’l
irriiiripliant/“Win

"hunched" STO were obsened under relatitely E
loo \alues 01 He and PAH, 0 5\l\\’ \\llll tin-axis W‘i‘iiM/Nwwhfi iwmm
counter- CD (see black squares in I‘igsll) This~ .~ - ‘ ~ iitii‘lltptwlillwltype of S] O was observed also with oll»axrs co-

otten obsen’cd also with perpendicular to the
magnetic lield HF power injection) or
extraordinary ”hunched“ (Fig Jed) with the
oblique HF power injection, Such unusual

CD but mostly under operating conditions with 5"” 6m hm? W
[1): l40kA‘ /’H[fi0.75l\‘l\‘V "l‘ltltk‘liedU 5T0 He J ,Viii'lrmi/i Ilsc‘il/tlllllllfi‘ on the lime traces of
Occurs \VlICll Iq appears m llt‘ increased tt’llll’ti/ I.\.\t' (Ill-( )1], (/V-ifll—iL\'/i\'(tl-( ‘DJ L'.(/)-Ull-

' j A um t'I)HII/t’l'~( 'l)substantially over its ()H value (Tsto —lms)
Two types ol‘”hunched" STO were observed. Rapid increase ol‘ccntral lszw' after the sawtooth
disruption event (SDE) is tollou ed by the smooth drop of it lFlg,4C) for the first type of STO.
The second type dili‘ers from the lirst one by /,\\‘i‘

. . . c . . (\‘rmto A”This type ol 5T0 prevails lor r510 _t)-Stlnis “WNWWW
(Fig.5a), Such an increase of l“,- takes place WMWWWW
inside 1"", IX” decreases slightly outside r_\i at the Pl

i i . . il\ Csame time (tTSb) Bursts ol IN" 1 mode occur a i ' l “(‘0’ , WL Milt/“t!“ «NM
few ms before and alter SDE It may indicate that

increase starting a l'cw ins bel‘ore SDE (Figkltl).

q=| surface exists in the plasma all the time during
"hunched” STO, at least tor ieriodical STU Thel
perturbations ol‘ [or can be explained in terms ol‘ I“ 7; i-,,,,\,,[,/”Hr/1,0”, ,,,, my mm, ,mm‘ q/‘m'm.
7L, changes (l 1g 5c) The increase in I . attains tip I,\\'I" “Fl/Ct 'r “ll“l’u; ll”"“’“‘”-‘“"
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to 15% of the undisturbed 1") level (AIL. attains USkeV with 'I'U=3.5ke\/). Du drops occur

during the phase of the increased central 'l'L, (Figfid). So. these data can be interpreted as

transient improvement ofcontinement inside I} which reiterates with the sawtooth period.

2.3 steady State improvement of confinement with ECCD Abrupt increases of 1“,- and

[EC were Obsewed under operating conditions with 1],:I40kA and l";//:CO.75MW both with

Ofiqis co—CD and on-axis counter CD The level

OHM-r and 1/5( ' remains increased until the end oi‘ 22.6 a WNWiW

HF pulse. STO are absent before the increase and 5;.) r N i

' ‘ ‘ - “m it“?
appears after it with co—CD (Figpa). No STO WM ‘

take place before and alter the increase with
1 . r , :1

counter-(D (Figob) buch an increase has a 1-

radial structure similar to ohsened in the case of E3“
am. . counter-CD

"hunched” STO, and may also indicate the
. 1 “5‘23 573 523

transition to the improved eonltnement. Such t.,ms

transitions usually take place under a narrow lie/a [‘trtmp/r‘su/INYR tltz’l‘t’m'mfiu'((11—(‘0-(73.

‘ , 1/1)» CUIIHIW‘ ( ‘0.
range of n e.

2.4 q-profile calculations Calculations ol~ (/(I') profiles were made by ASTRA code[3] using

experimental profiles of (IUU‘). 'I'UU‘) and profiles ot‘ the driven current jafir) from nonlinear

code OGRAYH]. Calculated qtr) protiles for various [I7 and [3, values are presented on

Fig.7(aib). It's worth to note. that the calculated (/(I'l profiles with tfl correspond to the

threshold of II, and H, for STU stabilization \‘alues (see FigSZJ). Calculated radii of q=l

surface are also in a good accordance with experimental I" values. Fig.7c represents t](l‘)

redistribution during (lifiei‘cnt time inteIVals at‘tcr the start ol‘ HF power injection. According to

calculations the negative shear regions inside (/:i surface can be obtained with counter-CD

l71,0 U"1.0

" 1e t.=55ms
a— l,:0.t7ttn c— lP=0.19MA 2- (:35m3

ti— i,,:n.iaMA d— I,,:0.2iMit , 3‘ “251m
' 0.5 ' 77 7 f1 . 0,5! ~‘7

0.6 0.0 0.: 0A 06 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
r/a r a

Fig. 7’ ([(l')j1l‘(l/i/('.\ [imu til/(Il/tllmm [nr UHHIIt'J'»! '/ ”Ill/- 0 ill”); C:l 3,,1013CIH—3 nml zlt/Zi’l'clil(n)-I3,

(ll, [fill/till. i/il- [PI/iv 3 4/1, It Mime mitti'm/s u/it'r' Iln- slur! o/ Illl‘pulst' (I ,* [NO/cit It 4247')

under the experimental conditions Although the calculations cannot be quite valid for the shots

with periodical STO during ECRH pulse because ot‘the unknown redistributive effect of SDE

on j(l‘) profile. the negative shear regions must be expected for at least the shots with

considerably increased Tsto- Calculations exhibit flat or even nonmonotonie (10') profiles in the
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plasma core under the conditions with olllaxis co—("D. where steady state improve;V item ofconfinement was obseved.
3. Discussion Two eti‘ects or the oblique injection of EC power on _/(I') profile (and STD
stability) must be taken into account I — plasma core heating leading to formation 0fthepeaked/(r) profiles» 3- j(rt profile redistribution caused by LiCCD‘ such as formation Ofllle
flat or nonmonotonie ([(l') profiles with counter-CD The dependencies of rsto (m B,‘ I!" Be
(note that ECCD efliciency is inversely proportional to He). and the (/(I') profiles calculated
under various operating conditions allow to conclude that STO appears to be suppressed in the
experiments due to the cll‘ect of FC'C‘D on q(r) profiles and that ECCD has a strong inflUence
on Isto within the range ot'experimental conditions under where STO linsuppressed
According to the calculations. the regions with negative shear can take place in the plasma core
with on-axis counter CD and probably with oil-axis co-C‘D (for relatively low ’—’e and
sul’ticient I’ll/x). Assuming existence of negative shear regions in sawtoothing shots, tWo
ellects can be considered |,- Negative shear regions are usually associated with the
improvement 01‘ confinement in the experiincntsfoj] 2 7 i/(/-) profiles with two 4:] Surfaces
must be unstable to the ideal m:l mode Development of this mode may be responsible for
sawtooth disruptions and degradation ot‘conlinement in the case of‘the "hunched" STO.
Periodical improvement ot‘ confinement was obseryed for approximately the same range of
operating conditions where reversed shear region in sawtoothing shots appears (according to
the calculations) in the plasma core Nevertheless, the mechanism ol‘the transient improvement
of confinement interdependent with SDE remains to be unclear Redistributions oft/(r) profile
caused by ECCD may be responsible l'or this phenomenon. It can be supposed that transitions
to the steady—state improved confinement have the common nature with the periodical
improvements ot‘confinement in the case ot“'hunched" S'I'O.
4. Conclusions STO can be stabilized both with on-axis counter EC'CD and off-axis co-
ECCD. EC‘CD has a strong el'lcct on sawtooth period According to ([(I') profile calculations
negative shear regions can take place in the plasma core under the operating conditions ofthe
experiment Periodical improvement ot‘continement interdependent with sawtooth disruption
events was observed, The nature ot‘this phenomenon is not clear yet, Transitions to the steady
state improved confinement with ECCD were also observed in a Few shots.
Acknowledgments This research was supported in part by Grant NOS—02—05645a from RFFR,
by Grant Ml<ll300 from lSFt and by US DOE (‘ontract Number DE—ACO3-89ER 5| 1 l4.
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Radial Distribution of Superthermal Electrons

Measured with ECE

S. Preisehe‘, P. C. Efthimion, S. M. Kaye

Princeton University

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory

P.O. Box 45L Princeton, NJ 08511370451, U.S.A

Introduction

In order to develop Lower Hyhrid Current Drive into a reliable method of current

profile control, a better understanding of the time evolution of the RF driven current

profile must be dwelopedrl Spatially localized measurements of the fast electrons which

carry the current are required. A novel diagnostic has been installed and operated on

PBXrM to make such spatially localized measurements of the fast electron distribution

using electron cyclotron emission (ECE)g The technique presented here is also being

extended and applied to Tore Supra.

Technique

Radial localization of non—thermal ECE can be achieved by observation at an oblique

angle with respect to the magnetic field. Second harmonic upshifted Krinode emission is

observed during this experiment in the outer mid—plane of the plasma at frequencies which

bend due to the right-hand cut oil. The turning point of the ray sets an inner limit on

the radial location of the observed emission. An outer limit is set by the condition on the

. n. 2nfi—I—(L> 420. (1)
LL)

An accessibility diagram illustrating these observation conditions for PBX—M is shown

I‘E‘SOHHDCE‘.

in Figure 1. Emission cannot originate in the shaded regions of Figure 1. Under the

given density and magnetic field conditions, radialiy localized emission is observed in the

frequency range of approximately 60 A 90 GHZ. The ray path which emission at these

frequencies follows is show in Figure 2(a).

The total emission along the observation ray path can be written3

1
[(w) Z] (17‘ F’ Zfi771(w37‘> e—Tmir)7 (2)

rayputh 7130‘) m
’flI—J

'Present address: Association Euratoni~CEA sur la Fusion$ Centre d'Etudes de Cadarache. 13108

St. Paul-lezeDurance, France
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Figure ‘2: (Va) Torah/u! View of observation my [ml/1, nu, : 3.-l >< lOmemfl, ETD : 1.3T,
nit-wing angle : .57” wiflz respecl [0 HM toroidal direction. (b) 977d harmonic emission
along my [mi/i a! 80 UN: giixmi (1 fast clan-Iron energy (/islribuiion which is constant. wiih
radius with a densh‘y of? x lllwem'al a high energy para/[d Cutoff 0f100 IceV and (L
pnrmndicnlur fempemlure 0f 30 lid",

where In is the my refractive index, the sum is over harmonic numbers 712, Tm is the optical
depth. and fl,“ is the local emissivity. The local emissivity is dependent on the electron
distribution fumiion

fjlnvbr) (Iv : nail/10'). (3)

The observed emission is then dependent on the local electron distrilmtion function in
the spatial region of emission. Thus, given a model in velority space of that. distribution,
the observed emission can be used 10 find the [)H‘I‘ELHICl-CI‘S of the model. In the Following
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discugfil‘rmi a velocity distribution is chosen which has a plateau to a high velocity limit

in "it characterized by Ellm'u" and has a Gaussian distribution in rL. characterized by

n0 The emission along a ray path is shown in Figure Elli). calculated by Equation 2 and

using; the given model of the distribution lunctiou. The spatial localization of the emission

'15 clearly demonstrated in Figure "2(b).

Measurements

During an experiment such as the one outlined in Figures 1 and '3. the measured

Oblique ECE signal at a single frequency is shown in Figure 3 during a Lower Hybrid

experiment on FBXVM. This signal demonstrates both the rise in the emission from last

electrons during Lower Hybrid Current Drive. as well as the response of the last electrons

to a major MHD event. The radial response of the last electrons to such an event can

also be studied using this diagnostic technique.

firm'iu; gammy“
t

_ m

5.l 1’ [7" -fi fi
1

i i

k;

i t l

'linu: we;
shot # 105739

Figure 3: Raw Oblique EC'E signal (if 75 CH: compared will! a Miruou coil signal during

an MHI) canal. The ECE signal shows the response, offast electrons [0 a. major Ml

(and at (:590, as well as a. precursor [0 [but went. Louver Hybrid is turned on at 1:400.

The Oblique ECE signal is swept in. frequency every 6 ms. thus the lime resolution at a

single frrqucncy is 6 ms.

As the observed emission intensity is directly proportional to the superthernial electron

density. the radial profile at the superthermal electron density can be found. The compar—

ison of a radial profile measured in this manner to the radial variation of the measured

Hard X—ray emission‘1 is shown in Figure. 4. Under these conditions. the Lower Hybrid

damping region is both predicted by ray tracing> codes and found by llard X—raiy meas—

urements to be peaked in the region of (1/2. Figure r’l demonstrates that the supertherinal

density profile measured by the Oblique ECE system is in very good agreement with the,

Hard X—ray emissivity profile.

”V

9i F‘ .l. V"
Mdn'



Figure 11: Solirl line slmms Ilic normalized inverted [lard .\'-r(1y emissivily p‘i‘ofilg an ills
outer miilplane during a LHC'D m'pcrimml. Doitril line slimns llIC normalized density
profile measurcd by Oblique E'CE.

Further Experiments

The toroidal magnetic field of i'nany other toltamaks which use Lower Hybrid Current,
Drive is much higher than that of PBXWI. Under such conditions the rigllt~haud cutoff
frequency is not near the second harmonic of the electron cyclotron frequency, and cannot
be used to set an inner radial limit by retraction of the observation rays. This technique
is being slightly modified, however. for application to Tore Supra. Under such high field
conditions. an inner radial limit for upshifted emission can be set by the thermal cyclotron
layer. Any emission originating at radial locations inside the thermal layer is absorbed
by that layer~ the location of which is given by the magnetic field. Thus the observed
emission is a combination of thermal emission, which is known, and superthermal emission
originating outside the thermal layer, An outer radial limit on the emission is again given
hy Equation 1. Once localization of the emission is achieved, the radial variation of
the energy distribution and the superthermal density profile can again be studied. This
experiment will be carried out on the Tore Supra tokamak.

This new diagnostic method can be used to study the RF driven current profile and
its time evolution under a wide range of experimental conditions.
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Current Drive and Profile Control

in Low Aspect Ratio Tokamaks

VS Chan, SC Chiu, YR Lin—Liu, RL Miller and AD Tumbull
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Introduction

The key to the theoretically predicted high performance of a low aspect ratio tokarnak

(LAT) is its ability to operate at very large plasma current IP. The plasma current at

low aspect ratios follows the approximate formula: 1,, ~ (5 aZBt/w [(1 + nz)/2]

[A/(A — 1)] where A E R/a which was derived from equilibrium studies [1]. For

constant (1,1,. and Bt, I}: can increase by an order of magnitude over the case of tokamalcs

with A 3 2.5. rThe large current results in a significantly enhanced 5c (E fiNIp/aBt)

possibly of Order unity. It also compensates for the reduction in A to maintain the

same confinement performance assuming the confinement time 7' follows the generic

form ~ HIpP'l/zRa/zrcl/z. The initiation and maintenance of such a large current is

therefore a key issue for LATs.

Current Profile Requirements for LATS

To be economically competitive, a large fraction of Ip has to come from bootstrap

current, which requires operating at high [3,, since IBs/Ip ~ A'l/ZBP. At the same

time, some current profile control is necessary to maintain MHD stability to ballooning

and kink modes at high fit, i.e., high Troyon coefficient. Therefore some fraction of IP

has to be provided by non-inductive current drive for steady-state operation. Stability

studies suggest that Troyon scaling should still hold at low aspect ratio, hence tradeoffs

exist between maximizing fit and bootstrap fraction. Specifically, the quantities Br and

flip are related by fit flp : 25 EQBN/lUOV. IffiN ~ 10 can be achieved, a LAT can operate

with both high fip and high [3,.

Table 1 shows two LAT equilibria illustrating the tradeoffs between [it and bootstrap

fraction. Both equilibria have high fiN values and are stable to ballooning modes. The

total current profiles and bootstrap profiles are depicted in Fig. l which clearly displays

the different external current drive requirements for the two cases. For Case A with a

higher 3:, the bootstrap current is not Well-aligned with the total current except at the

plasma edge. Significant external current drive of up to 30% mostly at the outer half of

the plasma is required. Case B has lower fit, but the bootstrap current is for the most

part well-aligned, requiring external current drive of 10% at the plasma interior.

RF Wave Penetration and Current Drive

Since space is of a premium for LATS, neutral beam injection is not an attractive option.

However, LATs possess some unique characteristics which make it very challenging to
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Table 1

[A : 1.2, elongation : 2.2, triangularity : 0.7]

Case A Case B

'85; 8 7.57
fit 0.329 0.224
Q, 1.36 1.79
Ip (MA) 8.226 5.913
Idin 1.054 0.692
[13-5 70.552 } 71.1% —0.367 } 88.6%
lbs 5.347 4.915

use If waves for heating and current drive. The very large fl: causes the total B-
field 131 to be non—monotonic in B (Fig. 2). Also the ohmic loss constraint on the
centerpost limits on~axis Bt to relatively low values (~ 1.2 T for Cases A and B), The
tight inboard space eliminates launching rf on that side. For electron cyclotron ordinary
waves (Oimode), the low Bt limits the maximum density to 7'1.e < 9.74X1012(BT)2 cm”.
Because of the nonrmonotonic lB|, one can use the extraordinary wave (X-mode)
launched from the outside but the density is still limited to 11C < 1.95 X 1013 (ET)? curs
where ET is normalized to 1 T. For lower hybrid waves, the accessibility condition is
n? E (dell/(n)2 > 1 + ”Se/92c:- To avoid strong Landau damping at the edge and for
efficient current drive, w/k” has to be much larger than the thermal velocity. Typically
17.” ~ 1.5 which limits the density to Tie < 1.2 X 1013(BT)2 am”.

At the ion cyclotron frequency range, the challenge is to find a frequency window
which avoids cyclotron resonances at the plasma edge because of the non-monotonic
|B]. For the equilibria in consideration, we have found only one frequency range near
f ~ 8.5 MHZ which has a single fundamental tritium resonance at the inboard side
[Fig 3(a)] for a 50750 DrT plasma. We have not found a scenario with a cyclotron res-
onance or two—ion hybrid resonance on-axis with no edge cyclotron resonance. However,
with the high [3,; and a relatively flat 131 well, electron Landau damping and cyclotron
damping are strong enough for the rf energy to be damped in the core before reaching the
resonance [Fig 3(b)]. Because [Bl increases toward the outer edge, a hybrid resonance
e)dsts in the outer half of the plasma similar to high field launch in standard tokamaks.
Near the resonance layer, the magnetosonic wave is described by the coupled equations

511 — 71? 512 E:
82 : 0 v (1)2_ 5 - _12 622 T7.H + 6:52
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when: r replaces the major radius R in a quasi-slab approximation, 6,,- are the dielectric

tensor elements including warm plasma effects. If we identify the warm plasma part of

the tensor elements separately as kij following Ref. 2, Eq. (1) becomes

32E .,
(S a 71:) 5m: + [(611 — n32 — ki2 + (kg; # ”IF) (511 — S)

Hm (s—n§)]E, :0 . (2)

where We assume nip : (R l nzl)(L — nfi)/(S — of) and R, L, and S are the usual

cold plasma dielectric elements. The coefficients in Eq. (2) are expanded about the

hybrid resonance, assuming the gradient of R to be small, to give the standard Budden

equation from which we obtain the tunneling parameter 1]. The transmission coefficient

is T : 8—2" and the mode conversion coefficient is M’ : 1 — 6—2”. Taking n, : 3 at

the edge, assuming ~ 1/R Variation, ne : 1 X 101‘1 cm’3 and Te : 20 keV : T, which

corresponds to (fit) : 22%, the transmission efficiency is computed to be only 33%.

Hence, a large fraction of the if power is mode converted and absorbed at the hybrid

resonance. This suggests that wave penetration at the ion cyclotron frequency range is

also very difficult.

If the frequency is lowered to sub—cyclotron range, the hybrid resonance becomes the

Alfvén resonance and moves closer to the edge. We estimated the fraction of power

absorbed at the resonance following Karney et al. [3] for a cold plasma to be small,

hence coupling to the plasma interior is possible. The Alfvén wave is clamped in the

plasma core in a single pass because of the high fit (Fig. 3(c)].

We have identified two schemes for current profile control in LATs. Mode conversion

current drive at the tritium ion cyclotron frequency can be used for off-axis profile

control and subacyclotron Alfvén waves for on-axis current drive. Because of the low

IB] and high 6:, a novel eflect first discussed in the context of wave helicity injection

[4] becomes non-negligible and can enhance the current drive efficiency by a factor

~ 1 + fle]CeReZ(CE)] with (C E w/lcuvm and Z is the plasma dispersion function. We

estimated that with Alfvén wave current drive for case B, 250 kA/MVV is possible.
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Abstract

Initial experiments have been performed on the DlIl—D tokarnak on coupling, direct

electron heating, and current drive by fast waves in advanced tokamak discharges. These

experiments showed efficient central heating and current drive in agreement with theory

in magnitude and profile. Extrapolating these results to temperature characteristic of

a power plant (25 keV) gives current drive efficiency of about 0.3 MA/mz.

Introduction

An objective of the Advanced Tokamak (AT) program on DlllgD [1] is to develop

discharges with improved confinement and improved beta limit, per unit plasma current.

Success may lead to fusion reactors with higher performance and lower cost. This

approach also leads to higher fraction of the plasma current driven by the bootstrap

effect, so that fully noninductive steady state discharges may be obtained economically

even if current drive efficiencies do not improve beyond those now theoretically projected

for power plant conditions.

Two particularly promising approaches to the AT program are the high K, and the

Reverse Central Shear (RC8) discharges. Discharges in DllI—D have been shown to have

confinement and beta limits which are proportional to 2;, presumably due to increased

magnetic shear in the plasma core. Confinement up to 1.7 times the Dlll—D/JET

H—mode scaling was obtained in high 2; Himode discharges [2]. Likewise, RCS dis

charges [3] have demonstrated equilibria with very high beta mm) : 44%], and dis

charges in which the minimum safety factor qmin is above 2.0 have greatly reduced

MHD activity and improved confinement [4].

The high 8, and ROS discharges have been obtained in DlIIAD by transient means, such

as ramping the plasma current or the elongation, or by applying neutral beam heating

during the current rise to generate hollow current profiles. It is the goal of the current

drive program on DlllvD to generate the means to sustain these discharges for the 10

sec duration of the toroidal field.

Fast Wave Current Drive

Fast wave current drive (FWCD) has been applied in L—mode discharges in DIII—D to

generate an understanding of the physics [577] and to develop the technology. EXA

tensive experiments have been performed with the 2 MW, 60 MHZ, system, which

/
'Oak Ridge National Laboratory tORISE Postdoctoral Fellow at General Atomics
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uses a four-strap antenna. The straps can be phased for electrOn heating (on O
which has a launched n“ (parallel index of refraction) of about 10, or for Current, d’:
(0,7r/2, Tr, 37r/2) with an n‘l of about 5. More recently, two new Systems With frequeg‘w
range 60 to 120 MHZ and power of 2 MW each were added. The higher {Equal}?
is expected to have stronger damping and higher current drive efficiency in the hi 3;;
electron temperature plasmas expected in the AT program. g
Experiments under a wide range of conditions over several years have shown that FW‘CD
is an effective tool for driving current [8]. Full current drive was attained With 1 MWof current drive power in discharges in which the plasma current was Talnped down
shortly before the rf power was applied. This generated a discharge with high gi’ With
improved confinement and high electron temperature relative to its final plasma Cunentof 0.16 MA [8].
This experiment and others with partial current drive in discharges With fixed currenthave shown that fast wave current drive and heating can be effective even under condi.tions where the single pass damping is weak, as low as 5%. Comparisons of experimentalresults with results from the CURRAY ray tracing code show that the Current clrit.e
efficiency can be understood if a power loss of about 4% per pass is arbitrarily added[8]. Figure 1 (circular data points) shows that the measured efficiency plotted as a
function of electron temperature matches well with the code results. The origin of the
4% loss per pass is not understood, but it is not believed due to collisional damping.
These experiments were performed with a low toroidal field, near 1 T, which helps toimprove the single pass damping (which is proportional to 3'3) and minimizes the i011
cyclotron damping.

Studies of wave propagation using an array of rf probes on the inner and outer walls
of DHI~D show that the directionality of the antenna and the launched spectrum of
parallel wavenumber are in reasonable agreement with theory [9]. Measurements shown
in Fig. 2 of the parallel wavenumber detected on the inside wall across from the antenna,
Show that the sign of k“ is as expected from
the launch conditions (co-, counterrcurrent 5

- - . . =F CDirNBl E :27drive, and 0 phasmg), but the upshlft in k” A“ ::F$CD‘ECH((BTT=HI']
is a little smaller than that expected from H °=FWCD(BT=m
the ratio of the major radii of the antenna 23 ,. : 3 CURHAV r’and the location of the detectors. NE (no edge nose,"

'5 2 4.FWCD in Reversed E L. x i, TcumAvCentral Shear Discharges " , t “Wm, x 5 loss)
The initial work in AT discharges was done 0 .2 4under conditions of reversed central shear, Telmlkevl
which was generated by applying 3.7 MW
of neutral beam heating during the current Fig- 1‘ Meg-5W“ FWCD emcjencfi’ ‘35 a film”

tion of electron temperature. The diamond—
. shaped points are taken in 2 T discharges withhOHOW current profile Wlth qmin above 2-0 reversed centre] shear and neutral beamfor a period of nearly 3 sec. This RCS preheating.

ramp phase of the discharge to generate a
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Fig. 2: Parallel wavenurnber measured on the inner wall, as a function of time for three

discharges, with fast wave antenna phasing of (a) (0,0,0,0), (b) (0, 77/2,rr, 37r/2), and

(c) (O,e7r/2,eir,—37T/2.

configuration was selected for initial experiments because it has high central electron

temperature which leads to high CD efficiency, it lacks sawteeth, which interfere with

central current drive [10] as well as with the method of measuring the profile of driven

current [11], and it has steady boundary conditions, which facilitates coupling of fast

waves to the plasma. The experiment was done in deuterium plasmas at 2 T, for which

the lowest frequency applied, 60 MHz, corresponds to the 4th harmonic of the ion

cyclotron resonance at the center of the plasma. The hydrogen fraction was kept to

a minimum (below the measurement threshold of 1% to 2% measured at the edge) to

minimize ion absorption at the second harmonic. The plasma configuration was double

null divertor with plasma current of 1.4 MA.

The current profile is deduced [11.] from a time series of magnetic reconstructions. The

reconstructions, using the EFIT code, are constrained by data from the motional Stark

effect and other diagnostics measuring the electron and ion temperature profiles, the

density profile, and the Zefi' profile. A radial derivative of the flux gives the profile

of the total current density and a time derivative gives the profile of electric field.

Since the local electric field is known, the inductive current density can be subtracted

from the total current density using neoclassical resistivity. By comparing cacurrent

drive and counter-current drive discharges, the neutral beam driven current and the

bootstrap current, which are independent of the phasing of the fast wave antenna, can

be subtracted. This leaves the profile of currents driven by the fast wave power.

Profiles of FWCD determined in this manner are in excellent agreement with theory.

This is shown in Fig. 3, in which the experiment is compared with calculations using

the CURRAY code (without the artificial 4% loss per pass), the FASTCD code [12] which

assumes stochastic rays, and the RANTSD/PICES full wave code [13]. The codes and the

experiment are in striking agreement. It should be noted that none of the codes have

any free parameters, and that the agreement is excellent both in profile and magnitude.

The current drive efiiciency for these discharges is larger than that in discharges with

normal current profiles. This is shown in Fig. 1 (diamond points). It is conjectured that

the difference is due to the higher temperature in the boundary in the RC8 discharges
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due to the additional beam heating, and
that the 4% loss per bounce of the rays
does not apply. (Avoidance of the 4% loss
is not due to stronger damping at the
higher central temperature of the ROS dis- J .

. . lp) 50charges, smce these discharges are also at amp(cm2
higher toroidal field, which greatly weak-
ens the damping.) Extrapolation of the
efficiency linearly with temperature to the
25 kV temperature of a power plant, af— 0.0

150

100'

nu.

ter correcting for Z63, gives a respectable
7] : 0.31 X 1020 MA/MWIHZ. Fig, 3: Radial profile of experimentauy d5

termined current density, with calculated PFC»
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1_ Introduction and Experimental Setup

Noniudnctive current generation by high power Electron Cyclotron Resonant Heating

(ECRH) has important applications to futin‘e tokamak reactors like steady state opera—

tion and current density profile control. The possibility of Electron Cyclotron Current

DriVe (ECCD) has been established in a number of experiments [1 , 6]. At the RT?

tokamak an experimental programme has been started to investigate the dependencies

of the ECCD on the various wave and plasma variables. First results are reported here.

The ECRH system at RTP. consists of two 60 GHz. 100 ms. 200 kW gyrotrons and

a single 110 GHZ. ‘200 ms. 500 kW gyrotron. The ECCD is effected in the clown shifted

resonance scheme by oblique, high field side (HE‘S) launch ivia a steerable mirror— of X—

mode from a single 60 GHz gyrotron. The other 60 GH7. or the 110 GHZ gyrotron is used

for additional heating by perpendicular. low field side (LFS) O- or 2nd harmonic X—mode

injection. respectively. Apart from the standard diagnostics. a 19-channel interferome—

ter and a ‘20—channel heterodyne radiometer provide the electron density and electron

temperature profiles duringr the whole discharge, while a high resolution (N 1.5 mm)

density and temperature profiles are provided at a single time point by a TV Thomson

Scattering (TVTS) system.

Two sets of experiments have been carried out. In most discharges the total plasma

current has been kept constant. while in a small number of discharges the inductively

coupled power has been frozen at a level well prior (10720 ms) to the start of the ECCD.

2. Experimental Results and Analysis: constant I],

Since the ECCD in RTP is insufficient to drive the total plasma current (N 60 ltA in

most experiments). a residual loop voltage is always observed and the EC driven current

can only be obtained indirectly. On the basis of Fokker-Planck code simulations [5], one

may proceed from the hypothesis that the total plasma current is given by

1p = Icond it Iecco + 15y“ : ”E“ i "loopsc. ‘t ‘I'synPEc-Eu- (1)

i.e. In the sum of the (thermal) conductive. the EC driven. and a synergetic cur-

rent. here the +. — signs correspond to co- and counter—drive (effected by reversing the

toroidal direction of EC wave injection). respectively. Both the plasma heating and the

synergistic effect are expected to be identical for co- and counter-current drive. The EC
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driven current is then simply obtained from the residual loop voltages during CO~. . andcounter-ECCD:

I __ "Moment _ I[looplco I
ECCD — ,r r p'

lloopxnt + l loop.co (2)

This method requires highly reproducible discharges.
The ECCD measurements have been done with 13.5 kW HFS ECCD over a range

of magnetic fields Be : 2.15 T - 2.33 T, and densities 1'76 2 0.9 v» 1.4 x 1019111-3'
Central temperatures in the ECCD phase range from 1.0 to 1.5 lieV for ECCD alOHe
and up to 3.0 keV by the addition of 70 — 120 kW 60 GHz LFS ECRH. Fig. 1 shows
an example of the results obtained during combined HFS ECCD and LFS ECRH in
terms of HOOP during either ("0- or counter-ECCD at Bo : 2.33 T. Tie a 0.9 x 10191n‘3.
By comparison of the loop voltages at the end of the ECCD phase a driven Clll‘rent
of IECCD = 12 :l: ‘2 ltA can be concluded (the highest EC driven current reached in
these experiments). The experimental results are sun'nnarized in Fig. 2. Since the EC
driven current is expected to be roughly proportional to m TE/nc. the measured Values
of IECCD have been multiplied by fie/Te. The results are shown as a function of the
toroidal magnetic field. The highest current drive efficiencies are obtained at the highegt
fields used in the experiments, and are found to drop off quickly as the magnetic field
is reduced. As the density is increased, a decrease in TC is observed together with a
strong drop in the EC driven current confirming the scaling of IECCD at constant B?
with density and temperature.

For comparison. the results of a series of Fokker—Planck code [7] calculations are
given in Fig. 3. The calculations have been carried out for 718(0) = 1.7 X 101911115
(corresponding to 7'2e a 0.9 x 10191114) and ZCH : 3 with either T€(0) = 1.5 or 3.0 keV
for HFS ECCD alone or combined HFS and LFS injection. respectively. As TC is reduced
at B0 = 2.1 T. an increasing amount of power is absorbed at the low field side of the EC
resonance. thus driving a current in the opposite direction, which causes the larger drop
in the net current drive efficiency for this case. The measured currents are typically
lower, but. not far from the code predictions.

Fm‘ther analyses of the experiments are still required in order to determine the
thermal plasma conductive current and the synergetic current. This requires accurate
knowledge of the thermal plasma conductivity and. hence. of Z83. Presently. no (li-
rect measurement of Zeff is available on RTP. An estimate could be obtained from the
plasma conductivity during the Ohmic phase of the discharge provided that. no signifi-
cant nonthermal electron population is present in this phase.

3. Experimental Results and Analysis: constant inductively coupled power
The inductive drive in RTP is achieved by a high voltage capacitor bank which is
switched on and off by a four thyristor electronic switch. Pulse width modulation
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at a frequency of 300 H7. is applied to control this switching. The ‘on-tiine~ is a direct

measure of the delivered inductive power. By freezing the "on-time.“ at the constant level

reached during the Cin‘rent plateau in the Ohmic phase of the discharge the inductively

l.Oupled power is kept constant. When ECC‘D/EC‘RH is switched on some 10—20 ms

later. a steadily increasing current. is observed. The pulse duration of the gyrotrons (70*

90 ms in these experiments) is too short to obtain a stationary state. as illustrated in

Fig 4. Consequently, definit conclusions regarding the amount of driven current cannot

be reached. though the current ramp rate Tp is clearly larger during co— than during

count er—drive.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

C‘lear evidence of noninductive current drive has been obtained in RTP. Maximum driven

currents of IECC-D 2 1‘2 3‘: ‘2 l{A have been achieved at B(p = 2.315 T, with a normalized

efficiency of mg E fligRI/P : .06 in units of 101” ln’jA/W'. The efficiency drops oil

quickly as the magnetic field is decreased or the density is increased. The EC driven

currents are lower but close to the theoretical predictions.

When the experiments are carried out keeping the inductively coupled power during

ECCD/EC‘RH constant and at the same level as during the Ohmic current plateau. a

higher Current ramp rate is observed during co- than during counter-ECCD. However.

a stationary state is not reached during the limited pulse length of the gyrotrons (_<

90 ms). and definit conclusions about the amount of EC driven current cannot be drawn

at this moment.
Future work will include more detailed analyses of the results. including a study

of the synergetic contribution to the. plasma current, and extension of the parameter

ranges covered by the experiments. Further. installation of a rotatable mirror at the

end the optical transmission for the 110 GHZ gyrotron will also allow experiments on

up—shil‘ted '2”‘l—harmonie X-mode current drive.
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1. Experimental Conditions and Theoretical Modelling

The confining magnetic field in the W7—AS Stellarator has a flat profile of the rotational

transform + with a weakly positive shear (tip to + 2%) above and weakly negative shear (up to

i 297-) below + = 0.4. Low order rational values of + can thus be excluded from the confine-

ment region by a proper choice of r. which can be tuned within the range 0.25 < t- < 0.65. The

global confinement depends sensitively on t— with maxima in the close vicinity of the loorder

rationals + = 1/2. l/3...[l.2J. The total stored energy from the diamagnctic signal is shown in

Fig.1 as a function of the edge value Of-t- (a) for ECR heated plasmas with low [5 and zero net

curt‘a Under such conditions one may expect to operate close to the vacuum field conditions.

The low shear configuration of the vacuum mag-

netic field is, however. modified by internal plasma

currents such as the pressure driven bootstrap current,

Pfirsch-Schliiter (PS) current and diamagnetic current

under finite-B conditions. The Shafranov shift of

finite—ii plasmas plays an important role and modifies

the profile of the rotational transform. Externally cori-

trolled plasma currents are introduced by Electron Cyc—

lotronrtECCD) and/or inductive current drive. The

EC—driven current is decoupled from the plasma con

ductivity profile even under steady state conditions in

contrast to the inductive current, its position and mag-

nitude is controlled by the resonance layer position and , .

launch angle of the incident microwave beams [3]. flmmm' Ufme Mg? ”Harmful [mmfmjm
" . _ . for lam/3 plasma: m W7»AtS. The (lensuy

Net current—tree plasma start up and heating is is 02 1020 ”1.3) the ECRH ”mm. [-3. 0.2

PFOVidEd by ECRH Eli 70 GHZ and/01. 140 GHZ With 3 MW, the film!!!“ Her current is zero. Some

plasma density up to nc.cril = 0.3 1020 m’3 (1.25 T, rationalvaluesoft—areindicured.

XZ—modc), num = 0.6 1020 m’3 (2.5 T, Ol-mode)

and “e,crit = 1.2 1020 rn‘3 (2.5 T, X2-mode). Both the 70 GHZ (< 1.0 MW, 3 s) and 140 GHZ

beams (0.5 MW, 1.1 s) are launched from the low field side in the equatorial plane and can be

steered to arbitrary toroidal directions for current drive. The radial plasma current distribution is

calculated assuming a linear superposition of the different current contributions. The bootstrap

current is calculated by the DKES code [4] and the inductively driven current is calculated as-

suming neoclassical conductivity and are based on the measured profiles of temperature and

density. The ECAdrivcn current is calculated in the framework of the linear theory [5] within the

'adjoint approach' [6] taking into account the measured profiles of ne and T6 and trapped particle

effects with a 3D ray tracing code. The modelling of the different current contributions was

investigated in specially tailored experiments [c.g. 3,5] with respect to magnitude, radial distri—

bution and plasma parameter dependence.
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2. Exlwriments without Inductive Currents

Under optimum co—ECCD conditions (0.6 MW. 70 GHZ. B0 = 1.35 T. X2) :1 net cur ,
of 15 RA is measured. whereas with etr-ECCD the bootstrap current is completely compensarttxm
The net current levels off after typically 1.5 s due to the long L/Relime. The profiles oftlie L ‘
tron temperature and rotational transform are compared in Fig.2 for both cases. The densit '
both discharge types was feedback controlled to nL.O : 1.6 1019 mi? The ions play a minor fol”
in these low density discharges. because of the weak collisional coupling to the electrons. e

The significant differences in the profiles indicate the influence of the radial Shape of + With
negative shear in the co-CD case and positive shear in the ctr—CD case. The major resonances +
: 0.5. 1.0 which are crossed with comparatively weak shear carrse a confinement deter-10m.
tion in the co-CD case. as indicated by the flattening of the temperature profile within the region
8 cm < r < 16 cm. However. high central temperatures with steep gradients are maintained in
the plasma centre. where the higher resonances are crossed with strong shear.

elec.

1.5 . . t . . .
#1832645 3_ 318351-67

1:155 3 t=1.7s _
3 1.0-(D .
e
I-m 0,5‘ - .

L
i

0 r r r O r I t

0.4. -------- ' Q _

0.3" ' 2’ ‘
a ‘ ‘ m . .
.9 02- * §. . 1_ _

0.1- ‘ _
o , z i Q . . .

0 10 20 0 10 20
r (em) r (em)

Fig.2: Rtll/flII/N‘Qfl/KY of'l'l. and +fin‘ rt 15 krl (Ilse/litany trirlr the EC ill'fl‘L‘ll current in the direction oft/1c Imm-
ump current (co-CI), rig/tr) and will: l/tr’ EC-rlriwn rurrcnl r‘mnpwrruling (Ire bootstrap current ((‘aIrIeILCD. [(11).
The (Ins/rm] curve is llrr' mcarmr rotational transform (Inadifir'u' by the P.S'-('ru‘r(’n/r (nil_\‘)for reference.

In the counter—CD case the confinement is deteriorated in the plasma centre at r < 7 cm,
where the modelling of the rotational transform predicts + : 0. This is indicated by the flat tern—
perature profile despite the strong central EC‘RH. No confinement is expected within the. -t— = 0
surface. In the co—CD case sawtooth activity (m=l) is measured in the centre around r = 5 cm.
Close to the plasma edge around r : 15 cm relaxations are seen, which are presumably due to
m = 2 modes. The observed MHD activity supports the calculated +~profile No MHD activity
is observed in the counter—CD case with zero net current.

3. Experiments with inductive current control (Ip=0)

The inductive compensation of both the EC-driven current and the bootstrap current allows
an easy control of the edge value of t. It should be noted, however. that the modification of the
+-profile by finite pressure effects (cliarnagnetic currents and PS-currents) needs to be included
in the analysis and becomes important already at tnoderate B—values (about 0.5 ”/v). In general.
with increasing B the +~value increases in the plasma centre and decreases in the outer plasma
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region as compared to the vacuum case. We compare net-current—free discharges with 0.4 MW

ECRH power (B0 = 2.5 T, X2) at high (net, 2 0.75 10201113) and low density (n60 = 0.17 1020

m'3i with B on axis of 0.6 % and 0.3 %. respectively.
For both types of discharges a launch angle scan, i.e. a scan of the EC—driven current, was

performed to modify the balance between the contributing internal plasma currents while main—

raining zero net Current. Fig.3 shows the calculated EC-driven current and the total stored plas-

mil energy as a function of the launch angle for both types of discharges.

15

q
5

A
> 10 ; . .......:,...

i 9 : .
_, g : f

Ds 2
J“ E 5 ‘a "3*"?-E . .

, 3 . I 0 1 3
-20 “10 0 10 20 -20 -10 0 10 20

Launch angle (deg) Launch 3'19"9 (deg)

Fig.3: Calculated EC-driven current (left) and mlalrmredplasnm energy (right) vs. the toroidal launch angle of

[he Iiiicmwavc beamfor low and high plasma density.

The total stored energy and thus the global confinement changes from 11.5 k] (ctr-CD) to

about 8 kl (co—CD) in the high density case. Note, that the bootstrap current is compensated by

the inductive current alone at perpendicular launch (no ECCD). The increase of the stored ener-

gy is due to a steepening of both the density and electron temperature gradients. In the low den-

sity case a much smaller (7%) but reproducable dependence of the stored plasma energy on the

ECAdriven current is observed, which points into the opposite direction, i.e. slightly better con—

finement at corCD as compared to counter—CD. Whereas, in the high density case, the edge

value t—(a) is somewhat below 1/3 due to the finite [5 effect, it was set to 0.345, slightly above

1/3 in the low density case. As a consequence, the resonance is crossed under counter—CD con—

ditions in the low density case and at co-CD conditions in the high density case, which supports

the hypothesis of confinement degradation due to rational values of 1:.

Both the bootstrap and EC driven currents are of comparable magnitude and much larger in

the low density case (about 6-8 kA) than in the high density case (about 2—3 kA). Thus higher

shear is introduced in the low density case, which reduces the degradation due to rationals

(stabilization of resonant modes or reduction of island width). The calculated 1- profiles for

three cases with co—, counter, and no ECCD are shown in Fig.4.

In contrast to the corresponding low density discharge, the resonant t— = 1/3 is met with

weak shear in the co—CD case giving rise to a flattening of the stationary temperature profile. In

the case of no ECCD, e is almost constant over the minor radius and low order rational values

of i” are avoided. In this sense this discharge represents an ideal example for the shearless stel-

larator. Good confinement is achieved under this condition (see Fig.3, launch angle 00), how—

ever, the discharge is difficult to control and sensitive to minor changes of the discharge para—

meters. For counteeD a more robust situation is achieved, but it has to be accepted, that the

natural resonance at + = 5/16 with its influence on the confinement (see Fig. 1) appears at the

plasma periphery. The discharge exhibits bifurcational characteristics, i.e. small changes of the

heating power (15 670) lead to a smooth transition to a new equilibrium with only about 60 % of

the initial stored plasma energy. This may be related to arearrangementofthe internal current

density and, consequently, to the +—profile. At the high densities investigated here, changes of

the pressure profile (here the significant drop of Tc) affects both the PS— and the bootstrap cur—
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rent contribution to the rotational transform decreasing the slightly positive shear Ag 1
. t . . V .. . ‘ ‘

quence. the theoretically predicted position of the + = 3/16 resonance moves iuwa
sis ol‘ the heat wave propagation from the modu—
lated electron temperature measured by the ECE M .
diagnostic as shown in Fig.5 supports these pre— m
dietions.
Flat regions are measured in both phase and am-
plitude of the propagating heat wave indicating a
short circuit in radial heat transport. This regions
are typically 2-3 cm wide and move radially inf
ward on a slow time scale until they remain local-
ized at a fixed position after 0.2 s. The discharge
has arrived at a new equilibrium then and is sta»
tionary again. The stationary TC—profiles show
decreased gradients also outside the predicted
5/16 resonance region, which is not covered by
this explanation. Two effects at the higher densi~
ties have to be considered: the collisional elec»
tron—ion coupling prevents the separation of the
different loss channels, and the role of the par-
ticle confinement at the plasma periphery, as
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high density ECRH discharges.

Fig.4: Radial profiles oft—fur (lie liigli den“,y
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F151.5: Phase and amplitude prqfiles Ofllltf 'l'P-pcrnu‘lmlirm from ECE. The heat wave i.i' exiled on plasma axis by
ECRH power modulation, For (lazily one phase profile ( I ) was given an offrcl of], one amplitude profile ( I)
an ofikel of If) in separate bat/i profiles in the graph. The IHY} lime slices .r/iaw pct‘lm‘heil regions, it'lzicli more
radially inward during ”11’ decay phase.
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Simultaneous Measurement of Electric Field and Electron

Density Fluctuations in Magnetized Plasma by Means of

Atomic/Molecular Beam of Hydrogen Isotopes

Andrey A.Kabantsev

Budker lnstitute ot Nuclear Physics

Layrentyey avenue ll. Novosibirsk GBUUQU, Russia

Introduction

This paper presents a method ol‘ electric field and electron density and their fluctuations

simultaneous measurement [11. Radial transport induced by the low frequency fluctuations

is now an important research subject in magnetically cm’lln‘ietl plasmas. Knowledge ol-

Ea, (ii/nil2 and local crossecorrclation between them are critical to understanding

of the anomalous transport phenomena associated with instabilities or with the li/l'l

transit ion.

The Method

An atomic/molecular beam I (see l7ig.l] of hydrogen isotopes (HO. Do‘ Ho D3 etc.) is

injected with fixed velocity no E \l'lé‘U/ll along a. chord into magnetized plasma column,

An energy $0 of the main components is assumed to be J5 + 60 Incl” in the context of

this paper, in this energy range the penetratimi ol‘ molecular and atomic beams is mainly

determined by charge exchange. which is practically equal for Ni) molecules and D0 atoms

with the same energy [2 1]. Thus the ratio of these components is approximately constant

along the trajectory ol~ probe beam. Part. of these atoms and molecules are ionized and

trapped at points A and B separated by two Larmor radii /’ ol probe particles, Then

the small fractions of the trapped atomic ions D+ moving on the Larmor circles make

contiuuosly the charge exchange collisions on neutral particles {Hump << 1) including the

vicinity of point C. where they cross the field of View of collinear analysers 2—3. The line

of sight of the analysers is approximately normal to the chord 0t. injection.

in the same time the basic part. of molecular ions H; (moving on the same harmor

circles) is dissociated rather last by the plasma electrons with rate coetlicient < 06L; >.

where 1r/m.L < are: > /L‘U ~ I and hits the analysers as the ”hall-energy” atoms. The

rate coefficient < Uftu > for electron dissociation ol‘ the molecular ions H? is very weak

function of the electron temperature TE, and so we can neglect its fluctuations. Thus

the ratios of the isotop fluxes into the analysers 3 and .1’ are determined by the following

equations respectively:

' H”11’" I '2 x U it >
2 .A‘ \ E f

U” : t'g- 0“ exp [71.57:];1151) (l)
1;) [It l‘U

and H”
[-HO .13 < Url'i >
+30 : l‘pi‘U—Dexlfi—UD/‘ipn, ). (2)
[:5 I.-l "0
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The achieved accuracy of tit/ll; determination is better than 1 ‘Z; and mainly determined

bt‘ Charge exchange lmckground, lnfiuence ol~ the atomic hydrogen with half—energy in

the probe
analcrs with the same energy as the atoms emitted lrom (liSSOL‘lEtllUll is negligible.beam which may undergo double charge exchange in the plasma and hit the

because the charge exchange process ol' the trapped ions even with the neutral particles ol-

the beam is much less probable then dissociation ol the nit'ilecnle The achieved sensitivity

of Eu measurement is about ll) t/cm and determined mainly by energy spread of probe

beam.

The Analyser

For registration of the secondary neutrals we use the ionizing time-ol-flight energy analy»

591-5 with mass selection lts schematic arrangement is shown on Fig.2. The incoming flux

1,0. DU

\\ Did/Tn);
\_ \‘,\ ,c \ :3

\\, \

mi 15L. 72‘) ti

Figure 2‘. .S'L‘Itcrtirttit" of ”H (outing liHit-q/I—fligltt curry/rt) Hurt/gm I‘ will) mess se/(ctnm. 1 A

stripping cell: :3 , drflu‘tiug UH: J flight pulli: .,’ , niicmrlmnntl plutr: 5 , detector- of "full-

energy" ions; 6 , detector of "/iu/f-r'ntrgm" runs

of the secondary atoms HU and DO is partly ionized in the stripping cell 1 which operates

normally with helium gas. Note that. the stripping el'licieney is equal both for HD “hall‘-

energy“ atoms and for DU "lull-energy“ atoms because ol' equality of their velocities [3]

Then the flux of secondary particles comes into the deflection cell ‘2 with plane parallel

plates. The ion beam is defined by the input aperture and swept over two output apen

tnres by a burst rectangular voltage pulse applied to the dellect ion plates so that the short

ion bunches with definite energy are selected. After that the ion bunches pass through the

long (I % lm) {light-tube 3 where they have tine separation on mass and energy and reach

5.6. Thus the registration of the H+ and
the microchannel plate ,,’ with two collectors

D+ bunches is made simultaneously by common niierochannel plate. Besides the isotope

effect. of ion»electron emission in the interesting range of energy is absent for ions with

equal velocities too. All above mentioned provide the equal registration efficiency I‘or H”

and D0 fluxes with the energies ISO/2 and 5., respectively, 50. the current ratio 15/10 oli
0

I” .
the corresponding detectors gives us directly the needed ratio ul‘ escaping atoms [00/

The achieved time resolution at throughout length ol' this analyser is about of 111:5. 30,

la energy resolution of the time-ol-liight analyser determined as 455/50 : M ~ (Ito/(fl)

one obtains the value iii/:1, % ill—3 in the case ol- EU % it) In l '. 'l’he achieved frequency

of pulse repetition is about ol' 1 ill/[2.
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Experimental Results and Discussion

At present the above method is: successfully applied to the study of the
lrequency turbulence associated with Kelvin-Hell]rholtz instability in t1
experiment Ah‘lBAL’M. The origin of the instability is a strong rad
the E,. X B: drilt coupled to the density inhomogeneity.

strong louz
1e mirror fusion1l Velocity shear of

A diagnostic injector of neutral beams [ti] has been used as probe beam so
hydrogen isotopes in these experiments. The total current of probe hearn Worki
mix 1:11 of ['11 and D1 is about of l Eq.,"l and the number of full
H? is about of 1 (Z of the full-energy atoms DO.

A fin’telike electric field E; and density fluctuations with frequencies near the first andsome higher harmonics of E, X B: rotation frequency have been 0])SC1‘\-'e(l. The. level ofplasma density fluctuations exceeds 10 "/6 and the value of fluctuated electric field I'CaChesup to 200 V/em. As an example Fig.3 shows the obtained loral cross-correl

urce of
115; with.cnergy neutral molecules

> ation spectrumfor I3 and E0 Hurtuatiorm correxponding to the case oli three harmonics generation. Nthat at f1 (’27 [ck/:1. f3 [5| lulu/:1 and f; (8] kHz) the Coherence is nearly equal
indirating very coherent n and [3,; fluctuations. ’I’his loral Croast‘orrelation l

ote
to 1.0.‘

ietween 1‘2and I55 indirates large outward radial partirlv and energy transport similar to predictionsol the low frequency llll'l)llll:‘1lt‘(-‘ model

Drosycurmlatinn

1" [kHz]

Figure 3: liar-HI l'l'lS—(‘Ul'l'lInt/‘0!) .~/u(;(rnlii fur fr (In/l EN [hill/UHUOILS‘
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Toothbrush Probe for Measurement of Radial Profile and

Estimation of Transport Coefficients in Tokamak Boundary Plasma
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Tokai Annex, Naka Fusion Establishment, JAERI, lbaraki,.lapan

*lnstitute of Physical and Chemical Research, Wako-shi, SaitamaJapan

1, Introduction
The lack of data on ions in the boundary plasma of torus is a bottleneck in the transport

problem which must be solved urgently to establish a feasible fusion reactor. The diagnostics

by aging an instantaneous electrostatic probe is useful to catch many information of plasma with

a good spatial resolution by gathering the direct current from plasma particles. In the

conventional method to estimate the plasma profile by the electrostatic probe, it is necessary for

the probe to be scanned in the radial position at each plasma shot. However, such a method

cannot ensure the measurement of the same plasma profile with accuracy since each plasma shot

has not always completely the same plasma profile even if almost the same plasma conditions

are set up before the plasma shots. Furthermore, in this method the transport analysis

assumes as if the plasma were the same although data are obtained in different plasmas. The

exact analysis of transport phenomena would be difficult if we use the conventional probe

measurements. In order to solve the above problem we have developed a new type

electrostatic probe to measure the radial profile of ion temperature as well as electron

temperature and density in the scrape-off-layer (SOL) within one tokamak shot. This probe is

named as the "toothbrush probe", where five pairs of asymmetric double probe chips are lined

like a toothbrush. The cross field diffusion coefficient and thermal conductivity as well as the

heat to the first wall (divertor plate, limiter and wall) can be estimated from the plasma profile in

the boundary region if we can definitely find the real plasma profile [1].

This paper describes the structure of the toothbrush probe and the related transport study

obtained by the data using the toothbrush probe.

2. Experimental methods and experimental results

2.1 What is the toothbrush probe '!
An asymmetric double probe is confirmed to yield the ion temperature in strongly

magnetized plasma successfully in TEXTOR and JET-2M [2]. The asymmetric double probe

has two cylindrical probe tips having different length and the same cross section in the direction

perpendicular to the magnetic field. We can estimate the perpendicular ion temperature Ti by

measuring the ratio R‘ of the ion saturation current between two cylinders when the probe axis

is parallel to the magnetic field. A toothbrush probe, which is a multi-asymmetric double

probe lined up like a toothbrush, where five pairs of these probe tips (in total 10 electrodes) are

mounted in a rectangular box with an interval of 10 mm in the radial direction as shown in Fig.

1.
The asymmetric probe was first used as the rotating double probe in the horizontal port of

JFT-ZM and the ion temperature in SOL was determined. We could precisely know the

position where the probe axis was parallel to the magnetic field by detecting the trough of the

envelope of the ion saturation current. However, it is not always necessary to rotate the probe

head in order to measure the ion temperature if the probe train is fixed parallel to the magnetic

field. The fixed asymmetric probe in single is mounted at the divertor plate (divertor ion

probe) and the toothbrush probe is mounted at the vertical port of JFT—2M, in which we can

also move it in the radial direction.
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2.2 Probe circuit and data processing system
The probe circuit and data acquisition system are shown in Fig.2. The pr

by the battery and is scanned with fast rate of about 60 V/msec by a thyristor.
the battery is applied to two condensers with 220 mF. When the trigger pulse i
trigger terminal two thyristers are turned on to start the discharge and the voltage from +150 to150 V is applied to the double probe. This circuit has five channels and is delivered 10 eachfive pair electrodes in the toothbrush probe independently The timer is for the aUIOmaticseparation between the battery and the probe circuit when the signal is coming to the start inputAn isolation amplifier is used for the isolation between the CAMAC digitizer and the Probecircuit. The gain 01" the amplifier is l, the frequency band is 20 KHZ, and the Withstandvoltage is 1500 V. The probe current is detected through the voltage drop in the Shunt
resistance 1 Q (Cd) and is sent to the CAMAC module via the isolation amplifier. The input of
the probe voltage is divided 1/100 (a-b) and is sent to the isolation amplifier keeping the
isolation. The AD246 is the clock generator for the drive of the isolation power in the isolationamplifier. The obtained data are gathered via the interface and are processed at NBC Demona]
computer PC9821Ap to be stored in an optical disk. The master pulse from JFT~2M tokamak
delivers a trigger pulse for the detection with an appropriate delay signal and is sent to the probe
circuit and the "stop" input in the digitizer (8212A). Sample data of l k is digitized per one
channel after the stop signal is received. Whether the data processing is finished or not is
questioned at the 8212A by sending a command from the personal computer and the personal
computer reads the measured data in the memory at the digitizer after the data acquisition have
been finished [3].

2.3 Experimental results
The divertor ion probe has yielded the data. It is med to estimate the ion temperature in this

region. The preliminary data of the toothbrush probe are Obtained and the raw data of the
toothbrush probe are shown in Fig.3, in which radial distance increases from p1 to p5. The
data show that the ion saturation current decreases from P1 to P5 and the asymmetry of the
current ratio also decreases along this direction.

obe voltage is fed
The VOIIage or

S Coming to the

3. Estimation of transport coefficient and heat flux to the first wall
3.1 Transport model in SOL and the transport coefficient
We modify the former transport model [1] by using the model shown in Fig.4. We found

a diffusion coefficient including the radial electric field as,

. 2Mv 1 6E _1Die = ln( T135 — nn<OV>i)(7Tn — Tar) (l)

for electrons and D_Li for ions, where the sigh at Er is plus and M is Mach number. The
perpendicular thermal conductivity for electrons and ions are

_ 2 y, k , Vt 4.5m T-Xi— aged—Lg 5/ —l—£M‘5)+nn<cv>i(l+T:) _ mite: (Tl ~ 1) l . (2)

- _ 2 x_}, kn 4.5me LXL — MXTJFD kl/ — Tes) + nn(<crv>,+<ov>cx) + —miTci (1— Ti ) } y (3)

respectively. Herein- is the e—folding length of temperature profile, x,,l is the parallel heat
conductivity, A”j is the characteristic length of temperature profile in the parallel direction (V,,Tj
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.iM/[i ), Vie is the ionization potential and )tj'1=)tn'1+}tTJ-"l,where j=e denotes for

demons and j=i for ions. For the estimation of X/[i we use the data given by Branginskii [4].

'2 Heat flux to the divertor plate and the wall

The diverter plate and limiter are usually electrically floating. The floating potential Vf is

6 gave in the usual plasma against the plasma potential. 80 charged particles are flowing to

the divertor plate and/0r limiter through the ion sheath. Electrons are decelerated and ions are

accelerated by Vf. which can be expressed in term of Te. The heat flux to the divertor plate and

l- 1 '2

the limiter are as QD = LT( fem qD&Ldr + J'Oom qD&Ldr ) and Qtelj~ qD&L2m‘dr , where
’l

LTMDN’ 1D is the length of a divertor plate along the magnetic field line and N is the number

of divertor plate ) is the length of the inner divertor plate perpendicular to the magnetic field, lin

is the length of inner divertor plate perpendicular to the magnetic field line , 1 out is the length of

outer divertor plate perpendicular to the magnetic field, r1, r2 are inner and outer radius of the

limiter- The value of qD&L is qD&L: Y/asTe' where y” is called as the parallel thermal

transmission coefficient as ~{//=1+(2Ti/1rTe)1/2 [Ti/1"e+0'251n(2mi/nme) }, The heat flux to the

wall is Q = q S , where S is the total area of the wall faced to plasma. The value of

W W W W

q is q =7 n(D 0» )T ,where y is called as the perpendicular heat transmission rate as

W W _l_ n e i_L

YL:1+Ti/Te+(lnxLe/ kTeDl )(1+ kTexJ—‘Ti/ )tT-l’l‘e). The total heat flux to the first wall

is QtotalDTQW for the divertor configuration and Qtotal:QL+QW for the limiter

configuration. We try to estimate these values by data obtained using the toothbrush probe.

4. Discussion and conclusions
This method has confirmed to yield preliminary data successfully although the following

items must be examined to make a more accurate measurement, i.e., the effect of non—

Maxwellian, the influence of impurity, the allowed deviation angle and the mutual disturbance

between each electrode.
In conclusion, the toothbrush probe for measurement of radial profile of ion temperature as

well as electron temperature and plasma density has been developed in JET—2M tokamak. The

capability for this probe is to measure the plasma profile in SOL plasma within one tokamak

shot. The fixed asymmetric probe at the divertor plate yields the data of ion temperature.

Preliminary data on the toothbrush probe are obtained. It is shown that using the e-folding

length of plasma profile obtained by this probe the diffusion coefficient and heat flux to the

limiter and the divertor plate can be estimated from the above modified theory.
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oPTIMIZATION OF DISCHARGE PARAMETES FOR THE JET

COLLECTIVE THOMSON SCATTERING EXPERIMENTS
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C.P.65 -00044 FRASCATI,ROME(Ita1y)

LINTRODUCTION
The collective Thomson scattering(CTS),using gyrotron radiation(the frequency

0f 140GHZ(7»=.214cm) was chosen for the IET—CTS system, hereafter labelled KE4)

as source of the principal beam, was proposed with the aim to measure the

plasma ion velocity distribution function.An advantage of using the gyrotron

radiation is that it can deliver long pulses(<35ec ) at high power(<1MW).These

figures can lead to(calculated) good signal-to—noise-ratio(SNR) for ion densities

close to 10% of the electron density. In the evaluation of the performance of the

CTS system the plasma dielectric properties (which depend upon the plasma

parameters and its magnetic structure) become important because of three main

reasons:a)the beam propagation may be influenced by a consistent refraction (and

absorbtion) ;b)the scattering cross section depends on the geometrical form factor

which is a function of the polarization of the incident and scattered beam

through the dielecric tensor ;c)the main source of noise is the fluctuation of the

ECE radiation which enters the detection system and whose temperature (Tece)

can be order of magnitude higher than the scattered signal temperature Tsig, the

ECE radiation frequency pattern and level depends on the plasma magnetics and

temperature . Noting that the SNR~ Tsig/Tece, a criterion for the optimization

of plasma parameters implies a discussion of two parameters Tsig and Tece

finding the plasma conditions for the maximization of Tsig and the

minimization of Tece.As in all Thomson scattering apparatus, the spurious

light(i.e.stray light) is a serious problem, so the minimization of stray light

radiation at the gyrotron wavelength requires the second harmonic resonance

inside the plasma at the edge, in order to have an absorbing layer (at the

edge)which works as radiation dump.This means a magnetic field on axis B0 =

3.2-3.4’I‘.This last condition minimizes the absorbtion of the principal beam

radiation if vertical launch is used, where the "oblique propagation

appoximation" can be applied.The paper is organized as follows:the sec.2 reports

the Tece measurements at 14OGHz for various plasma scenarios relevant for

]ET;in sec.3 a brief discussion is given of the various plasma parameters

affecting the signal maximization;in sec.4 an evaluation of the SNR for the

measurement of bulk and fast ions is carried out .
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2.Tece MEASUREMENTS.
The CTS measurements consist in detecting a small signal(Tsig~_1-]Oev)
large flux of ECE radiation (Tece(l4OGHz)~.3-1keV), so it is important to k
the ECE behaviour in different plasma conditions usually met in T
plasmas.The ECE radiation spectra measured by the JET-Michmson
interferometer(KKl) are used in this work for obtaining the Tece(l40GHz) .As it
is well known this is an approximate determination of Tece (l4OCHZ) becausE
KKl looks in the (low field side) radial view, while KE4 antennas obserVe an
approximate vertical View with constant magnetic field. KE4 antennas see One
spectral line plus the ECE background emitted in all diretions and reflected by the
vessel.Previous measurement(1) of ECE background emission at 140G112
performed using KE4 detection system, some agreement (within 30-40%) was
found with KKI data.Another limitation in the KKl data is the frecluency
resolution about lOGHz,so a frequency average of the emission is done,leading to
an overestimation of Tece(14OGHz).The TableI reports the results of KK1
measurements for plasmas with B: 3.4T.

in a

now

TABLE I

Tece(140GHz) measured by 100

Plasma type Tece(14OGHz) ne20 Te(keV) Heating
(keV) system

L-mode .1-.3 .3—1 3-6 NBl-ICRH

H-mode >.6 .3—1 7-8 NBI-ICRH

LHCD >>1 all all LH

Hot-ion— .6-.7 5-1 6 N BI
Hmode

n20 is the plasma density in unities of 1020m‘3.

2.1CONSTRAINT ON THE MAGNETIC FIELD.
The contraint on the magnetic field and the aspect ratio of the discharge is given
by the requirement of minimization of Tece(l4OGHz) while keeping an absorbing
layer at the edge in order to reduce the stray light entering the detection
systemThese conditions fix the magnetic field on axis at 80:3.3T and the aspect
ratio of the discharge at R/a=3.This value of B minimize the absorbtion of
radiation at 14OGHZ because for the vertical launch of the principal beam the
ECE first harmonic resonance is at 92.4Gl—lz,while the second harmonic of
184.8GHz is outside of plasma.The value of Tece(l40GHz) is minimized as well
because the frequency gap between the first and second harmonic, in the ECE
spectrum, is maximum and the frequency width of these harmonics is very less
than 4OGHZ.
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nECOUI’LING REQUIREMENTS ON CT5

The decoupling of the launching and receiving antennas is defined as the

rejection needed (on the detection side) against the stray light connected with the

incident radiation.It is defined as D(7t)=nr(?t)/Pstray()t),where nr is the

incident gyrotron power and Pstray is the power detected at wavelength NA

analySiS of this subject leads to the conclusion that a D>80dB is needed while

figures greater than llOdB can be required when detailed analysis of receiver

components figures is considered(4),Previous measurementsfi) performed with

4 receiver show a decoupling greater than 130dB can be attained at 3.4T.

3_SIGNAL MAXIMIZATION.
Once the magnetic field and aspect ratio are determined in order to give the best

"environmental“ conditions for the measurements, the plasma parameters like

the density and temperature are determined which maximize the scattered

signal.
3.1WAVE ACCESSIBILITY.
The plasma density windows (i.e. wave accessibility) for the propagation of the

characteristic modes(O-mode and X-mode) are determined by using the

Appleton-Hartree dispersion relation in the cold approximation (neglecting

relativistic effects). In this way the desity cut-off for the O-mode is nc20=2.3.For

the X-mode the density propagation windows are n20<.8 and 1.4< n20

<4.Because of the distorsion of the scattered spectrum due to the presence of the

upper hybrid resonance, the low density range can be prefered for the X—mode

launch. The enhancement of the cross—section due to the resonances can be used

When the signal is very low: in that case particularly for the fast ion

measurements it can be envisaged the use of high density X—mode scattering.

3.2ABSORBTION OF CHARACTERISTIC MODES.

It can be shown that the angle between the magnetic field and the incident wave

K-vector(¢) must be less than 900 in order to avoid effects due to the magnetic

field on the scattering form factor(2).These effects are due to the appearence of the

lower hybrid resonance on the scattering spectrum.The range of angle readily

covered with the KE4 optical system is 700<¢<8001n that case the "oblique

propagation approximation“ can be applied for the calculation of the absorbtion

coefficient of plasma at 14OGHZ.The wave absorbtion coefficient is usually

expressed by two factorszot=oo F(z) where 00 defined as the absorbtion factor(m’l

) and F(z) the absorbtion frequency profile, the former express the absorbtion

intensity while the profile define the frequency range where the absorbtion takes

place.In this way the power left after a path lenght L is given by:P(L)=PO exp(-

otL).With reference to the parameters of Tab.1 the absorbtion coefficient for the O

and X—modes is negligible, for scattering of I4OGH2 radiation at B=3.3T.

3.3EFFECTS OF PLASMA DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS ON THE BEAM

PROPAGATION.
The propagation of incident and antenna beams are affected by the edge density

fluctuationsThis effect is particularly important in L-mode plasmas(where the

turbulence is higher).While for O-mode the effect of density fluctuations is to

grow the focalized beam diameter by 60%, for the X-mode the growing is by a

factor two, following a crude analitical estimation based on Fokker—Planck
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treatement of scattering of waves on density fluctuationstThis means that ifantenna beam and the principal beam do not meet on the equatorial
symmetrical configuration, the ( socalled) overlapping efficiency(Ov) is Stron 1
affected ( at least for the X-mode) and the detected signal lowered ProportiOnan
This effect could be very important for short integration time ( less than or 3,}
the order of ms) because the density fluctuations involve such times. The global
collection efficiency nH, which could be defined by Ov(=0.5) *
efficiency(=0.3) could be estimated 11H: .1.
4.EVALUATION OF THE SCATTERED SIGNAL AND ITS DEPENDENCE UPON
PLASMA AND GEOMETRY PARAMETERS.
In general if we consider the scattering of a given incident (Pi) mode 7» and detect

a mode v, the spectrum of the scattered 5ignal(Ps) is given by the expression;
Psv( (0 )(W/HZ)=TIHPiA((D i)neG7as where G is the geometrical form factor and
Q proportional to the plasma form factor.We prOpose to do the initial
experiments at a density ne20=.5, for minimizing the refraction effects on the
beams, so (in this case) the geometrical form factors can be of the order of
unity(3), at a temperature of 6keV.It is easily seen that the signal temperature is
for the bulk ion (@u)=0.) Tbi=lOeV( 400kW incident and nHzO.l,scattering angle
esc=200). If we suppose that a fraction of maxwellian fast ions nFI/ne=10%, with
temperature of lOOkeV, is present into a ICRH and /or NBI heated discharge, the
scattered signal temperature due to fast ion is Tfi=1eV. In these discharges the
ECE temperature at 140GHz is TECE>.6keV. The calculated SNR is shown in
the Tab.II, for O and X modes.

Table II
SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO EVALUATIONS

Plasma parameters
ne20=.5, Te=6keV, TFI=100keV,TECE=.6keV,nFI/ne:.l

esc=200, 700< (I) <800

the
plane in a

detection

Ts(eV) "C(ms) B(MHZ) S/N
Bulk ions 10 10 20 7.4
Fast ions 1 100 150 6
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1' Introduction

Langmuir probes are common diagnostics for measuring electrostatic turbulence in the plasma

edge of tokamaks and stellarators. Edge particle transport induced by electrostatic fluctuations,

has been usually computed assuming a negligible level of temperature fluctuations [1].

However, recent experimental findings indicate the presence of substantial level of electron

temperature fluctuations in the plasma boundary region in tokamak [2] and stellarator [3]

devices. Thus, a more complete understanding of the particle and energy transport requires

more extensive measurements of electron temperature fluctuations. Different experimental

techniques, based on Langmuir probes have been proposed [25] to measure electron

temperature fluctuations. In particular, in the fast swept probe technique [3], the current»

voltage characteristic l-V of the probe is measured on a time scale short compared to the

characteristic time of the turbulence.

In this work, experimental evidence of dynamic effects on l»V characteristic of the fast swept

probe are presented. Langmuir probe theory for magnetized plasmas [6, 7] provides

equilibrium solutions of the plasma-probe interactions. Thus, transient solutions are needed in

order to interpret and evaluate these experimental effects.

2. Experimental Setup

Experimental measurements are carried out on the Santander Linear Plasma Machine (SLPM)

[8]. The plasma is performed in a cylindrical glass vessel with an internal diameter of 0.07 m

and a length of l m. The vessel is located inside a circular waveguide of 0.08 m in diameter.

A longitudinally magnetized plasma is produced by launching longitudinally (LMG)

electromagnetic waves (f=2.45 GHz, 500 W<PLM5<6000 W) and the system operates in a

continuous regime. The source of power is a magnetron and the microwave signal is sent to a

polarizer (turnstile junction) through a circulator and a directional coupler wich is used to

obtain information of incident and reflected power. The longitudinal magnetic field of
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uniformity 3 i572. covers a range of 0.05 to 0.15 T. The base pressure is in the 1041 10-7
”“331-

range.
Measurements are performed for Helium, Neon and Argon plasmas. The mean Electmn
density T'l’c is determined using an 8 mm interferometer and typically ranges from 1017 >5
1018 m‘3 For most cases, ionization degree is lower than 30 %. An array of movable

Langmuir probes working in different ways (as single, double and triple probe) provides local
values of density, temperature, floating potential and their fluctuations. Electron [Emperatui-e is
in the range 5 — 40 eV.
The probes we have used are cylindrical and are inserted into the plasma radially, With the
probe length perpendicular to the magnetic field. The probe tips were made of tungsten With
radius rp=0.2 mm and 2 mm long, so typically rp/pi<l and rp/pe>l (pi and pe are the ion and
electron gyroradius respectively). In order to measure I-V probe characteristic, a Sinusoidal
voltage is applied to the probe in the frequency range 40 A 400 kHz. The ion cyclotrOn
resonance frequency is typically of the order of 100 kHz. The experimental arrangemem
including a dummy BNC cable, reduces the capacitive current Wich is at least one order of
magnitude less than the measured ion saturation current. For a typical sweepin g frequency (f5)

of 100 kHz the sampling frequency was 50 MHZ. The 10 kB memory available allowed the
analysis of 100 ramps per discharge with 100 points per ramp up or down.

3. Experimental Results

Sweeping the applied voltage to a single probe a time varying electric field is generated. Thus
the relevance of the polarization current due to the ion inertia must be considered [9]. The

polarization current density perpendicular to the magnetic field lines is given by:
-_ 11cmi dE
iu=—_B2 dt

where he is the electron density, mi is the ion mass, B is the axial magnetic field and E is the

time varying electric field. Experimental measurements show non symmetrical I—V char. as the
applied voltage goes up and down. When the voltage goes up (dV/dt>0), no significant change

with f3 is appreciated in the I-V char. However, the 'down I—V characteristic’ (dV/dt<0)

changes subtantially with frequency, moving toward the non modified 'up I—V characteristic‘

as fs decreases. Fig 1 shows this effect for averaged cycles over hundreds of I-V
characteristics. Furthermore, Te, ne and the floating potential values inferred from the 'up I—V

characteristic' are in good agreement with those obtained by sweeping a double probe and with
the triple probe measurements [10].
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This kjnd of hysteresis cycle increases

with f5 (so increases with dV/dt)

according to the appearance of a

polarization current being lawn and Iup

the probe current measured when

the applied voltage goes up and down

respectively (figure 2). This effect is

less important for the ion saturation

region and practically dissapears in this

region for low frequencies (tipically for

fs< 80 kHz). Figure 3 shows the

variation of the I—V hysteresis cycle

with fs keeping (dV/dt)mflX constant ;

preliminary results show no change in

the I—V cycle consistent with a dV/dt

dependence.

Finally, the behaviour of the hysteresis

cycle with the ion mass has been

studied. Figure 4 represent Al=ldown—

Iup for different working gas plasmas

(He, Ne, Ar) and for three sweeping

frequencies. This current difference (AI)

increases with the mass following the

expected tendency assuming the

existence of a polarization current.

4. Conclusions

Dynamic effects on fast swept

Langmuir probe characteristic have been

observed when the sweeping frequency

is in the proximity of the ion cyclotron

resonance frequency on SLPM device.

2
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The dependence of the 1V characteristic
with the ion mass and dV/dt is
qualitatively consistent with the
expectations of the influence of

polarization currents on the l—V

Al
(m

A)

Langmuir probe characteristic. The

smallness of the factor mi/BZ in fusion

plasma experiments could explain the

fact that this hyteresis effect has not been

observed. A full theoretical treatment of
the problem is required to clarify this

AI
(m

A)
effect more quantitatively.
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1.0 Introduction

In a collaboration involving General Atomics, the A. F. Ioffe Physical-Technical Institute.

and the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, the energy distribution of the fast-confined alpha

particles in DT experiments on TFTR is being measured by active neutral particle analysis using the

ablation cloud surrounding an injected impurity pellet as the neutralizer[1]. Recent papers reported

the first measurements of the energy distribution fast confined alpha particles[2] and examined the

influence of magnetic field ripple and sawtooth oscillations on the behavior of the alpha energy

spectra and radial density distributions[3]. This paper focuses on alpha and m’ton measurements in

the core of quiescent TFTR discharges where the expected classical slowing down and pitch angle

scattering effects are not complicated by stochastic ripple diffusion and sawtooth activity.

2.0 Pellet Charge Exchange (PCX) Diagnostic and Data Analysis

A toroidally extended ablation cloud forms around the pellet when it is injected into a

plasma. A small fraction of the fusion alphas incident on the cloud are convened to helium neutrals

as a result of electron capture processes. The escaping helium neutrals are mass and energy

analyzed using a high energy (0.5 - 4.1 MeV for 4He) neutral particle analyzer developed by the

Ioffe Institute[4]. The neutral particle analyzer views the radially injected pellet from behind at a

toroidal angle of 2.750 to the pellet trajectory. Thus only near perpendicular energetic ions with

velocities close to vu/v = 0.048 are detected by the PCX diagnostic. The radial position of the

pellet as a function of time is measured using a linear photodiode array situated on the top of the

vacuum vessel. By combining this measurement with the time dependence of the PCX signal,

radially resolved fast ion energy spectra and density radial profiles can be derived with a radial

resolution of ~ 5 cm. Further details on the PCX diagnostic have been presented elsewhere[5,6],

including results obtained on the measurement of RF-generated energetic ion energy distributions.

By measuring of the energy distribution, a/dE, of helium neutrals escaping from the

plasma, the energy distribution of the incident alpha particles, dna/dE, can be determined using:

dna/dE ~ a/dE [F0(E)l ‘1
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where F003) is the equilibrium fraction of incident alphas neutralized in the cloud as a f“
fiction of

Perimemal

0 Code and
fOHOWS the

d Hikes into

alpha energy. The value of F0(E) is obtained from modeling calculations[9]. The ex
data are compared with modeling results obtained with the TRANSP[7] Monte—Carl
with a specially developed Fokker-Planck Post Processor (FPP) code. TRANSP
orbits of alphas as they slow down and pitch angle scatter by Coulomb collisions an
account the spatial and temporal distributions of background plasma parameters for each Particul
shot. Since the Monte-Carlo methods used in TRANSP give noisy results. we developed the FF:
post processor code based on a numerical solution of the drift<averaged Fokker~P1anck equfifionm
which uses the pitch angle integrated alpha source distribution provided by TRANSP, The
TRANSP and FPP calculations agree well when the modeling basis for both codes are applicable

3.0 Alpha Particle and Triton Measurements
The alpha particle distributions measured by the PCX diagnostic can be influenced by the

effects of classical slowing down and pitch angle scattering, toroidal magnetic field ripple and
sawtooth activity. In order to separate the classical behavior from the other effects. PCX Li pellet
active measurements of the slowing down alpha spectrum were obtained in the plasma core during
a quiescent DT discharge (#78607) and the triton spectrum from a similar DD discharge(#7g601)
as shown in Fig. 1. Note that the error bars in Fig. 1 only reflect the statistical errors due to the
counting statistics. The basic discharge parameters were: R = 2.52 m, a = 0.8 m, Pb ~ 20 MW
with IP ramped down from 1.7 MA to 1.0 MA

during the 1.3 s duration NBI pulse. The 10:

absolute scale for dn/dE was derived from KG". Alpha
normalization of the PCX data with the e Data
TRANSP modeling results and was made only 1041 “Wax," J
once for the alpha data as noted in the figure.

Triton
Data

TRANSP

The same normalization is used for the triton

spectrum. Both the shape of the energy spectra 103

as well as the ratio of the alpha—to-triton signal
agree well with TRANSP simulations. This
result corroborates the expectation that fusion

dn
/dE

(c
m

-3
ev

-1
)

. . 102‘generated alphas and trttons 1n the core of
quiescent 1 F l R plasmas are well-confined and
slow down classically.

. 101 . . . . . u .In the lFlR DT experiments, pellets 0.0 05 10 15 20 25

Energy (MeV)

r

typically are injected 0.2 to 0.5 sec after
termmatton of neutral beam heating. This Fig.1 Comparison ofmeasured alpha and

timing delay leads to deeper penetration Of the triton spectra with TRANSP simulation.
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(11

for Lithium and Baron.

boron pellets ranging up to 20%

observed experimentally.

compared for DT discharges

10

pellet as a result of decay of the electron

temperature as well as to enhanced signal—to—

noise ratio because the neutron background

decays significantly faster than the confined

alpha population. Even so, it is advantageous

for PCX measurements to enhance the pellet

penetration further and also to increase the

signal level at higher alpha energies. For these

reasons we investigated the use of boron

pellets in place of lithium. As shown in Fig.

2, for alpha energies above ~ 2 MeV the

calculated equilibrium fraction for boron is

significantly higher than for lithium. The

higher heat of ablation energy of 5.3 eV/atom

for boron compared with 1.6 eV/atom for

lithium should increase the pellet penetration.

In practice, this gain is offset by lower pellet

velocity from the injector due to the larger

relative to lithium.mass of boron

Nevertheless, an increased penetration for

(~ 12 cm) relative to lithium pellets of comparable mass is

In order to validate the use of boron, alpha energy spectra were

using both lithium (#86225) and boron (# 86228, 89, 81) pellets as

shown in Fig. 3. The boron spectra for the three discharges were normalized to account for small

differences in the plasma conditions. As can

be seen, the shapes of the alpha energy

spectra for lithium and boron pellets are

essentially the same. These measurements

also confirm that for alpha particle energies

above ~ 2 MeV, boron pellets provide a more

effective neutralization target that lithium

pellets. Both pellet types are now routinely

used in PCX diagnostic measurements.

Alpha spectra during the birth and

slowing down phases are shown in Fig. 4.

For the slowing down case (#86291, Pb = 15

MW), the alpha distribution from 1-3.5 MeV

was obtained using a boron pellet 200 ms

T

dn
/d

E
(a

.u
.)

107

. . Boron Pellet

1053 “g (normalized)
A

(D D; 5
105- O

/ 00 e rtlum O a
104 PelletI I I

0 1 2 3 4
Alpha Energy (MeV)

Fig. 3 Comparison of alpha spectra

obtained using Baron and Lithium pellets.
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after termination of a 1.0 s beam p 1l1 8:105 3 ~ .. . ..
i Slowing while for the beam bhp Case (#86299'

2 / Down Pb = 20 MW)’ the boron Pcllet was
« in'ected 20 ms aft .

05 normalization "Beam J er 3.0 l S beam DUIse,
E 1 1 Bllp Reasonable agreement 18 seen tWeen 1h:
WE Q? data and the FPP code. results Which
E include Doppler broadening of the alpha

104 1 particle birth energy, Eu, given by

\FPP/ AEOCCV) = 182(Teff)0'5 Where Toff = 30
Code keV is the effective temperature of the

103 I I . I . I ' I ' deuterium and tritium ions.

0 1 2 3 4 5
Alpha Energy (MeV) 4.0 Conclusions

Fig.4 Alpha energy spectra during birth In the core of quiescent UT
and slowing down phases. discharges in TFFR, good agreement is

observed between the PCX measurements
of the confined, trapped alpha particles and tritons and TRANSP and FPP simulations. This
indicates that alphas and tritons are well confined and slow down classically.
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Introduction

The main gases used in the fusion devices are up to now hydrogen (Hz) 1—H), D2) and helium. They

are used as fuelling gas for plasma discharges or for conditionning purposes by means of glow

discharges. To monitor the partial pressure of these gases, residual gas analyser (RGA) are widely

used. Unfortunately, the standard mass spectrometers do not allow to separate elements with

proximate charge over mass ratio. Due to the very small mass difference between helium (m=4.0026

a,m.u.) and deuterium (m=4.0282 a,m.u.), quantitative measurements are not possible in a mixture of

these gases without highly turned RGA.

A new method which allows to quantify the deuterium content in a He/Djz mixture by using a

commercial residual gas analyser is presented.

Experimental set up
Experiments have been performed with a balzers QMG 420 mass spectrometer (length rod 1 100

mm, HF : 3 MHZ, SEM detector). The RGA is installed on Tore Supra with a differential pumping

system allowing a pressure reduction of factor 10 for deuterium. An another similar RGA has been

used in laboratory to check the reproducibility of the measurements.

From electron impact in the RGA source, deuterium molecules become either D2Jr or D+ ions with a

ratio ofD+/D2+ equal to 3/100 for 100 eV electrons [1]. Second order reactions occur in the RGA

ion source which provide D3+ ions. The source of D3+ is mainly the reaction D2+ + D2 D

D3+ +DO which exhibits the highest cross section at these energy levels [2]. D3+ production is

strongly dependent upon the electrical conditions in the ion source (emission current, primary

electron energy), [3] .

Assuming a second order reaction, the mass 6 signal (D3+) should follow a quadratique dependence

of deuterium pressure. Experimental data are in good agreement with this theoretical law. The D34r

signal as function of deuterium partial pressure is plot on fig 1. In spite of a non exact quadratic
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dependence (the fitted curve gives a Pn dependence with n:l.9 ), the mass 6 Signal Can b
. . e

evaluate the dcutenum partial pressure On the fig II, we can see the pressure in the torn Used to
S Chamber

(a), the D2+ and D3+ measurements in the RGA (b) and the ratio of D3+/D-,+ as functi
h on Of thetime during a deuterium injection.

The D3+/DZ+ ratio is fitted as fiinction of D3+ (fig 111). This allows, from the mass 6 Signal
calculate the partial pressure of deuterium and its contribution to the mass 4 signal. In a deUterium

and helium mixture, the ditTerence between the measured value of mass 4 and the calculated Value;
deuterium, provides the helium contribution on mass 4 and therefore the helium partial pregsme' To
illustrate this method a calibrated gas mixture 5 “/0 D2 + He has been used. The total Pressure
measured in the torus chamber, the calculated partial pressure of deuterium and helium and the
deuterium concentration is shown on fig IV.
From these curves one can notice that this method gives fiaccurate results as soon as the Partial
pressure ofdeuterium in the main chamber is larger than 10'3 Pa. The detection limit can be redUced
to 10-4 Pa by increasing the conductance between the main chamber and the mass spectrometer, The
discrepancy between the deuterium concentration measured and the real value is less than 20 %.A5 a
consequence, it is not possible to evaluate the helium content in a He/Dg gas mixture where helium
concentration is very low (less than 10%).

Results
The He/Dz simultaneous measurement has been used to analyse the recombination gas after a Plasma
discharge in Tore Supra. Deuterium is the fuelling gas for the plasma discharge and helium has been
used for routine glow discharge cleaning. It is well known that hydrogen isotopes are implanted in
the graphite wall ofa tokamak during the discharge ‘, this effect provides a high pumping speed at the
periphery which is essential to control the plasma density. Once the wall is saturated with hydrogen
isotopes, the pumping capability is reduced and helium glow discharges must be applied to desorb
hydrogen isotopes from the wall. Up to now, helium retention in the wall was considered as

negligeable. The figure V shows for the first plasma discharge of an experimental session after an
overnight He G,D., the mass 4 and 6 signals in the RGA and the calculated deuterium and helium
partial pressures. Three phases can be distinguished : the injection gas prior to the shot, the plasma
discharge and the recombination after the discharge. During this shot, 11.5 Pam3 of deuterium have

continously been injected, nevertheless, the recombination gas is mainly helium. From shot to shot,
the deuterium concentration increase due to a combination of 2 effects : a decrease of the helium
source in the wall and consequently the helium partial pressure and an increase of the D2 partial
pressure due to a decreasing pumping capability ofthe wall. The comparaison of two similar shots
during one day gives evidence ofthese effects, In fig V1, the deuterium concentration DZ/(DZ + He)
is ploted as function of the number of shot in a day, showing that it takes about 10 discharges to
have a helium concentration negligible. In particular, the first shot exhibits an almost pure helium
recombination gas at the end ofthe discharge ; the helium content, calculated from the integrated He
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partial pressure is about 1020 atoms, corresponding to a plasma dilution of about 20 “/0. The total

helium desorbed during the 5 first shots of the day, which can be aproximated to the helium

inventory in the wall, is of the order of l Pam3. Therefore, the average helium retention under the

glow discharge condition (E = 500 eV) is about 3 1018 He/mz.

Conclusions
A new method allowing to measure deuterium partial pressure in a He/D2 gas mixture by using a

Standard RGA is presented. This method is based on a second order reaction producing D3+ ions.

After measurement of the D3+/D2 ratio as fimction of D2 partial pressure, mass 6 signal (D3+)

provides the deuterium partial pressure with a 20 % accuracy. Subtracting the D2 contribution on

mass 4 gives helium partial pressure as long as helium is not a minority. Analysis of deuterium

plasma discharge in Tore Supra with this method has shown that a not negligeable quantity of helium

is trapped in the wall during the GD and released during the plasma discharges.

This wall retention must be taken into account and may limit the benefit provided by using He glow

dischargejust prior to the shot.
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Consistency and Precision
of the TCV Magnetic Measurements

J.-M. Moret, F. B'tihlmann, F. Hofmann, G. Tonetti

Centre de Recherches en Physique des Plasma
Association EURATOM - Confederation Suisse

Avenue des Bains 21, CH—1007 Lausanne, Switzerland

Introduction. The TCV tokamak has been built to study the influence of the plasma shape

on tokamak physics. Possible shapes include limited and open single null or double null

divertor configurations with an elongation up to 3, and more complex configurations. The

magnetic measurements must permit a flexible control of the plasma contour and the

divertor legs in all these situations. These measurements are used for both real time

control and off line reconstruction of the magnetic topology which require high accuracy and

high redundancy. In the work presented here the redundancy was used in conjunction with

dedicated measurements to check the consistency of the measurements, quantify their

accuracy and then determine corrections in the sensor location and in the measurement

calibration. These corrections have permitted considerable improvements in the

consistency and precision.

TCV magnetic diagnostics. A
poloidal cross section of TCV is
shown in figure 1. The ohmic

transformer consisting of coil A and
coils B, C and D in series are
connected to two separate power
supplies, 0H1 and 0H2. Each shaping
coil E1 to E8 and F1 to F8 has its own
power supply to provide maximum
flexibility in shape control. The coils
labelled T1 to T3 are the connections
between the toroidal field coils. The
current in all these coils are measured
by LEM modules to an accuracy of
0.5%. The poloidal flux is measured at
61 positions by flux loops wound on
the outside of the vessel and on the
shaping and ohmic transformer coils
(x in the figure). The complete signal
conditioning and acquisition
electronics was calibrated to better
than 0.5%. 4 poloidal sections are
equipped with 38 magnetics field
probes, shown by to scale rectangles
in the figure. The effective area of each
probe was separately measured and
the combined error of this area and the
corresponding electronics is better
than 1%. Any of these signals may be
used for real time shape control and, I‘ I

following acquisition, for equilibrium
reconstruction.
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Fig. I TCV layout.
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Consistency check. The degree of consistency in these measurements was invest
with experiments in which each coil was in turn fed by a constant current (4:10 A (ligated
l s) to avoid eddy current in the vessel. This provides 19 independent meaSurEmemunn
each magnetic signal. The modelled values for the poloidal flux and magnetic fie1d c S for
computed based on the constructional dimensions and on the coil currents, reSpecgn be

MfamflzflRCZCHa and Bma(Rm,Zm,am.Rc,Zc)Ia where Mfa is the mutual inductziifiy6between the flux loop located at (Rf,Zf) and the coil at (Rc), Bma the magnetic field
unit current measured by the probe at (Rm,Zm) with orientation am and la the coil cun- er
In this computation, the coils were split into individual turns (1 to 3 cm in size) andetgt‘
magnetic probe spatial extension were taken into account. Comparison of the modell evalues with the measured flux and field yf and Bm indicates discrepancies of the order 6%
2% and 5% respectively (fig. 2), which clearly exceed the expected, and tolerable, 3mm 0

Mia x Ia Fl - Mfa x Ia (x50) Bma x la Bm - Bma x la (x20) Brn - Bma x Ia (x20)

sector 3 sector 11

Fig.2 Modelled flux midfield Mfula and Bmala; flux and field errors WI - Mfala and Bm - BmaIa(d015f
measured, solid line: effect of the corrections), Curves are drawn as afuncrion of the Sensor number
for each coll current.

Sources of errors. The explanation for these differences is to be mainly found in small
calibration and positional errors. Relative calibration error in a coil current AGa yields a flux
and field error of AGaMfaIa and AGaBmala while a calibration error in the flux AGf and field
AGm produces errors of AGeala and AGmBmaIa. The differences produced by
misplacement of coils or sensors take, for example in the case of a flux loop radial
displacement ARr, the form ARfaRfa(Rf,Zf,Rc,Zc)la.
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Determination of the“ corrections. All these corrections can be adjusted to reproduce the

obscl'Ved differences. This may be achieved by minimising the residual errors in the flux

and field

Aw = \llf — Mfala - (AGaMraIa + AGeala + ARfaReala + ...) (1)

ABm = Bm - Bmala - (AGaBmaIa + AGmBmaIa + ARmaRmBmala + . . .) (2)

by means of the cost function

J = in wt? Awfk2 + Emits ABmk2 (3)

where wt and Wm are appropriate weights and the index k runs over the experiments. The

deduced corrections remain small, a few % in the calibrations and a few mm in the

ositions. They exceeded, however, the expected tolerances and this can be understood by

inspecting the covariance matrix (fig. 3). This shows strong correlations, one of the most

obvious being that a correction in a current calibration is compensated by an opposite

correction in the flux and field measurements.

1.00

‘. , 0.10

.. 09:: 3 '

‘4 ES -‘ 0.01
J GI !

.5: fifliu

u: l‘fiil‘
a; {Q 0.00
a" literaln .

0.01

0.10

+g4L; 4‘00
GaRc Zc Gf Rf

Fig. 3 Correction covariance matrix: upper and lower triangle with free and small parameter coflfunction

respectively.
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This effect can be diminished by choosing a cost function that favours small COITCCtions-

J‘=J+ZaWG32AGaZ+ + wRIzARI2+... (4)
Here, the weights were chosen to be the inverse of the expected errors in the Correparameters. All the corrections deduced with this cost function are now limited [Cttolerable amplitude (fig. 4), with only a slight increase in the flux and field residuo a(0.5—)O.8 m and 0.3—)0.4 mT), The reduction in the correction correlaticmsaissignificative (fig. 3). IS
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Fig. 4 Derived corrections.

The linearity of the measurements was verified by repeating the experiments at half
current. Only the coil current measurements Show a small non linearity which may be due
to the ferromagnetic elements in the LEM modules

Conclusion. Although a first analysis indicates errors higher than expected, it has been
possible to reduce the errors to a very low value (0.5 m and 0.5 mT). To achieve this,
small corrections in the system calibrations and in the coil, flux loop and magnetic probe
positions have been derived by a formalised method together with appropriate
experiments. The TCV magnetic diagnostic thus provides a measurement set which is
highly coherent and in which each measurement exploits the calibration precision.

This work was partly supported by the Fonds National Suirre dc la Recherche Scientifique.
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Tokamak investigations by visualization of magnetic

field perturbation

|,B.Semenov, A.M.Belov, |.N.Makashin, S.V.Mirnov,Yu.M.Semenets

TRINITI, 142092 Troitsk, Moscow Region, Russia.

1. Introduction.
Study of low—frequency magnetic oscillations of plasma column in tokamaks

(Mirnov activity) is a traditional object of experimental research on

tokamaks. It is known, that these oscillations bear information on plasma

behaviour not only at the boundary, but also in the central regions of the

columjl. They occur at diflerent types of internal instabilities, being

sometimes their precursors.
Important information bear therewith not only amplitudes and frequencies of

oscillations, but also their space structure (mode numbers - m,n, “ballooning

mode", etc.). At last, on the basis of measurements of quantity and form of

magnetic perturbations it is possible, in principle, to restore distribution of

plasma current perturbations near the plasma boundary, which allows to

connect directly the magnetic fluctuations with plasma processes.

The space structures of magnetic perturbations were usually studied by

mapping of perturbations [1,2] in polar coordinates, laying ofi their amplitude

from some symbolic circumference — "column boundary". In case of positive

sign of amplitude — outside (on r )_. of negative — inside. Such method

demonstrates the structure of perturbations and “ballooning effect”, however,

it does not show the time behaviour. Partially this task has been solved in the

marmer of animated movies, using high speed sampling of modern data

acquisition systems. However this method is complicated for perception.

As its alternative the method of registration is proposed, which. using the

modern computers possibilities, allows to Visualize the magnetic (and current)

perturbations at space and time.

2. The. idea of the method.
2.1. Magnetic perturbations are registered by arrays of Bp — probes (coils),

which are located around of torus in poloidal and toroidal directions.

1.2. Number of probes in one array is really from 8 to '32, therefore

interpolation (smoothing) of probes signals is required, as we need to have

continuous function along the array’s direction. Actually it was done by using

the Lagranges polynomial and Fourier transformation with 180 - points

uniform grid. After approximation we have continuous perturbations function

along probes array, from 0 to 360 degrees of poloidal angles.

2.3. This function was used for the bright and color modulation of display

screen glow. At time one could see on screen complete picture of perturbation

behaviour in space during all measurements window. The regions with high

brightness corresponded to the maximum positive perturbations — the dark —

to negative. I-42‘l



71.7 he correctness of such approach was analyzed. (loyal-.1151“
according to the Kotelnikov’s ttrern each period of oscillations“ 1mm”)
described by not less 3 ponrts. lt means. lot example, oscillations with 111:4c
may be registered by not less than l2 probes. The situation bCCOmes
complicated due to toroidal asynnnetry of lokarnalt. it means shift m‘d‘x'imurm
of perturbations to the internal side ol‘ the column [2]. so the millimuin
required number of the unilormly dispositioned probes for correct regime
of rn'l'él appears to be 15—16.

that

ation

3. The experimental results.
Our main experiments have been made on tokamak ’[—1 1M with 24 probes in
one and ‘7 « in second toroidal cross~sectionIhe number of experiments had
been made on tokamak TFTR (lo probes in one cross~section[3]).
On Fig. l a typical visualization picture of small disruption is shown. which
was received on T—llM (: time resolution-5 mks J. Vertical dimensmn
corresponds to poloidal angles from n to 360 degrees (I inner side of
plasma column ). Middle litre corresponds to outer side ( angle 180° ), Time
window (horizontal direction) corresponds to 1.25 ms.
Small disruption ( predisruption ) has a typical precursor in the mode of
oscillation m:— 3/‘n: 1. Apparently. in the first. fast stage predisruption itself.
more high frequency components are present.
in the middle part the typical dark formation appears (negative meaning of
3p). may be corresponding. to vacuum bubbles of Kadorntsev-Pogutse. [n the
upper part of Fig.1 one can see an unexpected phenomenon ‘ ”splitting” of
mode to two. Does it mean destruction of the magnetic islands or their
reconnection — it should be clarified further.
On Fig. 2 predisruption in "l‘—1 1M at initial perturbation In:4/Il:l is shown
with time resolution 1 mks. One can see , that predisruption begins
nonsyrnmetrically — from the inner side of torus. High time resolution allows
to distinguish the structure ofhiglr frequency perturbations. which burst
outside.
On Fig. 3 it is shown Bp - visualization of first stage ofmajor disruption in
TFTR l. Shot 76778 [3]). It is possible to distinguish : initial precursor m=4 /
n21 and locked mode m:3/n:l finally.

4. Reconstruction of current distribution
It was assumed. that current perturbations, creating the magnetic oscillations,
are located near plasma surfaceThe helicity was neglectedThe corresponding
noncorreet problem had been solved, using Tildronov’s regularization.
The current perturbations appear to be more complicated, that the magnetic
ones. it means . that it is necessary to increase accuracy of magnetic
measurements and first of all, — to increase the magnetic probes number.

5. Summary
5.1 It is proposed a new Visualization method of representation of the

magnetic measurements results in tokamaks.
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5.2 The new method allows to obscnlc at space and time such unusual

events, as “Splitting" of magnetic surfaces, process of fonnation of “vacuum

bubbles” Gluing, disruptions. “locked mode”,etc.
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1 Introduction
Recently, Langmuir probes have been integrated in the target plates of divertor tokamaks

as a diagnostic for density, electron temperature and floating potential. To be operated

continuously during the whole discharge, and withstand the high heat load, they need

to be part of the surface of the divertor plates themselves (so called [lush probes). They

could only be used successfully after the explanation of the non—saturation of the ion

current at DC negative bias voltages as a consequence of the grazing incidence of the

magnetic field [1].
This work extends the study of the Characteristics of flush probes in the divertor

of ASDEX Upgrade, by applying, for the first time, harmonic voltages at frequencies

up to the ion cyclotron resonance frequency wag. It is relevant to the understanding

of the radiofrequency sheath effects, observed during ICRF heating of the plasma (eg.

[2]). The frequency limit of the existing theories turns out to lie surprisingly low, and the

explanation of the probe behaviour above this limit may olfer new diagnostic possibilities,

such as the measurement of ion quantities (mean mass or temperature).

2 Theory and predictions from numerical simulation

The quasiestationary Langmuir theory for probes in the absence of a magnetic field, or

with their surface perpendicular to the magnetic field, is valid as long as the applied

frequency w is much lower than the ion plasma frequency wpi:

u) < w,"- 4=> tun/\D << ncs, (1)

where n is the density, AD the Debye length, which is the characteristic thickness of

the electrostatic sheath, and es the ion acoustic speed. This condition expresses that

the capacitive displacement current in the sheath has to be negligible compared to the

probes ion saturation current (see also [3], [4]). Thus, as long as the probe is biased

negatively with respect to the plasma, the ion current will be independent of the applied

voltage.
One—dimensional, electrostatic particle—inwell simulations of a plasma between two

conducting and absorbing plates, which corresponds to a double probe system, were

carried out with Chodura’s code [5] These calculations have shown that the frequency

limit, given by (l), is strongly reduced in the presence of a. grazing incidence magnetic
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field. and becomes:
u; (5'; t4!“ sin a 4:? tun/J. << neg sino, (9

where u is the small angle between the probe surface and the magnetic field p the -i x ’ ion
gyroradius. and tut,- the ion t
. i

. otron frequency. The condition again guarantees that th‘ ~(

l splacement current is negligible compared to the saturation current. which, in this case
is lowered by the PIOJECtIl factor sin (.1. Although the thickness of the capacitive Sheath
now scales with pI instead of AD, its capacitance and hence the displacement current 'iis

r
(

much larger than in the case without magnetic field, This can be understoodV because the
plasma relative dielectric constant. perpendicular to the magnetic field, corresponding to
the \velleltnown ion polarisation current. is given by {pg/AD)? Therefore. the displacement
current becomes comparable to the saturation current. at frequencies as low as wagsin o.
and produces CapacitiVP hysteresis loops on the ion saturation side of the Langmuir
characteristic.

At still higher frequencies to a Luff. the simulations show that the part of the i0“
current which modulates with the applied voltage, starts to dominate over the saturation
current. This result already occurred in literature about the. radiofrequency sheath effect
during lCRF heating ([tiHTD, but the relevance for Langmuir probe physics was not
highlighted. lfiasicallv1 the fact: that both the ion and the electron current modulate, is
explained by the fact that on the time and space scale of the ion gyromotion, the ions
do not follow the field lines anymore. and the electrons do. which gives them a high
"effective mass" m: : HIE/Sill? o for movements perpendicular to the probe’s surface.
l:,.g. for Deuterium. this ellective electron mass is of the same order as the ion mass
when (r is about t degree.

The above suggests that a radiofrequency Langmuir characteristic can deliver more
information about the ions than a. quasi-static one. In particular, the measurement of
the displacement current could give an estimate of p,‘. and thus of the inn temperature
or mass. “fork is still in progress to derive quantitative formulas, to compare. with the
experiment.

At the end of this section‘ it is noted that capacitive hysteresis loops can also exist on
the electron side of the Langmuir characteristic. at even lower frequencies than Lac; Sin 0',
due to the ion polarisation current perpendicular to the surface of the whole flux tube,
where the potential is influenced by the probe. instead of just the probe surface itself
(lirst suggested by Nedospasov [8]).

3 Experimental results
Six probes (-10 mm long in toroidal, 5 mm wide in poloidal direction) were flush mounted
in the ASDEX Upgrade divertor and specially equiped with coaxial cables. The cable
mantle was directly connected to the adjacent; graphite tiles. to allow for radiofrequency
operation with a welledefined reference potential. Electronics for current and voltage
measurements with a bandwidth from DC to 200 MHZ were developed. The measure»
ments are carried out at a distance of about 8 meters from the probes. The actual current
and voltage at the position of the probes are calculated by making use of the transmission
line transformation. Thus, any need for cable compensation techniques, which would fail
at the first quarter wavelength resonance anyway, is avoided.
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Figure 1: Snapshots of Langmuir characteristics during frequency sweep

Figure. l shows the typical evolution of the Langmuir characteristicr when the frequency is

gradually raised during the discharge flattop. At 80 kHz, we see the normal, quasi—static

characteristic, as described in [l]1 with the exception of some. turbulence on the electron

saturation current. At 500 kHz. the electron side shows capacitive hysteresis loops,

indicating that Nedospasov's polarisation mechanism might play a role in this frequency

range. At still higher frequency, the hysteresis shifts from the electron to the ion side,

suggesting that the flux tube’s capacitive impedance becomes negligible instead. the

sheath capacitance becomes visible (at a higher frequency than the expected wt; sincr 7":

50 kHzl).
707517777 777777777 _

cm

7717 The. value of this capacitance on the
ion side was measured as a function
of frequency, by applying a small
harmonic voltage on top of a DC
negative bias. A typical result is
shown in figure ‘2: the dots are mea—
sured during a 10 ms ramp—up of the

i frequency, and the diamonds dur—

A ing the subsequent, 1.5 ms rapid
J ramprdowu of the frequency. Both
4 the ramp—up and rampedown results

J
are fitted well by an exponential

Frequency (Hz) . ' >3 . ‘ ' .
70710 . 7 L , ‘ .. law C o< f t, wheie j 15 the he;

m“ 105 105 m7 quency. For different plasma para~

Figure 2: Measured probe capacitance as .3 meters. the exponent l3 varies be—

function of frequency tween 03 and 1.4‘

This frequency dependence is not yet explained by the above theory. It clearly shows

that the. capacitance has a. non-linear origin. At about 100 kHz, its magnitude is of the

order predicted by the model. \Ne define its Value at l MHZ, divided by the ion saturation

current and a constant normalisation factor, as the “normalized capacitance”. to enable

the comparison of measurements at different plasma densities, and to test the working
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hypothesis that it is proportional to a weighted sum of electron and ion temperatu- re.
m. Figure 3 shows the clear correla

tion between this normalized cap“.
itance signal. and the electron tern-
perature, as it is measured with
the standard Langmuir probe di.
agnostic. This is not in contra.
diction with the hypothesis

r.
em]

7..-
t

. , Since
ion and electron temperature Can
be closPly related. The correlation
with electron temperature is foundin many Hydrogen and Deuterium
discharges. but, until now, not in
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Figure 3: Comparison between the electron temr gated wether this indicates a differ-
perature (full line) as measured by the standard ence in ion temperature in front of
Langmuir probes, and the normalized ion sheath the plates, because of the different
capacitance (stars + line) for .4 UG discharge (5166 recycling properties of Helium.

A first comparison 01' the normalized capacitance with the ion temperature, obtained by
spectroscopic observation of the divertor region [9], has shown a qualitative agreement,
During ASDEX Upgrade Completely Detached HrMode discharges, the spectroscopic ion
temperatures are lower than in reference H»mode discharges. The normalized capacitance
signal, in this case. lies lower than the electron temperature from the standard probes.

4 Summary and Conclusion
Both numerical simulation and the experiment have shown the existence of a large ca»
pacitance of a [lush mounted Langmuir probe in the presence of a grazing incidence
magnetic field. measurable at frequencies as low as wcisino'. Experimentally, it has a
strong correlation with the electron temperature. Simple qualitative theoretical consid—
erations suggest, it should contain information about the ion temperature too. More
work. both experimentally and numerically. is being done to studyr this hypothesis.
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1, Introduction

Collective Thomson Scattering (CTS) of electromagnetic radiation from thermal plasma

density fluctuations allows to measure the velocity distribution function of plasma ions and

their composition in the plasma (see eg. [1]). Experiments with R [2] and FIR [3] lasers

showed the principle capability of CTS. The lack of proper sources prevented, however, to

establish CTS as a routine plasma diagnostics. The advantage of using gyrotron radiation for

CTS is the long pulse duration which allows to increase essentially the signal—to-noise ratio

by the factor g = (/ZfTT (so called "radiometric gain"), where Af is the bandwidth of a

spectrum analyzer channel and 1' is the integration time. We experimentally demonstrate for

the first time, that a gyrotron can be used to measure the thermal ion feature in a fusion

plasma. The results offer promising prospects for fast ion and alpha particle diagnostics as

plamred for reactor size tokamaks with D/T' operation [4].

Below we present the results of experimental investigations on CTS of powerful I40

GHz gyrotron radiation at the stellarator W7—AS in IPP (Catching) which were obtained

using an existing 140 GHz ECRH system (gyrotron Willi 450 kW of ti power in a I set

pulse) and a specially designed, manufactured and installed receiving antenna block and

detection system for registration of CTS spectra.

2. Experimental set-up
The block—diagram of the 140 6112 CTS experiment at W7-AS is presented in Fig.1. The

scattering angle is fixed (160°, i.e. close to back-scattering) yielding a scattering parameter [1]

of >2 under all experimental conditions. The antennas can be steered both in toroidal direction

(i18") resulting in a variation of the component of the scattering wavevector k parallel to the

magnetic field B and in the poloidal direction allowing a vertical shift of the scattering volume

(iZOCm ). Both probing and receiving beams are gaussian with a FWHM of about 4 cm . The

detection system is based on a superheterodyne 140 GHz receiver with a DSB equivalent

noise temperature of 2000 K and includes a BWO phase locked local oscillator with a

frequency stability of about 10”. A single-mode notch—filter with a bandwidth of 70 MH: at

—3 (13 level provides up to 60 dB attenuation in the line center. The 32—channel IF spectrum
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analyzing system covers the range from 50 to 1200 MHZ with a frequency separation
between neighbouring chzumels of about 10% of the Channel frequency. An additional 20_
channel narrow-band spectrum analyzer with a frequency band of 100 MH: and 5 MHz
resolution was used to investigate fine structures in the spectra.

The operational regimes of W7~AS are related to resonant values of the magnetic field for
the existing 70 GH: ECRl-l system which is used for plasma start~up2 1.25 T (2nd hannoru‘c)
and 2.5 '1“ (lst hamtonic). The 140 CH: detection system was calibrated using SCCOnd
harmonic ECE from NBl sustained plasma at 2.5 T as a reference; its Sensitivity Was
determined to be about I (’V by measuring the fourth harmonic ECE level in 1.25 T regimes.

3. Experimental results from CTS
3.]. C18 spectra from thermal fluctuations

Operation at 1.25 T, which is at 4th harmonic for 140 GHZ. provides optimal conditions for
scattering. because the absorption of the scattering beam is negligible and the ECE
background is 1 - 3 (IV only. A toroidal angle of 72° between k and B was chosen to avoid
modulation of thermal spectra by ion cyclotron harmonics typical for k being perpendicular
to 8. Measurements were performed with a gyrotron pulse duration (and integration time) not
more than 30 mt. As no beam dump could be installed in the vessel, 21 rather high level of
stray radiation with a corresponding gyrotron noise was observed. In spite of the fact, that the
thermal CTS spectra were obtained by subtracting the background measured withOut plasma
from the scattered signal with plasma, the gyrotron noise covered the scattered power at low
frequencies Reliable data were obtained in the frequency range above 200 MHz. An example
of a measured thermal ion spectrum for aplasma density of Na 2 0.35 - IOHCHI‘] is shown in
Fig.2 together with the calculated spectrum for a hydrogen plasma with 2% C5+ contamina-
tion as a typical figureThe calculated spectrum takes into account the radial profile functions
of both electron turd iort temperatures and of the plasma density.

A best fit with 7:," = 550L’V from independent diagnostics yields Tm = 480L'V with an
estimated error of i 80 ('V. which is quite consistent with Tl.0 : 44081/ i40t’l/ measured
with charge—exchange (CX) neutral particle analysis.

3.2. C'I‘S spectra from nonthcrrnal fluctuations
A number of different types of nonthermal CTS spectra were registered with B = 2.5 T in
ECRH sustained plasmas (see [5]). The most detailed investigation was performed for a very
narrow spectral feature which appeared only when a relatively weak (=30 kW) diagnostic
neutral particle beam (for independently measuring the ion temperature profile) with tut energy
mix of 22 MW, 11 c turd 7.3 keV was launched into the plasma perpendicularly to the
magnetic field, Scattered signals were measured in one or two neighbouring channels and

correspond to the frequency of lower-hybrid (Ll—I) waves a)”, : (up, All] +wir/a):

propagating perpendicular to B. The bandwidth of this feature was not more than 20-30
MHz. The dependence ofthe frequency on plasma density is given in Fig.3 and shows good
agreement with the calculated frequency from the kinetic theory (dashed line) and in the
magnetized cold plasma approximation (solid line). (see also [5]). The initially reported
angular wave propagation spread around the direction perpendicular to B within a FWHM of
8" [5] was determined more precisely (less than 3" FWHM) after readjusting the emitting-
receiving antenna block. A supponing observation of LH wave generation is the appearzutce
of a high—energy ion tail with a temperature of about 2 keV. Fig.4 shows the time behaviour
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of the scattered power in 3 adjacent channels together with a high-energy CX-spectral channel

during neutral beam modulation. To distinguish LH waves traveling in opposite directions

measurements with LO frequency shifted with respect to the gyrotron frequency have been

performed. As it follows from Fig.5 these waves have comparable amplitudes; the gyrotron

line weakened by the notch‘filter can be also seen in the spectrum.

4, 1,11 wave generation mechanism

The narrow—band feature looks like an instability triggered by the injection of diagnostic

neutral beam transverse to the magnetic field. By charge-exchange collisions in the plasma,

fast ions travelling perpendicular to B are generated, which can excite plasma instabilities.

The possible candidate is the instability under the double resonance condition when the LH

frequency coincides exactly with a high harmonic of the beam ion gyrofrequency [6]. The

dispersion relation is of the form:
-. a a

(0’, a)“ a)‘, m n<2J J’/ >
1—-—’2+4’;—a—L 2 4:0

a); wan—m w—na)“

where a is the ratio of beam and ion densities, the argument of Bessel functions is

g: t / a)“. and averaging is performed over the beam ion distribution function. This

dispersion relation has an unstable solution at double resonance (mm = 11w ), if the averaged

value in the dispersion relation is negative. The instability growth rate is proportional to the

square root of a which is high enough even with a being 10"1 +104; this is compatible

with the diagnostic NB current and its life-time estimated from the vertical drift in the

inhomogeneous magnetic field.

5. Conclusions
Both thermal and nonthermal CTS spectra have been registered at W7—AS using powerful 140

GHZ gyrotron radiation in a backseattering geometry. The measurements of the (still spatially

averaged) ion temperature obtained from the fit to theoretical spectra demonstrate the potential

for local ion temperature measurements in a 90"—scattering geometry which is constructed at

present. The ideas of using powerful gyrotron radiation for alpha particle diagnostics by CTS

technique have been stongly supported. The narrow—band LH wave instability triggered by

the ion beam perpendicular to the magnetic field have been registered and investigated

experimentally.

The financial support of the Bundesmjnisterium fiir Forschung und Technologie of FRG

is gratefully acknowledged.
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A New Approach to the Evaluation of I-V—Characteristics and Application

to Highly Collisional Divertor Plasmas

K. Giinther

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 313A, United Kingdom.

1. Introduction

Langmuir probes are a simple and indispensable tool for the investigation of the edge

plasma in magnetic fusion devices. In the form of single probes mounted in the divertor

plates, they are widely used in tokamak fusion experiments to monitor the electron density

and temperature of the divertor plasma. However, there is growing doubt about the correct

evaluation of measured current-voltage—characteristics. In fact, there is little reason to

expect that traditional probe theory is still applicable when the probe is operated in a strong

magnetic field.

Recent divertor—probe results at JET underline the problem. In the case of a dense and cold

divertor plasma close to or in the state of detachment, rather low values of the electron—to-

ion ratio of saturation currents, [If/IF”, are found, in a number of cases even smaller than

unity, Moreover, the electron temperatures derived essentially from the slopes of the

characteristics at the floating point according to TL, = eIp+ (d/d) appear to be substan-

tially overestimated in comparison with predictions from SOL code calculations [1] for this

type of discharges (e.g., 12 eV contrasted with 2 eV).

The present paper is an attempt to make a first step towards resolving the problem on the

basis of non—ambipolar fluid theory applied to the plasma between the probe-tip Debyea

sheath and the adjacent and opposite return sheaths, The very simple model used for the

"environment " of the probe has already been treated earlier [2], assuming a non-resistive

plasma, and this approach is useful in providing a general understanding of, among other

things, low Ip‘/ 1; ratios in a magnetized plasma. However, with regard to T6, the down—

ward correction it predicts cannot exceed a factor of two. Clearly, in the particular case of

highly collisional cold divertor plasmas the plasma resistivity (finite Spitzcr conductivity)

must be taken into account. The present paper upgrades the theory in this respect, describes

a corresponding routine procedure of data evaluation in order to derive corrected, i.e.

lower, values of Te, and reports first results.

2. Fundamentals

2.1. General aspects of Langmuir probe measurements in strong magnetic fields

(i) Operating a Langmuir probe means applying a voltage to, and measuring the current

through, a network of ”resistors" of different type: probe—tip and return sheaths (RPS and

RRs» respectively), cross—field (Ri) and longitudinal (RH) resistances of the plasma. RH is the
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only linear one. (ii) Classical single probe theory deals only with the probe-tip sheath, i.e.
RPS, assuming Ri = Rll = 0. As part of the voltage drops at Ry, R”, and RRs, Te Will
always be overestimated in this way. (ii) Saturation of the electron current at a low level
cannot be caused by RRS alone as long as a finite Rt allows the current to flow more and
more away from the probe‘s flux tube across the field when the voltage is increased. Only a
current—limiting Ri, becoming asymptotically infinite. can be responsible.

2.2. Perpendicular electric current in a magnetized plasma according to fluid theory
According to the total momentum balance in a magnetized plasma (N = neutral density),

ix 3 = fip + (kt +kcx)Nm,nB + mil???) + {7-71 . (1)

the cross—field current is a matter of forces that balance the Lorentz force j‘x I}. In the
presence of anomalous processes, this holds true provided that fluctuations of the magnetic

field are unimportant. Exactly this approach underlies non—ambipolar SOL models [3,4].

The relevant cross—field current ft : era —eFL._L is determined by the last three terms in
Eq. (1) alone, and these depend on the drift velocity Dd (in 6p x B~direction) which can be

caused by a perpendicular electric field El. In terms of ion and electron fluxes separately,
both rm. and Fat contain the same (anomalous) diffusion term (diffusion is ambipolar), and

Yul is nothing but diffusive, while Tu depends additionally on the three terms mentioned.

3. The Simplest Model: Flush Mounted Probe in a 100% Recycling Scrape-Off Plasma
(i) The scrape—off plasma is sustained only by ionization of neutrals, i.e. 6L 1:]. : 0,

which imposes an integral condition on the density of neutrals.

(ii) 3 = const. (no variation in shape and area of flux tube cross sections).

(iii) Approximations in the fluid equations: Te = (mist. T, = c'one neglect of viscosity.

3.1. Basic physical parameters

C : fl 1 where p = MET" p : <GCXD> a = projected probe tip half widthp W 2'83 (0i U) (2a,b,c)
8 : % where A : Di L f = f(p/Z) < 1 density profile factor

f C: (331))
72 : 81"?)s = L fi£z + L] 125 = sheath edge density. probe unbiased

To 0” 1.96 7m ’“i I; ' it“ = mean free path of electrons (4)

L has to be treated as a reduced (effective) connection length which excludes that part of the

scrape~off layer where the density of neutrals is low and the electron temperature is high.

3.2. Non-resistive case (0“ = 00) in slab geometry

With both V (probe voltage) and (D0?) (extra plasma potential induced by biasing the probe.

y across the field) normalized to TE/c. the final probe equation reads (for details see [2]):
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2 .

3CD 91 dCD 1—l1+eV e‘cp for ia<1 .

ald’T‘ .via’i :02 ( ) w. C*Z=C3+SIL. (Sam
dy- C ~ dy 1—6 3 forly/alzl ZT‘,

In terms of 6115 cS—normalized current denSities, the floating—point slope, so = dj/dV, of the

probe characteristic and the saturation-current levels are given by the following formulas:

1 sinh C‘ 2 s 2 l
50 Z 5 + 27% SO 2 9W 55 “ ”piiei (sod?) ‘ Iii “all”
Eqs. (6b,c) result from the density reacting to biasing the probe according to the relation

mod/116 : exp(—(S/C*)2 61301)). This leads to a depletion of density in the probe‘s flux tube

if <1) 4 oo (electron—current saturation for V >> 0) The density effect is a matter of Di (cf.

Eq. (3)). Pin-plate probe experiments [5] give evidence for this behaviour of both (13 and n.

3.3. Resistive case (linearized treatment) in slab geometry

For reasons of feasibility, the fluid equations relating to CD have been linearized to describe

the vicinity of the floating point only, yielding the 2—D probe equation (1' along field lines)

(3,3i22 + yaaza—Zq: = Q "t” 2 Ca _
8x2 5c C"2 + 93

Its solution by Fourier transformation leads to the normalized floating—point slope s(C* ,y*):
= “I (72kb)

no

2 sh[% J + E?:ch(%f ) , 7k

5 =1— —— dk [III/l"sm s(C‘,O) : s0(C*).
n 2 k2

k 27* k 2y“
1+ ~‘ 51 7!k + 2! l k

i [C‘wii 1i C" i Garcia“ i (8“)
Derivation of Te from measured IeV-c/Im‘acteristics

Using the experimental parameters Tcorthodox : el;(dVP/I,,) and ilj , assuming 3 = O, the

basic relation TL, : s(C(Yl.),y(7l,))7;,°m‘°d°‘ has "0% (—

to be solved for TL. with C given by Eq. (2) and ‘

7 determined by (according to Eq. (4), lnA = 10)

y? 2 5.262 2 (L/m) (jg/Acm*2)/(7;/6V)5l'2.

As 9 = 0, this yields an upper limit for TE.

The alternative, 9 > 0, requires that (i) C, y be

replaced with C*, 7‘ according to Eqs. (5b), (7b)

and (ii) both i; and Tf‘mo‘m be divided by

S+(S,C‘,y*) (approximate 8* available) to take

into account the increase of density as Vp—a—m.

Overestimated values of S, yielding a lower limit
7.

_ _ . Fig.1: Normalized floating-paint slope Off/18

iOF TL” 31‘6 Oblfllfled by equatlng the experimental l-Vecltm'acteristic as «function of the mINILL

, . _ .t . - ~ C‘ and ' ‘. The (IE endence of the latter on

I It to S S' , E . 6 , or b usm the classr— ””5 I p
I7 / I’ O / O (1 ( ) y g TL, ir etemplified by the broken line which cor—

cal Di yielding 9 2 1l]";’(1.96Z)(t/(p‘{) (Eq.(3)). responds to the uppermost Curve in Fig. 2.
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nuance to saaarztmx (cm)

1 1 n _ 1.CD._,._,._" . — , m .0 "a 30 more 0 2n 5.:0
a : mm | ‘\
m:2 2:1(DEulErtut-n) 16? ‘ *1 aatellutr
a: 2.947 ”L , regtm
L =6m i i

HT

5‘ i S my"
511d 5. 1
t. E c 5;

6L :\,

i iiZitllgzzi 13.13; - E-
)0 q‘d ”3:2 lfilG 45:0

T. » cilhnjox (5V) Time IS)

Fig.2: Upper (solid) and lower (dashed) limits for TE Fig.3: TL,"”""‘1‘7»" (A) contrasted with upper and
in dependence on non/”’1‘“. 10!! saturation currents lower Iimilx of Te (0 and 0). JETpuIse No 31627
7.3 A/cm2 and 18 A/cm2 (upper and lower cm'ves). during separatrix sweeping prior to detachment.

5. Conclusions
1. Ordinary non—ambipolar fluid theory [3,4] can provide a basic understanding of [»V.

to

Ultimately, a biased Langmuir probe ought to be treated as an integral part of the scrape—off

characteristics from probes in a magnetic field [2] including very small values of IE/I; _

. Plasma resistivity becomes crucial in dense and cold divertor plasmas which, if ignored,
causes too-high electron temperatures to be derived from measured I—V«charaeteristics.

. The resistive version of the simple lOO%—recycling model can deliver drastically reduced
electron temperatures which may not be unreasonable in the light of code predictions [1],

. The quantitative results presented have to be regarded only as preliminary ones since
retaining the model itself, improvements are necessary with respect to (i) using cylindri-
cal geometry, (ii) finding empirical rules of choosing suitable values ofL (effective con-
nection length), (iii) solving the nonlinear version of the model to find S— and 5+, 21
beyond the 100%—recyeling model, which poorly reflects the actual situation in a divertor
SOL, it is crucial to take account of (i) magnetic shear, (ii) pre—existing currents and
cross—field drift motions in the plasma, (iii) profiles of Te. 11 and neutral density along 3.

layer as a whole, described in terms of non-ambipolar fluid theory,

Ac

1 am indebted to A. Loarte and RD. Monk for encouragement and for providing the data.
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Drift wave trapping by drift vortices

T.A.Davydova and V.M.Lash.lcin
Institute for Nuclear Research1 Kiev, 252022, UlJaine

1. Introduction
It is widely thought that strong turbulence plasma state can be represented as a superposition

of vortex structures and weakly correlated drift waves.The model of anomalous transport

assosiated with vortex-vortex collisions was developed by Horton [l].But it is not quite clear

why dipole vortices,si1nplest exact solutions of the Hasegawa—Mima equation [2] which are

outside Cerenkov resonance for drift waves,have been much more rarely observed in

simulations than monopole vortices for which Cerenkov resonance conditions are fulfilled

[3].We suppose that it can be connected with the possibility of the dipole vortex to trap free

drifi waves.

2. Basic equation and results

Our analysis is based on the Hasegava-Mima equation for the electrostatic potential

55(1-At)w+va%={w,w} , (1)

where dimensionless units have been introduced by (x, )—)p(x,y), p is the ion Larmor radius

at the electron temperature, cud! —> t,eq7/ T, —> (pm,1 is the drift spwd,{f,g}is the Poisson

bracketThis equation has a well known exact solution [1] in the form of a stationary dipole

vortex (modon) travelling in the direction perpendicular to the equilibrium inhomogeneity

a 7“ i 7
a)” = aucos (2)

K,(flr/a) 1 2a

K109) ’
where x : rcosfiand yew: rsint9,]l and K1 are Bessel functionsUB2 = a2(1ivd/14)and

y is determined by K2(fl)/flKl(fi): —]2(y)/Il(y)ee consider an interaction of the

modon with free drift perturbations neglecting the changing of the modon

parameters.Representing the total field as (a: q)” + (pm where (pm is small enough we start

from the linearized eq.(l).After substitution (0w 2 (15(x, y)exp(—ia)t) one can obtain for (1)

7120(1— Ago + (pd — u)%+ 141Ai 5:; = {awaits} + {onion}. (3)
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Equation (3) have been written in the frame moving with the vortex speed 14 so that
v : aging/Hf this equation has a solution localized in space for some (07:0 (m=0

corresponds to so called translational modes) we say that it means the PGTtUrbatiOD
trappingVVe restrict ourselves with the background rnodon (ie. for the fixed fl we choose the
first root ,v : y, and for H» lapproximately yl ~5 ) for which trapping conditions can be
more easily fulfilledTo simplify (3) let‘s make the substitution (1) : ‘Pexp(iQy) where

v;- ufi‘z -:_ :— 1 , v:v«u
Q 2a) 2a“a) d a (4)

Then under the conditions
|Vl<<lQ| t (5)

and

Qzal «fit (6)
an equation for ‘Pcan be reduced to the Schrodinger oneln the region r < a it has the form

7MP + V(x,y)‘{’ : o, (7)
Where

1 77 7 r

( ’ 2 H 11 1 [Q ‘7]adl‘i7u] 2 fly?) 1 ')Vx,y)=1—Q +29 a Q (jur—Je cos 9+ sin 0 {8
fi’ J" 77.7) W T

It can be seen that inside the modon (r < a) the effective potential in (8) has one minimum at
the centre (x : 0,y : 0) if Qla2 < ,72 and localminima at the side points ( x : i-xo,y : 0) if
9232 > 72 .

We show that in the first case drift perturbations can be captured near the centre of the dipole
vortex wherent’ter expanding of the Bessel functions,eq. (7) takes the form

AiW+(E—/2x2 — gm : 0 (9)
with

2 2 2 92.7”“ 2 l lE: —1 O -—~2 — — , It)
9' +"ai 711M Qirfiflzii ( )

rotten — 72 m2)
: >0 , =3 .

q 81.03 p q

Equation (9) has the localized eigenfunctions ‘P . : H,(J;x)H K (J;y) where

H” (3:) = (‘1)K 6§1’2[%}e'§m under the condition
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E,“ :fi(21+1)+fi(2n+1)sfi/tm . (11)

For 72/2412 < Q2 < yl H12 . (12)
equation (1 1) has solutions

step—title]
(l 87’

Here Z,” < 2(7/l]l (7)0112 ~ 8.The Inst condition is fulfilled for few lowest modes n : I : 0;

r1 : 0,1 : 1; l: 0,1“! : l and so on.The localization domain is of order

5x ~ [)‘m , 5y ~ q‘l/‘lt should be smaller than the width of the well ~ 211/ 7.This gives the

condition A," > 2 that is fulfilled'l‘he condition (5) is equivalent to J; < “Q2 which is also

satisfied in the domain (12).So few first modes with 11," < 8 and with the frequencies

$7 a)?" < 2121!:2 (13)

can be trapped at the centre of the modon.
Outside the region (l3),for the perturbations with the frequencies

2 4
2 14 I}< 14
In 41:27), ( )

drifi wave can be trapped at the sides of the dipole vortexlu this case Qza2 > 72 and the

effective potential in the equation (7) has minima at the points x =ixo,y=O where

x“ 2 zua/ y ,20 ~ 3.5.Eq. (7) near the point (x0 ,0) takes the form

A;I’+[W~z>1(x—xo)2—m2]‘P=0 (15)
where

0.4(QZ—y2/a2)
W: 24—2 2 2 {Lirijhfg ,

Q 9“ l9 132 w my):
2

q.=0.OSe[QI-§2—]/lh(r)l , p.=3.5q1‘
The dispersion relation is

W,” =‘/E(21+1)+.'/Z(2n+1)s.u,,,‘/'q_I . (16)

Itcanbe easily solvedinthe limits s=1lQQ— 7/2/012 << Q and 72 /a2 << Q2 .Inthe first
caseforswehave
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(17)s = fiwooslhifllmn + {0.05p _ 2 + 4/;1l]%/)l} .

Expression (17) is valid for #1" < 10 (in assumption (1 ~ r)iThe localization domain of LheSe

Diodes 5x ~ t/pm ,5.V ~ 1/ gm should be smaller than the size of the potential Well N 1-551} r

According to (17) it is valid if p," > 3.6—2.3“? / 72.1f :1 ~ l’ it is fillfilled even for the

background mode [“00 .

In the limit Q >>- r/a one obtains

£22 = y— J0.05w/11n +Wl0-Ofwfi Ha; /’ r2) ~ (18)
‘ 7’211

So we formally have an infinite set of eigenvalues Q,” increasing with ,11," For rather large Qa

however,our assumption (5) or Jifi << Q1 and (6) will be violatedl'l'hese conditions

restn'ct possible values of 1,7: by requirement y,” < 10,

3. Conclusion
Thus,we have shown that in the framework of our description there is a finite set of localized
modes trapped inside the modon.Their electric potential has the form described by (3) with the

function ‘1’ localized inside the circle r 1; a.The function l‘Pl A has maximum at the centre of the

modon (x : 0, y : 0) for frequencies in the region (12) and two maximzi at the both sides of the

modon (x : i0V7a,y : 0) in the region (1!!) Near the maxinm the curves of equal l‘l’l) have

the form of ellipses slightly more prolonged in the y—direction. Outside the modem 1‘ >> a we

have‘l’~r’"2e"’" with [(21/92—1 if Q1a2>landw~r'“2e"" with 5: 1792 if

Q2 < lAt the first case the mode ,in fact,mdiates at infinity and can be regarded as a

quasitrapped mode.We have not considered the final stage of the modon niteraction with the
trapped or quasitrapped modes but it is very likely that they trend to smooth (annihilate) the
original dipole vortex or to split it into two monopole parish) generaliit depends on the sign of
an initial perturbation and of its form.The possibility of the mode trapping indicates that the
interaction ofvortices with free drift waves can be rather strong
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Sheared Flow Driven Drift-Dispersive Alfvén Waves

G.T. Bil‘k and BK. Sliukla

Theoretische Physik IV, Ruhr-Universitat Bochum, D-44780 Bochum, Germany

1. Introduction

It is well known that electric and magnetic field perturbations simultaneously exist in

space and laboratory plasmas that can be correlated with kinetic Alfvén waves [1]. In

this contribution, we study the linear and nonlinear properties of weakly interacting

low»frequency dispersive Alfvén waves in a nonuniform magnetoplasma containing

equilibrium pressure gradients and sheared equilibrium plasma flows. We derive the

nonlinear equations that govern the dynamics of low—frequency driftedispersive Alfvén

waves by means of a tworfiuid model. In the linear limit, we present a local dispersion

relation and solve it numerically. It is found that sheared equilibrium flows can cause a

new kind of instability of Alfvén waves. In the nonlinear case, we discuss a stationary

vortex solution.

2. Derivation of the nonlinear equations

We consider the nonlinear propagation of low-frequency (in comparison with the ion

gyrofrequency wm- = eBg/‘mic, where c is the magnitude of the electron charge, Bo is

the strength of the external magnetic field, m,- is the ion mass, and c is the speed of

light) electromagnetic perturbations in a nonuniform magnetized plasma containing

the equilibrium density gradient drno and the equilibrium velocity gradient [drew],

where vjo is the magnetic fieldviligned unperturbed plasma flow velocity of the particle

species j (j equals 6 for the electrons and i for the ions) in a direction transverse to

the equilibrium magnetic field 130%, no is the equilibrium plasma number density,

and i is the unit vector along the z axis. In deriving the nonlinear mode coupling

equations for coupled driftedispersive Alfvén waves in a nonuniform magnetoplasma

we assume that the scalclength of the magnetic field inhomogeneity is much larger

than the density gradient scalelength and that the ions are cold. The electron and

ion fluid perturbations are given by

V: R” VEB + VD: + (Use + Uez)B1J_/BO + (C/47rnge)ViAzfi, (1)



and

VLL Z V153 — 30%“): + Dara; + V133 -V)Vlo+uioB1J_/BO, (2)

\Vhel‘C v55 : (c/Bg)2 x We). and VD: : 7(cTC/eBUnE)i >< Vnc are the E x B0 and the

electron diamagnetic drift velocities, respectively, E = —Vo —— 6467,1422 is the electric
field vector. (p is the electrostatic potential, and .4, is the component of the vector
potential along the z axis. Furthermore, nC is the electron number density, TC is the

constant electron temperature. and EH = VA: X i is the two-dimensional magnetic
field perturbation. Substituting (1) into the electron continuity equation, we obtain

a: A . l A . C- 2
Dtcnd — Ez x Vnu - V9 # EEZ x Vq ‘ VAz + tVL/iz : 0. (3)

where DIE E at + U500; + VEB - V + visa“ (1: = a: + BElVA: X i ' V, jco = enoevco,
and n.el(= n.c — no << no) is the electron number density perturbation. Next7 we

substitute (1) and (2) into the Charge conservation equation by considering the quasi-
neutrality approximation (7151 3 7m)- We have to leading order

u.)
Duvit —

2
C‘ 2 x Vjo - VA. + ”AdzviA. : 0. (4)

uDec c

where D“ 2 31+ (c/Bofi X Vd - \7 + 121-001 E (11 + 11,0331}, = noc(ri;g — v50), and DA
is the Alfvén velocity. We have retained the nonlinear ion polarization drift and the
coupling of the parallel electron flow with the sheared magnetic field perturbation. By
substituting for the parallel electric field into the parallel component of the electron
momentum equation and by using (1) we obtain

(d, + vno - V)AZ — AZDHVi/l: + 0(02 + Sm, . V)¢'> — (cTc/ennnsl = 0, (5)

where V00 2 —(cTe/eb"0no)i X Vno is the equilibrium electron (liamagnetic drift

velocity, A... : c/wpe is the collisionless electron skin depth, Lupe : flannel/mall?
is the electron plasma frequency, m:3 is the electron mass, Sun = i X Vino/wee. and

wag : eBo/mec is the electron gyrofrcquency. Equations (3), (4), and (5) govern
the dynamics of finite amplitude coupled drift—dispersive Alfvén waves in nonuniform
magnetoplasmas containing an equilibrium density gradient and a magnetic field—
aligned sheared plasma flow.

3. Local Linear Dispersion Relation

We obtain the local linear dispersion relation for coupled drift-dispersive Alfvén waves.
After linearization and Fourier transformation of (3)7(5) and by supposing that the
perturbed quantities nehd) and A: vary as exp(ik - I‘ — not), where k and w are the



wavcvector and the frequency we obtain:

a w. >. - kale") S,. -k
Liz—$7 ‘ e—L -—’%——. L. (6)
no u). 1: hang uJE hie-LA;

o: (flflflm> A? (T)
L‘w‘,‘ Cb)" [C1

and
k T

. . S . ~ 11.
,‘_‘ H22,,‘ Lifiicl s

(w a. arc/tin) A: _ he [(1 + k- )0 6 no], (b)

where w. = k‘VDo and wLH = (“1%n )1/2 are the drift wave and lower-hybrid resonance

frequencies, respectively. We have denoted w] : u) — Ltzuj'o, 5,10 : —i x Vjeo/nocwte.

and SO : —'2 X Vjo/noewce. Combining (6) to (S). we obtain the dispersion equation

Ev: w. Sue . k Sn - k
w—w. bn'ez “‘4 e— —

i + “‘ l w, (1 ms + k: > (1 me)
1:2e1 5 «0 _ k
#b.‘ 1 A ‘ 7 ‘ 9

+ we ( 1;s ( )

where bE : kiAg, b; 2 king, and p5 = (TE/771i)1/2/wci is the ion Larmor radius and Tc

is the electron temperature. In Fig. l we exemplarly present an unstable Solution of

the dispersion relation for a wave number k: = 500. where the length is normalized

by the ion Larmor radius the time by the ion Larmor period, the number density by

the equilibrium density the mass by the ion mass, the temperature by the electron

temperature and the magnetic field by the equilibrium magnetic field.

’Ii;;;;;;"'om“ flifizzézzzééz?
4.4. ‘:‘§§§“\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ ,fl/flllfifififuz'
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4. Stationary vortex solution

In the absence of density gradients the nonlinear equations (3)-(5) for very low/3
plasmas in a stationary frame can be written as

-, . ca .D55, [(1 —,\;v1)xiz # 70¢] : 0, (10)
and 2

2 ‘ mu, 2 ( wt.- .D£¢Vi¢ 2 cu D55, (VLA: — nocavgdrju/L) , (11)

where Dy, 2 85 — (c/uBD)(iL,¢0£ * 069%), £ = y + 0: — (17, do : 0 + (Imi‘EU/wcg and
D5,1 : 357(1/GBO)(01/13a5— 85.4:03). Here we have assumed that VEB A V >> out):
and u > QUjo. Equations (10) and (11) can be combined to yield the fourth order
differential equation

F iq
Vi¢+01v1¢+cz¢+fiy—CI:O» (12)

where C1 : ,817 F ~1/Xj and C2 : (Ff/31 +cflga0/u)/)\Z, [31 : C10‘01)i/112)\:,I32 :
aaoiifi/uc, o = a0 + (nAZ/noevfi)clo and F is an arbitrary constant of integration.
Equation (12) admits spatially-bounded dipolar Vortex solutions[2]:

(j) : (Q111'1(51r)+ Q21\’1(321'))0050, 7' > H (13)

and F B
qb : Q3Jl(83‘r) + Q411(54r)+ —— u L.) r cost), 7‘ < R (111)(\E #n

where R is the Vortex radius7 Q1, Q2, Qg, and Q, are constants and 512 = [—o'] :l:(oz§—
4a;)1/2]/2 for (11 < 0 and of > 40-; > U, a] : fl] 7 A? and (12 = —/91 + smog/1M3,
$3.4 : [(Cl2 — 4163)”2 2F Cll/‘Z for C; < D. It is interesting to note that the sheared
equilibrium electron flow is responsible [or complete localization of the dipolnr vortex
in the outer region.
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Observation of Short-Wavelength Ion—Acoustic Waves Accompanying

Strong Langmuir Turbulence in a Magnetized Plasma
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A. L. Sanin, and L. N Vyacheslavov
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1. Introduction
Low frequency fluctuations of the plasma density are of significance in strong

Langmuir turbulence described by the Zakharov equations [1]. It has been shown by

Doolen, DuBois, and Rose that intense langmuir wave packets nucleated in shallow

density wells dug by collapsed cavitons I2]. Besides, there is the theory of the

conversion mechanism of long scale Langmuir waves to short ones on the ion-

acoustic waves generated by cavitons in a non—isothermal plasma (Galeev et al. [3]).

A number of numerical simulations show the presence of high level of the low

frequency fluctuations attendant strong Langmuir turbulence (see, for example Ref.

4). The only work dealt with to the experimental investigations of short ion—acoustic

waves associated with strong Langmuir turbulence driven by the electron beam [5].

But in that experiment a non—magnetized plasma was used.

At present, there is no complete theory of strong Langmuir turbulence in a

magnetic field. The goal of our study is to observe an ion-acoustic turbulence in a

non-isothermal magnetized plasma simultaneously with the Langmuir waves by

means of a scattering technique. This work is a continuation of the experimental

study of strong developed Langmuir turbulence (DLT) driven by a relativistic

electron beam [6,7,8]. The main feature of DLT regime is that the spatial and

temporal scales of the turbulent region far exceed the life—time and the dimensions

of a single caviton. An analysis of k—spectra of DLT in our experiments with

magnetized plasma showed that DLT is well above the threshold of modulation

instability for low—frequency perturbations, so the high level of ion—acoustic

turbulence is anticipated.

2. Experimental setup

Preliminary hydrogen plasma with the density he: lOlscnr3 and the electron

temperature Tc : leV is created in a longitudinal magnetic field of mirror

configuration with 4.5 T in the end mirrors and 2.5 T in the homogeneous part.

Relativistic electron beam (the energy is 700keV, the current is 2+3kA, the diameter



DElttInR 1M?"

Fig. 1. The schematic of the experiment.

is 2cm, and the beam duration is 200ns) is injected into the plasma. The electron
temperature reaches 50 eV after 40 us from the beginning of the beam injection. The
plasma remains non—isothermal with TC >> Ti during the electron beam pulse. The
10 J TEA C03 laser with a pulse length of order of 1 us is used. The scheme with a
direct detection of scattered radiation spectra is employed. The layout of the
experiment is shown in Fig. 1. The probe C03 laser beam crosses the plasma column
at the angle 800 . The laser beam is focused by BaFl lens with focal length f: 75

cm. The laser beam diameter in the center of plasma chamber is 0.10m.

The spatial spectrum range of ion-acoustic waves observed is determined by the
spatial scale where the excitation rate is maximal. We have chosen this range in the

vicinity of l<z0.2rD’I where the collapse should arrest. This value corresponds to the

scattering angle of 140. The light scattered by the plasma at this angle is collected by

the BaFg lens (f: 25 cm). Then the scattered light is split in two receiving channels.

One of the channels is employed for observation of the total scattered signal. The

second one is used for estimation of Wk. To select a desired range of k—spectmm half

of the recording lens aperture can be covered by non—transparent material. By this

way two points of k-spectrum are obtained. Besides. there is the channel to detect

the Langmuir waves. We choose the scattering angle of 0.50 for observation of the

Langmuir waves resonant with the beam electrons. The light scattered by these

fluctuations is collected by the spherical mirror (f=50cm) into the GezHg

photoconductor cooled with liquid helium. The ammonia absorption cell is used in

this channel to decrease the stray radiation with non-shifted Frequency as described
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in [7].
The absolute calibration of the detection system is made with the aid of rough

plates of Ge and ZnSe [71. The laser beam energy is monitored by the Ge detector.

3. Results
The frequency spectrum of the light scattered by the ion—acoustic waves has

been studied in the range of oililjmp (here m1, cop — laser and plasma frequencies,

031/2Trz300 GHZ) by the grating-

WI? '0p 4i based monochromator. The

spectral resolution of the

— monochromator is 60 GHZ and

i § i measured frequency shifts did not

exceed this value. The ammonia

02‘ V» absorbing cell is used for more

i § Q: detailed study of the scattered

i light spectrum. Ammonia has the

‘ single absorption line 05R(l,1)

l l-r’ shifted from the laser line R14

0 1 l l (7t=10.288 ii) by AVzl.45 GHZ.

0 0.: 0.5 A“
Fig.2: k-Spectra versus krD‘

increase in the ammonia

pressure leads to the broadening

of the absorption line and to the suppression of the scattered radiation. Scattered

signal is significantly absorbed at the pressure of 30 Torr. Using this effect one can

estimate the frequency shift of the scattered radiation as 2GHZ. Under our

experimental conditions, the frequency of the ion-acoustic waves determined from

the dispersion law is v5=l.6 GHZ. This is in agreement with the estimation

mentioned above.

Comparison of the signals from the O.5° channel with the 140 channel shows

that the low frequency oscillations appear simultaneously with the Langmuir

oscillations and their amplitudes correlate. The electron beam and plasma parameters

are taken the same as those in Ref.6. As a consequence, the spectral energy density

of the Langmuir oscillations is the same as previously. The numerical calculations

performed in that work for the experimental Langmuir turbulence spectrum show

that the threshold of modulational instability is far exceeded. Thus we can identify

the detected low frequency oscillations with significantly superthermal level as ion-

acoustic waves excited by the collapse in a plasma with strong DLT. The typical

value of the spectral energy density of ion—acoustic waves detected in our
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experiments is Wk/TC :105.
When the electron beam passes through the thick foil the scattered signals are

not observed. Thus, the ion—acoustic turbulence is not excited by return current.

Fig. 2 shows the results of measuring the k—spectrum of the ion—acoustic waves.

The spectral energy density of oscillations Wk (in arbitrary units) versus krD is shown

there. The error bars indicate the statistical deviation of points in different shots

Simultaneously, the boundaries of available measurement range for krD are presented

in this Figure.

4. Conclusions

The superthermal ion-acoustic turbulence accompanying strong Langmuir

turbulence in a magnetic field was observed. The measured l<~spectrum shows that

the size of cavitons under conditions of our experiments can be estimated as [m], >
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Electrostatic Waves in Plasmas with Superthermal
Particles

R. L. Mace, G. Amery and M. A. Hellberg

Plasma Physics Research Institute, Department of Physics, University of Natal,

Durban, South Africa

1 Introduction

Fermi acceleration by shock waves and stochastic acceleration by large amplitude electro-

magnetic waves are particle acceleration mechanisms which occur ubiquitously in space

plasmas, while the latter may also occur in laboratory plasmas. These processes overpop-

ulate the region '0 > I)”, by removing particles from the “thermal pool" and accelerating

thorn to high energy. The resultant particle distribution is often of the power law type,

47rv1f(v) (x if“, where a, is, in general, non—integral.

To model such nonthermal plasma particle components we employ the 3D isotropic

generalized Lorentzian, or kappa, distribution.

-3 2 _ 2 —3 zmfi +1) ”2 —(N+l)
f(v)—r ’(w) IW(I+W) . (1)

where 0 2 {(2}; — 3)/N]1/2(Tj/mj)1/2 is a modified thermal speed and Hz) is the Gamma

function. Clearly, superthermal particles with v > fl 0, exhibit a power-law distribution.

The index of the distribution, N, is a measure of the inverse “efficiency” of the accelera-

tion mechanism described above. The smaller the value of H, the greater the density of

superthermal particles. Conversely, (1) reduces to a h’laxwellian in the limit it —> 00.

Plasma wave theory based on (1) was initiated with the introduction of the Z; function

[1], the analogue of the Fried and Conte Z function in a plasma comprising generalized

Lorentzians with integer index n. The constraint that N be an integer is restrictive for

space plasmas where, in general, non-integer values of it are. required to fit measured

distribution functions. Here we summarize some of the results of Mace S: Hellberg [2],

who have defined a function Z45), valid also for non—integer K. The use of this function is

illustrated in the study of electronvacoustic waves (EAWs) which play an important role

in the production of broadband electrostatic noise (BEN) in the magnetotail, and cusp

auroral hiss in the dayside terrestrial polar regions.

2 Definition and useful relations

We define the function $40 as follows

Zdé) = 1 rum/WW 1m§>0. <2)
«1/2K3/2T(sel3).—oo 34.5 l

where N. is now a real number. It follows directly from the above definition that 230(5) 2

Z(§) since li1nK_.,)0(l + SQ/K.)_(K+1l : c"2 and the normalizing factor outside the integral
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Figure 1: left: Re Z24“); rig/11‘: lm Z-t).

tends to unity. Mace & Hellberg [‘2] have shown that the analytic continuation of the
above to all f on the cut plane (cut from —ioo to —i\/E along the negative imaginary
semi-axis) can be obtained by deforming the contour of integration such that the Contour
begins at —-ioo, encircles the point —i\/Z in a cloelm‘ise sense, and then returns to —ioo.
Hence they derived the useful relation:

21o + an» , a)245) = “73,2“; +1) 2F1l1, '2»; +2; ht +2; %(1—5/i\/'_i)la (3)

where 2F1[a, b; c; z] is the well-known Gauss hypcrgeometric function. The deriva-
tive property of the function follows directly from the properties of the hypergeometric

I x 1/2 _ .N‘zii “+1 ’-

ZKI:(I£+1> €]——2 5'2 {1+m55~+1(€)}» (4)

As expected, this relation reduces to the well—known result Z’({) = —2(| + §Z(E)) in the

function:

limit A: —» 00.
Using the properties of the Gauss hypergcomctric function, Mace SJ llellberg [2] de»

rive several useful relations involving ZJE), its derivative, and various hypergeometric
functions. In addition, power series in f and {'1 are obtained, rl‘he real and imaginary
surfaces of the function Z2_,.(E) are illustrated in FIGURE 1 where the branch cut can be
clearly seen in the surface representing the real part.

3 Electrostatic waves

Here we investigate Landau damping of the EAVV in a plasma containing hot, superther-
mal electrons. A similar study has been unclertalwn by [3] employing only thermal
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(Maxwellian) electrons.
The plasma comprises cold ions, cool electrons with a MaXWellian distribution and hot

electrons with a kappa distribution. The high—frequency electrostatic: dispersion relation

can be written:

a)? w (K—l)2 w? N—l [/2 w
1_ DC I _ J-fl JI- (.__‘) _ : . ,

21621732 (fittvc> h‘(h‘ ~ g) 190% "—1 l N k0}, 0 (5)

The symbols have their usual meanings: vc : (TC/me)”2 is the cool electron thermal

speed, 0;, = [(2N — 3)/.‘cl1/2(Th/m.,)1/2 is the modified thermal speed of the hot electrons

and h? is the index of the hot electron distribution.

At small wavenunibers the EAW has a phase speed w/lr : (715/711,)1/20h [4] where 11,,

and 71,, are the equilibrium densities of the cool and hot electrons, respectively. The wave

is near resonance with the hot electrons, and will be strongly Landau-damped by them,

unless no << 71],. At larger wavenumbers the phase speed approaches rt, and the EAW is

eventually quenched by cool electron Landau damping.

FIGURE ‘2 illustrates the curve defining the damping criterion [qt : tar/2a in f—kADc

space. This curve was obtained through HUITIE‘l‘lC‘dl solution of (5). The parameter f 2

7111/12. represents the fraction of hot electrons relative to the whole, n = in + 71h; and

ADC : (TC/41rncez)”2 is the Debye length of the cool electron component. The EAVV

appears as a normal mode, i.e. with M < tar/2w, in the region enclosed by the right

pointing “nose”. In the very left of this region the wave dispersion characteristics deviate

strongly from acoustic behaviour. Thus, we artificially introduce a leltehand boundary,

approximately where the curve turns back on itself, i.e. where the “nose” meets the

“upper lip”. This, defines a minimum hot electron density, depending on H, below which

the EAVV, as we know it, will not occur.

There are several noteworthy features. The underside of the right-pointing “nose”

provides the smallest wavenumber for which one can observe the EAVV. This curve is

essentially determined by the magnitude of the hot-electron Landau damping since the

phase speed of the EAW is close to the hot electron thermal velocity here. As the value

of s is decreased from its upper-limit, corresponding to a l\/‘laxwellian distribution. this

curve moves upward in a monotonic fashion, indicating an increase in the “threshold”

wavenumber. This is expected: as N is decreased, so the population of hot superthermal

electrons is increased, the thermal population decreased, and the distribution steepens in

the region of the thermal speed, uh, with concomitant increased damping o< 0f/Bv.

Secondly, the curve defining the upper side of the right-pointing nose provides the

wavenumber for which the EAVV is quenched by (tool~electron Landau damping. This

curve does not exhibit as strong a variation with H as does the one previously discussed.

Again, this is expected. The cool electron distribution is a hilaxwellian that is independent

of K. The variation that we do observe must then be due to variation in the phase velocity

of the wave brought about by varying Kr, a smaller ellect.
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Figure '2: A:/\DC versus f for Th/I. : 100

4 Conclusions

We have outlined some of the properties of a new dispersion function [‘2] for waves in
plasmas in which one or more. of the components can be described by a generalized
Lorentzian‘ or kappa, distribution. Such plasma components occur frequently in space
and astrophysical environments. We have undertaken a preliminary investigation of the
damping of the electron-acoustic wave in a plasma in which the hot electrons have a
generalized Lorentzian distribution. \Ne found that the hot-electron Landau damping
was increased considerably. especially for small values of H. li‘nrthermorc. the existence
parameter space was significantly diminished by the introduction of the hot superlhermal
electrons. This suggests that [or the HAW to occur in space plasmas more free energy
will be required for its destabilization than hitherto assumed.
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Ion Resonance Cones in a Magnetized Plasma

C.Riccardi, P.Cantu', M.Saliemo and MlFontanesi
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1. Introduction

A theoretical and experimental analysis on ion resonance cones is performed to study the way

in which they are affected by the modification of the launched wave frequency and the

plasma parameters such as Ti ion temperature and ion minority concentrations.

2. Theoretical considerations

From a theoretical point af view the wave potential emitted by a point source antenna in a

magnetized plasma can be derived solving Poisson'equation VD = p. where p = q6(;)e"“"

is the charge distibution oscillating at frequency (D and 12:20n (lg is the plasma

dielettric tensor and E = #q ). Considering a static magnetic field 3: Bug and a

collisionless plasma ,1 the wave potential is expressed by Green's function [I]:

-l(|)l Her
e B",t =~, dk—————

(m ) 21v j ’kiKma—kfiKu (1)

where (n =27tf ; f is the wave frequency ; kL and k“ are the wavevector components

respectively perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic field ; Kxx and Kzz are the dielectric

tensor components.

In a cold plasma approximation. for frequencies near to ion cyclotron one. the integration

can be easy analitically performed . like in the case of electron cones, using the residue

theorem. The potential becames singular on a cone surface called "ion resonance cone"

whose vertex coincides with the emitting antenna and whose axis is parallel to Bug. The

resonance cone is obtained from the vanishing of the denominator

K‘Xsinle + Kzz cos2 9 = 0 (2)

where 9 = artg(x/z) is expressed in polar coordinates and rappresents the angle with respect

to the magnetic field lines. It has to he noticed that the integration in (I) gives a

propagating solution only if the dielettric tensor components are of opposite sign; this means

that the resonance cone can exists in some particular frequency regions. For our conditions

( (o < < (Dpe) , beeing Kzz<0 and Kxx>0 . the ion resonance cone evaluated for an ion

specie. can exists only if 0 <m < 0c and com <03 < min(mcc,mpc) . From (2) we can see that

the resonance angle verifies the following relation :
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1+ $—
mlflgim')

,
(i) ‘ u) "z —“" + —I°”3K2: —w:) to‘

To analyze the thermal effects. we must consider the following dielertric tensor components .

sinlB =

to1 30):" TE 1
Ks=1+ .”“ . +18. .m”. K =l—mi' ;(Q;—m‘) ‘;(4Q:-m')(m'—Qi) a m1 [2]

in which the temperature terms are relevant to the ion species. In this situation the

integration of (1) to get the wave potential. cannot be performed analitically; infact we can

only integrate kl using the residue theorem , but the kL integration must be done

numerically. In a warm plasma the group velocity (perpendicular to the k“ (kL) surface )

departs from the cold plasma approssimation. The warm ion cone is characterized by several
wave components with different phase velocities, so that the spatial wave potential
development results less localized and the resonance cone undergoes an angular dispersion
that is directly proportional to ion temperature.

In Fig.1 the wave potential ¢IVS x (radial position) is shown considering the presence of

H; minority ion , varing Tm . It is evident the cone broadening due to thermal effects and it

can be seen that the cone maximum peak is slighter shifted with respect to that predicted by

tha cold plasma theory. So the exact evaluation of resonance cones frequency, angle or

position needs to know the ion temperature.

The presence of a wide source modifies the resonance cone shape obtained with a point

source. While the point source antenna can excite modes at any kl wavevector values, a

wide source excites modes at a well precise kH values. The resonance cone we have.

considering wide source effects. is not peaked in a small resonance frequency range , but it‘s

broadened. reduced in height and less localized.

3. Experimental Set up and Results

The experimental analysis of ion resonance cones has been performed in the Thorello device

, which is a toroidal system working with a steady state magnetized plasma with the

following operating parameters : nc<lO11 (cms) ; Btoroidal 2150 Gauss ; Te< 10 eV.

To detect ion cones it has been employed an interferometric system that permit to measure a

signal proportional to the electric field of electrostatic wave propagating in the plasma. The
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measurement of lengthwave from the interferometric signal. allows us to evaluate the

perpendicular wavevector value and so to elaborate an experimental dispersion relation.

As wave launching system. we used a "slow-wave" and a point source antenna. Slow wave

antenna is made by four plates aligned along the toroidal coordinate and symmetrical to the

equatorial plane; every plate is feeded with a signal of equal frequency and amplitude,but

with a 4) phase respect to the consecutive one .

In Fig.2 the experimental resonance cones development is shown for three launching

frequencies. These data are in good agreement with the theoretical ones . Lastly in Fig.3

some experimental data are related and compared to three theoretical curves evaluated for

three different concentrations of H; minority ion, respectively equal to 60%, 50%, 40%.

The best correlation between experimental points and theoretical curves is got for minority

ion concentrations equal to 50%.

Theoretical curves, plotted for concentration values different from the exirnated one, permit

to say that our measurements are affected by an indetermination contained within 10%.

(e
m

u
.

S 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

x (mm)

Fig.1 Wave potential 4) vs radial position x for a plasma with minority concentration

n,“ /n”. =06 : TH. =0.3 2V. Tu; =0.1 eV (continues) and TH, 20.6 eV, TH; =0.2 eV (dashed)

Vertical dashed line is the cold resonance cane position
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Fig.3 Experimental interferogramr obtained at the frequencies of from the tap) : 24 MHz, 25 MHz, 2.6 MHz .

with Toroidal magnetic field B,=2150 Gauss , prexsure P =2 x] (T4 mbar.
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Fig.2 [on cones propagation angle vs lanclzing frequency : comparison between experimental points and

theoretical curves plottedfor the following parameters : NH, /n€ =62% and )1”, /n8 =38%, r1”, /IzC =52%1

and rim/12L, =48%, nHv/nc =42% and nH], /n8 =58%
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PLASlVIA DIELECTRIC TENSOR IN A TOKAIVIAK

Satish Puri
Max-Planck—Institut fiir Plasn'iaphysik, EURATOM Association,

85748 Garching hei Miinchen, Germany

The Grishnov—Nekrasov dielectric tensor formulation (assuming Icy]C —> O) for

a tokamak in the large-aspect—ratio, non—relativistic, circular cross-section,

Maxwellian plasma are expressed as a summation of terms involving plasma

dispersion functions Z(UN) with arguments UN corresponding to the wave-

particle resonances in toroidal geometry. Unlike the linear geometry case,

each of the real and imaginary parts of the plasma dispersion function Z(UN)

cotribute to both the reactive and resistive components of the tensor ele-

ments 6(6). This effect, together with the multiplicity of resonances occuring

over a wide velocity range, tends to broaden the absorption region.

1. INTEGRATION OF THE GRISHANOV—NEKRASOV EXPRESSIONS

The wave—particle resonance of the homogeneous plasma, spreads to a multiplicity

of resonances (with the same total weight) in the inhomogeneous magnetic field of a

tokakmak [2,3]. In a plasma of thermonuclear parameters, with collision frequency

much less than the particle bounce frequency, the role of collisions is negligible [3].

The dielectric-tensor components may be expressed in the form (the species sum—

mation is implicit) [l]

61 = Cam I (Luz/W2) [‘I’+1u + Q+u + @7111 + ‘P—lt]:

62 : em = thug/w?) [‘I’+1u + ‘1’“: — ‘I’—1u — ‘Il—lti:

63 : fizz : (Lug/U12) l‘l’nu. + ‘I'Oti:

where u and t refer to untrapped and trapped particle contributions, respectively. After

expansion in Mittag—Lefflcr series and following some algebraic manipulations, Eq.(16)

of [1] for the untrappcd particles reduces to (assuming m 2 O)

1-

tr (6) 1 in f U12V AlA
. Z—I ——’ (

i” 2fi(1+5c050) N_ 00 Eu(7r)
__ O

exp [#iXuN(6)] [7r cos [XuN(y)] 7 U3 exp(—U2)
/d 7rd 1

(1—A+5cos{})l”/2_ (l—A+Ecosy)l”/2 y U—UN U’ ()
0

where 17

XtNUI) = / X('77)d71= AW)
'0

‘ 101130 Eu(77)

hub fi’w IjN
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l l ‘u. — l.FlI., r w}? 1\‘(’Il:l/1¢(r—£)+ q ’ “*J— 1 0 1+%2 q 1+ ecosn l—n), fi'WUN \/1, /L(1+ac057;) ‘
1+:(osv)

1 ([0 2m; —3ffl,}, ~ 176 7]
A? 21111, ——— 7+———‘t( 1 7th 7(1) g(2 (1)] —l~52 an 1+5 1112

4
(1 — 5)(1+ e — A)

l<1+€lflff€¢ (iii—uh iFfd’" 5%»
. , 1— E 1 — cos 1] wRU Eu(7r)

sm 1])” = ———— . UN : —— ,
2 1+ scosv} fist/1(a) ~ N7r

: r/RO7 R0 is the torus major radius, 6 and (/5 are the poloidal and toroidal angles, m
and n are the respective wave numbers, q : (10 + (qa * q0)(1‘/a)2 is the safety factor, a,
is the plasma radius, 11¢, = B¢,/B7 U : 'U/fi'ut, A : 2nB0/v2, u = (1 + aces mini/2B07
m is particle thermal velocity BO is the axial magneic field, 11. : (q/Vq2 -l- sip/mam),
F and H are the elliptic integrals of the first and the third kind, respectively.

Equation (1) contains summations over the wave—paticle resonances in the manner
of [4]. Performing the U integration in (1) yields

13u(n)r=

00 1 e

17(A
\lll1‘(6):-—4(1+Ecos(})N:2 _/E“U:’))1(\AIA

0° 0

exp [—iXuNW / (OS[X‘uNll
(l—A+5H180)l”/Z(1~A+5eosZ/lm/20

£11 , (3)

where

F<UN>:Uti1—Ut2’(UN)] ,
Z(UN) is the plasma dispersion function and Z’(UN) : dZ(UN)/dUN. Averaging over
0 gives

< ‘11“) >24 f cluNe/H d,” (4)( . ._ . , It 2nN:7m1 A+ecosy) l/

Equations (.3) and (4) resemble the cylindrical geometry results in so far as the
contributions to \I! at the wave—particle resonances are expressed imterms—of the plasma
dispersion functions Z(UN) evaluated at the resonances UNi There is the crucial dill
ference, however, that no simple correspondence exists between the real and imaginary
parts of Z and l1' due to the presence of the complex phase factor exp [—iX1,Ar(H)] in
(3). This complex phase factor reapportions the reactive and resistive components of
Z at a given 6 in such a manner that when averaged over 0, the real and imaginary
parts of < Z > and < ‘1' > in (/1) exhibit perfect sympathy. This would tend to further
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spread and smear out the absorption region thereby modifying the energy absorption

(as well as radiation) profile in the toroidal geometry in conjunction with the spread

already inherent in the fine splitting of the solitary cylindrical—gcometry resonance to

the multiplicity of tokamak resonances.
The remaining integrations over y and A are difficult due to the rapidly fluctuating

integrands, In a large tokamak of thermonuclear parameters, however, the exponents

Xu N becomes large enough to allow approximations using asymptotic stationary-phase—

integration techniques. Integrating the RHS of (3) wrt y gives
1—2:

1 ”0 F(UN)
‘I’ u, 0 x ———J ——’ Ad\

1 ( ) 4(1+£e059) N200] Eu(7r) I
7— o

exp[—‘iXuN(0)l 23: 271' 1/2 C05[Xu1\1(yj)+ajj—;] (5)
(1— A + 5cos(9)l’|/2 i=1 lX:[N(yj-)| (1 e A +5eos y_,-)l’l/2 ’

where aj : X"(yj)/|X”(yj)|‘ the differentiation of X is wrt y, and the summation over

j extends over the three possible roots of the cubic (in variable :1: = 1+6 cos y) equation

XiLN('!/) : XW) : 0 - (6)

In ease X”(yj) —> 0, the contribution from the jth root in (5) is to be replaced by

r(1/3) [ 6 Y” cos [xmyn]
\/'3 lXt'Myjll (1 *A+€Cosyj)‘”/2

Equation (4) may be rewritten as

1 Z: / 9(Aj)exp[i1{i(1\j)] (1A, (7)
i D

0 :#
WI“) 8(1+Ec039)

Nzioo j=l

where
(A) M F(UN) A UN2 2,” 1/2< A )UUZ

g 3 — Eu(7r) 1—A+ecos6 lXii’NWj)‘ 1—A+5cosyj ’

and
Him» = some [mes mg] . (8)

Upon integrating (76) one finally obtains a closed-form approximation for WWW),

1 °° 3 . 2% 1/2 . ‘ 7r
mummmfvz 22:9(Ag)[ml expi.[Hi(A;Y)+akZ] ,

=-oo j=1 Ii: k (9)
where 0k : H”(A§)/|H"(A§)l, the difierentiation of H is wrt to A7 and 1; denotes the

stationary—phase points corresponding to the roots of

H’(AJ-) = 0. (10)

In case I ”(M9) a 0, a prescription similar to the one for the 3/ integration is to be used.

The method for obtaining ‘11”(0) for the trapped-particle contribution follows

along identical lines.
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2. DISCUSSION

The approximation to \Ilm(6) in (9) involves accurately computable elementary
functions and elliptic integrals; the derivation uses purely analytical methods with the
exception of solving Eq.(10) for determining the stationary phase points for the A inte—
gration. Thus it becomes possible to determine the plasma dielectric tensor in a tokamak
with precision using the elegant Grishanov-Nekrasov fornmlation. The present method
of integration leading to (9) reveals the following subtle and hitherto unknown features
of the plasma dielectric tensor E (or \II) in toroidal geometry.

1. \1/(6) can be expressed as the sum of plasma dispersion functions Z(UN) evaluated at
the wave-particle resonances UN in the. torus. The velocity spread of these resonances
increases with the inverse—aspact-ratio a so that c may depart significantly from the local
cylindrical approximation. This would modify propagation and absorption/emission of
rf waves near the plasma periphery.

2. There is no simple correspondence between the real and imaginary parts of Z and ‘11.
The resistive and reactive contributions to c are an amalgam of the real and imaginary
components of Z. Only when averaged over 6, do the real and imaginary parts of e
and Z correspond. This intermixing of 5R [Z(C)] and % [Z((;)] leads to further spread of
absorption/emission to larger values ofq caused through borrowing from the less rapidly
declining ER [Z(C)]. This must be compensated for by a reduction in absorption/emission
elsewhere in order to even out the effect on the average.

3. Inserting for UN in (2). one obtains

1AM) — Na
XuNUI) : AW) T [Lg Euffl')

E1107)

making XUN in (2) as well as Hg in (8) independent of rut. Thus in the summations
in (9). only F(UN) in g(A) changes with ot. the remaining terms acting merely as
geometric factors. Thus in the process of evaluating (9). a single calculation of the

computationally timeeconsuming geometric factors allows the determination 0f 11’ Over
the entire temperature range. The similarity between the toroidal and the cylindrical
cases, so far as the temperature dependence goes, is inescapable.

The spread and evening out of absorption/emission of rf waves7 as well as the

enhanced emissivity at elevated temperatures could have important implications on the
radiative energy transport via Bernstein waves in toroidal geometry. This is further dis-
cussed in Ref.[5] where some computed results comparing the real and imaginary parts
of the plasma dielectric—tensor component E" with its cylindrical geometry counterparts
are presented.
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[2] PURI, 8.. Europhysics Topical Conference Report on Radiofi‘cquency heating and

Jurrent Drive of Fusion Devices, Brussels 16E (1992) 13.
[3] PURI, 8., Czech. J. Phys. 43 (1993) 631.
[4] KAUFMAN, A. N., Phys. Rev. Lett. 15 (1972) 1063.
[5) PURI, 8., Radiative Transport via Electron—Bernstein Waves (this conference).
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Magnetic Reconnection in Collisionless Regimes

B Coppi and LE Sugiyama

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139, U.S.A.

1. Introduction

Magnetic reconnection processes that proceed under collisionless conditions are of great

relevance to space physics and to magnetically confined, laboratory plasmas. Their

occurrence in laboratory plasmas allows the testing of theoretical models for space

plasmas, as well as studying the unique problems of confined plasmas, where serious

limitations on the plasma parameters can be imposed by reconnection instabilities.

In collisionless plasmas, the electron inertia introduces very small spatial scales

that reduce the width of the actively reconnecting region, to a size inadequate [1] to

produce the observed rates of magnetic reconnection. We are thus led to postulate other

mechanisms to allow collisionless reconnection. In particular, pre—existing microturbu-

lence can introduce a form of electron momentum dissipation that allows reconnection

to proceed.
In confined plasmas, an important related problem is the possible excitation of

collective modes, which can scatter high energy nuclei out of the plasma. Under cer—

tain conditions, the reconnecting modes can have a resonant interaction with the fast

particles. At the lowest frequencies, "fishbone” modes have fundamental poloidal and

toroidal mode numbers m“ 2 nD = 1 and frequency [2] w : wf‘. = mOV5/ro,V,fi being

the diamagnetic velocity of the thermal ion population, and r0 the radius of the surface

where q 2 Ar) = 1. They are marginally stable due to finite Larmor radius effects, in the

absence of a resonance with the high energy particle population, and do not necessarily

involve reconnection [2]. Macroscopic modes with m” > 1 can be excited only through

reconnection. Thus, the question arises whether such modes can exist and scatter high

energy particles.
Deuterium and D-T neutral beam injected plasmas in TFTR frequently exhibit

[3,4] a mode localized in the central part of the plasma with m“ = 4, n." = 3 or, at

times, m'J/nD = 3/2 or 2/1, in regimes with high electron temperature [ilo keV)

and moderate plasma density (113 f, 7.5 X lolacm'a). The frequency [4} of the 4/3 mode,

10 kHz, is well above the electron collision frequency and is of the order of a fraction of

the ion diamagnetic frequency wu- at q = 4/3. As in the case of fishbone modes, high

energy particles may be scattered due to the mode-particle resonance to = rum-(Em),

where cop; is the magnetic curvature drift frequency of the particles, which for neutral

beam ions corresponds to an energy close to that of injection. In fact, strong scattering

of both D-T and D-D [5] fusion products out of the plasma has been observed during

coherent 3/2 and 4/3, and to a lesser extent 1/1 fishbone, MHD activity in TFTR.

Ignited plasmas differ from the hot ion regimes discussed for TFTR — the ignition
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requirements involve consideration of a collisional regime, that is, 1/6, > lwfi| ~ lwtcla

and introduce the effect of the electron diamagnetic frequency w“ = wf;(Tedn/dr)/

(dpg/dr), since T5 > T,~. The fusion products’ resonance with the mode is well below their
birth energy. Therefore, these modes may prove helpful in preventing the accumulation
of fusion ash by scattering the slowed down fusion products toward the periphery [6],

after they have deposited most of their energy in the plasma. A major question is
then whether the nonlinear mode retains a rotation in the to"! direction that allows

interaction [2] with the fusion products.

2. One-Dimensional Model

Since the reconnection region is small, we refer for simplicity to a plane one—dimensional

model, Where the magnetic surfaces are labelled by a: :constant. The relevant compo—

nent of the perturbed field is B; : BE [:3] exp(iiwt+ikyy+ikzz). For regimes where the

electron diamagnetic velocity is considerably smaller than that of the ions (Tc << T4),

the electron momentum conservation equation, when only the electron inertia term

breaks the frozen-in—law, gives BE 2 —(k-B)'($ — 1:0)flgl/w + dfldgéx/dxz) near the
surface a: : 2:0 where k-B(:ca) : 0. Here 11” is a velocity, d,Z E c/wpa, and kgdf << 1,

We denote by 63 the width of the region where reconnection takes place and where

R, ~ £(dzfig/dz2). When d/da: changes drastically over 63, but é“ does not, we

have (dzfim/dzzfléx ~ 1/(aJ6R), where a1 is the scale distance for the variation of the
equilibrium current density. Then 61;», ~ dZ/af, which is unrealistically small, since the

validity of the linearized approximation requires |jH/J"| < (ii/a2], a value that is prac-

tically insignificant. Thus we infer that there is additional structure at the reconnection

layer.
We assume that a state of microscopic turbulence, possibly excited by locally large

current density gradients, exists. It can be represented in a model equation by a dif-

fusion of the longitudinal electron velocity, mE (Dr Vida“) = e (E + flu/c X B), that

implies 6R ~ [£*/Waj]l/3, where 12* E Drdg and D: is the diffusion coefficient. In the
case where Bx varies over the reconnection layer and ldzéz/dzzl/éx| ~ 1/62, we have
6;; ~ (fit/ml”. This applies to modes that are strongly driven by the plasma pressure

gradient, as in TFTR. The total momentum conservation equation completes the de-

scription of the mode within the layer 6R, m;n3fi,-/3t = —V{)+j XB/c+J XE/c—l—fi/LG,

where 13 is the total plasma pressure and ji/LG models the combined effects of the plasma

pressure gradient and the magnetic field curvature, supplemented by the incompress—

ibility condition, lash/amt >> lV-fi,|.
The dispersion relation is determined by a sixth order mode equation, whose ap-

proximate solution yields ws — (.05i + mgUgP = 0. In the limit |Re w]:|1m w|, the

mode has Re to 2 LUZ/3,1111 w z 70(Ig)2/3 where 7,, E [£*(w2)2/a§]1/3 ,a; .=_ l/A’,
A’ represents the driving factor of the instability, (0.11,)2 E (k - B)'2/(47rnm,-k2), where

the prime ’ denotes a derivative (1/111, and I: is a finite number. The reconnection layer
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Width is of the order of 6R E (L/wDZ/Q 0.31/9 . It is easy to verify that r70:wf|. implies

(in > p,- , the ion gyroradius.

The observed experimental activity represents a. strongly nonlinear stage of the

instability. As the mode develops nonlinearly, we expect the growth rate to vanish while

its frequency remains proportional to, and in the same direction as, wig. Following the

analysis for m = 1 fishbone modes [2], we expect that the mode particle resonance

with the energetic particles may enhance the saturated mode amplitude, as it should

contribute an additional source of free energy in addition to the background current

and pressure gradients [A’).

3. Numerical Analysis

To investigate the effects of toroidal geometry and the nonlinear evolution, we have

used the resistive MHD and two fluid [7] models in the initial value code MH3DK [8].

Although the collisional resistivity been argued to have little effect in the experiment,

we have used a resistive toroidal analysis, given its availability, in order to identify the

mode driving factors and, to a lesser extent, the topology.

First, the possibility of a toroidal instability was investigated. A deuterium—tritium

TFTR plasma, in which a 4/3 mode was observed experimentally, was analyzed. Full

toroidal geometry, R/a : 3, and close approximations to the experimentally measured

profiles of density and temperature were used. To test stability, the plasma beta was

varied by scaling the temperatures and the location of the rational surfaces was shifted

while keeping qc, and qa fixed.

In the ideal MHD approximation, the linear perturbation eigenmodes with low

toroidal mode numbers, n 2 2 and 3, were found to be stable as expected, even for

plasma betas exceeding the experimental value. This was confirmed [1] with the ideal

MHD stability code, PEST-1. The 2/1 ideal MHD mode was also stable.

The resistive MHD modes with m°/n° = 4/3 and 3/2 were found to have relatively

weak growth rates even at low magnetic Reynolds number S m 104 (compared to

S : 108 in experiment) and to be driven primarily by the pressure gradient. They were

well localized to the central part of the plasma. Each mode possessed a relatively

strong secondary harmonic m = m', where m’ = m" — 1 = n“, that was peaked near

(just inside) q = 1, even though the effective resistivity there was very small. This

toroidal coupling is consistent with experiment, where a significant m’ —_— no component

near (1 : 1 is observed simultaneously with the main mode in the Te fluctuations, for

m“/n° = 3/2 and 4/3.
To investigate the question of why the 2/1 mode is often not observed in prefer—

ence to higher mode numbers in TFTR, we have analyzed the relative stability of the

4/3, 3/2, and 2/1 modes. To eliminate the excitation of the 1/1 mode, whose stability

depends sensitively on details of the plasma profiles, we have considered the cylindrical

case, where toroidal coupling does not enter, and also the torus, where it was assumed
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artificially that qa > 1. In the cylinder, the 4/3 and 3/2 modes were found to have
larger resistive MHD growth rates than the 2/1 for characteristic TFTR-like, centrally
peaked pressure profiles, taken from a discharge in which a 4/3 but no 2/1 mode was

observed experimentally. When less centrally peaked profiles are considered, analyti-

cally, numerically, and in experiments, the 2/1 mode is found to be more unstable. A

similar result is found numerically in the torus, when qo > 1 was used, although this

does not correspond exactly to the experimental conditions.

For the nonlinear analysis, the 2/1 mode was chosen for relative ease of numerical

computation, and the initial studies carried out in a cylinder. Experimentally, this case

corresponds to a series of well-diagnosed deuterium TFTR supershots, where the 2/1

is the dominant mode [3]. The results show that, nonlinearly, the developing magnetic

island ceases to rotate relative to the plasma, for the case when |wfi| z [wiel or p,- z p"
as previously seen in a reduced, isothermal model [9]. We believe that, qualitatively,

these results should apply to the other low m, n at 1 modes.

The characteristics of the modes and their evolution are expected to be sensitive

to the details of the plasma profiles and to important non-MHD effects such as the

interaction with the fast particles and the characteristics of the underlying state of

microscopic turbulence at the corresponding rational surfaces, as well as toroidal effects

on the nonlinear evolution that are not included in the present analysis.

In conclusion, an underlying state of microturbulence can provide a possible mech-

anism by which reconnection in collisionless regimes can proceed. This mechanism is

consistent with observed processes in confined high temperature plasmas.

This work was supported in part by the U.S. D.O.E.
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